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June 1, 2017
Full Board Meeting, 8:00 a. m.

Agenda Briefing Notebook

AGENDA
BOARD MEETING
TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES
4000 JACKSON AVE., BUILDING 1, LONE STAR ROOM
AUSTIN, TEXAS 78731
THURSDAY, JUNE 1, 2017
8:00 A.M.
All agenda items are subject to possible discussion, questions, consideration, and
action by the Board of the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (Board). Agenda item
numbers are assigned for ease of reference only and do not necessarily reflect the
order of their consideration by the Board. Presentations may be made by the identified
staff or Board member or other staff as needed. The Board reserves the right to discuss
any items in executive session where authorized by the Open Meetings Act.
1. Roll Call and Establishment of Quorum
2. Excuse Absences
PAGE
5

6
8
19
53
56
77
89

98

3. Chair's Reports - Chairman Raymond Palacios
4. Executive Director's Reports - Whitney Brewster
Awards, Recognition of Years of Service, and Announcements
BRIEFING AND ACTION ITEMS
5. Finance and Audit
A. TxDMV Fund Update - Linda M. Flores and Renita Bankhead
(BRIEFING ONLY)
B. FY 2017 Quarterly Financial Report - Linda M. Flores and Renita Bankhead
(BRIEFING ONLY)
C. FY 2018 Preliminary Operating Budget - Linda M. Flores and Renita Bankhead
(BRIEFING ONLY)
D. Facilities Update - Linda M. Flores (BRIEFING ONLY)
E. Internal Audit Division Status Report - Sandra Menjivar-Suddeath
(BRIEFING ONLY)
F. Amendment to the FY 2017 Annual Audit Plan - Sandra Menjivar-Suddeath
6. Legislative and Public Affairs - Caroline Love (BRIEFING ONLY)
A. Update on TxDMV Board Recommendations to the 85th Legislature
B. General Overview of 85th Legislature Outcomes
7. Projects and Operations - Judy Sandberg (BRIEFING ONLY)
Enterprise Projects Update
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PAGE
109

113

533

555

8. Specialty Plates Designs - Jeremiah Kuntz
A. Eastern Star (New Non-Vendor Plate)
B. University of Texas, Longhorn Tower (Vendor Plate Redesign)
C. Porsche Club of America (New Vendor Plate)
CONTESTED CASE
9. Franchised Dealer's Protested Distributor's Notice of Termination under
Occupations Code, §2301.453 - Daniel Avitia and David Richards
MVD Docket Nos. 14-0010.LIC and 15-0013.LIC;
SOAH Docket No. 608-14-3211.LIC
Bates Nissan, Inc., Complainant v. Nissan North America, Inc., Respondent
RULES - ADOPTIONS
Title 43, Texas Administrative Code
10. Chapter 206, Management - David D. Duncan
Amendments, §206.131, Digital Certificates
(Proposal Published January 27, 2017 - 42 Tex. Reg. 300)
Chapter 221, Salvage Vehicle Dealers, Salvage Pool Operators and Salvage
Vehicle Rebuilders
Amendments, §§221.16, 221.53, and 221.73
(Proposal Published January 27, 2017 - 42 Tex. Reg. 301)
11. Chapter 209, Finance - Jeremiah Kuntz and Linda M. Flores
Amendments, §209.2, Charges for Dishonored Checks
(Proposal Published March 24, 2017 - 42 Tex. Reg. 1389)

562

12. Chapter 215, Motor Vehicle Distribution - Bill Harbeson and Daniel Avitia
Amendments, §215.140, Established and Permanent Place of Business
(Proposal Published March 24, 2017 - 42 Tex. Reg. 1390)

576

13. Chapter 215, Motor Vehicle Distribution - Jeremiah Kuntz
Amendment, §215.155, Buyer's Temporary Tags
(Proposal Published March 24, 2017 - 42 Tex. Reg. 1392)

584

14. Chapter 217, Vehicle Titles and Registration - Jimmy Archer
Amendments, §217.56, Registration Reciprocity Agreements
(Proposal Published March 24, 2017 - 42 Tex. Reg. 1393)

603

15. Chapter 218, Motor Carriers - Jimmy Archer and Bill Harbeson
Amendments, §§218.13, 218.17, 218.56, 218.57, 218.65, and 218.73
Repeal, §218.74, Settlement Agreements
New, §218.75, Cost of Preparing Agency Record
(Proposal Published April 7, 2017 - 42 Tex. Reg. 1876)
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16. Chapter 219, Oversize and Overweight Vehicles and Loads - Jimmy Archer
and Bill Harbeson
Amendments, §§219.2, 219.3, and 219.124
Repeal, §219.125, Settlement Agreements
New, §219.127, Cost of Preparing Agency Record
(Proposal Published April 7, 2017 - 42 Tex. Reg. 1885)
RULE - PROPOSAL
Title 43, Texas Administrative Code
17. Chapter 218, Motor Carriers - Bill Harbeson
Amendments, §218.61, Claims
EXECUTIVE SESSION
18. The Board may enter into closed session under one or more of the following
provisions of the Texas Open Meetings Act, Government Code, Chapter 551:
• Section 551.071 - Consultation with and advice from legal counsel regarding:
- pending or contemplated litigation, or a settlement offer;
- a matter in which the duty of the attorney to the government body under the
Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct of the State Bar of Texas
clearly conflicts with Government Code, Chapter 551; or
- any item on this agenda.
•

Section 551.074 - Personnel matters.
- Discussion relating to the appointment, employment, evaluation,
reassignment, duties, discipline, and dismissal of personnel.

•

Section 551.076 - Security devices or security audits:
- the deployment, or specific occasions for implementation, of security
personnel or devices; or
- a security audit.

19. ACTION ITEMS FROM EXECUTIVE SESSION
20. Public Comment
21. ADJOURNMENT
The Board will allow an open comment period to receive public comment on any
agenda item or other matter that is under the jurisdiction of the Board. No action will be
taken on matters that are not part of the agenda for the meeting. For subjects that are
not otherwise part of the agenda for the meeting, Board members may respond in
accordance with Government Code, Section 551.042 and consider the feasibility of
placing the matter on the agenda for a future meeting.
Agenda items may be presented by the named presenters or other TxDMV staff.
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Pursuant to Sections 30.06 and 30.07, Penal Code (trespass by license holder with a
concealed or openly carried handgun), a person licensed under Subchapter H, Chapter
411, Government Code (handgun licensing law), may not enter this property with a
concealed handgun or a handgun that is carried openly.

Any individual with a disability who plans to attend this meeting and requires auxiliary
aids or services should notify the department as far in advance as possible, but no less
than two days in advance, so that appropriate arrangements can be made. Contact
Stacy Steenken by telephone at (512) 302-2380.
I certify that I have reviewed this document and that it conforms to all applicable
Texas Register filing requirements.
CERTIFYING OFFICIAL: David D. Duncan, General Counsel, (512) 465-5665.
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DATE: June 1, 2017
Action Requested: Briefing

To:
The Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (TxDMV) Board
From:
Whitney Brewster, Executive Director
Agenda Item: 4
Executive Director’s Reports – Recognition of Years of Service
Subject:

RECOMMENDATION
Board Chair and Members offer congratulations to employees reaching a state service milestone.
PURPOSE AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Beginning November 3, 2016, the Executive Director will announce the name of individuals who retired from the
agency and will recognize employees who have reached a state service milestone of 20 years and every five-year
increment thereafter. Recognition at the June 1, 2017 Board meeting for retirements and state service awards
include:
Laura Dennis in the Information Technology Services Division reached 20 years of state service.
Norma Fabian in the Finance & Administrative Services Division reached 20 years of state service.
Linda Martin LeDet in the Vehicle Titles & Registration Division reached 20 years of state service.
Debbie Bates in the Information Technology Services Division reached 20 years of state service.
Idalia Illa-Lopez in the Vehicle Titles & Registration Division reached 25 years of state service.
Andrew Gonzales in the Consumer Relations Division reached 25 years of state service.
Patrick Palmer in the Finance & Administrative Services Division reached 25 years of state service.
Sylvia White in the Consumer Relations Division reached 25 years of state service.
Ellen Blackwell in the Motor Vehicle Division reached 25 years of state service.
Reney Clayton in the Vehicle Titles & Registration Division reached 25 years of state service.
Christine Reding in the Motor Carrier Division reached 25 years of state service.
William Diggs, Jr. in the Vehicle Titles & Registration Division reached 30 years of state service.
Cindy Grisham in the Vehicle Titles & Registration Division reached 30 years of state service.
Lois Johnson in the Motor Carrier Division reached 30 years of state service.
Finally, the following individuals recently retired from the agency:
Stella Rico - Vehicle Titles & Registration Division
Maria Dassing – Consumer Relations Division
Judy Miller - Vehicle Titles & Registration Division
Paula Lancaster - Information Technology Services Division
Susan Price-LaSalla – Motor Carrier Division
Jeffrey Kushaney – Finance & Administrative Services Division
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DATE: June 1, 2017
Action Requested: Briefing

To:
From:
Agenda Item:
Subject:

The Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (TxDMV) Board
Linda M. Flores, Chief Financial Officer
5. A.
Presentation of a summary of activities in the TxDMV Fund for month ending April 30, 2017

RECOMMENDATION

This is a briefing of the TxDMV Fund revenue and expenditure activities for April, 2017. No action required.
PURPOSE AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

On September 1, 2016, the TxDMV began depositing revenue into the Texas Department of Motor Vehicle Fund (TxDMV Fund
or Fund 0010.) The operating budget for Fiscal Year 2017 is primarily funded by revenues collected in the TxDMV Fund.
Legislation authorized a one-time $23 million transfer of funds from General Revenue (Fund 0001) to the TxDMV Fund as
start-up resources.
FINANCIAL IMPACT

For the month ending April 2017, collections for the TxDMV Fund totaled $116.2 million consisting of $93.2 million in
revenue deposits (including collections for payments of fees for credit cards and Texas.gov) plus the $23 million one-time
transfer.
• Revenue collections for the Processing and Handling Fee (P&H) as of April 2017 are within projected levels at $16.9
million.
Obligations to the TxDMV Fund for the same period includes $71.5 million in operating expenses, plus $8.1 million in
obligations for fringe benefits and $4.1 million for convenience and Texs.gov fees. The result is a projected net cash balance
of $32.5 million for the month ending April 2017.
Staff project that collected revenues will continue to cover operating costs.
BACKGROUND AND DISCUSSION

The 83rd Legislature, Regular Session, enacted two bills H.B. 2202 and H.B. 6 that significantly affect TxDMV’s revenue
disposition for funds collected by the department and its method of finance for the 2014-2015 biennium. The 84th Legislature,
Regular Session enacted SB 1512 which ensured that the TxDMV Fund and its revenue dedications were recreated and
rededicated revenues for deposit into the TxDMV Fund.
The TxDMV Fund 0010 was created effective September 1, 2016, changing the agency’s method of financing from General
Revenue (with the exception of the Automobile Burglary and Theft Prevention Authority [ABTPA]) to the TxDMV Fund.
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TxDMV Fund Revenue & Expenses
Revenues
One Time Transfer
Motor Vehicle Certificates
Motor Vehicle Registration Fees
Motor Carrier - Oversize / Overweight
Motor Vehicle Business Licenses
Miscellaneous Revenue
Processing & Handling (P&H) Fees
Credit Card Convenience Fees
Texas.gov Fees for Online P&H

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

25,821,666
31,328,084
8,211,822
5,225,704
1,618,607
16,933,541
2,270,301
1,800,364

(2)

TxDMV YTD Fund Revenue & Expenses
April 2017
(3)

Subtotal Revenue Collections

Other Capital

One Time Transfer,
$23,000,000

$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

24,981,734
85,423
921,291
5,756,759
28,365
872,350
2,353,859
178,794
17,945
455,031
154,453
8,249
21,243,393
1,558,146
881,580
360,466
1,195,757
174,033
66,126
6,886,760
2,774,404
539,646

$

5,519

23,000,000

(1)

Total Revenue

Expenditures
Salary Related
Benefit Replacement Pay
Other Personnel
Professional Fees
Fuels & Lubricants
Consumables
Utilities
Travel In-State
Travel Out-of-State
Rent - Building
Rent - Machine and Other
Advertising & Promotion
Purchased Contract Services
Computer Equipment & Software
Fees & Other Charges
Freight
Maintenance & Repair
Membership & Training
Other Expenses
Postage
Reproduction & Printing
Services

for month ending April 2017

93,210,089
116,210,089

Expenses - Convenience
Fees/Texas.gov for
Online , $4,070,665

Expenses- Fringe
Benefits, $8,139,706

(1)

Expenses - Operating,
$71,500,086

Notes:
(1)

MyPlates TxDMV Fund revenues for this period total $2,976,628 with expenses totaling $2,907,492

Motor Carrier - Oversize/Overweight excludes escrow deposits of $2.6 million.

$

71,500,086

(2)

Fringe Benefits

$

8,139,706

(3)

Credit Card Convenience Fees

$

2,270,301

Texas.gov Fees for Online P&H
Total Expenses

$
$

1,800,364
83,710,456

Net Cash Balance

$

32,499,633

Subtotal Operating Expenses

Revenue Collections,
$93,210,089

Credit Card Convenience Fees includes fees for Temp Permits, Oversize/Overweight Permits, TxIRP,
Motor Carrier Credentialing System (MCCS) and eLICENSING.
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DATE: June 1, 2017
Action Requested: Briefing

To:
From:
Agenda Item:
Subject:

The Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (TxDMV) Board
Linda M. Flores, CPA, Chief Financial Officer
5.B.
FY 2017 Quarterly Financial Report

RECOMMENDATION
The attached Financial Summary reflects revenues and expenditures for the TxDMV as of the April 30, 2017. No action required.
PURPOSE AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (TxDMV) Board is briefed quarterly by staff on revenue collections and agency expenditures.
The attached Financial Summary includes both second quarter (ending February 28, 2017) and financial information for a portion of the
third quarter.
Year-to-Date (YTD) TxDMV Fund 0010 collections of $112,139,424 exceeded projections, however; collections for all revenues (including
Fund 0006 and Fund 0001) were under projection. TxDMV revenue collections were close to projections without any unanticipated
fluctuations. Expenses for the same period totaled $86.8 million with salaries, professional fees, and contract services constituting the
majority of the expenditures.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
Beginning in Fiscal Year 2017 the agency is funded from the newly created TxDMV Fund which includes the Processing and Handling Fee
(P&H). The exception is the Automobile Burglary and Theft Prevention Authority (ABTPA), which will continue to be funded from
General Revenue. The department completed the first eight months without any major cost overruns or unanticipated expenditures.
BACKGROUND AND DISCUSSION
Revenues
Through April of Fiscal Year 2017, TxDMV Fund collections exceeded expectations with overall revenue 1.9% higher than projected.
Strong registration and title revenue both finished above projection, offsetting diminished oversize/overweight revenue. Business dealer
licenses revenue has exceeded projections with revenue 7.4% higher than anticipated year to date. P&H revenue including the
automation portion and temporary permits totaled $16,933,541 through April 2017.
As of April 30, 2017, revenue collections for the new MyPlates contract totaled approximately $27 million of which $13.3 million counts
toward the $15 million General Revenue guarantee. At the current collection rate it is estimated the $15 million General Revenue
guarantee will be met in late summer of calendar year 2017.
Through the first 8 months of Fiscal Year 2017, collections for all revenues ended 4.7% lower or $55.6 million less than projected. The
major drivers for lower than projected revenue collections are a decline in registration revenue and oversize/overweight revenue.
Registration revenue is lower than anticipated, as the state has experienced a 1% decrease in the number of registered vehicles compared
to the same period last year. Through April, oversize/overweight revenue is 8.7% below projected levels, but revenue in this category
trended upward in March and April. The slump in oil prices and the related downturn in the oil patch continue to put pressure on the
oversize/overweight category, but the number of permits issued on a monthly basis improved in March and April compared to the same
period of Fiscal Year 2016.
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Expenditures
Year-to-date expenditures through April 30, 2017 for all funds total $86,840,910 of which 82% ($71.5 million) is funded by the TxDMV Fund.
In addition to TxDMV Fund expenses of $71.5 million, obligations to the fund includes $12.2 million for fringe benefits, credit card
convenience fees and payments to Texas.gov results in total TxDMV Fund expenses to over $83.7 million.
Overall the largest expenditures incurred were in salary related categories, contract services (plate production/registration renewal) and
professional fees (Data Center Services and Automation). Included in the year-to-date expenditures is approximately $2.9 million for
contract payments to the MyPlates vendor. Contract payments to the MyPlates vendor are contingent upon revenues collected. As of the
end of April, MyPlates revenues totaled $2,976,628. Also included are capital appropriation expenditures of approximately $19.3 million, of
which half are for Automation projects associated with RTS Refactoring and LACE Replacement/eLicensing.
At the end of the second quarter (February 28, 2017) the staff prepared a Mid-Year review of the operating budget. A total of $5,346,000 was
allocated for postage to mail registration materials ($4.6 million) and $375,000 for sticker paper. The department estimates $2.2 million in
lapse ($1.6 in salaries and $600,000 in fringe benefits) associated with the Governor’s Office hiring freeze effective February 1, 2017. In
addition, the department anticipates lapsing approximately $12 million in the operating budget in set aside payments to Texas.gov for fees
related to online processing of the P&H fee. TxDMV does not collect these amounts as revenue, Texas.gov retains $2.00 fee from each online
transaction and remits the states portion to the treasury, and therefore a payment is not processed.
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FY 2017 Financial Summary
for the period ending
April 30, 2017
Finance and Administrative Services Division
June 1, 2017
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FY 2017 Financial Status Highlights for the Period Ending April 30, 2017
TxDMV Fund Overview
FY 2017
YTD Projected
Revenue

Revenues:
Motor Vehicle Certificates of Title
Motor Vehicle Registration Fees
Motor Carrier - Oversize / Overweight
Business Dealer Licenses
Miscellaneous Revenue
TxDMV Fund One-time Transfer
Processing and Handling Fee
Total TxDMV Fund Revenue

$

$

24,594,908
28,909,026
8,757,351
4,867,106
1,714,933
23,000,000
18,152,453
109,995,777

FY 2017
YTD Actual
Revenue
$

25,821,666
31,328,084
8,211,822
5,225,704
1,618,607
23,000,000
16,933,541
112,139,424

$

Overall, TxDMV Fund revenue is 1.9% over projection through the first 8 months of FY 2017. Certificate of Title
revenue is 5% higher than projected while registration revenue is 8.4% higher than projected.
Through the first 8 months of FY 2017 Oversize/Overweight
deposits to the TxDMV Fund are 6.2% below projections, as
fewer permits have been issued YTD in the depressed oil
price environment. In the months of March and April the
department saw an uptick in the number of permits issued
and revenue received. In April FY 2017, the department
issued approximately 12% more Oversize/Overweight
permits than the same period of FY 2016. After a slow
revenue start to the year and recent implementation of
eLicensing, Business Dealer Licenses revenue is now 7.4%
higher than projected.
The department has been collecting Processing and
Handling Fee (P&H) revenue since November and through
April has collected nearly $17 million. After a solid start to
the year, P&H revenue slipped slightly in April to finish the
reporting period 6.7% under projection. Revenue staff
monitors P&H revenue on a monthly basis. Overall collections remain in line with projections.
Through April FY 2017, the top four TxDMV Fund fees (P&H, Title - $3 Portion, Buyer’s Tag and Automation)
accounted for approximately 54% of all TxDMV Fund revenue. The Automation Fee was reduced to $0.50 in January
via P&H rule package and is included below in the Processing and Handling Automation (Portion). Salvage Titles/
Title Histories and MyPlates Renewal Fees round out the top 10 TxDMV Fund fees. The one-time $23,000,000
transfer is not included below.
Top 10 TxDMV Fund Fees through April FY 2017

1

% of Total
Processing and Handling Fee (P&H)

$

13,232,899

14.8%

Title Fees ($3 Portion)

12,684,513

14.2%

Buyer's Tag
Automation Fee

11,921,043
10,410,910

13.4%
11.7%

Oversize/Overweight Permits
Business Dealer Licenses

6,371,147
5,224,204

7.1%
5.9%

Delinquent Title Transfer (Public)

4,908,257

5.5%

Processing and Handling Fee (Automation Portion)

3,700,642

4.2%

Salvage/Title Histories

3,152,778

3.5%

MyPlates Renewal Fees

2,966,681

3.3%

Top 10 TxDMV Fund Fees Deposi ts

$

74,573,074

83.7%

Total TxDMV Fund Deposi ts

$

89,139,424

100.0%

1 - Overall collections remain in line with projections .
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FY 2017 Financial Status Highlights for the Period Ending April 30, 2017
My Plates Contract Revenue and Guarantee Status
Through April of FY 2017, cumulative vendor deposits to GR totaled $26,912,791. Of these deposits, $13,308,403
counts toward the contractual guarantee of $15 million in deposits to GR. At the current rate of growth and using
conservative methodology, it is estimated MyPlates will meet the revenue guarantee in the summer of FY 2017.

*Figures exclude refund data and are subject to minimal revision.
1 – GR revenue from the sale of new plates and 5% of renewal plate revenue shall count toward the guarantee

General Revenue deposits from the sale of vendor specialty plates are determined by plate type and plate term with the
state receiving:

-

40% from all plates sales of one year
95% of all renewals sales
60% of all auction sales
60% from all plate sales with a term of greater than one year
10% of all ancillary products
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FY 2017 Financial Status Highlights for the Period Ending April 30, 2017
Overview All Revenues

Overall, revenue is 4.7% under projection through April of FY 2017 for all revenue collections. For the month of
April revenue was 1.2% lower compared to April 2016, but total year-to-date revenues are slightly above FY 2016
collections.
Certificate of Title revenue is 5.4% over projection, helped by strong auto sales. In contrast to TxDMV Fund and
General Revenue registration revenue, overall registration revenue is unexpectedly below projected levels as the
state has experienced a 0.9% decrease in the number of registered vehicles compared to the same period last year.
As of April, there were 24,020,803 (excluding exempt vehicles) registered vehicles in Texas. Implementation of
the single sticker program and its associated new requirements is the most likely reason for the decrease in State
Highway Fund 0006 registration revenue and . Although TxDMV’s registration forecast is more conservative than
both the Biennial Revenue Estimate (BRE) and TxDOT Cash Forecast, registration revenue is not expected to
meet the FY 2017 projection. Based on the first 8 months of FY 2017, registration deposits to the State Highway
Fund are estimated to finish the year approximately $40 million below staff projections.
Oversize/Overweight revenue is down 8.7% YTD compared to projections, but has seen a revenue rise in the
second half of this fiscal year. Oil prices remain depressed, but if recent revenue momentum continues,
Oversize/Overweight revenue may meet projections. Commercial Transportation Fees revenue is 9.0% below
projections. Business Dealer Licenses revenue is 7.4% higher than projections after a slow start in FY 2017. The
Motor Vehicle Division has worked through a backlog of credential applications and recently implemented
eLicensing.
TxDMV total deposits YTD through April for the past three fiscal years is shown below. Typically the months of
March, April and May are the highest revenue months for the department. The seasonal variation of registration
revenue accounts for the large upswing in overall revenue compared to January and February.
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FY 2017 Financial Status Highlights for the Period Ending April 30, 2017
April 2017 Budget Status
2017 Adjusted
Budget

Expenditures:
Salaries and Wages
Benefit Replacement Pay
Other Personnel Costs
Professional Fees and Services
Fuels & Lubricants
Consumable Supplies
Utilities
Travel In-State
Travel Out-of-State
Rent - Building
Rent - Machine and Other
Advertising & Promotion
Purchased Contract Services
Computer Equipment Software
Fees & Other Charges
Freight
Maintenance & Repair
Memberships & Training
Other Expenses
Postage
Reproduction & Printing
Services
Grants
Other Capital

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

41,032,376
113,282
1,273,315
43,872,703
75,650
1,574,710
4,707,360
457,609
78,723
1,270,380
342,728
650,745
35,667,378
7,924,365
1,458,162
828,706
8,139,516
293,129
13,578,047
10,075,274
5,833,839
1,230,493
13,681,480
1,898,632
196,058,601

$

4,317,815

$

4,317,815

1Q
Sep - Nov
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

9,391,703
10,266
293,343
2,530,505
8,358
268,597
713,743
76,095
9,336
184,379
25,754
1,323
5,563,258
145,893
251,321
13,098
753,363
91,523
15,583
4,556,567
1,129,177
127,394
5,519
26,166,097

2Q
Dec - Feb
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

9,525,759
63,400
394,704
5,524,176
11,976
348,632
815,835
52,977
2,300
171,063
81,458
5,631
8,343,429
914,288
259,263
235,582
1,003,304
42,979
26,644
2,187,353
1,064,138
284,561
1,241,538
32,600,990

Partial 3Q
Mar - Apr
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

6,293,012
11,757
240,848
7,311,434
8,030
406,565
824,928
60,044
5,817
100,451
49,347
2,952
7,746,303
1,103,029
373,780
111,787
273,203
40,556
68,618
144,339
597,146
127,827
1,856,755
315,295
28,073,823

YTD Expenditures

FY 2017 Available
Budget

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

25,210,473
85,423
928,894
15,366,115
28,365
1,023,795
2,354,506
189,115
17,452
455,893
156,559
9,906
21,652,990
2,163,209
884,364
360,466
2,029,870
175,059
110,845
6,888,260
2,790,460
539,782
3,098,294
320,814
86,840,910

Budget Adjustments
Adjusted UB

1

Total adjustment to original
approved budget of $191.7 million
Comparison to Prior Year

Adjusted
Fiscal Year 2016

Adjusted
Fiscal Year 2017

Percent Change

Approved Adjusted Budget

$

196,162,934 $

196,058,601

-0.05%

Year-to-Date Expenditures

$

78,358,757 $

86,840,910

10.82%

Available Budget

$

117,804,177 $

109,217,692

-7.29%

Encumbrances/Remaining Expenses

$

60,557,187 $

42,365,691

-30.04%

Available Budget

$

57,246,990 $

66,852,001

16.78%

Notes:
1. Unexpended balance amount adjusted to reflect actual costs in FY 2016 for Automation, County RTS, AMSIT and Physical Security capital budgets.

15,821,903
27,859
344,421
28,506,588
47,285
550,915
2,352,854
268,494
61,271
814,487
186,169
640,839
14,014,388
5,761,156
573,799
468,239
6,109,646
118,070
13,467,202
3,187,014
3,043,379
690,711
10,583,186
1,577,818
109,217,692

FY 2017
Encumbrances
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

8,277,775
31,406
397,518
233,665
251,058
128,135
32,421
9,547,701
4,326,321
347,804
414,616
3,465,670
19,293
61,925
2,471,361
2,404,129
490,308
9,458,532
6,050
42,365,691

FY 2017 Available
Budget
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

15,821,903
27,859
344,421
20,228,812
15,879
153,397
2,119,189
268,494
61,271
563,428
58,033
608,418
4,466,687
1,434,835
225,995
53,623
2,643,977
98,777
13,405,277
715,653
639,249
200,403
1,124,654
1,571,768
66,852,001
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FY 2017 Financial Status Highlights for the Period Ending April 30, 2017
Expenditures:
Year-to-date expenditures through April 30, 2017 for all funds total $86,840,910. The significant expenditure
categories are detailed below:
Salaries and Other Personnel ($25.2 million) – As of April 30, 2017 there were 711 filled positions and 62
vacancies. Effective February 1, 2017, the Governor’s Office implemented a mandatory hiring freeze to be in effect
through August 31, 2017. The estimated salary lapse from the hiring freeze is approximately $1.6 million, the total
lapse with benefits will be $2.2 million.
Purchased Contract Services ($21.2 million) – This line item includes Huntsville license plate production ($15.2
million); Special License Plate Fees - Rider 3, ($2.9 million); and registration renewal and specialty plate mailing
($3.1 million).
Professional Fees ($14.9 million) – The majority of these expenses are Data Center Services (DCS) ($4.6 million)
and Automation ($9.4 million).
Postage ($6.7 million) – Postage permits for registration renewal mailings.
Reproduction & Printing ($2.7 million) – Printing and imaging of titles ($1.3 million), title paper, envelopes, and
registration inserts ($1.4 million).
Utilities ($2.3 million) – Information Technology data circuit and telephone costs ($2.1 million); and reimbursement
to TxDOT for facility costs ($225K)
Maintenance and Repair ($1.9 million) – Annual software maintenance costs ($994K); RTS Refactoring ($824K);
and County technology support ($178K)

TxDMV Fund
Year-to-date TxDMV fund operating/capital expenditures totaled $71,500,086, with the largest expenditures in
salary related and contract services. Contract services expenditures includes payments to MyPlates of $2,907,492
with the majority of the remainder consisting of expenditures for the manufacture of plates. In addition to the
$71.5 million in expenditures there are also obligations to the fund of $12,177,718 for fringe benefits, credit card
convenience fees and payments to Texas.gov bringing total TxDMV fund expenses to $83,677,804 as of the end of
April 2017.

Mid-Year Review:
At the end of the second quarter (February 28, 2017) the staff prepared a Mid-Year review of the budget. The
Mid-Year review is an estimate of anticipated year end balances available to be reallocated to address agency
needs. Staff works with the divisions to identify anticipated expenditures and needs. In prior years, salary lapse
was used to fund one-time items as part of the Mid-Year review; however this year salary lapse was adjusted for
the set aside mandated by the Governor’s hiring freeze.
Divisions were asked to submit requests for items funded either with lapse identified through the mid-year process
or projected balances identified in division budgets. A total of $7,481,087 was requested and approved:
$2,135,087 in self-funded requests (primarily Information Technology) and $5,346,000 in reallocated balances.
The reallocated balances funded, $4.6 million for fund postage to mail registration materials, $375,000 for sticker
paper, $371,000 in merits.
The department anticipates lapsing approximately $12 million in operating primarily consisting of funding set
aside for payments to Texas.gov for fees related to online processing of the P&H fee. In addition to monitoring
the expenditure of the approved Mid-Year items, the budget staff will review balances and expenditures at the
beginning of the 4th quarter (June 2017) to identify any additional balances that could be available for one time
expenditures.
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FY 2017 Financial Status Highlights for the Period Ending April 30, 2017
Capital Project Status
Technology Replacements and Upgrades ‐ County Support

The FY 2017 budget is $9.2 million. This includes $5.5 million in FY 2017 appropriations and $3.7 million in
unexpended balance from FY 2016. Expenditures to date include toner cartridges for county offices, network
equipment maintenance, and equipment and services for the County Equipment Refresh Project (CERP). The CERP
provides workstation and printer upgrades to the 508 County offices throughout the state. The majority of the
encumbrance ($4.6 million) is allocated for the County Equipment Refresh Project (CERP). The deployment of the
workstation and printer upgrades was completed in early April. Staff is in the process of disposing of old equipment
and closing the project.

TxDMV Automation System
The TxDMV Automation capital project provides for the continued development of information technology assets
to improve customer services and improve access to agency programs for customers and the public.
The majority of the Automation expenditures are associated with the Registration and Titling System (RTS)
Refactoring Project, which is estimated to be $16.2 million at year end. The Point of Sale (POS) component has been
implemented in all 254 counties and the migration of RTS off the mainframe onto DCS-based servers was completed
in November 2015. The overall schedule for the project has been updated and the new Process and Handling (P&H)
fee for RTS was implemented in October 2016. Work continues with the deployment of releases and Workstream 4
tasks, and legislative activity is being evaluated for changes that could impact RTS release schedules.
The LACE Replacement/eLicensing project was successfully launched in March 2017.
The Web Dealer Project continues with dealer implementation and enhancement testing. The modules implemented
to date include New Vehicles, Used Vehicles, and Commercial Fleet. The Salvage module was implemented in July
2016. Adjustments have been made for the impact to Web Dealer from the implementation of the TxDMV Fund and
the new Process and Handling (P&H) fee. The Centralized Payment module is in the business requirements
development phase.
The second phase of Single Sticker was completed in April 2017. The Automation funding for this project was $1.2
million. The majority of that cost was utilized for the TxDMV International Registration Plan (IRP) system upgrade,
which implemented an automated inspection process to replace the manual verification process for commercial fleet
services.
The unallocated reserve for Automation was increased in August 2016 by $1.9 million through a transfer from
operating lapse to fund the new WebLien project anticipated to begin in FY 2017. The unallocated reserve amount
is currently budgeted at $3.8 million.
Growth and Enhancement – Agency Operations Support
This budget provides funds to acquire hardware/software to support agency operations. Expenditures and
encumbrances to date include costs for miscellaneous computer equipment and laptops.
Commercial Vehicle Information Systems and Networks (CVISN) Grant
The Commercial Vehicle Information Systems and Networks (CVISN) federal grant focuses on safety enforcement
on high‐risk operators; integrating systems to improve the accuracy, integrity, and verifiability of credentials;
improving efficiency through electronic screening and enabling online application and issuance of credentials. The
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FY 2017 Financial Status Highlights for the Period Ending April 30, 2017
Motor Carrier Division (MCD) works with three other state agencies – Texas Department of Transportation
(TxDOT), Texas Department of Public Safety (DPS), and State Comptroller – to implement the grant, with
expenditures planned for TxCVIEW maintenance and core augmentation, the ABC Warning Project, and travel.
Expenditures of $222,000 have occurred through April 2017 and $213,000 is encumbered for the ABC Warning
Project.
Data Center Services
The Data Center Services (DCS) program enables state agencies to access data center computing as a managed
service. State agencies are billed for the amount of services consumed. Expenditures totaled $4.6 million through
the end of April. The year-to-date total reflects charges for services through the March 2017 billing period. The total
DCS budget of $9.5 million does not include payments to TxDOT for DCS charges, which will be paid from
Information Technology (IT) operating funds in FY 2017.
Relocation of Regional Service Centers
This project provides funding in FY 2017 for the relocation of three Regional Service Centers from TxDOT facilities.
On Monday, April 3, 2017, the Corpus Christi Regional Service Center began operations in its new location and
Vehicles, Titling, and Registration (VTR) stakeholders reported operations went smoothly. The TxDMV Board
approved the lease for the new San Antonio RSC at its January 6, 2017 meeting. The new address will be 15150
Nacogdoches Road in Suite 100 and an August 2017 move date is anticipated. A property in the Edinburg area was
under consideration for the Pharr Regional Service Center; however, the rental rates were deemed cost prohibitive.
In March 2017, TxDMV and the Texas Facilities Commission (TFC) closed the TFC portal request, de-scoped the
Pharr relocation from the overall RSC Relocation Project and ended attempts to relocate the Pharr Regional Service
Center due to the inability to locate lease space that was suitable for TxDMV’s daily operations and/or were cost
prohibitive.
Relocation of Bull Creek Campus
Funding in the amount of $1,400,000 for FY 2017 will be used to address costs related to the relocation of MCD
staff from Bull Creek to the 5th Floor of Building 6 at Camp Hubbard. This move is anticipated to occur by January
2018.
Application Migration & Server Infrastructure Transformation (AMSIT)
The Application Migration and Server Infrastructure Transformation project will identify shared assets, applications,
and servers to be relocated from their current position to satisfy the goal of establishing a standalone agency
environment. Although this project is related to Automation, it is a separate capital project. Primary costs in FY
2016 were for allotted for project management and services provided by NTT Data. The FY 2017 adjusted budget
is $6.5 million, and expenditures total $581,000 through the end of April 2017, primarily for project management,
NTT data project services, and capital equipment.
Physical Security
In June 2016, the TxDMV Board approved transfers from EPMO operating ($122,040), and Growth and
Enhancement, ($175,000), to create the FY 2016 Physical Security Project budget. FY 2017 funding in the amount
of $354,156 includes $130,000 in unexpended balance (UB) funding from FY 2016. This amount financed project
management costs and other miscellaneous implementation expenses. Expenses to date in FY 2017 are associated
with project management, cabling costs, and minor facility costs. This project was closed in April 2017 and
equipment has been installed at fifteen Regional Service Centers. The last site remaining is the San Antonio Regional
Service Center, which is scheduled to move in August 2017. Physical security cameras and badges will be installed
at the new location as part of the Physical Security project and the installation will be managed by IT personnel.
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FY 2017 Financial Status Highlights for the Period Ending April 30, 2017
Statement of Capital Project Expenditures
through April 30, 2017
2017 Approved
Adjusted
Budget

Capital Projects
Application Migration & Server Transformation (AMSIT)

6,480,559

Commerical Vehicle Information Systems & Network
(CVISN)

2Q
De c - Fe b

37,010

435,000

76,181

467,287

5,900,081

1,156,740
-

FY 2017
Available
Budget
4,743,341

221,951

221,951

213,049

1,866,500

1,291,118

4,644,066

4,930,193

2,992,367

1,937,826

950,705

66,983

124,672

53,901

245,556

705,149

131,797

573,352

9,199,003

522,752

1,034,547

1,490,979

3,048,278

6,150,725

4,600,951

1,549,774

28,391,882

885,543

3,741,054

5,639,442

10,266,039

18,125,843

5,236,205

12,889,638

62,226

62,519

808,981

80,639

728,342

-

-

800,000

-

800,000

Technology Replacement & Upgrades - County Support

-

580,478

FY 2017
Encumbrances

1,486,448

Growth & Enhancements - Agency Operations Support

-

FY 2017
Available
Budget

FY 2017 YTD
Expenditures

3Q
Mar - Apr

9,574,259

Data Center Consolidations

TXDMV Automation System Project

1Q
Se p - Nov

213,049

Regional Office Relocation

871,500

-

293

Bull Creek Relocation

800,000

-

-

Physical Security

354,156

48,987

120,384

90,018

259,389

94,767

85,767

9,000

57,057,064

3,047,722

6,963,631

9,316,922

19,328,275

37,728,787

14,284,465

23,444,321

Total

Statement of TxDMV Automation Project Expenditures
through April 30, 2017
TxDMV Automation Project Appropriations

FY 2017

Original Estimated Unexpended Balance CarryForward from FY 2016
$
Total Automation Appropriations

$

28,391,882
28,391,882

TxDMV Automation

2017 Approved
Adjusted Budget

813010 RTS Refactoring

$

16,171,826 $

327,249 $

2,395,052 $

727,843 $

3,450,144 $

4,312,796 $

8,408,886

813015 WebDealer E-Titles

$

1,380,817 $

117,949 $

241,345 $

219,383 $

578,677 $

571,355 $

230,785

813020 E-Licensing

$

6,380,272 $

440,345 $

738,347 $

4,692,216 $

5,870,908 $

168,899 $

340,465

815028 Single Sticker Phase II

$

572,857 $

- $

366,310 $

- $

366,310 $

183,155 $

23,392

84BDGT Unallocated

$

3,886,109 $

- $

- $

- $

- $

- $

3,886,109

TxDMV Automation Total $

28,391,882

1Q
Se p - Nov

$

2Q
De c - Fe b

885,543

$

2017 YTD
Expenditures

3Q
Mar - Apr

3,741,054

$

5,639,442

$

2017 YTD
Encumbrances

10,266,039

$

Available Budget

5,236,205

$

12,889,638
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DATE: June 1, 2017
Action Requested: Briefing

To:
From:
Agenda Item:
Subject:

The Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (TxDMV) Board
Linda M. Flores, CPA, Chief Financial Officer
5.C.
FY 2018 Preliminary Operating Budget

RECOMMENDATION

A review of the attached FY 2018 Preliminary Operating Budget. No action required.
PURPOSE AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

2018 Recommended Operating Budget
The Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (TxDMV) develops annual operating budgets based on approved biennial
appropriations. The preliminary Fiscal Year 2018 operating budget implements the first year of tentative
appropriations for the 2018-2019 biennium. The attached budget is presented as a briefing item since the 85th
Legislature has yet to finalize the appropriations for the Fiscal Year 2018-2018 biennium. This preliminary operating
budget allocates $168.9 million in appropriations recommended by the Senate/House Budget Conference Committee
and is structurally balanced to support recurring expenses throughout the agency’s organization.
FINANCIAL IMPACT

2018 Recommended Operating Budget
Effective September 1, 2016, TxDMV began depositing revenue into a new agency fund recreated by the 84th
Legislature, the TxDMV Fund (0010). The agency’s preliminary Fiscal Year 2018 operating budget of $165.2 million will
be primarily supported by TxDMV Fund collections estimated to be $160 million. In addition to the TxDMV Fund the
agency’s budget is also funded by a combination of General Revenue appropriations ($12.8 million), estimates of
carryforward of Fiscal Year 2017 Automation balances ($7.4 million, which includes $4.6 million from the State
Highway Fund) and Federal reimbursements ($743,750). This preliminary budget document does not include a list of
contracts that will be funded as part of the Fiscal Year 2018 budget, those contracts will be presented for approval at the
August 2017 Board meeting.
BACKGROUND AND DISCUSSION

2018 Preliminary Operating Budget
Revenues
In Fiscal Year 2017 the department implemented a new Processing and Handling Fee on registration transactions and
began collecting revenue in TxDMV Fund 0010 on November 14, 2016. Estimated Fiscal Year 2018 revenue of $160
million includes collections from the Processing and Handling Fee estimated to be $58 million with $74.4 million
associated with titles and registration fees and $13.8 million in fees for Oversize/Overweight permits. Staff is
estimating continuation of the upward trend of overall revenue collections, with an increase of approximately 4.4% in
Fiscal Year 2018. Increases in the registered vehicle population coupled with natural population growth and healthy
auto sales are factors affecting increased revenue collections. The staff estimates that TxDMV will collect
approximately $1.92 billion for the State.
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Appropriations
The FY 2018 preliminary operating budget is $165.2 million and is based on the appropriations recommended the 85th
Legislature’s Senate/House Conference Committee. The attached budget document includes baseline funding for 763
full time equivalents, online fulfillment of vehicle registrations, license plate production, the Data Center Services
(DCS) contract with the Department of Information Resources, vehicle replacements and other projects. The
Conference Committee recommendations includes an additional 16 full time equivalents and funding for the following
programs:
•
•
•
•
•

Headquarters (HQ) Maintenance
Special Investigations Unit
Commercial Vehicle Information System and Networks (CVISN)
Restoration of Automation, including continuing funding the RTS Refactoring project, eLicensing and new
projects such as a kiosk pilot and/or development of mobile applications
Funding for Cybersecurity initiatives

The Conference Committee recommended two riders related to the use of unexpended balances for the Bull Creek
relocation and reporting of TxDMV revenues and expenditures. Finally, the committee recommended $2,974,356 in
biennial reductions to the GR funded ABTPA program.
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Fiscal Years 2018-19 Legislative Appropriations Request
The Legislative Appropriations Request (LAR) is the starting point for the agency’s budget. In August 2016, the Texas
Department of Motor Vehicles (TxDMV) submitted its appropriations request of $367.8 million – ($327.8 million baseline
plus $40.0 million in exceptional items). The current preliminary biennial budget totals $332.9 million – ($321.1 million
baseline plus $14.7 million in approved Conference Committee exceptional items, less $3.0 million in additional
reductions), a difference of $34.9 million less than requested.
Legislative
Appropriations
Request (LAR)

Preliminary
FY 2018-2019

A. Goal: Optimize Services and Systems
A.1.1. Strategy: Titles, Registrations, and Plates
A.1.2. Strategy: Vehicle Dealer Licensing
A.1.3. Strategy: Motor Carrier Permits & Credentials
A.1.4. Strategy: Technology Enhancement & Automation
A.1.5. Strategy: Customer Contact Center
Total, Goal A: Optimize Services and Systems

$
$
$
$
$
$

173,328,562
8,294,710
18,726,290
17,154,836
4,422,468
221,926,866

$
$
$
$
$
$

172,723,262
8,294,710
18,726,290
12,004,836
4,422,468
216,171,566

B. Goal: Protect the Public
B.1.1. Strategy: Enforcement
B.2.1. Strategy: Automobile Theft Prevention
Total, Goal B: Protect the Public

$
$
$

12,652,118
55,151,468
67,803,586

$
$
$

12,627,118
25,671,702
38,298,820

C. Goal: Indirect Administration
C.1.1. Strategy: Central Administration
C.1.2. Strategy: Information Resources
C.1.3. Strategy: Other Support Services
Total, Goal C: Indirect Administration

$
$
$
$

15,804,746
46,005,443
16,257,906
78,068,095

$
$
$
$

15,804,746
46,328,538
16,257,906
78,391,189

$

367,798,547

$

332,861,576

$

(34,936,971)

$

(605,300)

$
$

(5,950,000)
800,000

$

(25,000)

$
$

(26,505,410)
(2,974,356)

$
$
$

(76,905)
400,000
(34,936,971)

Grand Total, Department of Motor Vehicles
Difference
Detail for Adjustments to Fiscal Year 2018-19 LAR Request

A.1.1. Strategy: Titles, Registrations, and Plates
Baseline reduction - Regional Service Center (RSC) Relocation and New Vehicles
A.1.4. Technology Enhancement & Automation
Baseline reduction - Automation
Automation Restoration
B.1.1. Strategy: Enforcement
Baseline reduction - New Vehicles
B.2.1. Strategy: Automobile Theft Prevention
Exceptional items not funded - 4% Restoration/Grants
Additional Reduction - ABTPA*
C.1.2. Strategy: Information Resources
Baseline reduction - Agency Growth & Enhancement
Cybersecurity Initiative - Capital
Total Adjustments to Fiscal Year 2018-19 LAR Request

* Includes a $109,750 biennial reduction related to Article IX, Section 17.10 - Contract Cost Containment.
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Legislative Conference Committee Recommendations TxDMV
The Senate/House Conference Committee met on Saturday, May 20, 2017. The Conference Committee’s
recommendations must be approved by both chambers by the end of the 85th Legislative Session, May 29, 2017.

Exceptional Items Disposition:
Priority

Exceptional Items

1
2
3
4

TxDMV Headquarters Maintenance
Special Investigations Unit
CVISN
Restoration of Automation
Subtotal TxDMV Fund/Federal
ABTPA 4% Reinstatement
ABTPA Grants
Subtotal General Revenue
Total TxDMV Request

1
2

TxDMV Biennial
Request
FTE
3.0
13.0

16.0

16.0

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Amount
9,828,000
1,923,131
1,750,000
2,500,000
16,001,131
1,193,586
25,311,824
26,505,410
42,506,541

Conference Committee
Biennial
Recommendations
FTE
3.0
13.0

16.0

16.0

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Amount
9,828,000
1,923,131
1,750,000
800,000
14,301,131
0
0
0
14,301,131

Riders
Riders Previously Approved in FY 2016-17 and Requested for FY 2018-19
MyPlates – This rider provides additional appropriations each year of the biennium for the
purpose of making payments to the contract vendor for the marketing and sale of
personalized license plates. The rider also allows for unexpended balances to be carried
forward into the next fiscal year of the biennium for the same purposes.
Federal Grants and State Matching Funds – This rider allows the agency to spend
unexpended balances of state match funds for federal grants from FY 2017 in FY 2018.
Capital Projects—Unexpended Balance Authority – This rider will allow the agency to
spend money appropriated for capital projects each year of the biennium. The agency is
requesting that any unexpended funds appropriated for capital projects at the end of FY 2017
be carried forward to the new biennium beginning FY 2018.
TxDMV Rider Request
Unexpended Balance Authority within the Biennium – This rider would allow the agency
to spend any unexpended balances in appropriations between the fiscal years.
New Riders Added by Conference Committee
Texas Department of Motor Vehicles Fund Report – This rider requires the agency to
submit an annual report on TxDMV Fund 0010 expenditures/revenues to the Legislative
Budget Board.
Unexpended Balance Appropriation Department of Motor Vehicles Austin Bull
Creek – This rider allows the agency to carry forward any unexpended funds appropriated
for the Bull Creek relocation remaining at the end of FY2017 to the new biennium.
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Texas Department of Motor Vehicles - Appropriations History
Since the agency’s inception in Fiscal Year 2010, agency appropriations have more than doubled from the original $142.9
million. In Fiscal Years 2012-2013, the agency’s appropriation increased due to the addition of the Motor Carrier
Oversize/Overweight permitting program after passage of S.B. 1420, (82nd Legislature). Appropriations in subsequent
years include additional funding for Automation Capital and license plate production. With the passage of H.B. 1692,
83rd Legislature, Regular Session, the agency established the Office of Administrative Hearings to conduct contested case
hearings for warranty performance and “Lemon Law” disputes internally, rather than referring such cases to the State
Office of Administrative Hearings.
In Fiscal Years 2016-2017, the agency’s appropriations increased almost seven percent from Fiscal Years 2014-2015.
The agency received funds in 2016-2017 to cover higher license plate production and volume costs, relocation of two
regional service centers and the Bull Creek campus. In addition, the agency’s ongoing Automation Project (including
information technology separation efforts) was fully funded.
The 85th Legislature provides funding for Fiscal Years 2018-2019 in a preliminary amount of $332.9 million, a 6%
increase over the 2016-2017 biennium. The increase in Fiscal Years 2018-2019 is primarily driven by the approval of
funding for TxDMV Headquarters maintenance costs ($9.8 million).
The TxDMV’s method of finance for Fiscal Years 2018-2019 will be primarily funded by the TxDMV Fund, which was
established on September 1, 2017 (with the exception of the Automobile Burglary Theft Prevention Authority [ABTPA]
program). The ABTPA program will continue to be funded through General Revenue.

Texas Department of Motor Vehicles
Appropriations - 2012-2019

$340.0
$330.0

$332.9

In Millions

$320.0
$310.0

$313.4

$300.0
$290.0

$293.6

$294.2

$280.0
$270.0

2012-2013

2014-2015

2016-2017

2018-2019*

763 FTEs

763 FTEs

763 FTEs

779 FTEs

*The 2018-2019 biennial appropriations are subject to final approval of the 85th Legislature.
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Agency revenue collections continue to rise in the current biennium (Fiscal Years 2016-2017) as compared to the previous
biennium. In Fiscal Year 2016, the TxDMV collected approximately $1.75 billion in total revenue for the State of Texas.
This includes $1.53 billion for the State Highway Fund and approximately $222 million to the General Revenue Fund
(GR). In Fiscal Year 2017, the agency estimates an increase of 4.9% in total revenues from Fiscal Year 2016 with State
Highway Fund collections estimated at $1.59 billion, General Revenue collections estimated at $105.2 million, and
TxDMV Fund collections estimated at $143.7 million. In Fiscal Year 2017, the department implemented a new Processing
and Handling Fee on registration transactions and began collecting revenue in the TxDMV Fund on November 14, 2016.
The upward revenue trend is expected to continue into the Fiscal Year 2018-2019 biennium, with a revenue increase of
approximately 4.4% in Fiscal Year 2018 and 1.3% in Fiscal Year 2019, for a biennial total of approximately $3.86 billion.
Increases in the registered vehicle population coupled with natural population growth and healthy auto sales are factors
included in the Comptroller’s 2018-2019 Biennial Revenue Estimate (BRE).

Texas Department of Motor Vehicles
Biennial Revenue Collections by Fund
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Fiscal Year 2018 Revenue Summary

TxDMV collects revenues from registrations, licenses, titles, permits, and credentials for deposit into the State Highway
Fund (Fund 0006), the General Revenue (GR) Fund (Fund 0001) and the TxDMV Fund (Fund 0010). Total revenue
collections are estimated to be approximately $1.84 billion in Fiscal Year 2017 in all funds combined. Growth in the
revenues is the result of an increase in the number of registered vehicles, natural population growth and healthy economic
activity.
Revenue Fund
Revenue Descriptions

FY 2017 TxDMV
Estimated Annual
Revenue

FY 2016 TxDMV
Annual Revenue

FUND 0001 (General Revenue Fund)
Certificate of Titles
Motor Vehicle Registration Fees
OverSize/OverWeight
Commercial Transportation Fees*
Miscellaneous Fees

$
$
$
$
$

Total Estimated Fund 0001 Revenue

$

222,428,453 $

FUND 0006 (State Highway Fund)
Certificate of Titles
Motor Vehicle Registration Fees
OverSize/OverWeight

$
$
$

Total Estimated Fund 0006 Revenue

$

FUND 0010 (TxDMV Fund)
Certificate of Titles
Motor Vehicle Registration Fees
OverSize/OverWeight
Commercial Transportation Fees
Processing and Handling Fee 2
Miscellaneous Fees

$
$
$
$
$

$

35,360,000
13,000,000
46,000,000
6,471,000
4,394,000

FY 2019
Comptroller Biennial
Revenue Estimates

Revenue 1

$
$
$
$
$

36,428,000
12,500,000
47,618,000
6,667,000
4,480,000

105,225,000 $

107,024,000 $

107,693,000

7,664,800 $
1,425,042,883 $
95,968,514 $

6,782,000 $
1,476,672,000 $
105,000,000 $

7,500,000 $
1,523,428,000 $
120,766,000 $

7,500,000
1,544,756,000
123,181,000

1,528,676,197 $

1,588,454,000 $

1,651,694,000 $

1,675,437,000

37,817,000
43,245,000
13,712,000
7,670,000
38,635,569
2,572,400

38,384,000
36,057,000
13,849,000
7,747,000
58,036,235
5,888,300

$
$
$
$
$
$

Total Estimated Fund 0010 Revenue
TOTAL ESTIMATED REVENUE

74,740,339
70,206,394
57,095,387
13,487,125
6,899,208

FY 2018 TxDMV
BRE Estimated Annual

$
$
$
$
$

35,890,000
12,500,000
47,618,000
6,568,000
4,448,000

$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$

38,960,000
36,768,000
13,849,000
7,747,000
58,010,719
6,000,300

$

143,651,969 $

159,961,535 $

161,335,019

1,751,104,650 $

1,837,330,969 $

1,918,679,535 $

1,944,465,019

1 - The Biennial Revenue Estimate (BRE) includes $3,290,000 in electronic service fees and interest on state deposits.
2 - In FY 2017, Processing and Handling (P&H) Fee revenue is 8 months of collections. In FY 2018-2019, P&H Fee revenues do not reflect $11.2
million in payments to Texas.gov for online transactions since these fees are retained by Texas.gov and not deposited into the TxDMV Fund.
*Source: Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts, Biennial Revenue Estimate, 2018-2019 Biennium, 85th Texas Legislature, January, 2017.
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Fiscal Year 2018 TxDMV Revenues vs. Obligations

Total revenues of approximately $192.9 million primarily consists of $160 million in estimated TxDMV Fund
collections, Texas.gov fees, GR appropriations for ABTPA and estimated carry-forward of Fiscal Year 2017 automation
balances. The chart below reflects the estimated available funds are sufficient to cover TxDMV obligations of $189.4
million for Fiscal Year 2018.

$250,000,000

$200,000,000

Unexpended-Balance
Carry-Forward,
$7,388,962

$150,000,000

Texas.gov Fees,
$11,202,650

$100,000,000

TxDMV Fund 0010
Collections,
$159,961,535

Unexpended Balance
Carry-Forward
Automation Projects,
$7,388,962
Texas.gov Fees,
$11,202,650
Fringe Benefits
and BRP,
$13,180,012

ABTPA GR
Appropriation,
$14,324,056
TxDMV
Appropriation,
$157,667,142

$50,000,000

$0

Estimated Available Funds - $192,877,203

Estimated Obligations - $189,438,766

The Fiscal Year 2018 Preliminary Operating Budget treats the $11.2 million in Texas.gov fess for online registrations renewals as an obligation to the TxDMV
Fund and are excluded from the agency’s operating budget.
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MyPlates Highlights
Contract Term:
The new contract began November 19, 2014, and will
run for a term of five years. As of April 30, 2017, total
General Revenue (GR) collections from the sale of
vendor plates totaled $26,912,791. As laid out under
the existing contract provisions, only a portion of this
total figure counts toward the $15 million guarantee.
The first contract with MyPlates, Inc. expired on
November 18, 2014 with GR collections totaling
$27,334,768.

Renewal Contract Provisions
Revenue Guarantee
The revenue guarantee for the renewed MyPlates
contract is established at $15 million to GR from the sale of vendor plates for the five-year renewal period that runs from
November 19, 2014 through November 18, 2019. Revenue counted toward meeting the minimum guarantee includes
new sales, renewal sales, auction sales and ancillary products. However, the renewal contract is significantly different
from the initial contract in that nearly all plate renewal revenue will flow to the state instead of MyPlates. As of April 30,
2017, MyPlates has generated $13,308,403 in GR deposits that count towards the $15 million contractual guarantee. The
previous contract generated $27,334,769 in GR deposits.
Revenue Share
New Plate Sales - TxDMV will continue to receive $8 per plate per year as an administrative fee. The net revenue received
for all new license plate sales will be divided with MyPlates receiving 60% and the state (GR) receiving 40%.
Plate Renewals - The net revenue received for all plate renewals will be divided with MyPlates receiving 5% and the state
(GR) receiving 95%. This represents a significant change to the compensation structure of the first contract period.
During the initial contract period renewal revenue was divided in the same manner as new plate sales.
Multi-Year and Auction Plates
The contract renewal eliminated the option of the 10-year plate. The contract renewal limits plate terms to one, three
and five year terms. Revenue for the new multi-year and auction plate sales are divided 60% to the state and 40% to
MyPlates.
Plate Inventory Management

New Plate Designs – The TxDMV board maintains sole discretion to approve new plate designs. Once a plate design
has been approved by the TxDMV Board, MyPlates is required to provide 200 customer commitments within 180 days
before the new design may be sold.
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Existing Plate Designs – If a plate design fails to meet a milestone listed below, it will no longer be offered for sale.
The previous contract did not place a lower limit on plate sales, but the renewed contract added the 200 plate minimum
requirement to clean up inventory and remove slow selling plates.
90 days – 50 plates
180 days – 100 plates
270 days – 150 plates
365 days – 200 plates
Redesign " T" Plate – MyPlates is required, not later than the effective date of the renewal, to redesign the “T” Plate.
Existing customers with a “T” Plate will be allowed to maintain their plate until they reach the replacement cycle (seven
years). They will also be given the option of replacing the plate immediately at no cost.

Design Specifications
All existing and new plate designs are required to meet the TxDMV standards for content, layout, color and other
limitations. TxDMV is required to notify MyPlates as soon as possible of any changes to the design standards, and
MyPlates will be granted 180 days to submit redesigned plates to TxDMV.

MyPlates Facts:
Number of Plates in MyPlates Catalog
Of the 173 plate designs approved since 2009, MyPlates has removed 58 designs. Of the removed designs, 55 were
permanently discontinued, two were not produced, and one, Texas A&M Helmet, was removed temporarily while it is
being redesigned. This leaves 115 vendor plates currently available for the public to order. Two more plates, Colorado
School of Mines and Carbon Fiber could be implemented if a 200 prepaid order threshold is met.
Top Ten Plates
The table at right shows top 10 plates ranked by plates
ordered (both new and renewals) since November, 2009.
Highest All Time Plate Sold
MyPlates has auctioned 182 personalized patterns to date.
These patterns generated an average of $175 a year in
revenue to GR. The record for the highest price fetched
at a Texas plate auction is still $115,000, for 12THMAN
($79,590 to GR).
General Revenue Collections
At the end of the five-year vendor contract (from 2009-2014), 38% of the gross revenue generated was distributed to GR
and 50% to the vendor. Two and a half years into the amended, renewed five-year vendor contract (from 2014 to 2019),
the distribution of revenue is 63% to GR, and 26% to the vendor. (Under the renewed contract, GR receives 95% of the
renewal revenue.)
Renewal of One, Three and Five-Year Term Plates
The GR Fund currently derives most of its renewal revenue from vendor plates with one-year terms (87%). Plates with
five-year terms account for 12% and plates with three-year terms account for 1% of the renewal revenue to GR.
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Fiscal Year 2018 Preliminary Budget By Appropriation
The General Appropriation Act (GAA) has preliminarily appropriated $168.9 million for Fiscal Year 2018. This amount
funds agency Fiscal Year 2018 operations ($157.5 million) and Texas.gov fees ($11.2 million for Processing and Handling
(P&H) Fee transactions). The GAA also includes additional appropriations for certain unexpended balances and other
allowable costs. The following chart depicts the TxDMV Fiscal Year 2018 budget by Program Goal and Strategy. This
preliminary budget includes adjustments between strategies for position transfers and increases to appropriations for
Benefit Replacement Pay (BRP) and estimated carry-forward of Fiscal Year 2017 unexpended balances in Automation.
Not included are fringe benefits and appropriated payments to Texas.gov, which are listed as obligations to the TxDMV
Fund on page 18.
These amounts reflect the actions of the Conference Committee.
A. Goal: Optimize Services and Systems
A.1.1. Strategy: Titles, Registrations, and Plates
A.1.2. Strategy: Vehicle Dealer Licensing
A.1.3. Strategy: Motor Carrier Permits & Credentials
A.1.4. Strategy: Technology Enhancement & Automation
A.1.5. Strategy: Customer Contact Center
Total, Goal A: Optimize Services and Systems

2018 Preliminary
Budget *
73,826,655
4,147,355
9,255,352
9,285,457
2,377,427
98,892,246

B. Goal: Protect the Public
B.1.1. Strategy: Enforcement
B.2.1. Strategy: Automobile Theft Prevention
Total, Goal B: Protect the Public

6,462,452
12,835,851
19,298,303

C. Goal: Indirect Administration
C.1.1. Strategy: Central Administration
C.1.2. Strategy: Information Resources
C.1.3. Strategy: Other Support Services
Total, Goal C: Indirect Administration

7,902,373
23,364,517
8,209,703
39,476,593

Total TxDMV Appropriation Budget

157,667,142

Other Adjustments
Estimated Increase for Benefit Replacement Pay
Projected Unexpended Balance Carry-Forward
Capital - Tx Automation Systems Article VII Rider 5
Subtotal, Other Adjustments
Total TxDMV Operating Budget
Method of Finance
General Revenue Fund (includes estimated Automation UB)
State Highway Fund (estimated Automation UB)
TxDMV Fund
Federal Reimbursements
Total, Method of Finance

113,012
7,388,962
7,501,974
165,169,116
15,525,366
4,644,639
144,255,361
743,750
165,169,116

* Fiscal Year 2018 Strategy Appropriations are adjusted for transfers between strategies that were implemented in Fiscal Year 2017 after the
submission of the LAR. Article IX of General Appropriations Act allows transfers up to 20% of the approved appropriation amount of each strategy.
Transfers between strategies for Fiscal Year 2017 were to accommodate the reallocation of FTEs between divisions. The Fiscal Year 2018 Preliminary
Operating Budget treats the $11.2 million in Texas.gov fess for online registrations renewals as an obligation to the TxDMV Fund and are excluded
from the agency’s operating budget.
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Agency Summary
TxDMV is governed by a nine member board appointed by the Governor, with the advice and consent of the Senate,
to serve six-year overlapping terms. The agency’s mission is “to serve, protect and advance the citizens and industries
in the state with quality motor vehicle related services.”
The Executive Director, Whitney Brewster, and Deputy Executive Director, Shelly Mellott, oversee the agency’s day-today operations. The Executive Director reports to the agency board and directs staff to enact operational changes as a
result of enacted legislation and implement policies and rules approved by the board. The pie chart below reflects the
Fiscal Year 2018 operating budget by category.
Detail Contract Services & Services
Huntsville Plate Production
Registration stickers, motor vehicle and
speciality plates mailing
MyPlates contract payments
Facility Support (Headquarters/RSC)
Contracts for online training, subscriptions &
Interagency agreements
Total
Detail for Professional Fees
Data Center Contract - DIR
UB for Capital Projects (primarily contractors)
Deloitte for RTS Refactoring
Info Technology (IT) Operating for eLicensing
CVISN Grant and CVIEW (Commercial Vehicle
Information Exchange Window)

TxDOT DCS
Cybersecurity and Automation Initiatives
Contractors and Miscellaneous Contracts
TxPROS (Texas Permitting & Routing Optimization System)
Total

Detail for Other Expenses
Agency Wide - Contingency
Agency Wide - Specialized Programs - Credit
Card Fees (TxPROS, Temp Permits, MCCS, etc)
Contingency Facility Operations
Capital - Growth & Enhancement
SIU - Onboarding Expenses
Other Expenses
Total

$

Amount
20,452,057

$

5,185,345

$
$

6,836,637
1,586,323

$

708,426

$

34,768,788

$
$
$
$

Amount
9,076,261
7,388,962
5,766,078
1,000,000

$
$
$
$
$
$

1,175,000
1,200,000
1,200,000
1,974,329
333,780
29,114,410

$

Amount
4,741,603

$

3,267,440

$

960,470

The agency’s Fiscal Year 2018 operating budget of approximately $165
$
249,498
million is a decrease of $27 million over the Fiscal Year 2017 original
$
155,045
approved budget of $192 million. The decrease is primarily due to the
$
261,834
$ 9,635,890
completion in 2017 of major capital projects for LACE Replacement and
AMSIT, and a reduction in the Fiscal Year 2018 budget for Automation funding. Approximately one-third of the budget
consists of Professional Fees (associated with Automation projects). The majority of the remaining budget is related to
the production of registration materials, titles and plates (services, freight, postage, reproduction, printing, and other
expenses) and salary expenses.
Miscellaneous Expense totaling $3.6 million is comprised of the following items: $1.5 million in Advertising, Fees and
Other Charges; $1.2 million in Fuels, Lubricants and Consumables; In-State and Out-of-State Travel of $600,000; and
Memberships & Training of $300,000.
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Fiscal Year 2018 Preliminary Operating Budget by Category
The table below outlines the Fiscal Year 2018 operating budgets by TxDMV budget categories. The allocations represent
estimates of anticipated costs based on prior year expenditures and planned obligations.

Budget Category
Salaries and Wages
Benefit Replacement Pay
Other Personnel Costs
Professional Fees and Services
Fuels & Lubricants
Consumable Supplies
Utilities
Travel In-State
Travel Out-of-State
Rent - Building
Rent - Machine and Other
Purchased Contract Services
Advertising & Promotion
Computer Equipment Software
Fees & Other Charges
Freight
Maintenance & Repair
Memberships & Training
Other Expenses
Postage
Reproduction & Printing
Services
Grants
Other Capital

FY 2018 Preliminary
Budget
$
41,728,206
$
113,012
$
1,241,310
$
29,114,410
$
81,000
$
1,153,561
$
5,545,221
$
474,002
$
86,135
$
1,268,550
$
320,573
$
33,643,862
$
95,050
$
898,974
$
1,355,486
$
828,290
$
3,758,227
$
300,795
$
9,635,890
$
9,178,744
$
5,827,275
$
1,124,926
$
12,303,182
$
5,092,435

Total

$

A description of the budget categories are in Appendix A.
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The TxDMV budget is primarily allocated to registration, titling, license plates, and upgrading agency technology. The pie
chart below shows that a total of 22.8% of the agency budget is dedicated to the production of plates (12.8%) and
registration and title materials (10.0%). In addition, 10.4% of the budget is allocated to technology administration while
Capital expenditures account for 18.3% of the total budget. The chart below details the various spending levels by
program.
Program Administration (19.6%) includes budgets for administration of agency programs including ABTPA, Motor
Vehicle, Motor Carrier programs (Oversize/Overweight and Texas International Registration Plan [IRP]), Inspections
and Enforcement, Lemon Law (including management and administrative hearings), and Registration and Titling
activities. The remainder of the budget includes funding for Central Administration/Support Services (17.4%), grants
for ABTPA (7.4%) and the MyPlates contract (4.1%). Central Administrative costs represent a larger share of costs than
in prior years due to the funding for Headquarters (HQ) maintenance costs.

Program Administration
ABTPA, Consumer Relations,
Enforcement, Motor Carrier, Motor
Vehicle, Office of Administrative
Hearings, Vehicle Titles and Registration
Information Technology:
Enterprise Project Management
Information Technology Division

17

Central Administration
Executive Office (including Civil Rights), Board Support
Office, Finance and Administrative Services (excluding
license plate production), Office of General Counsel,
Government and Strategic Communications, Office of
Innovation and Strategy, Internal Audit
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Fiscal Year 2018 Preliminary Operating Budget by Division
The General Appropriations Act provides the agency with its total appropriation amount by goal and strategy. In
comparison, the purpose of the operating budget is to establish a specific operating budget allocation by division and
capital project.
The table below outlines TxDMV’s Fiscal Year 2018 operating budget and the number of FTE by division/office.
Division/Office
Automobile Burglary and Theft Prevention Authority
Board Support Office
Consumer Relations Division
Enforcement Division
Enterprise Project Management Office
Executive Office*
Finance and Administrative Services Division
Office of General Counsel
Government and Strategic Communications Division
Human Resources Division
Information Technology Services Division
Office of Innovation & Strategy
Internal Audit Office
Motor Carrier Division
Motor Vehicle Division
Office of Administrative Hearings
Vehicle Titles and Registration Division
Agency Wide
Subtotal
Capital Projects
TxDMV Automation System Project (includes estimated UB from 2017)
Data Center Consolidation
Technology Replacement & Upgrades - County Support
Growth & Enhancements - Agency Operations Support
PC Replacement
Cybersecurity Initiative
Vehicle Replacement (includes new vehicles for Special Investigation Unit - SIU)
Capital Equipment (HQ Maintenance & SIU)
Subtotal
Agency Total

FY 2018 Preliminary
Budget
$
12,836,878
$
139,177
$
2,361,347
$
6,004,081
$
1,572,954
$
553,486
$
37,544,560
$
1,026,965
$
1,140,338
$
1,035,489
$
15,557,367
$
128,150
$
293,500
$
7,998,294
$
2,434,221
$
413,685
$
35,814,747
$
8,009,043
$
134,864,282
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

13,955,040
9,076,261
5,000,000
808,998
124,395
400,000
600,000
340,140
30,304,834

$

165,169,116

Method of Finance
General Revenue Fund (includes Automation UB)
State Highway Fund (estimated Automation UB)
TxDMV Fund
Federal Reimbursements
Method of Finance Total

$
$
$
$
$

15,525,366
4,644,639
144,255,361
743,750
165,169,116

TxDMV Fund Obligations not included in operating budget
- Fringe Benefits
- Payments to Texas.gov for online transaction fees3
Subtotal

$
$
$

13,067,000
11,202,650
24,269,650

Grand Total TxDMV FY 2018 Preliminary Obligations

$

189,438,766

FTE
Allocation
5.0
1.0
48.0
90.0 1
17.0
4.0
74.0 2
11.0
10.0
9.0
92.0
1.0
3.0
116.0
38.0
5.0
255.0 1
0.0
779.0

*Executive Office includes $21,405 for Civil Rights Office.
1 - FTE allocation for Enforcement is increased by 8 FTE and VTR by 5 FTE for Special Investigations Unit
2 - FTE allocation for Finance and Administrative Services is increased by 3 FTE for HQ Maintenance Exceptional Item
3 - The Fiscal Year 2018 Preliminary Operating Budget treats the $11.2 million in Texas.gov fess for online registrations renewals as an obligation to the TxDMV Fund and are
excluded from the agency’s operating budget.
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TxDMV Organizational Chart

*Note: Although these positions report directly to the ED, rank is
equivalent to the Motoring Services Division Directors. The DED assumes
the responsibilities of the ED in absentia.
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Fiscal Year 2018 Preliminary Capital Budget
TxDMV Capital Project Appropriations
Fiscal Year 2018 Appropriation
Estimated Unexpended Balance Carry-Forward
Total Capital Appropriations
TxDMV Automation System

FY 2018
$
$
$

22,951,012
7,388,962
30,339,974
2018 Preliminary
Budget

1

RTS Refactoring

$

5,016,078

eLicensing/LACE
Automation Initiatives (includes a kiosk pilot program and mobile applications)

$
$

750,000
800,000

Web Lien*

$

2,514,732

Cybersecurity*
CVIEW*
Call Center Upgrades*
Fraud Data Dashboard*

$
$
$
$

775,000
600,000
500,000
500,000

External Website Renovation*
E-Renewals/E-Reminder*

$
$

500,000
500,000

$
$
$

500,000
500,000
499,230

$

13,955,040

Growth and Enhancements - Agency Operations Support
Technology Replacement & Upgrades - County Support

$

808,998
5,000,000

PC Replacement (includes Special Investigation Unit-SIU)

$

124,395

$
$

9,076,261
400,000

$

15,409,654

$

635,140

Online Certified Records*
Enterprise Reporting*
Unallocated*
TxDMV Automation System Subtotal
Other Technology Projects

Data Center Consolidation
Cybersecurity Initiative
Other Technology Projects Subtotal
Other Capital Projects
Vehicle Replacement (includes new vehicles for SIU)
Capital Equipment (HQ Maintenance & SIU)

$

$

340,140

Other Capital Projects Subtotal

$

975,280

TxDMV Total Capital Budget

$

30,339,974

1. The TxDMV Automation project includes project funds for Fiscal Year 2018 which will be funded from
budget balances remaining at year end of Fiscal Year 2017.
* - Project funded through Unexpended Balance (UB) carry-forward from Fiscal Year 2017
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Capital Project Details

TxDMV Automation Systems Project ($6.5 million + estimated $7.4 million carry-forward)
TxDMV is developing information technology assets to improve customer services and access to agency
programs for the public through the TxDMV Automation System Project. This project encompasses entire
agency operations in order to take advantage of operational efficiencies. This project also allows data sharing
between agency functions to improve customer service. There are multiple initiatives in Fiscal Year 2018 that
will be addressed through the TxDMV Automation Systems Project. Major projects include:

Capital Appropriations:
RTS Refactoring Project – In June, 2013, TxDMV entered into a contract with Deloitte Consulting
LLP to refactor the former Registration and Titling System (RTS) by converting the code from a
mainframe program to a JAVA web-based system. The system holds nearly 100 million current and
archived vehicle registration and titling records. The contract consisted of multiple work streams that
will continue through 2018.
The RTS Refactoring project, which began implementation in May, 2015, is currently fully deployed to
TxDMV headquarters staff, the Regional Service Centers and all 254 counties. The team is currently
working on work streams four and five which include Maintenance and Operations (M&O) and
Knowledge Transfer activities, respectively. Additionally, work stream four includes quarterly
enhancement releases.
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eLicensing – The new eLicensing system, launched in March, 2017, allows current dealer and salvage
licensees and those seeking licenses for the first time to renew and/or apply online. The funding for
the upcoming biennium will increase self-service capabilities.
Automation Initiatives– These planned projects, such as a kiosk pilot and mobile applications are to
provide customers with the ability to electronically access TxDMV services more conveniently.

Unexpended Balance:
webDEALER Project – The webDEALER project involves the development of a web-based
computer system that will allow motor vehicle dealers to submit vehicle title and registration
applications electronically. This project includes multiple phases; the system is now available for new
car sales, used car sales, document management, and commercial fleet buyers. Remaining phases to be
implemented in Fiscal Year 2018 are eTags, Centralized Payments, and eTitles.
Cybersecurity – Provide increased levels of encryption and authentication.
Commercial Vehicle Information Exchange Window (CVIEW) – Upgrade the data sharing
capabilities and data quality of this information database used by various state agencies to ensure
commercial carrier compliance.
Call Center Upgrades – Upgrade agency telephone equipment allowing TxDMV’s call centers to
incorporate new functionality.
Fraud Data Dashboard – Utilize a Cognos (a specialized software tool) reporting cube to create a
dashboard to analyze patterns and trends in transactions in order to identify possible fraud using
predetermined thresholds to set possible fraud alerts.
External Website Renovation – Update and refresh the agency’s public website in an effort to improve
customer usability.
E-Renewals/E-Reminder – Reduce paper registration renewal notices by replacing them with an
option to receive an electronic registration renewal notice. This results in savings to the agency as well
as reducing the agency’s reliance on paper based transactions and aligns with customers’ increased
reliance on digital communication.
Online Certified Records – Provide the ability for consumers to obtain certified vehicle records online,
24/7.
Enterprise Reporting – Agency initiative to continue enhancements to existing reports and to create
new reports to monitor and improve the performance of the agency.

Technology Replacement & Upgrades for Counties ($5.0 million)
This appropriation provides funding to maintain printers, computers, monitors, laptops, cash drawers, etc.
deployed at county tax assessor-collector offices throughout the state. Additionally, it provides funding to
support point-to-point connectivity to the agency’s Registration and Titling System for all 254 counties and their
508 primary and substation locations.
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Data Center Consolidation ($9.1 million)
This appropriation supports information technology infrastructure assets and functions through statutorily
required participation in the State Data Center maintained by the Department of Information Resources (DIR).
Also included are costs for printing and mailing of registration processed online. This allows TxDMV to fund
data center services from resulting continued efforts to build an IT infrastructure, the implementation of the
RTS Refactoring project, and the ongoing impact of separating from Texas Department of Transportation
(TxDOT) networks.

Agency Growth and Enhancement ($0.8 million)
Agency operations support includes information resources activities that enhance or expand existing information
resources services in TxDMV's individual program areas. This project includes replacement of desktop
computers, desktop printers, laptops, and peripheral devices; telephone system replacements and upgrades;
replacement and upgrades of network equipment; the development of a VOIP (Voice over Internet Protocol)
infrastructure; and the software licenses for enterprise applications. Additionally, the project includes divisionlevel imaging and document management in the development of workgroup applications.

PC Replacement ($0.1 million)
The PC Replacement project was situated in Growth & Enhancement in previous years. It has now been
separated into its own project.

Cybersecurity Initiative ($0.4 million)
This is a new project providing funding to agencies for initiatives to improve security for statewide
information technology systems.

Other Capital Projects ($0.9 million)
This category consists of two new projects for TxDMV. Vehicles, funding for 33 replacement and 4 new
vehicles for Enforcement’s Special Investigations Unit (SIU); and Equipment which includes funding for
headquarters security/badging equipment.
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Budget Category Definitions
In Alphabetical Order

Advertising and Promotion – Includes radio/media ads, posters, signage, brochures, flyer production, and other
promotional items.
Benefit Replacement Pay – Benefit Replacement Pay (BRP) is compensation authorized by the Texas Legislature to
offset the loss of state-paid Social Security contributions.
Capital – Includes items established as “Capital Items” by the agency, or greater than $5,000, which have capital authority
as outlined in Rider 2 of the General Appropriations Act, 85th Legislature, such as Acquisition of Information Resource
Technology, land and buildings, relocation of facilities, and aggregate furniture purchases in excess of $100,000.
Computer Equipment – The purchase and replacement of personal information technology equipment and peripherals
such as workstations, monitors, keyboards, and laptops.
Consumables – Standard consumable costs required to run the day-to-day operations of the agency such as paper, pens,
pencils, media discs and USB drives, paper clips and staples.
Contract Services – General jobs outsourced to third party companies and organizations for the benefit of the agency
such as MyPlates and Standard Register.
Fees and Other Charges – Credit card processing fees, employee health insurance fees, State Office of Risk Management
insurance charges, and court filing fees.
Freight – Costs to transport license plates to county tax offices.
Fuels and Lubricants – Fleet maintenance and operation costs related to oil changes and refueling fleet vehicles.
Grants – Pass through funds designated for use by city, county, and other state agencies for a specific, contractual
requirement.
Maintenance and Repair – Expenditures related to the upkeep of agency facilities, equipment, and software used on
agency systems for annual application support such as e-Tags and International Registration Plan (IRP).
Memberships and Training – Fees for training courses and conference registrations for agency staff. Also included
are expenditures for memberships for agency personnel such as Texas Association of Public Purchasers, American
Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators (AAMVA) and the National Board of Motor Vehicle Boards and
Commissions.
Other Expenses – Includes office furniture and equipment, and miscellaneous non-categorized costs such as employee
awards, publication purchases, parts, promotional items, and non-capitalized tools. Also included in this category is a
portion of the funding for TxDMV Automation and Growth and Enhancement.
Postage – Includes costs of metered mailing for license plates, registration renewal notices, and titles; and includes the
cost of the rental of agency post office boxes.
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Professional Fees – Work, requiring specific expertise, provided by third party professionals holding specific
certifications and qualifications.
Rent – Building/Rent – Machine, Other – Costs associated with procurement of project facilities such as office rental,
off-site training rooms; and costs associated with the rental of office equipment such as postage meters and copy
machines.
Reproduction and Printing – Includes all agency printed materials primarily used in registration renewal notices and
titles such as notification inserts, envelopes, and title paper.
Salary – Includes salaried workers and interns, longevity pay, health insurance contributions, and retirement
contributions. Does not include contract workers who are not a part of the organization's normal payroll.
Services – Includes costs associated with services provided to TxDMV through subscription such as National Motor
Vehicle Information System (NMVTIS) and LexisNexis.
Travel (In-State/Out-of-State) – Planned travel costs provided to participant. Includes transportation, meals and
accommodations, and travel per-diems.
Utilities – Costs associated with providing services at facilities such as electricity, telephone, water, and natural gas.
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Budget Terms and Definitions
Appropriated – Refers to the dollars or associated full-time equivalent (FTE) positions authorized for specific fiscal years
and to the provisions for spending authority.
Appropriation Year (AY) – Refers to the specific fiscal year for which an appropriation is made. The appropriation year
dictates the year to which the expenditure is authorized/charged.
Annual Operating Budget – An agency’s approved Annual Operating Budget represents a one-year financial plan
supporting the agency’s business operations and addresses base operating requirements and adjustments. The budget
covers funding for each division and reflects the most appropriate method of finance and strategy for core activities and
continuing programs. The TxDMV Preliminary Annual Operating Budget reflects Fiscal Year 2018 appropriations as
identified in the 85th Legislature, Regular Session, GAA. The agency’s preliminary Annual Operating Budget covers a
one-year period from September 1 through August 31.
Base Request – The base request represents the basis for the agency’s biennial budget. The base request cannot exceed
the appropriated amount established by the legislature through the prior biennial GAA, adjusted for Article IX
appropriation reductions.
Benefit Replacement Pay – Benefit Replacement Pay (BRP) is compensation authorized by the Texas Legislature to
offset the loss of state-paid Social Security contributions. S.B.102, 74th Legislature eliminated the state-paid Social Security
payment, effective December 31, 1995. After this date, eligible employees began receiving a supplement known as Benefit
Replacement Pay (BRP) in place of the state-paid Social Security payment. Eligible employees include those that were
employed by the state and subject to FICA taxes on August 31, 1995, and have been continuously employed by the state
since that date; employees that left the state but returned within 30 consecutive calendar days and those that retired before
June 1, 2005, and returned to work with the state before September 30, 2005.
Biennium – Two-year funding cycle for legislative appropriations.
Capital Budget – The portion of an agency’s appropriation that is restricted to expenditures for designated capital
construction projects or capital acquisitions.
Centralized Accounting and Payroll/Personnel System (CAPPS) – CAPPS is the official name of the statewide
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system created by the Comptroller’s of Public Accounts (CPA) office ProjectONE
team. CAPPS will replace legacy systems with a single software solution for financial and Human Resources (HR)/Payroll
Administration for Texas state agencies. The modules for TxDMV’s CAPPS include: Asset Management; General
Ledger/Commitment Control (Budget); Payables; Purchasing/eProcurement; HR and Payroll Administration.
Expended – Refers to the actual dollars or positions utilized by an agency or institution during a completed fiscal year;
a goal or strategy; an object of expense; or an amount from a particular method of finance.
General Appropriations Act (GAA) – The law that appropriates biennial funding to state agencies for specific fiscal
years and sets provisions for spending authority.
General Revenue (GR) Fund – The fund (Fund 0001) that receives state tax revenues and fees considered available for
general spending purposes and certified as such by the Comptroller of Public Accounts.
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Federal Funds/Grants – Funds received from the United States government by state agencies and institutions that are
appropriated to those agencies for the purposes for which the federal grant, allocation, payment or reimbursement was
made.
Full-Time Equivalents (FTEs) – Units of measure that represent the monthly average number of state personnel
working 40 hours per week.
Fiscal Year (FY) – September 1 through August 31 and specified by the calendar year in which the fiscal year end, e.g.
Fiscal Year 2018 runs from September 1, 2017 through August 31, 2018.
Lapsed Funds – The unobligated balance in an item of appropriation that has not been encumbered at the end of a
fiscal year or at the end of the biennium. Appropriations expire if they are not 1) obligated by August 31 of the
appropriation year in which they were made or 2) expended within two years following the last day of the annual year.
Line-item – An element of spending authority granted to an agency or institution in an appropriations bill. It is literally,
a line in the General Appropriations Act specifying an agency’s appropriations for a specific designated use. In Texas,
the governor may veto a line-item.
Method of Finance – This term usually appears as a heading for a table that lists the sources and amounts authorized
for financing certain expenditures or appropriations made in the General Appropriations Act (GAA). A source is either
a “fund” or “account” established by the comptroller or a category of revenues or receipts (e.g. federal funds).
Processing and Handling Fee – In accordance with H.B. 2202, 83rd Legislature, Regular Session, in June 2016, effective
January 1, 2017, a new processing and handling (P&H) fee for registration activities has been adopted. The new P&H fee
is set at an amount sufficient to cover the costs of registration services.
Salary Budget – Fiscal Year 2018 salaries include projected annual costs based on Fiscal Year 2017 actual salaries with
adjustments for vacancies, merits and Fiscal Year 2018 longevity costs.
State Highway Fund (Fund 0006) – Constitutionally created fund that dedicates net revenues from motor vehicle
registration fees and taxes on motor fuels and lubricants. Revenue in the State Highway Fund is used for highway
construction and maintenance, acquisition of rights-of-way and law enforcement on public roads.
TxDMV Fund (Fund 0010) – S.B. 1512, 84th Legislature, Regular Session, re-created the TxDMV Fund outside of the
GR Fund and directed the agency to change its deposit schedule beginning in Fiscal Year 2017. S.B. 1512 also redirected
the revenues previously identified in H.B. 2202, 83rd Legislature, Regular Session associated with certain TxDMV fees to
be deposited to the credit of the newly established TxDMV Fund. ABTPA, however, continues to be self-funded through
the collection of a $2 fee on insurance policy renewals and its fees are deposited to the credit of the General Revenue.
Unexpended Balance (UB) or Carry-Forward – The amount left in an item of appropriation at the end of an
appropriation period and includes only that part of the appropriation, if any, which has not had an obligation or
commitment made by the agency in charge of spending the appropriation. The term also refers to the amount of an
appropriation, a fund or a category of revenue which is brought forward (appropriated) to the succeeding fiscal year.
Agencies must have legislative authority to move funds from one year to the next and/or from one biennium to the next
biennium.
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Finance and Administrative Services Contacts
Linda Flores, Chief Financial Officer
512-465-4125
Renita Bankhead, Assistant Chief Financial Officer
512-465-1216
David Chambers, Purchasing Director
512-465-1257
Sergio Rey, Accounting Operations, Director
512-465-4203
Ann Pierce, Deputy Division Director, Administrative Services
512-465-4100
Budget Analysts
John Ralston, Budget Team Lead
512-465-4182
Jack Starnes, Sr. Budget Analyst
512-465-4178

Delores Hubbard, Budget Analyst
512-465-4195

Sheila Bledsoe, Budget Analyst
512-465-5831
Revenue Forecasting
Theo Kosub, Revenue Forecasting Team Lead
512-465-1448

Brian Kline, Financial Analyst
512-465-4194

Laura Fowler, Financial Analyst
512-465-5851
Planning
Lisa Conley, Planner
512-465-4186
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DATE: June 1, 2017
Action Requested: Briefing

To:
The Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (TxDMV) Board
From:
Linda M. Flores, Chief Financial Officer
Agenda Item: 5. D.
Subject:
Facilities Update

RECOMMENDATION

For information purposes only.
PURPOSE AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

TxDMV Facilities Services presents updates regarding agency relocation projects:
 Bull Creek/Motor Carrier Division (Austin, Texas)
 Corpus Christi Regional Service Center (Corpus Christi, Texas)
 San Antonio Regional Service Center (San Antonio, Texas)
 Pharr Regional Service Center (Pharr/Edinburg, Texas)
FINANCIAL IMPACT




$1.49 million was initially appropriated for the Motor Carrier Division (MCD) Relocation
$1.4 million was appropriate for the relocation of Regional Service Center Relocations

BACKGROUND AND DISCUSSION

Motor Carrier Division located on Bull Creek will relocate to Camp Hubbard, Building 6, 5th floor. Physical move is
scheduled to occur January 2018.
Corpus Christi Regional Service Center moved to its new location on 602 North Staples in the Corpus Christi Regional
Transit Authority building and commenced normal business hours on Monday, April 3, 2017.
San Antonio Regional Service Center will move to its new location, 15150 Nacogdoches Road, Suite 100, in August 2018. The
TxDMV is collaborating with Texas Facilities Commission and the Landlord to ensure agency specifications are met.
The Pharr Regional Service Center initiative has been de-scoped from relocating at this time. The agency was unable to
locate affordable real estate which met the agency’s operational needs.
The enclosed Facilities Update Report provides further detail.
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FACILITIES UPDATE
Agency Property Relocation Projects (PRP)
2016-2017 Agency Moves


The agency received funding during the 84th Legislative Session to relocate
Motor Carrier Division (MCD) staff from the Bull Creek Property and selected
Regional Service Centers. An internal TxDMV workgroup was established that
determined San Antonio (SA), Pharr (PH) and Corpus Christi (CC) are best
candidates for relocation during the biennium. TxDMV and Texas Facilities
Commission (TFC) gathered space requirements to determine appropriate
square footage and develop property specifications.
>Bull Creek/Motor Carrier Division (Austin, Texas)

•

•

Current Status:
MCD is scheduled to relocate to the 5th floor at Camp Hubbard, Building 6
in January 2018. Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) is
coordinating renovations to the area and has begun the de-construction
phase that included asbestos mitigation. TxDMV conducted a walk
through with Texas Correctional Industries (TCI) in January 2017, to assist
in modular office configuration layout. Final plans and cost estimates are
expected to be received in May 2017.
Modular installation, cabling and electrical work is anticipated to begin
November 2017 with a projected move date in January 2018 and final
surplus removal from the Bull Creek location by or before February 2018.

>Corpus Christi Regional Service Center (Corpus Christi, Texas)
•
•
•

Current Status:

The regional service center office moved to its new location, 602 North
Staples on March 31, 2017. The move occurred after work hours to
minimize disruptions to customers.
Surplus items were transported to Austin on Saturday, April 1st. TxDMV
staff processed the surplus items for reuse within the agency and/or
auction.
A check in with Vehicle Title and Registration Division (VTR) stakeholders
on Monday, April 3, 2017, indicated that the first day of business at the
new location went smoothly. Estimates indicate that the project was
completed on time and under budget.

FACILITIES UPDATE

June, 2017
 Agency Property
Relocation Projects
(PRP)
• 2016-2017 Agency Moves
>$1.49 million
Appropriated for Motor
Carrier Division Relocation
>$1.4 million
Appropriated for Regional
Service Center Relocations

•
•
•
•

Property Updates
Bull Creek
Corpus Christi
San Antonio
Pharr
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>San Antonio Regional Service Center (San Antonio, Texas)
•
•
•

Current Status:

Board approval for the San Antonio proposal was received January 2017.
San Antonio’s new address will be 15150 Nacogdoches Road in Suite 100
and an anticipated move date in early to mid-August.
Facilities Services began outreach to the landlord’s project manager for
project plans and schedules. A final architectural drawing was completed
in February 2017.
In March, staff relayed mechanical, electrical and plumbing (MEP) related
needs to the landlord’s project manager. The landlord’s architects and
engineers are developing a final drawing of these “MEP” plans. The plans
should be completed in May 2017 and routine weekly project meetings
will be scheduled to monitor progress.

>Pharr Regional Service Center (Pharr, Texas)

•

Current Status:
In March 2017, TxDMV determined that rental rates for space suitable for
TxDMV operations were cost prohibitive in Pharr Texas. Consequently, the
TxDMV regional service center will remain on TxDOT property.

FACILITIES UPDATE
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DATE: June 1, 2017
Action Requested:

To:
From:
Agenda Item:
Subject:

Briefing

The Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (TxDMV) Board
Sandra Menjivar-Suddeath, Director, Internal Audit
5. E
Internal Audit Division Status

RECOMMENDATION

None.

PURPOSE AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The status update provides information on current Internal Audit Division (IAD) activities. This status update includes
information on audit and advisory service engagements and external coordination and reviews.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
None.
BACKGROUND AND DISCUSSION

Internal Projects
The IAD has finalized or is currently working on six internal projects:
• Registration and Title System (RTS) Refactoring and Single Sticker Post-Implementation Review Audit
• Information Technology Services (ITS) Division Application Services Section Organizational Review Advisory
Service
• Continuous Monitoring of Vehicle Registration and Title Transactions Advisory Service
• Internal Audit Recommendation Follow-Up Engagement
• Fiscal Year 2018 Annual Audit Plan
• Annual Quality Assurance review
Of those six internal projects, two projects have been finalized: 1) Registration and Title System (RTS) Refactoring and Single
Sticker Post-Implementation Review Audit (Cognos Audit) and 2) Information Technology Service (ITS) Division
Application Services Organization Review Advisory Service Report (ITS Organization Review).
The Cognos Audit had an overall maturity rating of “3” and had two recommendations based on one audit result. The audit
identified that TxDMV end user staff should have training on the Cognos application and how it works in the department.
To address the results, the ITS Division will work with Finance & Administrative Services (FAS) and Vehicle Titles &
Registration (VTR) to develop end user training and review the current reports.
The ITS Organization Review identified that the resources in the Application Service Section have the appropriate skill set to
do their work. Resources, however, have been over allocated due to insufficient project capacity planning and cross-training.
External Coordination
The State Auditor’s Office had finished their audit and the report has been relased.
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Internal Audit Division (IAD) June Status Update
Status of the Fiscal Year 2017 Internal Audit Plan
Current Internal Audit Division Projects
Description

Current
Status

Expected Report
Release/Presentation Date

Advisory Service for Vehicle
Titles & Registration (VTR)
where the division will identify
reports that could be used to
continuously monitor potentially
fraudulent transaction.

Fieldwork

This audit report is expected to
be released in July 2017.

Internal Audit
Recommendation
Follow-Up
Engagement

This engagement is verifying
the implementation status of the
internal audit recommendations
that had a completion date prior
to December 2016.

Fieldwork

The audit report is expected to
be presented in the August
2017 Board Meeting.

Fiscal Year 2018
Internal Audit Plan

Identify high risk areas that may
warrant an audit or advisory
service in Fiscal Year 2018.

Fieldwork

The audit plan will be presented
during the August 2017 Board
Meeting.

Annual Quality
Assurance Review

To assess if the Internal Audit
Division is meeting both the
Generally Accepted
Government Auditing Standards
and International Standards for
the Professional Practice of
Internal Auditing.

Planning

The letter is expected to be will
be presented during the August
2017 Board Meeting.

Completed

See Attachment 1

Completed

See Attachment 2

Project
Continuous Monitoring
of Vehicle Registration
and Title Transactions
Advisory Service

Registration and Title
System (RTS)
Refactoring and
Single Sticker PostImplementation
Review Audit
Management/Board
Request - IT
Organizational Review
Advisory Service

Audit on the data reliability of
Refactored RTS – Cognos
reports

Advisory Service for the
Information Technology Service
(ITS). The IAD team will be
conducting an organizational
review of one section in ITS.

External Audits
1. SAO Compliant Process Audit - The report was released in May 2017.

Attachments
1. Registration and Titling System (RTS) Refactoring & Single Sticker Post-Implementation Review Audit
Report
2. Information Technology Service (ITS) Division Application Services Section Organization Review
Advisory Service Report
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Registration and Titling System (RTS)
Refactoring and Single Sticker PostImplementation Review Audit Report
17-2
Internal Audit Division
April 2017
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Registration and Titling System (RTS) Refactoring and Single Sticker
Post-Implementation Review, 17-2
Executive Summary
WHY AND WHAT WAS REVIEWED

WHAT WE DETERMINED

In April 2015, the Registration and Titling System
(RTS) legacy report tool was replaced with the
Cognos enterprise reporting application. The
Cognos application provided a modern platform to
better analyze the RTS data and also provided the
agency with the ability to conduct ad-hoc reporting.
The RTS data is used by key divisions, specifically
the Vehicle Titles and Registration and Finance &
Administrative Services divisions, to make
strategic and operational decisions.

The Cognos application is pulling data accurately
according to its design. However, users were
skeptical of Cognos data reliability and
completeness, leading them to spend additional time
and effort verifying Cognos report output to RTS
source data to ensure reports’ accuracy.

User training did not cover the differences in data
processing between the RTS reporting tool and the
Cognos reporting application. The training provided
consisted of tutorials on the mechanics of the user
The audit objective was to determine whether interface for application navigation and generating
Cognos reports provide management and staff with reports and exposure to Cognos reporting cubes
complete and accurate information from RTS.
during the User Acceptance Testing (UAT) phase.
The UAT exposure did not allow the user to see how
the Cognos reporting application would be used once
it was implemented. Further, the testing did not allow
WHAT WE RECOMMENDED
for validation of Cognos output with the underlying
The Information Technology Services (ITS), source data since the testing consisted of comparing
Finance & Administrative Services (FAS), and the developed Cognos reports and the RTS reports
Vehicle Titles & Registration (VTR) work together to ensure the calculated results matched.
to develop and provide training for internal agency
Cognos users on the application’s method of data
MANAGEMENT RESPONSE
processing and the reporting limitations it
inherently creates.
Management agrees that training and report review
The Department should perform a detailed review
will provide additional insight into how the system
of Cognos reports structure to understand the
operates.
exact mechanics of the reports.
The Information and Technology Services Division
will create and conduct a training curriculum and
work with the Vehicle Title and Registration and
Financial and Administrative Services divisions to
review Cognos report structures by fiscal year end
2018.
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Overall Conclusion
Maturity Assessment
3: Defined Process Level - The process has been standardized, documented, communicated, and is
being followed. The process, however, may not detect any deviation due to the process not being
sufficiently evaluated to address risks.
Other possible ratings and definitions can be found in Appendix 1, under Maturity Assessment Rating
Definition.

Strengths
The Texas Department of Motor Vehicles’ (TxDMV) development and implementation of Cognos
included business requirement and design input from the intended end users. The Cognos reports
and cube functionality was built according to the business requirements and design.

Improvements
The TxDMV needs to identify and communicate to Cognos users the Cognos application’s data
processing methods and the resulting considerations that users must make when interpreting Cognos
report output.
Below are the audit results that further expand on these areas. The detailed audit results can be found
under the Audit Results section of this report.
Audit Result #1: The Cognos Reporting Application Functioning Correctly Despite Lack
of User Exposure into how Reports are Produced
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Background
The Texas Department of Motor Vehicles implemented the Cognos enterprise reporting application
in April 2015. The application replaces the Department’s Registration and Titling System (RTS)
reports throughout the Department, notably the Vehicle Registration and Title Division and the
Financial and Administrative Services Division, rely upon the Cognos reporting application for
business intelligence. The application allows Department users to generate ad-hoc reports on motor
vehicle transaction and financial information. The Department uses Cognos to provide information to
the public, oversight agencies, and its Board of Directors.
However, the reliability of the Cognos reporting application has been questioned by the Department
as it continues to experience multiple, repeated instances of reported actual transactions not
matching projections or other expected correlated data.
The Cognos application development consolidated approximately 900 RTS reports into 49 pre-built
reports and 7 report cubes. The report cubes are capable of querying and filtering by multiple
attributes of motor vehicle transactions simultaneously. The cubes provide a snapshot of motor
vehicle transaction data available at the time a query is run. Cognos analysis report cubes and 10
pre-built reports pull from data stored in data marts. These data marts consist of copied and
aggregated motor vehicle transaction information from the RTS and the RTS Point-of-Sale
application. The aggregated information includes vehicle attributes (make, model, year, color, county,
etc.) but loses transactional detail (transaction ID number, document number, etc.). The data marts
copy RTS and Point-of-Sale data weekly.
This audit was included in the Fiscal Year 2017 Audit Plan. We conducted this performance audit in
accordance with Generally Accepted Government Auditing Standards and in conformance with the
Internal Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing. These standards require that we
plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis
for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained
provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.
The audit was performed by Derrick Miller (Senior Auditor) and Sandra Menjivar-Suddeath (Internal
Audit Director).
In accordance with the Texas Internal Auditing Act, this report is distributed to the Board of the Texas
Department of Motor Vehicles, Governor’s Office of Budget, Planning, and Policy, Legislative Budget
Board. State Auditor’s Office, and the Sunset Advisory Commission.
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Audit Results
The Cognos Reporting Application is Functioning Correctly Despite Lack of User
Exposure into how Reports are Produced.
Condition
Department users were skeptical of Cognos data reliability and completeness, leading them to spend
additional time and effort verifying Cognos report output to RTS source data to ensure reports’
accuracy. However, the Cognos application is pulling data accurately according to its design.

Cause
The Vehicle Titles and Registration (VTR) Division has identified and experienced multiple instances
of data reliability issues stemming from Cognos performance issues such as failure to populate report
fields and errors in data loading that prevented transactions from getting into the vehicle titles
reporting source tables. 1
The Cognos user training did not cover the differences in data processing between the RTS reporting
tool and the Cognos reporting application. For example:
•

•

Source data in the data marts may not account for all days in a month when a monthly
reporting period ends during the work week. Data marts are batch updated every Friday. The
data set may be missing some days from the reporting period, or include additional days
outside of the reporting period.
Cubes and reports using snapshot data are inherently incapable of producing historical
information. Cognos reports and cubes operate using either transactional data or snapshot
data. Transactional data is based on a count of the number of record creations, edits, and
deletions that have occurred in a given period. However, snapshot data provides only the
number of transactions contained within the system at the time of the query.

The training provided to users consisted of tutorials on the mechanics of the user interface for
application navigation and generating reports and exposure to Cognos reporting cubes during the
User Acceptance Testing (UAT) phase.
The UAT exposure did not allow the user to see how the Cognos reporting application would be used
once it was implemented because the testing environment did not allow testing of cumulative
transaction sets and instead used a separate transaction set for each specific testing element.
Further, the testing did not allow for validation of Cognos output with the underlying source data since
the testing consisted of comparing the developed Cognos reports and the RTS reports to ensure the
calculated results matched.

Effect
Department staff spends additional time and effort, after creating reports, verifying Cognos output
with RTS data attempting to ensure information is accurate and valid on a case-by-case basis.

1 Cognos performance issues were not included within this audit’s scope of work. The Department had a concurrent task
force of Department staff, multiple vendors’ staff, and Department of Information Resources staff analyzing re-emergent
RTS issues, their root cause, and the methods taken to correct them.

Registration and Titling System (RTS) Refactoring and Single Sticker
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Criteria
Best practice for the System Development Life Cycle should include a user training plan that accounts
for the technical skills and knowledge end users will need to minimize productivity losses. The
Department of Information Resources’ project delivery framework also recommends testing of data
contained within the system and data used by the system. Testing of data ensures that the item under
test accepts or delivers all and only the data intended for that item, in the form, format, and frequency
that is correct for that item.

Recommendations
The Internal Audit Division recommends:
1.1 The Information Technology Services (ITS), Finance & Administrative Services
(FAS), and Vehicle Titles & Registration (VTR) work together to develop and
provide training for internal agency Cognos users on the application’s method of
data processing and the reporting limitations it inherently creates.
1.2 The Department should perform a detailed review of Cognos reports structure to
understand the exact mechanics of the reports.

Management’s Response and Action Plan
The Vehicle Title and Registration (VTR) and Financial and Administrative Services (FAS) divisions
agree that there should be training on the application method of data processing and the reporting
limitations. Additional training on the functionality of cubes within the COGNOS application and a
detailed review of Cognos report structures would be useful. Both VTR and FAS staff would
participate in any future agency training. Furthermore, FAS staff who worked with legacy RTS data
will consult with new COGNOS users to ensure the system’s strengths and limitations are known.
The Information Technology Services (ITS) division will develop and present Cognos training for
internal Department users. ITS will also work with VTR and FAS to conduct a detailed review of the
Cognos reports to identify and communicate the reporting functionality to compare with business
needs. The VTR or FAS divisions can assist in reviewing the documentation provided by the ITS to
determine if the system and reports are performing as expected.
However, the VTR and FAS divisions do not have the technical expertise regarding how or when the
information is being loaded into the system or the queries the system is using to create the reports,
and therefore would not be able to assist in the development of the training curriculum.
Given the Department's priorities with multiple ongoing capital I.T. projects and the current legislative
session, ITS expects to complete the Cognos training program by the end of 2nd quarter fiscal year
2018 (2/28/2018) and the Cognos report review by fiscal year end 2018 (8/31/2018).

Management Action Plan Owner: Eric Obermier, Chief Information Officer
Anticipated Completion Date:
Recommendation 1.1
Recommendation 2.2

2/28/2018
8/31/2018

Registration and Titling System (RTS) Refactoring and Single Sticker
Post-Implementation Review, 17-2
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Appendix 1: Objectives, Scope, Methodology, Maturity Assessment
Objectives
The objective of this audit was to determine whether Cognos reports provide management and staff
with complete and accurate information from the Registration and Titling System.

Scope and Methodology
The scope of this audit included the Cognos report business requirement, development, and testing
documentation prior to implementation of the Cognos application in April 2015, and Cognos related
training materials provided prior to and upon implementation in April 2015.
We reviewed Cognos report structures and the data tables and data definitions queried by the reports
to determine if the reports were pulling information accurately according to their design. We were
unable to directly verify the report output against the RTS source data due to 1) data aggregation into
data marts making one-to-one transaction verification impossible, 2) the snapshot nature of some
report information made it impossible to reliably recreate reports based on a specific data set.
We reviewed Cognos application development documentation and user acceptance testing results to
determine whether the Department approved adequate report design to produce the desired
information. We also reviewed user training materials and presentations to assess whether crucial
information in using Cognos reports was communicated to end users.
We did not perform root cause analysis for performance or data reliability issues, as these items were
deemed out of scope. The Department had a concurrent task force analyzing re-emergent RTS
issues, their root cause, and the methods taken to correct them.
Information and documents that we reviewed included the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Report 9522 Registrations by Class Description
Current Vehicle Registration Report
Registration by Class Code query
Data definitions for query tables
Workstream 3 (Cognos) requirements gathering sessions
Design session attendance log
Deloitte Enterprise Reporting Capability Transition Phase Software Specifications Report
Cognos User Acceptance Testing results
AVNet Academy Student Roster
Registration and Titling System (RTS) Refactoring Project Workstream 3 Cognos Training
presentation
RTS Project Working with Cognos Reports and Cubes webinar presentation
TxDMV RTS Training Guide for Working with Cognos Reports
Cognos data architecture approach
Interviews with Department division directors, staff-level report users, and development
testing staff.
Interview with Deloitte Cognos development personnel

Registration and Titling System (RTS) Refactoring and Single Sticker
Post-Implementation Review, 17-2
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Maturity Assessment Rating Definition
The maturity assessment rating and information were derived from the Control Objectives of
Information and Related Technologies (COBIT) 5 IT Governance Framework and Maturity Model and
the Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) Maturity Model. The model was adapted for TxDMV
assurance audit purposes and does not provide a guarantee against reporting misstatement and
reliability, non-compliance, or operational impacts. Below are the definitions for each rating level.
0 - A rating level of 0, also known as a non-existent process level, is defined as no process has been
defined or used.
1 - A rating level of 1, also known as an initial and ad-hoc process level, is defined as a standardized
process has not been developed and an ad hoc approach is being used when issues arise.
2 - A rating level of a 2, also known as repeatable but intuitive process level, is defined as having
developed standardized process to where similar procedures are being followed by several
people.
3 - A rating level of a 3, also known as a defined process level, is defined as having a standardized,
documented, communicated, and followed process. The process, however, may not detect any
deviation due to the process not being sufficiently evaluated to address risks.
4 - A rating level of a 4, also known as a managed and measurable process level, is defined as
having a standardized, documented, communicated, and followed process. Management
monitors and measures compliance with process. Process is under constant improvement and
provides good practice.
5 - A rating level of a 5, also known as refined level, is defined as having a good process (e.g.,
standardized, documented, communicated, and followed process) based on the results of
continuous improvement and the use of technology. Information technology is used in an
integrated way to automate workflow, providing tools to improve quality, and effectiveness.

Registration and Titling System (RTS) Refactoring and Single Sticker
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ITS Division Application Services Section Organizational Review, 17-3
Executive Summary
WHY AND WHAT WAS REVIEWED

WHAT WE DETERMINED

The Information Technology Services (ITS) Division Application Services Section is responsible for the
development, maintenance, and oversight of Texas
Department of Motor Vehicles (TxDMV) applications
used both internally and externally.

The Internal Audit Division determined that an
over allocation of ITS Division resources has
occurred due to project capacity planning and
limited cross-training. ITS Division resources,
however, have a sufficient skill set and
knowledge for their assigned duties.

In the Fiscal Year (FY) 2017 Operational Plan, the ITS
Division recognized that the TxDMV has an increased
number of projects since its 2009 creation and a
division-wide operational assessment was warranted.
The ITS Division is planning a top to bottom
organizational assessment to ensure the ITS Division
is positioned to help TxDMV achieve its goals of 1)
being Customer Centric, 2) Optimizing Services and
Innovation, and 3) being Performance Driven. As part
of the organizational review, the ITS Division
requested the Internal Audit Division perform an
advisory service to ensure resource capacity and skill
level was sufficient to meet the project demands and
subsequent operational support responsibilities.

The ITS Division is reliant on specific, limited
resources with the knowledge and skills to
service on-going and upcoming department
application development and maintenance
projects. The ITS Division has identified the need
for resources’ development and cross-training,
however, current resource schedules do not
allow for development and cross-training.

Eight ITS resources have compensatory leave
balances greater than 200 hours. The eight ITS
resources have an average of 354 hours of
compensatory leave. On average, ITS Division
The advisory service determined the following:
Application Services Section resources had
1) whether planned IT resource time allocation approximately 90 hours of compensatory leave.
aligned with actual time expended;
2)

whether employee responsibilities align with
employee skills; and,

3) whether time allocation within Centralized
Accounting and Payroll/Personnel System
(CAPPS) is sufficient for the ITS Application
Services Section to fulfill operational and project
responsibilities.

WHAT WE RECOMMENDED
The
Internal
Audit
Division
made
three
recommendations to improve the communication and
cross-training of the ITS Division Application Services
Section.

MANAGEMENT RESPONSE
Management
agrees
with
the
three
recommendations and has begun working on
implementing their action plans. The action plans
include cross-training staff, knowledge transfer,
communicating with project managers on project
assignment status, and communicating resource
allocation adjustments. One action plan has
already been completed at the time of the audit
report issuance.
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Overall Conclusion
Strengths
The ITS Division works cooperatively with the Enterprise Management Office (EPMO) to implement
TxDMV enterprise projects and together are focused on achieving the department’s mission and
operational goals. The ITS Division also focuses on improving their Division to better serve the current
and future needs of the department, which is why their resources have the sufficient skill set and
knowledge to support the department’s applications.

Improvements
The TxDMV ITS Division needs to cross-train resources and communicate resource allocation to
project managers.
Result #1: ITS Division Application Services Section Capacity (see page 3 for more
information).

ITS Division Application Services Section
Organizational Review, 17-3
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Background
The Information Technology Services (ITS) Division is responsible for department-wide information
technology needs and the maintenance and support of the department’s major systems and
technologies. The ITS Division includes several sections: Application Services; Support Services;
Infrastructure Services; and Information Security. The Application Services Section is responsible for
the development, maintenance, and oversight of TxDMV applications used both internally and
externally. The ITS Application Services Section works closely with the Enterprise Project
Management Office (EPMO) to plan and execute projects that have been identified as priorities for
the department. Additionally, ITS Division and EPMO share ITS Division resources for application
project implementation.
In the Fiscal Year (FY) 2017 Operational Plan, the ITS Division recognized that the TxDMV has
experienced an increased number of projects since its 2009 creation and a divisional operational
assessment is warranted. The ITS Division is planning a top to bottom organizational review to help
ensure the ITS Division is positioned to help the department meet current and future priorities and
achieve its department strategic goals. As part of the organizational review, the ITS Division
requested the Internal Audit Division (IAD) perform an advisory service.
This advisory service was included in the FY2017 Audit Plan. IAD conducted this advisory service in
accordance to the International Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing.
The advisory service was performed by Jason Gonzalez (Senior Auditor) and Sandra MenjivarSuddeath (Internal Audit Director).
In accordance with the Texas Internal Auditing Act, this report is distributed to the Board of the Texas
Department of Motor Vehicles, Governor’s Office of Budget, Planning, and Policy, Legislative Budget
Board, the State Auditor’s Office, and the Sunset Advisory Commission.

ITS Division Application Services Section
Organizational Review, 17-3
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Advisory Service Results
ITS Division Application Services Section Capacity
Conditions
The following conditions were identified during the course of the advisory service:


Capacity planning does not take into account the maintenance and operations of Information
Technology applications and the resources that will be conducting the maintenance and
operations.



EPMO project managers can have difficulty monitoring project time allocations for ITS
Application Services resources as the resources leave project implementation assignments
to address application maintenance and operations.



Capacity and resource allocation planning for the development of enterprise technology
projects is not sufficiently communicated.

Causes


The ITS Division has limited resources with the knowledge and skills to service on-going and
upcoming department application development and maintenance. The ITS Division has
identified the need for resources’ development and cross-training, however, current project
schedules do not allow for development and cross-training. For example, the design and
maintenance of all TxDMV finance applications are assigned to a single ITS Division resource.
The ITS Division resources have not spent adequate time with their backups to ensure duties
can be sufficiently performed if the primary is unavailable. Furthermore, five ITS Division
resources have primary design and maintenance responsibilities for over nine applications.
An additional six ITS Division resources have primary and backup responsibilities for over
nine applications.



EPMO monitors and track hours of assigned ITS resources on a monthly basis and are not
always made aware when ITS resources have been reallocated for maintenance and
operational items.

Effect
Both enterprise projects and resources are impacted by the conditions observed. Enterprise projects
were impacted as project deadlines and scopes were changed because of resource constraints. Even
with the project scope and timeline changes, eight ITS resources have compensatory leave balances
greater than 200 hours. These eight ITS resources have an average of 354 hours of compensatory
leave. In addition, during the first quarter of Fiscal Year 2017, multiple ITS resources recorded hours
over capacity:




11 ITS resources averaged 12 hours over capacity (September FY 2017);
17 ITS resources averaged 23 hours over capacity (October FY 2017); and,
14 ITS resources averaged 7 hours over capacity (November 2017).

ITS Division Application Services Section
Organizational Review, 17-3
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Criteria
At the team level, IT project management best practices include clearly defining and communicating
the focus and goals of the project, recognizing what each individual brings to the team, and properly
planning and documenting all processes. The project manager is responsible for asking the right
questions at the outset of a project in order to establish the appropriate scope, budget, and timeline.
Open and ongoing communication is a critical aspect of IT project management. Communication
should include resource availability throughout the course of the project. The IT project manager
must also set up a framework for evaluating and controlling risk factors throughout the course of the
project, and maintain a detailed record of progress, problems, resolutions and accomplishments.

Recommendations
The Internal Audit Division recommends the following:
1.1 Formally schedule cross-training and adjust resource allocation according to
expanded resource skill sets.
1.2 Develop a process for communicating when a project resource will be unavailable
to finish project assignments or may be significantly delayed.
1.3 Communication of resource allocation adjustment or reassignment should be
formally communicated to all parties timely, including hours and task progress.

Management’s Response and Action Plan:
Management Response & Action Plan 1.1
Management agrees with this recommendation. While backups have been identified for subcomponents of the applications, they have their own primary areas of support responsibility.
Project and release schedules have not afforded ample opportunity for many backup
personnel to take the lead on programming assignments other than those they are primarily
responsible for. Management will develop a plan to begin utilizing backup support personnel
to take lead on those areas of development to balance between that and their primary support
areas. With knowledge transfer sessions underway for the RTS Refactoring Project, which
includes a large number of ITS Division staff, taking lead roles in future development for nonprimary areas of support will have limited progress through August 31, 2018. These efforts
will have a direct impact on application release capacity and project schedules due to
additional time spent by support staff performing non-development efforts while cross-training
occurs. Project time allocations will be adjusted as necessary by resource to support these
activities which may require project Executive Steering Committee (ESC) or Governance
Team (GT) approval if project schedules are impacted. That said, primaries as well as
backups are both attending the knowledge transfer sessions. When time allows, the backups
already help with or shadow support activities. Due to the size of the staff, most resources
have more than one area of primary or backup responsibility. This puts a larger time strain
on this process.
Management Action Plan Owner(s): Laura Dennis, Ray Rowehl, Dave Childers
Anticipated Completion Date: On-going
ITS Division Application Services Section
Organizational Review, 17-3
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Management Response & Action Plan 1.2
Management agrees with this recommendation. Staff have already begun attending meetings
coordinated by EPMO project managers where sharing of information occurs on the status of
assignments, risks to their completion, etc. In addition, IT resources have been directed to
notify their manager at least weekly if they are unable to fulfill their assigned time allocation
and tasks for associated projects.
Management Action Plan Owner(s): Laura Dennis, Ray Rowehl, Dave Childers
Anticipated Completion Date: Completed

Management Response & Action Plan 1.3
Management agrees with this recommendation. The ITS Division will work with EPMO to
ensure all project staff resources receive formal communication of their time allocations and
associated responsibilities within the project upon approval of project schedules. IT Resource
Managers will also send formal communications to project managers when competing
priorities prevent project resources from fulfilling their time commitments to a project on at
least a weekly basis. In addition, progress on project resource task assignments will be
reported at least weekly in either regularly scheduled project team meetings where the project
manager is present, or via email. Resources are responsible for updating their hours in the
JIRA tool, which tracks the programming assignments, for monitoring by Project and Resource
Managers. Should any information presented via the communications described above
require ESC or GT communication or action, existing Governance Team policies and
procedures will apply.
Management Action Plan Owner(s): Laura Dennis, Ray Rowehl, Dave Childers
Anticipated Completion Date: August 31, 2017

ITS Division Application Services Section
Organizational Review, 17-3
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Appendix 1: Objectives, Scope, Methodology, Maturity Assessment
Objectives
The objectives of this advisory service were to determine:




whether planned IT resource time allocation aligned with actual time expended;
whether employee responsibilities align with employee skills; and,
whether time allocation within the system is sufficient.

Scope and Methodology
The scope of this advisory service included the ITS Division resource allocation management and
employee time reporting for the Application Services Section.
The IAD reviewed the Centralized Accounting and Payroll/Personnel System (CAPPS) to determine
resource allocation. The IAD also reviewed 3rd party contractor ITS Division employee allocation
reporting and staffing recommendations. Finally, the EPMO ITS Division employee allocation
analysis was reviewed, and IAD performed an analysis of resource allocation.
Information and documents that we reviewed included the following:











CAPPS Reported Hours/Overtime Hours
Deloitte Resource Allocation Reporting and Staffing Recommendations
FY 2017 IT Usage Charts
ITSD Organizational Assessment Initiative Overview
Application Services Areas of Responsibility
TxDMV ITS Operational Plan
Interviews with ITS Application Management
Interviews with EPMO Management
Interviews with ITS Application Services Section resources
Interviews with EPMO Project Managers

ITS Division Application Services Section
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Appendix 2: ITS Application Services Organization Review – Advisory
Service Deliverables
Conclusion

Scope Area

Planned project time allocations do not always align with the actual
time spent by resources. ITS Division Application Services Section
resources have recorded hours over management expectations.
During the first quarter of FY 2017 multiple ITS Division Application
Services Section resources recorded hours over capacity:
Panned IT resource time
allocation and actual time
expended.





11 ITS resources averaged 12 hours over capacity
(September FY 2017);
17 ITS resources averaged 23 hours over capacity (October
FY 2017); and,
14 ITS resources averaged 7 hours over capacity (November
2017).

Eight ITS Division Application Services resources have over 200
hours of compensatory leave, with an average compensatory leave
of 354 hours. Two Application Services resources have over 500
hours of compensatory leave. On average, ITS Division Application
Services Section resources had approximately 90 hours of
compensatory leave.
The majority of projects are assigned to a few ITS Division Application
Services Section resources. Currently, five resources have the
primary design and maintenance responsibilities for over nine
applications while another six ITS Division resources have primary
Employee responsibilities and backup responsibilities for nine other applications. The primary
resources have sufficient knowledge and skill set to support their
and skill sets.
assignments and duties.
ITS Division Application Services Section resources have not been
fully cross-trained although ITS Division management has identified
the need for cross-training.
Deloitte recommended an additional six resources for Cognos
application maintenance. Internal Audit believes six resources may
Sufficiency of Cognos time be initially needed due to current enterprise report requests and the
unfamiliarity of the application by the department users. However, six
allocation.
resources may not be needed as the department matures in the
understanding of the Cognos application and enterprise requests
lessen.

ITS Division Application Services Section
Organizational Review, 17-3
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DATE: June 1, 2017
Action Requested: Decision

To:
From:
Agenda Item:
Subject:

The Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (TxDMV) Board
Sandra Menjivar-Suddeath, Director, Internal Audit
5. F.
Recommendation to amend the Fiscal Year 2017 Internal Audit Plan

RECOMMENDATION

Recommendation to amend the Fiscal Year (FY) 2017 Internal Audit Plan by removing the TxDMV Fund tables and Process
& Handling Fees (TxDMV Fund) audit from the plan and adding the PCI Compliance with Credit Card audit.
PURPOSE AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Internal Audit Division (IAD) is requesting that the FY 2017 Internal Audit Plan be amended by removing the TxDMV
Fund tables and Process & Handling Fees (TxDMV Fund) audit from the plan and adding the PCI Compliance with Credit
Card audit.
The Texas Internal Auditing Act (Govt Code 2102.008) requires that the agency’s governing board approve the annual audit
plan. The TxDMV Board approved the FY 2017 Internal Audit Plan on September 1, 2016. Since the plan was approved, the
Internal Audit Division (IAD) has identified an additional risk that requires a modification to the approved audit plan.
Modifications to the audit plan require Board approval.
FINANCIAL IMPACT

None.

BACKGROUND AND DISCUSSION

The TxDMV Board approved the FY 2017 Internal Audit Plan on September 1, 2016. Since the plan was approved, the Internal
Audit Division (IAD) has identified an additional risk that requires a modification to the approved audit plan. Specifically,
the IAD identified a risk related to the department’s PCI Compliance.
The TxDMV accepts customers’ credit cards for Motor Carrier, Motor Vehicle, and some Vehicle Titles and Registration
transactions. To be able to accept credit cards, the agency has to attest to the Payment Card Industry (PCI) Security
Standards Council that the credit card information obtained from transactions are being safeguarded. Specifically, the
agency has to attest in several annual Self-Assessment Questionnaire (SAQ) documents that credit card information is not
being stored electronically as well as other requirements (e.g., access controls, maintaining a security policy). The SAQ
documents provide assurance to the PCI Security Standards Council that the department is in compliance with PCI
standards and the applicable PCI compliance levels. Since some credit card transactions are handled and processed by
TxDMV employees, it is important that appropriate controls exist to ensure the department is meeting its PCI compliance
requirements.
Based on information received from the Finance & Administrative Services Division, the TxDMV revenue projections for the
TxDMV fund and the Process & Handling Fee are aligned with actual revenue received since September 1, 2016. For this
reason, the IAD believes that the TxDMV Fund audit can be removed from the FY2017 Internal Audit Plan and be replaced
with the PCI Compliance with Credit Card audit.
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TxDMV Revised Internal Audit Plan for Fiscal Year 2017
Texas Department of Motor Vehicles
Fiscal Year 2017 Internal Audit Plan
Topic

Division

Background and Preliminary Objectives

Required Reports under the Texas Internal Auditing Act
1. Fiscal Year 2016
Annual Internal
Audit Report

Agencywide

Background: A summary of internal audit activities, including
the status of the FY 2016 audit plan, non-audit services
provided, and external audit services procured; and the FY
2017 audit plan. This report must be submitted before
November 1 of each year to the Governor, the Legislative
Budget Board, the State Auditor’s Office, the Sunset Advisory
Commission, and the TxDMV Board and be posted on the
agency’s website (Government Code, Section 2102.009).

Agencywide

Background: The annual audit plan is prepared using risk
assessment techniques to identify individual audits to be
conducted during the year. The TxDMV Board must review and
approve the annual audit plan (Government Code, Section
2102.005).

35 hours

2. Fiscal Year 2018
Internal Audit
Plan
100 hours

Audits and Advisory Services
1. Oversize/
Overweight
Permitting
250 hours
Carry-over from
Fiscal Year 2016
Internal Audit Plan

Motor
Carrier

Background: The TxDMV regulates oversize vehicles and loads
on highways and bridges. In fiscal year 2014, the Oversize/
Overweight Permits Section issued over 836,000 permits;
responded to over 198,000 permit-related calls from
customers, and collected more than $178 million in fees. The
agency uses the Texas Permitting and Routing Optimization
System (TxPROS), an online permitting & mapping system, to
allow customers to apply for and self-issue many permits.
Tentative Objectives:
(1) Determine whether the TxDMV issues Oversize/Overweight
permits and collects the appropriate fees in accordance with
laws and regulations
(2) Determine whether the TxDMV validates, updates, and
communicates route restriction information on a timely basis
to ensure routes are safe for permitted Oversize/Overweight
loads
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Texas Department of Motor Vehicles
Fiscal Year 2017 Internal Audit Plan
Topic
2. RTS Refactoring
and Single Sticker
Postimplementation
Review

Division
Agencywide

Background and Preliminary Objectives
Background: Refactored RTS included COGNOS reports that
replaced standard reports from legacy RTS and included
updated ad hoc reporting capabilities. Staff and management
use information from COGNOS reports to make strategic and
operational decisions.

1400 hours
Tentative Objectives:
Carry-over from
Fiscal Year 2016
Internal Audit Plan

3. TxDMV Fund
tables and
Process &
Handling Fees

(1)Determine whether COGNOS reports provide management
and staff with complete and accurate information from RTS
(2)Determine whether COGNOS reports provide at least the
same level of information or service as reports from the
legacy RTS

FAS, ITS,
VTR

1150 hours

Background: SB 1512 (84th Texas Legislature) re-created and
re-directs revenue sources for the TxDMV fund starting
September 1, 2016. HB 6 exempts the fund and its revenues
from consolidation. The intent of the bill is to separate the fund
from the General Revenue and State Highway funds, allowing
the TxDMV to fund its operations.
The TxDMV Board of Directors used its authority to adopt a
P&H fee structure to fund agency operations during its June
board meeting. The P&H fees are effective for motor vehicle
registrations starting January 2017.
Tentative Objectives:
(1)Determine whether appropriate revenues, including
registration fees, are deposited to the TxDMV fund
appropriately
(2)Determine whether appropriate amounts are transferred to
counties per agency rule

3. PCI Compliance
with Credit Card

ITS

Background: The TxDMV accepts customers’ credit cards for
Motor Carrier, Motor Vehicle, and some Vehicle Titles and
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Texas Department of Motor Vehicles
Fiscal Year 2017 Internal Audit Plan
Topic

Division

Information
Storage

Background and Preliminary Objectives
Registration transactions. To be able to accept credit cards, the
agency has to attest to the Payment Card Industry (PCI) Security
Standards Council that the credit card information obtained
from transactions are being safeguarded. Specifically, the
agency has to attest in several annual Self-Assessment
Questionnaire (SAQ) documents that credit card information is
not being stored electronically as well as other requirements
(e.g., access controls, maintaining a security policy) to ensure
compliance with PCI standards and the applicable PCI
compliance level.

1150 hours

Tentative Objective:
To determine if credit card information is being stored
electronically.
4. Continuous
Monitoring of
Vehicle
Registration and
Title
Transactions

VTR/ITS

Background: Fiscal year 2016 had a number of suspicious and
fraudulent registration and title transaction activities within the
agency and through Tax-Assessor Collectors, including high
visibility arrests related to alleged fraud. The agency employs 1
investigator to investigate suspected title fraud. Auditors would
analyze registration and title transactions from the RTS on a
scheduled basis to identify suspicious and possibly fraudulent
transactions processed by the agency or Tax-Assessor
Collectors. Refer suspicious and possible fraudulent
transactions to VTR to investigate.

TBD

Time has been allotted to management and commission for a
special request or to review a new and emerging risk for the
agency. If no request is received, one of the audits from the
other possible project list will be conducted.

1000 hours
Advisory Project

5. Management or
Board Request
350 hours

Other Internal Audit Division Duties
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Texas Department of Motor Vehicles
Fiscal Year 2017 Internal Audit Plan
Topic
•
•

•
•
•

Division

Background and Preliminary Objectives

Coordinating with external auditors and reviewers (25 hours)
Investigating allegations of fraud, waste, and abuse that Internal Audit receives or that the
State Auditor’s Office refers from its fraud hotline and advising on the Anti-Fraud, Waste, and
Abuse Workgroup (300 hours)
Conducting an annual Quality Assurance and Improvement Program as required by auditing
standards (75 hours)
Tracking and monitoring the status of prior-year audit recommendations (100 hours)
Advising the agency’s Governance Team and Executive Steering Committees (425 hours)
Total Budgeted Hours on Required Reports, Audits ,and Advisory Service:
Total Budgeted Hours on Other Internal Audit Division Duties:
Total Budgeted Hours:

4,285
925
5,210
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Methodology
Scope
The Internal Audit Plan for Fiscal Year 2017 covers the period of September 1, 2016 to August
31, 2017.

Risk Assessment
The audit plan was developed using a risk-based methodology including input from Board
members and senior management. Internal Audit also analyzed agency information to rank
potential audit topics by risk, including contracting risk.
The State Auditor’s Office (SAO) guidelines for the Internal Audit Plan for Fiscal Year 2016,
request that internal audit indicate which projects in the audit plan address expenditure
transfers, capital budget controls, contract management, and information technology risks.
The proposed audits that address these topics are the following:
•
•
•

TxDMV Fund tables and Process & Handling Fees and RTS Refactoring and Single
Sticker Post-implementation Review will address information technology risks
TxDMV Fund tables and Process & Handling Fees will address expenditure transfers
and capital budget controls
TxDMV Fund tables and Process & Handling Fees and My Plates Contract—if
resources are available—will address contract management

Hour Analysis
Hours were calculated using historical data and auditor’s judgement. Hours are an estimate
and could be adjusted during the fiscal year.
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TxDMV Revised Internal Audit Plan for Fiscal Year 2017
Texas Department of Motor Vehicles
Fiscal Year 2017 Internal Audit Plan
Topic

Division

Background and Preliminary Objectives

Required Reports under the Texas Internal Auditing Act
1. Fiscal Year 2016
Annual Internal
Audit Report

Agencywide

Background: A summary of internal audit activities, including
the status of the FY 2016 audit plan, non-audit services
provided, and external audit services procured; and the FY
2017 audit plan. This report must be submitted before
November 1 of each year to the Governor, the Legislative
Budget Board, the State Auditor’s Office, the Sunset Advisory
Commission, and the TxDMV Board and be posted on the
agency’s website (Government Code, Section 2102.009).

Agencywide

Background: The annual audit plan is prepared using risk
assessment techniques to identify individual audits to be
conducted during the year. The TxDMV Board must review and
approve the annual audit plan (Government Code, Section
2102.005).

35 hours

2. Fiscal Year 2018
Internal Audit
Plan
100 hours

Audits and Advisory Services
1. Oversize/
Overweight
Permitting
250 hours
Carry-over from
Fiscal Year 2016
Internal Audit Plan

Motor
Carrier

Background: The TxDMV regulates oversize vehicles and loads
on highways and bridges. In fiscal year 2014, the Oversize/
Overweight Permits Section issued over 836,000 permits;
responded to over 198,000 permit-related calls from
customers, and collected more than $178 million in fees. The
agency uses the Texas Permitting and Routing Optimization
System (TxPROS), an online permitting & mapping system, to
allow customers to apply for and self-issue many permits.
Tentative Objectives:
(1) Determine whether the TxDMV issues Oversize/Overweight
permits and collects the appropriate fees in accordance with
laws and regulations
(2) Determine whether the TxDMV validates, updates, and
communicates route restriction information on a timely basis
to ensure routes are safe for permitted Oversize/Overweight
loads
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Texas Department of Motor Vehicles
Fiscal Year 2017 Internal Audit Plan
Topic
2. RTS Refactoring
and Single Sticker
Postimplementation
Review

Division
Agencywide

Background and Preliminary Objectives
Background: Refactored RTS included COGNOS reports that
replaced standard reports from legacy RTS and included
updated ad hoc reporting capabilities. Staff and management
use information from COGNOS reports to make strategic and
operational decisions.

1400 hours
Tentative Objectives:
Carry-over from
Fiscal Year 2016
Internal Audit Plan

3. PCI Compliance
with Credit Card
Information
Storage
1150 hours

(1)Determine whether COGNOS reports provide management
and staff with complete and accurate information from RTS
(2)Determine whether COGNOS reports provide at least the
same level of information or service as reports from the
legacy RTS

ITS

Background: The TxDMV accepts customers’ credit cards for
Motor Carrier, Motor Vehicle, and some Vehicle Titles and
Registration transactions. To be able to accept credit cards, the
agency has to attest to the Payment Card Industry (PCI) Security
Standards Council that the credit card information obtained
from transactions are being safeguarded. Specifically, the
agency has to attest in several annual Self-Assessment
Questionnaire (SAQ) documents that credit card information is
not being stored electronically as well as other requirements
(e.g., access controls, maintaining a security policy) to ensure
compliance with PCI standards and the applicable PCI
compliance level.
Tentative Objective:
To determine if credit card information is being stored
electronically.
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Texas Department of Motor Vehicles
Fiscal Year 2017 Internal Audit Plan
Topic
4. Continuous
Monitoring of
Vehicle
Registration and
Title
Transactions

Division
VTR/ITS

Background: Fiscal year 2016 had a number of suspicious and
fraudulent registration and title transaction activities within the
agency and through Tax-Assessor Collectors, including high
visibility arrests related to alleged fraud. The agency employs 1
investigator to investigate suspected title fraud. Auditors would
analyze registration and title transactions from the RTS on a
scheduled basis to identify suspicious and possibly fraudulent
transactions processed by the agency or Tax-Assessor
Collectors. Refer suspicious and possible fraudulent
transactions to VTR to investigate.

TBD

Time has been allotted to management and commission for a
special request or to review a new and emerging risk for the
agency. If no request is received, one of the audits from the
other possible project list will be conducted.

1000 hours
Advisory Project

5. Management or
Board Request
350 hours

Background and Preliminary Objectives

Other Internal Audit Division Duties
•
•

•
•
•

Coordinating with external auditors and reviewers (25 hours)
Investigating allegations of fraud, waste, and abuse that Internal Audit receives or that the
State Auditor’s Office refers from its fraud hotline and advising on the Anti-Fraud, Waste, and
Abuse Workgroup (300 hours)
Conducting an annual Quality Assurance and Improvement Program as required by auditing
standards (75 hours)
Tracking and monitoring the status of prior-year audit recommendations (100 hours)
Advising the agency’s Governance Team and Executive Steering Committees (425 hours)
Total Budgeted Hours on Required Reports, Audits ,and Advisory Service:
Total Budgeted Hours on Other Internal Audit Division Duties:
Total Budgeted Hours:

4,285
925
5,210
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Methodology
Scope
The Internal Audit Plan for Fiscal Year 2017 covers the period of September 1, 2016 to August
31, 2017.

Risk Assessment
The audit plan was developed using a risk-based methodology including input from Board
members and senior management. Internal Audit also analyzed agency information to rank
potential audit topics by risk, including contracting risk.
The State Auditor’s Office (SAO) guidelines for the Internal Audit Plan for Fiscal Year 2016,
request that internal audit indicate which projects in the audit plan address expenditure
transfers, capital budget controls, contract management, and information technology risks.
The proposed audits that address these topics are the following:
•

RTS Refactoring and Single Sticker Post-implementation Review will address
information technology risks

Hour Analysis
Hours were calculated using historical data and auditor’s judgement. Hours are an estimate
and could be adjusted during the fiscal year.
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DATE: June 1, 2016
Action Requested: Briefing

To:
The Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (TxDMV) Board
From:
Caroline Love, Government & Strategic Communications Division Director
Agenda Item: 6
Subject:
85th Legislative Session Update

PURPOSE AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Provide the Board an update on bills of interest being considered by the 85th Legislature. Provide a status of the legislation
being considered related to the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles Board Recommendations to the 85th Legislature as
adopted in November 2016.
BACKGROUND AND DISCUSSION

The briefing includes the status legislation impacting the department. Key dates for the legislative session are included as
well. The Government and Strategic Communications Division will continue to provide updates on implementation efforts
as well.
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85 Legislative
Session Update
th

Agenda Item 6.A. Update on TxDMV Board Recommendations to the
85th Legislature
and
Agenda Item 6.B. General Overview of the 85th Legislature Outcomes

June 1, 2017
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85th Legislative Session Update
The 85th Texas State Legislative Session began on January 10, 2017 which started the
140 day process for elected officials to consider changes to state statutes. While they
adjourned Sine Die on May 29, 2017; the session does not truly conclude until 20 days
later, during which time the Governor has the opportunity to sign legislation, allow
legislation to become law without signature, or veto legislation. At the time this report
was submitted, the session had not yet concluded and verbal remarks will include
updates.
As outlined in previous meetings, the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (TxDMV)
Board is charged with considering opportunities to improve the operations of the
department and recommending statutory changes to the Texas Legislature under Texas
Transportation Code, Section 1001.025. TxDMV’s Government and Strategic
Communications Division worked with all the department’s divisions and offices to
identify statutory changes the board could recommend. Those changes were also
evaluated by stakeholders.

The TxDMV Board adopted a set of legislative recommendations in November 2016.
These recommendations were then presented to the Office of the Governor, Lt.
Governor, and Speaker; as well as the chairs of the Senate and House Transportation
Committees for further consideration during the session. An update on those
recommendations is included in this report, as well as a listing of legislation passing with
an impact on department operations and activities.

A. Update on TxDMV Board Recommendations to the 85th Legislature
In relation to the TxDMV Board recommendations, the following legislation was filed with
status noted:
I.

Registration Code Changes: SB 2075 by Rodriguez/HB 2461 by Pickett
•

Status: SB 2075 Recommended for House Local and Consent Calendar

•

Summary: SB 2075 was passed by the Senate on April 26, and subsequently
passed by the House Transportation Committee with a recommendation for

85th Legislative Update
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consideration on the Local and Consent Calendar. The legislation includes several
clean up items, as well as further defining when a county tax assessor-collector
office’s transactions can be performed by a different county to allow for continuity
of services for customers. This recommendation also includes language allowing
for printed receipts from online vehicle registration renewal transactions to serve
as proof of registration for 30 days (to allow the actual sticker time to be received
through the mail).

There are also changes resulting from an internal audit

recommendation associated with when counties remit registration fees to the state
to align the statute with when fees are processed by the system currently and
adjust the time frames accordingly.
II.

Permanent Token Trailer Registration: HB 2433 by Pickett
•

Status: Placed on General State Calendar 5/10/17, never considered

•

Summary: This legislation was voted favorably from the House Transportation
Committee on April 28 and subsequently placed on the House General State
Calendar May 10 but was not brought up before the May 11 deadline for further
consideration on the House Floor. This recommendation was also made to the 84th
Legislature and would have allowed for a permanent token trailer license plate
option with a change to the associated registration fee. The current annual
registration option remained available to customers under this legislation.

III.

Motor Carrier Registration & Enforcement Changes: HB 3254 by Phillips

(Senate Sponsor: Nichols)
•

Status: Voted favorably from the Senate Transportation Committee on May 17 and
recommended for the Senate Local and Uncontested Calendar

•

Summary: This legislation passed out of the House May 9 on the Local and
Consent Calendar and continued to work its way favorably through the Senate
process. The legislation includes many of the recommendations from the 84th
Legislative Session to promote greater efficiency and safety of the motoring public
in TxDMV operations as it relates to the motor carrier industry and regulation of
the industry. The language covers enforcement of chameleon carriers (i.e., a
carrier who changes names or operates under various aliases to continue
operations without remedying previous penalties or sanctions, often related to
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safety), provisions related to renewals and re-application of registration for motor
carriers; a requirement for household goods movers to file all tariffs (i.e., what the
mover charges a consumer) with the TxDMV rather than just the current
requirement of only tariffs for moves between municipalities; and other
clarifications.
IV.

Title Act Changes: SB 2076 by Sen. Rodriguez/HB 2462 by Pickett
•

Status: SB 2076 Placed on the House General State Calendar 5/19/17

•

Summary: SB 2076 was voted out of the Senate on April 27, then voted favorably
from the House Transportation Committee May 11. The legislation changes statute
to allow the “Certified Copy of Original Title” (CCO) to serve as the only valid proof
of ownership and other various clarifications in statute. This also includes a new
recommendations changing statute to reference and conform to the appropriate
Code of Federal Regulations regarding odometer disclosure statement
requirements.

V.

Lemon Law: HB 2070 by Smithee (Senate Sponsor: Watson)
•

Status: Voted from Senate Business & Commerce 5/19/17 to the Local &
Uncontested Calendar

•

Summary: HB 2070 passed out of the House May 4 and was voted favorably from
the Senate Business & Commerce Committee May 19 with a recommendation to
be placed on the Local & Uncontested Calendar. The legislation provides some
statutory clarifications; as well and simplify a vehicle’s qualifications for Lemon Law
status. HB 2070 will help Texas statutes reflect practices adopted in other states.

VI.

Seized Disabled Parking Placard Process/HB 1790 by Pickett (Senate

Sponsor: Rodriguez)
•

Status: Sent to the Governor 5/8/17

•

Summary: HB 1790 was voted from the House April 27, then subsequently from
the Senate on May 12. The bill clarifies TxDMV’s role when disabled parking
placards are seized by law enforcement and removes outdated practices.

VII.
•

Vehicle Size & Weight Administrative Changes: HB 3255 by Phillips
Status: Voted favorably from House Transportation 4/28/17

85th Legislative Update
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Summary: While HB 3255 was voted favorably from the House Transportation
Committee on April 28, it was never placed on a House Calendar for further
consideration. The legislation pursued several recommendations from the 84th
Legislative Session clarifying the responsibilities of shippers and that the
department can deny an oversize/overweight (OS/OW) permit if the carrier is “outof-service” for safety reasons with the Federal Motor Carrier Administration.
o The recommendation also included language to streamline the OS/OW
permitting process and provide revenues to cover the costs associated with
the operation of the program through depositing 10% each OS/OW permit
fee to the TxDMV Fund. This provision would have applied only to those
OS/OW permits established by the 86th Legislature or after as it was voted
out of the House Transportation Committee; or if the Legislature designates
otherwise.

VIII.

Size & Weight Vehicle Specific Changes/HB 1789 by Pickett

•

Status: Placed on General State Calendar 5/10/17, never considered

•

Summary: HB 1789 was voted favorably from the House Transportation
Committee on April 20; then placed on the House General State Calendar for May
10 but was not heard before the May 11 deadline. This legislation would have
conformed Texas statutes with federal laws after passage of the recent Fixing
America’s Surface Transportation (FAST) Act as it relates to several motor vehicle
size and weight limitations.

IX.

Notification to Demolish Vehicle Process Changes/HB 3131 by Martinez

(Senate Sponsor: Rodriguez)
•

Status: Voted from Senate Business & Commerce 5/19/17 to the Local &
Uncontested Calendar

•

Summary: HB 3131 was voted out of the House May 6, then subsequently voted
from the Senate Business & Commerce Committee May 19 with a
recommendation it be placed on the Local & Uncontested Calendar. This
legislation removes a redundant requirement that the department must send notice
to an applicant who has been identified as the owner of a vehicle. The
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recommendation and legislation was based upon feedback from the industry and
stakeholders.
X.

TxDMV Own/Control Real Property: SB 1349 by Watson/HB 3689 by Pickett
•

Status: SB 1349 Passed the House 5/19/17

•

Summary: SB 1349 was voted out of the Senate April 20, then subsequently voted
favorably from the House Transportation Committee May 11 and recommended
for the House Local & Consent Calendar May 19. The department continued to
work closely with the Office of the Governor and the Texas Department of
Transportation (TxDOT) to identify a solution for housing TxDMV headquarters
operations. The legislation allows TxDMV to accept property from TxDOT, and for
TxDMV to maintain, improve and have control over such property. The transfer
from TxDOT would apply only to the Camp Hubbard location in Austin, where
TxDMV headquarters is currently housed.

B. General Overview of the 85th Legislature Outcomes
Several other pieces of legislation passed by the 85th Legislature will have an impact on
TxDMV operations. (NOTE: At the time of submission, the session had not concluded
and some of this legislation may not have passed both chambers.) These include, but are
not limited to:

•

HB 561 by Murphy allows for the use of small utility vehicles by delivery and
logistics companies in residential communities to provide for more efficient
package delivery services. This bill amends current law relating to the operation of
certain vehicles used for package delivery and authorizes a $25 license plate fee
for such small utility vehicles.

•

HB 1247 by Pickett seeks to address notification requirements applicable to a
vehicle storage facility in possession of an impounded vehicle registered in another
state. This bill requires a vehicle storage facility operator to send the notice to an
address obtained from the applicable governmental or private entity that has
access to the relevant vehicle information and by providing for the circumstances
under which the operator may provide notice by publication.

85th Legislative Update
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HB 1693 by Dean would allow for vehicle title transfer documentation to be
processed either electronically or by paper. The legislation also references the
appropriate federal regulations regarding odometer disclosure statements, which
is also reflected in SB 2076 by Rodriguez, a TxDMV Board recommended item.

•

HB 1959 by Thompson requires the department to conduct a study that identifies
and assesses alternative procedures for commercial vehicle registration, licensing,
and permitting. In addition it authorizes TxDMV to collaborate with another state
agency or a research division of an institution of higher education in Texas to
conduct the study.

•

HB 2663 by Pickett allows for counties to issue a replacement vehicle registration
sticker without a fee if it is determined by the county that the renewed sticker was
not received by the customer in the mail, either through an online or mail-in renewal
transaction.

•

HB 4102 by Neave provides an opportunity for individuals to voluntarily contribute
to a grant program at the time of vehicle registration to help fund the testing of
evidence collected in relation to sexual assaults or other sex offenses and
authorizes voluntary contributions by the Texas Department of Public Safety.

•

SB 1251 by West provides an opportunity for individuals to voluntarily contribute
to the Ending Homelessness Fund at the time of vehicle registration.

•

SB 1524 by Nichols provides for overweight shipment of sealed containers from
production facilities proximate to the ports of entry. The legislation creates a permit
authorizing the movement of a sealed intermodal shipping container moving in
international transportation not more than 30 miles from an applicable port of entry.
The $6,000 permit fee is distributed to the State Highway Fund and local entities
to compensate for road damage, including 4% ($240) of every permit being
deposited to the TxDMV Fund to cover the costs of issuing the program.

•

SB 1001 by Larry Taylor allows for trailers up to 7,500 lbs gross vehicle weight
rating to be exempt from state safety inspection requirements. This is an increase
from 4,500 lbs gross vehicle weight rating and will require programming updates.

•

SB 2205 by Hancock seeks to ensure safe operation of automated motor vehicles
and automated driving systems on Texas roads. The bill implements minimum
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safety requirements for the operation of these vehicles and systems without any
additional regulatory structures at the state or local levels.

In addition, 11 pieces of legislation are poised to be passed by the 85th Legislature at the
time of submission of this report that would create 44 new specialty license plates. Of
those, seven bills relate to special military plates creating 40 such new plates. The
remaining four plates relate to new “Back the Blue”, State of Texas Award recipients,
Blessed are the Peacemakers, and justices of the peace specialty license plates.

85th Legislature Key Dates
Some key dates occurring during the 85th Legislative Session include:
•

Tuesday, Jan. 10, 2017: 1st Day of the 85th Legislative Session

•

Friday, Mar. 10, 2017: 60th Day, last day to file general bills

•

Monday, May 29, 2017: 140th day, the last day of session

•

Sunday, Jun. 18, 2017: 20th day following final adjournment, the last day the
Governor can sign, allow a bill to go into law without signature, or veto bills

•

Monday, Aug. 28, 2017: 91st day following final adjournment and the date in
which bills without specific effective dates become law

The Government and Strategic Communications Division will continue to provide regular
updates on legislative implementation efforts.
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DATE: June 1, 2017
Action Requested: Briefing

To:
From:
Agenda Item:
Subject:

The Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (TxDMV) Board
Judy Sandberg, Enterprise Project Management Office Director
7
Enterprise Projects Update

RECOMMENDATION

This is a briefing only and no decisions or actions are requested.
PURPOSE AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The purpose of this briefing is to provide an update on enterprise projects. The report includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A portfolio trend dashboard to show the combined health of all projects (the portfolio)
A dashboard for each active project
A list of closed projects
Timeline for planning portfolio for fiscal years (FY) 18/19
Glossary
Definitions for dashboard indicator colors.

FINANCIAL IMPACT

As shown on the Portfolio Trend dashboard, all active projects are within budget and are on target to end within budget.
BACKGROUND AND DISCUSSION

Since January 2016, the following projects were completed and closed by the executive Governance Team:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Centralized Accounting and Payroll/Personnel System (CAPPS) Human Resources (HR) Project
Consolidated Call Center Project
County Equipment Refresh Project
FileNet Project
Licensing, Administration, Consumer Affairs, and Enforcement (LACE) Replacement (eLICENSING) Project
Physical Security Project
Registration & Title System (RTS) Name Parsing Project
Regional Office Telecommunications Project
Single Sticker Phase II Project.

The following projects are on schedule and within budget:
1.
2.
3.

Application Migration Server Infrastructure Transformation (AMSIT) to end by 8/31/2017
webDealer to end by 04/30/2018
Refactored RTS to end by 12/31/2018.

Planning for new projects for fiscal years (FY) 2018/2019 is in progress. The FY18/19 Portfolio Schedule is scheduled for
decision at the June 26, 2017 Governance Team meeting.
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TXDMV Portfolio Trend
FY17 Portfolio Project Schedule Trend

FY17 Portfolio Overall Project Trend
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Benefits to Public

RTS Refactoring
•
RTS Refactoring will refresh the RTS technology
by modernizing the core RTS system and provide
business intelligence reporting capabilities.

Improved customer service (system
modernization provides opportunities for
increased efficiency when implementing
improvements).

Benefits to Agency
Modernization of the RTS system.
Business intelligence reporting
capabilities.
Transitions RTS from TxDOT to the
TxDMV infrastructure.

•
•
•

Project Manager – T. Beckley
Business Owner – J. Kuntz
Executive Sponsor– W. Brewster

May 2017 Status

RTS Refactoring Budget
Source: Automation
Total External Budget: $62,020,840
Expenditures: $46,981,037
Encumbrances: $13,148,952
Budget Remaining: $1,890,851

Overall

Schedule

Budget

Scope

Risk

G

G

G

Y

WS4WS2+ 8.9.0

Req

G

December 2016 to April 2017 Trend Line

Design
Devel
Test
Deploy

Accomplishments – Last 30 Days
•
•
•

Deployed release 8.9 on 4/23/2017.
Continuing development on release 8.10.
Requirements gathering has commenced on
release 9.0.
Milestones – Next 30 Days

•
•

Continue development for release 8.10.
Continue requirements gathering for Release
9.0.

Risk/Issues













WS4–
8.10.0

WS4–
9.0




G

Y

Mitigation/Corrective Action

I1 - Middle Tier Migration (MTM) Virtual Private
Network (VPN) tunnel was not available on 5/1/17
impacting the 8.10 release schedule.

I1 - Working with Texas.gov and DCS to come
up with a plan to get the VPN tunnel in place.

R1 – Legislative mandates requiring a September 1,
2017 or January 1, 2018 implementation date may
impact the planned RTS release schedule, which will
also impact the webDEALER schedule.

R1 – Monitor legislative activities and
communicate any changes impacting project
schedule to other projects and coordinate
changes appropriately.

WS4 Release
Schedule
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Benefits to Public

webDEALER
webDEALER allows a vehicle title to be created,
stored and transferred in electronic form,
improving the accuracy of the titling process.
Project Manager – G. Wessels
Business Owner – T. Thompson
Executive Sponsor – J. Kuntz

•
•

Benefits to Agency

Reduced costs for titling and registration
services from motor vehicle sales.
Improved titling and registration time by
reducing manual processes.

•
•

•

Reduced costs for the county tax office
and TxDMV to title and register vehicles.
Improved system to track and manage
registration and title services from Motor
Vehicle Sales.
Eliminates RSPS-DTA Processes.
New CFB
WD
Car Adopt
DMV
Used Sal
Fund
Car

May 2017 Status

webDEALER Budget

Source: Automation
Total External Budget: $6,257,079
Expenditures: $5,146,922
Encumbrances: $781,867
Budget Remaining: $328,290

Overall

Schedule

Budget

Scope

Risk

G

G

G

G

Y

WD
P&H
Fee

eTags

Design

Devel

Test

Deploy

* April CAPP Numbers
are preliminary

• Completed Server Architecture Design
and Placed Request For Service (RFS)
• Completed eTAG Development.

Risk/Issues

•

Design and begin procurement process.
Started Centralized Payment (CP)
Design.
Continue CP and eTAG RTS Release 9.0
coordination.

webDealer
Release
Schedule

Mitigation/Corrective Action

R1 – WD, AMSIT and RTS Project Schedules, Resource
Sharing and Operational needs may impact the SDLC
Milestone Project Schedule.

R1 – eTAG/C/P Release – Closely manage critical
resource plan allocations vs. actual detailed efforts to
the WBS between AMSIT and WD Projects.
eTitles Release – Starting early review of high level
design requirements. Compare WBS/LOE to previous
estimate and reconcile as appropriate.

R2 – eTag release may cause an issue with the DB2
server due to the additional load, which may delay the
Nov 2017 Release.

R2 –Conduct DB2 Architectural Design Review. Perform
LAST on DB2 prior to Nov 2017 Release.

R3 – Legislative mandates requiring a September 1,
2017 or January 1, 2018 implementation date may
impact the webDEALER Release Schedules.

R3 – Monitor legislative activities and communicate any
changes impacting webDEALER Release Schedules to
webDEALER ESC.

Milestones– Last 30 Days
•
•

eTitles

G

G

Req

December 2016 to April 2017 Trend Line

Accomplishments – Last 30 Days

CP
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Benefits to Public

AMSIT
AMSIT plans and implements the separation of
TxDMV applications and related IT
infrastructure components from TxDOT.
Project Manager – R. Abdeladim
Business Owner – T. Benavides
Executive Sponsor – E. Obermier

•
•

Improved agility to meet customers’
needs with system autonomy.
Improved service quality with stabilized
environment.

•
•
•

Streamlined support processes and
enhanced automation.
Improved information security.
Compliance with state mandates related
to Data Center transformation.

May 2017 Status

AMSIT Budget
Source: Capital
Total External Budget: $7,353,955
Expenditures: $1,453,873
Encumbrances: $1,156,740
Budget Remaining: $4,743,342

Benefits to Agency

Overall

Schedule

G

G

Budget
G

Risk/Issues

• Completed NSOC circuit configuration.
• Completed NSOC call center discovery.
• Completed strategy for 11 WebSub counties.
• Communications executed for WebSub &
WebDealer for ForgeRock.

R1 – Overall project schedule at risk for
completion by 8/31/17 due to multiple threads of
activity occurring in parallel and the remaining
effort to be completed.

•
•
•
•
•

Complete WebSub go Live 6-12-17.
Complete WebDealer UAT.
Complete delta copies at Austin Data Center.
FTP to SFTP resource onboard.
Complete move of call center.

Risk

G

Y

December 2016 to April 2017 Trend Line

Accomplishments – Last 30 Day

Milestones – Next 30 Days

Initiating
Scope

R2 – Overall project schedule is at risk for
completion by 08/31/17 due to contention for
resources for the ForgeRock effort.
R3 – Novell to Windows, there is the risk that
unknown items will continue to be identified.
R4 – NTT resource for FTP to SFTP has resigned
placing script update and migration activity at
risk as well as the schedule for completion.

Planning
Executing
Closing

Mitigation/Corrective Action
R1 Risk level is lowered based on vendor
activity. Continue to monitor closely.
R2 – Risk is being closely monitored on an daily
basis.
R3 – Impacted business users will be notified of
files/data that cannot be migrated. Files on the
shared drive are non-mission critical. The
Leadership and ESC will be notified.
R4 – NTT is actively seeking a replacement
resource.

G
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FY 2017 Closed Projects


Governance Team Meeting October 20, 2016




Governance Team Meeting December 21, 2016






CAPPS HR Project

Governance Team Meeting March 27, 2017




FileNet Project

LACE Replacement Project (effective 03/31/17)

Governance Team Meeting April 24, 2017


Single Sticker Phase II



Facility Physical Security

Governance Team Meeting May 22, 2017


County Equipment Refresh Project
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Timeline for FY18/19 Portfolio of Projects
Date

Status

Action

5.1.2017

Done

Portfolio governance process shared with Executive Team.

5.16.2017

Done

TxDMV executive project champions provide project “idea” forms to EPMO.

5.29.2017

Done

Sine Die – Texas legislative session ends. (Indicates which project “ideas”
got funded.)

6.16.2017

On Target

EPMO uses project “idea” information to draft portfolio schedule for
Governance Team (GT) consideration.

6.18.2017

Last day Governor can sign or veto bills. (Confirms which project “ideas”
got funded.)

6.26.2017

GT members are asked to adopt, amend, or reject the proposed Portfolio
Schedule for FY18/19.

9.1.2017
8.31.2019

Start date for FY18/19 portfolio. Begin reporting to TxDMV Board.
End date for FY18/19 Portfolio.
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Glossary
API – Application Programming Interface
AMSIT – Application Migration Server Infrastructure Transformation
BA – Business Analyst
BAFO – Best and Final Offer
BRD - Business Requirements Document
C3 – Consolidated Call Center
CA - Corrective Action
CCB - Courtesy Callback
DCS – Data Center Services
CAPPS - Centralized Accounting and Payroll/Personnel System
CERP – County Equipment Refresh Program
CIO - Chief Information Officer
CPO - Chief Projects Officer
CPA - Comptroller of Public Accounts
CPU – Central Processing Unit
CRD – Consumer Relations Division
DB2 – IBM Database Server Products
DCS – Data Center Services
DEV Development
DIR - Department of Information Resources
DPS - Department of Public Safety
DTA – Dealer Title Application
ENF - Enforcement
EPMO - Enterprise Project Management Office
ERQ – Enterprise Reporting Quarter
ESC – Executive Steering Committee
FAQ – Frequently Asked Questions
FTE – Full Time Equivalent
G – Green (Status)
GT – Governance Team
HB – House Bill
HEB - Howard E Butt Grocery Stores
HR – Human Resources
I – issue
IAM – Identity and Access Management
IT – Information Technology
ITSD – Information Technology Services Division
Jama - Product management software developed By Jama S/W Co.
JIRA – Issue Tracking Software developed By Atlassian
LACE - Licensing, Administration, Consumer Affairs, and Enforcement
LAST - Load and Stress Testing
LPAR – Logical Partition

SOW – Statement of Work

M – Migration
M - Mitigation
MCD – Motor Carrier Division
M/CA – Migration/Corrective Action
MS - Mitigation Strategy
NIM – Nice Information Management

TPDF - Texas Project Delivery Framework
TS - Registration and Titling System

NSOC - Network Security Operations Center
MVD – Motor Carrier Division
OAG - Office of Attorney General

TxIRP – Texas International Registration Plan
TxDOT – Texas Department of Transportation
UAT - User Acceptance Testing

OOS – Out of State
P&H – Process and Handling
PCR – Project Change Request

VTR – Vehicle Title and Registration Division
WD - webDEALER
WFM – Work Force Management
WS – Work Stream
WS2+ – Work Stream 2+
WS4 – Work Stream 4
Y – Yellow (Status)

PED – Project End Date
PM - Project Manager
PMLC - Project Management Life Cycle
PMP - Project Management Professional
PO – Purchase Order
POCN - Purchase Order Change Notice
RQAT - Quality Assurance Team
PSD – Project Start Date
R – Red (Status)
R – Risk
R/I – Risk/Issue
R/T - Registration and Title
RFO – Request For Offer
RO – Regional Office
RSPS – Remote Sticker Printing System
RRTS - Refactored RTS
RSC – Regional Service Center
RTS - Registration & Title System
QAT – Quality Assurance Team
QTR – Quarter
SIT – System Integration Test
SAT - System Acceptance Testing
SCC – Salvage Common Checkout
SDLC - Systems Development Life Cycle
SDLC – Software Development Life Cycle
SMS – Security Management System
SOP – Standard Operating Procedures

SS PII - Single Sticker Phase II
TAC – Tax Assessor Colector
TCEQ - Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
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Project Category Dashboard Indicators
Category

Blue

Green

Yellow

Red

Budget

Cost Variance (Budget to
Spend ratio) is 0% or less,
i.e. does not exceed
authorized budget

Cost variance is trending
to 0% or less.

Cost variance is
trending to exceed
authorized budget by 1
to 14% by project end
date

Cost variance is trending
to exceed authorized
budget by 15% or more
by project end date

Schedule

Duration variance is 0% or
less and project finished
by/before project end date

Project is on schedule to
end by approved end date
(Schedule Variance is 0%
or less)

Project Schedule is
behind by 1-2 weeks
and/or risk to project
end date is low to
medium.

Project Schedule is behind
by 2 weeks or more
and/or risk to project end
date is high.

Scope

Chartered scope is
delivered, no more, no less
unless project change
management was applied
through governance

Project is on target to
deliver chartered scope,
no more, no less or
project change
management was applied
through governance

Chartered scope is at
medium risk of not
being fully delivered by
end date or unmanaged
scope creep is evident

Chartered scope is at high
risk of not being fully
delivered by end date or
unmanaged scope creep is
causing overruns on cost,
schedule, and/or LOE

Resources

Actual Level of Effort (LOE)
variance is +/-10% of
planned LOE.

Actual Level of Effort
(LOE) variance is =/<
14.9% of planned LOE.

Actual Level of Effort
(LOE) variance is >15%
but < 19.9 % of
planned LOE.

Actual Level of Effort
(LOE) variance is > 20%
of planned LOE

(Closed Projects)

Negative LOE can mean resources are not available as planned
Risks /
Issues
(Severity =
Probability x
Impact)

All Risks/Issues are
Mitigated/Addressed or
transferred to new owner
in closeout report

All risks/issues are
severity level low and
have mitigation
strategies/corrective
action plans and owners.

1 or more Risks/Issues
related to cost,
schedule, or scope has a
medium severity level

1 or more Risks/Issues
related to cost, schedule,
or scope has a high
severity level

Overall

All other categories are
blue

Budget, Scope and
Schedule are green

Budget or Schedule or
Scope is yellow

Budget or Schedule or
Scope are red
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DATE: June 1, 2017
Action Requested: Decision

To:
From:
Agenda Item:
Subject:

The Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (TxDMV) Board
Jeremiah Kuntz, Vehicle Titles and Registration Division
8. A., B., and C.
Specialty Plate Design

RECOMMENDATION

The Vehicle Titles and Registration Division seeks board approval or denial of the proposed vendor and non-vendor plate
designs submitted for consideration.
PURPOSE AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Statutory authority for the board to approve non-vendor specialty plates is in Transportation Code, Section 504.801.
Statutory authority for the board to approve vendor specialty license plates and invite the public’s comment on proposed
vendor plate designs is in Texas Transportation Code, Section(s) 504.851 (g) and (g-1) (1)). The board’s approval criteria is
clarified in Administrative Code(s), §217.45, Specialty License Plates, Symbols, Tabs, and Other Devices, and §217.52,
Marketing of Specialty License Plates through a Private Vendor.
The renewed vendor contract specifies (paragraph #11, Inventory Management Controls) that following the board’s contingent
approval of a plate, the vendor must get at least 200 commitments within six months of the approval in order for the plate to
be produced. (Equally, existing plates must maintain 200 registered in order to stay in the program.) My Plates’ procedure is
to first offer a plate to the public to register their interest. Following the board’s contingent approval, My Plates then offers a
plate online for prepaid orders. My Plates confirms when 200 prepaid orders are achieved. (Since the contract with My
Plates was renewed in March 2014, the board has contingently approved 17 vendor plates. Of the 17, six did not achieve the
required 200 commitments and were not produced.)
TxDMV’s procedure is to invite comments on all proposed plates ahead of the board’s review. The department’s intent is to
determine if any unforeseen public concerns about a plate’s design exist. The department publishes a 10-day
“like/dislike/comment-by-email” survey, called an eView, on its website. Although the survey counts the public’s “likes” and
“dislikes,” it is unscientific and not used as an indicator of a plate’s popularity. The vendor’s OU plate received thousands of
eView “dislikes” in 2010 (presumably because of college football rivalry) and has since sold over 1,000 plates.
Three eViews, each with one plate, were presented to the public. The public’s comments are summarized below.
FEBRUARY 2017 eView
Eastern Star:
No negative comments were received; 690 people liked this design, and 158 did not.
APRIL 2017 eView
Redesigned – University of Texas Longhorn Tower:
Six negative comments were received; 303 people liked this design, and 242 did not.
MAY 2017 eView
Porsche Club of America:
No negative comments were received; 304 people liked this design, and 164 did not.
As of April 25, 2017, My Plates stated that 476 people have registered their interest in this plate.

1
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Date:

June 1, 2017

Action Requested: Decision & Order

To:

TheTexas Department of Motor Vehicles (TxDMV) Board

From:

Daniel Avitia, Motor Vehicle Division

Agenda Item: 9
Subject:

Bates Nissan, Inc., Protestant v. Nissan North America, Inc., Respondent;
MVD Docket Nos. 14-0010.LIC and 15-0013.LIC; SOAH Docket No. 608-14-3211.LIC

PURPOSE AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The State Office of Administrative Hearings (SOAH) issued the attached Proposal for Decision (PFD) for consideration by
the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles Board.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
None to TxDMV
BACKGROUND AND DISCUSSION
On December 23, 2013, Nissan North America (Nissan) provided to Bates Nissan (Bates) notice of its decision to terminate
the franchise. Bates protested the proposed termination on February 18, 2014. On December 9, 2014, Nissan provided
supplemental notice of termination to Bates. Bates protested the supplemental termination on January 20, 2015.
The Motor Vehicle Division (MVD) referred the contested case matters to SOAH on April 17, 2014. The administrative
law judge (ALJ) conducted the hearing on the merits September 15 through September 24, 2015; closed the administrative
record February 8, 2016; and issued the PFD on April 8, 2016.
The ALJ found that Nissan failed to establish good cause for termination of its franchise with the Bates dealership and
recommended the Board deny the proposed franchise termination. On May 10, 2016, Nissan filed Exceptions to the PFD.
On June 8, 2016, Bates filed a Reply in response to Nissan’s Exceptions.
On August 18, 2016, the ALJ issued an exceptions letter, providing that the ALJ was making no changes to the PFD. SOAH
returned this contested case matter to the TxDMV. The Board now has jurisdiction to consider the contested case and to
enter a final Order.
The issue presented in this case is whether Nissan established—by a preponderance of the evidence1—that there is
good cause for termination of its franchise with Bates, in accordance with Texas Occupations Code §2301.455.
1

Tex. Occ. Code §2301.453(g) requires the Board to determine whether the party seeking the termination has established
by a preponderance of the evidence that there is good cause for the proposed termination. Black’s Law Dictionary
defines “preponderance of the evidence” to mean the greater weight of the evidence; superior evidentiary weight that,
though not sufficient to free the mind wholly from all reasonable doubt, is still sufficient to include a fair and impartial
mind to one side of the issue rather than the other. This is the burden of proof in a civil trial, in which the jury is
instructed to find for the party that, on the whole, has the stronger evidence, however slight the edge may be.
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In determining whether Nissan demonstrated good cause for termination, the Board shall consider all existing circumstances,
including the following statutory factors.
1. FACTOR 1: Dealer's Sales in Relation to the Sales in the Market (PFD pp. 24-26)
The ALJ decided this factor in favor of Bates. After consideration of the evidence and arguments presented by the
parties at the hearing, the ALJ concluded that this factor does not support good cause for termination when Bates’ sales
are considered on the basis of Bates’ Primary Market Area. However, the ALJ concluded that if a broader definition of
the market is considered, then this factor would weigh in favor of termination due to Bates’ poor sales performance.
2. FACTOR 2: Dealer's Investment and Obligations (PFD pp. 26-28)
The ALJ decided this factor in favor of Bates. After consideration of the evidence and arguments presented by the
parties at the hearing, the ALJ found that because Bates has no other franchises and sells no other vehicle makes, it
would cease to exist as a new car dealership and suffer loss of goodwill of approximately $5.9 million.
3. FACTOR 3: Injury or Benefit to the Public (PFD pp. 28 - 29)
The ALJ decided this factor in favor of Bates, concluding that a franchise termination would have a slightly negative
impact on the public.
4. FACTOR 4: Adequacy of the Dealer's Service Facilities, Equipment, Parts, and Personnel in Relation to those of
Other Dealers of New Motor Vehicles of the Same Line-Make (PFD pp. 30 - 31)
The ALJ decided the totality of this factor is neutral and does not support termination.
5. FACTOR 5: Whether Warranties are Being Honored by the Dealer (PFD pp. 31)
The ALJ decided that this factor is neutral and does not impact the good cause analysis.
6. FACTOR 6: Parties' Compliance with the Franchise, Except to the Extent that the Franchise Conflicts with
Occupations Code Chapter 2301 (PFD pp. 31 - 33)
The ALJ decided that the evidence does not demonstrate a material breach of the Dealer Agreement by either party, that
this is a neutral factor, and does not impact the good cause analysis.
A. Nissan argued that Bates was not in compliance with the Dealer Agreement, because:
 Bates failed to vigorously and aggressively promote the sale of Nissan vehicles; and
 Bates submitted false or fraudulent information to Nissan and to the IRS relating to vehicle valuations for tax
purposes.
The ALJ decided that Bates did not breach the Dealer Agreement with regard to these two allegations.
B. Nissan asserted that Bates violated the dealer agreement by changing its ownership management without prior
approval and by making material misrepresentations concerning ownership or management.
The ALJ noted that Nissan did not bring these allegations in either Notice of Termination and did not address the
issue in significant detail in its post-hearing closing brief. The ALJ acknowledges that Bates held a special meeting
in January 2014, that Jimmy Bates assigned company stock to Bobby Bates changing the ownership interest of both
gentlemen, and that the dealership elected new officers.
The ALJ believes that the precise order in which Bates should have taken steps could be an arguable issue (i.e.,
whether Bates should have notified Nissan of its intentions before the corporate meeting). The ALJ noted that Bates
did inform Nissan and sought Nissan’s approval of its conduct. The ALJ decided that Bates’ actions—in modifying
its ownership and management without Nissan’s prior approval—do not rise to the level of a contractual violation
or a misrepresentation by Bates and do not serve as a ground for termination of the Dealer Agreement.
7. FACTOR 7: Enforceability of the Franchise from a Public Policy Standpoint, Including Issues of the Reasonableness
of the Franchise’s Terms, Oppression, Adhesion, and the Parties’ Relative Bargaining Power (PFD pp. 33)
The ALJ decided that this factor is neutral with regard to the good cause analysis, because:
 Neither party argued this factor in any detail; and
 There do not appear to be any public policy issues related to the enforceability of the franchise.
Page 2 of 3
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Board Authority
Tex. Occ. Code Chapter 2301 provides the Board authority over these parties and the decision in this contested case matter.
A. Tex. Occ. Code §2301.453 establishes requirements for a manufacturer’s termination of its franchise with a franchised
dealership.
 Tex. Occ. Code §2301.453(c)&(d) provide requirements for a manufacturer’s notice of termination of its franchise
with a franchised dealership.
 Tex. Occ. Code §2301.453(e) provides requirements for a dealership’s protest of a manufacturer’s notice of
termination.
 Tex. Occ. Code §2301.453(g) establishes that the burden of proof is on the manufacturer to establish by a
preponderance of the evidence that there is good cause for the termination of the franchise with the dealership.
B. Tex. Occ. Code §2301.455 provides factors the Board must consider when determining whether Nissan established
good cause for the proposed franchise termination.
C. Tex. Occ. Code §2301.711 requires an order of the Board:
1. to include a separate finding of fact for each of the specific issues in Tex. Occ. Code §2301.455; and
2. to set forth additional findings of fact and conclusions of law on which the order is based.
D. Tex. Gov’t Code §2001.058(e) allows the Board to change a finding of fact or conclusion of law made by the ALJ
only if the Board determines:
1. that the ALJ did not properly apply or interpret applicable law, agency rules, or prior administrative decisions;
2. that a prior administrative decision on which the ALJ relied is incorrect or should be changed; or
3. that a technical error in a finding of fact should be changed.
The Board shall state, in writing, the specific reason and legal basis for a change made under this subsection.
SOAH ALJ’s Recommendations
The SOAH ALJ found that Nissan did not meet its burden of proof (preponderance of the evidence) to show good cause for
termination of its franchise with Bates. The ALJ recommended the Board deny Nissan’s proposed termination. A draft
final order is attached to this Executive Summary for the Board’s consideration.
Documents
The following documents are attached to this Executive Summary for consideration by the Board:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Proposed Draft Final Order
SOAH ALJ’s Proposal for Decision
Nissan’s Exceptions to the Proposal for Decision
Bates’ Reply to Nissan’s Exceptions to the Proposal for Decision
SOAH ALJ’s Exceptions Letter

Page 3 of 3

04/08/2016
05/10/2016
06/08/2016
08/10/2016
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TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES
MOTOR VEHICLE DIVISION

BATES NISSAN, INC.,
Protestant

§
§
§
MVD DOCKET NO. 14-0010 LIC
§
MVD DOCKET NO. 15-0013 LIC
SOAH
§
DOCKET NO. 608-14-3211.LIC
§
§

v.
NISSAN NORTH AMERICA, INC.,
Respondent

FINAL ORDER
The referenced contested case matter is before the Board of the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (TxDMV) in
the form of a Proposal for Decision (PFD) from the State Office of Administrative Hearings (SOAH) and involves
Nissan North America, Inc.’s (Nissan) proposed termination of Bates Nissan, Inc. (Bates).
The Board enters this final Order, having considered the evidence, arguments, findings of fact, and conclusions of
law presented in:
1.

The Administrative Law Judge’s April 8, 2016, Proposal for Decision (PFD);

2.

Nissan’s May 10, 2016, Exceptions to the PFD;

3.

Bates’ June 8, 2016, Replies to the Exceptions to the PFD; and

4.

The ALJ’s August 10, 2016, exceptions letter that makes no changes to the ALJ’s April 8, 2016, PFD.

ACCORDINGLY, IT IS ORDERED:
1. That findings of fact numbers 1-125 and conclusions of law numbers 1-14, as set out in the ALJ’s April 8, 2016,
PFD, are hereby adopted;
2. That Nissan’s proposed termination against Bates is denied;
3. That Bates’ protest of the proposed termination is granted because Nissan failed to establish good cause for the
termination of its franchise agreement with Bates;
4. That any findings of fact or conclusions of law proposed by the parties that are not adopted in this Order are
hereby rejected; and
5. That all remaining motions, exceptions, or objections, of any party, if any, are hereby denied.

Date: June 01, 2017
ATTESTED:
_________________________________________
Daniel Avitia, Director
Motor Vehicle Division
Texas Department of Motor Vehicles

_________________________________________
Raymond Palacios, Jr., Chairman
Board of the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles
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State Office of Administrative Hearings
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Cathleen Parsley
Chief Administrative Law Iudge
April 8, 2016

VIA INTERAGENCY MAIL

Daniel Avitia, Director
Motor Vehicle Division
Texas Department of Motor Vehicles
4000 Jackson Avenue
Austin, TX 78731

Docket No. 608-14-3211.LIC; MVD Docket Nu. 14-0010~LIC and 1500l3.LIC; Bates Nissan, Inc. V. Nissan North America Inc.

RE:
Dear Mr.

Avitia:

Please ﬁnd enclosed a Proposal for Decision (PFD) in this case. It contains my
recommendation and underlying rationale. This case involved conﬁdential information.
If the
I have tried to ensure that the PFD does not include any conﬁdential information.
parties determine that some portions of the PFD include conﬁdential information, they
may request to have such redacted. If such a motion is ﬁled, I will notify your ofﬁce and

make any

necessary arrangements to redact conﬁdential information inadvertently

disclosed.

Exceptions and replies

Admin. Code

§ 155.507(c), a

may

be ﬁled by any party in accordance with

1

Tex.

SOAH rule which may be found at www.soah.state.tX.us.
Sincerely,
“‘/A

0

..

Crqi§f‘(. Bennett
Administrative Lztw Iudgc

CRB/ept

Enclosure
cc:

William David Coffey Ill, Attomey at Law, Coffey & Alaniz PLLC, 13810 FM 1826, Austin, TX
78737 - VIA REGULAR MAIL
Billy M. Donley, Attorney, Baker & Hostetler L.L.P., 811 Main Street, Ste. 1100, Houston, TX
77002 A VIA REGULAR MAIL
David R. Jarrett, Attorney, Baker & Hostetler L.L.P., 811 Main Street. Ste. H00, Houston, TX
77002- VIA REGULAR MAIL
Alice Carinona, Docket Clerk, Texas Department of Motor Vehicles, 4000 Jackson Avenue,
Austin, Texas 78731 - VIA INTERAGENCY MAIL (with 12 Boxes -Certiﬁed Evidentiary
Record;

300 W.

1

Envelope-Transcript)

Texas 787U1/ P.O. Box 13025, Austin, Texas 78711-3025
512.475.4996 (Main) 512.475.3445 (Dockeiing) 512.322.2061 (Fax)

15*‘ Street, Suite 502, Austin,

www.soal\.state.t><.us
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SOAI-I

DOCKET NO. 608-14-321l.LIC

MVD DOCKET NOS. 14-0010.LIC and 15-0013.LIC
BATES NISSAN, INC»,

BEFORE THE STATE OFFICE

Complainant
V.

NISSAN NORTH AMERICA, INC.,

ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS

Respondent

TABLE OF CONTENTS
I_

PROCEDURAL HISTORY, JURISDICTION, AND NOTICE

II.

III.

1

....

STATUTORY

2

BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY OF THE CASE........

3
5

A.

Threshold Issue — the Relevant Time Period

6

B.

NNA’s Notices

8

a
c

ALJ’s Analysis of

.

Supplemental Notice of Termination (December

Statutory

S.
6.

8

2013)lA§llIbbA

The RSE Methodology...................................
Bates’ Sales Performance Under RSE

.

b.

C.

....

Notice of Termination (December 23,

I.

2.

of Termination

Good Cause Factors

.

9,

2014)

8
10
I2
I7

24

24
Bates’ Sales in Relation to the Sales in the Market........
26
Bates’ Investment and Obligations
28
Injury or Beneﬁt to the
The Adequacy of Bates’ Service Facilities, Equipment, Parts, and
Personnel in Relation tn Those of Other Dealers of New Motor Vehicles
30
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3l
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31
The Parties’ Compliance with the Franchise
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SOAH DOCKET NO. 608-14-32ll,LIC

MVD DOCKET NOS. 14-00l0.LIC and 15-0013.LIC
BEFORE THE sum omen

BATES NISSAN, INO,
Complainant

OF
NISSAN NORTH AMERICA, INC.,

ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS

Respondent

PROPOSAL FOR DECISION
Bates Nissan, Inc. (Bates), a franchised dealership, ﬁled a protest with the Texas

Department of Motor Vehicles (Department or Board)] regarding the decision by Nissan North
America,

(NNA)

inc.

to terminate its dealership

agreement with Bates. After considering the

evidence and arguments presented, the Administrative
failed to establish sufﬁcient

the

ALJ recommends

On April
continued from

and

I5,

NNA

has

of the dealership franchise. Therefore,

that the termination request be denied.

17, 2014, the

(SOAH)

September

for termination

that

PROCEDURAL HISTORY, JURISDICTION, AND NOTICE

I.

Hearings

good cause

Law Judge (ALJ) ﬁnds

for a contested case hearing.

its

original setting,

2015, before

participating.

Department referred

AL]

this

The

case to the State Office of Administrative

parties jointly requested that the hearing

be

and the evidentiary hearing eventually commenced on

Craig R. Bennett in Austin, Texas, with

The hearing continued day-to-day

September 24, 2015. The record closed on February

8,

thereaﬂer

all

parties appearing

and concluded

on

2016, after the parties submitted written

closing arguments. Except as to Bates" argument that N'NA’s supplemental notice of termination

should not be considered, the parties did not raise notice or jurisdictional challenges and those
matters are addressed in the ﬁndings of fact and conclusions of law without discussion here.

The applicable statutes reference the “board” which, for purposes herein, is the Department and its governing
board. Tex. Occ Code § 230l.0O2(2) and 230 .005(a), The terms Board and Department are used interchangeably,
l

1
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PROPOSAL FOR DECISION
SOAH DOCKET NO. 608-I4-321 l.L[C
MVD DOCKET NOS. I4-0t)l0.LIC and 15-00l3.LIC
II.

PAGE 2

STATUTORY FRAMEWORK

Chapter 2301 of the Texas Occupations Code (hereinafter, that chapter
to as “the

Code”) provides the regulatory framework

Department has statutory authority
vehicle manufacturers.
to terminate

its

for this case.

to regulate franchise relationships

is

simply referred

Under

the Code, the

between dealers and motor

Among other things, the Code contains limits on a manufacturer’s

franchise agreements with

its

ability

dealerships} requiring that any protested

termination must ﬁrst be approved by the Department, Speciﬁcally, the

Code provides:

2301.453. TERMINATION OR DISCONTINUANCE OF FRANCHISE.
(a) Notwithstanding the terms of any franchise, a manufacturer, distributor, or
representative may not terminate or discontinue a franchise with a franchised
dealer or directly or indirectly force or attempt to force a franchised dealer to
relocate or discontinue a line-make or parts or products related to that line~make
unless the manufacturer, distributor, or representative provides notice of the
termination or discontinuance as required by Subsection (c) and:
(1)

the manufacturer, distributor, or representative receives the dealer's
informed written consent;

(2)

the appropriate time for the dealer to ﬁle a protest under Subsection (e)
has expired; or

(3)

the board

makes a determination of good cause under Subsection

(g).

In determining whether to approve a franchise termination after a protest has

been ﬁled,

the Department must determine whether the manufacturer, distributor, or representative has
established by a preponderance of the evidence that there
terrnination.3

In determining

good

cause, the Department is

is

good cause

mandated

circumstances," including:
(1)

the dealer’s sales in relation to the sales in the market;

(2)

the dealcr’s investment and obligations;

’

Code

§

2301.453.

3

Code

§

2301 ,453(g).

for the

proposed

to consider all “existing
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(3)

injury or beneﬁt to the public;

(4)

the adequacy of the dealer’s service facilities, equipment, parts, and
personnel in relation to those of other dealers of new motor vehicles of the
same line-make;

(5)

whether warranties are being honored by the dealer;

(6)

the parties’ compliance with the franchise, except to the extent that the
franchise conﬂicts with this chapter; and
the enforceability of the franchise from a public policy standpoint,
including issues of the reasonableness of the franchise’s terms, oppression,
adhesion, and the parties‘ relative bargaining power.‘

(7)

A

desire for market penetration, standing alone, does not establish

termination of a dea.ler’s franchises

If

good cause

for

a dealer ﬁles a timely protest, then the Department

required to notify the manufacttuer, a hearing must be held, and the manufacturer

may

is

not

terminate the franchise until the Department issues a ﬁnal decision ﬁnding good cause for the
termination.6

III.

Bates

is

BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY OF THE CASE

a franchised dealer for Nissan motor vehicles in Killeen, Texas. Bates

dealership for Nissan in the greater Killeen area.

The next closest Nissan franchise

Texas. Bates has been a franchised dealer for Nissan (or Datsun,

more than 40

years.

the only

in

Temple,

predecessor company) for

Currently, the parties are operating under a 1989 Dealer Sales and Service

Agreement and subsequent incorporated amendments/addendums
to as the

its

is

is

(collectively, these are referred

“Dealer Agreement”),7

“

Code

§

230 1 ,455(a).

’

Code

§

2101 .455(b).

‘

Code

§ 2301 .453(a)(3), (f)(3).

7

The terms of the Dealer Agreement are

in the record at

Bates EXS4 C-16 through C-22,
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On December

23, 2013,

NNA provided notice to Bates that

Dealer Agreement and discontinue allowing Bates to

with the Department, and the Department referred

On December

hearing.

NNA

2014,

9,

Temination, providing additional grounds
notices of termination

sell

this

it

intended to terminate the

Nissan vehicles? Bates ﬁled a protest
matter to

SOAH

for a contested case

provided Bates with a Supplemental Notice of
for termination

of the Dealer Agreement? The two

were assigned separate Department docket numbers, but were joined

together in this docket for a single hearing and Proposal for Decision (PFD).'°

NNA has two primary grounds for requesting to terminate the Dealer Agreement.

NNA argues

that Bates’ sales

NNA’s dealerships.

Second,

performance has lagged and

is

below the required standards

performance being inaccurately reported

ALJ ﬁnds

that neither

for

NNA argues that Bates submitted false information to NNA and the

United States Internal Revenue Service (IRS) regarding the value of
sales

First,

to

NNA.

its

vehicles, resulting in

After considering

all

its

of the evidence, the

of NNA’s proposed grounds for termination provides the requisite good

cause for termination.

While

it

is

true that Bates’ sales

have not met NNA’s dealer metrics, those metrics are not

consistent with Bates’ obligations under the Dealer Agreement.

Agreement, Bates was tasked with selling into

its

Speciﬁcally, under the Dealer

Primary Market Area (PMA). Bates has done

this

roughly as well as half of NNA‘s Texas dealers, particularly those geographically closest to

it.

Where Bates

fails is in

regard to capturing sales outside of

Agreement contains no obligations
as a result

of

NNA’s

for Bates outside of

its

PMA.

its

PMA. But

Rather, those obligations exist

sales evaluation metric that incorporates sales both inside

PMA. While NNA’s evaluation metric may be a legitimate measurement tool
what

it

it

should not serve as

at

Bates Ex. c-33.

9

Bates Ex. C-34.

'0

See Order No. 9

in this

case (Mar. 23, 20

l

5).

in the

basis for terminating Bates’ franchise.

“obligations” language of the Dealer Agreement differs from what
K

and outside a

in a broader sense,

measures has not been adequately incorporated into Bates‘ obligations

Agreement. Thus,

the Dealer

NNA’s

Dealer

Namely, the

metric generally
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measures. Thus, even

if the

metric

is

incorporated as a measurement tool,“ Bates’ failure to

meet the metric’s expectations does not equate
Dealer Agreement.

breached

its

Therefore, the

AL] ﬁnds

sales obligations under the Dealer

Furthermore, the

IRS have been

ALJ does

fraudulent.

not

ﬁnd

to a failure to

meet

obligations under the

Agreement.

that Bates’ tax
to

and sales reporting

the practice

to

was shown

to

was no

actual fraud

the

by Bates

be erroneous, Bates ﬁled the

necessary paperwork with the IRS and agreed to pay back taxes and penalties.
taken no enforcement action against Bates.

NNA and

have been based upon an erroneous and

aggressive accounting approach designed to minimize taxes, there

When

its

that the evidence does not establish that Bates

While they do appear

or intent to provide false data.

PAGE 5

The IRS has

After considering the language of the Dealer

Agreement, the AL] does not ﬁnd that Bates’ past accounting and reporting practices constituted
a breach of Bates’ obligations under that agreement, nor do they provide a separate good cause

ground

for termination

of the Dealer Agreement.

After considering
out by statute, the

NNA’s

reasons for termination, as well as the good cause factors set

ALJ concludes there is not sufficient

demonstrated good cause for tenninating

the Dealer Agreement.

IV.

Between

its

notices of termination,

DISCUSSION

NNA provided two

distinct bases for termination

of

the Dealer Agreement, both of which relate to Bates‘ alleged violation of the franchise

agreement. In Texas, though, the legislature has established the speciﬁc factors to be considered

when determining whether

a franchise termination should be allowed. So, while

for termination are relevant, they are not dispositive.

Rather,

NNA’s

NNA’s reasons

reasons must be analyzed

NNA

" Section 3.13 of the Dealer Agreement identiﬁes examples of evaluation methods that
may use to measure
Bates’ performance of its sales obligations. NNA‘s own expert, Sltarif Farhat, testified in his deposition that the
measurement tool actually used by N'NA does not fall Within any ofthe examples identiﬁed in Section 3.B. Bates
Ex. C-354 at 84418. Thus, it is not an evaluation method specifically identiﬁed in the Dealer Agreement.
Ultimately, even if it is permissible as an evaluation method, it is not reasonably designed to measure Bates’
identiﬁed sales obligations in Section 3.A and. thus, does not establish a violation of such sales obligations.
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reasons for termination separately.

Then, the

ALJ

AL]

ﬁrst

discusses the statutory

are set out below, starting first with a threshold inquiry:

relevant time period to consider?

Threshold Issue — the Relevant Time Period

A.

In evaluating whether good cause exists for termination of the franchise, the patties

disagree on the relevant period to consider. Bates argues that the relevant time period runs from
the ﬁrst notice of default issued

NNA to Bates

by

in

2010 through the close of the evidentiary

Bates notes that the statute requires that the Board determine

hearing in September 20l5.

Whether there “is” good cause for the termination, not whether there “was” good cause
point in the past.

Therefore, Bates argues that

should be considered by the Board in making

NNA argues that
considered, NNA asserts

in contrast,

should be

its

relevant information

all

that

it

has to

make a

termination decision based on the

evaluate

termination decision based on infonnation not available to

decision.

its

at the

NNA argues that

must be a deﬁned period

time

it is

in

it

issues

untenable

which

to

its

notice of termination, and
it

it

would be unfair

at the

time

it

makes

to consider the dealership‘s actions
is

that leading

up

and performance.

NNA

to the point the manufacturer

ALJ

concludes that the Board should make

and

its

determination based on

in the record,

performance

any time, including aﬁer the notice of termination has issued. The Board

at

this includes

tasked with reviewing the reasonableness of

Some ofthe

all

any information that hears upon the dealership‘s

of the evidence

'2

the

the decision to terminate.

Ultimately, the

the

to

have a constantly moving time period. Rather, there

contends that the most appropriate time period

makes

up through the hearing

only the time periods prior to the notices of tennination

known

it

some

detennination.

information

to

at

NNA’s

decision, but simply whether

is

not

good cause

statutory factors obviously overlap with NNA‘s proffered reasons for termination; in those instances,
is contained in the section addressing NNA‘s proffered reasons for termination.

more detailed discussion
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a speciﬁc time period to consider, but

set out

requires the Board to consider “all existing circumstances.”13 Given this language, the

not find the inquiry

is

limited to the information available to

the notice of tennination.

Board

at the

time

it

ALJ does

NNA or to the time period prior to

Rather, the inquiry should include

all

information available to the

makes a ﬁnal decision

APA requires that

However, because the

ﬁndings of fact be based upon evidence

in the

record or matters officially noticed,“ Lhe close of the evidentiary record serves as the natural end

Thus, the Board can take into account

point for the relevant time period.

information from the evidentiary record
factual basis

from which

to

make

when making

a decision.

circurnstances” found in the statute.

its

decision, giving the

time,

it

available

Board a

This comports with the language

At the same

all

better

“all existing

also provides a defined “end point” to

the inquiry-—with such end point being the close of the evidentiary record.

In considering all relevant information, though, the

performance information

necessarily entitled to

is

information for the Board to consider

have improved

its

when

ALJ does not believe that more recent

more weight.

evaluating

all

Instead,

it is

simply additional

circumstances. That a dealership

may

performance and met standards aﬁer being given notice of intended

termination should not excuse

many years of past poor performance by the dealership. While the

Board may consider such improved performance, such consideration would not necessarily
preclude good cause for termination or modiﬁcation of the franchise.

Rather,

all

existing

circumstances should be consideredAand those existing circumstances include the dealership’s
sales

and service history before any recent performance improvements.

makes

his

recommendation based upon

all

Therefore, the

ALJ

of the existing information and circumstances as

demonstrated in the evidentiary record.

Now,

the

to

be analyzed.

'3

Tex. Occ. Code

"‘

Tex. Gov’t Code

§

ALI turns

to

NNA’s

proffered reasons for termination and the statutory factors

2301.455(a) (emphasis added).
§

200l.l4l(c)
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of Termination

Notice of Termination (December 23, 2013)

1.

In

15-0013.LIC

its

ﬁrst Notice of Termination

(NOT),

NNA advised Bates that

it

was terminating

Dealer Agreement because of “unsatisfactory sales performance" by Bates.”

NNA

the

based

its

termination on Section 3.A of the Dealer Agreement, which sets out the general obligations of
the dealer.

Of speciﬁc

relevance, the section provides:

Dealer shall actively and effectively promote through its own advertising and
promotion activities the sale at retail (and, if Dealer elects, the leasing and
rental) of Nissan Vehicles to customers located within Dealer‘s Primary Market
Area (the “Sales Obligation”). Dealer’s Primary Market Area is a geographic
area which Seller uses as a tool to evaluate Dealer’s perfonnance of its
.16
obligations hereunder.
sales

.

NNA

.

claims that Bates failed to meet this obligation under the Dealer Agreement, as

demonstrated by

its

poor performance in

(RSE). To understand

NNA’s argument,

NNA’s
it is

RSE measures

important to understand

a dealer’s “sales effectiveness" within

Central Region, which includes 14 states.

capturing the exact amount of sales

then

expectation for that dealer
it

will

be

at

number of steps

Regional Sales Effectiveness

NNA’s RSE methodology.

The RSE Methodology

a.

RSE

sales metric tool,

is

it

is

An RSE

its

score of

region. Bates

l00% means

'5

Bates Ex. C-33 at2.

’°

Bates Ex. c-11 at4.

which are

within

that

NNA’s

a dealer

is

expected to capture, based on the region average. If the

1,000

new

vehicle sales, and the dealer sells l,000 vehicles,

100% of RSE. To come up with an RSE measurement

required,

is

set out below.

for a dealer, there are a
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dealers within the region.” If

competitive sales within the region, then

PMA.

So, if the dealer's

PMA

I50 vehicles.

If the dealer sold

sold only 75 vehicles, then

In determining the

not only

its

l50 vehicles, then

its

is

the

yields a total of 1,000

competitive sales in a given time period, the dealer would be expected to capture
sales, or

l5%

15% of those

RSE score would be

100%.

If

it

RSE score would be 50%.

number of vehicles

at vehicles sold in the

PMA,

sold

by a dealer

but also considers

all

for purposes

ofRSE,

NNA looks

vehicles sold by the dea1er——whether

RSE target of 150 vehicles in its PMA, and sold
75 vehicles in its PMA and another 75 vehicles outside of its PMA, its total sales of 150 vehicles
give it an RSE score of l()0%. So, the RSE methodology gives credit for sales outside a dealer’s
PMA, though the RSE target is based only on the competitive sales available in the PMA. NNA

within or outside ofthe

argues that this

is

PMA.

lfa dealer has an

a conservative rnethodology because

amount only within

its

PMA,

it

holds a dealer to an expected sales

but gives credit to the dealer for sales no matter where they

occur.“

it

might appear that

RSE

above the average, there must be

Not

all

is

a “zero-sum game,” in that if one or

at least

sales.

PMAs, and

The RSE methodology factors

dealership’s sales goal, only that dealer’s

PMA

is

this is not true.

there are unassigned areas from
in all areas, including

considered.

unassigned

But, in setting a speciﬁc

areas, in determining the overall regional average for dealers.

hearing demonstrates

dealers perform

one dealer below the average. However,

geographic areas have been assigned to

which a dealer may draw

more

A

simple example from the

this:

The RSE is determined by segment, so there are actually different target RSE numbers for each market segment
(such as small cars, light trucks, etc.). However, for simplicity, the ALJ describes the RSE methodology generally
here, without reference to the individual market segments.
‘7

NNA

has subsequently changed from the RSE methodology and now uses a new methodology-—the State Sales
Effectiveness Represented (SSER) method. Bates‘ performance under the SSER methodology is not directly in
‘ll

issue in this case.
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A

region has l,000 competitive registrations, broken down into ﬁve equal
each with 200 registrations. Four of the territories are assigned to
dealers, but one is unassigned. If the four dealers combined sell 100 vehicles
total, the regional average sales penetration is 10% (100 sold divided by 1,000
available in the region). Each dealer would then be expected to have obtained
to be at 100% RSE, Because
10% of the registrations available in their own
each
has 200 registrations available in it, each dealer would have to have
sold 20 vehicles to be at 100% RSE. If the four dealers respectively sold 25, 30,
25, and 20 vehicles, then each dealer is at or above 100% RSE, even though three
of the dealers were above the average (by selling more than 20 vehicles)”
territories,

PMA

PMA

This example demonstrates that
time and

is

it

not simply a zero-sum

another dealer being below average.
possible for

all

all

dealers to achieve

b.

dealers can theoretically

game whereby one

The

meet 100%

RSE at the same

dealer above average necessitates

availability of sales into unassigned areas

makes

100% RSEFO

Bates’ Sales Performance

Under RSE

RSE

scores between 2007 and 2013

poor.” The following chart demonstrates Bates’ cumulative

RSE scores for that time period:

It is

undisputed that Bates’ performance on

Bates’ Calendar Year

2007
2008
2009
2010

87.1%

2012
2013
Tr. Vol. 6 at

its

Year

2011

"’

it

was

RSE Percentage
74,5”/o

81.0%
85.2%
90.0%
79.8%

75%”

1565-1566 (paraphrased).

Z“

It is true, though, that an increase in sales by one dealer, with all other things being unchanged, would raise the
overall average sales penetration for the region, thus raising the target RSE average for every other dealer. But such
an impact by any single dealer would be quite small and would not make it is impossible for other dealers to still

achieve the

RSE target.

Bates disagrees with the RSE methodology as a proper measure of its sales effectiveness, but no one disputes that
Bates‘ scores on the RSE did not meet the target goals during most ofthe time period in issue.
1‘
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To meet NNA‘s

At no point during

year.

meet

RSE

its

have been

sales expectations, Bates should

was Bates

that time period

targets, Bates

was

at

at

100% of RSE.

also near the bottom of

all

100%

of

for each

In addition to failing to

NNA’s Texas

of

RSE

RSE

dealers in

percentage, ranking from 52"“ to 60"‘ (out of 63 dealers) in the 2007-2012 time period, and then
63"‘ (out of

66 dealers) as of January 2013.23 Overall, Bates was the lowest-scoring dealer

based

Texas,

on

cumulative

September 2013.24 Beginning
each

six

RSE

in 2010,

percentage,

RSE

and needed

NOT

to Bates in

for Bates to

December 2013.

evidence conclusively demonstrates that Bates was not meeting

NNA’s

RSE even in relation to other NNA dealers

in

sales

NOT to

manager.“

it

RSE

in

December 2013.

his hiring, Bates

December 2013,

the

and June 2015, Bates continued

its

to

November 2013,

to

the

prior performance

RSE score was

23

Bates Ex. C-4] at

Vol.7

at

this

and was

right before

Adams

Nissan

as a

new

Mr. Adams, Bates had been

November 2013, and

NOT was issuedr

sum,

then to

at

125%

For the rolling I2-month period

102.2%.“ Similarly, between September 2014

be above 100%

RSE on a rolling average.”

NOT was issued,

Bates argues that

cured any deﬁciencies in

and should prevent the franchise from being terminated.

See Bates Exs. C-33, C-35, The 2013

Tr.

in

In

its

Texas.

Bates hired Kevin

to hiring

96.7% RSE

improved performance, which began before the

22

“

went

same month

ending in November 2014, Bates‘

this

In

September 2013, immediately prior

In

70.5% RSE. After

in

improve

sales goals

However, Bates’ performance did dramatically improve, beginning
issued the

2009 through

to raise its sales or risk

NNA provided six opportunities

performance before eventually providing the
performing poorly on the

period

NNA started providing Bates with a Notice of Deﬁciency

months, advising that Bates was below

termination of the Dealer Agreement.

time

the

for

in

RSE number

is

only through September 2013, not through year~end.

2.

1614;

NNA Ex. R-361

atA-15.

Prior to hiring Mr. Adams, Bates‘ general sales manager was Eric Morris. Mr. Morris initially improved Bates’
into the 90% range, but the RSE scores declined again alter he was diagnosed with pancreatic cancer in
2012. Bates elected to allow Mr. Morris to remain in his position, despite the fact that he oﬁen missed work due to
cancer treatments. Mr. Morris died in 2014. See Bates Ex. C~338~l at 53~55; Tr. Vol. 1 at 76377.

25

RSE score
1‘

Bates Exs. c-231, c-ass; See also Bates EX. c-361.

Bates Ex. C-365. As noted previously, RSE scores are no longer used, and NNA measures its dealers by SSER
now. However, for purposes of this proceeding, the parties calculated Bates‘ performance using the RSE
methodology even after the SSER methodology was adopted by NNA.
77
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ALJ’s Analysis of RSE

c.

NNA’s RSE methodology and offers numerous
explanations for why its sales effectiveness did not meet NNA’s RSE expectations. The ALJ
ﬁnds it unnecessary to address most of these. Speciﬁcally, it is not necessary to evaluate NNA’s
Bates challenges the reasonableness of

RSE performance, or NNA’s
explanations for why it believes Bates performed poorly by the RSE methodology. Although the
ALJ generally ﬁnds RSE to be a reasonable tool to measure and compare NNA’s dealers in

RSE

methodology

in

excuses for

Bates’

detail,

its

poor

regard to their sales, and concludes that Bates did perform poorly by

November 2013,

the

RSE

RSE

standards up until

not a useful tool for measuring Bates’ performance under

is

its

contractual obligations for reasons explained below.

NNA’s RSE

Although
sales average

based on

is

all

tool uses a dealer’s
sales (both in

allows dealers to achieve their
that this is

RSE

goals

what a majority of Nissan

PMA as

the basis of

and outside dealers‘

by

sales outside

dealers in

Texas do.

its target,

PMAs) and

the

the regional

RSE method

PMA. The evidence shows
They use non-PMA sales to reach

of their

RSE goals (or at least have a better RSE score, even if they still fall short of lOO% RSE).
From NNA’s standpoint this is ﬁne because, in essence, a sale is a sale. But, from the standpoint

their

of the Dealer Agreement,

this

misses the crux of Bates’ obligations under the agreement.

RSE goal that is based on data that includes dealers‘
PMAs means the RSE target is not really tied to sales within PMAs.
Further, using an

As noted
to its

previously, the Dealer

own PMA.

through

its

own

sales outside

Agreement imposes obligations on Bates only

(the

in

regard

Speciﬁcally, Section 3.A requires Bates to “actively and effectively promote

advertising and sales promotion activities the sale at retail (and, if Dealer elects,

the leasing and rental) of Nissan Vehicles to customers located within Dealer

Area"

of their

“Sales ()bligu!ian')."18

Primary Market Area

is

The Dealer Agreement goes on

‘s

Primary Market

to state that “Dealer’s

a geographic area which Seller uses as a tool to evaluate Dealer’s

performance of its obligations hereunder.” Thus, Bates’ obligations under the Dealer Agreement
1‘

Bates EX. c-11

at

BN000047

(emphasis added).
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are only to customers in

regardless of

customers in

own PMA. While

its

where they come from,
its

in

like Bates to pick

that Bates has

done

in this age

standpoint, a Nissan dealer’s sales will

come from both

and

it

inside

and

NNA argues that all sales of a dealer are essentially within PMA because
in the PMA at the dealership location. Accordingly, NNA dismisses many of
its

NNA‘s

of internet

at the dealership.

this

on

this as well as at least half

PMA. The ALJ

Bates’ argtunents regarding the distinction of sales within and outside of a
disagrees with

sales

that Bates focus

PMA.

the sale occurs

up more

Texas.

From a measurement
outside of its

might

Agreement requires only

the Dealer

own PMA. The evidence shows

of the Nissan dealers

NNA

PAGE 13

contention and believes that the distinction
sales,

it is

not clear that

all

made by

Bates

sales transactions actually are

is valid.

deemed

First,

to occur

NNA must present persuasive evidence of
is certainly possible that an individual outside of a PMA could

To support such a broad contention,

has not done so.

It

purchase a vehicle via internet and email communications without ever coming to the dealership
to close the sale. If the dealership then delivers the vehicle to the

upon

customer and obtains payment

delivery, that sale arguably occurs at the customer’s location and not the dealership.

Moreover,

NNA’s argument makes

little

sense in light of the contractual language

obligating Bates to actively and effectively promote the sale of Nissan vehicles “to customers
located within Dealer‘s

[PMA].”

Clearly, the contractual obligation focuses

on the geographic

area where potential customers are located, not simply where a completed sale occurs.

appears to recognize this distinction because
vehicles,

does track the registration location of the

and uses the competitive registrations in the

denominator

in the

available sales in a

residing in the

registrations in the

PMA because the “available

PMA,

but also those

or school, for example) but

may spend

PMA

as the basis for calculating the

RSE formula.

As noted by NNA,

work

it

NNA

who

a lot of time within a

who spend

PMA

PMA include not only people
a signiﬁcant amount of time in the PMA (for
customers” in a

live outside

PMA

are not necessarily the best measure of

of it. While

it

is true that potential

customers

(because of work obligations for example) but reside
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outside of the

PMA, NNA’s evidence does
the best

way

is

eonsequentially, the

number of competitive

must be on Bates’

more

finely—detailed evidence, the vehicle’s

registrations inside the

sales in

its

PMA,

as that

at fulﬁlling its contractual obligation

is

PMA and,

PMA.”

So, in measuring

ALJ

believes the focus

obligations under the Dealer Agreement, the

its

NNA tracks

determine whether the sale occurs inside the

registration location

to

PAGE 14

not measure this with precision. Rather,

In the absence of

the location of registrations.

Bates’ perfonnance of

PROPOSAL FOR DECISION

the best available measure of Bates’ effectiveness

of promoting the sale of Nissan Vehicles “to customers

located within Dealer’s [PMA].”3°

A large number of Nissan dealers in Texas are effective at obtaining sales outside of their
PMAs.

In contrast, Bates is

poor

at this. But,

when looking

solely at the effectiveness of Nissan

own PMAs, Bates’ performance is not as poor. In 2012 and 2013, Bates
obtained approximately 71% of all new retail Nissan car and light truck sales in its PMA.“ This
measures how etfective a Nissan dealer is at capturing the sales of its own brand in its PMA, not
dealers in their

its

effectiveness at taking sales

Nissan dealer protects

its

away from non-Nissan

PMA

71%

42%

of Nissan sales

58%

for Nissan dealers,

of the Nissan sales in

in its

it is

from other Nissan dealers outside the

Texas average was approximately
dealer in Texas lost

dealers. So,

PMA,

Bates

lost

its

only

meaning

a measure of how well a

PMA.

that the

In contrast, the

“average” Nissan

PMA to other Nissan dealers.
29%

By

capturing

of Nissan sales to other Nissan dealers

2°

The “commuter” factor complicates the analysis of a dealer’s effectiveness, For example. a commuter living in
Austin but working in Killcen could be positively inﬂuenced by Bates‘ advertising to consider purchasing a Nissan
vehicle, but might pursue the purchase at a dealership in Austin on a weekend when the commuter had free time,
rather than during the workweek while in Killeen. ln such a scenario, it could be argued that Bates had been
effective in promoting the sale of Nissan vehicles to a customer located in its PMA, even though Bates never got the
sale and the vehicle was registercd outside the PMA.

um

cites to Ralph Gentile, Inc. v. Slate Div. 0/ Hearings & Appeals, soo N.W.2d 555
In its brieﬁng,
(Wisc.App. 201 1) for the proposition that the Dealer Agreement allows for consideration of all sales, and not just
sales within a PMA. The AL.l ﬁnds the Gentile case cited by NNA to be distinguishable for a number ofreasons.
First, the applicable statutory standards in Wisconsin are different than in Texas Second, the court in the Gentile
case generally found substantial evidence to support the Division’s decision, not that the decision was required as a
matter of law. Third, the decision was primarily based upon the dealership‘s clear pattern of diminishing sales year
after year, and not based simply on a failure to meet a sales metric that included sales outside the PMAt Finally, the
evidence in that case also showed that the dealer’s sales in its own PMA were very poor compared to other dealers‘
sales in their PMAs. See Gentile, 800 N.W.2d at 563-64.
-‘°

" Bates

Ext c»1 at I5 and

Tab

11.
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outside

PMA.

its

Bates’ effectiveness at holding a high

in the top one-third to one-half of all

More

number ofNissan

competitive sales (and not just sales ofNissan vehicles),

it

expects), but

not poor

is

it

its

PMA put

at

when compared

its

PMA

This

may sound poor at ﬁrst

100% of expected Nissan
to other

in regard to all

sales

(which

what

is

Nissan dealers in Texas. The overall

weighted average of Nissan dealers in Texas for 2012 was 65.42% of expected Nissan sales
their
all

at

ovm PMAs.33

dealers in this metric.“ For the period of October

2012 through September 2013, Bates was

66.17%, while the weighted average was 67.20%.“ For

how

it

was

still

in the top half of all

Bates does in selling Nissan vehicles in

Nissan dealers

in

in

So, Bates was better than the average. Further, Bates was in the top half of

below the average, but
at

it

does not fare poorly. In 2012, Bates

69% of N'NA’s expected Nissan sales in its PMA.32

blush because one might expect Bates to be

RSE

sales in

Nissan dealers in Texas.

importantly, if one looks at Bates‘ performance in

obtained almost

PAGE l5

Texas.

It

its

this

Texas Nissan dealers.“ So, when looking

own PMA,

does better than half of them——both

from other Nissan dealers and

time period, Bates was slightly

in obtaining a higher percentage

it

stacks

up well against other

in regard to protecting its

of expected

sales in the

market

PMA.

NNA disputes Bates’ performance in its own PMA, arguing that when compared to other
single~point Nissan dealers in Texas, Bates ranked 22'“! out of 26 dealers for the 12-month period

ending in September 2013

PMA.”

However,

02 at Tab

Bates EX.

3‘

Bates Ex. c-2

at

regard to

its

effectiveness at capturing available sales in

this data reﬂects Bates‘

(single-point dealers)
3’

in

of Nissan dealers

performance only

in Texas.

in relation to

As Bates has pointed

out,

its

own

a limited subset

many of these

single

IR, pp. 10, 13-14.

Tab ta,

p. l0.

Because mean (average) and median are different measurements, it is signiﬁcant to note that being above or
below the “average” does not also equate with placement in regard to other dealers. Thus, a dealer can be above the
average and still be in the bottom halt‘ ofthe total number of dealers. Conversely, a dealer can be below the average
and still be better than the majority of other dealers. In regard to the 2012 numbers, Bates was both above the
average and better than the majority of other Nissan dealers in regard to capturing the projected available sales in its
3°

own PMA.
3‘

Bates Ex. c-2

3‘

See footnote 34 above for

3’

NNA Ex. R-362 at SUP-l.

at

Tab

IR, pp. 1,4-5.

why this can

be

true.
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point dealers do not provide a fair comparison to Bates because they have smaller markets and
are generally farther

away from

the nearest other Nissan dealer than

generally agrees, and concludes that the best comparison

As noted above,

that

comparison shows

Temple and Waco——perfonned equal

Waco

point dealership evidence.

(compared

to

Nissan dealers

in

Texas.

to or

closest to Bates in

more poorly than Bates according

to

proximity—in

NNA’s

single

Nissan had nearly the same percentage (64.7%) of sales

in its

expected sales under region average) as Bates (64.4%), while the Nissan

Temple had

dealer in

to all other

that Bates is better than at least half of them.

two Nissan single point dealers

Interestingly, the

PMA

is

The ALJ

Bates.“

is

a notably lower percentage (58.8%).3g

closest Nissan dealers, Bates

is

the basis of obtaining sales in

NNA may point

actually equal to

its

one and

So,

when compared

better than the other

to the

two

when compared on

PMA.

out that the

Waco

and Temple dealers obtained sales outside of their

PMA that ultimately made their overall performance better than Bates. NNA might ﬁlrther argue
that this simply reﬂects that the
to split their efforts

However,

this

dealer only in

between

Temple and Waco

their

own PMA and

and other Nissan

outside their

its

PMA.

have chosen

that creates obligations for

Thus, the proper comparison of Bates to other Nissan dealers

PMA. By

other Nissan dealers generally and,
as good as or better than

dealers,

PMA in an effort to achieve RSE.

would ignore the Dealer Agreen1ent’s language

regard to sales within the

It‘

dealers,

its

if

this consideration,

is

a
in

Bates stacks up acceptably in regard to

only single point dealerships are considered, then Bates

is

two nearest single point dealerships.

Bates‘ poor sales in

its

PMA are a violation of its obligations under Section 3.A of the

Dealer Agreement, then more than half of

NNA‘s

dealers in Texas are also in violation of the

Dealer Agreement, including the two single point dealerships nearest

to Bates. But,

NNA is not

seeking to terminate those other dealers’ franchises.

53
19

See Bates Ex. C~2
Essentially, this

Nissan

hit

64.7

at

Tab

5.

means that when considering only sales in the PMA, Bates hit 64.4% of its expected
its expected sales, and the Temple Nissan dealer hit 58.8% of its expected sales.

% of

sales,

Waco
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Given these considerations, the ALJ ﬁnds
violated Section 3.A of

its

has not

shown

that Bates has

Dealer Agreement. Bates has, consistent with other Nissan dealers,

captured a reasonable share of all Nissan sales in
to capture sales outside

NNA

that

PAGE l7

of its

PMA.

its

own PMA.

Its failings relate to its inability

But, the provisions of the Dealer

in the termination notice place

no obligations on Bates

performance by Bates outside

its

PMA

is

in

Agreement

regard to areas outside

by

NNA

PMA.

Poor

cited

its

not a contractual violation of Section 3.A that would

support termination of the Dealer Agreement.

As a

note in this section, the

final

beginning in

November 2013,

numerous chances

December 2013,

to

the time the
is

improve

its

its

disagrees that Bates’ improved performance,

prior poor

performance and,

most updated information

the

performing under the

ameliorated

ALJ

RSE methodology.

RSE

performance.

at the

available

time

Although the

issued the

showed Bates

Thus, Bates had not cured

NOT issued in December 2013.

NNA
its

NNA had given
to still

NOT

it

in

be poorly

RSE performance at
that RSE performance

poor

ALJ concludes

not an appropriate measurement of Bates’ contractual obligations under Section 3.A of the

Dealer Agreementiand thus Bates’ improved performance
the

RSE

performance (including Bates‘ improvement)

determining

all

existing circumstances in this case.

is

is

inconsequential in this section--

a factor the Board

But, the

ALJ ﬁnds

may

it is

consider in

not a basis for

concluding that Bates either violated or cured a contractual violation of Section 3.A of the Dealer

Agreement. Now, the

2.

AU turns to the otherjustiﬁcation for termination proffered by NNA.

Supplemental Notice of Termination (December

After this protest proceeding had begun, but before

it

9,

2014)

had proceeded

to hearing,

provided Bates with a Supplemental Notice of Termination (Supplemental NOT).

Supplemental

NOT

was given

to Bates

on December

9,

2014, and advised that

NNA

NNA

The
was

terminating the Dealer Agreement because of violations by Bates of Sections l2.A.8, 12.A.9, and

l2.A.l0 of the agreement.

Speciﬁcally,

statements and information to

NNA,

NNA

alleged that Bates submitted false ﬁnancial

misrepresenting

its

capitalization,

ownership, and
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and knowingly failed

to

PAGE 18

comply with applicable

tax

laws and regulations.“

The

of the Supplemental

basis

NOT arises from information NNA discovered during this

contested case proceeding related to Bates’ accounting and tax practices.

The

actual facts are

mostly undisputed‘ Bates had a practice of writing down the value of its vehicle inventory

end of the year

in

an effort

to try to

reach a certain amount of taxable income,

at

the

By writing down

the value of the vehicles, this created the appearance of a “loss” to Bates, and this loss offset

gains realized by the sale of other vehicles throughout the year.

Then, when the vehicles

in

inventory sold the next year, Bates ‘Tecaptured’ the write-down in the form of additional proﬁt,

The following is

a rather simplistic example of what Bates did:

1

In Year

I

At the end of Year 1, Bates was still holding the vehicle in stock. Bates would
write down the value of the vehicle to $15,000. This would then show a loss of
$5,000 to Bates in the value of the vehicle. This “loss” would offset gains
realized by Bates from the sale of its other vehicles during that year.

0

In Year 2, Bates would sell the vehicle for $25,000, resulting in a net proﬁt to
Bates of $10,000 (because Bates’ cost for the vehicle had been reduced to
$15,000 at the end of Year 1, a sale at $25,000 was $10,000 above its cost).

1

Bates might acquire a vehicle

at

a dealer cost of$Z0,000.

At each year end, Bates wrote down large chunks of its inventory not on the good
basis of those vehicles’ values, but rather in an effort to achieve a certain taxable

So, if Bates had a high amotmt of proﬁts,
inventory.

The goal was

year. Bates

year

when

was not

truly avoiding taxes,

the vehicles sold, but

its

taxes in perpetuity, kicking

Bates’ EX, c-34.

level.

would take a high amount of write-downs

for Bates to get as close as possible to

to

$75,000 in taxable income each

because the proﬁts would be recaptured the following

method did allow

additional Write-downs the following year

"'

it

income

faith

on other

it

to defer taxes.

vehicles, Bates

them down the road each year.

was

Further, by taking
essentially deferring
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discovered this practice during the course of this hearing,

concerned that Bates was engaging
13"‘

PROPOSAL FOR DECISION

month ﬁnancial statement

that

in tax fraud.

was prepared

IRS but not submitted

for the

to

it

practice

became

Moreover, the write-down occurred on a

NNA to become concerned that had inaccurate ﬁnancial records
Accordingly. NNA submitted the Supplemental NOT to Bates‘ advising that Bates’

leading

it

NNA,

thus

for Bates.

accounting

was a violation of certain provisions of the Dealer Agreement and was a separate ground

for termination of the agreement.

After

matter had been brought to

t.he

Improper Lower of Cost or Market Method

Form 3115, Bates advised

in the

attention

by

NNA,

Bates ﬁled a

Form

IRS seeking an “Accounting Method Change

related correspondence with the

3115).“

its

for

the

New and Used Automobiles

31 l5 and

to Correct

and Trucks” (Form

IRS of its past accounting practice and proposed

correct for the improper write~d0wns over the ensuing four tax periods (essentially, this
result in Bates

paying the taxes

should have paid in prior years

it

if

would

a proper accounting method

had been used). The IRS accepted Bates’ proposal and took no enforcement action against
and there have been no criminal or

civil

to

charges ﬁled against Bates for

its

it,

past accounting

practices.

There

is

no

real

doubt that Bates‘ accounting practice was not consistent with applicable

tax regulations and was improper.
31 15 ﬁlings to the IRS. But, the

Even Bates’ own accotmtant admitted

more signiﬁcant question

violation of the Dealer Agreement.

is

NNA alleges that Bates’

as

much

in the

Form

whether such practices resulted

in a

actions in regard to the accounting

practice constituted grounds for termination under Sections l2.A.8_, l2.A.9, and l2.A.lO of the

Dealer Agreement. Section 12 of the Dealer Agreement provides the grounds for termination of
the agreement, with Sections A48’

A9, and A.10 stating the following reasons,

in pertinent part:

material misrepresentation by Dealer or any person named in the Final
continuing with
Agreement as to any fact relied on by Seller in
this Agreement, including, without limitation, any representation concerning the
ownership, management or capitalization of Dealer;

A,8

Any

Article of this

“

Bates Ex.

G205.

4

.

.
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of Dealer to comply with the provisions of any laws,
ordinances, rules, regulations, or orders relating to the conduct of its Dealership
Operations including, without limitation, the sale and servicing of Nissan

A.9 [A]ny

willful failure

products;

A.l0 Knowing submission by Dealer
or statement;

.

.

,

(iii)

Certainly, Bates’ conduct

evidence, the

AL] ﬁnds

was aggressive and

its

(i)

a false or fraudulent report

unjustiﬁed.

But, after considering the

that Bates did not materially misregresenl anything to

submiti information to NNA, nor
to

to seller of:

false ﬁnancial information; (iv) false sales reporting data;

fail

to

how much
intent

at

hearing establishes that

to devalue the inventory at the

it

comply with any applicable law

was Bobby Bates who

end of each year.

of meeting a certain annual taxable income

lawfully Write

anyone.

He

down

the inventory as he

He made

($75,O0()).42

and has no formal accounting training He testiﬁed

in regard

at the

had done, and

that

Mr. Bates

is

not an accountant

hearing that he believed he could

he acted with no intent to defraud

pointed out that the proﬁts were never actually avoided, just deferred

testitied that

he believed he could

make

the adjustments

anything wrong, his enrolled tax agent“ would notify him. In

asked his enrolled agent, Buster Gautier,

him that he

unilaterally decided

write—downs with the

his

Mr. Bates

adjustments from the write-downs were “recapturecl” the next year

did not

know of any

reason

if

adjustment (namely, valuing inventory

based upon genuine good

fact,

when

and

when

the

the vehicles sold.

that if

Mr. Bates

he were doing

testified that

he

he could lake the write-downs, and Mr. Gautier told

why he could not.“

The type of adjustment made by Bobby Bates

‘Z

knowingly

accounting and tax practices.

The evidence

are

NNA,

at

is

a recognized and proper accounting

lower of cost or market), so long as such adjustments

faith valuations

and properly supported. The problem with Bates’

Tr, Vol. 2 at 346,347.

An enrolled tax agent is a person authorized by the IRS to ﬁle taxes on behalf of another person or entity.
Although enrolled tax agents are generally more familiar with tax laws, they are not required to be certiﬁed public
accountants or to have specialized accounting training,

'3

“

Tr, Vol. 2 at343~345,
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not that they were taken, but that

Bobby Bates

adjustments

is

basis for the

amount of adjustments he took, He made

income

level, not

establishes that Bates

month ﬁnancial statement

that

the adjustments to reach a certain taxable

made

the write-clown adjustments to inventory on a

was not provided

NNA. The

to

use of

13"‘

month ﬁnancial

an accepted accounting practice, and such statements are ordinarily done for tax

statements

is

purposes.

Memorandums from

NNA

are

ambiguous as

An

statements were to be submitted to

December

did not have a proper accounting

based on a true estimation of the value of each of the vehicles adjusted.

The evidence
13”‘

PAGE Z1

NNA

to

whether such

memorandum

19, 2011, noted that not all dealerships prepared 13”‘

“will accept paper copies of the Nissan Dealer

December

its

its

month ﬁnancial

dealerships from

month statements and that NNA

Month Statement beginning

13"‘

No

January Z1, 2012, through the end of the 2012 calendar year.”A5
indicated that a dealership must submit

to

13"‘

13“ month statement

to

language in the

NNA

if it

memo

prepared one.

Further, by giving dealerships until the end of the calendar year to submit such statements,

was not indicating any

particular urgency or importance to

Shortly thereafter, another
prior

its

13"‘

13"‘

month statement

language requiring that

Finally, a

we

'"

and

that

NNA

month statements be ﬁled with

from January

2,

2015, noted that

your dealership wishes

to provide

must ﬁle the statements, only

memos unambiguously gave

Bates Ex. c-toe.
Bates EX.

0105.

Bates Ex. c-tov.

it

was revising the memo.

that

It

“will accept paper copies of

memo did

not have any

it.

13"‘

month statements

Nissan a

will accept hard copies only beginning January 26, 2015.”47

in the

“

13'“

memo

that “If

that dealerships

“

“is optional,”

and

Statement, beginning January 21, 2012746 Again, the

Month

and provided

in receiving the statements.

NNA memorandum (from January 6, 2012) advised that language in

memo could have negative tax implications for dealers

noted that the

your

NNA

NNA

13"‘

are “optional”

month ﬁnancial

None of the memos

NNA would accept them.

notice to a dealership that a 13m

statement,
indicated

Certainly, nothing

month statement had

to

be
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submitted to

NNA

if

had prepared one.

the dealership

On

memos

the contrary, the

impression that a dealership’s submission of such a statement was

gave the

at the dealership’s discretion‘

NNA points to the Dealer Agreement, which requires all adjusted ﬁnancial statements to
be submitted to

NNA.“

However, even N'NA’s own corporate representative and 30-year

employee, Patrick Steiner, was unaware that

month ﬁnancial

statements.

his testimony in reliance

was unaware of it
believed

it

at his

month statements.”

obligation to submit the 13"‘

13"‘

At the hearing, however, he

on Section 6.G.l of the Dealer Agreement, advising

deposition.” Given the evidence, the

was under no

submit

was under no

In his deposition, Mr. Steiner testiﬁed that Bates

contractual obligation to submit the 13"‘

changed

this provision required dealerships to

ALJ ﬁnds

that he

that Bates reasonably

month Statements

to

NNA,

and had

inadequate notice that the failure to do so would be deemed a contractual violation.

There

is

NNA

Rather,

no evidence that any ﬁnancial statements submitted

argues that the failure

mistaken impression in

NNA

to

send the

13"‘

to

NNA were literally false.

month ﬁnancial statements

of the proﬁtability of Bates.

For example,

if

created a

the 13"‘

month

ﬁnancial statement showed a loss of $5,000 because of a vehicle write—down, but the following
year’s ﬁrst

month ﬁnancial statement showed

a $10,000 proﬁt

on

that

same vehicle

(a true

$5,000 proﬁt and an additional $5,000 proﬁt to offset the $5,000 loss taken on the 13m month
statement), then one might mistakenly

when

in reality, the true

the l3“'

assume

proﬁt was half that.

month statement

led

it

to

that Bates

had a proﬁt of $10,000 on the vehicle

NNA claims that this failure to provide NNA with

have an incorrect view of Bates‘ ﬁnancial condition and

performance.

It is

created a

shown any
"8

W
5“

true that Bates’ failure to send the l3‘h

skewed

picture of Bates’ capitalization and proﬁtability.

actual reliance

on or harm

to

it

Tr, Vol. 5 at

l

161-l 162

at

to

by the data submitted by Bates. Under Section l2.A.8

See Section 64G.l ofthe Dealer Agreement, Bates Ex. C~l7
Bates Ex, C~3S8 at 70572; Tr. Vol, 5

NNA could have
However, NNA has not

month ﬁnancial statement

ll58-l l6l.

at 13,
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of the Dealer Agreement, a material misrepresentation must be “as to any fact relied on by”

NNA relied on any “facts” represented in the
relies on the
statements submitted by Bates to its detriment. NNA has argued that

NNA. The
ﬁnancial

evidence does not demonstrate that

it

ﬁnancial data for determining key performance indicators, and these key performance indicators
are used for evaluating

its

shown speciﬁcally how

it

dealers.
relied

However, beyond

this “general”

argument,

on the information submitted by Bates

NNA

has not

in

regard to speciﬁc

to

NNA.

business decisions related to Bates or any other dealership.“

Moreover, Bates did not actually submit any false information
omitted sending the

l3‘h

month statements

to

NNA. The

statement to

NNA. The

did not inform Bates that
that Bates did not

information to

it

it

send the

failed to

13'“

month

month ﬁnancial statements submitted by Bates were
represented Bates’ information, and N'NA’s guidance to Bates

other, non-13'“

accurate in that they accurately

ﬁnds

merely

evidence does not demonstrate that

NNA when

Bates acted with any intent to defraud or mislead

It

it

needed

make

in violation

to

submit

l3‘h

month statements

material misrepresentations to

NNA

to

NNA.

Thus, the

AL]

or submit false ﬁnancial

of the Dealer Agreement.

Further, the evidence does not establish that Bates willfully failed to

comply with any

tax

laws or regulations. The evidence shows that Bobby Bates believed his actions were acceptable,
especially in light of the information given to

subsequently remedied
tax violations, and

taxes due.

Under

it

its

him by

his enrolled tax agent.

Bates has

erroneous tax practice. The IRS has not chosen to prosecute Bates for

accepted Bates’ revised methodology and proposal for paying the back

the circumstances, the evidence simply does not

show

that Bates willfully

violated any law.

Accordingly, the

NNA,

willfully fail to

ALJ ﬁnds

that Bates did not

make

material misrepresentations to

comply with the law, or knowingly submit

false information to

NNA.

NNA argues that it used the data to evaluate and counsel its dealerships, including Bates. However, NNA*s
has not shown any speciﬁc detrimental reliance on Bates‘
evidence on this is very general in nature and
ﬁnancial information.

5'

NNA
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While Bates’ ﬁnancial statements may have been misleading
statements, there

is

no evidence they were provided with any

in the

NNA. And,

aggressive and unsupported, the evidence does not

show

ALJ ﬁnds

that Bates

absence of the

13"‘

month

intent to mislead or deceive, or

with knowledge that they would mislead or deceive

Accordingly, the

PAGE 24

while Bates’ tax practices were

that Bates willfully violated

any law.

has not committed an action that would warrant

tennination of the franchise under Sections I2.A.8., l2,A.9, or l2.A.l0 of the Dealer Agreement

Now,

the

ALJ

statutory factors that

turns from

NNA’s

noticed grounds for termination and addresses the

must be considered by the Board

in evaluating

NNA’s proposed tennination

of Bates’ franchise.

Statutory

C.

Good Cause Factors

Bates’ Sales in Relation to the Sales in the

l.

As discussed
Nissan dealers
selling in

its

in

previously, the evidence demonstrates that Bates has lagged behind other

regard to sales in the larger regional market, but has fared generally well in

own PMA—typica1ly

selling either right at the average or slightly higher than the

average of other Nissan dealers in Texas in selling in their

own PMAs.

In

2012 and 2013, Bates’

of NNA’s target sales for Bates’

66% and 69%

PMA. The average of Nissan
in Texas during that time period was approximately 65% to 68% of N'NA’s target sales in

sales hit

dealers

Market

between

the respective

PMAS.

So, Bates

was an average

median or in the top half of all Texas dealers

dealer in that regard, and

in this

measurement during

it

placed around the

that time period.

PMA are not the focus of this statutory factor,
Rather, this factor focuses on the broader market, NNA notes that this factor is not identiﬁed as
the dealer’s sales in its market, but rather sales in the market. NNA contends that this language
is intended to focus on the larger market, and notjust Bates’ own PMA. Thus, NNA argues that
NNA argues that Bates’

its

RSE methodology

is

sales in only

its

the best measure of Bates’ sales in the market,

lagging behind other Nissan dealers in Texas and the central region.

and

it

shows Bates
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The

statute

does not deﬁne what

intended by the phrase “sales in relation to sales in the

is

market.” If the Board believes that “the market” includes

all

make

areas that Bates might

a sale

NNA’s RSE methodology is a reasonable way to measure Bates’ sales in
relation to sales in the market. The RSE method identiﬁes Bates’ performance in relation to all
other Nissan dealers in the region, and accounts for Bates’ sales both inside and outside its PMA.
into,

then certainly

The evidence
compared

clearly

shows

that Bates is a

to other Nissan dealers in

poor performer

Texas and the

in

regard to

its

overall sales

when

bottom of all

central region, ranking near the

such dealerships during the time period between 2007 and 2013.
But, if the relevant market
as bad. While

it

is

not

NNA’s own expert,

achieve their

RSE

from

RSE target

As noted

in regard to other

performance

its

is

not nearly

Nissan dealerships

to other

that 19

PMA for the

in Texas.

12-month period ending

of the 26 single point dealers did not achieve

PMA. The

in

RSE

Texas are included (and not just

previously, if the question is

Nissan dealers’ sales

their

percentage of Nissan dealers not achieving their

PMA is even higher if all Nissan dealers

single point dealers)”

PMA

when compared

then

only 7 of 26 single point Nissan dealers in Texas were able to

their sales within their
in their

own PMA,

target through sales solely within their

September 2013,52 This means

target

simply Bates’

average

stellar, it is

According, to

in

is

in their

how

Bates

own PMAs,

is

selling in

then Bates

is

its

own

an average

performer.

its

PMA in comparison to

this

evidence has not been

Another appropriate measure might be Bates’ market share in
other

NNA

dealers‘ market shares in their

own PMAs. However,

presented in sufficient detail to determine whether Bates
dealers in Texas, or the region.

NNA’s

evidence shows

is

that, in

signiﬁcantly below Nissan’s regional averages in regard to

Hyundai, and better than the regional average in
does not demonstrate Bates’ performance
*2

NNA Ex. R-362 at Sup 1.

53

Bates Ex. c-2

5‘

NNA EX. R-278 at BN00Ol42, BNAOOOMS,

at s

its

a poor performer

its

in this regard in

rm/t 000142;, and BNAOO0l5l.

NNA

Honda, Kia, and

Toyota.” But, the evidence

comparison

and Tab IR.

all

2012 and 2013, Bates was

sales against

sales against

among

to all other

NNA dealers
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poor Nissan

truly a

competitors, one must

know

other Texas dealers fare in these

not just the

same

metrics.

because averages can be misleading, as noted previously.

is

Moreover, Bates’ overall performance has improved dramatically and, since November
2013, has satisﬁed

NNA"s RSE

methodology. Bobby Bates

testified that Bates

was

the top-

He

performing dealership in Killeen at the time of the hearing, even above Toyota and Honda.“
testified that

prior to

it

had been outperforming Toyota and Honda

September 2OlS,

poor performance,

it is

if

in Killeen for at least the six

not for the entire calendar year.” While this does not excuse past

an additional existing circumstance to be considered in the sales analysis.

ALJ

Ultimately, given the Dealer Agreement language, the
relation to sales in the market”

must be considered on the

Because Bates’ performance

market.

months

is

average

when

basis

believes that Bates’ “sales in

of Bates’

the market

is

PMA and not a broader

framed

like this, the

ALJ

concludes that this factor does not support good cause for the termination.

If the

Board disagrees and concludes

that the broader

market should be considered, then

Bates was a poor sales performer and generally ranked near the bottom of all Nissan dealers in

Texas

in regard to its overall sales.

weigh

in favor

this factor

and Obligations

Bates has been in business as a Nissan dealership for more than 40 years.
investment in the business came long ago,
constructed.

would

of termination.
Bates’ Investment

2.

Under a broader deﬁnition of the market,

Given

and obligations.
55

Tr. Vol. 3

M593.

5‘

n.v@1.3

at

593.

this,

when

the parties disagree on

the land

how

NNA proposes using a depreciated

to

Much

of

its

was acquired and the buildings were

measure the value of Bates’ investment

book value of the dealership

to determine
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Bates’ investment.

NNA notes that Bates’

initial

investment in the dealership was $49,800. As

of December 31, 2013, the depreciated value of Bates’ ﬁxed assets was $139,493. As of that

same

time, Bates reported the cost of the land as $50,085 a.nd the buildings and

improvements as

NNA contends that Bates has recouped all of its investment many times over in the
of the proﬁts
has made through the years. Therefore, NNA asserts that this factor

$1,172,743.

form

it

supports

NNA’s good cause termination or, at a minimum, is neutral.

In contrast, Bates argues that

market value of the dealership.
dealership’s market value using a

its

investment

determined based on the current

is

Bates’ ﬁnancial expert, Carl

few

different methods.

calculated the

Under these methods, he determined

the fair market value of the dealership is between $6 million

number reﬂects

Woodward,

fair

and $21 million,

a “current value" determination that includes the value of

all

The

highest

assets, including

cash accounts, as well as the goodwill value of the dealership. The lowest number reﬂects recent
offers for the dealership based only

dealership alone.
Ultimately, Mr.

on “blue sky valuation"——i.e., the goodwill value of the

Mr. Woodward also presented other valuations between these two numbers.

Woodward concluded

if the dealership franchise is

that Bates

terminated.“

would

He based

suffer investment losses of $7.1 million

this

on an estimated goodwill

loss

of $5.9

million, plus a $1.2 million loss in the value of the facility itself.”

The

statute is not clear in setting out

what

is

encompassed by the term “investment,” but

past Board precedent indicates that the fair market value of a dealership

consideration in determining the investment of the dealership.”

is

an appropriate

Speciﬁcally, in the Cardenas

Order contains the following relevant language:

case, the Final

GST

On

the matter of what is meant by “investment” that would be harmed,
adamantly contests the suggestion that it includes the fair market value of the
dealership. The ALJ correctly found that substantial adverse impact on investment

57

All ofthe prior

5‘

Bates Ex. C-4

‘“

numbers are reﬂected

Mr. W0odward’s repon, Bates Ex. C-4

at 4'7.

at 6.

Cardenas Enterprises,

(2009)

in

Inc.

v.

Toyvla Motor Sales us/4,

Inc.,

MVD Docket No. as-00341.10, Final

Order

at 2.
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will protect not only what was originally
the present market value that is at risk.”

expended
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to start the dealership but also

Although the Cardenas case involved a franchise modiﬁcation, and not a termination, the

ALJ

concludes that the Board’s order

are different, both require the

is still

instructive.

same good cause

While modiﬁcations and terminations
While there might be

analysis under the statute.

reasons to apply different interpretations of “investrnent” depending on whether a termination or
a modiﬁcation
distinction

ﬁnds no

in issue, the

is

may be

ALJ ﬁnds no

appropriately

made by

the

legal or precedential basis to

ALJ concludes

Such

a

Board for policy or other reasons, but the ALJ

basis to apply different deﬁnitions for purposes of this ease.

Cardenas, the

do so.“

Therefore, in light of

that Bates’ investment includes the fair

market value of the

dealership at this time.

The

fair

market valuations presented by Mr. Woodward include

However, Bates would be compensated

for

many of

inventory, etc.) even in the event of a termination.“

all

of the assets of Bates.

those assets (for example vehicles in

The more important consideration

is

Bates really stands to lose ﬁnancially in the event of a termination of the ﬁanchise by

Because Bates has no other franchises and
a

new

ear dealership. Therefore,

dealership,

would

which the evidence shows

concludes that this

3.

it

is

sells

it

would cease

approximately $5.9 million.

amount

at risk to

Bates

if the

more competitive dealer

Therefore, the

termination

in the Killeen market,

it

is

its

ALJ

approved.

will replace Bates with a

and the replacement dealer would presumably

increase interbrand and intrabrand competition, beneﬁtting public consumers.

6‘

to exist as

Injury or Benefit to the Public

NNA argues that termination will beneﬁt the puhlic because

°"

NNA.

suffer the loss of the goodwill (blue sky) value of

is

the actual investment

no other vehicle makes,

what

14 Final Order at

Further, if the

3.

NNA argues numerous reasons why modiﬁcations are different than terminations, thus making the Cardenas case

distinguishable, and

" See Tex.

why

Occ. Code

§

a different deﬁnition of investment should be adopted in this case.

2301.455.
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expects, the public will beneﬁt from increased

employment, income, and tax revenues. For these reasons,

NNA contends that termination is in

the public interest.

In contrast, Bates argues that

franchises,

and argues

that the 65

Texas public policy favors preserving existing dealership

employees of Bates who would lose

their jobs are the

most

relevant “public” that would be affected by

NNA‘s

affected adversely. Bates points out that

customer service scores have becn good, reﬂecting

that the public has been

happy with

Killeen market for 40 years and
is

its

it

its

as a dealer.

proposed termination——and they would he

Further,

it

notes that

While acknowledging

replacement dealer in the Killeen market, Bates argues that nothing

would be “more competitive,” according

it

competitive” dealer would help

Aﬁer considering
would have a

to

NNA.

that
is

NNA

that

would appoint

known about such

a

dealer

Bates asserts that a “more

NNA, not the general public.

the arguments

slightly negative

has been serving the

removal would hurt the local public by removing a dealer

well-entrenched in the local community.

other than

it

and evidence, the

ALJ ﬁnds that a franchise termination

impact on the public, Bates has been a Nissan dealership in the

Killeen area for 40 years and, as such, has an established presence and existing workforce.

Disrupting these, through termination, would generally be negative, as the employees would lose
their jobs

and the general public might temporarily lose a Nissan dealership, However,

relatively

minor impact upon the public. In the long run,

presumably a long-term neutral effect on

local

this

is

a

NNA would replace Bates, resulting in

employment.

While a more proﬁtable

replacement dealership might generate higher tax revenues from that dealership, such an increase

would

likely

be insigniﬁcant, as

it

might come

at

the expense of other local dealers, resulting in

lower tax revenues from them. Moreover, because the evidence establishes that Bates has
signiﬁcantly improved
Killeen,

it

its

sales and, at the time of the hearing,

was

the top-selling dealership in

does not appear that replacing Bates would currently improve the competitiveness of

the Nissan brand in Killeen.
likely neutral in the long run.

Thus, the impact upon tax revenues, income, or employment

is

But, in the short run, the disruption to these factors (including

removing a currently competitive dealer) would be negative.
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The Adequacy of Bates’

Service Facilities, Equipment, Parts, and Personnel
Dealers ofNew Motor Vehicles of the Same
Other
of
in Relation to Those

4.

Line-Make

NNA has not challenged the adequacy of Bates’ service facilities, equipment, or parts.
Rather, NNA challenges the adequacy of Bates’ sales personnel. Speciﬁcally, NNA alleges that
Bates failed to hire and retain a sufficient number of competent, qualiﬁed sales personnel. From

2010 through 2013, Bates regularly employed
admitted that the dealership was deﬁcient

employ from 2010
consumer

until

November

8 to 10 sales consultants.

in tlie

2013.63

number of qualiﬁed

The

sale personnel

lack of qualiﬁed personnel

showed

Speciﬁcally, mystery shopper reports

reports.

At hearing, Bobby Bates

were not greeted within ﬁve minutes of being on Bates’

and

lot,

was able

it

showed

to

itself in

29% of mystery shoppers
another 38% were not greeted
that

within the ﬁrst two minutes of being on the lot.“

Bates disagrees that this factor weighs against termination. Although not addressing
directly, Bates‘ closing

matters.“

argument appears

Bates argues that

NNA

to focus solely

has never advised

on

it

this factor as

it

it

relates to “service”

of any complaints about

its

service

personnel and, accordingly, this factor weighs against a good cause ﬁnding for

facilities or

termination.

The evidence

is

undisputed that Bates was understaffed in qualiﬁed sales personnel.

Even Bobby Bates admitted

as

much

in his

testimony, indicating that he would have liked to

have had a couple more qualiﬁed salespeople during the time period from 2010

However,
it

is

it

is

not clear that this good cause factor

is

to 2013.

intended to address sales issues, or whether

intended to address personnel only in regard to service issues.“ Ultimately, the

AL] ﬁnds it

unnecessary to decide whether the factor relates solely to service. The evidence indicates that
6’

Tr.

5°

Bates Ex. c-97

5’

Bates‘

Vol.2

related to

at

214-vs.
at

NNA-024905.

for this issue in its briefis labeled “Dealer’s Service Facilities,“ and
provision of vehicle servicing, not sales.

title
its

°‘
Namely, whether the word “service”
perSQnne|——0r just the word “facilities.”

in

me

statute

modiﬁes

all listed

it

cites to

evidence

in the

record

factors~facilities. equipment. parts, and
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service facilities, equipment, parts, and

service personnel. While Bates has clearly had problems maintaining adequate sales staffing,
satisfactory performance with

its

its

service facilities, parts, equipment, and service personnel offset

any sales staffing inadequacy, thus making
sales staff is an appropriate consideration

this

under

a neutral

factor.

So, whether Bates’ deﬁcient

this factor, the totality

of the factor

is neutral

and

does not support termination.

Whether Warranties are Being Honored by the Dealer

5.

NNA does not allege that Bates failed to honor any warranties. Therefore, NNA argues
honoring
that this factor is irrelevant and neutral. Bates agrees that NNA has not challenged
its

of warranties but argues

that,

because of this,

this factor

Bates asserts that any factor for which Bates

is

weighs against tennination. Essentially,

shown compliant or

NNA

has no issue with

Bates, then the factor should be construed as weighing against termination.

The ALJ

Some

generally disagrees with Bates’ position.

factors will simply be

neutralieither because the parties failed to present evidence on them or because the evidence

does not establish either exceptionally good or bad performance
this issue, the

ALJ concludes

regarding warranties

to

it

is

NNA

them. Regarding

neutral because the evidence does not establish Bates’ conduct

such a degree that

it

either supports or

The Parties’ Compliance with

6.

in regard to

weighs against termination.

the Franchise

argues that Bates has failed to comply with the Dealer Agreement in the ways

previously discussed: (1) by failing to vigorously and aggressively promote the sale of Nissan
vehicles;

and

(2)

by submitting false/fraudulent information

vehicle valuations for tax purposes.

As noted previously,

the

the Dealer Agreement in regard to these two allegations by

to

NNA

and the IRS

in

regard to

ALJ ﬁnds that Bates did not breach

NNA.
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NNA also asserts that Bates violated the Dealer Agreement by changing its

ownership management without prior approval and by making material misrepresentations
concerning such ownership and/or management.

by Bates

2014,

in January

NNA’s

allegation relates to a special meeting

which Jimmy Bates assigned company stock

at

to

Bobby

Bates,

NNA alleges
that such action violates the Dealer Agreement because Bates was required to get NNA approval
changing the ownership
before changing

its

management

not include them in either of
detail in

its

of both, and the company elected new

interest

or ownership. Although

its

it

made

has

termination notices,“ nor has

it

Agreement by its change

in

these allegations,

ALJ ﬁnds

that Bates did not

ownership and/or management.

Although Bates did take the action noted

at the special

corporate meeting,

subsequently notiﬁed

NNA of its corporate

action and

from Jimmy Bates

Bobby Bates.” Bates

also indicated that until such time as

the changes,

to

Jimmy Bates would

deceptive by Bates because

it

steps

may

be argued

meeting? Or, was

it

(i.

er,

NNA?),

NNA,

nor did

hide

of

conduct.

its

should

it

precise order in

have notiﬁed

NNA

also

request to change the dealer principal

had already put the changes into

The

it

NNA approved

NNA argues that this was

effect, as

shown

in the

minutes of

which Bates should have taken

of

its

the

intentions before the corporate

necessary for the corporate ofﬁcers to agree upon the course of action ﬁrst

before notifying
it

its

continue to serve as dealer principal.

the special meeting in January 2014.

NNA did

addressed them in signiﬁcant

closing brieﬁngr After considering the allegations, the

violate the Dealer

ofﬁcers.('7

its

but the

ALJ

concludes that Bates did not misrepresent

corporate actions. Rather,

Therefore, the

ALJ

it

notiﬁed

clo

actions to

NNA and sought NNA’s approval

concludes that Bates’ actions do not

contractual violation or a misrepresentation by Bates, and

its

rise to the level

of a

not properly serve as a ground for

termination of the Dealer Agreement.

"’
is

Set:

Bates Ex. c-st.

Bates argues that N"NA‘s failure to include this issue

in the tennination notices precludes it from being considered
ground for termination. The ALJ disagrees, as the statutory good cause factors include a factor on "the panics‘
compliance with the franchise."

as a
69

Bates EX. C-32.
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After considering the arguments and evidence presented, the

have complied with the franchise,
party points out

ways

in

of “the

parties‘

its

AL] ﬁnds that

good cause

both parties

Although each

analysis.

which the other party perhaps did not vigorously meet

responsibilities under the Dealer

materially breached

at least in regard to the

PAGE 33

its

Agreement, the ALJ does not find that either party has

obligations under that agreement.

The ALJ construes

the statutory factor

compliance with the franchise” to be directed toward actual violations of the

franchise, not simply a failure to perfectly perform the required obligations under the franchise.
In this case, the evidence

either party.

does not demonstrate a material breach of the Dealer Agreement by

Therefore, the

AL] ﬁnds

that this is a neutral factor

and does not impact the good

cause analysis.

The

Enforceability of the Franchise from a Public Policy Standpoint,
Including Issues of the Reasonableness of the Franchise’s Terms,
Oppression, Adhesion, and the Parties’ Relative Bargaining Power

7.

Neither party has argued this factor in any

detail.

There do not appear

policy issues related to the enforceability of the franchise. Thus, this factor
the

good cause analysis.

D.

Conclusion
In conclusion, the

and there

is

ALJ ﬁnds that Bates has

not violated

its

is

the Dealer

make

Agreement places obligations on Bates only

performance

is,

neutral in regard to

ALJ

Bates was a poorly-performing dealer for Nissan between 2007 and 2013.
in relation to its failure to

be any public

Dealer Agreement with

not good cause supporting termination of the dealership. The

performance was primarily

to

sales outside of

in regard to its

NNA,

recognizes that

But, Bates’ poor
its

PMA.

own PMA,

Because

Bates’ poor

although not entirely excused, somewhat mitigated by the dissonance between

obligations under the Dealer

Agreement and the metrics applied

to

it

in the

RSE.

After

AL]

simply

considering the grounds for termination and the factors identiﬁed in the statute, the

concludes that good cause has not been shown for the termination.

its

Therefore, the

ALJ
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that the
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proposed termination be denied. In support of

ALJ makes the following ﬁndings of fact and conclusions
V.

this

PAGE 34

recommendation, the

of law.

FINDINGS OF FACT

Procedural and Backgrnund Findings
Nissan North America,
State of Texas.

Inc.

(NNA)

is

a licensed

new motor

vehicle distributor in the

Bates Nissan, Inc. (Bates) is a licensed new motor vehicle dealer of Nissan vehicles and
is located at 550i East Cen-Tex Expressway, Killeen, Texas 76543.
Bates has been a Nissan (or Datsnn) dealer since 1974 and operates under a Nissan
Dealer Sales and Service Agreement (the “Dealer Agreement”) dated lune 2, 1989.

Pursuant to Section 3.A of the Dealer Agreement, Bates is obligated to “actively and
promote through its own advertising and sales promotion activities the sale at
retail (and, if Dealer elects, the leasing and rental) of Nissan Vehicles to customers
located within Dealer‘s Primary Market Area” (the “Sales Obligation”).

effectively

Section 3.A of the Dealer Agreement also provides that “Dealer’s Primary Market Area is
a geographic area which Seller uses as a tool to evaluate Dealer’s performance of its
."
obligations hereunder.
.

.

Section l2.B of the Dealer Agreement addresses termination for non-performance:

Termination by
If,

[NNA]

for

Non-Performance by Dealer.

based upon evaluations thereof made by [NNA], Dealer shall
substantially fulﬁll its responsibilities with respect to:

fail to

a.

Sales

of

new Nissan

Vehicles and the other

responsibilities set forth in Section 3 ofthis

Agreement;

[NNA} will notify Dealer of such failure and will review with
Dealer the nature and extent of such failure and the reasons which,
in [NNA’s] or Dealer’s opinion, account for such failure.
Thereafter, [NNA] will provide Dealer with a reasonable
If Dealer fails to make
opportunity to correct the failure.
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substantial progress towards remedying such failure before the
expiration of such period, [NNA] may terminate this Agreement by
giving Dealer notice of termination, such tennination to be
effective at least ninety (90) days after such notice is given.

On July
fulﬁll

NNA

issued a Notice of Default
2010,
Sales Obligation.

6,

its

(NOD)

to Bates citing Bates’ failure to

On January 28, 2011, NNA granted Bates an extension ofthe NOD and afforded Bates an
additional 180 days to cure

its

alleged default.

NNA

granted Bates a second extension of the NOD.
July 25, 2011,
extension provided Bates until January 31, 2012, to cure its alleged default.

On

NNA

On

granted Bates a third extension of the
January 31, 2012,
its alleged default.
cure
to
until
Bates
May 31, 2012,

On May
until

On

18, 2012,

October

On April
until

3,

mid provided

NNA granted Bates a fourth extension of the NOD and provided Bates

September 30, 2012,

Bates until

NOD

This second

2012,

to cure its alleged default.

NNA

granted Bates a ﬁfth extension of the
its alleged default.

March 31, 2013, to cure

10, 2013,

NOD

and provided

NNA granted Bates a sixth extension of the NOD and provided Bates

September 30, 2013,

to cure its alleged default.

NNA

issued a Notice of Termination (NOT) to Bates citing
On December 23. 2013,
Bates’ failure to cure its alleged defaults over the more than 3 years afforded by the
stated it would be effective 90 days from Bates’ receipt of it.
NOD. The

NOT

February 18, 2014, Bates ﬁled a protest (Protest) of the NOT with the Texas
Bates’ protest was assigned Motor
Department of Motor Vehicles (Department).
Vehicle Docket (MVD) Docket Number l4—00l().LIC.

On

NNA tiled a reply to the Protest on March 14, 2014.
The

parties participated in a mandatory mediation on April
resolve the matter.

MVD

On

1

1,

2014, but were unable

to

Docket Number 14-O010.LIC to the
April 17, 2014, the Department referred
State Office of Administrative Hearings (SOAH) for assignment of an Administrative
Law Judge (ALJ) to conduct a contested case hearing and issue a proposal for decision.
Docket Number 608-14~32l l.LIC.
The case was assigned

SOAH
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Section l2.A of the Dealer Agreement expressly provides for termination if the Dealer:
(1) materially misrepresents its management, Ownership or capitalimtion to NNA;
(2) willfully violates the provisions of any laws, ordinances, rules or regulations; or
(3) submits false or fraudulent ﬁnancial statements to NNA.

NNA

issued a Supplemental Notice of Termination to Bates
On December 9, 2014,
(Supplemental NOT) alleging that Bates breached Sections lZ.A.8, 12.A.9 and 12.A.l0
of the Dealer Agreement by submitting false ﬁnancial statements and information to
misrepresenting its capitalization, ownership, and management, and willfully,
intentionally, and knowingly failing to comply with applicable tax laws and regulations.

NNA
21.

On January 20, 2015, Bates tiled its protest ofthe Supplemental NOT, as well as a Plea in

22.

On March 3, 2015, the Department referred MVD Docket Number 15-00l3.LlC
SOAH, and the case was assigned SOAH Docket Number 608-15-2684.LIC.

23.

On March

Abatement of the Protest. Bates’ protest of the Supplemental
Docket N0. 15~OO13.LICi

NOT was assigned MVD

to

Department issued a letter ruling stating that the matters raised in
the Supplemental NOT were properly part of the Protest and ﬁnding that it would be
most efficient to hear all matters related to the NOT and Supplemental NOT in one
13, 2015, the

proceeding.
Z4.

On February 6, 2015, the AL! issued an order denying Bates’

25.

On March

23, 2015, the

AL]

Plea in Abatement.

SOAH

Docket Numbers
one proceeding under SOAH Docket

issued Order No. 9 consolidating

608-14-321 l .LIC and 608-15-2684.LlC into
(collectively, the two consolidated protests are simply referred

Number 608-14-3211.LIC

to hereafter as the “Protest").

26.

The evidentiary hearing convened on September 15, 2015, before ALI Craig R. Bennett.
Bates appeared and was represented by attorneys William David Coffey and
appeared and was represented by attomeys Billy M. Donley,
Martin Alaniz.
Mark
E. Smith. The hearing concluded on September 23, 2015.
David R. Jarrett and

NNA

27.

The record closed on February 8, 2016, after the parties submitted written closing
arguments and proposed ﬁndings of fact and conclusions of law.

B ates Ownershig, Management, and Facilities
28.

Bates is owned in near one-thirds by three shareholders:
the Estate of Robert Bates, who is deceased.

Bobby

Bates,

Jimmy

Bates, and
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Jimmy

29.

Bates, are the active owners of Bates, and the third
shareholder is a trust for the beneﬁt of Robert Bates’ daughter, Sheny Singley, and his
son, Jim Bob Bates.

30.

Bates‘ facility

3l.

Bates spent $2 million to remodel the facility in 2004 per Nissan’s design standards.
Bates was the ﬁrst dealership on the NREDI program.

32.

Bates’ departments are:

is

his father,

Nissan Retail Environmental Design

New

Initiative

(NREDI)

compliant.

Car, Pre-Owned, Finance, and Service. John Johnston

Manager and oversees day-to-day operations. The New
Car department is rtm by the General Sales Manager, Kevin Adams. The New Car
department has two sales managers under the General Sales Manager, Victor Miranda
and Loab Burke.
sen/es as the dealer’s General

Nissan from 2010 through
Mr. Morris initially improved Bates’
sales effectiveness, but Bates’ sales effectiveness declined again atter he was diagnosed
with pancreatic cancer in 2012. Bates elected to allow Mr. Morris to remain in his
position, despite the fact that he often missed work due to cancer treatments.
Eric Morris

33.

April 2014,

was the former Sales Manager

when he passed away from

for Bates

cancer.

Bates’ salespeople are called sales consultants. Bates currently employs between l2 and
14 sales consultants, although it had only approximately 8 to l0 sales consultants prior to

34.

2013.

Bates Sales and the
’

35.

NOT

Pursuant to the Dealer Agreement, Bates has a contractual obligation to “actively and
effectively” promote Lhe sale of Nissan vehicles to customers located within its Primary

Market Area (PMA).
36.
37.

38.

The Dealer Agreement imposes no

sales obligations

on Bates outside of its

PMA.

dealer’s PMA is the geographic area in the immediate vicinity of a Nissan dealership
where the resident dealer is considered to have 21 competitive advantage over all other
Nissan dealers solely because of location.

A

PMAs are not market restrictions.

Dealers are free to

make

sales

anywhere

in the

United

States.

39.

40.

Bates’ assigned

PMA consisted

methodology used by NNA

Bates was assigned to

to

of certain census tracts and was deﬁned using the same
all of its dealers’ PMAs.

deﬁne

NNA’s Central

Region.
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areas assigned to the region dealers across 14
states (Arkansas, Colorado, Kansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri, Nebraska, New
all

Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Texas, Utah and Wyoming), i.e.
PMAs, as well as certain unassigned territories or territories designated for open points.
42,

Throughout the time period from 2010 through 2013, there were between 63 and 66
Nissan dealers located in the State of Texas.

43.

Unassigned

44.

A territory designated for an open point is a PMA established for a dealer that has not yet

territories are areas that are not

been established but will be

45.

included in any Nissan dealer’s

PMA.

in the future.

NNA used Regional Sales Effectiveness (RSE) as its criteria for evaluating Bates’ sales
performance. NNA used RSE for decades to evaluate the sales performance of all
dealers. NNA has subsequently stopped using RSE, and now uses a different metric.

its

46.

When
state,

it used RSE, NNA ranked dealers based on their RSE scores within a particular
which allowed NNA to assess how a dealer was performing on a relative basis

against an even

more

localized group of peers.

47.

RSE is calculated by ﬁrst determining the average sales penetration of Nissan dealers in
the region.

48.

NNA

49.

applied

Under RSE, a

51.

RSE was

in

dealer’s expected registrations were derived by multiplying the total
competitive registrations in each vehicle segment within the dealer’s
by the
regional sales penetration for that same vehicle segment by month. This process was
repeated for each month of the reporting period (l2 months) and summed to arrive at the
number of Nissan sales necessary to achieve region average.

PMA

then calculated by dividing the dealer‘s total sales, regardless of where they
were registered, by the total expected registrations in the dealer’s PMA.

An RSE score of 100% meant that the dealer performed at the level of an average
Region Nissan

53.

it offered, and Nissan dealers were only
which NNA had a competitive offering.

to the speciﬁc vehicles

A dealer’s sales effectiveness was calculated under RSE by ﬁnding the ratio of the
number of the dealer’s actual sales (regardless of where they were registered) to the
expected number of Nissan registrations in the dealer’s PMA expressed as a percentage.

50.

52.

RSE

compared against those vehicle segments

NNA required

Central

dealer.

its dealers to achieve 100% RSE on a rolling 12 month basis to comply
with the Sales Obligation pursuant to Section 3 of the Dealer Agreement,
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NNA evaluated Bates’ sales performance on the basis of its 12 month rolling RSE score.
A

12 month rolling score looked at the last 12
the RSE score.

months of reported

sales data to calculate

Bates" perfonnance on its cumulative RSE scores between 2007 and 2013
reﬂected by the following chart for that time period:

was poor,

as

Bates’ Calendar Year

Year

RSE Percentage
2007

87.1%

2008

74.5%

2009

81

2010

85.2%

2011

90.0%

2012

79.8%

2013

75% (through 9/30/13)

.0%

At no point between 2007 and 2013 was Bates
month rolling average.

at

100% of RSE on a cumulative

12

In addition to failing to meet its RSE targets, Bates was near the bottom of all of NNA’s
Texas dealers in RSE percentage, ranking from 52“ to 60m (out of 63 dealers) in the
2007-2012 time period, and then 63“! (out of 66 dealers) as oflanuary 2013.

Overall, Bates was the lowest-scoring dealer in Texas, based
percentage, for the time period from 2009 through September 2013.

on cumulative

RSE

Beginning in November 2013, Bates’ sales performance dramatically improved when
hired Kevin Adams to be the new general sales manager.

September 2013, immediately prior
RSE.

ln

to hiring

Mr. Adams, Bates had been

Adams, Bates went to 96.7% RSE in November 2013,
RSE in December 2013, the same month the NOT was issued.

After hiring Mr.

For the rolling 12-month period ending
102.2%.

in

November 2014,

Bates’

at

and then

RSE

to

it

70.5%

125%

score was
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63.

Between September 2014 and June 2015, Bates continued

to

PAGE 40

be above

100% RSE on

a

rolling average.

64.

2012 and 2013, Bates obtained approximately 71% of all new retail Nissan car and
PMA. This statistic measures how effective a Nissan dealer is at
capturing the sales of its own brand in its PMA, not its effectiveness at taking sales away
from non~Nissan dealers. By capturing 71% of Nissa.n sales in its PMA, Bates lost only
29% of Nissan sales to other Nissan dealers outside its PMA.
1n

light truck sales in its

65.

The Texas average for 2012 and 2013 for dealers obtaining the Nissan sales in their own
PMA was approximately 58%, meaning that the average Nissan dealer in Texas lost 42%
of the Nissan sales in

its

PMA to other Nissan dealers.

PMA

66.

Bates’ effectiveness at holding a high number of Nissan sales in its
put
one»third to one-halfofall Nissan dealers in Texas during 2012 and 2013.

67.

ln 2012, Bates obtained almost
meaning that Bates achieved 69%

68.

The

it

in the top

69% of NNA’s expected Nissan sales in its PMA,
of its RSE target through sales within its PMA.

overall weighted average of Nissan dealers in Texas for 2012 was 65.42% of
expected Nissan sales in their own PMAs. Bates was better than the average, and higher
for
than the median, of all Texas Nissan dealers in obtaining its target sales in its
this time period.

PMA

69.

For the period of October 2012 through September 2013, in regard to the percentage of
RSE sales obtained within the PMA, Bates was at 66.17% while the weighted average for
all of NNA’s Texas dealers was 67.20%. For this time period, Bates was slightly below
the average, but still in the top half of all Nissan dealers in Texas.

70.

For the 12-month period ending in September 2013, Bates was one of 19 single point
Nissan dealers in Texas that did not reach 100% of RSE through sales in its PMA. For
that time period, only 7 of 26 single point Nissan dealers in Texas reached 100% of RSE
through sales in their PMAS.

71.

For the 12-month period ending in September 2013, the two Nissan single point dealers
closest to Bates in proxirnityiin Temple and Waco—performed equally to or more
poorly than Bates in regard to achieving their RSE target through sales in their PMAs.

72.

captured 64.7% of its RSE through sales in
64.4%, while the Nissan dealer in Temple captured 58.8%.

73.

Bates did not

Waco Nissan

fail

to fulﬁll its Sales Obligation

its

PMA

and Bates captured

under the Dealer Agreement.
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Bates ’ Accounting Practices and the Sugplemental NOT
74.

Between 2009 and 2013, Bates annually adjusted (i.e., wrote down) the value of its
vehicle inventory, purportedly under the Lower of Cost or Market (LCM) accounting
methodology, in an attempt to reach an annual taxable income goal of $75,000.

75.

Bobby Bates asked

his enrolled tax agent, Buster Gautier, if he could take

know of any

why he could not.

vehicle inventory based

reason

on

the

LCM

write-downs to
method, and Mr. Gautier told him that he did not

76.

Bobby Bates is not an accountant and

77.

At the time he made the
proper

78.

To obtain the write-downs, Bobby Bates determined the value of each
write-down was taken and provided those values to Mr. Gautier.

79.

Bates did not follow accepted accounting principles in determining the inventory writemethod.
downs under the

80.

The write-downs to vehicle inventory taken by Bates did not have ajustiﬁed factual
and were improper.

81.

Bates prepared a 13"‘ month ﬁnancial statement reﬂecting the vehicle write-downs and
determined taxable income on the basis of such write-downs.

82.

Bates did not submit

83.

The effect of the LCM adjustments
income for each year.

84.

The amount of the vehicle inventory reductions taken by Bates through the LCM
adjustments were in the hundreds of thousands and generally increased year over year

LCM

has no formal training in accounting.

adjustments,

Bobby Bates

believed his actions were

vehicle for which a

LCM

its

13"'1nonth ﬁnancial statements to
to vehicle inventory

basis

NNA.
was

to reduce Bates’ taxable

(with the exception of 2013).

85.

On

February 13, 2015, Bates ﬁled a Form 3115 and related correspondence with the
United States Internal Revenue Service (IRS) seeking an “Accounting Method Change to
Correct Improper Lower of Cost or Market Method for New and Used Automobiles and
Trucks” (Form 3115).
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LCM

accounting
Form 3115, Bates advised the IRS of its improper use of the
practice and proposed to correct for the improper v\n'ite~downs over the ensuing four tax
periods. The correction resulted in Bates paying the taxes it would have paid in prior
accounting method had been used properly.
years if the

In the

LCM

87.

The IRS accepted Bates’ proposal and took no enforcement action against
there

have been no criminal or

civil

charges ﬁled against Bates for

its

Bates, and

past accounting

practices.

88.

The use of 13m month ﬁnancial statements

is

an accepted accounting

practice,

and such

statements are ordinarily prepared for tax purposes.
89.

Memorandums from NNA were ambiguous

90.

An

were to he submitted by dealers to NNA.

NNA

memorandum

as to whether 13"‘

month ﬁnancial statements

on December 19, 2011, noted that not all
month statements and that NNA would accept paper copies of
the Nissan Dealer December 13"‘ Month Statement begimnng January 21, 2012, through
the end of the 2012 calendar year‘ No language in the memo indicated that a dealership
must submit its 13"‘ month statement to NNA if it prepared one.
to its dealerships

dealerships prepared 13"‘

91.

NNA

Another

memorandum, dated January

memo could have negative tax

6,

2012, advised that language in

its

prior

implications for dealers and it was revising the memo. It
would accept paper
statement was “optional” and that

NNA

noted that the 13"‘ month
copies of 13"‘ Month Statements, beginning January 21, 2012. The memo did not have
any language requiring that 13"“ month statements be ﬁled with NNA.

92.

An NNA memorandum

from January 2, 2015, noted that 13th month statements were
“optional” and provided that “If your dealership wishes to provide Nissan a 13"‘ month
ﬁnancial statement, we will accept hard copies only beginning January 26, 2015.” This
memo did not indicate that dealerships were required to ﬁle 13'!‘ month statements, only

that

93.

NNA would accept them.
own

corporate representative and long»time employee, Patrick Steiner, was not
aware of a requirement in the Dealer Agreement that dealerships submit 13"‘ month
Mr. Steiner testified in deposition that Bates was under no
ﬁnancial statements.
contractual obligation to submit the 13'“ month statements. He later modiﬁed his

l\"NA’s

testimony aﬂer reviewing the Dealer Agreement
94.

There

is

no evidence that any ﬁnancial statements submitted by Bates

actually false.

to

NNA

were
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95.

While Bates’ failure to send the 13‘h month ﬁnancial statement to NNA could have
created a skewed picture of Bates’ capitalization and proﬁtability in NNA’s eyes, the
evidence does not show that NNA speciﬁcally relied on Bates’ ﬁnancial statements in
any Way mat harmed NNA, materially affected its operations, or impacted the way it
conducted business with Bates or

96.

97.

PAGE 43

its

The evidence does not demonstrate

NNA when

failed to

it

13"‘

send the

other dealers.

that Bates acted

with any intent to defraud or mislead

month statement

made

to

NNA.

The evidence does not demonstrate

that Bates

The evidence does not demonstrate

that Bates willfully failed to

material misrepresentations to

or submitted false ﬁnancial information in violation of the Dealer Agreement.

98.

NNA

comply with any laws or

regulations, including any tax laws or regulations.

Statutorv
99.

Good Cause Factor — Sales in Relation ta the Market

Bates overall sales, both inside and outside

its

PMA,

were near the bottom of all other

NNA dealers in Texas for the period 2010 through September 2013.
overall poor sales performance prior to

100.

Despite

101.

Because Bates’ sales

its

November 2013,

PMA have been average in comparison to other NNA dealers in Texas.

in Texas, this

Bates’ sales in

its

in comparison to other NNA dealers
ﬁnding
of good cause for terminating the
statutory factor weighs against a

in its

PMA have been average

dealer franchise.

Smtutorv Good Cause Factnr - Bates Investment and Obligatians
’

was $49,800.

102.

Bates‘ initial investment in the dealership

103.

31, 2013, the depreciated value of Bates’ ﬁxed assets was $139,493, the
cost of the land for the dealership was $50,085, and the cost of and the buildings and
improvements as $1,172,743.

104.

The blue sky value of Bates’

105.

The amount

As of December

at risk to

dealership

Bates

is

approximately $5.9 million.

if the dealership franchise is

terminated

is

approximately

$5.9 million.

106.

The risk to Bates’ investment and obligations is a
good cause for terminating the dealer franchise.

factor that

weighs against a ﬁnding of
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Goad Cause Factor — Iniurv or Benefit to the Public

The termination of Bates’ dealer franchise would have a

slightly negative impact

on the

public.

108.

109.

lf the franchise is terminated,

approximately 65 employees of Bates would lose theirjobs
availability of a local Nissan dealership.

NNA would

some

and the public may temporarily lose the
effect

on

replace Bates at

local

employment.

point in time, likely resulting in a long-term neutral

110.

While the long-term effect on the public of the tennination of Bates’ franchise would
likely be neutral, in the short run the disruption to employment, tax revenues, and the
availability of a local Nissan dealership would be negative.

111.

The slightly negative impact to the public in the short term
a ﬁnding of good cause for terminating the dealer franchise

Statutorv

Good Cause Factor — Adeauacv of Bates’

is

a factor that weighs against

Service Facilities. Equipment. Parts

and

Personnel
112.

From 2010 through 2013, Bates

regularly

employed 8

to 10 sales consultants,

which was

an inadequate number of sales personnel for the dealership.

113.

sales personnel at Bates showed itself in negative consumer reports.
Speciﬁcally, mystery shopper reports from that time period showed that 29% of mystery
shoppers were not greeted within ﬁve minutes of being on Bates’ lot, and another 38%
were not greeted within the ﬁrst two minutes of being on the lot.

114.

There

The lack of qualiﬁed

is

facilities,

115.

no evidence that Bates has had any poor performance

in

regard to

its

service

equipment, parts, or service personnel.

Although Bates clearly had problems maintaining adequate sales staffing prior to 2013,
satisfactory performance with regard to its service facilities, parts, equipment, and
service personnel offset any sales stafﬁng inadequacy in consideration of the totality of
its

this factor.

116.

In total, the adequacy of Bates’ service facilities, equipment, parts, and personnel
neutral factor that does not impact the good cause analysis.

is

a
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Good Cause Factor ~ Bates Honoring of Warranties
’

There

is

no evidence or argument that warranties were not being honored by Bates and,
is not an existing circumstance that impacts the good cause

thus, this neutral factor
analysis.

Statutorv
l

l8.

Good Cause Factor ~ The Parties’ Comuliance with the Franchise

January 2014, Jimmy Bates
assigned company stock to Bobby Bates, changing the ownership interest of both, and the

At a

special corporate meeting conducted

company

119,

121.

122.

its

management by

NNA
NNA

electing

in

new officers.

argues mat Bates violated the Dealer Agreement because it was required to get
approval before changing its management or ownership. Although it has made
did not include them in any speciﬁc detail in either of
these arguments at hearing,
its

l2O.

altered

by Bates

NNA

termination notices.

Although Bates did ta.ke action to modify its ownership and management at the special
of its corporate action and its request to
corporate meeting, it subsequently notiﬁed
change the dealer principal from Jimmy Bates to Bobby Bates.

NNA

When

NNA

action at the special company meeting in January 2014,
approved the changes, Jimmy Bates
Bates also indicated that until such time as
would continue to serve as dealer principal.
it

notiﬁed

of

its

NNA

Bates did not misrepresent its corporate actions to NNA, nor did it hide its corporate
and sought N'NA’s approval of its
actions from NNA. Rather, Bates notiﬁed
conduct.

NNA

l23t

corporate meeting in January 2014 are not a material breach of the
Dealer Agreement, nor did they result in a misrepresentation by Bates.

124.

The evidence does not establish that either party failed to comply with the franchise
agreement and, thus, this neutral factor is not an existing circumstance that impacts the

Bates‘ actions at

its

good cause analysis.

Statutorv

Good Cause Factor - The

Enforceabilitv of the Franchise from a Public Policy

Standgoint
l25.

no evidence or argument that the franchise is unenforceable from a public policy
standpoint and, thus, this neutral factor is not an existing circumstance that impacts the
good cause analysis.

There

is
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CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

governing board (Board) has jurisdiction over

this matter.

Tex.

SOAH has jurisdiction over the contested case hearing a.nd the authority to issue a
proposal for decision, including ﬁndings of fact and conclusions of law. Tex. Gov‘t Code
ch. 2003; Tex. Occ. Code § 2301.704.

NNA properly notiﬁed Bates of the intent to tenninate Bates’ franchise pursuant to Texas
Occupations Code

§ 2301.453(c).

Bates timely ﬁled a protest with the Department. Tex. Occ. Code § 2301.453(e).

Notice of Bates’ protest and of the hearing on the merits of the protest was properly
provided as required by law. Tex. Gov‘t Code §§ 2001.051, 2001.052; Tex. Occ. Code
§2301.705; 1 Tex. Admin. Code § 155.401; 43 Tex. Admin. Code §§ 215.105 and
215.307.

A

“franchise”

is

one or more contracts between a franchised dealer and a manufacturer.

Tex. Occ. Code §23Ol.OO2(15).

A

manufacturer may not terminate or discontinue a franchise with a franchised dealer
unless the manufacturer provides notice of the termination and (1) the franchised dealer
consents in writing to the termination, (2) the appropriate time for the dealer to ﬁle a
protest has expired, or (3) the Board makes a determination of good cause. Tex. Occ.
Code § 2301.453(a).

A protested termination may not be approved by the Board unless good cause exists

the termination. Tex. Occ. Code § 2301 .453(a)(3),

NNA

for

(g).

has the burden of proving by a preponderance of the evidence that good cause
proposed termination. Tex. Occ. Code § 2301.453(g).

exists for the

In determining whether

NNA established by a preponderance of the evidence that there is

for terminating Bates’ franchise, the Board is required to consider all existing
circumstances, including seven statutory factors. Tex. Occ. Code § 2301.45 5(a).

good cause

The Board has

the exclusive jurisdiction to determine the issue of
the weight to be given each statutory factor. Austin Chevrolet, Inc.
212 S.W.3d 425, 432 (Tex. App.——Austin 2006, pet. denied).

good cause, including
Motor Vehicle Bd.,
11.
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NNA has not established that Bates materially breached any of its obligations under the
Dealer Agreement.

NNA

has not established by a
Based on a consideration of all existing circumstances,
preponderance of the evidence that good cause exists for the proposed termination of
Bates’ franchise.

14.

yew

NNA’s proposed termination of Bates’

SIGNED April 8, 2016.

franchise should be denied.

NNETT
CRAIG
ADMTNISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE
STATE OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS
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BakerHostetler

Baker&Hostetler LLF
B11 Main Strsel

Sulle 1100
l-lousIon,TX 77002-6111

May

T 7l3.751.16OO
10,

2016

§Jw‘.§tZ§.‘a$.ZJ;
Billy

M, Donley
713.646.1352

direct dlalz

VIA ELECTRONIC FILING

bd~~'ev@b=k@"aw-com

Craig R. Bennett
Administrative Law Judge
State Office of Administrative Hearings
300 W. 15th Street, Suite 502
Austin, Texas 78701
I-Ion.

Nissan North America, Inc.
608-I4-321I.LIC; MVD Docket No. I4-0010,LIC

Bates Nissan, Inc.

Re:

v.

SOAH Docket No.

Dear Judge Bennett:
Enclosed please ﬁnd for ﬁling Respondent Nissan North America, Inc. ‘s Exceptions to
the Proposal for Decision. By copy of this letter, I am providing three (3) hard copies to
the Motor Vehicle Division via UPS overnight delivery.
Since

ly,

_

c:

on

6}’

W‘ iam David

Coffey,

Martin Alaniz
Coffey & Alaniz,
1 3 810 FM l826

III

Via Email

and First Class Mail

PLLC

Austin, Texas 78737

Daniel Avitia, Director

Texas Dept. of Motor Vehicles

Via Email and

UPS overnight delivery

Motor Vehicle Division
P. O. Box 2293
Austin, Texas 78768

Atlanta

Houston

Chicago

LOSA!lQ9lBS

Cincinnati
New York

Cleveland
Orlando

Columbus

Philadelphia

Denver
Washingtnn,DC

Costalvlesa
Seattle
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TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES
MOTOR VEHICLE DIVISION
BATES NISSAN, INC.,

SOAH Docket N0. 608-14-3211.LIC

COMPLAINANT

NISSAN NORTH AMERICA,

RESPONDENT

INC.,

MVD Docket N0. 14»0010.LIC

RESPONDENT NISSAN NORTH AMERICA, INC.’S
EXCEPTIONS TO THE PROPOSAL FOR DECISION
BAKER HOSTETLER LLP
Billy M. Donley
State Bar No. 05977085

David R. Jarrett
State Bar N0, 00792188

Mark

E, Smith
Bar No. 24070639
811 Main Street, Suite 1100
Houston, Texas 77002-6111
Telephone: (713)751-1600
Facsimile: (713) 751-1717
bd0nley@bakerlaw.c0m
djarrett@bakerlaw,com

State

mesmith@bakerlaw,C0m

ATTORNEYS FOR RESPONDENT

NISSAN NORTH AMERICA,

INC.
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A

The Dealer Agreement

B

Bates’ Submissions of False Financial Statements and Violation of

..

Tax Laws and Regulations

..

APPLICABLE LAW

..

RSE Is a Proper “Reasonable

Under the Dealer
The PFD

Criteria" for Evaluating Sales

Performance
..

Fails to Construe the Dealer

Agreement

as a

Whole ....

..

When Read as a Whole, the Dealer Agreement Plainly Permitted Nissan to
Tem1inate Bates’ Based on

its

Poor Sales Perfomiance

..

Courts and Agencies Across the United States Have Uniformly Arrived at the
Same Conclusion that RSE is a Permitted Reasonable Criteria for Evaluating
Dealer Sales Performance under the Nissan Dealer Agreement

The PFD Also Failed

Construe the Dealer Agreement because of a
Fundamental Misunderstanding of Sales, Curbstoning and Registration
to Properly

The Two Methods that the PFD Uses
to

to Measure Bates’ Performance Lead
Unreasonable Results, Unintended Consequences and Bad Policy

I,

The PFD’s

2.

ThePFD‘s SecondMethod............

First

Method

The PFD Misinterpreted “Sales

in

Relation to Sale in the Market” in

Code

Section
1.

The Plain Language ofthe

24

A Correct Interpretation of Section 2301.455 Favors Termination..4...4...4...4..

Statute Controls

The PFD Erroneously Concludes
ofthe Dealer Agreement

that Bates

ii

Did Not Breach Sections l2.A.8.-10
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that Bates’ Write-Down were “Not on a Good Faith
Basis” can only lead to a Finding that Bates Knowingly Submitted False
Financial Statements to
and Willfully Violated Federal Tax Law..,

The PFD’s Finding

NNA

2.

The PFD Reached Its Erroneous Findings that Bates Did Not Breach
the Dealer Agreement by Incorrectly Concluding that NNA Failed to
Provide any Evidence that the Financial Statements Submitted to

Were

34

The

False

13'“

Month Statements do

not

True or Accurate

4.

The PFD Applies the Wrong Standard

5,

Bates Did Not use

6.

7.

IV.

Make the

The Board Should Find that the
Weighs in Favor

Injury or

I2

Month Statements

Beneﬁt to

All Existing Circumstances do not include Bates’

CONCLUSION...4...4

iii

NNA

the Public Factor

Post-NOT
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TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES
MOTOR VEHICLE DIVISION
BATES NISSAN, INC.,

SOAH Docket No. 608-I4-32ll.LIC

COMPLAINANT

NISSAN NORTH AMERICA,

RESPONDENT

MVD Docket No. l4»0010.LIC

INC.,

RESPONDENT NISSAN NORTH AMERICA, INC.’S
EXCEPTIONS TO THE PROPOSAL FOR DECISION
Nissan North America,

(“PFD”) pursuant

to

SOAH

Inc.

(“NNA”) ﬁles

its

Exceptions to the Proposal for Decision

Rule l5S.507(c).' For the reasons described herein,

Closing Argument and Post-Hearing Brief (“Brief”), and
(“Reply”),

good cause

exists

in

NNA’s

in

NNA’s

Post-Hearing Reply Brief

under Texas Occupations Code (“Code”) Section 2301.455 for the

termination of Bates Nissan, Inc. (“Bates”) Nissan Dealer Sales and Service Agreement.

Because the

PFD

reached the wrong conclusions as a matter of law, the Texas Department of

Motor Vehicles Board (“Board”) has
200l.058(e)(1) to modify the
I.

the

authority under Texas

Government Code

§

PFD and ﬁnd good cause for tennination.

INTRODUCTION
A.

The Dealer Agreement

The PFD concludes

that sales effectiveness or

RSE~the

standard methodology for

evaluating dealer’s sales perfonnance that has been held by courts and administrative forums

throughout the country as pem1itted, reasonable criteria under the Standard Provisions of
Nissan’s Dealer Sales and Service Agreement (the “Dealer Agreement")~is not a pennissible

method

to evaluate the sales perfom1ance of Bates Nissan under those

of Bates Nissan‘s Dealer Agreement. The

l

The deadline

for submission

of exceptions

to the

PFD

PFD was

same Standard Provisions

reaches this conclusion because the

extended by Order No.

l7.

RSE
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methodology actually takes

into account all

of the

sales actually

erroneous and illogical conclusion infects the entire

PFD

and

made by Bates
is

Nissan. This

contrary to the rules of

contractual construction, substantial evidence presented at the hearing, and a reasonable
interpretation of the Code,

If

adopted by the Board, the

PFD would

have harmful far-reaching

ramiﬁcations for motor vehicle manufacturers, distributors, and dealers, as

upends the sales

it

performance evaluation method currently used throughout the country for virtually every

make. As a

result, the

vacate or modify the

Board

PFD

is

authorized under Texas

Govemment Code

line-

§ 200l.058(e)(l) to

and ﬁnd that good cause for termination of Bates’ Dealer Agreement

exists?

NNA’s method
method

for

that Bates

for measuring Bates’ sales performance through

measuring dealer sales perfonnance,

was

fully

aware

of,

that

RSE

is

a reasonable

NNA has been using for over 30 years, and

was routinely evaluated upon and accepting of NNA using

RSE to

evaluate the dealership’s sales performance under the Dealer Agreement. Despite this, the

concludes as a matter of law that because
unreasonable

(or

credits dealers for all sales

it

criteria for evaluating Bates’ contractual sales responsibilities

Agreement and applicable law because

by Bates

RSE

it

counts what the

any other dealer) “outside the

PFD

makes,

RSE

PFD
is

an

under the Dealer

repeatedly refers to as Sales

made

PMA.”

This makes no sense. Evaluating Bates’ sales performance (or that of any other dealer)

based on every sale

’

it

makes reﬂects the realities of the automotive industry

that

customers in the

in pm;
HEARING counucran BY sr/ms OFFICE or ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS.

Section 20(1l,058(e) states,

A SKHKC agency uuiy changc 5 ﬁnding Of fact OT conclusion of law made by lhc administrative
law judgc, Or may vacatc 0|’ modify
OTLlC\"iSS\1Cd by thc administrative judge, only ifthc agency

(c)

2l\"|

dctcrmincs:

(1) that the administrative law judge did not uiuuuiiy apply 01' interpret iipuiiuiibiu law,
klgeﬂcy rules, written policies provided under Subsection (c), ui pfiﬂr administrative decisions;

2
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market for cross shop dealerships (and of course of have no knowledge of the boundaries of a
dealer’s

PMA)

and intrabrand

and dealers compete

And

basis.

for the business of these customers

a methodology that counts each sale

on both an interbrand

made by

a Nissan dealer

certainly reasonable and fair criteria for evaluating performance under the Dealer

each sale reﬂects that the dealer

won

is

Agreement, as

the competition for a customer’s business,

and thus

“actively and effectively promote[d] the sale” of a Nissan [v]ehicle” to a customer “located in
the Primary

or

is

Market Area” Whether because

customer

that

lives in the

PMA, works

in the

otherwise drawn by the dealer’s advertising and promotional efforts to shop

dealership’s authorized location,

which

in the case

PMA
at the

of Bates, and every other Nissan dealer,

is

PMA and is where, under Section 2.A Dealer Agreement and as a matter

located in the dealer’s

of Texas law, a sale must take place.
Ignoring these

realities,

the

PFD

concludes

that,

under the Dealer Agreement, Nissan can

reasonably evaluate Bates’ or any other dealer’s sales perfonnance in Texas based only on those
sales

made by

the dealer that are later registered

reading Section 3.A to say that Bates
the

PMA.”

would not
using

is

the customer to an address in the

only obligated to

make

sales "in the

A plain reading of Section 3.A reveals that is not what
foreclose

NNA

every sale takes place

at the dealership’s

Unsurprisingly, the

sales

says,

PMA," not “outside
And even

PFD’s conclusion

that has

made by Bates because

authorized location, and
that

NNA

perfonnance of its sales responsibilities under Section

and administrative agency

it

PMA,

if it did,

it

under the Dealer Agreement from evaluating Bates’ perfonnance

RSE or any other methodology that counts all

PMA.”

by

3

is

is

cannot use

as noted above,

therefore a sale “in the

RSE

to evaluate Bates’

directly contrary to every other court

construed the exact same Section 3 of the Dealer

Agreementieach of which has concluded

that

RSE

3

is

reasonable criteria for evaluating Nissan
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dealer compliance with

its

Agreement.3 Because

sales responsibilities under the Dealer

termination based on Bates’ undisputed chronic poor sales performance under the
is

clearly permitted

law

in this matter.

§ 200l.058(e)(l)

by

As

PFD

the Dealer Agreement, the

that

NNA

established

by

standard

failed to properly apply the applicable

a result, the Board should modify the

and hold

RSE

that

PFD under Texas Government Code
good cause

exists for the

proposed

termination ofBates’ franchise.

Bates’ Submission of False Financial Statements

B.

and Regulations

The

PFD

also erroneously concludes that there

financial statements to

is

and Violation of Tax Laws

no evidence that Bates submitted

false

NNA and that Bates’ unlawﬁil vehicle inventory write downs were not a

willful violations of tax laws

and regulations

in

breach of the Dealer Agreement.

These

conclusions are wrong as a matter of law. In order to reach these erroneous conclusions, the

PFD

ignores

its

own ﬁndings that Bates’

accounting practices were “unjustified,” “not consistent

with applicable tax regulations and was improper," and that
unlawful inventory write downs. The
financial statements submitted to

NNA’s

NNA

PFD

it

had no “good

faith basis“ for its

also ignore Bates’ undisputed testimony that

its

contained false information, as well as testimony of

witnesses and experts, and other evidence that conclusively demonstrate that each and

every monthly financial statement submitted to

NNA between 2010-2013 was false resulting in a

breach of the Dealer Agreement,
It is

write
its

down

its

new and used vehicle

its

scheme

overstated

See, in/m, Section

it

to

inventory by whatever amount necessary in order to reduce

taxable income to approximately $75,000 each year. Because of its scheme, Bates had

ways—it
’

undisputed that Bates’ false ﬁnancial statements were the result of

proﬁts and capitalization to

111.1).

4

NNA and understated

its

it

both

proﬁts to the IRS,
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scheme necessitated

Bates’ tax

order to achieve

its

it

taking increasingly larger inventory write

tax goal. Bates’

scheme was unlawful,

Bates knowingly submitted false ﬁnancial statements to

and regulations

As

as the

PFD

downs each year

in

found, which means that

NNA and willfully violated the tax laws

breach of its Dealer Agreement.

in

a result and for this independent reason, the Board

Govemment Code

§ 200l.058(e)(l) to vacate or

modify the

PFD

is

authorized under Texas

and ﬁnd

that

good cause

for

termination ofBates’ Dealer Agreement exists.

NNA has set forth its proposed changes to the PFD’s Findings of Fact and Conclusions of
Law in Attachment
II.

l.

APPLICABLE LAW
Because there

is

interpretation of the Dealer
l7.F).4

Even

if

no conﬂict between the Code and the Dealer Agreement, the

Agreement

is

governed by California law. (Ex. C-17

at

BNOOOO75,

§

Texas law applied, nothing would change because Califomia law and Texas law

are the same, as noted in footnotes, regarding the contract construction issues in this case. Texas

law applies
III.

to the interpretation

of the Code.

ARGUMENT
RSE Is a Proper “Reasonable Criteria” for Evaluating Sales Performance
under the Dealer Agreement

A4

In

ﬁnding

that

RSE

is

not permitted by the Dealer Agreement, the

PFD failed to construe

“customers located within Dealer’s Primary Market Area Agreement” found
the Dealer

Agreement

as required

interpretation of the Dealer
4

in

by law. Because of this, the Board should

Section 3.A of

reject the

PFD’s

Agreement,

Section 17.F ofthe Dealer Agreement slates:
This Agreement shall be deemed to have been entered into in the State of Califomia, and all questions
eoneeming the validity, interpretation or performance of any of its terms or provisions, or nf any rights
or obligations of the parties hereof, shall be governed by and resolved in accordance with the internal
laws of the State of California, including, without limitation, the statute of limitations.

S
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Agreement

clearly pennits termination based

performance responsibility under Section
responsibility using

PFD

found that

Agreement,

RSE

any “reasonable

RSE
is

is

3,

on a

failure to fulﬁll its sales

and allows Nissan to evaluate

criteria." (Ex.

C-l7

at

BN000047,

its

performance of this

§ 3.B).

Although the

not a permitted measure of dealer performance under the Dealer

the standard

method

measuring sales performance and

for

is

expressly

permitted under the terms of the Dealer Agreement.
Section 3 of the Dealer Agreement, entitled “Vehicle Sales Responsibilities of Dealer,”

The

sets forth the dealer’s sales responsibilities,
in Section 3.A,

dealer’s general sales obligations are addressed

which provides:

Dealer shall actively and effectively promote through its own advertising and sales
promotion activities the sale at retail (and if Dealer elects, the leasing and rental) of
Nissan Vehicles to customers located within Dealer's Primary Market Area. Dealer‘s
Primary Market Area is a geographic area which Seller uses as a tool to evaluate
Dealer's performance of its sales obligations hereunder .4 ..

(PFD

at

34,

FoF

“performance of

4).

Importantly, the Dealer Agreement goes on in Section 3.B to provide that

Section 3.A] will be evaluated by

[NNA] on the

develap fram time to time.” (EX. C-17

makes

clear that Bates does

at

basis of such reasonable criteria as

BN000047,

solely on the provisions of Section 3.A, the

measuring Bates’ performance under

its

PFD

it

(emphasis added).
that

chooses

is

concludes that

NNA

(See, infra, Section IILE).

6

(PFD

at

[NNA] may
This section

can evaluate

its

sales

reasonable. Yet, and relying

RSE

contract obligations” because

includes dealers’ sales outside of their PMAs...."

PMA.

§ 3.B)

have a “sales responsibility“ and

performance using any method, so long as the method

occur outside the

Nissan Cars and Nissan Trucks [under

[a dealer’s] sales responsibility for

“is not a useﬁil tool for
it is

based on “data that

l2) (emphasis added).

Sales do not
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support, the

PFD reached this

language and limitations that do not
that the

erroneous conclusion by reading into Section 3.A

Speciﬁcally, citing only Section 3.A, the

exist.

no way indicates that each dealer’s performance of

Responsibilities

Inc.

v.

its

by customers

Nissan North America,

to addresses inside the dealer’s

Inez,

2005

its

PMA,

and

sales

PMA.

the provision

Vehicles Sales

Section 3

must be evaluated based solely on or limited to those

are then registered

at 4).

that the dealer has a general obligation to actively

effectively "promote" the sale ot'Nissan vehicles to customers located in
in

PMA.“ (PFD

“Dealer Agreement contains no obligations for Bates outside of its

While Section 3.A does provide

PFD holds

made by a

See, e.g.,

dealer that

Love Nissan,

WL 1662263 at * 6 (Fla. Div. Admin. Hearings July 14,

200515

By

virtue of the realities of cross-shopping

and intra-brand competition,

it is

common

sense and indeed, undisputed based on the record in this case, that every dealer’s promotion of
the sale of vehicles to customers located in
register the vehicles outside the

method

PMA.

its

PMA

results in

some

sales to customers

This fact does not undermine Nissan’s use of the standard

To ﬁnd

for evaluating the dealer’s sales pertonnance under Section 3.

PFD creates limitations

and language

both Califomia and Texas law.“ See
(Cal. 2004) (“It

is

who

in the
e.g.

agreement that do not

E.M.M.I. Inc.

v.

exist,

Zurich Arn.

not for this court to rewrite the parties’ contract

which

Ins.

is

otherwise, the

improper under

Ca, 84 P.3d 385, 400

by construing language

WL

to

Other cases hold the same. Superior Pontiac Buick GMC, Inc. v. Nissan North America. Ina, 2012
1079719 at
*22(E.D. Mich. March 30, 2012); Hampton Automotive Group. Inc. v. Nissan North America, Ina, 2012
5305152 at *3 (Fla. Div. Admin Hrgs. Sept. 12, 2012); Ralph Gentile Inc. v. Slate, Div. ofHearings and Appeals,
800 N.W.2d 555, 565 (Wis. Ct. App. 2011, rcv. dism’d); Classic Nissan, Inc. v. Nissan North America, Ina, Casc
No. 05—Z426, 2007
841365 at ‘2 (Fla. Div. Admin. Hcarings March 20, 2007); In the Matter of Seacoast
Imported Auto. Ina d/I7/a Nissan of Stralham, Docket No. 04416 at 17 (N.H. Motor Veh. Indus. Board April 12,
5

WL

WL

2010).

or adds words to “customers located in thc Dcalcr’s Primary Markct Arca” to
vahiclefrorn the dealership ﬁnd subsequently registers the vehicle in the Dcalcr’s
Primary Market Area." This too is improper as a matter of law. E.M.M.I, s4 P.3d at 400; Royal 1V!d€IP1!lify' ass
°

The PFD,

in cffccl, cithcr rcwritcs

say “Customers

who purchase a

_

S.W.2d

at 181.

7
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mean something

it
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does not mean.”); Royal Indemnity Co.

(Tex. 1965) (“Courts cannot

make new

Marshall, 388 S.W.2d 176, 181

v.

contracts between the parties, but must enforce the

contracts as written").

The

PFD

ignores the plain language of the Dealer Agreement and instead reads into the

Dealer Agreement restrictions that are not there and that were not intended by the panics. As a
result,

NNA excepts to the PFD’s statements,

relating to the

PFD’s

36, 38,

ﬁndings of

and conclusions of law

fact

interpretation of the contractual sales obligation pursuant to the Dealer

Agreement and Bates’ performance of that

FoF

analysis,

sales obligation. (See

PFD

at 4-5, 12-l7, 37, 40, 47,

73,124 and CoL12-14).

B.

The PFD

Moreover, the
language contained

govems Nissan’s

in

Fails to

Construe the Dealer Agreement as a Whole.

PFD focuses

solely

on one provision

(i.e.

the general sales obligation

Section 3.A), while completely ignoring Section 3.B, which speciﬁcally

evaluation of the dealer’s sales performance. This

Supreme Court has held

that “[f]or the

given effect.”

Moore

& Cattle Co.,

19 P.2d 785, 788 (1933) (“[T]he

entire contract

improper.

The Califomia

purpose of ascertaining the intention of the parties, their

agreement must be construed as a whole, so that when read together
v.

is

Wood, 160 P.2d 772, 777

all

(Cal, 1945); see also

meaning [ofa contract]

of its provisions

Lemm

is

to

v.

may be

Slillwater

Land

be obtained from the

and not from any one or more isolated portions thereof”).

In the present case,

Section 3.A cannot be read in isolation from the other material provisions in Dealer Agreement

which

clearly set forth a dealer’s Vehicle Sales Responsibilities.

C4

When Read

When

the Dealer

as a Whole, the Dealer Agreement Plainly Permitted Nissan
Terminate Bates’ Based on its Poor Sales Performance

effect (as is required

Agreement

is

read as a whole and each provision

under Califomia law and Texas law, for

8

that matter),

it

is

is

given

its

to

proper

clear that

RSE,
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sales

made by

a dealer,

is

permitted by the Dealer Agreement, and

is

a

reasonable criteria that Nissan has established for evaluating for Bates’ performance of Sales
responsibilities.
It is

axiomatic that Section 3,A must be read

in

conjunction with Section 3.B, which

immediately follows. As noted above, Section 3.B provides that “performance of
sales responsibilities for

[a dealer’s]

Nissan Cars and Nissan Trucks [under Section 3.A.] will be

evaluated by [NNA] on the basis of such reasonable criteria as [NNA] may develap from time
to time.

"

(Ex.

C-l7

at

BN000047,

§

3.B) (emphasis added). Thus, under the terms of the Dealer

Agreement, Nissan has the right to choose the evaluation
reasonable.

To

it

uses, so long as

it

is

RSE is a reasonable criteria to measure dealer sales performance.

explain,

RSE is calculated by ﬁrst determining the dealer’s sales as
PMA.

the registrations of competitive vehicles in that dealer’s
dealer sold 10 vehicles during a
the dealer’s

criteria

month when 100

total

all

the manufacturer’s sales

entire region. (See Ex.

month when 10,000
penetration would be

R-361

total

at A-8),

compared

If a

10%. The second step

is

to determine

to competitive vehicles registered in the

lfthe manufacturer’s dealers sold 2,000 vehicles during a

competitive vehicles were registered in the region, the regional sales

20%. The ﬁnal

step to determine a dealer’s

l0%) by

sales penetration percentage (in this example,

penetration (20%).

(See Ex. R-361 at A-6).

competitive vehicles were registered in

PMA, that dea1er’s sales penetration would be

the percentage of

a percentage of all

In this example, the dealer’s

RSE

is

RSE

is

to divide the dealer’s

the manufacturer’s regional sales

only

50%

and well below average.

100% RSE is merely averageia “C” grade.
The

PFD

held, however, that because

whether the vehicles sold are registered,

it

RSE
is

9

credits dealers for all the sales, regardless

unreasonable

criteria for evaluating a

of

Nissan
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dealer’s sales responsibilities under

its

Dealer Agreement.

The PFD makes

this

completely

untenable ﬁnding, even though no other case in the country has ever reached such a

result.

To

the contrary, every court or administrative agency that has addressed the issue in conjunction

with Nissan’s Dealer Agreement’s Standard Provisions has held that

RSE

is

a reasonable and

proper contractual method for measuring a Nissan’s dealer’s sales perfonnance under Section
See,

e.g.,

Love Nissan, 2005

WL

1662263

at * 6.7

RSE

Bates’ contractual sales responsibilities under Section 3

general sales obligations language in Section 3.A,
in

ﬁnding

that

As

is

3.

a reasonable criteria that measures

when read

a result, the

NNA should have used the altemative standards

as a whole, inclusive

PFD

selected

of the

erred as a matter of law

by

the

ALJ

(which are

not used by anyone in the industry),

Notably, even though Nissan could evaluate a dealer’s sales perfonnance using any
reasonable method, the Dealer Agreement also includes non-exhaustive Speciﬁc examples of
reasonable criteria that

NNA

may

use to evaluate sales performance, and these examples

incorporate the key elements of RSE.8 For example, Section 3.B,2(ii) provides that
evaluate a dealer’s sales perfonnance

by examining

the dealer’s sales (regardless of

NNA can

where they

might be registered) as a percentage of registrations of competitive vehicles. (Ex, C-17

BN000047,

§ 3.B.2

performance

may be

7

ii.).

at

Section 3.B.3 also specify benchmarks to which a dealer‘s sales

compared,

i.e.,

a comparison to the “sales and/or registrations of

all

other

GMC, 2012 WL 1079719 at "22; Hampton Automotive Group,
WL 4044353 at *3; Gentile, 800 N.W,2d at 565; Classic Nissan, Case No. 05-2426, 2007 WL 841365 at *3;

Other cases hold the same. Superior Pontiac Buick

2012

In re Seacoast, Docket No. 04-06 at l7,
K
In footnote ll, thc PFD takes issuc with the fact that RSE is not speciﬁcally namcd as an cxamplc in Scction 3.B
of thc Dcalcr Agrccmcnt. Howcvcr, the language “including for cxamplc," as found in Scction 3.13, is :4 tcrm of
Arr Lines, 268 P.2d 723, 733 (Cal. l954) (“The tcrrn ‘includcs’ is ordinarily a word of
cnlargcmcnt. See People v.

W

cnlargcmcnt and not oflimitation”.). Tcxas law is the samc. See Republic Ins. Co. v. Silverton Elevators, Ina, 493
S.W.2d 748, 753 (Tex. l973) (“[T]hc words ‘includc,’ ‘including,’ and ‘shall include’ arc gcncrally cmploycd as
terms of enlargement rather than limitation or restriction/’). As found in Gentile, “[t]he listed sales performance
standards are only intended to be examples of criteria that Nissan
may use." Gentile, No. TR»07-0001 at 15
(Attachment 2).

NA

l0
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Authorized Nissan Dealers combined in Seller’s Sales Region and District” or “to the sales or
registrations

of Dealer’s competitors.” (Ex. C-17

RSE

It

works.

compares the dealer’s

at

BNOOOO47, §§

3.B.3, 3.B.4). This

is

how

of where they are registered, as a

total sales, regardless

percent of competitive registrations, as contemplated in Section 3.B.2, to other Nissan dealers in
a

benchmark

area.

See Love Nissan, 2005

In holding that
responsibilities

under

its

RSE

an unreasonable

is

Dealer Agreement, the

3.H of the Dealer Agreement.
responsibilities

WL 1662263, at *6,

(See, generally,

a dealer’s sales

for evaluating

criteria

PFD

18.

ll

also completely fails to consider Section

PFD).

Section

3.1-I

is

part of Bates’ sales

and provides:

Evaluation of Dealer’s Sales Performance.
[NNA] will periodically evaluate Dealer‘s performance of its responsibilities under
this Section 3. Evaluations prepared pursuant to this Section 3.H. will be discussed
with and provided to Dealer, and Dealer shall have an opportunity to comment, in
writing, on such evaluation. Dealer shall promptly take such action as may be
required to correct any deﬁciencies in Dealer’s perfonnance of its responsibilities
under this Section 3.
(Ex. C-17 at
sales

BNOOOO48,

§ 3.1-I).

performance based on RSE;

It is

undisputed that

(2) discussed with

evaluations; and (3) gave Bates the opportunity to

NNA consistently:
and provided

comment

in writing

For example, and consistent with Section 3.H, on November
evaluating

its

December

4,

sales

2009

performance based on RSE.
stating, in part,

Bates Nissan....” (EX. C-58).
notice of termination.
discuss the

RSE

were memorialized

to Bates in writing those

about

2009,

its

RSE evaluations.

NNA sent Bates a

letter

Bates responded in writing on

(Ex. C-57).

“[w]e are aware of the

RSE

numbers

that

Nissan shows for

Similar correspondence occurred periodically leading up to the

(See, e.g., Ex. C-59).

evaluations,

4,

(l) evaluated Bates’

among

Moreover,

NNA

consistently

other dealership issues and concerns.

in several contact reports

and culminated

l l

in

met with Bates

to

These discussions

NNA issuing a Notice ofDefault
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(“NOD”) on

July

6,
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2010 based on Bates’

As

Exs. R-64, 66, 68, 261).

failure to fulﬁll

its

RSE

sales obligations.

such, the undisputed evidence establishes that Bates’ sales

perfonnance was evaluated by Nissan using RSE, Bates was fully aware

NNA’s use of RSE to evaluate the dealership’s

based upon the evaluations set forth in Section
responsibilities with respect to Sales of
...."

As

based upon Bates’

3,l-I,

the Dealer “fai1[s] to substantially fulﬁll

its

Vehicles or the other responsibilities of

BN000048,

a result, under Section l2.B.l.a., Nissan

perform

may

if,

new Nissan

(Ex. C-17 at

failure to substantially

to

terminate Bates

(emphasis added).

§ 3.H)

provision clearly pennits termination of Bates’ franchise based on

performance.

and never objected

it,

sales performance.

Section l2.B.l.a. of the Dealer Agreement provides that Nissan

Dealer set forth in Sectian 3

(See, e.g.,

its

its

may terminate

chronic poor sales

the Dealer

sales responsibilities

This

Agreement

under Section

3 after

being provided with the opportunity to cure. Bates was provided ample opportunity over a

number

years to cure

Thus, Bates’ termination
In

allows

RSE

its

is

summary, read

NNA

deﬁciencies, yet refused or failed to do so.

clearly permitted

that

do not

by the Dealer Agreement.

as a whole, the plain language

of the Dealer Agreement expressly

to terminate Bates for consistently failing to fulﬁll

measured by RSE. Because the
exist, failed to

PFD added

(see, supra, Section lII.A), the

of Fact 36, 73 and 124 and Conclusions of

Govemment Code

§ 200l.058(e)(l)

RSE

is

and ﬁnd instead

that Bates’

permitted by the Dealer Agreement. (See

addition, because the

sales responsibilities as

language and limitations into the Dealer Agreement

analysis, Findings

that

its

construe the contract as a whole, and ignored the plain language of the

Dealer Agreement and Texas law

and

(Exs. C-33, 35-4l).

PFD’s conclusion

Board should

Law

that Bates did not breach

l2

PFD’s

12-l4 pursuant to Texas

breached

PFD at 4-5,

reject the

its

Dealer Agreement

12-17, 37, 40, 45, 47). In
its

Dealer Agreement

is
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incorrect,

its
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conclusion that the statutory factor regarding the parties‘ compliance with the

franchise weighs in favor of Bates
factor

weighs

in

is

also incorrect.

The Board should

instead find that this

favor of termination and that good cause for termination exists.

Courts and Agencies Across the United States Have Uniformly Arrived at the
Same Conclusion that RSE is a Permitted Reasonable Criteria for Evaluating
Dealer Sales Performance under the Nissan Dealer Agreement

D.

Section 3 of the Dealer Agreement has been thoroughly examined, scrutinized and

construed by multiple courts and agencies in a variety of jurisdictions in

NNA sales perfonnance

termination cases. Contrary to the l’FD’s narrow and isolated reading of selected provisions in
the Dealer Agreement, each of these courts

whole, properly concluded that

RSE

is

and agencies, construing the Dealer Agreement as a

permitted, reasonable criteria by which Nissan can

evaluate the sales performance of its dealers.

The most

relevant excerpts from several of these

cases are quoted below, and for ease of reference, each such case

Attachment

2.

Although Nissan cited

them were addressed

PFD

in the

PFD, with

to

each of the cases in

submitted by Nissan as

brieﬁng to the ALJ, none of

the sole exception of footnote SO.

sought to distinguish the legal conclusion

criteria

its

is

in Gentile that

RSE was

In that footnote, the

a pennitted, reasonable

under the Dealer Agreement for evaluating sales performance based on the

different statutory provisions in

Texas and Wisconsin and

fact that are

different evidentiary record.

course, neither of these differences affects the legal conclusion in Gentile, that

Of

RSE is permitted,

reasonable criteria under the same Standard Provisions of the Dealer Agreement. Gentile, 800

N.W.2d at

563, 565.

l3
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FLORIDA‘)
Hampton Automotive Group,
Admin I-lrgs. Oct. 24, 2012)

3A

Inc.

v.

Nissan North America, Inc., 2012

WL 5305152 (Fla. Div.

of Hampton, which is to ‘actively and
advertising and sales promotion activities the sale at
retail... of Nissan Vehicles to customers located within the Dealer’s Primary Market Area.’
Article Second, Section B outlines the same general obligations. Id, at *3,

I

Section

effectively

sets forth the general sales obligations

promote through

its

own

Section 3B of the Dealer Agreement provides that ‘performance of [Hampton‘s] sales
responsibility for Nissan Cars and Tmcks will be evaluated by [Nissan] on the basis of such
reasonable criteria as [Nissan] may develop from time to time.” This provision allows
Nissan to evaluate Hampton‘s sales performance using any method, so long as it is

0

reasonable. Id.

As permitted by

0

(RSE)

to

section 3 of the Dealer Agreement, Nissan uses Retail Sales Effectiveness
determine whether a dealer is meeting its sales obligations under the Agreement.

Id“
0

Although the terminology and calculations may vary slightly, RSE or sales penetration
industry standard method used to measure dealer sales performance. Id. at 4.

0

RSE

is

the

a fair method of evaluating dealer perfonnance with conservative expectations
because no dealer is expected to perform above an average level and because the dealer gets
credit for sales anywhere, while only being held responsible for the sales opportunities within
its

is

PMA.

Id.

RSE is a reasonable criterion to measure dealer sales perfonnance and
Nissan to evaluate Hampton’s sales performance using RSE. Id.

0

Love Nissan
14, 2005)

v.

Nissan North America,

Inc.,

2005

it

was reasonable

for

WL 1662263 (Fla. Div, Admin. Hrgs. July

The dealer agreement pennits Nissan to select its methodology for evaluating its dealers’
One commonly-accepted, industiy—wide methodology for measuring
sales perfom1ance.
“effectiveness” ofa dealership is the methodology employed by Nissan [i.e., RSE]. Nissan

0

demonstrated, and it is undisputed, that sales penetration is an industry»wide accepted
standard for evaluation of dealers, and therefore falls within the scope of “reasonable
criteria,” as pem1itted by the dealer agreement. Id. at *l9.

9

In

all

three Florida cases, like in this case,

The Fontana Group.

NNA’s expert was from Urban

l4

Science and the dealers‘ expert was from

Agenda Briefing Notebook

0

Historically, by case law, and by expert testimony in the instant proceeding, it is found that
Nissan’s method for evaluating its dealers’ sales performance is a reasonable, industryaccepted practice for evaluating new car dealers. Id. at *6.

Classic Nissan, Inc.
20, 2007)

Mar.
0

185

v.

Nissan North America,

Inc.,

2007

WL 841365 (Fla. Div. Admin. Hrgs.

Section 3.B. of the Dealer Agreement permits the Respondent to develop and select the
by which sales are measured, as long as the measurement criteria is reasonable. Id. at

criteria

*2.
o

The

dealer’s sales penetration is compared to Nissan’s regional sales perfom1ance to
determine the dealer’s sales perfonnance as measured against other Nissan dealers in the
region....[i.e.,

0

RSE]

Id.

Nissan's use of sales penetration as a measurement of dealer performance was reasonable or
was permitted by the speciﬁc terms ofthe Dealer Agreement. Id. at 3.

MICHIGAN
Superior Pontiac Buick

1079719

0

(12.1).

GMC,

Inc.

v.

Mich. Mar. 30, 2012)‘°

Nissan North America,

Inc.,

No. 08-10642, 2012

WL

Concluded, based upon poor RSE scores, “that Superior failed to perform its obligations
under the Dealer Agreement, and the excuse for nonperformance is inadequate” and that
Nissan complied with its contractual obligations to Superior as set forth in the Dealer
Agreement.” Id. at *22.

WISCONSIN
In the Matter ofRalph Gentile, Inc., d/b/a Gentile Nissan v. Nissan North America, Inc., Case
No. TR-07-0001 (Wis. Div. of Hearings and Appeals Feb. 4, 2010)"
I

“[B]ased on the language

in the

[Dealer Agreement], the appropriate performance standard

is

sales effectiveness." Id. at 16.
I

is a reasonable standard for Nissan NA to evaluate Gentile Nissan’s
performance and based on this standard, Gentile Nissan breached the Dealer
Agreement.” Id. at 3.

“Sales effectiveness
sales

N’
ll

Like this case, Urban Science was NNA’s expert witness.
Urban Science also provided expert testimony on behalfof NNA

l5

in Gentile.
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Ralph Gentile, Inc.
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Wis. Div.

v.

of Hearings and Appeals, 800 N.W.2cl 555 (Wis. App, 2011)

“The Division determined that sales effectiveness, not registration effectiveness, was the
appropriate standard to measure Gentile Nissan’s compliance with Section 3 of the term
.”
dealership agreement. That is certainly a reasonable constmction of industry practice
Id. at 565,
.

.

.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
In the Matter of Seacoast Imported Auto, Inc. d/b/a Nissan of Stratham, Nu. 04-06 (N.H.
Motor Veh. Ind. Bel. Apr. 12, 2010)
I

“[S]ales performance, as reasonably and objectively deﬁned by Nissan in the Dealer
Agreement, which it clearly articulated to Seacoast, is a reasonable and material element of

such agreement.”

0

0

Id. at l5.

“Nissan’s method of assigning and using PMAs and RSE to measure performance is
recognized and is one used within the automotive industry and is standard practice. It is a
practice used by various manufacturers to evaluate dealer performance, This method is
applied throughout the country by Nissan to all of its dealers.” Id. at l7.

“The methodology

that Mr. Farhat used in reaching his conclusion that Nissan properly
terminated Seacoast, has been recognized and accepted by court’s, administrative agencies,
and this Board.”'2 14.

These decisions validate that the plain meaning and
Nissan Dealer Agreement, which
criteria to evaluate dealer sales

Because the

meaning and
36, 38, 73

PFD

of

RSE

as reasonable

performance,

as a

Dealer Agreement giving

whole as a matter of law, the PFD’s

it its

plain and ordinary

analysis, Findings

of Fact

and 124 and Conclusions of Law 12-l4 should not be accepted by the Board. (See

at 4-5,

Instead, consistent with

12-17, 37, 40, 45, 47).

Agreement, that

‘Z

it

of the Standard Provisions of the

that those provision pennits the use

failed to construe the

failed to read

Govemment Code

result,

PFD

is

intent

§ 200l.058(e)(l), the

RSE

good cause

is

Board should ﬁnd

its

authority under Texas

that Bates

breached

its

pem1itted by the plain language of the Dealer Agreement and

for termination exists.

Sharif Farhat of Urban Science was also

NNA’s

(Attachment

l).

expert in this case.

l6

Dealer

that, as a
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The PFD Also Failed to Properly Construe the Dealer Agreement because of
a Fundamental Misunderstanding of Sales, Curbstoning and Registration

E.

The PFD’s

failure to properly construe the

fundamental misunderstanding of a lawful

The PFD

curbstoning and the registration of a vehicle.

sale,

failed to understand that a sale is the transfer

consideration); which

may

Agreement“ and Texas

law, and that a registration

only occur

vehicles’ ownership with the state.”

The

registered.“
dealership

is

§

PFD

at the

is

is

simply the subsequent act of recording the

Customer, not dealers, control where vehicles are

unlawful.

motor vehicle from

of possession of a vehicle for

dealership per Section 2.A of the Dealer

also fails to understand that a sale

curbstoning and

offer to sell a

Code

Dealer Agreement also demonstrates a

Code

§

2301.362

from any location other than the

states that dealers

“may only

sell

or

established and permanent place of business." Tex. Occ.

[its]

230l .362(a). Likewise, the Texas Department ofMotor Vehicles Dealer Manual

states:

Off-site Sales, Curbstoning. Dealers are not allowed to sell vehicles from
anywhere but their licensed premises. (43
§2l5.l36) Dealers are strictly
prohibited from curbstoning, which is the practice of selling vehicles away from a
dealer’s licensed location. ..
i.

TAC

.

The Board deﬁnes “sale" as “with regard to a speciﬁc vehicle, the transfer of possession of that vehicle to a
purchaser for consideration." 43 TAC § 2l5.l23(l0).
M Section 2.A of the Dealer Agreement states that “Dealer shall conduct its Dealership Operations
only from the
Dealership Location...." (Ex. C-17 at BN000046, § 2.A). Bates’ “Dealership Location" is within its
at 5501
E. Cen-Tex Expressway, Killeen, Texas, (PFD at 34, FoF 2; Protest at l; Ex. C-30). "Dealer Operations" are
deﬁned by the Dealer Agreement to "mean[] all dealer functions contemplated by this Agreement including, without
limitation, £les...ofNissan Products?" (EX. C-I7 at BN000044, § l.M) (emphasis added).
" Texas Administrative Code, title 43, 215.144
(t).
§
'°
while the sale only eeeiirs at the dealership, customers may eleet to have their vehieles registered in either: (a)
their county of domicile, which may or may not be a county within the dealer's PMA; (b) the county where the
sinee every Nissan dealership is Slluﬂlttd
vehiele was purchased, whieh always will be :4 eeiinty within the
within its own rcspcctivc PMA; or (c) the COL\nty whcrc the vehieie is eneinnhered, which may or may not he a
sinee customers may ﬁnance freni an entity sitiinted anywhere. Tex. Transp.
county within the dcalcrsl\ip's
Code § 502.04l(a). The PFD’s confusion regarding “sale” and “registration” leads to erroneous Findings of Fact 36
which references “sales” outside Bates’
and Finding of Fact 38 which references “sales” anywhere in the
Both of these ﬁndings confuse “sales,” whieh only occur at the dealership location, with
United States.
“registration” which might occur outside the
or, indeed, anywhere in the United States. As a result of this
confusion, both Findings of Fact 36 and 38 should be rejected.
‘K

PMA

PMA

PMA

PMA

PMA

l7
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The Motor Vehicle Dealer Manual
to sell only

from

its

at §

430(1) (2014 Ed.).

lt is

undisputed that Bates

is

licensed

dealership location in Killeen.

The PFD’s confusion of these basic concepts

is

readily apparent in the

PFD:

From a measurement standpoint, a Nissan dealer’s sales will come from both inside
and outside of its PMA. NNA argues that all sales ofa dealer are. .within its PMA

PMA

NNA

.

because the sale occurs in the
at the dealership location. Accordingly,
Bates’
dismisses many of
arguments regarding the distinction of sales within and
Outside of a PMA. The AL] disagrees with NNA’s contention and believes that the
distinction made by Bates is valid. First, in this age of intemet sales, it is not clear
that all sales transactions actually are deemed to occur at the dealership. To support
such a broad contention,
must present persuasive evidence of this and it has not
done so. It is certainly possible that an individual outside of a
could purchase a
vehicle via intemet and email communication without ever coming to the dealership
to close the sale. If the dealership then delivers the vehicle to the customer and
obtains payment upon delivery, that sale arguably occurs at the cust0mer’s location

NNA

PMA

and not the dealership.

(PFD

at 13)

(emphasis added). The

“sales outside of their

The PFD sums up

PFD

PMA” and use “non-PMA

PMAs." (PFD
The ﬁndings

that

RSE

exist,

the

is

(PFD

at the dealership

BN000046,

sales to reach their

PMAs means

that sales occur “outside

at 12-17),

majority of Nissan dealers

the

RSE

goals”

.

(PFD

make

at 12).

RSE goal that is based on data that

RSE

target is not really tied to sales

at 12),

not pennitted

PFD’s statement

state that a

confusion by stating “[t]urther, using an

its

includes dealers’ sales outside of their

within

goes on to

of the

PMA” are central to the PFD’s

by the Dealer Agreement and

They

that

good cause

for tennination does not

are also demonstrably wrong. First, as set forth above, and despite

to the contrary,

NNA provided irreﬁitable evidence that sales can only occur

per Section 2.A of the Dealer Agreement and state law.

§ 2.A); see also, Tex.

4430(1) (2014 Ed.). Second,

conclusions

Occ. Code § 230l.362(b); Motor Vehicle Dealer Manual

what the

a sale that occurred within the

(See Ex, C-17 at
at §

PFD considers to be a “sale outside ofthe PMA” is actually

PMA and at the dealership but that was

l8

subsequently registered
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See Tex. Occ. Code

(2014 Ed.); (Ex, C-17

at

BN000046,

common sense and all

Dealer Agreement,

Motor Vehicle Dealer Manual

§ 230l.362(b);
§ 2.A; Tr, at

l60l:19-1602:7 (Farhat)).

notions of faimess for

It

at §

deﬁes the

NNA to, as this PFD would do,

give absolutely no credit to the selling Nissan dealer for a vehicle the dealer unquestionably sold
in its

and

PMA but registered somewhere else.

fair

measure, of a dealer’s efforts

is

The
to

best

way to measure, and cenainly

simply give

occurred

at the dealership.

230l.362(b), which

is

See Tex. Occ. Code

Attachment

3,

makes

PFD

PFD

and not simply sale

in the

its

deemed to have

The Legislative

at the

dealership.”

makes,

of§

history

And

when

the

ﬁnally, if

PMA that resulted in a subsequent registration outside of the PMA,

(2014 Ed.); (Ex, C-17

every sale from

is

it

PMA were actually a sale outside of the PMA,

would be an unlawful sale.“ See Tex. Occ. Code
at § 4,3O(l)

a sale that

clear that online sales that occur

it

describes as a sale outside of the

is

§ 230l.362(b).

customer never comes to the dealership are sales that occur

what the

credit for each sale that

it

Third, the intemet and email sale situation mentioned in the

a reasonable

at

BNOOOO46,

§ 230l.362(b);

Motor Vehicle Dealer Manual

§ 2.A). Bates, just like every other dealer,

dealership and no sales from outside of its

it

PMA.

made

(See Tr. at l60l:l7-l602:7

(Farhat)).

Had
all

is

the

PFD

constnled the Dealer Agreement as required by law and understood that

ofBates’ sales must occur and did occur

in its

PMA, the PFD would have concluded that RSE

pennitted by the Dealer Agreement and that good cause for termination exists. Because the

There is no evidence that Bates, or any other dealer. made any sales in which the customer used the internet and
did not eenie tn thc dcalcrship. As a result, thcy arc irrclcvant.
" The dCiilCT in Gen/ile made the Sﬂmﬁ ﬂrgumcnt accepted
by the PFD in this case that “by using dcalcr sales
anywhcrc in the country, sales cffcctivcncss docs not mcasurc thc cffcctivcncss of :4 dcalcr’s prolnotional cfforts
within its own Primary Markct Area” and that ‘sales’ outside of the
arc just u bonus.” Gentile, 800 N.W.2d at
563. Thc Wisconsin Court of Appeals disagrccd with thc dcalcr holding that “if Gcntilc Nissan had donc a supcrb
job of promoting and selling Nissan vchiclcs within its Primary Markct Aien, as Scctinn 3.A hr the egieeinent
required, its sales effectiveness would have been high; again, contrary to Ralph Gentile s contention, that ll was a
bonus that it also got credit for sales outside its Primary Market Area." Id. (emphasis added).
'”

PMA

'

l9
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does not properly apply or interpret controlling law or policies, the Board, consistent with

authority under Texas

Government Code

§ 200l.058(e)(l), should reject the

Findings of Fact 36, 38, 73 and 124 and Conclusions of

Law

Government Code

breached

that

RSE

is

PFD at 4-5,

and ﬁnd,

§ 200l.()58(e)

instead, that Bates’

its

Dealer Agreement,

permitted by the Dealer Agreement and that good cause exists for tennination. (See
12-17, 37, 40, 45, 47); (Attachment

To Unreasonable

1).

that the PFD Uses to Measure Bates’ Performance
Results, Unintended Consequences and Bad Policy

Failing to read the Dealer

Agreement

as a whole, the

Bates’ sales perfomtance should be based solely on

its

PFD

Lead

erroneously concludes that

sales that are actually registered in

its

Contrary to Califomia law, and as discussed further below the PFD‘s methods for

measuring Bates’ sales performance under the Dealer Agreement lead
unintended consequences and establish bad policy.
“[W]here one construction would

make

latter is the

'9

As

the Califomia

one which must be adopted. Cohn

v.

would make

it

measure under the Dealer Agreement and Code

§

mﬂtlcf Ofiﬂw.

and another

Cohn, I23 P.2d 833, 836 (Cal. I942)?” As

RSE

as the appropriate

230l .455.

'9
The Dealer agreement requires that the method be chosen by NNA and that
BNOOOO47, § 3.B). Neither method used by the ALI meet these requirements. As
tt

Supreme Court has held

reasonable, fair and just, the

such, the Board should reject these unreasonable methods and accept

rejected as

to unreasonable results,

a contract unreasonable or unfair,

construction, equally consistent with the language,

1°

analysis,

l2-l4 pursuant to Texas

The Two Methods

F4

PMA.

PFD‘s

it be reasonable.
(Ex. C—l7 at
a result, both methods should be

is the same and “C0t\St\'uCS COI\lTﬂCt$ from tt utilitarian Stﬂhdputnl bearing ht mind the particular
business activity sought to be served, and, when possible and proper, we avoid a constnietion which is unreasonable,
inequitable, and oppressive.“ Hooks v. Samson Lone Star, Limited Partnership, 457 S.W.3d 52, 63 (Tex. 2014).

Texas law

Z0
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The PFD’S

l.

The PFD’s

first

actually registered in

method

First

Method

for measuring sales performance

is

based only on Bates’ sales

PMA as compared to all Nissan vehicles registered in its PMA.

its

(PFD

at

14).
First, this

(Farhat)),

It

method does not measure Bates’

sales perfomtance.

measures only registrations of Nissan vehicles sold by Bates that are subsequently

PMA

registered in Bates’

compared

as

to all

Nissan vehicles registered

measures something that dealers have no control over, which
consumer.

This has nothing to do with

Id.

and, as noted above,

Dealer Agreement.
Second,
throughout the

As

Ed.); (Ex.

flows from

method ﬂows from

is

at

used

above

the

same

the

to evaluate Bates’

seriously

PMA.

Code

§

by a

performance under the

ﬂawed premise

BN000046,

that is

found

This section begins by stating “[a] large

PMAs.” (PFD

and do not make sales outside of

their

230l.362(b); Motor Vehicle Dealer Manual at § 4.30(l) (2014
§ 2.A).

Because the PFD’s premise

method ignores

is

ﬂawed, the measure

RSE

is

the cases cited in Section III.D above

permitted by the Dealer Agreement,

evidence established in this case, recognized that

RSE for decades to

FoF

registered

It

Bates performs in selling Nissan vehicles,

in Section III.E, dealers cannot

agencies have found that

38,

is

PMA.

that

also flawed.

Third, this

used

where a vehicle

dealers in Texas are effective at obtaining sales outside oftheir

Tex. Occ.

C-l7
it

NNA

PFD~that sales occur outside

stated

PMAs. See

not the criteria

is

how well

is

in Bates’

Id.

this

number ofNissan
at l4).

l576:l7-l577:7

(Tr. at

45); see, e.g.,

NNA,

is

where courts and

reasonable, and as the

consistent with industry standards, has

measure the sales performance of its dealers, including Bates, (PFD

Hampton, 2012

WL 5305152, at *4;

Zl

(“Nissan has been using

RSE

as

at
its
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standard to measure dealer sales performance for over 30 years"); Superior Pontiac Buick

GMC,

WL 1079719, at *8 (“RSE merely constituted the standard by which the industry measured

2012

dealer performanee.").2' Should the

PFD’s method be accepted, the same language

Agreement

a wholly different manner in Texas than in any other

will

be interpreted

There

jurisdiction.

is

in

no basis or explanation for

other than the

this,

PFD’s

in the

Dealer

failure to properly

construe the Dealer Agreement,
Fourth, this measure, as the
result,

The PFD

anticompetitive.

is

"effectiveness at taking sales

Nissan and

its

dealers

PFD

dealers’ sales

its

doing

at

that this

because

PMA,

it

method does not measure Bates’

(PFD

.

(emphasis added).

at 14)

compete against dealers of other brands such as Honda, Toyota, Hyundai,
(See Ex. R-361 at A-l

1).

Nissan

performance against the competition, not simply

capturing customer registrations within their

Fifth,

dealer’s

states

away from non-Nissan dealers“

Kia, Mitsubishi, Chevrolet, Ford etc.

with

admits, ignores the competitive landscape, and as a

this

fails to

method only considers

is

rightfully

how

well

is

sales that result in registrations in the selling

take into account approximately half of the

October 20102 through September 2013,

dealers are

PMAs.

new Nissan

Nissan dealers. (See Ex, C-1, tab 11, pp. 3R-4R). For the time period that the

which

its

concemed

means

this

that

49,086

vehicles sold by

PFD

considered,

new Nissan

sales are

credited to Texas dealers, but 47, 002 sales are not credited to any dealer because those sales were
registered

As
Z’

a

by customers outside of the

such, under the

PFD’s

selling dealer’s

interpretation, a strong

Other cases hold the same. Classic

measurement of dealer performance

Ni.\'.\'an,

is

2007

PMA.

(See Ex. C-1, tab 11, pp. 3R-4R).

performing Nissan dealer that

sells

a higher

WL 841365, at *3 (“The use of sales penetration calculations as

common in the automotive

industryf’); In Va Gentile,

Case No, TR—07—000l

(“This standard is referred to as regional sales effectiveness and is a common performance standard in the motor
vehicle retail industry"); LOVE Nissan, 2005
1662263, at *l9 (RSE is “an evaluation methodology which is
generally accepted in the industry and which is a reasonable 0ne.”); In re Seacoast, N0. 04—06 at 17 (“Nissan’s
method 01' assigning and using PMAs and RSE to measure per1'om1ance is recognized and is one used within the
automotive industry and is standard practice").

at

'7

WL

Z2
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proportion of vehicles that are ultimately registered outside
to termination

its

designated

Such a method

under the Dealer Agreement.

PMA could be subject

that fails to account for

approximately half a dealer’s sales and penalizes a strong perfom1ing dealer can
considered a

fair,

would

result in high

PFD’s method, poor performing

charts this effect with respect to a

performing

one of the worst dealers

in

method. (See Ex. C-l, tab

were only 39.77% of the

number of high performing Texas Nissan

ll, pp,

in

3R-4R; Ex. R-275).

Nissan registrations

3R-4R). However, Gunn Nissan
all

of its sales

is

in its

Competition,
to sell to

PFD‘s

Under the PFD’s

customers

who

dealers as

measured

San Antonio, as an example, Would be

Its

registrations

PMA.

of

its

(Attachment

sales in

its

PMA

4; see Ex. C-l, tab

one of the best performing Nissan dealers based a

- i.e.,

RSE~207%, ranking it 7'“ out of 66 Texas Nissan

dealers; consideration of it as a candidate for termination

Sixth and ﬁnally, the

dealers being deemed, under

Texas ranking 60"’ out of 66 Texas dealers based on the PFD’s

total

measure that accounts for

RSE

dealers that should be subject to termination. Attachment 4

by RSE. (Attachment 4). As an example, Gunn Nissan

11, pp,

no way be

reasonable, or just measurement of a dealer’s sales performance.

Indeed, this method
the

in

would be unreasonable.2Z (Ex. R-274).

interpretation ultimately hurts

consumers

in that

it

weakens

ruling Texas Nissan dealers will not be motivated or incentivized

ultimately choose to register their vehicles outside of their

PMAs

because the dealer would not get credit for such a sale toward sales performance requirements.
Dealers would prioritize their sales efforts and pricing strategies to customers
their vehicles in their

PMA

(as

opposed to

all

Z2

who

will register

customers shopping the dealership), which

is

See also Attachment 4 (Ex. C—l, tab ll, pp. 3R—4R; Ex. R—274), which shows that many Nissan dealers, like
that are performing above average based on RSE over thc time period that the PFD considered would be
deemed pom pcrfonncrs bascd on thc PFD’s method. Effectively, what the PFD's measure docs is to take almost
all single point dealers and mﬂvc them to thc top of the list, and at the samc time, drops some good performing
metro dealers to the bottom of the list. What this means is that the PFD’s method favors single points dealers over
metro dealers.

Gunn,

.

Z3
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obviously bad for consumers as

it

would reduce interbrand and intrabrand competition, leading

to higher prices and lower customer satisfaction. (See Tr. at l633:2()-1634322 (Farhat)); see also,

Rockwall Imports,

Honda, 2011

LP

Honda Cars of Rockwall

d/b/a

v.

WL 1621638, at *6O, FoF 197 (Tex. State Ofﬁce ofAdmin. Hrgs. 2011).

This method should be stricken from the

under Texas Government Code

PFD

and the Board, based on

§ 200l.058(e)(l), should reject the

Fact 36, 38, 73 and l24 and Conclusions of Law l2-l4 and

Dealer Agreement, that
termination. (See

For the

RSE

is

PFD at 4-5,

authority

analysis, Findings of

instead that Bates’ breached

its

permitted by the Dealer Agreement and that good cause exists for
l2-l7, 37, 40, 45, 47); (Attachment

ﬁrst, second, third, fourth

other reasons discussed below, the
Bates’ sales registered in

its

l).

PFD

and sixth reasons cited

in Section llI.F.l above,

PFD’s second method of measuring

sales

and

tor

performance—

PMA as a percentage of the expected Nissan sales in Bates’ PMA~

should also be stricken because
policy. (See

ﬁnd

PFD’s

its

The PFD’s Second Method

2.

bad

The Allee Corp. d/b/a Rusty Wallis

at l5-16).

it

causes unreasonable results, unintended consequences and

is

This method uses the time period ﬁ'om October 2012 through

September 2013 (Ex, C-2, tab IR, pp, 4-5), as well as calendar year 2012, (Ex, C-2, tab IR,
pp.l3-l4).

Like the ﬁrst method, the second method

still

only takes into account approximately half

of the Nissan vehicles sold by Texas dealers.

47,002 of 96,088 total Nissans sold in Texas during the rolling l2 month period ending
September 2013 (approximately 49%).“ (See Ex. c-2, tab IR, pp. 4-5; Ex. R-275).

0

Thc chart shows the sales rcgistcrcd in the PMA for Baytown Nissan, Victoria Nissan and Baker South Nissan
based oh Tcd S\0ckton's cxpcrt report, Howcvcr, the total sales for those thrcc dealerships, which wcnt through
buy/sclls during the rolling 12 month period, arc hot known. Thcrcforc, their total salcs wcrc presumed to be cqual
to their salcs rcgistcrcd in thcir rcspcctivc PMAs to avoid any miscalculatinns. Ifthc total salcs numbcrs for those
three dealerships were known, the number and percentage of Nissan sales not being credited to any dealer would
both increase.
Z3

Z4
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46,056 of 89,753 total Nissans sold in Texas during calendar year 2012 (approximately
51%). (See EX. c-2, tab IR, pp. 13-14; EX. R-209).

I

Again, no Texas dealer wants a manufacturer to consider only half of its sales.

Also consistent with the ﬁrst method, the second method
although a different

list,

once again a good example. Gunn

is

Nissan dealers based on RSE. (Ex. R-274). However,

Texas Nissan dealers

38.89% using

at

the

is

RSE

score

is

253.8%, but

is

the

is

same

dealers,

Gunn Nissan would

among Texas

rank 60'“ out of 66

PFD’s second method and would be

the type of unreasonable result that both California

The outcome

7‘h

ranked

consideration for tem1ination. (Ex. C-2, tab 1R, pp. 4-5). This outcome

contractual language.

good Nissan

For the period October 2012 to

being cast as poor perfom1ers.

September 2013, Gunn Nissan

results in

subject to

makes no sense and

is

and Texas law avoids when interpreting

for calendar year

2012 where Gunn Nissan’s

only 49.13% based on the PFD’s method. (See Ex. C-2, tab 1R, pp.

l3-I4; Ex, R-208).

in the

occur from applying the PFD‘s method are demonstrated

Other examples like

Gunn

two charts included

as Attachments 5 (October

(calendar year 2012).
perfom-|ing dealers

As with

makes

it

that

the ﬁrst method, tuming

clear that the

Accordingly, because

it

2012 through September 2013) and 6

good performing

PFD’s second method

is

dealers into

unreasonable.

leads to unreasonable results, unintended consequences and sets

PFD’s second method

bad

policy, the

the

PFD. The Board, based on

its

is

contrary to California law and should be stricken from

authority under Texas

Govemment Code

§ 200l.058(e)(l),

should reject the PFD’s analysis, Findings of Fact 36, 38, 73 and I24 and Conclusions of
l2-l4 and, instead,

ﬁnd

bad

that Bates violated its

Dealer Agreement, that

25

RSE

is

Law

pennitted under
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the Standard Provisions of the Dealer Agreement,

(See

PFD at 4-5,

12-17, 37, 40, 45, 47); (Attachment

The PFD Misinterpreted “Sales

G.

and

good cause

that

for termination found.

1).

Market”

in Relation to Sale in the

Code

in

Section 2301.455(a)(l)

NNA also excepts to the PFD’s statements, analysis, Findings of Fact and Conclusions of
Law relating
and

CoL

to the interpretation

of Code

§

2301455. (See PFD

at

24-26, 43, 47,

l2»l4).

The same confusion and misunderstanding about lawful
registrations that infected the

PFD’s

abundantly clear

when

it

Code

curbstoning and

sales,

Agreement

analysis of the Dealer

misinterpret “sales in relation to sales in the market” in
this

FoF 100-|0|

also caused the

§ 2301.455(a)(1).

PFD

to

The PFD made

stated that:

Ultimately, given the Dealer Agreement language the ALJ believes that Bates’ “sales
in relation to sales in the market” must be considered on the basis of Bates’
and
not a broader market. Because Bates’ perfonnance is average when the market is
framed like this, the ALJ concludes that this factor [“sales in relation to sales in the
market’"] does not support good cause for the termination,

PMA

In other words, the
that the

construction

of§ 230l.45S(a)(l)

is

based on the same mistaken belief

PFD applied to the Dealer Agreement that sales occur inside and outside ofthe PMA,
For

Every

PFD

all

of the reasons stated above with respect to the Dealer Agreement,

sale Bates

located in

its

makes

PMA.
1.

is

made from

its

physical dealership location in

There are no sales made outside ofthe

The

Plain

Language

In addition to misunderstanding

PMA to customers

PMA.

of the Statute Controls

where

sales

properly construe the plain language of the statute.
court’s “objective in construing a statute

its

this is incorrect.

is

must

As

legally occur, the

the Texas

PFD

also fails to

Supreme Court has

to give effect to the Legislature’s intent,

requires us to ﬁrst look to the statute’s plain language.

Z6

Lippincott

v.

held, a

which

Whisenhunt, 462 S.W.3d
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The

507, 509 (Tex. 2015).“

legislature’s intent is

meaning ofthe words used. Nathan

The
“retail sale”

Code

— “means any

sale

Whittington, 408

v.

does

determined from the plain and ordinary

S.W.3d 870, 872 (Tex. 2013).

deﬁne

not

“sale”

but

deﬁnes

instead

ofa motor vehiclem.” Tex. Occ, Code

§

2301.002(30).

The

Board, however, deﬁnes “sale” as “with regard to a speciﬁc vehicle, the transfer of possession of
that vehicle to a purchaser for consideration.”

the plain language of
dealer’s

PMA

Code

as found

§ 230l.455(a)(l)

by

the PFD.25

legislature set forth plain language

43

TAC

Given these deﬁnitions,

§ 2l5.l23(lO),

does not limit sales to only those registered in the

See generally, Tex. Oce, Code

§ 2301.455,

and a straightforward comparison~“the dealer’s sales"
in the

market,”

registered,

must be

(deﬁned as the tmnsfer of possession ofthat vehicle to a purchaser) versus “sales

The omission by the

of a

legislature

considered intentional and given
Legislature included each

purposefully omitted.”).26

word

restriction,

full effect,

such as where a sale

Lippincott,

in the statute for a

There

is

462 S.W.3d

market“

to “the dealer’s sales." (See

of registrations,

it

not synonymous.

states “sales.”
It is

Greater Houston Plrhip

Z‘

509 (“We presume the

simply nothing in the Code that suggests that the legislature

its

plain meaning, the

PFD at 26).

PFD

it

makes.

adds the words “registered in the

Section 230l.455(a)(l) does not speak in tem1s

Tex. Occ. Code §230l.455(a)(1), Sales and registrations are

improper under Texas law for the
v.

at

is

purpose and that words not included were

intended for a dealer to get credit for anything less than every sale that
Instead of giving the statute

The

PFD

to

add words

Paxton, 468 S,W.3d 51, 94 (Tex. 2015) (“[O]urjob

is

to the statute.
to interpret

and

Texas law is wiitttiiiiiig.
meant a registration as opposed to a sale, it made that distinction in the Code. For example,
as part ofthe deﬁnition of“towable recreational vehicle" , the Code requires that the vehicle “meets the requirements
to be issued a certiﬁcate oftitle and registration by the department. >A>)) Tex. Oce. Code § 2301.002 (32)(B).
26
The Code does not concern itself with where a consumer records a sale, i.e. a registrations. Instead, the focus is
on the sale itself.

Z5

Because

this is statutory interpretation,

When the

legislature

Z7
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apply the statute as written, not to rewrite

it

to achieve the policy

outcomes they or we may

prefer”).

Giving the
regardless of

NNA’s

statute its plain

Where they

meaning,

are registered,

expert, Sharif Farhat, this

compared to

is

Bates’ total sales. (Ex. R-361 at A-6).

Should

make to perform

necessary to consider

The denominator

is

improper. In addition, the

way

methodology

is

(PFD

The PFD goes on

performer

in

a reasonable

regard to

its

is

the expected

of a dea1er’s sales
is

number of sales Bates

dealer. Id.

makes

PFD

clear that the

it

recognizes that

2007 and 2013.” (PFD
Because the

measure Bates’ sales

to

if

the

“Board

PFD’s narrow

interprets Section

when compared

bottom of

all

NNA’s RSE

in relation to sales in the market.”

to state that “[t]he evidence clearly

overall sales

central region, ranking near the

shows

that Bates

to other Nissan dealers in

is

a poor

Texas and the

such dealerships during the time period between

at 25).

PFD

ignores the plain language of the statute, adds words to

misinterprets § 2301.455(a)(1) to include restrictions that simply are not present based

confusion about sales, curbstoning and registrations,
as a matter

by

testified to

2301.455(a)(1) more broadly than the PFD’s narrow construction, then certainly

at 25).

sales,

The numerator ofthe RSE formula

Region Nissan

plain language of Section 2301.455

interpretation

RSE measuresiall

at 130:3-l 1).

as an average Central

As

to sales in the market.

exactly what

of Bates’

all

A Correct Interpretation of Section 2301.455 Favors Termination

2.

The

compared

C-354

sales in the market. (Ex.

is

it

its

of Law 12-14 pursuant to Texas

PFD’s

analysis, Findings

Govemment Code

Z8

§

and

on

its

erroneous interpretation must be rejected

of law and a matter of sound policy. Because the

the Code, the Board should reject the

it,

PFD

misinterprets and misapplies

of Fact 100-101 and Conclusions

2001.058(e) and, instead, ﬁnd that

RSE

is

Agenda Briefing Notebook

the appropriate
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measure of Bates’ sales

termination exists. (See

in relation to sales in the

PFD at 24-26, 43, 47);

(Attachment

Beginning

in at least

lawful deductions were taken. Because

was a perpetual

a tax avoidance scheme. (See

in

346:2l—347:l (Bates)).

completed

its

until the tax goal

Bates told

(Bates)),

his

No

at 18).

income

actual taxable

tax deferral scheme,

after all

in reality,

it,

was

dealer in Texas or anywhere in the country has

791:3-13 (Davis)).

If Bates’ taxable

write-downs,

its

new and used motor

vehicles to whatever

it

stories about

own judgment

at

income did not reach the $75,000 goal when Bates

would simply increase the new and used vehicle

was reached. (See Tr.

many

its

order to arrive at approximately $75,000 in taxable income. (Tr.

At various times, Bobby Bates
(Bates)),

it

scheme, Bates wrote down

its

amount was necessary

down

PFD

did. (See Tr. at

carry out

l2.A.8.-

2009, Bates created and implemented a scheme to pay federal
year, regardless of

done what Bates’

for

1),

income tax on approximately $75,000 a

initially

good cause

that

The PFD Erroneously Concludes that Bates Did Not Breach Sections
10. of the Dealer Agreement

H.

To

market and

what

testified that

it

at

383:23—384:l

1,

write-

398124-400310 (Bates)),

used as “guidance”

to write

down

he used loan value (Ex, C-205; Tr.

the vehicles.”

at

357123-358:7

(Ex. C-205; Tr. at 363110-364124, 366118-367111, 568110-l4

something between loan and wholesale value (Ex. R-495

at 181:5-22;

Ex, C-338-2 at

22:29-23:6; Tr. at 357123-359118 (Bates)) and a percentage off invoice (Tr. at 363110-364124
Z”

The PFD suggests

that Bates‘ improper and unlawful inventory reductions should be excused because of
allegedly received from its enrolled tax agent, Buster Gautier ("Gautier"). (See PFD at 23), However,
the evidence conclusively proves that Gautier provided Bates with no instruction on how to take its inventory writedowns. (Tr. at 344: l6-346: ll (Bates), 61 l :24-612:] 0, 618:1‘)-6l9:l7 (Gautier)). Instead, Bates merely asked
Gautier ifit could write-down prior year model vehicles, nothing more. (Tr, at 343:l5-345114 (Bates)), Gautier said
it could. Id. Bates never asked how it could lawfully accomplish the write-downs, what rules apply, what proof of
the write downs was required etc, (Tr. at 34512284612 (Bates)). Bates cannot be excused from its unlawful actions
because it chose not to seek advice on how to take the write downs. The PFD‘s suggestion is akin to A taxpayer
asking his accountant if it is lawful to take ii home ofﬁce deduction and the accountant saying yes. If, however, the
taxpayer seeks no further guidance about how to properly claim the deduction, he cannot blame his accountant when
he is found to have violated tax laws by deducting the entirety of his home as a home ofﬁce.

instructions

it

Z9
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(Bates)).

anything that
retain tax

did

come

should

It

it

200

as

claims that

documents.”

it

no surprise

does not have any documents to suppoﬁ

did despite the fact that every taxpayer

knows

that

you have

unaware of any evidence

that

Bates’ ﬁnancial expert, Robert Davis, testiﬁed that he

air.

showed

in this ease] in its head,

that Bates’ “did anything other than

put them

down on a

to

what Bates

(Tr. at 346:3-11, 374:1-4, 527:16-528:1 (Bates)). In reality,

was grab numbers out of thin

downs

that Bates

make up

was

[the write-

piece of paper...to be included in a tax

return.” (Tr. at 877:24-878:25 (Davis)).

The

festering

problem with Bates’ plan was
Every tax payer knows

for the write-downs.

that

knew

it

that

had no basis whatsoever

it

you cannot create a taxable income goal and

that

then simply write-down inventory, with no basis in fact or law, to reach that goal.
found, Bates’ actions in writing

(See

PFD at

down the

vehicles were not in

good

As

the

PFD

and were “unjustiﬁed."

faith

18, 20).

Bates’

scheme

is

downs from one year

the classic

example of “the snowball

Bates’ improper write-

effect."

rolled into the following year as “recaptured proﬁts,” but then also

continued rolling into the next year and the next because ever increasing write downs were taken

by Bates

as part of

its

scheme. Exhibit R-493, which

using Bates’ actual numbers.

used vehicle inventory

in

It

2009.

shows

As

that Bates

is

Attachment

improperly wrote

a result, Bates’

2010

To

“total proﬁts”

get to the $74,988 in taxable income reported to the

improperly write-down $277,447 in

new and used motor

2*

down vehicle from 2010 was

See IRS Publication 583

at

of new and

of $323,114 included

IRS

for 2010, Bates

had

vehicles (the $121,571 written

sold in 2011.

15 (January 2015) (excerpt attached as Attachment

30

this graphically

down in 2009 being sold in

from 2009 plus $155,876 of actual proﬁts), This $277,447 then rolled
because each written

shows

down $121,571

$121,571 of inﬂated or false proﬁts from vehicles improperly written
2010.

8,

into

to

down

2011 as “proﬁt”

The $277,447 was then added
7).
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to the actual

which

is

201

proﬁt made in 2011 of $254,567 for $532,014 in “total proﬁt.”

inﬂated or false by $277,447 in unlawful write

on Bates’ 2011 ﬁnancial statements. To get
for 2011, Bates

$277,447

made

in

had to write-down $442,245

downs ﬁ'om 2010

in write

in

downs from 2010, was reported

NNA

to

$68,251 in taxable income reported to the IRS

new and used

vehicles,

which was comprised of

for a second time plus $164,798 of the tnle proﬁts that

were

2011, Because of the snowball effect, the $442,245 from 2011 rolled into 2012 and

when combined with
$992,104, which

was reported
that Bates
its

to the

The $532,014,

to

is

the true proﬁts of $549,859 resulted in $992,104 in “total proﬁts.“

inﬂated or false by $442,245 of unlawful write

NNA on the 2012 ﬁnancial statements.

now had to write-down $813,448
As R-493 shows,

tax goal for 2012.

in

downs from 2010 and 2011,

The $992,104

new and used

The

in reported proﬁts

meant

vehicle inventory in order to meet

Bates’ scheme continued until

it

was caught

as a result

of

NNA’s efforts in this case.
By

the time

it

was caught, Bates had improperly written-down $2,259,672

used vehicle inventory causing
to

NNA by 2010-$121,571

$8l3,448 or

and on

its

or

488% for a total

13‘h

it

to falsely overstate proﬁts

on

its

141% and under

new and

ﬁnancial statements provided

60%, 201 l-$277,447 or 109%, 2012-$442,245 or

of$l,654,7l1 or

in

report taxable

80%

income

and 2013to the

IRS

month ﬁnancial statements by 2010-$126,555 or 63%, 2011-$186,316 or 73%,

2012-$473,254 or

86%

and 2013-$66,244 or

40%

for a total

subsequent monthly ﬁnancial statement submitted to
ﬁling, the snowball

grew

Bates improperly wrote

larger until Bates’ actions

down

over 500

NNA

of $852,369 or 73%. With each

and each subsequent federal tax

were exposed by

new and used vehicles.”

NNA.

During

this period,

In addition to falsely reporting

Z”
The number of vehicles um Bates unlawfully wrotc down for cﬂeh corresponding ycar arc—20l0—78 uscd, 201 1—
29 ncw and 91 used, 2Ol2—54 ncw and 99 used and 201334 ncw and 129 used. The number of vchiclcs that Bates
had to write-down to keep its scheme going is another example of the snowball effect. Bates had to write down
more vehicles with each passing year in order to keep its scheme going.
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proﬁts to
its

NNA,

202

Bates’ retum on sales,

ﬁnancial statements were also

false.

new working
(Tr. at

capital,

and effective net worth

l4l8:8-l422;3 (Walter); Ex. R-368

set forth
at

on

llR-12R,

W 34-35 and Attachments 8R-10R).
NNA

Once
discover
sort of.

the

IRS

Instead,
for

scheme. For

its

What Bates
that
it

new

caught on to Bates’ scheme, Bates became fearful that the IRS would

it

this reason,

Bates sent the IRS

IRS was “inaccurate.”

told the

(Tr. at

simply had made up the write downs in

told the

IRS

vehicle.”

Agreement, which

that is

Fonn 3115

its

to

repon what

it

had done,

864:4-8 (Davis)). Bates did not
head.

tell

(See, generally, Ex. C-205).

used loan value for writing down used vehicles and

its

“judgment”

Bates’ tax scheme breached Section l2.A.8-A.l0 of the Dealer

Id.

states:

Section 12. Termination
Termination Due to Certain Acts or Events
The following represent events which are within the control or originate from actions
taken by Dealer or its management or owners and which are so contrary to the intent
and purpose of this Agreement that they warrant its termination:

A.

8.
Any material misrepresentation by Dealer or any person named in the
Final Article of this Agreement as to any fact relied on by seller in entering into,
amending or continuing with this Agreement, including, without limitation, any
representation conceming the ownership, management, or capitalization of Dealer;
9.
any willful failure of Dealer to comply with the provisions of any
laws, ordinances, rules, regulations, or orders relating to the conduct of its Dealership
Operations including, without limitation, the sale and servicing ot'Nissan Products.
I0.
Knowing submission by Dealer to Seller of: (i) a false or fraudulent
report or statement;
(iii) false ﬁnancial information; (iv) false sales reporting
.

data

.

.

.

.

.

.

Upon the occurrence of any of the foregoing events, Seller may terminate this
Agreement by giving Dealer notice thereof, such termination to be effective upon the
date speciﬁed in such notice, or such later date as may be required by any applicable
statute.

Fm

Finding of
s7, the PFD states that the IRS has accepted Bates’ prupusal set ft)l1l\ ah the Form 3115 and that
IRS “took no enforcement action, and there have been no criminal or civil charges ﬁled against Bates for its past
accounting practices.” (FoF 87). NNA excepts to this because there is no evidence that the IRS has accepted what
Bates sent to it. As a result, the Board should reject Finding of Fact 87 and the related statements on page l9 of the
PFD pursuant to Texas Government Code § 200l.O58(e)(l). All that can be said is that the fonn was ﬁled and no
one knows when or if the IRS may take any action against Bates.
*°

In

the

32
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(EX. C-17 at

203

BNO0O065-66, §§12.A.8.-10,). Bates breached Section 12.A.8 because

misrepresented the dealership’s capitalization.
willfully failed to

comply with

and

tax laws;

it

It

caused Bates to knowingly provide false ﬁnancial statements to

As

a result,

1.

Law

ofLaw

its

tax

scheme

12-14. (See

Findings of Fact 75, 77-79,

PFD at 5,

17-Z4, 41-43, 47).

The PFD’s Finding that Bates’ Write-Down were “Not on a Good Faith
Basis” can only lead to a Finding that Bates Knowingly Submitted False
Financial Statements to NNA and Willfully Violated Federal Tax Law

The PFD enoneously concludes
of

scheme

NNA.

NNA excepts to the PFD’s statements, analysis,

83-84, 86-87, 89-92, 94-98 and Conclusions

its

breached Section l2.A.9 because

breached Section 12.A.10 because

materially

it

in

Findings of Fact 77, 97-98 and 124 and Conclusions

12-14 that Bates did not breach Section l2.A.9 of the Dealer Agreement by willfully

failing to

comply with

tax laws

Agreement by submitting

and regulations and did not breach Section l2,A.1O of the Dealer

false ﬁnancial information to

NNA. The PFD

itself

makes

clear that

these ﬁndings are erroneous.

At the outset of its analysis on page
tax scheme, the
large

PFD

18,

correctly and succinctly

and aﬁer laying out a

ﬁnds

partial

example of Bates’

that “[a]t each year end, Bates

wrote

down

chunks of its inventory not on the gnodfuith basis of those vehicles‘ values, but rather

an effort to achieve a ceﬂain taxable income level,”3'

(PFD

at 18)

(emphasis added). The

in

PFD

conduct was aggressive and unjusnﬁed.” (PFD

at

20) (emphasis added). Because they were not in good faith nor justiﬁed, Bates’ actions were,

at

also correctly

ﬁnds

a

minimum, not

*'

Batcs’

that “[c]ertainly, Bates‘

honest, had

no lawful purpose, were

CPA cxpcrt, Mr, Robert Davis, tcstiﬁcd:

Q:

And you do not hold thc opinion do you,

on new and uscd motor vchiclcs

A: lfthcy

(rt. at

kncw

in

good

downs.
7s3;21-724:2 (Davis)).

deceitful

and were unwarranted

in light

Mr. Davis, that Bates Nissan can take write-downs

good faith it knows not to be accurate, do you sir?
it was not accurate, thcn thcy should not have used those

that in

faith that

33
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the surrounding

“unjustiﬁed”
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The

circumstances.

make

plain

and ordinary meanings of “good

Webster’s deﬁnes good

this clear.

faith as a “state

faith“

and

of mind indicating

honesty and lawfulness of purpose" and as “absence of fraud, deceit, collusion, or gross
negligence”

.

Webster Ii Third Int ‘l Dictionary 978 (1986). Black’s

faith as a “state

of mind consisting

Obligation, (3) observance

in (1)

honesty in

Law Dictionary deﬁnes good

belief, (2) faithfulness to one’s

of reasonable commercial standards of fair dealing

in a

duty or

given trade or

business, or (4) absence of intent to defraud or to seek unconscionable advantage." Black s
’

Law

Dictionary 808 (10‘h ed. 2009). Webster’s deﬁnes unjustiﬁed as “not justified; not demonstrably
correct or judicious; unwarranted in light of the surrounding circumstances."
Int

'l

Dictionary 2502 (1986),

As

Webster's Third

a result, the only conclusion that can be reached

is

that Bates

breached Section l2.A.9 by willfully failing to comply with tax laws and regulations and Section
l2.A.1O by knowingly submitting false ﬁnancial statements to

NNA.

These breaches are also supported by Bobby Bates’ admissions. Bobby Bates admitted
the following on questioning by

Q;

NNA’s counsel:

..,.I had asked you whether you did that act of increasing the reduction
amount on used and including the new and that you did so arbitrarily. ls

that a truthful statement?

A:

Yes.

Q:

And that you did so knowingly, willfully, deliberately and consciously,
This was not a mistake, was it, Mr. Bates’!
No, it was not a mistake.

A:
(Tr. at

385316-24 (Bates)). Bates’ counsel followed up with Bobby Bates admitting:
Q:

When you were agreeing with counsel that you were willfully and

A:

I

knowingly making the write-downs, what did you mean by that?
think knowingly and willing, I mean, that’s ~ obvious I knowingly and
willingly did it, It was something I did every year...
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(Tr.
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450114-19 (Bates)). The

the proﬁts on

its

fact that Bates

made

ﬁnancial statements submitted to

the write

NNA

downs

that resulted in overstating

and understating

its

taxable income

reported to the IRS arbitrarily, deliberately, consciously, knowingly, willingly, not in good faith

and without justiﬁcation makes

it

clear that Bates breached Sections l2.A.8-10 of the Dealer

Agreement.

The deﬁnition of

willful also

makes

it

clear that Bates breached of Section l2.A.9.

Califomia law holds:
In civil cases, the word ‘willful,’ as ordinarily used in courts of law, does not
necessarily imply anything blamable, or any malice or wrong toward the other party,
or perverseness or moral delinquency, but merely that the thing done or omitted to be
done was done or omitted intentionally. It amounts to nothing more than this: That
the person knows what he is doing, intends to do what he is doing, and is a free agent.

Ibrahim
It is

v.

Ford MUIOV Ca, 214

undisputed that Bates

down the vehicles and

Cal.

App. 3d svs, 894, 263 Cal. Rptr. 64, 74

knew what

is

deﬁned

Webster 's Third
clear

was doing and intended

reporting the results ofthe write

The deﬁnition of “knowing”
Knowingly

it

as “in a

down to the IRS

do
as

in
it

App. 1989).”

unlawfully writing
did.”

also establishes that Bates violated Section

knowing manner; with awareness,

Int '1 Dictionary

to

(ct.

l2.A.l0.

deliberateness, or intention."

1252 (l986).34 Bobby Bates’ testimony cited above makes

~ Bates’ actions were knowing,

deliberate, intentional

‘Z

it

and conscious.

Under Texas law, the leiiu willfully means with evil intent ui legal malice or without reasonable ground rei
believing the act to be lawful. Brown v. Stale. 322 S.W.2d 626, 627-28 (Tex. Crim. 1959). This deﬁnition has been
adopted by the Board. In re Lirense 0/Bill Heard Chevrolet Corp, Docket No. 99-0165-ENF (Nov. 16, 2000).
Bates had no reasonable grounds to believe its reductions were lawful when Bobby Bates has admitted that he
determined to amounts of the reductions arbitrarily and for the sole purpose of reducing Bates’ taxable income to
$75,000. (See Tr. at 346:2l—347:l, 384:3—l l, 38511624 (Butes)).
“ The PFD suggests on page 23 that because Bates sent the IRS Fuiui 3115 it did not willfully violate uui laws. The
fact that Bates sent the form to the IRS has nothing to do with whcthcr Bates’ action in taking the unlawful writc
downs was willful. This is especially true given that Bates did not tell the IRS the tmth.
*4
Both California and Texas law provide that contractual language should be given its plain ﬂrtd Ordinary meaning.
Cohn v. Cohn, I23 P.2d 833, 835 (Cal. l942) (“Tcnns used in a written contract are to be construed according to the
ordinary and usual meaning of the language unless an intent that they should be interpreted otherwise plainly
appearsf’); Dynegy Midstream Servs. v. Apache Corp., 294 S.W.3d 164, 168 (Tex. 2009) (same).
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Because Bates’ actions
knowing,

willful, not in

good

faith

94-98, 124 and Conclusions of

Govemment Code

down the

in writing

vehicles were arbitrary, deliberate, conscious,

and were unjustiﬁed, the PFD’s analysis, Findings of Fact 77,

Law

l2-l4 should be rejected by the Board pursuant to Texas

§ 2001.058(e)(1).35 (See

PFD

at 5, 17-24, 42-43, 45, 47).

The Board should

ﬁnd, instead, that Bates breached Section l2.A.8 by materially misrepresenting

on

its

capitalization

ﬁnancial statements, Section l2.A.9 of the Dealer Agreement by knowingly providing

false ﬁnancial statements to

the Dealer
exists.

its

Agreement by

(Attachment

NNA from, at least, 2010 to 2014 and breached Section

willfully violating tax laws and, as a result,

good cause

l2.A.l0 of

for termination

1).

The PFD Reached Its Erroneuus Findings that Bates Did Not Breach
Agreement by Incorrectly Concluding that NNA Failed to

2.

the Dealer

Provide any Evidence that the Financial Statements Submitted to

NNA were False

The PFD erroneously concludes
submitting false ﬁnancial information to

that Bates did not breach

NNA,

and did not willfully

and regulations based on the ﬂawed ﬁndings that”[t]here
statements submitted by Bates to

is

its

fail

Dealer Agreement by

to

comply with

no evidence

that

tax laws

any ﬁnancial

NNA were actually false,” which leads the PFD to erroneously

conclude that “[t]he evidence does not demonstrate that Bates made material misrepresentations
to

NNA or submitted false ﬁnancial information in violation of the Dealer Agreement/’36

94 and 97). The

PFD

could not be more wrong. The record

statements submitted to
tax

scheme

that the

NNA,

is full

(FoF

of evidence that the ﬁnancial

month-aﬁer-month, were indeed false because of Bates’ perpetual

PFD found to be unlawful.

Coun of Appeals has held, “an agency acts arbitrarily ir it makes decision without regard for the
on fact ﬁndings that are Il0lS\.lpp0l1CLl by any cvidcncc, or if thcrc docs not appear to be 3 rational
connection bctwccn the facls and the decision." Dutchmen M/gr, IHL‘ V. Texas Dept. 0fTrﬂn.r])., Motor Vehicle Dru,
383 S.W.3d 217, 221 (Tex. App._Arrs1irr 2012, no pct.).
The PFD also erroneously states that " ...Bates did not actually submit any false information to NNA." (PFD at
*5

As

the Austin

fEiC\S,

ifit relics

ii

.

‘V’

23).

NNA excepts to this statement for the reasons stated in this section.
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To ﬁnd not only evidence

but also a thorough analysis as to

ﬁnancial statements

one need look no further than Exhibit R-368, an expert report from

are false,

expert, Herbert

Walter.“ With almost every page of

Bates’ ﬁnancial statements are false.

by Walter

analysis provided
10.

why the

Below

in his report,

his

60 page

report,

NNA’s

ﬁnancial

Walter explains

are representative samples of the evidence

why
and

which are backed-up by numerous charts and tables:

These inventory adjustments would have caused Bates’ income statements as
at a minimum, the following to be inaccurate and unreliable:
a. Gross proﬁt for each new Nissan new vehicle model
b. Gross and net proﬁt for the new vehicle department
Gross proﬁt for used vehicles
Gross and net proﬁt for the used vehicle department

well as,

.

.

f.

g.
h.

Overall dealership net proﬁt
Various new and used inventory accounts
Net working capital
Effective Net Worth

...The 12m-month ﬁnancial statements are distorted by the carry-over effect of
vehicle adjustments with unsupported write-downs booked in one
and
abnormal
gross profits recorded in the next year. As discussed in my
year
Report, this is compounded in the second year because if income is to be reduced in
the second year, the write-down in year two will need to be larger. This pattem with
increasing write-downs as the years progress repeats in the third year and years
beyond. I found this pattem of write-downs for 2009 through 2013, as discussed in
|2.b.

the

new and used

my Report

..

.

...The inaccuracies associated with Bates’ year-end ﬁnancial statements would
also extend to its ﬁnancial statements for the other months of these years, rendering
them similarly inaccurate and unreliable.
16.

72. Bates’ ﬁnancial statements, as reported to Nissan, were inaccurate and unreliable,
not because of a difference between its 12*-month and 13*‘-month ﬁnancial
statements caused by nonnal year-end adjustments....Rather, Bate’s inaccurate and
unreliable ﬁnancial statements were caused by the arbitrary manner in with
Bates,..manipulate[d] its ﬁnancial statements with selective, and in some cases
duplicative, write-downs for new and used vehicles in its inventory.

(Ex. R-368 at

W

10, 12, I6, 72).

provided false ﬁnancial statements to
“Walter

is

a

CPA

Walter also provided evidence and analysis that Bates’

NNA in two other reports.

(Exs. R-366, 367). Walter also

and former PricewaterhouseCoopers partner. He has more than 35 years of ﬁnance and
in the automotive industry. (Ex. R-366 at Attachment 1).

management consulting experience
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created and testiﬁed to Exhibit R-493 (Attachment 8), which, as explained above, explains
the ﬁnancial statements are false.

NNA’s

The testimony is Attachment

how

9.

fraud examiner, Bryne Liner,“ also provided an expert report that concluded that

Bates’ provided false ﬁnancial statements to

NNA in which he stated:

The improper inventory reductions taken in period l3 causes the “gross proﬁts”
shown in the subsequent year on the ﬁnancial statements submitted to Nissan to be
materially overstated, This pattem occurred for years 2009 through 2013. Mr,
Gautier acknowledged such conduct does not represent the actual dollars of proﬁt
eamed because that amount ‘includes accounting tricks.’
Additionally, Mr. Bates agreed that the gross proﬁts reported to Nissan are not true
and that some of the gross proﬁt ﬁgures are “paper proﬁts” As such, Bates ﬁnancial
statements received by Nissan are materially inaccurate, materially misleading,
improper, not reliable, and are not credible.
.

(Ex.

R-365

at 5-6).

The expert

reports of Walter

and Liner are not the only evidence

regarding the falsity of the ﬁnancial statements.

that

NNA

provided

Examples of witness testimony providing

evidence that Bates’ submitted false ﬁnancial statements to

NNA are set forth in Attachment

10.

A few examples from this Attachment are set forth below:
Bobby Bates testiﬁed:
0

When

0

The ﬁnancial statements submitted by Bates

asked about his deposition testimony claiming that Bates’ ﬁnancial statements
submitted to
accurately reported the ﬁnancial condition of the dealership, Bobby
Bates answered, “After some education I probably have to amend that to some degree,
at least for the ﬁrst few months in the timefrarne that we’re talking about. The ﬁrst few
months of the Year the ﬁnancial picture is a recovery of written down amounts, which
are shown as proﬁt ~ paper proﬁts, if you will, on the ﬁnancial statement for the ﬁrst 90
days ofthe Year.” (Tr, at 318:2-19 (Bates)).

at 3

I

NNA

to

8:20-319:3 (Bates)).

NNA were distorted or “skewed.”

(Tr.

Partner of thc accounting ﬁrm of Fins, Rubens & Co, F C
Liner, a CPA and Ccrtiﬁcd Fraud Examiner, is
where he specializes in forensic accounting and fraud investigations. He is also certiﬁed iii Financial Forensics
xx

(EX.

:4

R464 at

17-22).
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The ﬁnancial statements submitted to NNA by Bates contained “inﬂated proﬁt."
32916-21 (Bates)).
The “inﬂated proﬁts”
vehicle

is

(Tr. at

affect each ﬁnancial statement submitted after the month the
340:1-25 (Bates)).

sold‘ (Tr. at

Bates’ ﬁnancial expert Robert Davis testiﬁetli
0

result of prior year vehicle inventory write-downs “makes
[Bates’ ﬁnancial statements] inaccurate ~ it makes certain aspects of that statement
unreliable, depending upon which KPls you’re trying to deal with.” (Tr. at 831:9-13

Recovery of proﬁts as a

(Davis)).
0

Once

there

is

in one of Bates’ ﬁnancial statements, it starts carrying over
column of that statement and each of the subsequent monthly

an aberration

into the year-to-date

statements. (Tr, at 832:6-12 (Davis)).

Buster Gautier Bates’ enrolled agent testiﬁed:
0

That he knew that Bates’ monthly ﬁnancial statements “would show Nissan more proﬁt
than what the dealership had actually eamecl in true dollars,” (Tr. at 606:l8-22
(Gautier)).

Beyond

the

expen

statements submitted to

reports

and testimony, the

NNA were false.

PFD

itself

ln discussing Bates’

recognizes that the ﬁnancial

monthly ﬁnancial statements, the

PFD states:
For example, ifthe 13‘h month ﬁnancial statement showed a loss of $5,000 because of
a vehicle write»down, but the following year’: first month financial statements
[submitted to NNA] showed a $10,000 proﬁt on that same vehicle (a true $5,000
proﬁt and an additional $5,000 proﬁt to offset the $5,000 loss taken on the 13“ month
statement), then one might mistakenly assume that Bates had a proﬁt of $10,000 on
the vehicle when in reality, the true proﬁt was halfthat.

(PFD

at

22) (emphasis added).

This simple (and partial) example of Bates’ actions makes

clear that the true proﬁts for each vehicle at issue

NNA

in its

was something other than what Bates

ﬁnancial statements making each ﬁnancial statement

the ﬁnancial information included in Bates’

false.

In the

monthly statements submitted

39

to

it

told

PFD’s example,

NNA was false as
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overstatediproﬁt of $10,000~versus the true actual proﬁt of $5,000.39 Based on the PFD’s
simple example, Bates’ monthly ﬁnancial statements submitted to

Because there

NNA

submitted to

is

a

were

mound

false, the

NNA were falseflo

of evidence in the record that the ﬁnancial statements

PFD’s

analysis, Findings

of Fact 94, 97 and 124

Conclusions of Law 12-14 should be rejected by the Board pursuant to Texas
§ 20()l.058(e)(l).

(See

PFD

at 5, 17-24,

42-43, 45, 47),

Bates knowingly provided false ﬁnancial statements to
willfully violated tax laws and, as a result,
3.

good cause

from

at least

that Bates did not

12

2010

is

NNA, Bates

did not submit false ﬁnancial 12

to

2013 and
1),

Month Statements

submit false ﬁnancial statement

also based on the erroneous premise that, because Bates did not have to provide

statements to

instead, that

(Attachment

for termination exists.

The 13"‘ Month Statements do not Make the
True or Accurate

The PFD‘s erroneous conclusion

Govemment Code

The Board should ﬁnd,

NNA

and

month statements

to

its

is

13m month

NNA. The PFD

demonstrably wrong.

The PFD

states

on page 22:

that any ﬁnancial statements submitted to NNA were literally
NNA argues that the failure to send the 13"‘ month ﬁnancial statements
created a mistaken impression in NNA of the proﬁtability of Bates....NNA claims
that this failure to provide NNA with 13"‘ month statement led
to have an incorrect

There

is

no evidence

false. Rather,

it

view ofBates’ ﬁnancial condition and perfom1ance.

The PFD

states

on page 23:

Moreover, Bates did not actually submit any false infom1ation to NNA. It merely
Omitted sending the 13"‘ month statement to NNA. (PFD at 23), "The other, non-13m
month ﬁnancial statements submitted by Bates were accurate in that they accurately
.

” “An agency

acts arbitrarily if at makes a decision without regard for the facts, if it relics on fact ﬁndings that are
not supported by any cvidcncc, or if thcrc docs not appear to be a rational connection bctwecn the facts and the
decision.” Du/chmt-an M/gs [mt v. Texas Dept‘ 0/ Tran.rp., Mn/or Vehicle Div., 383 S.W.3d 217, 221 (Tex. App.—
.

Austin 2012, no

4°

pct.).

The PFD‘s example leaves out critical facts that are established by R-493. The writc-downs in one year would
from one year to the next and then the next result in ever increasing write-downs in order for Bates to tneet its

roll

tax goal. (R-493).

40
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represented Bates’ information, and N'NA’s guidance to Bates did not inform Bates
that it needed to submit 13‘h month statements to NNA. Thus, the ALJ ﬁnds that
Bates did not make material misrepresentations to
or submit false ﬁnancial
information to it in violation of the Dealer Agreement.

NNA

(PFD

at 22-23).

made

the 12

Nothing about whether Bates had to submit

month statements submitted

month statements

to

NNA,

it

to

its 13"‘

NNA any less false.

month statements

If Bates

would have knowingly submitted

NNA

to

had submitted

its 13"‘

additional false ﬁnancial

statements.

Bates’ 13'“
In fact, the

statement

PFD

was

month statements were

does not ﬁnd that the

false

as false as the 12

13"‘

month statements were

13‘h

month statements

because each overstated proﬁts to

NNA based on the unlawful
at 10,

1|<i

13*’

month

month statements

From

30-31, Attachment 18).

by $852,369 or 73%.

to

NNA

by $l,654,7|

(Tr, at

as part of

its

1

1|<i

false

329:2-21,

10, 12, 72).

or 141%.

Had

Bates

regular ﬁnancial reporting to

NNA,

month statement

13"‘

write downs.

35-3s, R-368 at 3-5, 22-23,

statements overstated proﬁts

NNA raised issues regarding the
l3‘h

Each

Each 12 month statement, on the other hand, was

340:1-25 (Bates); see also, Exs. R-366

From 2010-2013, the 12 month

at 8,111

collectively understated Bates’ proﬁt

(Exs. C-135, 148, 161, 174; R-493).

provided the

truthful.

because each understated Bates’ proﬁts as a result of the unlawful write

downs.“ (See Exs. c-122, 135, 142, 161, 174; R-366
2010-2013, the

month statements submitted to NNA.

for a simple reason.

Bates improper write-down scheme might have been exposed sooner.“ For example, the 2011
12 month ﬁnancial statements sent to
65).

The 2011

13*’

NNA reﬂected a proﬁt of $532,014.

month statement produced

in this

(Ex. R-142 at 2, line

case reﬂected a proﬁt of $68,251. (Ex. R-

NNA

The PFD states on page 22 that “[111 is true that Bates’ failure to Send the 13* month ﬁnancial statement to
excepts because the 13"‘ month
could have created a skewed picture of Bates’ capitalization and profitability.”
statements were just as false as the 12 month statements. What the PFD should state is that the unlawful write
downs caused the 13"‘ month statements to understate proﬁts and the 12 month statements to overstate proﬁlst
AZ
did not receive the 13"’ month statements until discovery in this ease. Once its financial expert, Walter,
reviewed them,
leamed for the ﬁrst time that the ﬁnancial statements provide to it were false.
4’

NNA

NNA

NNA
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at 2, line 65).

As

overstates the proﬁts

provided
alerted

this 13‘h

NNA

212

fonh above

set

in

Section

111.1-1,

the $532,014

by $277,447, and the $68,251 understates proﬁts by $186,316. Had Bates

month statement

earlier that

to

NNA, the $345,698

something was wrong

Nevertheless, with or without the false 13‘h

and of themselves,

of R-493

in the discussion

way

in the

month

difference in 1”€]JOIT€d proﬁts
that Bates

statements, the 12

because the improper write-downs

false

may have

was reporting proﬁt.“

month statements

inﬂate proﬁts

are, in

and also

misrepresented Bates’ capitalization by overstating retum on sales, overstating net working
capital,

and overstating effective net worth. (See EXS. R-366

Attachments 8R-10R;

Tr. at

at

35-38, R-368 at 1l1| 10, 12, 72,

141818-1421116 (Walter)). Stated differently, even

statements had been provided to NNA, the 12

month statements

The PFD’s statement on page 23, and included

still

if

the 13'“

month

would have been false,“

in the quote above, that the 12

month

statements “were accurate in that they accurately represented Bates’ informationm,” makes no
sense.

The PFD

takes the position that because the 12

month statements reﬂected

the improper

write-downs that were also accounted for on the 13“ month statement, the 12 month statements
are accurate.

NNA. The

Therefore, the

PFD

concludes, Bates did not provide false ﬁnancial l'€p0ITS to

fact that Bates accurately reported its false information to

reported infonnation true.

The l"€p0ITC(l figures

The PFD’s example on page 22
ﬁgures are

false.

“

is

The same

$2,921,534

4‘

v.

It

makes

is

in

still false.

once again instructive of the

clear that the 13"‘

tnie of the proﬁt difference
$257,674. (R-366 at fn. 16).

are

NNA does not make the

month would show a

20I1—$5l7,65l

v.

loss

fact that the reported

of $5,000 when the tnle

$56,191, 2012—$977,727

v.

$62,310,

20I3—

The PFD states on page 24 that “[w]hi|e Bates’ ﬁnancial statements may have been misleading in the absence of
month statements, there is no evidence they were provided with any intent to mislead or deceive, or with

the 13'”

would mislead or deceive NNA." NNA excepts to this for the reasons stated in this section and
Moreover, the question under the Dealer Agreement is whether the ﬁnancial statements were
knowingly false not whether Bates had intent to mislead or deceive. The PFD applies the wrong standard to Bates’
Ltctlons. The Board should rcjeet this under Texas Gevernnient Code § 2001.058(e)(1) and ﬁnd that the 13"‘ month
and the 12 month ﬁnancial statements were false and that Bates knowingly provided false financial statements to
knowledge
in

Section

that they

III]-1.1.

NNA.
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actually $5,000 and the 12

month

proﬁt

is

show

a $10,000 proﬁt. This example

statements were false and that the 12

would

statement, instead of showing the $5,000 proﬁt,

shows exactly how both

month statement was

the 13"‘

month and the 12 month

with or without the

false

13'“

month

statement.

Because the 12 month statements were
the

PFD’s

rejected

analysis, Findings

statements to
result,

to

Texas Govemment Code

The Board should ﬁnd

13‘h

§

instead that Bates

month statements,

Law

12-l4 should be

2001 .058(e)(1). (See

PFD at

knowingly provided

false ﬁnancial

5,

17-

NNA from 2010 to 2014 and willﬁilly violated tax laws and regulations and, as a

good cause

for termination exists.

(Attachment

1),

The PFD Applies the Wrong Standard

4.

NNA objects to Finding of Fact 95.
that Bates did not breach Section 12.8.A

any reliance on or harm
it

with or without the

of Fact 94, 97 and 124 and Conclusions of

by the Board pursuant

24, 42-43, 45, 47).

false

to

it

by the

(See

PFD

at

22-23, 43).

The PFD erroneously ﬁnds

of the Dealer Agreement because

false information submitted to

NNA did not

Not only

it.

is

show

that erroneous,

misses the point.

The ﬁnancial information Bates submitted
proﬁtable than
proﬁtability.

actually was; therefore,

it

(See Ex. R-368 at

false infonnation

its

NNA

by thinking that Bates was more proﬁtable than

proﬁtability

is

proof that

To

made Bates look much more

had no reason

32-33, Attachments 6R-7R).

did not rely on the false information.

on

NNA

to

to

concem

The
it

itself

fact that

with Bates’

NNA fell for the

was does not mean

the contrary, the fact that

that

NNA

NNA did not counsel Bates

NNA relied on the inflated proﬁts and capitalization provided.
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Pat Steiner (“Steiner”), the fon"ner regional vice president of

Region and current Director of Project Lead Acceleration, testiﬁed

NNA’s

that Bates’ false

Central

monthly

ﬁnancial were relied upon by NNA:

NNA relies

on the ﬁnancial data submitted by its dealers to assess the health of its
dealer network, develop composite reports and calculate a number of performance
related measures, often referred to as key perfonnance indicators (“KPI”), these
include, without limitation, dealer net worth, retum on sales, working capital, gross
and net proﬁts,
uses KPI, composite reports and other measures it derives from
the ﬁnancial data submitted by its dealers to counsel dealers on how they can
strengthen their operations.
also uses this information to make business
decisions on how to go to market by way of advertising, incentives and other
programs that are meant to beneﬁt both
and its dealer network.

NNA

NNA

NNA

(Ex.

R-492

by NNA

at

1|

41). Steiner also explained that he could not point to

in reliance

infonnation

on Bates’ misrepresentations because he

might have been made by NNA.

(Tr. at

1|40:22-|141;|0(Steiner)).

NNA relied on the false ﬁnancial statements provided by Bates, Finding of Fact

95 should be stricken in accordance With Texas
the

Board should ﬁnd

(Attachment

does not “know what the right

and accordingly, cannot know what different decisions or recommendations

is,”

Because

still

any speciﬁc decisions made

that

NNA

Govemment Code § 2001 .058(e)(l ).

ln its place,

did rely on the information that Bates provided to

it.

l).

5.

Bates Did Not Use

LCM

After ﬁnding that the write—doWns were unlawful, not in good

improper, and not consistent with applicable tax regulations, the

Findings of Fact 75, 77, 79, 83-84 and 86 that Bates used
write-downs. Bates did not use

LCM.“

lt

made

LCM

faith,

PFD

were unjustiﬁed,

erroneously states

in

LCM (lower of cost or market) for its

the numbers up in

its

head just

like its ﬁnancial

must be applied to all ofa dcalcr’s new and/or used inventory. (See Tr. at 37112717 (Davis)). Bates did
not dctcrminc true market values for any of its vehicles, as rcquircd under LCM, but also did not apply the same
methodology to all of its new or used vehicle inventory. (See Tr. at 871:12-20 (Dav1s)). This is another,
independent, reason why it is clear that Bates did not use LCM.

“S
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expert testiﬁed.
cost of

its

(See Tr. at 877124-878125 (Davis)). Under

inventory only

inventory dates with

Market value

17).

its

for

for “the

same goods

cost and use the lower of the two as

used vehicles

in the

is

LCM, None

vehicle inventory.

a taxpayer

its

reduce the

inventory value.” (Ex. R-348 at

quantities the taxpayer

new

vehicles

953:8-13 (Davis)).

What

is

their

replacement cost

would normally acquire them.” (Ex. Cvehicle inventory simply

of his hundreds of other auto dealer clients uses
(Tr. at

may

determined by reference to their wholesale value from an

As Davis acknowledged, new

at § 4.43.1.5.6.3(3)).

using

same

LCM,

“compare[s] the market value of each item on hand on the

if it

used car guide.“ (Ex. C-322). Market value for

official

305

215

is

not reduced

LCM to write-down

Bates did in writing

down new

new

vehicles

is

unprecedented.
Bates did not value used vehicles at their used car guide wholesale value as required by

LCM.

(See Tr. at 358316-359:l5 (Bates); Ex. R-367 at

50, Attachments 21-26).

1t

34, Attachments ll-l4,

did not detemiine the replacement value for each

inventory, because there simply

PFD

1|

is

acknowledges, Bates’ write downs were not based on “the good

made

new

at

1[1l

48-

vehicle in

its

not one. (See Tr. at 4l7:l6-4l8:l4 (Bates)). Instead, as the

vehicles’ value, but rather in an effort to achieve a certain taxable

Bates

R-368

income

faith basis

level,”

of those

(PFD

at 18).

the values up.

Because Bates did not use

LCM to reduce

its

new and used vehicle inventory, Findings of

Fact 75, 77, 79, 83-84, 86 and Conclusions of Law 12-14 should be rejected pursuant to Texas

Govemment Code

§ 2001.058(e)(1).

(See

PFD

at 17-24, 41-42, 47).

4°

The Board should

instead

IRS Rcvcnuc Ruling 67.107 cxprcssly Slﬂlcs that “a car dealer may valuc his used cars rel inventory purposes at
valuations comparable to thosc listed in an ofﬁcia] used car guide as the average wholesale prices for comparable
cars." (Ex. C-322). The Ruling also acknowledges that “[t]his is the practice recommended by the auto industry
and used by nearly all car dealers." Id.
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did not use

LCM for writing down its new and used vehicle inventory and that, as

good cause for terminations

(Attachment

1),

The Board Should Find that the Injury or Beneﬁt to the Public Factor
Weighs in Favor of Termination

6.

NNA

exists.

PFD ﬁnds

excepts to Findings of Fact 107, 100 and 111, by which the

public interest factor weighs in favor of Bates.

PFD

(See

at

that the

Because Bates took

28-29, 44).

unlawful write downs and violated tax laws, the Board should ﬁnd that this factor weighs in

The public must be honest

favor of tem1ination.

Moreover, the public

interest factor

termination as the

PFD

violated tax laws.

The public

NNA

would not be negative

is

benefitted

Existing

Performance

in the short run in the event

decision to terminate Bates

was based on Bates’

period—September 2013.

Accordingly,

when

the

NOT

all

it

all

makes

sales

existing circumstances includes
it

decision.

(PFD

all

NNA’s

at 6-7).

performance through the end of the cure

existing circumstances

was issued on December

Nissan, efforts to increase sales after issuance of the

like Bates.

do not Include Bates’ Post-NOT

Circumstances

information available to the Board at the time

of

Dealer Agreement and

its

by having good dealers not one

excepts to the PFD’s determination that

circumstance existing

preparation and so must Bates.

ﬁnds. Bates was a poor perfom1er, breached

All

7.

in its tax

must be viewed

As noted

23, 2013.

NOT were “late.”

2005

as all

in

Love

WL 1662263, at *

12.

IV.

CONCLUSION
Because Bates poor performance breached

Board, consistent with
reject the

PFD

its

authority under Texas

and, instead,

ﬁnd

that

its

Govemment Code

good cause

46

Dealer Agreement as a matter of law, the
§ Z00l.058(e)(l),

for tennination exists

Should

and dismiss Bates’
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Independent of its poor performance, because Bates breached

matter cf law by providing

NNA

Dealer Agreement as a

with false ﬁnancial statements, misrepresenting

capitalization and violating tax laws, the Board, consistent with

Govemment Code

its

§ 2001.058(e)(l), should reject the

PFD

its

authority under Texas

and instead should ﬁnd

cause exists for teimination and dismiss Bates’ protest.
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ATTACHMENT

1

NNA’s PROPOSED CHANGES T0 FINDINGS OF FACT

AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

The following Findings of Fact should he reiected entirelv
Finding of Fact N0. 36
Finding of Fact No. 38
Finding of Fact N0. 75
Findings of Fact No. 77-78
Findings of Fact No. 86-87
Findings of Fact No. 89-92

Finding of Fact N0. 107
Finding of Fact No. 110

The following Findings of Fact should be modiﬁed
Bates Sales and the
'

as follows

NOT

Finding of Fact No. 73: Bates breached

its

Dealer Agreement by failing to fulﬁll

its

Sales Obligation under that agreement.

Bates ‘Accounting Practices and the Sugplemental

Finding of Fact N0. 79:
determining

its

NOT

Bates did not follow accepted accounting principles in

inventory write-downs.

Finding of Fact No. 83: The

effect

of Bates’ inventory reductions was

to

improperly

reduce Bates’ taxable income for each year.

Finding of Fact No. 84: The amount of Bates’ improper inventory reductions were
the hundreds of thousands of dollars and generally increased year over year

l

in
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Finding of Fact N0. 94: Bates knowingly submitted
Finding of Fact No. 95:

NNA relied on the

create composite reports used to counsel Bates

performance indicator such as retum on
evaluate the health of the

false ﬁnancial statements to

false ﬁnancial data

and other dealers, and

sales, effective net

submitted by Bates to

to calculate certain

key

worth and net working capital used

to

NNA dealer network.

Finding of Fact N0. 96: The evidence demonstrates
false ﬁnancial statements to

that Bates

knowingly submitted

NNA in breach of Section l2.A.lO ofthe Dealer Agreement‘

Finding of Fact N0. 97: The evidence demonstrates
misrepresentations to

NNA.

NNA regarding

its

that

Bates

made

material

capitalization in breach of Section l2.A.8 of the Dealer

Agreement.

Finding of Fact No. 98: The evidence demonstrates

that Bates willfully failed to

comply

with tax laws and regulations in breach of Section l2.A.9 ofthe Dealer Agreement.
Statutory

Good Cause Factor ~ Sales in Relation to the Market

Finding of Fact N0. 100: Bates’ sales performance was poor and ranked
bottom among

all

Texas Nissan dealers for the entire period

at issue

—

at or

July 2010 to

near the

November

2013,

Finding of Fact No. 101: Because Bates
near the bottom

among

all

Texas Nissan dealers

sales in relation to sales in the
this factor

weighs

in favor

market was

at or

of a ﬁnding of good

cause for temtirtating the dealer franchise.
Statutorv

Good Cause Factor i Iniurv or Beneﬁt to the Public

Finding of Fact No. 111: The
ﬁlings (or submission of
factor

weighs

in favor

its

ﬁnancial statements)

of termination.

2

is

was not honest

in its tax preparation

and

harmful to the public and accordingly

this

fact that Bates
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Good Cause Factor e The Parties’ Compliance with

Finding of Fact No. 124: The evidence establishes
Dealer Agreement: (1) breached

breaches of

its

stated in the

NOT;

NNA;
and

(3)

(4)

(2)

its

the Franchise

that Bates

Sales Obligation pursuant to Section 3 as

breached Section l2.A.8 by materially misrepresenting

breached Section l2.A.9 by Wlllﬁllly

failing to

Accordingly, this factor weighs

in

its

capitalization to

comply with tax laws and

regulations;

NNA false ﬁnancial

statements.

breached Section l2.A.l() by knowingly submitting to

favor of terminating the dealer franchise.

The following Finding
Statutory

committed the following

of Fact should be added to the

PFD:

Good Cause Factor e Iniurv or Beneﬁt to the Public

Finding of Fact N0. 126: The

fact that Bates

was a poor performing dealer

is

harmful to

competition and the public and accordingly weighs in favor of termination.

The Conclusions of Law should be modiﬁed
Conclusion of Law N0. 12: Nissan established by

a

as follows:

preponderance of the evidence that

Bates materially breached numerous of its obligations and responsibilities pursuant to the Dealer

Agreement

resulting in grounds for tennination under Section 12

of the Dealer Agreement.

Conclusion of Law No. 13: Based on consideration of all existing circumstances,

NNA

has established by a preponderance of the evidence that good cause exists for the proposed
temiination of Bates’ franchise.

Conclusion of Law No. 14:
and Bates’ protest

is

NNA’s proposed termination

dismissed.

3

0fBates’ franchise

is

granted
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2012 WL 5305152 (Fla.Div.Admin.Hrgs.)
Division of Administrative Hearings

of Florida

State

HAMPTON AUTOMOTIVE GROUP, INC. D/B/A HAMPTON NISSAN, Petitioners
v.

NISSAN NORTH AMERICA, INC., Respondents

DOAH CASE NO,‘

ll-l I57

FINAL ORDER NO.: HSMV-l2-853-FOF-MS

MS CASE NO.:

ll-261

October 24, 2012

FINAL ORDER
*1 This matter
1-1.

Peterson,

incorporated

came before

Ill,

the Department for entry

eh Administrative

by reference

Law Judge

in this order.

'

ofa

Final

Order upon submission ofa Rccommcndcd Order by Jﬂmcs
is attached and

er the Division of Administrative Hearings, 8 copy of which

The Department hereby adopts the Recommended Order

BS

its

Final order in this

matter, Accordingly, I115

ORDERED

and

ADJUDGED that this case

Automotive Group,

Inc. d/b/a

is

CLOSED

and the Dealer Sales and Sen/ice Agreement between IIamptun

Hampton Nissan and Nissan North America, Inc,

is

terminated.

DONE AND ORDERED this Q day of October, 2012, in Tallahassee, Leon County, Florida.
Baker
Chief
Bureau of Issuance Oversight
Julie

Division of Motorist Sen/ices

Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles
Neil

Kirkman Building,

Room A338

Tallahassee, Florida 32399
Filed with the Clerk ofthe Division of Motorist Services this

Naliiii

H day of October, 2012.

Vinayalt

Dealer License Administrator

APPENDIX TO FINAL ORDER RULINGS ON PETITIONER‘S EXCEPTIONS

Having carefully considered

Pctitioncr‘s Exceptions

and Petitioners’ Rcsponscs thcrcto, the Department nilcs as follows

exceptions:

EXCEPTION

l

Rejected. Findings of Fact 8-l2, 18, 23-25 and 28-29 are based on competent substantial evidence.

Cltl

the
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EXCEPTION Z
Rejected. Findings of Fact

1 1

1-122 are based on competent substantial evidence.

Rejected. Conclusions of Law 167-172 and 174 are legally correct.

EXCEPTION 3
Rejected. Finding nfFaci 77e78 are based on competent substantial evidence.
Rejected. Conclusions of Law 160-161 are legally correct.

EXCEPTION 4

Rejected. Conclusions of Law 160

is

legally correct.

Rejected. Conclusions of Law 176

is

legally correct.

Rejected. Conclusions of Law 165

is

legally correct.

EXCEPTION

was held

All administrative hearing

before James H. Peterson

EXCEPTION 5

lll,

RECOMMENDED ORDER
in this ease

Administrative

APPEARANCE5
For Petitioner:
John

w,

Forehand, Esquire

R. Craig Spickard, Esquire

Kurkin Forehand Brandes, LLP
800 North Calhoun Street, Suite IB
Tallahassee, Florida 32303

For Respondent:
*2 Andy Bertron, Esquire
& Scarborough

Nelson, Mullins, Riley,

LLP

3600 Maelay Boulevard S0uth_ Suite 202
Tallahassee, Florida 32312
Keith Hutto, Esquire

M. Ronald McMa.han,

Jr.,

Nelson, Mullins, Riley

1320 Main

Esquire

& Scarborough, LLP

Street_ l7tll Floor

Columbia, South Carolina 29201
Cecil L. Davis,

Jr.,

Esquire

Legal Dcpartlncnt

Nissan North America,

Ine.

6

on February 9-10, February 13-16, and July 19,2012,
Division 0fAdminlstrative Hearings.

Law Judge ofthe

in Tallahassee, Florida,
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One Nissan Way
Franklin, Tennessee 37067

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUE

Whether the intended temtination under that Notice ofTem1ination of the Dealer Sales and Service Agreement, dated December
7, 2010, between Respondent Nissan North America, 1ne., and Petitioner Hampton Automotive Group, lne., d/b/a Hampton
Nissan, is unfair or prohibited within the meaning of section 320.641, Florida Statutes.

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

On December

7,

2010, Nissan North

Hampton Nissan (Hampton

Att1€l'iC8, Inc.

(Nissan or Respondent), sent

or Petitioner), a notice of intent to tcrminatc the Dealer

Hampton Automotive Group, Inc., d/b/a
Agrccmcnt bctwccn the panies. Hampton

ﬁled a Petition pursuant to section 320.64 l(3), Florida Statutes, seeking a niling that Nissan's termination

under Florida law, The matter was referred

Law Judge to

to the Division

is

unfair and prohibited

of Adrniiiistrative Hearings for the assignment of an Administrative

conduct a ﬁnal hearing.

At the ﬁnal hearing held Pebmary 9'10, February l3—l6, and July 19, 2012, Nissan presented the testimony ofPatrick Doody,
Will James, Nick Reese, Fred Adcock, Herbert Wzilter, and Sharif Fzirhat, and offered 98 exhibits which were
admitted into evidence as Exhibits Rl through R35, R37 through R41. R43 through R89, R91 through R99, R101, and R105.

Kim Maas,
Hampton

presented the tcstimony or

which were reeeived

into

Mikc

Perry,

Donald Moycrs, Mark Hampton, and Joc Roesner, and offered 24 exhibits

evidence as Exhibits P3, Ps through P7. P9, P13, Plﬁ through P19, and P21 throiigh P34.

The ﬁnal hearing was initially concluded on February 16, 2012. However, on March 29, 2012, Hampton ﬁled a Motion to
Reopen Final Hearing and Hearing Record, for Additional Discovery, and io sehedule Additional Hearing Timc. Nissan timely
ﬁled a Response to the Motion. Atier hearing argument on the Motion, an order was entered reopening the ﬁnal hearing,
granting a limited scope ofadditionzil discovery, and setting July 19,2012, as an additional hearing date.

These proceedings were recorded and a transcript was prepared. Ten volumes of Transenpt were ﬁled prior to the last day of
Aﬁer elose ofthe ﬁnal hearing on July 19, 2012, the parties were given 10 days from the ﬁling ofthe Transeript ofthe
last day of hearing within which tn rile proposed reeomrnended nrders. The Transoript of the ﬁnal hearing eonsists ore total

hearing.

of 11 volumes, including the Transcript of the last day of the hearing, Which was ﬁled August 8, 2012. The parties timely ﬁled
Proposed Recommended Orders which have been considered in preparing this Recommended Order.

their respective

*3

l.

Hampton

is

a “licensee” as

2.

Nissan

3.

Nissan does not

is

a “motor vehiele dealer,"

deﬁned by

sell cars directly to

FINDINGS or FACT

zts

deﬁned by-section

32().6O(l l)(a), Florida statutes.

section 320.6()(8).

consumers

in the state

of Florida. Rather,

it

relies

on

its

dealers to market and sell

its

vehicles to consumers,
4.

Hampton Automotive Group,

lnc.,

purehased the Nissan dealership

in F011

walion Beach, Honda, on August

entered into a Dealer Sales and Serviee Agreement with Nissan (Dealer Agreement).

of Hampton.
5,

'

The Dealer Agreement

is

a "franchise agreement" as

deﬁned by

section 3ZO,60(l

),

Mark Hampton

is

4, 1992,

the 100 pereent

and

owner
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1.

Dealer Sales and Service Agreements that Nissan enters with

like other

provisions designed to ensure that
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Hampton achieves and maintains

its

dealers, contains several

sufﬁeient levels ofsales performance.

Section 3 ofthe Dealer Agreement entitled “Vehicle sales Responsibilities of Dealer," sets forth Hampton's obligations with

respect to the sale of vehieles.
8.

Section

SA sets forth the general sales obligation ofHampton, which is to ‘“‘actively and effectively promote through its own

advenising and sales promotion activities the sale at retail (and if Dealer elects, the leasing and rental) efNissan Vehicles to
customers located within the Dealer's Primmy Market Area." Article Second, Section B outlines the same general obligation.
9.

Section

3B

of the Dealer Agreement provides that “perfonnance of [[Hanipton's] sales responsibility for Nissan Cars and

Nissan Trucks will be evaluated by [Nissan] on the basis of such reasonable criteria as [Nissan] may develop from time to
time." This provision allows Nissan to evaluate Hampt0n’s sales performance using any method, so long as it is reasonable.
10,

The Dealer Agreement contains speciﬁc examples ofreasollable

criteria that Nissan

may use to evaluate sales perfomlance.

Although the Agreement does not restrict Nissan to the listed examples, Nissan uses sales penetration, which is “Dealer's sales
as a percentage otregisirations ofeompetitive vehieles," as an example ofreasonable eriieria in seetion ate) (2) (ii).
ll, section 3(B)(3)

of the Dealer Agreement also speciﬁes the region benchmark

compared, stating that a dealer's sales penetration may be compared
Nissan Dealers combined ln Seller's Sales Region."
12,

As permitted by section

dealer
l3.

is

meeting

its

3

*4

a dealer’s sales penetration is

of all other Authorized

of the Dealer Agreement, Nissan uses Retail Sales Effectiveness (RSE) to determine whether a
under the Agreement.

RSE is ealeiilated by rirst determining the dealer‘s

14.

whieh

sales obligation

vehicle sates anywhere, divided by the

(PMA)_ The

to

to the “sales and/or registrations

resulting

number

is

sales penetration or

expressed as a percentage to

rhe dealer's sales penetration
RSE.

IS

market share, whieh

number or competitive new vehicles

is

the dealer's total

registered in the dealer's Primary

show the dealer's

new Nissan

Market Area

sales penetration.

then compared as a ratio to the sales penetration ofthe entire Nissan region, to determine

the dealer's
15.

A simple expression ofthe RSE

these into their
(Dealer‘s sales

is:

Dealer‘s Sales Penetration 4-Region Sales Penetration. Breaking

component parts, the RSE calculation would be:
anywhere — Competitive Registrations in the Dealer's

Competitive Registrations

lo.

om1ula

l'

A dealer who reaehes

in

loo pereent

RSE is performing at an average

Although the terminology and calculations may vary
measure dealer sales perfomtance.

18,

RSE

is a fair

(Combined sales of

all

Region Dealers —

the Region)

17,
to

PMA) —

down each of

slightly.

level,

whieh

is

a

c

'

level

of performance.

RSE or sales penetration is the industry standard method used

method of evaluating dealer perfot-mance with conservative expectations because no dealer

is

expected to

perform above an average level and because the dealer gets eredit for sales anywhere. while only being held responsible for
the sales opportunities within
lo.

its

PMA.

Approximately oo pereent of dealers

in the Nissan's southeast

the “avei-age" sales penetration of 100 percent

RSE.

Region, within whieh

Hampton

is

located,

meet or exeeed
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standard to measure dealer sales performance for over 30 years.

eommunieated

te dealers not enly in the Dealer

Agreement,

hiit alse in

eontaets and visits with

the dealer and correspondence.
22. l-lampton’s
23.

RSE is

owner admits

he knew Nissan was evaluating the dealership's sales perfonnance using RSE.

that

a reasonable eriterien to measiire dealer sales

sales perrerniartee using

performance and

it

was reasonable

Hampton's

for Nissan to eyaliiate

RSE.

24. At the Final Hearing, Hampton argued that it should be evaluated based on market penetration rather than sales penetration.
Market penetration is the ratio of Nissan registrations in a dealer‘s PMA, no matter what dealer sold the vehicle, to competitive
registrations in the PMA, which is then compared to Region average.
25.

Because market penetration looks

at registrations in the

market by any dealer,

it

does not measure the efforts or sales

perrerrnanee ofthe dealer in the market. using market penetration as a lneasure aniﬁcially increases the perception ofthe sales
erreetiyeness of an underperforming dealer because that dealer
etrert

ze.

Using the market penetration

calculation, a dealer could sell

base upon sales by ether dealers to customers in
27.

would

get eredit for sales

made hy

ether dealers thretigh ne

erthe under-perthnnlng dealer

The market penetration within Hamptotfs

within that

its

PMA.

no

vehicles, yet reach

100 percent (or more) erregien average

PMA for years 2008 through 2010 was higher than Hampton's sales penetration

PMA, indicating that consumers within Hampton‘s PMA desired Nissan’s products,

but not so

much from Hampton.

*5 28. Neither Nissan nor any other manufacturer uses market penetration to measure the sales perfomtance of a dealer.
29.

Market penetration

30. seetien

3H

responsibilities

is

not a reasonable ctiterion to measure Hampton's perfonnance under the Dealer Agreement.

ofthe Dealer Agreement provides that Nissan will “periodically evaluate" Dealer's performance er
and discuss these evaluations with the dealer. The dealer agrees to eerreet any deﬁciencies.

its

sales

on thetrpcrfonnance tn several ways. First, Nissan has Distn'et Operations
en dealers routinely to discuss various areas of perternranee, and to review reports that outline
the dealer's RSE perfonnance and other tnformation peninent to dealer operations. Various department and training managers
from Nissan may also assist a dealer. Nissan’s senior management oﬂen notiﬁes a dealer of violations of the Dealer Agreement,
including poor sales perfonnance.
3 l Nissan evaluates
.

its

dealers and provides feedback

Managers (DOMs) whe

32. Nissan

eall

DOMs have extensive

well as poor-performing dealers.

impact

sales, including itetns

industry experience and have had the opportunity to

DOMs provide

work wtth top-performing

such as custotner service, product training, inventory management, and other areas.

share data with dealers to help identify areas of opportunity to grew and improve.
33, Ntssatt counseled with

operational deﬁciencies

Hampton and its owner for a number er years regarding Hampton's poor
to the December 2010 Notice ol'Ten'ninalion.

pt1' or

dealers, as

advice and eetinsel and share best practices with dealers en things that can

sales

DOMs also

performance and
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Hampton has performed poorly from

in 199$,

a sales perspective. in

2002 and 2003,

Nissan issued several notiees of default to Hampton based on their unsatisfactory sales performance and related operational
deﬁciencies.

On November 3,

2003, Nissan issued

Hampton a notice oftemiination

for

poor sales performance.

PMAs. As part ofthat audit, Nissan instituted a new
PMA W35 reduced tn size. Because Hampton
was respotisible for a smaller area, its sales penetration increased to 80 percent of average. Although this perfonnance was still
poor because it was 20 pereent less than average, it was not among the worst in the state, and Nissan withdrew the NOT.
35.

Around

the

same

rule limiting the size

time, Nissan conducted a nationwide audit ofdealer

ofa PMA

to

Z5 miles. As a result ofthis

new

rule,

Hampton's

operations did not change, and its RSE dritted back towards the bottom of the
even in its reduced PMA. For the next few years, Nissan continued counseling With Hampton regarding its declining sales
penetration, poor customer service scores, lack of training for its employees, and other problems at the dealership.
35,

Aﬁer Nissan withdrew its NOT, Hampton's

state,

37. During this time,

Hampton experienced signiﬁcant management turnover. Article Fourth of the Dealer Agreement, stresses
management" for the dealer and requires Hampton to provide a qualiﬁed executive manager with

the importance of“qualiﬁed
“full

managerial authority for [Hampton's operations],

[who] shall continually provide

his or herpersonal services in operating

the dealership and [who] will be physieaily present at the Dealership Faeilities."

as 32. The lack ofa qualitied executive manager was an ongoing problem
Hampton conceming this issue.

at

Hampton. Nissan continuously eounseled with

3

was the last approved executive manager at the dealership. Following his departure in 2005, Hampton had a
number ormanagers in a few short years. In mid—2005, aﬂer Ben Bondi was let go, cari Roseitti beeame general manager for
about ﬁve months. By November 2005, Mr. Roseitti was gone, and Rick Himmel was the manager tor two months. Following
Mr. Himmel’s departure, in February 2006. Al Brockette sen/ed as manager for about three months. Alan Reese repiaeed him
for three months beginning in April 2006. Brent Joy took over for Mr. Reese in August 2006 for a month. In September 2006,
Tom Buckley took over for two or three months. None ofthese individuals were provided with the level ofauthority or decisionmaking ability expected ofan executive manager.
39. Belt Bondi

40. Throughout this period of

Hampton's RSE, even in

its

management tumover, Hampton's

new PMA, had

50/S8 dealers in the State of Florida, and

sales perfonnanee was declining. By the end of 2006,
which ranked it 132/154 dealers in the Southeast Region,
dealers in Hampton's district.

fallen to 75.41 percent,

last

among the

15

Chambers and J eff Kagan served as the management team at Hampton. Although neither of these individuals
at the dealership, and they had more authority than pi1' or managers.
operations improved somewhat under their management. For the ﬁrst time in its history, Hampton reaolied region average in

41. In 2007. Rusty

served as executive manager, they provided some consistency
2007,

at

102.7 percent.

42. In February 2008, after reaching region average

hold so

it

inventory.

RSE in 2007, Mr. Hampton intentionally put his dealership on Finance credit

could not order any more vehieles. This eaneeiled

By

taking this action,

Hampton

not only reduced

all

vehicle orders and prevented the dealership trom purehasing

its

present inventory, but also lowered

its

sales rate, impacting

future allocations.

43.

Upon teaming that Hampton was on ﬁnance hold, Nissan notiﬁed Mr. iiampton ofthe drastie impaet this would have on
and future allocations. During a meeting with the DUM, Mr. Hampton said that he had too mueh

sales performance, incentives,

inventory and that he planned to force his sales staff to
44.

On March

6,

2008, with the ﬁnance hold

to discuss the situation.

Although the ﬂooring

what they had before ordering any more.

place, Nissan personnel sent a letter to Hampton and met with its owner
had been suspended for over a month, the owner said he “planned to leave

still in

line

sell
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the Dealer Agreement. Mr.

Hampton

him once and they could not
*1 45.

l-laving

ii
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what they currently had available.“

stated that "lie did not eare about the

When told that this was a violation

agreement beeause Nissan had already

get him.“

dealership put itself on ﬁnance hold

is

extremely unusual, and Nissan personnel had never seen any other

Even Hampton's own expen agreed he would not recommend
impact on Hampton's sales perfomiance in 2008 and beyond.

dealership take this type of action.

had

a direct

to.

Aﬁer Hampton

to

of

tried to get

put itself on ﬁnance hold,

its

it,

inventory dropped from 160 vehieles to so, and

This operational decision

its

sales penetration

began

drop immediately.

By mid-2008, Mr. Hampton had ﬁred the management team of Rusty Chambers and Jeff Kagan, and the management
tumover resumed. Following their departure, Ralph Hanis served as sales manager at the store, and there was no executive or
general manager. Nissan continued to counsel with Hampton throughout 2008 concerning sales perfonnance, the lack of an
executive manager. and operational deﬁciencies.

47.

DOM reviewed enipineal data and diseussed areas ofclpportunlty for the dealership.
DOM of
being critical. and would try to change the subject to irrelevant matters whenever the DOM asked a challenging question about

48. During mcctings with the dealership, the

Rather than discussing ways to implement the suggestions and improve performance, Hampton's owner accused the
dealership operations.

DOM

Hampton's performance eontinued to deeline. ln July zoos, Nissan's
eontaeted Hampton's owner to diseuss the
in sales, poor customer service performance, and what steps the dealership planned to take to tum the business
around. Rather than provide an action plan. Mr. Hampton stated that he had nothing further to discuss and did not see the point
of meeting with the DOM. At this point, Mr. Hampton decided he no longer wanted to meet with the
or Nissan personnel
to diseuss dealership business, despite the negative impaet this eould have on sales performance.
49.

dramatic drop

DOM

50,

By oetoher 2008. the dealership had no executive manager, general manager, sales manager
On several occasions, Nissan personnel attempted unsuccessfully to contact Mr. Hampton

manager.
5|.

or ﬁnance arid inventory
to discuss the situation.

At the end of October, Carl Stark took over as sales manager at Hampton. Although he claimed to have authority over
was not an executive manager. He did not have authority over parts, service, pay plans, advertising

the store’s operations. he

budget. used vehicle appraisals. or

many

other facets of the dealership operations.

52. From oetoher zoos to May 2010, Mr. stark remained the sales manager, but there was no general manager. exeentive
manager or. even an executive manager candidate at Hampton. Although he promoted Mr, Stark and left him in a management
position for an extended period of time, Mr. Hampton said he was not effective and was “extremely slow.“

53. By the end of zoos, Hampton’: RSE had dropped
and 53/53 dealers in the State ofFlorid:i.
54.

On

to 67.1 pereent,

January 14, 2009, Nissan's Region Vice President sent a

pCrf0TmﬂnCC, and asking him to submit a plan for improvement

whieh ranked 140/155 dealers

letter to

Although Mr.

cxprcsscd

l-lainpton rerused to

meet with

her, the

eoneem over the eontinuiiig deeline iii RSE,

the dealership improve, and offered to

these overtures.

meet any time

Hampton expressing concem

at the

Region

declining

No plan was ever submitted

*8 S5. Throughout 2009, Mr. Hampton refused to meet with the Nissan
store.

in the southeast

DOM,

DOM provided all

and there was no executive manager
relevant monthly reports to

him by

RSE

at the

e-mail,

identiﬁed areas clfopponunity, suggested best praetiees that eould help

to diseuss dealership business.

Mr. l-lampton never responded

to

any of
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Hampton, expressing coneem over the lack of
RSE performance, alld the poor owner loyalty
dealer ofits obligations iinder the Dealer Agreement and requested that

56. ln October Z009, the Region Vice President sent additional letters to Mr.

an executive manager
that

was eontributlng

at the dealership, the

to this deeline.

continuing and alarming decline in

He reminded the

immediate steps be taken to turn things around.
57.

By

the

end of 2009, Hampton's

RSE

had dropped

to 58.4 percent,

which ranked 227/245 dealers

in the

Region and 56/58

dealers in the State ofFlorida.

ﬁxed operations manager spoke with Mr.

l-lamptoii on the phone cnncemin g an available program
improve marketing efforts, and increase customer trafﬁc. Mr. Hampton was originally
interested in the program, but later called back to decline the program because, according to Mr. Hampton, if it brought in more
customers, he would have to hire additional staff, which would drive up expenses.

ss, in January 2010, Nissairs

to help recapture service customers,

On February 3, 2010, Nick Reese, Nissan's Area General Manager (AGM), took his whole team to Fort Walton Beach to
meet with Mr. Hampton and to express Nissan's serious concems over the dealership‘s declining RSE and lack of an executive
manager. They diseiissed the dealershlp's poor sales performance, new ranked at the bottom ofthe state, and asked hew the
dealership planned to improve. Although Mr. Hampton agreed they were net delivering, he would not identify any plan to
improve, Instead, he tried to change the subject to some iinrelaied business deal he was working on and to l'lyUndat's launch of
a new Sonata. He failed to focus on Nissan sales and expressed no sense of urgency to correct the problelns.

59.

eo. Diiring this

same meeting, Hampton's

sales

manager stated

that they could net

improve

advenising budget. Advenising was a problem and a ma_](tr contributor to the lack of traffic
for the dealership in

2009 had

fallen to one-fourth

of its 2007 levels

ol. Following the meeting, Mr. Reese sent a letter to

Hampton concerning

asked the dealer to take immediate aetion to improve, but
(>2.

On April 27, 2010, Nissan's DOM met with Carl

had fallen

to 45.5 percent,

advertising and stated that

*9 63.

On May 4,

this

the poor

at the dealership.

million in

RSE

2007

to

Total advertising

$242058

and owner loyalty

in

2009.

at the store.

Hc

was never done.

manager, to discuss the continuing decline in RSE, which
Mr. Stark again expressed concem about the lack of
advenising was being direeted by Mr. Hampton's staffin Lafayette.

240/244

all

— from over $1

sales with the dealership's existing

in the

Stark, the acting

Region and 57/58

2010, Mr. Reese called Mr.

Hampton

in the state.

to follow-up

on

their

February meeting.

He infomted Mr. Hampton

call, Mr. Hampton
away and stated that it was his entire fault and that he would do the
same thing as Nissan sinee the store is not performing. Mr. Hampton also elaimed he had hired a “heavy hitter“ to serve as
general sales manager and wanted to see if he could rum things around. This new general sales manager never came to work
at Hampton in Fort Walton.

that there

had been no change

in

perfomiancc, and the dealer would receive a notice of default. During this

admitted he could not manage the store from 300 miles

64.

on May

20, 2010, Nissan issiied a notice of default

perromiaiiee and eoniiniieel lack oran executive manager.
it

speciﬁcally

es.

The

wamed that failure to cure the breaches

set

(NOD) to Hampton based on the dealership-s iinsatisraetoiy sales
The NOD provided Hampton with I80 days to Cure the default, arid
forth in the NOD would result ill temlination.

NOD oiitlined the many diseiissiens Nissan had with the dealer over the course of several years regarding its deelining

sales pertoirnanee,

and

ii

outlined

numerous operational deﬁciencies

that contributed to this perronhanee, ineltiding lack

of an

executive manager, poor customer service, failure to market and effectively advertise, failure to maintain inventory, and lack of

Mr. Adcock, Nissan's Region viee President, hoped that issiimg the NOD weiild get the dealership‘s attention,
Mr.
Hampton
ofthe seriousness of the situation, and give Hampton time to improve performanee.
notify
capitalization.
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NOD was issned, Hampton's RSE had dropped to 47.3 percent, which ranked so/sx dealers

the

in

the state of Florida.

on May

Hampton eeniaeied Mr. Reese te advise him that he hired Kevin Dl'yC as the general manager er
acknowledged that the store had been mismanaged and said that Mr. niye would be his ﬁnal attempt and, ir it
dld not work nut, he was going to sell the store Mr Diye lasted about a month as general manager and was gene by mid-June
ov.

1-tampten.

es.

22, 2010, Mr.

1-1e

on Jnne 24, 2010, the DOM met with Mr. Hampton, as Mr. Dl'yC was gene and the store had no general manager. During this
DOM disenssed Hampton's low RSE and the effect that eonstant management ehanges, lack of training, minimal

eentaet, the
advertising,

and other operational prohlems were having on the dealership. Mr. Hampton acknowledged the

issues, hut did not

outline a plan for improvement.
e9. On June 28, 2010, Mr. Reese eontaeted Mr. 1-lainpten and asked about his plans for a manager at the stere sinee Mr. Drye
had left. Mr. Hampton stated that he was bringing over a young, aggressive general manager from his Lafayette Toyota store
and Nissan would be seeing good things soon, Following this eall, Mr, Hampton did not move a general manager to the Fort
Walton Beach store for at least two lnore months.
70.

On August 25, 2010,

the

AGM and DOM again traveled to Fort Walton Beach to meet with Mr. Hampton and discuss the

perrormanee problems at the dealership. The cure period was more than haltway ever, and there had been no improvement in
the Hampton's sales performance. The
advised Mr. Hampton that the NOD would tum into a notice of tennination if

AGM

was ne improvement. Rather than providing a plan to improve, Mr. 1-lampten respended by stating that Florida is a dealerfriendly state and that Nissan would not terminate him. He showed no intention of trying to improve and no concern about
the NOD cure period. Other than claiming that he had hired yet another new general manager, who had not relocated to Fon
Walton Beach, Mr. Hampton outlined no plan to improve.

there

disenss the RSE and eperatienal problems at the
Mr. Hampton tried to change the subject to talk about unrelated matters.
He also stated that he had purchased 100 used Nissans from an auto auction for the dealership to sell. This Was a big concern
for Nissan, as it would shift the focus ofsalespeople to used cars, which would not improve Hampton's RSE. At the time ofthis
eentaet, the new manager still had net releeated te Fort walton, and nobody was on—site managing the stere.

*10

11.

on September 3, 2010, Mr. Reese again eentaeted Mr. Hampton te

dealership. Rather than discussing dealership business,

72, In

September 2010, Hampton's new manager, Don Moyers,

NOD period. Mr. Moyers, however, was

back and

forth

between the two stores

still

for the

responsible for the

remainder of the

tinally relocated to Fort walion Beach. ronr months into the
management of Hampton Toyota in Lafayette, and he bounced

NOD cure period.

Moyers described the state of the dealership when he arrived four months into the cure period.
was disorganized, there Was no accountability, they were not following procedures, they lacked
training, they lacked leadership, there were no checks and balances, there were no systems in place for trafﬁc control, and they
were not eonsistently eetinting eiistemers, or doing follow—up ealls. He admitted the dealership was perrenning poorly in all
areas
sales, S€\'VlCB, pans, and ﬁnance and insnranee (F&I).

73, At the Final Hearing, Mr.

He

stared that the dealership

7

74. Despite repeated requests

from Nissan

for several years,

demonstrated a sense of nrgeney. Mr. Hampton adiniis

that

Hampton never provided

a plan to improve performance or

he never ealled the Nissan‘s Regional viee President, never went

meet with him, never responded to any ofthe letters Nissan wrote during the NOD period, and never prepared any speciﬁc
fact, Mr. Hampton did not even tell his manager, Mr Moyers, that the store had been issued
an NOD or that the dealership had a limited cure period to improve its sales performance.
to

plan to address the detieieneies. ln

vs.

Based on the continuing peer performance of the

Mr. Adcock began the process for requesting

store, its lack

of improvement and lack ofany eemmiiment

a notice oftennination.

te

impreve,
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December, the cure period had eXpired. and there had been no improvement in RSE. The dealerships RSE had
in 2008, 56.83 percent in 2009. and 49.73 percettt tltrough September
2010. This ranked Hampton 56th ofthe 58 dealers in Florida. From May 2010 to September 2010, RSE had barely changed,
from 47 percent to 49 percent.
76.

By

early

declined from 102.7 percent in 2007 to 66.55 percent

December. Nissan knew Hampton’s sales numbers for October and November, which were 22 and 13
was less than half of what the dealer needed to sell to reach region average, and Nissan knew the RSE had
actually declined from september to November. The November RSE data conﬁrmed that sales penetration through November
2010 actually declined to 48.5 percent RSE,
77.

As of

early

respectively. This

*1] 78.

On December 7. 2010, Mr. Adcock made the ﬁnal decision that Hamptoii‘s dealership should be terminated anti Nissan

issued a notice oftermination
79.

(NOT)

to

Hampton

At trial, neither party disputed that Hampton‘s

for unsatisfactory sales performance.
sales

performance was extremely poor. However, each party orrered different

explanations for this poor perfonnance.
80.

Hampton argued

that the

economy, the

real estate bubble,

perromiance The evidence does not support
81.
in a

The RSE

and unemployment

calculation takes into account the state orthc

economy

in a particular

PMA, it would affeet every brand of vehicle, and the competitive

expectation for Hampton. as

it is

in

Fon Walton Beach caused

its

poor sales

this.

only expected

to gain

registrations

PMA.

Ifthc

would be

an average share of competitive

economy slows for any reason
would lower the sales

lower. This

registrations.

82. The unemployment rate in Fort Walton Beach was far lower than the rest of Florida. If rising unemployment did affect
RSE, it would impact othcr Florida dcalcrs in PMAs with highcr uncmploymcnt rates to a far greater degree than Hampton.
thus improving Hampton's relative perftirrnance. That expectation however, did not happen. The unemployment rztte in nearby
PMAs was mneh higher than Fort Walton Beach, yet those dealers exceeded region average RSE. This would not occur ifthe
economy and unemployment rate was the cause of Hampton's low RSE.
83.

Hampton's arguments regarding economic eonditions are further undercut by Mr. Hampton's own statements. In June 2010,
lot of growth in the area because it had not been hit by the oil spill and the military base was

he told Mr. Reese there was a
expanding.
84.

Hampton also blamed its poor performance on
The evidence does not supptm this,

a large military population in its

PMA

and the laek of Nissan military

incentives.
85.

The

military population in Fort

Hampton's RSE.

its

Walton Beach declined from 2007

performance would have improved during

dealers with the largest military populations in their

to

2010. If a higher military population was hurting

it declined substantially. in addition, Nissan
exceeded 100 pereent RSE, including other dealers in

this period. but

PMAs on average

the Florida Panhandle.
so. l-lampton‘s

pertormance.

own

l-le

expert stated that the laek of military incentives probably did not have a big effect on Hampton's sales

were a problem, it would possibly be something that Hampton
Hampton. however. never mentioned to Nissan that lack of military

turther stated that iflack ofmilitary incentives

would want to discuss with a Nissan
incentives was a problem.

representative.

87. Hampton also argued at the ﬁnal hearing that l-lampton had 21 competitors
The evidence does not support this.

in its

PMA, which was too many to reach RSE.
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explziin hew it managed te reach 102.7 percent ofRegion average in 2007 despite having 2s competitors
Hampton's ewn expert analysis showed that a dealership with 27 competitors in its PMA sheuld be expected to hit
99.6 percent efaverage, whereas nampten reached only 48.5 pcrcent through November 2010. Every ethcr Nissan dealership
in the entire state bf Florida with 27 er more competitors perfenned at a higher level than Hampton. Dealerships with a similar
number efeernpetiters in the Nissan Southeast Region on average reached l0 percent RSE.

23.

Hampton did not

at that time.

l

*1:
with
90.

s9.

Hampton

alse argued that the

PMA was net drawn eerrcctly. Hampton‘s expert, hewever, admitted he had ne dispute

hew the dealership's PMA is drawn and that he would draw

it

the

same way.

Hampton implied that the 2010 census may change the PMA and argued that if Nissan added a dealer in its PMA. this would

reduce

its

size

and increase Hampton‘s

RSE

(assuming

its

sales

do not change).

PMA was reduced atter the 2000 census, this was not because of the eensus results, but because Nissan
PMA to a 25-mile radius. There was no evidence that Hampton's PMA would be signiﬁcantly altered by the Z010

91. Although Hampton's

limited

its

CEHSUS.
92.

As with ether manufacturers, Nissan assigns a

PMA primarily based on

proximity te the Nissan dealership, beeause a

customer generally will buy from the mest eenvenrent dealer. The actual census tract of the population closest tn Harnpton ts
larger than the 25-mile radius assigned to Hampton. Because its PMA is smaller than the census tract ofthe closest population,
Hampton's RSE is enhanced because Hampton can sell rnte nearby unassigned areas, but Hampton is net held respensible fer the
competitive registratiens within those unassigned areas. If Hampton's
to dealership basis, including areas

beyond

the 25-mile limitation,

ma

were constructed en a pure proximity efpepulatien
Hampton's RSE weuld be even lower.

Although Hampton argued that adding a new dealer would reduce the size of its PMA,
new dealer, and its expert denied that another dealer was needed in the PMA.

93.

a

it

never suggested that Nissan add

94. To afnrrn that the PMA deﬁnition had rre impact en namptons perfonnzince, Nissan's expert analy7ed Hampton based
on sales by distance, without regard to PMA boundaries. This eonﬁmted that Hampton's perfomtanee was far below that of
other Panhandle dealers. ln a ()4—mile radius, Hampton penetrated the market at 32.3 pereent RSE versus 112.8 percent fer
nearby Nissan dealers. The results were similar at 4—8 miles, X—l2 miles, and beyond, conﬁrming that the PMA deﬁnition did

not cause Hampton's poor

RSE.

95. Hampton further argued that its sales perfernrance was eaused by a lack efavailable irrventery and that it did net reeeivc
enough vehicles during the eure period to reach 100 pereent RSE. This argument ignores the applieatien of Nissan's uniferrn
allocation system. Hampton's lnng history ofdeelining vehicles and reducing inventory levels. and its ability to obtain additional

vehicles by working within the allocation system and taking advantage of supplemental vehicles that were available.
9e. Nissan's alleeatien system

vehicles to the dealers

is

based en the relative “days‘ supply" ef each dealer. and it fairly and equitably distributes
“Days' supply" is the industry standard measurement of dealership inventory.

who need them the most.

A dealer's days‘ supply is the number efdays their current irrventery would last based en their sales rate. Fer example, ifa dealer
sells

one car per day (30 per month) and has 60 vehicles in inventory, that dealer would have a 60-days’ supply. lfthe dealer
per day (90 per month) with the same inventery, the dealer weuld have only a 20—days‘ supply.

sells 3 cars

*1: 97 The system

is

As a dealer increases its
eam more vehicles.

responsive to a dealer's sales rate and inventory levels

inventory faster, this also lowers

its

days‘ supply, allowing the dealer to

sales rate

by

selling

its
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Both Hampton's owner and general manager admitted that Hampton earned vehicles under the allocation system the same
Mr. Hampton also admitted that other dealers have rnore inventory beeaiise they have a higher sales nite

as every other dealer.

and lower days‘ supply.

by its own actions in the iimeframe prior to the NoT. For a period or
number of vehicles that it had been allocated. From April 2007 to November
Hampton's practice was to decline the majority of product offered and “dealer

99. Hampton's olainis orinsiimeient inventory are iinderotit
several years, the dealership declined a substantial

2010,

Hampton declined over 1400

vehicles.

needed. This strategy was repeatedly invoked by varioiis managers
personnel counseled against it beeaiise it liinited vehiele availability at the dealership.

trade" ror

100, Mr,

what

it

Hampton admitted it was his

strategy,

even

vehicles and to dealer trade for any other vehicles.

in

He

at the dealership,

even thoiigh Nissan

2010, to intentionally keep a low inventory of only the fastest moving
testiﬁed that he does not care

how many

vehicles are in inventory, as

long as they do not have any aged iinits. This strategy is reﬂected in the dealership's pay plan, which rediiees the manager's pay
if he orders inventory that does not sell within 90 days.
101,

The ﬁnancial

ltold to

reduce inventory levels which Mr. Hampton instituted

at the

dealership in 2008 served as a clear

deniareation ror the dealershlp's inventory levels. Hampton's inventory levels dropped rroin 120 vehleles to a range or ooeso
vehicles,

102,

and

its

sales rate

was soon

Hampton does not claim

that

cut in half.

it

lacked inventory overall, but claims only that it did not receive enough of certain "hot
levels in these “hot models," however, were consistent with the rest of the Southeast

models" in late 2010. Hampton's inventory
Region.

103, In addition, Hampton's sales were poor in almost every segment,

caused

its

penetrated those segments at

showing

that

it

was not a lack of certain “hot models" that

had access to plenty of Titans, Pathﬁnders, anti Armadas, Hampton
only o4 pereent, 33 pereent, and lo pereent ofregion average, respeetively.

poor sales perfonnanee. For example, although

it

104. Nissan personnel eXplained the allocation system in detail to vanoiis managers at

personnel explained, the best

way to eam more vehicles under the allocation system

is

Hampton over

the years,

to illcrease the sales rate

As Nissan

by selling the

vehicles you have raster.
105. During the eure period rroni
thoiigh

it

sold only 123. Thiis,

its

May to November 2010, Hampton was

inveiitoiy oii the groiind

ehange. lrnanipton had inereased

its

went

iip

ortered 166 vehieles in the alloeatioii system, even

diiring this time period, althoiigh its sales penetration did not

sales rate diiring the eiire period,

it

woiild have earned inore vehicles under the alloeation

system.

*l4 106, Hampton also had the opportunity

to obtain additional vehicles

from the "Pass Two" tumdown

list.

"Pass

Two“

vehicles are speciﬁed and equipped by the region with the most popular equipment to sell quickly, If any dealer in the district

Two vehicles offered in allocation, the DOM offers these to dealers within his
DOM offered Hampton ﬁrst cut the entire Pass Two tui-ndown each month before
orreririg thern to any other dealer. when the DOM provided the
(often ineliiding over 150 vehicles) to Hampton eaeh month,

declines or fails to affirmatively accept any Pass
district.

During the cure period, the

zit

list

list

he either got no response or Hamptoli accepted only

a

few

vehicles,

Hampton also suggested that there was a market issue that affected its sales. Hampton argued that, because the successors
two other tenntnated dealers (Love Nissan and Classic Nissan) performed poorly alter termination, this must mean the
problems those dealers and Hampton faced were the result of some unidentified market issue, rather than their own operations.
The evidenee did not siipport this.
107.

to
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that he did not analyze the operations

way or the other whether the perfonnance

of those other two terminated dealerships, and that he

those dealerships was based on operational rather than market

at

issues.

109. After the initial ﬁnal hearing
additional cause of

was completed on

poor péfibﬁnante. As

its

a result

rebriiary 16, 2012,

Hampton, the record was reopened and the parties were pemiitted
on this issue, the ﬁndings on which arc detailed below.
l0.

l

to obtain additional discovery

tiled

an

by

and present additional evidence

in May 2009, Nissan began to vziry incentives offered on a few speciﬁc models depending on where the customer
On these few select models, custolners residing in Florida were offered more favorable lease incentives, and customers

residing in the rest of the Southeast
IA

that ineentive variations \vere

Beginning

resided.

l l

Hampton argned

of that argument and the granting of a motion on that issue

Hampton argued

that

Region were offered more favorable purchase

incentives.

was harmed by the

it

incentive variations because Fort Walton Beach has a lower leasing rate than
Region as a whole. Hampton's expert, however, eoiild not quantify the irnpaet, ifany, this
perfonnaiice, and he did not analyze any PMA other than Fort Walton Beach. Both sales and

the state ofFlorida or the Southeast

had on Hampton Nissan's

sales

leases eoiint as a retail transaetien for piirpeses efealenlaiing sales penetration.

ll2.

It is

veiy

common

in the

automobile industry

incentive variances existed does not

impact,
l

it is

to

vary incentive otters based on customer residency. The mere fact that

a negative impact on

Hampton

or any other dealer.

To determine

if there

was any

neeessaiy to analyze the sales and registration data.

13. Prior to

identical.

show

mid-2009, the incentive programs for customers located

in

Florida and in the rest of the Southeast Region were

Thus, incentive variations did not trigger Hampton's sales perfomiance decline, which began in 2007 and declined

most dramatically from 2007

to 2008.

where leasing was more prevalent, zis Hampton
2009 woiild have declined more when compared to the rest of the state than When
compared to the Southeast Region. However, Hampton's sales perfonnance decline is similar regardless of whether a state or
region benchmark is used.
‘=15

114. If incentive variations beneﬁted Florida dealers located in areas

argues. Hampton's sales performance in

115. sales penetration can be aditisted to account for the leasing rates in a partictilar area

by separating

lease

and purchase

data and adjusting the expectation accordingly. After adjusting for the lower leasing rates in the Fort Walton Beach

Hampton's

sales penetration during the eiire period

from

Jiine throiigh

average, showing that low leasing rates in the market had very

The incentive variations beginning

little

November 2010, was only 45.9

PMA,

pereent of the region

impact, if any, on Hampton's sales performance.

—

mid-2009 impacted only four models
Sentra, Maxima, Rogue, and Murano. Both
before and aﬁer the incentive variations began, these models accounted for only 25 percent of Hampton’s sales. If the incentive
variations had eaiised Hampton's poor performanee, its sales dccline shoiild have been greater in these models, but Hampton's
sales performance decline was consistent among both impacted and non-impacted models.
116.

in

Hampton's expert testified that advertising betterpurchase incentives on one model could bi1' ng in customers who ultiinately
piirehase a different model. He did not know, however, ifthis actually happened, and there is no evidence that l-lampton changed
their advertising in any way based on the available ineentives.
l

l7.

1

18.

On a few other models

— Pathﬁnder, Annada,

Z, and Frontier

incentive as a customer in the rest of the Region, but also
the rest of the Region.

was

—

a Florida customer

eligible for

was

eligible for the salne purchase

a more beneﬁcial lcasc incentive than customers

in

Because the incentives offered to Florida customers on both lease and purchase were equal to or better
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than incentives offered outside Florida, the incentives on these models could not have negatively impacted

Hampton

or any

other dealer in Florida.

Although industry lease levels in the Fort Walton Beach PMA were lower than the State ofFlorida as a whole, leasing was
in Fort Walton Beach than in the other three West Panhandle PMAs
Panama City, Pensacola, and Marianna
(5.9 percent leasing rate compared to 7,1 percent in Fort Walton Beach) If the incentive variations negatively impacted Florida
l

i

19.

more prevalent

dealers in low leasing areas, these dealers should perfonn worse than

Hampton

after the lease variations

began, yet

all

three

exceeded region average sales penetration.

Fon Walton Beach PMA were uncompetitive because of low leasing
PMA would have declined after the incentive variations began. However, the data
shows that the Nissan brand actually performed better in the Fort Walton Beach PMA after the incentive variations began,
120. If the incentives offered to customers in the

preferences, the brand perfonrtance in the

*l6 I21. While Nissan brand penetration increased in the PMA, l—lampton‘s contribution declined, meaning that customers
Hampton's PMA were purchasing (or leasing) Nissan vehicles at higher rates, yet not from the Hampton dealership, This

in

reﬂects an operational problem at the dealership.
122. Ultimately, the leasing rates for a brand in a panicular market are impacted

dealer in the market, Hampton's

own

sales staff ability, sales training,

and

by the methodology and

sales processes

of the

expert conceded that advertising, dealer operations. sales strategy, pricing, management,
the

number of sales people inﬂuence both

sales

performance and whether a customer

decides to buy or lease a vehicle.

Walton Beach PMA was 7,1 percent, Nissan brand leasing was only 5,9 percent.
West Panhandle PMAs Was 12 percent, more than double the industry-leasing rate.
This reﬂects a lack of effort by Hampton. According to its ﬁnancial statements, Hampton made only one Nissan lease from
20062010. Had it captured the available lease opportunity at the same rate as other district dealers, it would have made an
123. Although Industry leasing in the Fort

By comparison, Nissan leasing

in the other

additional 22 to 45 retail transactions per year.

poor perfonnance, Hamptoil argued that Nissan acted in bad faith because (1)
to enroll in Nissan‘s facility program; and (2) Nissan offered to
a potential buyer of the store. The evidence does not suppon Hampton's argument.

124, Although not asserted as an excuse for

was

the termination

secretly based

provide ﬁnancial assistance to
125, Nissan's facility
to

Hampton,

as

it

devoted exclusively
that

program

did to

its

to sales

is

its

on Hampton‘s decision not

similar to those used

by other manufacturers, and

it is

voluntary. Nissan offered the

other dealers. Nissan's market study suggcstcd that conversion of

Hampton

to

program

an image

facility

of Nissan products would be successful in Hampton‘s location. Although Nissan recommended

Hampton consider convening to an imaged facility,

it

was not required, Although it may have contributed to the poor sales
facility program had no bearing on the decision to issue the

perfonnance, Hampton's decision to decline participation in the

NOD or NOT.

126. Nissan's offer to provide ﬁnancial assistance to a potential buyer of the store also does not evidence any bad faith. Mr.
Hampton's own broker rerened the potential buyer to Nissan. Prior to engaging in any substantive discussions with this potential
buyer, Nissan personnel obtained Mr, Hampton‘s pemiission. The piice Mr. Hampton sought for the dealership was very high,
to help bridgc the gap This offer would allow
and provide Nissan with a proven performer.

and Nissan erreicd ﬁnancial assistance
his dealership,

Mr Hampton

to get a higher prleC for
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Reasons for Han|pton‘s Poor Performance
ii)

127.

It is

Without

Lack er Executive Manager

critically

important fora dealership tn have an authorized on-site executive manager to provide leadership and direction.

this,

difﬁeult for Nissan‘s ﬁeld team to

it

is

Work with anyone

at the dealership to help a dealer

improve

sales.

*l7 I28. Mr. Hampton admitted that the number one reason for the poor sales performance at the store was his failure to have
l-le admitted that he made all the managemenrhiring deeisiens and that Nissan sent him many
written notiﬁcations about the failure to have qualiﬁed management at the store.
qualiﬁed management on—site.

Management lumover and lack ef an executive manager was a eentinuing preblem at Hampton. Hampton had between
managers or management candidates frem 200672010. Even when the dealership had someone serving as general

129.

l0— 12 general

manager, he did not have the authority of an executive manager.
130.

Most dealership decisions and funetiens were iun eut efl-lampten's headquarters

pans and serviee statements,
also

made

payrell, finaneial statements, inventeiy legging,

the decisions regarding

all

in Lafayette, ineluding

aeeeunts payable,

and tleerplan redemptiens. The team in Lafayette

manager pay plans and most employee pay

plans, set the advenistng budget, and

reappraised every used vehicle traded in at the dealership.
l3l.

A number ef Hampton's

managers expressed

frustratien

ever their lack ef autherity ever the dealership opemlions, with

everything being eentrelled eut ofLafayette and their hands being tied regarding advenising, vehiele appraisals, and ether day—

today operational issues.
132.

At the Final

efan executive manager at the dealership was Nissan's fault beeause
good executive manager. However, Nissan had ne system to identify or reeemmend petential
who are independent businesses responsible for making their own hiring and ﬁring deeisiens.

l-leanng, l-lanipien argued that the laek

they did not help

Hampton

employees

dealers,

for

its

hire a

h) Capitalization

Hampton

ewner ef l-lamptim Automotive oreup and 13 other entities. The niimpten organization
pulled signifieant ameiints efmeney out efthe Peit walten Beach dealership threugh owner's salary, institiitienal advertising
(which consisted of “talent fees” paid to Mr. Hampton to star in commercials), outside sen/ices, rent, ai-id management fees, In
these ﬁve categories alone, $6.3 million was pulled out of the dealership's balance sheet in ﬁve years.
133. Mr.

is

the 100 pereent

Hampton argued that the remeval ef eapital was irrelevant because there was meney available fer the dealership frem
Hampton organization. Even if this money was available, it was never invested in the dealership. The ﬁnancial statements
reveal that. beeause efvarieiis “costs” paid to the Hampton organization, the Fort Walton Beach store lust over sl million per
134.

the

year
other

in

2008 and 2009.

Hampton

In addition, the Fol1

entitles in

te the deelining sales

Walton Beach dealership

2008—20l0, further lowering

perfermanee

its

by paying offmillions of dollars in loans to
These losses and the withdrawal of capital correlate

lost capital

capital levels.

at the dealership.

made $10 lnillion from it
and other cntn' es on the ﬁnanelal

135. In meetings with Nissan, Mr. Halnpton stated that he kept the dealership because he personally
in

ﬁve

years.

Hc

also stated that owners’ salanes,

management

fees, institutional advertising,

statement were "ﬂuff that went directly to him," and that, although the dealership

of proﬁt.

showed a

loss,

it

provided him with plenty
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Advertising

$1 millinrl

on advertising.

In

2008,

Hampton

cut

its

advertising budget

ofan NOD,
Hampton's advertising expenditures remained low in 2010, at $284,430. Dunng this same time period, sales perfomtance
steadily declined, from 102.7 percent in 2007 to 67.1 peroent in 200s, to 58.4 pereent in 2009, to 4s 5 peieent throngh November
2010. while the dealership adveﬂising was eiit in half in 2003 and again in 2009, the owners’ salaiy stayed eonsistent at
$526,355. ln 2009,

in half, to

Hampton

cut

advertising budget in lialfagain, to $242,058. Despite the issuance

its

$430,000.
137. There
traftie

it

is

a direct correlation between investment in advertising and sales volume.

attracts,

and the

ad budget hurt the
limited based

on

it

sells.

Nissan

The

less a dealership advertises, the less

DOMs noted that advertising was a major problem at the dealership and the limited

performance. Even in 2010, Hampton's managers eoniplained that their “Options were
meager advertising budget" and their “hands are tied due tn the limit[ed] amount of resources allocated
community." Though advertising had been cut by 75 percent from 2007 levels, Hampton did not increase
dezilerSliip's sales

[the]

to advertise in the
its

less

advertising biidget during the

NOD period.

138. Several experts analyzed Hampton's advertising treiid aiid noticed the

same deeline on

a relative basis that

is

reﬂected

on an actual basis in the ﬁnancial statements. On a per-new-unit (vehicle) basis, advertising dropped from an above average
ss00e$o00 per anit in 200oe200s to 20 peroent below average at less than $400 per anit in 20092010. Hampton also spent
less of its gross protit to advertise than other dealers in the region. Hampton's advertising per expected sale tell troni a high
0l'$62O in 2007 to $263 in 2010.

ti)

Sales Staff

From 2007 to 2010, Hampton cut its sales staffin half, from 13 in 2007 to 6 in 2010. Hampton's general manager testified
when
he arrived in Aiignst 2010, they only had seven salespeople, and they needed 10 just based on the trame they had at
that,
that time. The pay plan tor managers diseonraged hiring salespeople by lowering management pay it salesperson eonipensation
139.

increased.
140. Successful dealers have a trained and eeitiried sales staff, as prodiiet
failed to

have training programs

any of its

in place

staff to off-site training offered

tiainlng as late as

and

failed to take

by Nissan. Hampton's

own manager

141. Other than in 2007,

when Hampton

a key eleinent in selling.

Hampton
to

send

admitted that sales personnel lacked sufficient

perfot-med at average, the dealership lacked a sales force that

Having a dedioated sales staff can make a great
knowledge and are vested in the sale ofNissan prodiiets.
142.

is

August 2010.

the Nissaii brand.

‘=19

knowledge

advantage nfNissarl's offers of training. Hztmptnn renised

At the Final Hearing, Mr. Hampton testiﬁed

that

iihpaet

was dedicated

to

on sales perrorrnanee. as they have better prodiiet

one of the reasons Nissan sales suffered

is

that the sales force

roeiised rnore on nyiindai sales.

Lack of Focus on

(e)

143.

At the Final nearing, Mr. Hampton

adequate representation of the Nissan brand.
beeaiise

it

was proﬁtable,

despite

its

NOD period.

partieiilar brand,

l-le

poor sales perrorrnanee.

144. llampt0n's pay plan for General
the

Sales Performance

he was focused on personal proﬁtability rather than sales niinibers or
testified that he was prond of how the dealership performed in 20012010

adinitted that

Managers was nut based on

ln addition, salespeople at

Hampton

even daring the NOD penod.

on gross proﬁt, even during
on gross proﬁt, and they had no ineentive to fC|C\lS on a

sales performance, but instead

are paid based
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ineeiitives offered to

improve

sales perrermanee.

The dealership never

participated in any tactical incentive programs offered by Nissan, which provide employees witlt trips, cash, and other incentives

direetly from Nissan to help drive sales. Mr. Hampton advised his staFf not to try te hit retre bonuses, whieh previde a grcat
monetary incentive to make a eenain number of sales. He decided that making the sales necessary to hit a retro would just
open them iip to an audit.

146.

Hampton was one

offered

tip to

$10,000

two or three dcalcrs in the
en eaeh Titan sale.

oreiily

147. Section l2(B)(l) of the Dealer
fulﬁll

its

entire region that refused to partieipate in a truck retre

where Nissan

in ineentives

sales responsibilities.

Due

Nissan's Treatment of Other Dealers
Agreement allows Nissan to terminate the Agreement
to the complexities involved,

by—casc basis. Both Hanipton‘s cxpcrt and Nissan‘s cxpcrt agreed that
for termination, because circumstances affecting sales penetration

if a dealer fails to substantially

Nissan evaluates potential dealer tenninations on a caseit

must

would be unreasonable

l-ie

to apply a lJright—linc test
considered Consistent with this opinion, Nissan

ﬁrst considers the dealer's sales penetration aiid then reviews any circumstances that might affect sales penetiation or warrant

delaying the tenniilation.
lax. Nissan dees net terminate eveiy dealer

average would not considered

to

be

iii

who

substantial

falls below 100 pereent RsE, because a dealer
and material breach ofthe Dealer Agreement,

149. Nissan‘s starting peint rer considering a sales perrernianee tcrrninatlon

is

the dcalcr's

that

is

just slightly

RSE, and these

below

dcalcrs near the

may be considered in substantial breach warranting termination.

bottom of the

state in

terms of performance

150. Next, in

making

the determination of whether to issue a notice of default or termination, Nissan considers the materiality

of the

RSE

deﬁciency, the ranking

among

other dealers in the state, the effectiveness and tumover in management, ineffective

or insufﬁcicnt advertising, and other factors that might contribute to thc succcss or failure of a dcalcr. Nissan also considers

whether the dealer has come fonh with a meaningful plan to improve and tum things around. Each of these factors
eortsistently

and uniromily

is

applied

to aiiy dealer facing potential termination.

*zo 151. Aﬁcr considering Hampton‘s extremely poor pcrforrnancc,
ttimever and operational detieieneies that eontiniied during the
the steps necessary to improve, Nissan determined

it

its

steady deeline

in

RSE,

its

long liisteiy oflnanagcmcnt

NOD period, and its lack era plan er even a willingness to trike

was necessaty and appropriate

to tenntnate

Hampton,

152. Hampton's counsel speciﬁcally idcntlﬁcd thrcc other dcalcrs that hc bclicvcd must be terminated before

Hampton

uniformly apply the grounds for termination: oeala Nissan, Celebrity Nissan, and ciystal Nissan. Netahly, Hampton's

report retlects that the PMAs of all three of these dealers performed better than Hampton
Hampton's preferred measure of performance.

to

eirpert

tn Registration Effectiveness,

lss. with respeet te RSE, Hampt0n‘s cxpcrt analysis shows that oeala Nissan's avcragc sales performance rroin 200272010
was better than Hampton's, with an average RSE of o5.R percent compared to 59.6 percent for Hampton. Like Hampton, Ocala
was issued a notice of default. Unlike Hampton, Ocala immediately called the Region Vice President to schedule a meeting
after receiving the notice of default, came to the Region ofﬁce with a plan to provide qualiﬁed management at all levels, and

implemented a plan
actions alone

to everhaiil the dealership eperatiens

with a substantial inerease in advertising. while any onc of these

may not have been enough to delay a notice oftermination,

the action plan convinced Nissan that the dealer

taking the neeessaiy steps to improve perromtanee. and they delayed the issuance

with a limited time to implement the plan and improve performance. While not
than Hampton's

at the

time the

NOT was issucd to Hampton.

oti a

was

notiee of temiinatien to provide Ocala

stellar,

Ocala's

RSE

perfomtance was better
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replacement dealer for Classic Nissan, a dealer

who was issued a notice of termination, but sold
upon piirehasin g the dealership. Celebrity

the dealership while appealing the Department's decision approving the terrninatioii.

had to operate from the saine substandard
performance

in the

When

facility as the

temtinated dealer and had to overcome the

pt'i0t’

dealer's history

of poor

Celebrity failed to signiﬁcantly improve performance at the store, Nissan issiicd a notice of

was going to sell the dealership and requested Nissan to provide a
Once Celebrity was in active negotiation with the buyer, Nissan saw no beneﬁt in seeking termination
instead, gave the dealer time to move forward with the sale. The dealer who purchased Celebrity began perfonning well.

defaiilt. In

response, Celebrity notiﬁed Nissan that Celebrity

buyer's assistance

and,

market.

letter.

155. Like Celebrity, Crystal Nissan

was

Department's decision approving the

tei-mii-iatton.

own facility.

a

replacement for a terminated dealer

who

sold the dealership while appealing the

Crystal had to share a facility with the prior dealer's

Honda store until it could

had been a 20-year poor perfomier, and Crystal was tasked with essentially creating
the market. According to Hampton's own expert, Crystal's “average" perfomiance from 2008-2010 was higher than Hampton's.
ln addition, Crystal, with an so percent RSE at the end of 2009, was performing far better than Hampton and remained ovcr 15

build

its

points higher than

Crystal's predecessor

Hampton

at the

time the

NOT was issued to Hampton in December 2010.
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

*2l 156. The Division of Administrative hearings has jurisdiction over the subject matter and the parties to
in

accordance with sections 120.569, 120.57(1), 320.641, and 320.699, Florida Statutes.

1571

Under section 320.641, which governs the termination ofa motor vehicle

burden ofestablishtng that termination of Hampton's franchise agreement

dealer's franchise agreement, Nissan bears the

fair

is

158. Nissan's burden ofproofis by a preponderance ofthe evidence. 5 120.57 (1)

and not prohibited.
(j),

Fla. Stat. (“Findings offact shall

ofthe evidence, except in pcnal or liecnsure proceedings or except as otherwise provided by
be based exclusively on the evidence of record and on matters officially recognizedrt

iipon a preponderance
shall

this proceeding,

3

159. Section

be based

statiite

and

320.6410) provides:

A discontinuation, cancellation, or nonrenewal

ofa franchise agreement is unfair if it is not clearly permitted by the franchise
undenaken for good cause; or is based on an alleged breach of the franchise
agreement which is not in fact a material and substantial breach; or, if the grounds relied upon for termination, cancellation,
or nonrenewal have not been applied in a unifonn and consistent manner by the licensee. If the notice of discontinuation,
cancellation, or nonrenewal relates to an alleged failure of the new motor vehicle dealer's sales or service performance

agreement;

is

not undertaken in good faith;

is

not

new motor vehicle dealer miist first be provided with at least 180 days to correct
may send the notice ofdiscontinuation, cancellation, or nonrenewal.

obligations under the franchise agreement, the
the alleged failure before a licensee

160,

The evidence demonstrated

that Nissan provided the requircd cure period.

On May 20,

2010, Nissan issued a Notice of

which speciﬁcally oiitlined the dealer's sales performance deﬁciencies and provided the opponiinity to coi-rcct these
failures. The Notice of Termination was issued on December 7, 2010, more than 180 days after the Notice of Default. At the
time Nissan issued the NOT, it knew that the dealership's RSE through the end ofNovember (the cure period) was below 50
percent of average and among the worst in the cntirc state.
netaiilt,

lot. Nothing in section 320,641 (3) requires that the opportunity to correct sales-perfoi-rnance failures take any speciﬁc form.
Prior to issuance of the

NOD,

Nissan had been counseling Hampton regarding

of time, going back to 2002 for its most recent pcrfomiance decline. in
performance deticiencies and provided them the opponiinity to correct the

Hampton with

a cure period of much longer than 180 days prior to the

its

poor perfonnance for an extended period

and meetings, Nissan oiitlined l-lampton's
failiires. These letters and meetings also provided
letters

NOT.
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“The Dealer Agreement establishes the terms of the business relationship between [a manufacturer] and a dealer." Stella
liic. V. Roberts Chevrolet, lnc., Case No. 88-3099, 1| l5 (Fla. DOAH Jan. 30, I990; HSMV May 4, 1990). As noted
in Love Nissan Inc. v. Nissan N. Am. Inc._ Case No. 04-2247,1l I00 (Fla. DOAH July 14, 2005, HSMV April 12,2006):
*Z2 Thc Florida Lcgislaturc could have mandated
the methodology by which manufacturers cvalualc dcalcr salcs
performance or could have imposed minimum sales performance standards for termination, but it chose to leave those matters
up to the agreement between the parties.
162.

Chevrolet.

163.

The Dealer Agreement

requires that

Hampton

“actively and effectively preniete" the retail sale of Nissan yehieles, and

it

speciﬁcally prtiyides that Nissan can choose any reasonable method id evaluate naniptans pertei-rnanee ofits sales obligations.

Nissan used the industry standard method, RSE, which
Agreement.
ll 98.

E,

164. Nissan's use

also outlined as an example of reasonable criteria in the Dealer

ofRSE has been found to be reasonable in previous administrative decisions under section 320.64]. See

Classic Nissan Inc v Nissan

N Am

Hampton's performance ofits

salcs obligations

e.g.

Case No. OS-2426, {Hi l2, I4 (Fla. DOAH Mar. Z0, Z007; HSMV Oct. 3l, Z007);
its sales performance was being evaluated using RSE, and the use of RSE to measure

Inc

ll, {Hi 20, 98. Hampton was aware that

165. Section l2(B) (1) (A) of the Dealer

,

is

rcasonablc.

Agreement

clearly permits Nissan to terminate a dealer where. as here, the dealer

Based on Nissan’s evaluations of its sales perfonnance, the evidence
and effectively promote the sale of new Nissan vehicles, and, as a result, it experienced
sales penetration to among the worst in the entire state.

has failed to substantially fulﬁll

showed

is

its

sales responsibilities.

that Petitioner failed to actively

a substantial decline in

166. Hampton's argument that the Dealer

Agreement does not impose any sales obligation on the dealer, but rather, only a
by the plain language of the Dealer Agreement and has been rejected by the Department.
96797. Evcn ifa dcalcr is activcly promoting the sale ofvchiclcs, it is not cffcctivcly promoting them ifthc

“marketing” obligation

Scc

c.g., Lovc,1|1l

promotion does not

is

cont-radicted

result in a reasonable level

167. Nissan's termination of Hampton's Dealer
salcs perrdnnanee,

its

of sales perfomiance.

m

Agreement was undeitaken

in

good

operational decisions which lcd to siieh performance, and

its

faith

based on Hampton‘s extremely poor

unwillingness or inability to takc the steps

necessary to improve.
168. Nissan provided appropriate and continuing notice to Hampton of its declining sales penetration and offered speciﬁc
recommendations on ways tii improve. Hampton ignored thcsc recommendations and dlten rcfuscd td nieet with Nissan
personnel. see Love,1l 103 (providing notice of poor performance and recommendations to dealer shows good faith); accord
Classic.

1l

167.

169. Nissan's termination of Hampton‘s Dealer
hiit

entire state

of Florida. see Classic, ii

it

Agreement was

for

good cause. Hampton was not only a long-time poor

also cxpcricnccd a siihstantial and continuing dcclinc in salcs pcnctration to

pcrformcr,

among thc W0rS\ performers

in thc

no (ﬁnding poor sales performance to be good eaiise for termination); accord Love,1l 104.

*23 170. While Hampton is free to make its own operational decisions, it is contractually obligated to effectively represent
the Nissan brand and to fulﬁl] its salcs performance obligations. its railiire to dd so providcd good cause for termination.
171. Hampton's poor sales perfonnance

management, advertising, customer
rnanagcmcnt

tLll'nO\/Cl‘

was

problems at the dealership, ineiiiding issues related to
and capitalization. Hampton’s owner even admitted that the

diie to Operational

relations, lack

of

training,

and lack of a qualiﬁed, on-sitc EXCCLIIIVC Manager for many ycars is the pnniaiy eaiise of its pour
l7l—l72 (lack ofexecutive manager relevant to good eaiise). These operational decisions had an
iiii

performance. see classie,

immediate and continuing impact on the dealer's sales performance.
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material and substantial breach. "Because franchise dealers

is a

it is essential that minimum levels ofsales performance
meet the miniiniim sales performance over the term ofthis agreement by [the dealer]
is a material and substantial breach ofthe contract." Bill Gallman Pontiac GMC Truck Inc v GMC, Case No. 89—OSOS, 1l I7
(Fla, DOAH June Z9, I990; HSMV Augi 19, I994).

are the major outlet the manufacturer has for the sale ofnew automobiles,

are aehieved on a regiilar basis railiire to

173. Every slight railiire to achieve average sales penetration
termination.

as to warrant terminatinn." Love,

174.

may

ll0\ lie

a material and substantial breach warranting

“The magninide ofthe shon—fall miist be considered in determining whether a dealer's performance is so ineffective
<1

105; accord Clzissie,1l1l 178-1791

Hampton did not merely fail to achieve average RSE; its perfonnance was signiﬁcantly below average. By November
Hampton was performing at 4&5 percent ofaverage, among the worst performers in the state and the region. Hampton's

2010,

lack of any substantive effort to improve

Hampton's breach ofits
175.

The “unifomi and

its

sales

performance also evidences the materiality of

sales obligations in the Dealer

Agreement

is

its

breach. Classic,

11

119.

material and substantial.

320.6416) does not require that a manufacturer treat every undersame number ofNODs, or terminating the dealer only after the exact same length
and Cttnststent requirement requires the manufacturer to show that it has “treated

consistent" requirement of section

performing dealer ““identieally,"

issiiing the

of poor performance, Rather, the unifoirn
similarly-situated dealers in a unifonn

and consistent manner, and

treatment," using critena hat applied to other dealers.

@,

11

that

it

has not singled out any particular dealer for disparate

1012.

The evidence showed that Nissan iinirnnnly and consistently applied the same pertni-nianee standard and considerations
Hampton, and that Hampton was not singled Out for disparate ireatineitt. Although Hampton identiﬁed
other dealers whose performance was poor at some period of time, Nissan explained the circumstances surrounding these
dealers, who either improved performance, sold their dealership rather than face potential termination, or came forward with a
speciﬁc aetien plan to improve after reeeiving an NOD. None of these dealers are similarly siniated to Hampton, and Nissan
176.

I0 all dealers, including

applied the grounds for termination in a uniform and consistent manneri

*z4 171. The manufacturer may take into account each particular dealer‘s eireiimstanees, ineliiding factors beyond the dealer's
may have prevented the dealer from reaching its sales penetration obligation, as well as the efforts ofthe dealers to
etfeetively address the poor perfonnanee.
11 11 105-109 (holding that mantiraetiirer may take into account all appropriate
dealer circumstances); Classic, 1[1| 182-183 (lack of plan or willingness to improve differentiated dealer from other poor

control that

Q,

perfonners).

RECOMMENDATION

Based on the foregoing Findings tit" Faet and Ct)i1CIusi0ns ofLaw, it is RECOMMENDED that the Depanment of Highway
Safety and Motor Vehicles enter a ﬁnal order dismissing Petitioner's protest and approving the December 7, 2010, Notice of
Termination.

DONE AND ENTERED this
JAMES

H.

12th day of September, Z012, in Tallahassee,

PETERSON, III
Law Judge

Administrative

Division of Administrative Hearings

The nesetri Building
1230 Apalachee Parkway

Leon County,

Florida.
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Tallahassee, Florida 32399-3060
Filed with the Clerk ofthe Division nfAdministrative Hearings this 12th day of September, 2012.

Footiiotes
Peiiiidnen Ilampiuri Aiiienieiive
arc ruled

on

riie Dealer

Group.

in thc

Appendix

Agreement

Iiic..

Gi’CiLl]'i,

to ihis

iiieiiiiries

Inc. d/b/a

Ilampion Nissan

Order Respondent Nissan Niinh

Hampton A\ll0m0\lVe Gfmlps

li1C.

filed

exceptions tn

/iineriea, Ine.,

iiie

Reeeininended oider. These exceptions

ﬁlcd responses to the exceptions

as a Floiida C0i'p0i'a\|On.

included the Nlaaﬂn, Hyundai‘ Mitsubishi, and Volvo dealership

iii

The

piiieiiase

by Hamplon

A\.\[0i'\10llV€

Foit Walton Beach. Florida, at the location where

llampton Auiumolive Gnnin eiineniiy operates Ilampton Nissan (Hampton), llﬂmpinn ilyiindai, and Ilampion Miisiibislii. Mark
l-lamplnn OWNS Ollicr companies with a Mitsubishi dealership, a Toyota dealership. and a iised car dealership in Larayene, Louisiana.
Article F0\1ﬂl\(lJ)0f\l1€ Dealer

Agreement

obligates i-ianipian lo obtain

iiie

wniien eenseni of Nissan before changing

its eX€C\.\l1\/6

manager
Unless inheiwise neied,

all

refeienees to

changed since priorto the occurrence

ilie

Fienda sianiies are

iii

iiie

eiineni,

2012

VBISIOIIS,

peninenr

p0l'\lDn§

of whieh have not

rifniaterial faeis in this ease

2012 WL 5305152 (Fla.DiviAdmin.Hi-gs.)

iininiiiiii~iiiiii»iii

4

lllllilliviiiviiii i<.»ni.»i~

\li‘KliHlH in

iYll‘_1lllilll

s <ii»ii»iiiiin~iii\\iiils
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1850] South Figueroa Street

Gardena, Califnmia 09248-Ol9l

STATEMENT OF TllE ISSUES
whether Respondent Nissan Nerth America, lnc.'s April l, 2004, Notice er Termination er the Dealer sales and Service
Agreement hetween itself and Petitioner Luve Nissan, lnc., was undertaken in good faith; undertaken for good cause; elearly
permitted hy ihe franchise agreement; and was based on a material aiid suhstantial hreaeh of ihe dealer agreement; and whether
the grounds relied upon for teiniinaiien have been applied in a uniterrn and consistent nianner.

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
On April l, 2004, Nissan Nurth Amei1' ca, ln<:., (Nissan) issued a Notice uf Termination (NOT) of its Dealer Sales and Service
Agreement to Love Nissan, ine, (Lnye Nissan or Love). Ldye timely ﬁled a protest with the Florida Department of Highway
Safety and Motor Vehicles. The matter was referred to the Division ot'Administrative Hearings on or about June 25, 2004.
parties, this cause was originally seheduled fur a ﬁnal hearing tin ihe merits on Fehniary
was rescheduled, again at the parties‘ request, for the dates set forth above.

By agreement of the
Ultimately, the case

7-18, 2005.

According to lziw, and by stipulation ofthe parties, Nissaii here ihe duty to gt) forward and the burden drprerirhy a preponderance
of the evidence of all statutory elements. All eonecmcd acknowledge that, regardless of the style of these proceedings, the
Flui1'da

Department an-lighway Safety and Motor Vehicles

is

the

agency whieh \vill enter the ﬁnal order herein.

Andrew Delbrucck,

Nissan presented the testimony of Jonathan Finkel,

Patrick

Doody, Herbert Walter, and James Anderson.

Nissan's Exhibits 9, ll, 14, 16-38, 40-46, 72, 91, 95-98, and 100-112, were adlnitted in evidence.

Love presented the testimony of Joseph Roesner, Robert (Bob) l-ialleen, Chad l-ialleen, and Robert Dilmore. Love's Exhibits
10. 14s 17s 23s 39s 45. 52. 54-57, 59-60, and 60A were admitted in evidence. L0ve‘s E)Li'llblIS 10A and 61 were not admitted
in

evidence, but were proffered, along with related testimony.

*2

Some exhibits constitute depositions ofaddllional

witnesses.

in the course ofhearing, the undersigned rnade the following evidcntiaty rulings,
(1) In this rrartehise tennination proceeding, the

2001 amendment

manufacturer's grounds for tei-niinatiun be applied hy

it

in a ~unirerni

among others:

to SeCllOl‘\ 320.(i4l, Florida statutes, requiring that a

and eensisient nianner“ applies

to this aetien rrerri

June

s,

2001, the amcndmcnt's effective date, through the issuance of NlSSAN'S Notice ofTcrmination to the franchisee/dealer, LOVE.
(2) All

not

evidence between June

X,

Z001, and April

(3) Dissimilar treatnient

occurred,

is

ii-relevant

\(\

Z004, the Notice ofTeri'riinziti0n date.

is

of other dealers which deeiiired iiﬂer the Neiiee ofTem1ination,
ilte

issues rirthis causes

A Transcript nf I4 volumes was ﬁled on April
in

1.

NISSAN has satisﬁed this requirement.

relevant to determine Whether or

if

any sueh dissimilar treatnient

1

Recommended Orders tirnely,
Recommended Order.

1,2005. The parties ﬁled their respective Proposed

accord with their stipulation. Both proposals have been considered

in

preparation ofthis

FINDINGS OF FACT
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Nissan

2.

Love

3.

At

is

all

a “license:-:" as

a

is

Petitioner v.

NISSAN NORTH AMERICA.---i Z005 WL1662263...

deﬁned by

“motor vehiele dealer,"

seetioii 320.60(8), Florida statiites.

in relationship

with Nissan, as detined by seetion 320.60(l l)(a)l., Florida starntes.

times material, Love Nissan's principals have been retailers of both Nissan and

springs, ciiriis County, Florida.

The Honda dealership

is

eailed,

Honda automobiles

“Love nonda." (See Finding orraet

1

1.)

1-ionda

in I-lomosassa
is

a competitor

iirNissan.
4.

Nissan and Love are parties to a Dealer Sales and Service Agreement, which

32().60(l), Florida statiites,

5.

This

is

and which

is

is

a “franchise

agreement" as deﬁned by Section

referred to herein as “the dealer agreement."

an automobile dealer termination case. arising from Nissan's April

l,

2004, Notice oflntenl to Terminate the Dealer

Sales and Service Agreement.
6.

Love's dealer agreement with Nissan, executed

drafted
7.

Mareh

4,

1999,

is

the

acknowledged contract between the

parties.

Nissan

it.

Charles

I-lalleen

purchased Love Nissan on July 23, I990. At

all

times material, Charles Halleen had a long and successful

automotive sales and service industry. From the time Charles Halleen purchased the dealership, his son, Robert
Halleen, worked at the dealership. Robert also has been involved in the automotive sales and service industry mnst ofhis life.

history in the

When Charles

acquired Love, Robert took control over most dealership operations, other than sales. Robert Hallecn's
began to oversee used car sales. Chad Halleen, Charles Halleen's grandson and Roben I-lalleen's son, also
worked part-time or full-time at the dealership rrorn 1990 through the date ofhearing.
I-lalleen

duties increased as he

8.

However,

advertising,

*3

9.

nntil 1994, a

non-family

member served

and ordering from Nissan ofthe vehicles

From 1994

to 1999. Charles Halleen

owned

as Love's eireentive
to lie sold

the

manager and was responsible

for

new

vehicle sales,

by Love.

Love dealership and served
Love has been

period, Robert Hztlleen served as Love's general manager. sinee 1994,

its dealer principal. During the same
poor perforrner saieswise.

as
a

March 4, 1999, Nissan approved Charles l-lal|ee1l's tiansrer of ownership ofLove Nissan lo Robert Halleeii. and
Chad Halleen. Robert Halleen became 90 percent owner of the dealership, and Chad Halleen received the
remaining 10 percent ownership. At the same time, Robert Hallecn and Chad l-lalleen entered into the dealer agreement with
Nissan that is at issiie in these proceedings. Pnrsiiant to that dealer agreement, Robert Halleen became Love‘s dealer principal
and Chad Halleen became Love’s executive manager.
10. Erreotive

to Robert's son,

1
Robert and Chad Halleen also own Love Honda. which is loeated adjacent to Love Nissan. The Nissan and Honda dealerships
have separate showrooms, display areas, and parking areas, but they share a serviee facility which is loeated behind the Love
1

.

Nissan showroom.
12.

Section 320.645, Florida Statutes, prohibits a manufacturer from ovwling a motor vehicle dealership that sells the cars

manufactures directly to the public. Nissan cannot
ears to the iiltirnate

sell cars at retail in

consumers Accordingly, Nissan's agreements with

Florida and therefore must rely on

its

14.

The following provisions

Love

is

referred to as “dealer.” and Nissan

ortiie dealer

agreement impact

Section 3; Vehicle Sales Responsibilities of Dealer.

this case:

it

dealers to scll

dealers eoiitain provisions to help ensnre that dealers

achieve and maintain sufﬁeient and satisfactory levels of sales performance.
I3 Within the dealer agreement.

its

is

refened to as “selleri“
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34A General Obligations of Dealer. Dealer shall actively and effectively promote through its own advertising and sales
promotion activities the sale at retail (arid ifDealer elects, the leasing and rental) ofNissan Vehicles to customers located within
nealerls

Pnmary Market Area. Dealer‘: Pnmary Market Area is a geographic area which

perfrrrrnanee ofits sales obligations hereunder. Dealer agrees; that

which

Seller

may designate;

that, subject to

Primary Market Area; and that seller nray,
3.12.

it

Section 4 ofthis Agreement, Seller

in its

seller rises as a tool to evaluate Dealer's

has t\() right or property interest in any such geographic area

may add, relocate or replace dealers

in

Dealer's

reasnnable discretion, change Dealer's Primary Market Area from rrrne to time.

Sales ofNissan Cars and Nissan Trucks. Dealer's performance ofits sales responsibility forNissan Cars and Nissan Trucks

be evaluated by seller on the basis of such reasonable
example:

will

3.B. l. Aelrievernent rrfreasenable sales rrbjeerrves

criteria as seller

which nray be established

may

rlevelep

from time

rnrrn time to lirne

to time,

including fur

by seller fur nealer as standards

for perfonnance.

Dealer's sales of Nissan Cars and Nissan Trucks in Dealer's Primary Market

3.13.2.

Dealer

*4

is

3.B.2.(i) registrations

3.B.2

(ii)

Area and/ur the metropolitan area

in

which

located, as applicable, or Dealer's sales as a percentage of:

ofNlssan Cars and Trucks;

rcgistrations of Compctitivc Vchiclcs;

3.B.2r(iil) registrations

oflndustry Cars;

3.B.2.(iv) registrations ofvehicles in the Competitive

Truck Segment;

A comparison of Dcalcr's salcs and/or registrations to sales and/or registrations of all othcr Authorized Nissan Dcalcrs
combined in Sellers Sales Region and District in which Dealer is located and, where Section 3.C applies, for all other Authorized
Nissan Dealers combined ln the metropolitan area in Wl'llCl1 Dealer ts located; and
3.B.3

3.B.4.

Thc

A comparison of sales and/or registrations achieved by Dealer to the sales or registrations of Dealer‘s competitors.

and registration data rcfcrrcd to in Section 3 shall be thosc utillzcd in Scllcr's rccords or in rcports furnisllcd to
by independent sources selected by it and generally available for such purpose in the automotive industry. lfsuch reports
of registration and/or sales are not generally available, seller may rely on such other registration and/or sales data as can be
salcs

Seller

reasonably obtained by

Scllcr.

3.c. Metropolitan Markets.
If Dealer

is

located in a metropolitan or other marketing area where there are located one or

other than Dealer, the

combined

sales

perfom1ance of all Nissan Dealers

in

more Authorized Nissan Dealers

such metropolltan or other marketing area rnay be

cvaluatcd as lndicatcd in Sections 3.B.2 and 3.B.3 above, and Dcalcr's salcs performance may also bc cvaluatcd on the basis
of the proportion ofsales and potential sales ol'Nissan veirreles in the metropolitan or other marketing area in which Dealer
ls

located for

which Dealer

fairly

may be held responsible.

34D< Additional Factors for Consideration,

wlrere appmpriatc

in

evaluating Dcalcr's salcs pcrfomiancc, seller will takc into account such rcasonablc critcrla as seller

rnay determine from rrrne to time, including, for example, the rnllervirrg» the Dealership Location; the general shopping habits
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Petitioner v.

of the public

such niarket area; the availability of Nissan Vehicles to Dealer and to other Authorized Nissan Dealers; any

in

would affect Dealer‘s sales perfomiance differently from the sales performance of other
Authorized Nissan Dealers; the recent and long term trends in Dealer's sales performance; the manner in which Dealer has
special local niztrketilig cntiditions that

conducted

its

sales operations (including advertising, sales promotion,

and treatment of customers); and the other

factors, if

any, directly affecting Dealer's sales opportunities and performance.

*1:*
3.G. Assistance Provided

by

Seller.

3.0.1. sales Training courses.
Seller will offer

from time

to time sales training courses fnr

Dealer sales personnell Based nn

its

need

tlterenf,

Dealer

shall,

without expense to Seller, have members of Dealer's sales organization attend suen training courses aml Dealer snail cooperate
in

such courses as

may from time to time

be offered by

Seller.

*5 3.G.2. Sales Personnel.

To further assist Dealer, Seller will provide to Dealer advice and enunsel on matters relating to new vehicle sales, sales personnel
training and
3.]-I.

management, merchandising, and

facilities

used tor Dealer's vchielc salcs operations.

Evaluation nf Dealer's Sales Performance.

Seller will periodically evaluate Dealer‘s

performance of its responsibilities under this Section 3. Evaluations prepared pursuant
3.]-l. will be discussed with and provided to Dealer, and Dealer

to this Section 3. Evaluations prepared pursuant to this Section
shall

have an opportunity to comment,

any deﬁciencies

to correct

in Dealer‘s

in writing,

on suen evaluations. Dealer shall promptly take suen aetion as may be required

perfcnnance of its responsibilities under

this Section 3.

eat
Section 12. Termination
e

as

e

l2.B. Tennination
l2.B.l.

If,

by seller tvrNtm-Perfonnance by Dealer.
l'

based upon tne evaluations thereof made by

Seller,

Dealer shall

rail to substantially nilrill its responsibilities

with

respeet to:
l2.B.l.a. Sales

of new Nissan venieles and the otner responsibilities of Dealer

set forth in

seetion 3 of tnis Agreement;

I2.B.l

is,

Maintenance

l2.B.

.c.

Scrviec ofNissan Vchiclcs and salc and service ofGcnuinc Nissan Parts and Accessories and the othcr responsibilities

1

ortlte Dealership Facilities

and the Dealership

Ltioatioii set ronli

iii

seetioii 2 ortnis

Agreement;

of Dealer set forth in Section 5 ofthis Agreement;
I2.B.l

.d.

The other responsibilities assuincd by Dealcr in

this

Agrccmcnt

including, without limitation, Dcalci"'s failure

to:
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l2.B. 1 .tl.(i)Timely submit accurate sales, serviee

management and related supporting
12.13.

1

.tl.(ii)Permlt seller to

after receipt ofnotice

12.13,

1

and ﬁnancial information conceming its Dealership operations. ownership or
under this Agreement or as may be reasnnahly requested by Seller;

data, as required

make an examination or audit ofDealer's aeeonnts and records conceming its Dealership operations

from seller requesting sneh pemiission or information;

.tl.(iii)Pay seller for

any Nissan Products or any other products or services pnrehased by Dealer from Seller,

ttt

aeeordanee

with the terms and conditions of sale; or
l2.B.l.d.(iv)Maintain net worth and working capital substantially in accordance with Seller's Guides therefore; or

any ofthe following occur:
any dispute, disagreement or eontroversy between or among Deziler and any third party or between nr zimnng the
owners or management personnel of Dealer relating to the management or ownership of Dealer develops or exists which, in
12.a,2. 1n the event that

l2.Bt2.(i)

the reasonable opinion
0t’

of Seller, tends

conduct uf the Dealership Operations or the interests of Dealer

to adversely affect the

Seller, or

l2.B.2.(ii)

any other act or activity of Dealer, or any of its owners or management occurs, which substantially lmpaiis the
management subsequent to the execution ofthis Agreement:

reputation or ﬁnancial standing ofDealer nr nf any orits

*6 Seller will notify Dealer of such

failure

and

will

review with Dealer the nature and extent of such failure and the reasons

which, in Seller's or Dealers opinion, account for such
Thereafter, Seller will provide Dealer with

zi

failure.

reasonable opportunity to correct the failure. If Dealer

progress towards remedying sneh failure before the expiration of sneh period, seller

Dealer notice of temiination, such tennination to be effective

at least ninety (90)

fails to

make

substantial

may terminate this Agreement by giving

days after such notice

is

given.

During such peried Dealer will eernmenee such actions as may be necessary so that the termination obligations of seller and
this Ageement may be fulﬁlled as promptly as practicable,

Dealer set forth in

may be said that Love and Nissan have agreed and contracted that Love will “actively aiid effectively promote
ofnew Nissan vehicles; that Love will be evaluated by Nissan on Love's sales performance Within its designated
Primary Market Area (PMA); and that Nissan may evaluate Love‘: “perforrnantrc of... sales responsibility... on the basis of
such reasonable criteria as [Nissan] may develop rrom time to lime.”
I5.

Therefore,

it

the sale at retail"

16.

At

all

times material, Lovels

PMA has inelnded all of citnis connry and pans of Levy and Hemando connties, although
PMA boundaries as described below,

during the critical period ortime. Nissan twice ad_iusled Love's
l7.

At

all

aiid that

times material, Robert and

Chad Halleen knew that Nissan makes

periodic evaluations of Love‘: sales performance,

pursuant to the dealer agreement, Nissan could tenninate Love ror failure to “substantially Fulﬁll

its

responsibilities

with respect to sales of new Nissan vehicles."
I8.

Nissan, in

fact,

used the

criteria set forth in Section 3,B.2.(ii),

of the dealer agreement

to

evaluate Love, that

percentage of competitive vehicle registrations, compared to the "sales and/or registrations of
Dealers eomhined

Nissan

ls

in [Lovc‘s] sales region." it is

all

is:

Love's

other Authorized Nissan

nndispnted that the dealer agreement ontlines the “sales penetration" ealenlation

pennitted to use, and did use, to evaluate Love and

all

other Nissan dealers‘ sales perfonnancet
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dense ease,

Weight and credibility oftesiimony

ztnd accordingly, the

ﬁelds has been analyzed and considered in arriving

at the

in the respective experts’

following factual analysis ofihose

statistics,

but

it is

various

unrefuied that

Love's sales perrorrnanee on Nissan autorriobiles has always been below Nissan's southeast region average by every standard
to evaluate Love‘s performance.

used

perronnance ofall Nissan dealers, not just l.ove. sales
by the number oieornpetitive new vehicles registered in
a dealer's PMA. The resultant quotient is expressed as a percentage, to show the dealer's sales penetration. Each dealer's sales
penetration is then eonipared as a ratio to Nissan’: sales penetration throughout the region, to detennine whether the dealer being
analyzed is penetrating its PMA below, at, or above the average for all Nissan dealers in the region. Histoneally, by case law,
and by expert testimony in the instant proceeding, it is found that Nissan's method for evaluating its dealers‘ sales performances
20. Nissan has consistently

penetration

is

is

calculated

a reasonable,

used sales penetration

to evaluate the sales

by dividing a dealer's total new vehicle

sales

industryaccepted practice for evaluating new car dealers.

Z

*7 21, Furthemtore, this methodology has “built-in" beneﬁts For the dealers being analyzed. Because all sales are included
denominator of the calculation, and not just those sales from the geographical market areas assigned to the respective

in the

dcalcrs, thc total region penetration tigure is lowered, thus helping inore dcalcrs denionstrate at least average penetration.

who are in trouble saleswlse, or who are likely to get in trouble saleswise, before is too late to
Among other ineans of doing this is Nissan's practiee ofscnding dealers who rank in thc bottoin lo of

22. Nissan advises dealers

salvage the dealership.

it

the sales penetration rankillgs a quarterly letter expressing Nissan's

concem with

the dealership‘s sales perrorniance. Frorn

1097

Love Nissan received many such letters. The ﬁrst such letter arrived in 1997, before Robert and Chad Halleen took
over the ninning of Lovc Nissan. Robert Hallccn claims that in I997, upon rcecipi of Love's ﬁrst “bottom I0" letter, Nissan's
District Operations Manager (DOM) told him that bottom 10 letters were a mere formality and that he should not worry about
receiving them. While this unrefuted testimony is credible, it does not excuse Love‘s later failure to respond to requests and
advice rroni Nissan; iailure to respond to bottoni I0 letters; or raiiure to respond to notices of default (NODs), by bringing
to Z004,

Lovc's salcs pcnctration into linc with thc rcgion avcragc for thc ncxt six—p]us ycars.

3

Fmm 1991 to April l, 2004, in addition to bottoni l0 letters, Nissan repeatedly iiotiried Love ofits evaluations on the basis
of Lovc's salcs penetration as cornpared to the region average and Love's ranking aniong Nissan dcalcrs; notiiied Love that it

23.

was not meeting Nissan‘s expected
more speciﬁcally described below.
24.

On November 29,

level

of sales; and offered advice and cuunsel, through

1999, nine months into Robert and

that datc, Lovc's pcncrration

was 33 pcrccnt ofthc region avcragc.

On November 21,
lcttcr

2000, Nissan sent Love an
notes that

it is

thc third

on increasing

sales, as

Chad I-Ialleen‘s ownership and administration of Love, Love received
to improve its sales penetration to nieet the region average. As of

letter, stating that

25.

DOM,

Love needed

Nissan's certiﬁed bottorn 10

agrccmcnt. The

its

NOD,

advising that Love

was

in default

on several provisions of the dealer

such noticc.

and without Nissan's prior approval as required by the dealer agreement, added the Daewoo ear line
noewoo is another iniport eornpetitor of Nissan. Although Love's showroorn for Dacwoo was located
elsewhere. some Daewoo automotive service was conducted at the Love Nissan service Facility, which already was shared with

zo.

Love had

unilaterally,

to Love's dealership.

Love Honda. Nissan
its facilities,

cited this situation as

one of the four elements ofa default by Love, along with Love's

failure to maintain

lnsufﬁcicnt capitalization, and poor soles performance/penetration.

*s 21. The NOD also advised Love that its sales penetration had been decreasing: 35.5 percent of region average in 1998,
which was 390 units short of the region average units sold that ycar; 32.0 percent of the region average in 1999; and 2&1
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pereent oiregien average in 2000, year to date (YTD). Nissan gave Love 90 days to avoid termination by reaehing the region's

average sales penetration.

By

2s.

Love was only at 29.5 percent penetration, but Love Nissan’: attumey sent an explanation of the
Nissan nn .lanuary <>, 2001. i-iis letter stated, in pertinent part;

year’s end,

situation to

Daewuo

as you note in your letter, Mr. l-lalleen has purchased land adjacent to the dealership facilities and has already moved the
Daewou sales to that land. Also, the rest of the Daewou related complaints are not an issue as Mr. llalleen has remedied that
pmblem so that Dztewoo service or parts is not infringing nit any portion ofNissan's use ofany nfthe facilities.

you are nut accurate or have nut been appropriately applied to the situation regarding
At this time, we believe that Love Nissan is now, and has been in substantial
compliance with these Guides. [There follows a discussion of alleged square rootage or the facility as Love compared it to
...

the nunibers that have been provided to

Love Nissan's Guides

for Dealership Facilities.

the Nissan guidelines]

Mr.

29.

l-lalleen.

On

disagrees with the current “planning potential" that has been assessed to Love.

..

Februaiy

l,

2001, Nissan sent Love a folloW—up

NOD,

again advising

lowest of the 58 Florida dealers, and again advising that Love must remedy
30.

On Junc 29, 2001, Nissan

sent

Love another ecrtified

letter.

its

Love

that its eurrent sales penetration

was

the

default uf the dealer agreement.

Nissan again informed Love that

it

was

in

breach of the dealer

agreement based upon its sales penetration thruugh Apnl 2001, which was only 47.2 percent ufregiun average. Nissan requested
a response from Love by July 16, 2001 with a plan to cure its default, but Love did not respond.
,

31.

The

etreet

of

this

cunespondenee was additional time beyond the 90 days

in

which Luve could show perfonnanee

improvement.
32. By a July 16, 2001, NOD, Nissan reiterated the same unauthorized addition of Daewuo to the already shared service
department, failure to nieet facility guidelines, and unsatisfactory sales perrorrnanee, and set a 30 days’ tlnie limit for Love to

eomc up with a written plan
33.

The July

l6, 200],

for

improvement and a 90

days’ deadline for

Love

to

mect

the region sales average.

NOD also advised Love that, at Love's request, Nissan had reduced the size of Love's PMA and had

recalculated sales penetration pursuant to the

new PMA,

but that Love's sales penetration, as recalculated,

was

still

at

only 54

percent oflhe average region sales penetration.
34.

The NOD: were jointly signed by w. J. Kirrane, Nissan‘s Vice-President and General lvlanager, and Brad Bradshaw, Nissan's

theii-Southeast

Region Vice-President.

NOD came froln Robert Hallccn, dated August 10, 2001, It was addressed to Mr.
Mr, Bradshaw. It read, in pertinent part:
Your letter sent to me July 16, 2001, Notice of Default... shows a total lack of communication within Nissan as well as a total
lack of commitment to your dealers. our DOM‘: [sic.] have continually worked to adjust our PM/\ to try to elirninate some
"9

35. Lo\'c's response to the July 16,

i<in~ane, in Califomia,

and was eopied

2001,

to

ol'the obstacles in peiietraiirtg this market,
is inereasing.
l would appreciate any help you ean give rne.... we eurrcntly
(we nonnally stock 70-80) and had 3 units taken front our last allocation. lfNissaii wants nie

Even by your own nurnbers, our penetration
have

thirty

to sell

two

more

Ntssaiis in stuck

ears they

need

to provide them.
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Regarding your eoneenis over naewoo. there is no evidence of Daewoo pans and service
Daewno currently resides in a building one mile south ofour Nissan facility.

in

our Nissan raeility

now or in

the

past,

Concerning your iaeilities question, l do nut believe anyone who has ever been to our dealeiship eeuld cal] it inadequate. we
have more tlian enough land to adequately display and sell Nissans (appmXimately 4 acres). Our service department is nnt
running at full capacity, so I must assume that il also is more than adequate for thejob.

ass
Mr. Kiirane, ifyou are tnily interested iii Love Nissan imprnviiig
meeting and explain how i ean do this.

36.

The foregoing

its

peiietratinn, theii sit

down with me at the upeoming dealer

about the Halleens' approach to solving Love's sales penetration

letter indicates several troubling things

PMA is established; a failure to recognize that Nissan had recently l'€8d]\JS\€(l Love's
PMA; and a peculiar heliefthat the PMA itselfsomehow inhihited sales, as opposed to being just an evaluation tool. Further,

problems: a misunderstauiding uf how a

it

Roben

misunderstood Nissan's alloeation and ordering system as explained by several witnesses.
It did not propose any plan for improving sales penetration. The letter also did nut re-address, with any speciﬁcity, the Nissan
facility guidelines by square-fontage of eaeh part nfthe raeility, but it did give an nwtterls reassuranee that Daewno serviee was
at least

suggests that

no longer being performed
21. Mr. Kirranc,

Nissan's position

i-ialleen

in

Love's Nissan-Honda

facility.

‘

nom Califomia, did not meet with Robcn Hallccn as suggested. oi personally respond to the foregoing
is

that

Love was adequately served by

its

local

letter.

DOMs and by Nissan's Region Vice-President,

on september

s, 2001. a eeitined letter from Region Vice-President Bradshaw responded to Robert Hallccn's August lo,
Mr. Bradshaw's response meniorialized a phone conversation between himself and Robert Halleeii, which Mr,
Bradshaw believed had resolved the PMA issue; offered Love help with alloeation ofproduct (inventory); acknowledged Love's

as.

200],

letter.

relocation

of Daewoo service; and cited several

visitations

by the

further addressed L0ve‘s poor sales penetration atid requested that

DOM

The Region Vice»President‘s

letter

for achieving the region average.

Love

to assist Love.

Love propose a plan

did not send Nissan any written plan.

*1n 39.

on N<\vember26,

sales penetration

had

2001 Nissaii sent another eertined letterto Love, advising that, even with Lnves
,

fallen to 51.1 percent ofthe region average,

40. Nissan sent a certiﬁed letter tn

Love on March

4,

in

March

31, 2002.

Love

did not respond with a plan oreorreetion tor

DOM visited Love to discuss sales performance and the need to improve.

On March 24, 2003, Nissan sent Love annther certiﬁed letter, advising that Love's sales penetration percentage had declined

2002 to 50.6 percent from an already low 50.9 percent the previous year, and that Love was

43.

Love's

sales.

41. In October 2002, Nissan's
42.

new PMA,

N0 plan was received.

2002, advising that L0ve’s sales penetratinn was only 50 percent nf

region average and requesting a plan ror improvement by

improvement of its

and requesting a plan of improvement.

Chad Halleen respnnded

breach ofthe dealer agreement.

then-Region Vice-President, Patrick nnody, generally stating Love's intent to increase
and expressing eoneerns about how Nissan calculates sales penetration versus how i-ionda

to Nissan's

sales via inereased advertising

ealeulates sales penetration.

in

He

also expressed a eoneeni about getting

cars/tnicks in time to sell Nissan units in July zoos, based

on

new Nissan cam/trucks and the

how few units he eurrently had nn his

lot

desired type ufNissan
and how few he had on
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order. This letter also evidenced Chatl Halleen‘s misunderstanding ofNissali's allocation antl ordering system,

and

it

proposed

no plan ofcnrrection.
44. Jon Flnkel, Nissan's

then-DOM, met with

the llaiieens on April 11, 2003, at the dealership, Love‘s then 51,2

orregmii average sales penetration was diseussed.

vrn pereeiit

on lvlay 23, 2003, Nissan sent Love another certiﬁed letter, advising that Love's sales penetration had ralien to 45.9 pereeiit
orregmii average through March 2003, whieh constituted a decrease from bnth the previous month aiid the previous year.

45.

DOM Finke] again visited Chad llalleen to assist with new signage, inventory, and “leads“ for sales.

40.

On June 24,

41.

On June 21, 2003, Nissan issued another NOD to Love, again based en Love's current sales penetration or 46.1 percent and

2003,

long-temi sales penetration deﬁcits.

lt

gave notice ofa breach ofthe dealer agreement and held out

breach by increasing sales penetration tn reach the region average. At
plus lost Nissan sales per year, eaeh year sinee 1999.
its

48. Mr. Fiiikel also called on
sales penetratien.

l-ie

to

Love the option ofcuring

Love's perfonriance had resulted

in

200-

Love

also ealled

in July of Z003 and advised that Love had imprnved to 48.2 percent of the region average in
on August s, 2003, and advised that Love had elimbed to 50.1 pereent ofaverage, but reminded

Love that under the temis of the current NOD, Love had to
would terminate the dealer agreement.

On

this stage,

attain region

average sales penetration by September 2003 or Nissan

letter, again advising Love of its deﬁcient sales penetration and
improvement to region average by September 15, 2003. Love's response was received
by Nissan on september 18, 2003, but it eontained no speciﬁc plan for the future and mostly rclaicd Love's previous July and
August 2003 changes in hiring trained personnel in both sales and service areas; discussed compensation incentives already
instituted for sales personnel; and stated that Love reeeiitly had sometimes lost moiiey on new car deals by prieing them low,
just to lnovc Nissan units. Thcse prior ehanges so far had produeed minimal etieet and so far had not signiﬁcantly impreved
Love's sales penetration figures. Cutting Love's proﬁt margin clearly was not a long-tenri solution to improve the dealer's sales

49.

August

requesting that

15, 2003,

Nissan sent another bottom ten

Love submit

a plan for

penetration.

*1] 50,

on September 24, 2003,

Mr.

Fiilltel

again met with

percent of the region average, through July 2003.
penetration by the end ofthc
51.

However, Love's raw seere of new car

52. Mr. Finkel

53.

Mr.

at

needed

te

meet

which was then

8,

at 53.1

the regieii average sales

thc dealer agrccmcnt.

NOD,

and

2003, to discuss the October 2003 sales penetration report, which for Love

still

sales

met with Love on December

Firikel's report

and penetration percentage had modestly increased aﬁer the June

memorializes that

at that time,

Chad Hallccn to ~de-dual" with Honda

Halleeii said he did not think he could

Mr.

it

NOD as ofNovcmbcr s, 2003.

do

Chad Halleen

in

indicated he planned to renovate

pans of the

facility;

Mr.

erder to takc advantage of the generally improving Nissan markct; Mr.

that ﬁnancially,

get back to Mr. Halleen about the space requirements.

54.

to discuss Love's sales penetration,

only 56.6 pcrccnt of region average salcs penetration.

Finkcl urged

offer a

Love

again reminded Love that

month or Nissan would terminate

Nissan aeeerdingly extended the

hovered

l-le

due

to Nissan's space requirements;

Love did not volunteer

and Mr.

capital to build a

Fiiikel said

new faeility

he would

or to de—dual or

eemprehensive sales penetration plan.
Flrlkel also set a sales obj eciive for

or an approved Nissan evaluation tool,

Love of 400 new Nissan vehicles

and the ﬁgure has never been used

for 2004. This goal
to

evaluate

Love

was not Nissan requirement
ii

for aetive

and erreetive sales
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was Mr.

have been Nissan’s requirement
55.

On

back
so.

all

Finkel's

0\V\'\

like this

should

February l0, 2004, Mr. Flnkel again met with Love to discuss that the 2003 year-end data showed that Love had fallen
55,8 percent of region average sales penetration.

to

'¢\

on April

1,2004, Nissan issued the

N0T whieh gave rise to the instant case. The NOT was based on Love‘s histoneal and

continued poor sales perfonnanee, as evidenced by
57.

Love contends that an aspirational raw score
Love ever sell 400 new Nissan vehicles itl 2t year,

incentive idea.

along, yet at no time did

At the time

that the

NOT was sent to

of 2004, which ended March 3], 2004.

20045 However,

statistics

and evaluation through December 3| 2003,
,

Love, Nissan did not base the NOT on Love‘s sales penetration for the ﬁrst quarter
had been incnnseqtletttially changed on March
to a nationwide audit, Love's

PMA

Due

up to the date orterniinatitrn, April l, 2004, ineluding
have since been reviewed by Nissan, and these statistics support a ﬁnding that through
March 2004, Love's sales penetration ranked 147th of the 154 Nissan dealers in the region; 56th of the 57 Nissan dealers then
in Florida; and l7lh ofllle I7 Nissan dealers in its district.
l,

calculations based

ss.

Aﬁer ﬁVC

Love's

PMA

the ﬁgures representing actual sales penetration

on the

latest

PMA,

years or a variety of eounseling sessions, warnings,

200i.

iii

at

Love's request, Love

still

had

by Nissan ofa comprehensive written plan

solicitation

NODs, and

extensions, and after Nissan's realignment of

railed to ever rneet the regional sales average and, despite repeated

for

improvement of Love's

sales penetration,

Love had failed to submit

sueh a plan.

*11

S9. Nonetheless, the Halleens, father

plan that

is

and son, testiﬁed

that since they

best deseribed as “slow, stable growth." This seems to mean,

took over Love in 1999, they have had a private

among

other things, that they ehose not to aeeept

Nissan's suggestions simultaneously, but wanted to build and improve Love‘s sales force ﬁrst, before lnereasing

berore ordering/stocking eenain

heanng,

that

is

it

new models of Nissan

vehieles.

The problem with

its

this “plan,” apparently tirst

all

or

advenising,

advaneed

at

has never resulted in Love meeting the region sales penetration average.

60. In attempting to fulﬁll

its

obligations under Subpart 3.G.2., ofthe dealer agreement, Nissan, through

its

DOMs, Region V|C8—

and other eorporate management, at various times during tlle last rive years, has advised l.ove as set out previously
Findings or Faei 33, 46, and 53) and has also advised Love to stay open nn Sundays: increase advertising; and hire and
train eompetent personnel in both sales and service ﬁelds, ineluding getting all Love's service personnel trained and eeriitied by
Presidents,

tﬁ

Nissan so that l.ove eould orrer eusiomers “certiﬁed Nissan used cars and seniiee," thereby engendenng eustonier satisraetion

and brand

loyalty.

Nissan also has suggested that Love maintain

new models. Few ofthese

zt

steady Workforce, conduct off-site sales, and stock and

move

suggestions have been implemented by Love.

Love had previously tried staying open on Sundays, but fnund it not to be cosbeffective and decided to stay closed on
sundays, even though staying open would have meant Love would have been the only dealer of any brand open on sundays

6].
in

llomusassa and therefore more eompetiiive. The llalieens represented

one or more Sundays per month, but they did not elearly
not open on Sundays at that time.
oz,

iiidieate this to

at hearing that they intend to eventually stay open
Nissan prior tn the NOT or explain why they would

Only sinee late 2003, have the eurreni niviiers signiﬁcantly inereased their advertising budget and spread out their advenisiiig

through several newspapers, billboards, eoupon books, two radio stations, maibdellvered print ads, eable television spots,
various telephone books, and direct mail. This effort

was

late,

and the amounts spent up

to the date

of the

NOT were well below

Nissan’s advertising recommendations.
63. Love's sales

has maintained

persons

manager testiﬁed

thzlt

that sales staff has

been adequate for several years

there are not a lot oftratned dealership personnel in

who are willing

to

move to Homosassa

to

its

work. Love asserts that

it

local
is

at

Love. However, traditionally, Love

community or

its

PMA and that there are few

difticult to lure trained sales

personnel to Love's
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and that larger markets, where ineerne and prestige are more attractive, lure away personnel that Love has trained.
problems are outselllng Love. Also, traditionally, Love would not follow
Nissan's advice to send its salespeople to training sessions conducted at other Nissan dealerships for fear that its employees
niral loeatien,

Yet the

fact relnailts that other dealers with similar

would be lured away by that dealership, and Love has frequently not had Nissan

since 2003. Chad Halleen works nu the prernises

program and

sales incentive program.

He

opening

frorri

utitil

certified nieehaiiies in its service departrnent.

after closing.

proniotienal cookouts, but these late efforts did not result in effective

*1; o4. Traditionally, Love has resisted holding

oftlsite sales. as

He has

created an aggressive recniitrnent

weekly motivational meetings, and
sales penetration ﬁgures prior to the NOT,

has instituted daily sales meetings with

staff,

recommended by Nissan, but Love pointed out only one

location where there niight, possibly, be a legal impediment to off-site sales, and offered no other reason for not holding off»
site sales.

65. Love's recent reduced pricing to increase unit sales has increased
prnftt rnargin, but

even these extraordinary

unit sales while adversely affecting

its

eifnrts did nnt result in reaching reginn average sales penetration

its

gross

ﬁgures before

termination. Moreover, this sacriﬁce has the potential ofadversely affecting Love's capitalization and long term success.

so The

parties

penetration.

have each forrned the opinion

Love maintains

Halleens did not understand

that

it

that Love's problerris with

Nissan tiew

cat‘/tntck inventoiy irnpacted

could not get the amount and variety ofNissan inventory

it

its

sales

needed. Nissan suggests that the

how to use the Nissan allocation of product and ordering system to their advantage.

67. Nissan cstablishcd that, ovcr timc,

Lovc somctimcs

failcd to

conﬁrm

allocations, so that Nissan

its

had

to contact

Lovc

over time, Love sometimes declined vehicles offered under Nissan's current production order system; and that
overtime, Love frequently declined to take “pass 2" vehicle offerings, believing them to be somehow inferior or having been

directly; that

repeatedly rejected by other Nissan dealers, neither ofwhieh perceptions
its

is

aeeurate. Nissan tiirther established that en eeeosion,

DOM intervened to provide units when Nissan complained about availability.

shows that thcrc was an onegoing discussion bctwccn Lovc and Nissan's succcssivc DOMs
recommended that Love should stock more cars, in more or different models, in more colors,
with more optional packages, iri order to make more sales, and that, for a long period oftime, the l-Ialleens' concept ofslow aiid
steady growth caused theni to resist the varictal approach suggested by Nissan This was bccausc the Hallccns believed they

68.

The totality ofthc cvidcncc

also

to the effect that Nissan repeatedly

knew their potential

clientele,

up close

(m Findings of Fact 59 and 71), better than did Nissan, at a distance, and the Halleens

perceived that they niight be “stuck“ with
time.

new Nissan models they believed they eould not tuin over in a reasonable

However, Love's inventnry regtlarly stayed

at

on-90 days supply,

6

which was the

level the l-lalleeiis wanted,

aniount of

and Love's

inventory sometimes exceeded 90 days‘ supply, the level advocated by Nissan's representative. Therefore, it is clear that Love
got its ordered inventory; had the inventory mix it selected; and that sanie inventory did not penetrate Love‘s
adequately

and tiever reached the region average
o9. i_ove

No

was responsible

fault in this

ts

for selecting

and ordering

its

own

inventory for

its

potential clientele both

by quantity and vanety.

regard has been credibly attached to Nissan.

*l4 10. Pursuant
Nissan

PMA

sales penetration.

to 3,13,

ofthe dealer

agreenieiit, there are additional factors

beyond just

sales penetration/perforntance that

obligated to consider in the tenninatinn ofzi dealer.

71. Herein,

one of the factors identiﬁed by Love as unique is that 32 percent of the residents of Love's PMA as constituted at
retirees, the majority ofwhom are over cs years nfage and who wanted tn pay easli, without talring advantage of

any ttme were
the several

new car ﬁnancing plans and packages which

are the ﬁnancial lifeblood

ofmost dealerships and which would beneﬁt

Love's gross proﬁt margin, capitalization, and cash flow, while Nissan's targeted customer demographic

However, the ﬁnancing issue is a
the segmentation analysis, which

is

which periodically has been

is

29 to 54 years of age.

concern voiced by Nisszin. Likewise,
pan of Nissan's regional evaluations and rankings, divides competitive registrations into

capitalization problern,

a
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separate types or lsegments" or vehieles sold in a market.

The dealer is evaluated only on its expected penetration for eaeh
perform well in a certain PMA, the dealer is held tn a lower sales expectation for that type of
vehicle. Even adjusting for segments, Love's sales penetration ﬁgures do not pass muster.
segment. If one segment does

ntit

Another unique factor alleged by Love is that there is no signiﬁcant retail activity in Homosdssa nr Crystal River to draw
consumers to Love from other pans of its PMA. That said, Nissan credibly represented that its sales penetration methodology

72.

took into aeoount the local marketing conditions, area, shopping habits of
boundaries, aiid other relevant issues eoneerriing the

when

it

PMA,

twice re-evaluated aiid altered Love's

publie, trarrie pattems, natural anti man-niaite

tlie

Hnmosassa market when

it

performed

a

market study in Love's area

aiid

7

PMA

Love identiﬁed commuting pattems in its
to be going away from Love's location to other PM.As and elaims this factor
exposes oornmiiters to more advenising by other dealers than to Love's advertising, as well as exposing theni to tlle presenee
of those other dealers in and outside L0ve’s PMA, but this would seem to be rt problem with Love's advertising, if anything.

73.

Finally, even Love ultimately conceded that this is not a phenomenon unique
Love experiencing sales into tlie PMA by competing saine line dealers,
14.

nemographie

component of the assigned

raetors are a built-in

regardless orinetropolitan or

more

to

Love Nissan but

PMA. Region

is

faced by

all

average sales penetration

is

dealers near

aehievable,

by non-metropolitan dealers (as deﬁned by Nissan) in
98.3 pereent versus 92.6 pereent for metropolitan dealers (as derined by Nissan). while
rural location. sales penetration

Mareh 2004 YTD was
blonda dealerships are net the eomparison required by the dealership agreement, this statistie is meaningful in the present ease,
because of Love's appmaclt to the issue. More to the point, however, is the fact that each analysis of the region and the PMA
found Love lacking in sales and provided a rair comparison with all other dealers.

Florida for

*ts vs, Love oomplained tliat

its

sales penetration success

was iinpeded because tliere are more domestic

car dealerships in

its

PMA than import dealerships in its PMA, but how this renders Love's situation different from other Nissan dealers in the same
region

was not

elearly enuneiated

and no nexis between

this factor

and Love's laek ofsales sueeess was elearly established.

*‘

Love claims, as another unique factor, that dealers in larger communities tend to stock more inventory than dealers in smaller
that greater variety ean be a reason for potential car buyers to travel further to a larger dealer. onee again,
this taetor would seem to have been a problem solvable by Love's stoeking ti larger inventory and a more varied inventory, but
76.

communities and

it

does not render Love's situation unique.

11. Also,
is

Love

asserts that

clearly a factor

(& Findings ofFact 59 and 66-69.)

eonsumers on the periphery of Love's

common to almost every PMA in the nation.

PMA are physieally eloser to dealers in other mas, but this

sell in, and be evaluated on, its sales based on Citrus County, its home
Love can “reasonably be expected to serve," but Love offered no credible reason
Why it should be singled out to be assigned sueh a limited territorya Robert and Chad Halleen knew the size and extent ofLove's
PMA when they assumed eentrol of Love in 1999, and the dealership agreement is elear as to how Love's sales were to be

78.

Love submits

that

it

should only be required to

county, because Citnts County

is

the only area

evaluated by Nissan. Nissan re-evaluated and adjusted Love's

PMA once at Love's request and once pursuant to a natioiial audit

A reduotien ufthe PMA to one oounty was not demonstrated to be a reasonable measuring teehnique. Even Love's
Mr.
Roesiier, admitted tliat Love's PMA was properly drawn and that none ofthe areas iiieluded in Love's PMA should
expert,
be assigned to other dealers.
9

ofPMAs.

70. All the ioregoing allegedly “unique factors" raised
capitalization.

As previously

stated.

by Love amount

to Love's dissatisraetioii

with

its

inventory,

PMA,

or

and intentionally limited its own inventory. Capitalization was also
creation of Nissan, but one which reasonably measures demographics and sales. The

Love

largely controlled

under Love's control. Love's PMA is a
PMA adjustments have beeii previously discussed.
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Nissan has nei treated l.eve in “a iiiiirenii and eiinsisrenr" nianner Willi erher speeirieally nanied

some

region sales average rer

years, not

reiir

met

their region sales average.

years and whieh had werse

These

are;

Nissan of Melboume, which did not

rhan Love in 2001 and 2003, Alan Jay Nissan. whieh

resiilrs

did ner rneer irs reglun sales average ier ieiii years and had werse resiilis rhan Love for 2001, 2002, and 2003; ilarnpreii Nissan
and Hill Nissa\\, each ofwhich did not meet the region average for four years and each ofwhich was worse than Love in 2002
and 2003; Nissan of Lakeland/Jenkins Nissan, which did not meet the regien sales average rer reiir years; and Lake Nissan,

whieh was werse rhan l.eve
*l6

in 2002.

Nissan readily admitted that any individual circumstances considered for one dealer should be considered for

81.

all

dealers, hiir in raei, eaeh ufthe foregoing dealershipspreseniedaiiniqde sirdaiiiin very different rhan i.eve'ssiriiaiiiin. olwieiisly,

thc dcgrcc of Nissan corporate

knowledge

aheiir

eaeh dealer en rhe dare ofLo\'c's April

l,

2004,

NOT is piveral. ‘°

s2. Nissan of Melboume experienced

rwe ewnership changes herween 2001 and April 1, 2004. lis sales penerrarien improved
was seld again. Aﬁcr rhe seeend sale, Nissan also gave rhe seeend new dealer a ehanee re
irripreve sales penetration. Aﬁer ihe seeend sale, Me|b0ume‘s sales penetration was still higher inari Leve's rer each erihe ﬁrst
three months er2004, hiii Nissan would ner have knovm the whole of that q\1ﬂrter'S srarisnes rer eirher dealer en April 1, 2004.

wirh rhe

new dealer

in 2001, but

it

Alan Jay Nissan's dealer prineipal recognized ihai his dealership was in ireiible and personally seiighi eiii Nissan's current
Region Vlce—Prestdent, Patrick Doody. to lobby a eernprehensive Nissan sales iniprevenienr plan which ineliided

ss.

seiiiheasr

releearien and construction of a new, eireliisive Nissan dcalcrshlp sepai-are from

Alan

Jay’: cxisting

dealer presenred a derailed marketing plan, persennel changes, changes in eernperisaiinii, and a plan

The

was

capitalization of the [JKOJECI

bcfnrc Nissan

eerriniirrerl ie his plan.

a eernprehensive

improvement plan

initially raised

by the

dealer,

and he made

Alan Jay's plan was iinplernenred
to Nissan, hiir did not,

in

il

rrir

Toyota dealership. The
inereased Capita|t7att0tl,

“dramatic investment" in Nissan inventory

2003. Love had heen offered several ehanees re siilnnir

Nissan management pereeived Love's prit\Cip3lS as not invrilved and

uncooperative in sales improvement; they perceived Alan Jay's principal as implementing a practical plan for success and gave

an epperiiiniry re siieeeed. Although the ﬁrst

hini

iilrimarely
in

rhar,

hy

qiiarrer

rhe rirne Nissan issued ihe

of 2004 ﬁg\lfCS were nei available when l.eve was tcmiinatcd, rhey

NOT re Lrive, Alan Jay's sales penetration had gone rreni 43.09 pereenr

2003, to 88.61 pereenr ofthe regien sales penerrarien rhreiigh March 2004.

84,
1,

showed

Hampton Nissan Was on the road to tennination at one point.

2004, as pan ofa nationwide revision ot'PMAs. Love‘s

After study, Nissan adjusted Hampton's

PMA, effective March

PMA was adjusted at the same time, but was nct substantially altered.

(See Finding er Fact 57.) Prior to proceeding ie reirniiiarien, Nissan gave

PMA, much as it had given Love the same opportunity in 200l

,

l-larnpreii

an epperiiiniry re be evaliiared ripen

its

new

Nissan had not compiled and analyzed the March 2004 results

new 2004 PMAs, when it terminated Lcve cn April 1, 2004, but the sales already made
shewed that llairipren was perforrning far heirer rhan Love by April 1, 2004. when the eenipiled
qiiarrer 2004 sales penetration ﬁgures became available shortly after April 1, 2004, iliey dernensrrared that

of its regional evaluaticns, including the

by both dealers

iilriniarely

and analyzed ﬁrst
Hampton's penerraiien had risen

re 95.74 percent

erihe regien

in

March. Neither

in

2001, nor 2004, did changes to Love's

PMA

meaningfully iinpriive Lm/e‘> sales penerrarien perfomtance,

*l7

ss. Sales penerrarien

by 1-iill Nissan had been adversely affected by the rerouting era major rhereiighrare away rreni

that

by requesting re releeaie and eensrriier
dramzitic improvement in sales.

dealership. Hill respended re Nissan’s eeniplainrs aheiii H\ll‘s declining sales penerraiiiin

an improved

facility,

86. Nissan of

but before Nissan committed to

at

the

new

location, there

demonstrated a

renamed “Jenkins Nissan“ in 2003. The new owner instituted a plan to
up ie the region average, hiir within a year and even before the
had been signiﬁcant improvement. As of March 2004, Jenkins had reached sales penetration

Lakcland was sold

new

tu a

releenie the dealership in order to irnpreve

move to

this, Hill

81.68 percent ofthe region average.

dealer and
irs

sales penerraiien
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of Lake Nissan was rerouted and closed for an extended penod due to construction. Lake created
new facility to attract customers and agreed with Nissan that if Lake did
not meet region average sales penetration by June 2005, Lake would sell the dealership. presumably to a retailer who could
87.

The access road

a plan

in front

of correction which included constructing a

meet the desired average.
88.

Love has not demonstrated that any road construction,

sale ofthe dealership, or any other problem beyond

its

control affected

Love's poor sales penetration.
89.

Love also ascribes lack of good

faith to Nissan's

business decisions to not temiinate these other struggling dealers

confronted with conditions largely beyond their control and

who offered

who were

Nissan detailed plans to overcome their disadvantages.

but Love has not presented any persuasive evidence to that effect. Love only has presented evidence that ztfter Hill, Lake.
and Lakeland/Jenkins committed their ﬁnances to building new facilities to take advantage oi'Nissan's growth in the industry,

Nissan gave some additiuiial

money toward those goals up to amounts consistent with the maximum ainounts in Nissan’s dealer
money up to $420,000.00 fnr major facility changes but

assistance prograin for such projects. Nissan will prnvide assistance

requires that the dealer submit a plan and/or demonstrate improved perfomrance ﬁrst

by the dealer based
facility, let

oii

improved perfomiaiice. However, there
new facility. or has asked

alone offered tn build a

An additional $80,000.00 can be ~~earned"

nu indication that Love has ever ciiiisidered building a new
ﬁnancing frnm Nisszin for such a project. Basically, Love

is

for

has never offered Nissan any tangible plan of correction or substantial improvement ofits penetration percentage, as have the
other
90.

named

dealers.

Lovc dcmonstratcd

that

Nissan has suggcstcd to Lovc that

Love was

take advantage of the improving Nissan market, but
suggestions

it

rejected.

The penetration ﬁgures

are the result

*l8 91. Love also has suggested that the NOT herein

is

it

build a

ncw

facility

and

lct its

Honda

dcalcrship go so as to

free to reject that suggestion along with all the other

related to Nissan’s 2001 objection to Love's adding a Daewoo dealership

was pmven, indeed,

was no mention of the
it came

and due

to Love's continuing association with l-ionda. Neither suggestion

Dacwoo

connection by either party after 2001, and mention of the Honda connection was rcasonablc in the contcxt
Findings of Fact 38 and 53.)

up.

(k

Nissan

of Love‘s choices, not Nissan's coercion.

there

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
92.

The

DtVtStOi1 of Administrative

Hearings has jurisdiction of the subject matter and the panies to

this proceeding, in

accordance with sections 120 569 and l20.S7(l), Florida statutes.
is governed by Chapter 320, Florida statutes, including but not limited to Section 320.6416), Florida statutes.
was most rcccntly amended on Junc x, 20ol, to include a provision rcquiring “uniform and consistcnt application
ofthe grounds for temiinatibii.” Tlie dealer agreement between Love and Nissan was executed on March 4. 1999. and has not
been amended since its execution, l-lowever, the amendments to section 32O.64l(3) apply to this action from their effective

93. This cause

This scction

date,

June

s,

2001, until April

l,

2004, the date of the Notice of Termination herein.

94. section 32O.64l(3), l=lorida statutes, provides:

Any motor vehicle dealer who receives a notice of intent to discontinue, cancel, not renew, modify, or
replace may within 90-day notice period, ﬁle a petition or complaint for a deter-rriiiiation of whether such
action

is

an unfair or prohibited discontinuation, cancellation, nonrenewal, modiﬁcation, or replacement.

Agreements and certiﬁcates of appointment
raised in such petition or complaint

nonrenewal ofa franchise agreement
not undertaken in good faith;
franchise agreement

which

is

is

shall continue in effect until final detennination

by the motor vehicle
is

unfair if

it

is

dealer,

A

of the issues

discontinuation, cancellation, or

not clearly permitted by the franchise agreement,

not undertaken for good cause; or

is

is

based on an alleged breach of the

not in fact a mateiizil and substantial breach; or, iﬂlie grounds relied upon for
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termination, cancellation, or noni-enewal have not been applied in a uniform and consistent
licensee.
is

A modiﬁcatinii or replacement

not undertaken in good faith; or

is

the burden of proof that such action

95.

The duty

to

is

unfair ifit

is

not clearly permitted

not undertaken for good cause.

is fair

by

manner by

the

the franchise agreement;

The applicant

or licensee shall have

and not prohibited.

go forward and the burden to prove. by a preponderance of the evidence, Nissan's compliance with Section
is upon Respondent Licensee, Nissan.

32O.64l(3), Florida Statutes,
96.

The

thrust oFLt>ve's defense in this cause has

to “actively

and effectively promote the sale

been

at retail"

(I) that Love's only obligation, pursuant to the dealer agreement,

of Nissan vehicles within

its

PMA, and

(2) that

was

Nissan inequitably

terminated Love, while permitting other equally, or more egregiously, unsuccessful Nissan dealers to continue to operate.

More

Love asserts tliat, because Ntssall could have imposed, but did not from the beginning impose, upon Love a speciﬁc.
objective performance obligation, such as requiring the sale of a given number of new ears which Nissan expected Love to
sell in a speciﬁed penod of time, there is no elear eritcria for measuring Love’: “active and effective" promotion of Nissan
sales. Love argues that the dealer agreement does not require that Love achieve a particular level ofsales penetration or exceed
the level of sales penetration of other Nissan dealers. Love suggests, instead, that Nissan is free to use as an evaluation tool
Love's level ofsales penetration, as eompared to the region average and the sales penetration of other dealers, but that Love's
failure to meet the region average or to per|'0rm above the bottom ofthe dealer ranking is not, in and ofitselﬂ a valid basis For
termination of the dealer agreement. While ackrtnwledgtng that it is a low volume sales perfonner, Love suggests that Love's
speciﬁcally,

meet the regional sales average is an improper measuring guide when the tenn or terms, ~~avcrage" or “average sales,"
are not speciﬁcally used in the dealer agreement as a measurement t\f“active and effective promotion ofsales," Rather, Love
asserts that the threshold issue is whether, in light of problems “unique" to its PMA, Love's sales activities satisfy the “active

failure to

and effective" obligation established in the dealer agreement. Love also maintains that, to the extent the obligations imposed
by the dealer agreement upon Love are ambiguous, such ambiguity should be resolved in Love's favor, because Nissan was the
draﬂer efthe agreement. See Homestead v. Johnson, 760 So. 2d 80 (Fla. 2000).
*19 97 in addressing Love‘s arguments generally, it can be said that Love may have actively promoted Nissan sales, but
Love did not meet the conjunctive requirement ofeffectively promoting Nissan sales. The NOT speciﬁcally cites Love Nissan's
historical perfonnanee and its sales penetration in the calendar years 2001, 2002, aiid 2003. Although sales perfomiance in 2004
is mentiniied, this was not a basis for termination Even ifthe ﬁrst quarter of 2004 is considered, it affords Love no comfort, The
evidence is clear that Love's performance has always been below the region average pursuant to an evaluation methodology
which is generally accepted in the industry and which is a reasonable one. it is a methodology Nissan has consistently used to
evaluate all its dealers, notjust Love. Love's principals knew of, and agreed lo, the evaluation method used, and the PMAs upon
which it was sequentially based from the inception of the dealer agreement. The PMA was adjusted once, at Love's request.
Pursuant to their contract, Nissan advised Love periodically of the jeopardy of the dealership arising from Love's poor sales
penetration and offered advice on how to improve sales penetration. Love deliberately chose not to implement mnst ofNissan's
suggestions. Love identiﬁed other dealers who ranked below or near Love during one time period or another but no dealer
whose performance was as consistently poor and long-standing as Love's at the time ofLove’s tenriination.
es.

The dealer agreement permits Nissan to seleet its methodology for evaluating

its

dealers‘ sales performance.

accepted, industry-wide methodology for measuring “effectiveness“ of a dealership

Nissan demonstrated, and
dealers,

and therefore

methodology

for a

falls

it

is

undispntcd, that sales penetration

is

since the statutory

the methodology

One eommonly—

employed by Nissan.

an indnstry-wide accepted standard for evaluation of

within the scope of“reasonable criteria," as permitted by the dealer agreement. Nissan has used this

minimum of the preceding ﬁve years,

including the period since the most recent statutory

200i. Love did not demonstrate that Nissan has used any other dealer evaluation
statistical analysis

IS

amendments

in 2001.

While competing

statistics

may be

methodolcg

in the

slippery things, there

is

amendments

in

preceding five years or

no dispute

that Nissan's

has correctly measured Love's results and has correctly compared those results with the other dealers in the
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Petitioner v.

PMA. while Love eoneotly asserts
and persuasive here.
99.

The dealer agreement

Chevrolet
30, 1990;

The

1ne., et al. v.

that statistics

establishes the terms

Roberts chevroiet ine,

F0 May 4,1990).

should not be "conclusive," they are pennitted by the fianehise agreement

of the business relationship between

[a nianufaeturer]

and a

dealer. Stella

Li, DOA]-I Case No. as-3090 (Administrative Law Judge Sartiii, R0 January

amendments, the methodology by which manufacturers evaluate
sales performance standards for termination, but it chose to leave
those matters up to the agreement between the parties. Section 3.A. of the dealer agreement in this case clearly obligated
Love to “actively and effeetively prnintite the sale at retail" of Nissan vehicles within its PMA. Love accepted and agreed
to this obligation, yet Love's sales performanoe was chronically poor. Nissan demonstrated that by a commonly recognized
methodology within the industry, Love consistently ranked sales at only about half the rate of an average dealer in Love's region.
Section 3.13. ofthe dealer agreement clearly permits Nissan to evaluate Love’s sales per-roimanee utilizing reasonable criteria.
sales penetration is speciﬁcally set forth in Section 3.13. ofthe dealer agreement as an acceptable dealer evaluation methodology.
Nissan has consistently used region average sales penetration as its evaluation standard. This standard has not been hidden from
Love and has been repeatedly disclosed to Love, indeed, pursuant to seetion 3,11. ofthe dealer agreement, Nissan has repeatedly
advised Love of its failure to achieve and maintain region average and that continued failure in this regard was grounds for
tenninatiun of the dealer agreement. Section l2.B. 1 .a. of the dealer agreement also clearly pennits Nissan to tenninate a dealer
When that dealer has failed to substantially fulﬁll its responsibilities with respect to sales ofnew Nissan vehicles. Therefore, it
is concludcd that Lovc's tcrmination was elearly pcrmittcd by the franchisc agrccmcnt bctwccn thc partics
I00,

Florida Legislature could have maiidated,

dealer sales performance or could have imposed

*Zl]

101.

It is

its

likewise concluded that Nissan undertook the April

ofthc dcalcr agrccmcnt, in good
102.

iii

minimum

faith,

l,

2004, termination due to a material and substantial breach

and for good causc

Love introduced no evidence proving any ulterior motive or lack ofgood faith

Nissan tcrminatcd Lovc solcly for

its

for the termination.

The evidence shows that

poor sales pcrformancc. Love's poor sales pcrformancc datcs back to

at least 1994,

a total

of 10 years. Since 1999. Nissan has sent eight or more certiﬁed letters to Love, reiterating that Nissan uses sales penetration
to evaluate dealer performanee and that Love remained substantially below region average. The undersigned has considered
thc "miscuc" of one Nissan
to Mr. Robert Hallccn
Finding of Fact 22) and that Nissan has bccn inﬂucnccd by

DOM

(g

extensively detailed action plan(s) submitted by another dealer or dealers
substantial fact remains that each time Nissan requested
failed to providc

(Q Findings of Fact 80-87), but the material and

from Love a response and action plan

to cure Love’s deﬁeieneies,

Love

onc

103. Additionally, Nissan's

DOMs

repeatedly visited Love's dealership to advise and assist Love in improving

its

sales

GMC

perfonnanee Lovc rarcly followed their suggcstions and ultimately little effeet was felt. Scc Bill Gallman Pontiac
Truck Inc. v. General Motors Com, DOAH Case No. 89-0505 (Administrative Law Judge Donnelly, R0 June 28, l990, FO
February 2:2, 1991), finding termination undertaken in good faith by manufaeturer and for good eause where the rnanufaeturer
“continuously cncouragcd the dcalcr to mcct salcs perfornianoe standards and has worked with [the dcalcr] in an effort to achicvc

Inc, DOAH Case N054 98-I457 and 98-2596 (Administrative
ﬁnding
lack of good faith where manufacturer failed to notify
13, 1999),
the dcalcr of alleged breaches, but the result tumcd upon abandonment of the franchise. Nissan demonstrated good faith by, at
Love's request. reevaluatiiig and redueing Love's PMA iii 2001. Nissan demonstrated good raith by providing Love multiple
opportunities to cure its default of sales obligations prior to issuing the NOT. Nissan issued to Love four separate NODs between
2000 and 2003. ln each NOD, Nissan clearly advised Love of its deﬁciencies and allowed Love at least 90 days to cure the
deﬁciencies. Even when Love did not timely cure its deﬁciencies, Nissan granted Love more time, including a ﬁnal extension in
November of2003. Nissan was within its rights to terminate Love on the basis ofsales penetration ﬁgures through December of
2003, which penetration ﬁgures it had as ofthc date of the April l, 2004, NOT. Sec Broward Tnick and Equipment Company v.
Navistar lntemational Transportation Com, DOAH Case No 93-5‘166(Administrative Law Judge Harrell, RO Apnl 20, 1994;
this goal," Cl‘-Nolette

Law

Judge Adams,

Motors

R0 May

lnct v.

Mazda Motors 0FAmerica

12, 1999;

F0 August
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F0

August 19, 1994) vacated on other grounds by In Re Broward Truck and Equipment, Case No. 94-21195 (S.D. Florida
Bankniptcy Court, October 4, 1994), ﬁnding that termination was undertaken in good faith where manufacturer gave dealer
six months‘ notice and opportunity to cure, but the case also discusses capitalization problems more explicitly; and Rick Starr
Lincoln-Mercugt lnc., v. Nissan Motor CoQ., DOAII Case No. 92-5187 (Administrative Law Judge Rigot, R0 Julie 10, 1993;
F0 August 5, i993), ﬁnding good faith where manufacturer acted iii “coiisisteiit, honest, and forthright manner“ with its dealer
and even offered to extend deadlines for compliance on several occasions, but the case also discusses an exclusive
contract clause niore explicitly.
lviareh,

on April

1,

2004, Those ﬁgures were not fully compiled and analyzed until after the

when analyzed

facility

2004, Nissan had additional ﬁgures for the quarter immediately preceding, January-

NOT had been sent, Those compiled ﬁgures,

accordance with the standard sales penetration methodology that Nissan had appropriately and consistently
used, showed that Love‘s sales penetration had further declined each of those ﬁrst three months of 2004, which immediately
in

preceded the NOT.

*2i 104. Love has been a chronically poor new sales performer for Nissan. in 1999, Love received 32.0 percent ufthe average
by dealers in the region. in 2000, Love achieved 29.5 percent of the region average new car sales.
In 2001, following Nissan‘s reduction of Love's PMA, Love achieved so 9 percent of region average. In 2002, Love's region

sales penetration achieved

average was 50.6 percent. In 2003, Love achieved 55.8 percent of the region average. While Love demonstrated improvement
in its

pereentage soores between 1999 and the end of 2003,

if

the Nissan sales penetration region average

Love's average sales penetration, at best,

a passing grade of

in

2003, mted only a

little

is

comparable

to

more than half of an average

“C” grade. Lt>ve's pour sales perfonnance has resulted in substantial lost sales opportunity for the manufacturer Nissan in the
Homosassa, Florida, market. Nissan has met its burden of showing gnod cause for tenriination nf its dealer agreement with
Lovc. Scc Broward Truck and Equipment cornpanv v. Navistar international Transportation corp, and Bill Gallman Pontiac

GMC Truck Inc.,
substantial

105.

v. General Motors Cuip., both smla, ﬁnding dealer's failure to achieve reasonable shaie of market
and material breach ofconlract and good cause for tenriination.

Not every

failure to achieve the manufacturer's region average sales penetration standard will constitute a material

substantial breach orthe

whcthcr thc

to

agreement warranting termination. The magnitude ofthe

dcalcr's pci-fonnancc

substantially failed to

meet

its

is

short-fztll niust

m

be considered

be

and

in deterrniniiig

so incffectivc as to warrant tcrrnination. Unfortunately, hcrcin, Lovc has materially and

sales obligations

under

its

agreement with Nissan. Love has

dealer‘s

achieved Nissan's

region average sales penetration standard, and at least since 1999, Love's yearly sales penetration has ranged only between 29.5
pcrccnt and 55.8 pcrccnt of that achieved by thc avcragc dealer in Nissan’: region. Conscqucntly, Nissan has cstablishcd that

its

of the new sales market occasioned by continuing to work through the Love dealership has been so material and substantial
as to go directly to the core of the business relationship between Nissan and Love. Nissan has niet its burden of showing

loss

that Lovc's brcach of salcs

pcrformancc obligations constitutcs a matcrial and substantial brcach ofthc dcalcr agrccmcnt.

Broward Truck and Equipment cornpanv v. Navrstar international
Tniek Inc. v. General Motors Co§g., both gpla.
I06. This brings us to the last

consistent“ manner.

Region

Love

test. that is,

Transportattori Corporation,

and Bill Gallman Pontiac

Q

GMC

whether or not Nissan has applied the grounds for lerniinatloii in a “uniform and
how it is described, at least one—half of the dealers in Nissan's Southeast

puts forth that no matter

will not achicvc thc regional avcragc salcs penetration. This

is

ccrtainly tnie. siinply bccausc niathenratieal averaging

work that way. However. Love‘s premise that to leﬂniﬂate Love ivithout terminating all other dealers ivho rall below
average or below Love is to behave inconsistently or without uniforrriity is unreasonable and contrary to the statute's intent.
Lovc rcfcrred to six other dcalcrs whom Lovc implicd wcrc not “treated thc samc" as Love. Nissan prcscntcd cvidcncc that it
had applied the same performance penetration evaluation standards to all dealers, and then took into aeeourit all appropriate
individual dealer circumstances. Nissan then distinguished Love‘s circumstances from those of the other SIX dealers. Most ot
thesc dcalcrs rcccivcd somc sort of cxtcnsion, much as Lovc had rcccivcd in 2001 (Q Finding of Fact 33) and in 2003 tﬁ

prineiples

Finding of Fact 5|), eaiising sortie overlapping ofstatistlcal reporting periods. one received arr extension based on a PMA
was revised; some of the other six dealers perfoi-inert better
change. but experienced significant sales penetration after its

PMA

pcrfonnancc dramatically by the timc Lovc was tcnninatcd; somc pcrformcd
poorly but not for the extended length of time that Love perfomted poorly; some went through recent ownersllip changes and
than Love historically;

somc iniproved

their
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demonstrated subsequent improvement; and some had puor performance caused by road construction and other outside elements
hut instituted plans of corrective action that impressed corporate Nissan,

*2: 107. As

to

whether Nlssan‘s giving those other dealers time extensions, ﬁnancing, ur plan approval based on their denew racilities partly ﬁnanced by Nissan, constituted lack of good

dualling with Nissan competitors, or based on their building

by Nissan toward Love

faith

eoneemed, Nissan provided adequate commercial reasons, including a changed PMA; improved

is

new

performance; aggressive, afﬁnnative propusals; dramatic investment in Nissan inventory; and
initiated

by the dealers,

as reasons for those corporate decisions,

Love was not

similar to these dealers

iii

raciliiy capitalization

any or those

respects.

108,

A free marketplace mandates that a manufacturer be free to consider particular dealer circumstances affecting a dealer's

sales

performance prior

to terminating that dealer.

lt is

the essence

ora

free

economy

thus

making a prurit fur both the

rraiichisor

and the rranchisee.

To

be ahle to use
improve their performance,

that industry executives

their expertise in granting reasonable exceptions to contractual dealers in order to help those dealers

An example of this may be found in

Nissan's repeated grants of

amended Section 320.64l (3), Florida Statutes, tn require that zi
manufacturer treat every dealer "identically" as opposed to “uniformly and consistently" would be to abrogate the clear language

extensions of time for improvement to Love.

uf the

statute. Rather, the

impose upon

interpret the

“unifunn and consistent" requirement of Section 320.6416), Florida

manufacturer the burden of showing that

a

it

Statutes,

has treated similarly-siniated dealers

in a

is

here interpreted to

unifnrm and consistent

manner, and that it has not singled out any particular dealer for disparate treatment. This case IS complicated by monthly
and quarterly statistical analysis by Nissan, but there is no contractual or statutory requirement that Nissan select a particular
day, week, month, or yeztr, and tei-rriinate only the dealer whose sztles perroi-mance is iiumeiically "Worse" or “worst” at the
sclcctcd timc, nor is there any contractual or statutory provision which rcquircs that no accommodation be madc for any dcalcr,

and

that only sales penetration

siicli

ﬁgures be applied to invoke temtinatiun in every case of poor perfonnanee, Indeed, to read
when the statute has not speciﬁcally established them, would be counter-productive to

requirements into the statute,

manufaeturendealer rclations and would inhibit sales within thc cntirc automotivc industry. If a manufacturer's paticncc and
efforts in favor ofhelping a falling dealer elevate that dealer from a -~ivorsc" or “poor“ perronner to a ~l>ettcr“ perfonner and the
manufacturer

is

thereby

deemed to have

forfeited

its

right to pursue termination ifthat dealer fails to succeed,

it

is

doubtful that

any manufacturer would dare to devote substantial time and effort to help dealers improve. Dealers in Love's situation would
be the worse for such an interpretation. Indeed, under such an interpretation, Love would probably not have received several
extensions or its requested change of PMA.
*2; 109.
of

its

the evidence shows that Nissan applied the same performance/penetration evaluation standards to each
and then took into account all appropriate individual dealer circumstances related to eaeh individual dealer's

l-lereln,

dealers,

performance, and that those individual circumstances were considered on a ease—by—case basis, but none of those individual
eircuinstanees which applied to the six other dealers were applicable to Love. Love‘s sales penetratioii has ranked consistently

among

the very worst in the state of Florida and throughout the entire southeast region longer than any other

Accordingly,

upon

tn this

it is

named

dealer.

concluded that Nissan has met its burden of showing uniform and consistent application of the grounds relicd

case for termination ofL0ve,

110. Nissan has established

all

statutory grounds for tennination.

RECOMMENDATION
Based on the roregoing Findings ol'Facts and Conclusions ortaiv,

it is

RECOMMENDED: that a ﬁnal order be entered, dismissing Love's Protest/Petition and ratifying the April
Termination by Nissan.

DONE AND ENTERED this

14th

day ofluly, 2005,

in Tallahassee, l.eon

County, Florida.

1,

2004, Notice of
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ELLA JANE la DAVIS
Administrative
Divlsinll

Law Judge

0fAdminislra\ive Hearings

The DeS0t0 Building
1230 Apalachce Parkway
Tallahassee, Florida 32390-3000
Filed with the Clerk oflhe Division 0l'Administralive Hearings lhis

l4ll1

day

01-July. 2005.

ENDNOTES
NOTICE OF RIGHT TO SUBMIT EXCEPTIONS
to submit wrmen exceptions within 15 days from the dale of this Recommended
Recommended Order should be ﬁled with the agency that will issue the ﬁnal onler in lhis case.

*24 All panies have the ngh\
exceptions lo lhis

Order.

Any

Footnotes
This ruling did not preclude the nse_ by ei\he|'pa|1y. ofperfonnanee data for the period eflanuary lhmugh March. Z004. even though

l

lnfomlallon had not been :valua\ed by Nissan as of Apnl

snelr

was no!

by eithel party

Lhe Notice ufTcrm1na\wl1. Tlre fact that this

in

10.).

Even Love's wlmense Mr. Roesnel, who was accepted as an experl in “local auwlnebile indnslry and dealer perfennance analysis,"
conceded that Nissan's evaluation nf sales penetration prnerlee was not an unreasonable methodology for evaluating dealers‘
performance.

3

01"

relied

Facl 55-57. Q.-Frndrng of Facl 81 and n

2

2004, the date

l,

upon by Nlssan as a hasls rdr l.ove‘s termination does not alter its validlty rdr use .rs evidence
examining the pcrfmmance oflhe franchisee, Love, up IO the dsre oflcrminatlon, April l, 2004. [See Findings cf

“quarter year" data

It rs

He described

nnlerl that the

itas"typica1."

NOT lrerern ndrlresses

Love's ssles penetration failures

rn

2001s 2002. and 2003, by chan only, and nddresses

Love's historical sales penetration and Love's lack ofcooperalion within the worded lekl of the

4

ll is

noted that the

made

|et\er's

representation that

~~rlrere is

prevrnnsly ln Love's laxvyefs lener that

no evidenee”<1fD;\eWoo‘s presence

Daewou

pans were

service and

pultiun ofNi§.~a|\‘s nse ofllle facility.
5

Tlns

PMA change

was lhe

result

nf a yearlong study and Ilallnnwlde

(See Finding of Fact s4.) Tlns change
slgnlﬁcalllly affect Love's penelrallon

6

“Days supply"
sell nll

ls

oflhc enrs

in

PMA dld ner affect Lnve's

problem prior

PMA

In

the

audit

rs

same

letter.

arguably nn avoidance nfllle admission

facility

but were not wrrrrlngrng“ on any

which also adjusted

\]\e

Nissan's

PMA.

PMA and did nut

in lennlnatlull.

a commonly used len-n and calculallon in the industry, which rerers I0 the number ufdays
in

Hampmn

location in the largest shopping area rn

ns invennny iﬂhc dealer continued lo

sell at lls

current rate wllhoul obtaining any

il

would lake me dealer \0

new vehicles For example,

n

who has so vehicles and sells one per day will have a 20 “days supply ofvehicles,“ as wlll 3 dealer who has so velneles lflhat
dealer sells three velneles per day. By using a "days snpply" caleulatiun, one rs able to more accurately colnpale relnnve rnvenlernes.
dealer

7
8

9

Q

Flndings0fFa<:\ as nna 51, nnd

n. 5.

Even Love‘s expert admitted llrls comparison would nnl provide a clear picture, because the enmnelllinn contains both dcmcsllc and
nnpened enrs Fnnnerrnere, removing domestic cans or lmpoﬂ cars ﬁom th: mix rs unreallsllc and offers nn fairconlparison
only such an .\pples—lo—0rang::s compansorl benelils Love slnlrslreslly. Love's zoos snles of 29 new Nissan enrslrneks compared
with Citrus County average snles penetraliun of 134 ears trucks shows an average or hotter than average penetration, e seventy
ﬁve percent,
n. l and Frnelrngs errder ssese, on nse ufﬁrst quarter 2004 YTD ﬁgures and vvlren these ﬁgures were available.
r

l0

E

I.||cl lll |)lVK’lllIIt‘XH

2005 WL 1662263

.

[F1a.Div.AclminvHrgs.)
l

1l‘l1l

llllwlyllll R'_\l\\l\

N0 Al_\lll'

in OllQll\

ll

l

S

\lll\Lll'll'Lll\ ll
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NISSAN NORTH---i 2007 WL B41355

(Z007)

2007 WL 841365 (F1a.Div.Admiri.Hrgs.)
Division of Administrative Hearings
Slate of Florida

CLASSIC NISSAN,

INC‘, Petitioner

v.

NISSAN NORTH AMERICA, INC., Respondent
Case N0. 05-Z426

March 20, 2007

RECOMMENDED ORDER
On August 7

*1

through ll, 14 through 18, and Z1 through 23, 2006, a formal administrative hearing in this case was held in

Tallahassee, Florida, before William F. Quattlebaum, Administrative

Law Judge, Division of Administrative

APPEARANCES
For Petitioner:

w

Douglas Mendy.

Jr.,

Esquire

Roberl C. Byerls, Esquire
Mycrs Fullcr, P.A.

&

2822 Remington Green cirele
Post Office Box I4497
Tallahassee, Florida 32308
William R. Pfeiffer, Esquire
The Law Ofﬁccs of William R.
2822 Remington Green Circle
Post Office BOX IOSZ8
Tallahassee, Florida 32302

Fmnk A.

HalI\I\Cl' ,

Esquire

Frank A.

l-leiriiier,

EA.

IO]

1

Pfeiffcr

North W)/more Road

Orlando, Florida 32789

For Resporidem:

Dean Bunch, Esquire
Sutherland, Asbill Sc Brennan,

LLP

3600 Maclay Boulevard, South, Suite 202
Tallahassee, Florida 32312-1267
Steven A. McKelvey, Jr, Esquire
S.

Keith Hutto, Esquire

M. Ronald MeMahﬂn,
Nelson, Mullins, Riley

Jr.,

Esquire

& Scarborough, LLP

Hearings.
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Petitioner v.

1320 Main

Street, 17th Floor

Post Ofiiee

Box 1070

NISSAN NORTH..>. 2007 WL 84136512007)

1

Columbia, South Carolina 29201
Cristian s. Torres, Esquire

Nissan North Ameriea,

lne.

Legal Department

333 Commerce

Street, 7th Floor

Nashville, Tennessee 37201

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES
Pursuant to Subsection 320.6410), Florida Statutes (2006),

1

the issues In the case are whether Nissan North America, triers

(Respondent), proposed temiination of the dealer agreement with Classic Nissan, Inc. (Petitioner), was clearly permitted by the
franchise agreement, underta.ken in good faith, underta.ken for good cause, and based on material and substantial breach of the
dealer agreement; and whether the grounds relied

upon

for termination

have been applied

in a

uniform and consistent manner.

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
By

Notice of lntent dated April 6, 2005, the Respondent advised the Petitioner that the dealer agreement entered into by
was being terminated The Petitioner disputed the termination and ﬁled a Petition for Hearing with the Florida

the parties

Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles, which forwarded the Petition to the Division of Administrative Hearings,
ﬁlial hearing was scheduled and then re-scheduled several times upoli various motions, ﬁnally commencing on August

The
7,

2006.

At the hearing, the

Petitioner presented the testimony

Petitioner's Exhibits

numbered

of Darren Hutchinson, John Sekula, Scott O’Brien, and Emest Manuel

15, 26, 27, 47, 58, 79, 80, 100, 102, 104, 107, 117, 126,

129 through 132, 136, 159, 170 through

217 through 248, 359, 368, 369, 381, 383, 385, 388, 391, 398, 400, 404, 406, 411
through 413, 475, 478, 480, 483, and 488 were admitted into evidence.
176, 180, 183 through 188, 193, 195, 214,

The Respondent presented

the testimony of

Timothy Pierson, Andrew Delbrueck, William Hayes, Douglas Kirchoff, Dawn
Doody, and Sharif Farhat. Respondents E)t1l1iJ1i.S numbered 1 through 6, 9,

Mitchell, Joseph Stancato, Ilerbert Walter, Patrick

13 through 22, 24 through 33, so, as through 40, 44, 4o, 4x, 49, 51 through 53, ss through 51, 59 through 10, 19 through s4,
27, 95 through 99, 101 through 102, 120, 122 through 124, 129, 130, 134, 140, 141, 143 through 148(ine1uding l45Al), 150,

and 151 were admitted

into evidence.

*2 The 20—vo1ume Transcript of the hearing was ﬁled on September
Orders on October

16,

15, zoos.

zooo, that have been considered in the preparation ofthis

Both parues ﬁled Proposed Recommended

Recommended Order.

FINDINGS OF FACT
1.

Pursuant to deﬁnitions set fonh

Respondent
2.

is

at

Section 320.60, Florida Statutes, the Petitioner

is a

“motor vehicle dealer" and the

a “licensee,”

In 1997, the Petitioner and the Respondent entered into an agreement whereby the Petitioner took control of an already-

existing Nissan dealership located in Orlando, Florida.

1999 the Petitioner and the Respondent entered into a Dealer Sales and Service Agreement (Dealer Agreement), which
deﬁned at Subsection 320.60(l), Florida Statutes. The Respondent's proposed tenninatlon of the
1999 Dealer Agreement IS at issue In this proceeding.

3, ln
is

a “franchise agreement" as
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times material to this ease. the dealership has been

all

owner and

four

members of the Holler

owned by

Classic Holding

family. Christopher A. Holler

the cxccutivc rnanager of rhe dealership.

(2007)

is

Company. Classic Holding Company

identiﬁed in the Dealer Agreement as the principal

The family owns a nurnber ofothcr dealerships, represenring

a variety

of

auto manufacturers.
s.

The Respondent does her sell ears at retail to individual purchasers. Standard Provision Section 3.A. ofthe Dealer Agreement

rcqulrcs rhar rhe Petitioner “actively and effectively pniniere" vchiclc sales re individual rctail purchasers.
6.

Standard Prt)VlSt(\n Seetron 3.B. of the Dealer Agreement permits the Respondent to develop and select the

sales are
7.

measured, as long as the measurement

srandard Provision seerien

l2.la.l.a.

dealer fails re subsranrially nreer

its

criteria

by whieh

criteria is reasonable.

ofthc Dealer Agrccmcnt permits rhe Respondent

to terminate a dealership

when

a

vehiele sales ebligarien.

The Dealer Agreement includes examples of various criteria that may he used to measure dealer performance. Speciﬁcally
among rhe Cxalrlplcs IS rhe ealeularien ofa dealer's “sales penerrarien" within a deﬁned geographic “Primary Market
Area" (PMA) areund rhe dealership as compared to other local and regional dealers.

8.

ineluded

9.

Sales penetration

is

calculated by dividing a dealer‘s total

new

vehicle sales by the

number of competitive new

vehicles

rcglstcrcd in thc dealer's PM.A.
l0,

Data relared to vehiele

relied

upon

registration

in the auto industry for

was eenrpiled by R,

L. Polk (Polk), a nationally recognized organization

such information. There was no evidence offered

to suggest the

commonly

Polk data was incorrect.

The dealer's sales penerrarien is eernpared re Nissa.n‘s regienal sales penerrarien re dctcrminc rhe dealer's sales performance
measured against other Nissan dealer's In rhe region. A dealer perrenning ar 100 pereenr ofthe regienal average is perfomling
an "average" level. Otherwise srared, an average dealer is performing ar a ~c" level.

l l.

as
at

*3

l2.

The usc ofsalcs penetration ealeulariens as a mcasurcmcnt ofdcalcr performance is common in rhe aurernerive

13.

The Respondent has used

14.

The Respondent’: use of sales penetration

sales penetration as a

measurement ofdealer

sales

industry.

performance for more rhan 20 years.

as a rneasureinenr ofdcalcr penunnanee

was reasenable or was permitted by

the

speciﬁc terms of the nealer Agreement.
15.

The Respondent's use of the

lo.

The

measurements Was widely communicated to dealers, who were advised on a
of t.helr dealerships compared to local dealers and on a regional basis.

sales penetration

routine basis as to the performance

Petitioner knew. or should have

known,

that sales penetration

was being used

to

measure the

Petitioner's sales

per-rennanee.
l7.

There was ne credible evidenee presenred

ar rhe hearing that rhe

Respondent calculated sales penerrarien

in order to

disadvanrage rhe Petitioner relarive to other Nissan dealers in the regien.
18.

At the hearing, the

Petitioner suggested altemative standards

eensideiarien oftotal sales velurne.

smaller markets and

fail to

The use of sales veluine

by which

sales

perfonnance should be reviewed, including

to ineasure rerail effectiveness

reﬂect the market opportunity available to each dealer.

weuld penalize dealerships

in
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There was no credible evidence presented

at the

(2007)

hearing that total sales volume more accurately measured the Petitioner's

sales perroi-rnanee than did sales penetration.

20.

The

Petitioner suggested that the use orsales penetration to substantiate the proposed termination ofthe Dealer

at issue in this

ease was unreasonable and untair because approximately

100 percent of the regional average

at

hrilf

Agreement

or Nissan's dealerships will be performing below

any given time, yet the Petitioner has not proposed tei-rnination ofdealership agreements
at issue in this case is not based merely on the Petitioner's

with halfotits dealer network; however, the proposed temiination
sales penetration.

was 10,5 percent, well above the regional average. At that time, the Respondent
was preparing to introduee a number ofnew vehicles to the market. Some ofthe new vehicles were revisions ofprevious models,
while others were intended to compete with products against which Nissan had not previously competed.

21, In Z002, the Petitioner's sales penetration

22. Nissan representatives believed that the

1

new models would substantially expand sales opportunities for its dealerships, and

they eneouraged their dealer network to prepare for the new environment. Some dealers responded by inereasiiig stafflevels
and modemizing, or constructing new facilities. The Petitioner failed to take any substantive action to prepare for the new

model

lineup.

23, Beginning in 2003, and eontinuing throughout the relevant period or this proeeeding, the Petitioner's regional sales

penetration went into decline.
in

From 2002 to 2003,

the Petitioner's annualized sales penetration

fell

more than 30 points to 85.13

2003. The Petitioner's sales penetration for 2004 was 65.08 percent. The Petitioner's sales penetration for the ﬁrst quarter

of20OS was 61.78

percent.

*4 24. Following the introduction ofthe new models and during the relevant period ofthis proeeeding, regional Nissan sales
40 percent. By 2004, the average Nissan dealer in the Petitioner's region had a sales penetration of 108.8

increased by about

pereent of the regional average. Through the ﬁrst quarter of 2005, the average dealer in the region had a sales penetration of
108.6 percent of the regional average.
25.

Compared to all

best,

other Florida Nissan dealers during the relevant period ofthis proceeding, the Petitioner

54th ofthe 57 Florida Nissan dealerships and was ranked lowest

26, Every Florida Nissan dealership, other than the Petitioner, sold

200 fewer vehicles
27.

The

2004 than

in

it

had two years

in

was ranked,

at its

the state by January 2005.

more new

cars in

2004 than

in

20024 The Petitioner sold

earlier.

three other Orlando—area Nissan dealers experienced signiﬁcant sales

growth

at the

same time

the Petitioner's

pertorrnanee deelined.

his

Respondent failed to provide the information to appropriate management of the
The Dealer Agreement indieated that christopher A. Holler was the executive rnanager of the dealership; however,
address was located in Winter Park, Florida, and he did not maintain an ofﬁee in the dealership.

29.

The Respondent's representatives most often

28.

The

Petitioner has suggested that the

dealership.

with

Mr

Holler.

On

inet wltli

managers

at the dealership.

several occasions as set forth herein, Nissan representatives

wlio testiﬁed

tliat

met with Mr. Holler

they communicated
for discussions

and

eorresponded with him.
30. There was no credible evidence presented at the hearing that the Petitioner was unaware that its sales penetration
were declining or that the Petitioner was unaware that the Respondent was coneemed with the severity of the decline.

results
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The Respondent communicated with

the Petitioner on a routine basis as

performance declined. the Respondent coinrniinicated the
declining sales

was

the subject

ofa continuing

set1' es

(2007)

it

did with

all

dealers.

As

the Petitioner's sales

rnoiithly sales report inroirnation to the Petitioner.

and the topic of

ofdiscussions between the pat1ies.

32. In February 2003, Tim Pierson, the Respondent's district operations manager (DOM). met with the Petitioner's on—site
manager. John Sekulzi. and discussed the dealerships declining sales penetration, Mr. sekiila was subsequently transtei-red by
the ownership group lo another auto manufacturer's dealership.
33. ln Aiigirst 2003, Mr. Pierson

met with the

Petitioner's

new manager, Darren

ti-om the (ivlmership group. to discuss the continuing decline

the dealership

iii

Hutchinson, as well as with a representative

sales penetration, as well as an alleged undercapitalization of

and the lack of an on-site executive manager with authority

to control dealership operations.

On October 1, 2003, the Respondent issued a Notice of Default (NOD) charging that the Petitioner was in default of the
Dealer Agreement for the failure to “retain a qualiﬁed executive manager" and insufﬁcient capitalization of the dealership.
34.

*5 35.
36.

By

In

December 2003, Mr. Pierson met with Christopher A. Holler to discuss the dealership‘s problems.

the time of the meeting, Mr. Hutchinson

had been designated as the executive manager, although Mr. Hutchinson's

decision-making authority does not appear to have extended to ﬁnancial Operations,

Dining that meeting. based on the Petitioner's railiire to meet the capitalization requirements and respond to the deterioration
Mr. Pierson inquired as to whether the Petitioner was interested in selling the dealership, but Mr. Pierson testitied
without contradiction that Mr. Holler respnrlded “no.” Mr. Hutchinson explained at the hearing that he asked the question
37.

in sales,

because there was

little

apparent effort being

made

to address the deﬁciencies at the dealership,

and he was attempting

to

ascertain the Petitioner's intentions.
38.

Mr. Hutchinson was directed to prepare

lowest

a plan to address the Petitioner's

customer service

rating,

which had

fallen to the

in the area.

39. Based on an apparent beliefthat the ownership groiip

was going

the Respondent extended the compliance deadline set forth in the

to

remedy the Respondent's eoneems

iib0L\tC£1pit8ilZﬂi.i0r\,

NOD, but the extended deadline passed without any alteration

ofthe dealership's capitalization,

A letter to the Respondent dated March 25, 2004. allegedly from Mr. Holler, noted that sales and customer service scores
had improved; however, there was no credible evidenee presented during the hearing to sirppon the claimed improvement in
either sales or customer service. The letter also stated that the capitalization of the dealership would be increased in April 2004
and that new vehicle orders were being reduced.

40.

41.

On March

19,

2004, Mr. Pierson spoke with Mr. Holler and believed. based on the conversation, that a meeting would

be scheduled to discuss the sales and capitalization issues. In anticipation of the meeting, Pierson sent the sales penetration
reports directly to Mr. Holler, but the meeting did not occur. There

was no

additional capital placed into the dealership during

April 2004.

DOM

new
for the area, met with Mr. Hutchinson to discuss the continuing decline in
end of March 2004. Other dealers in the area were experiencing iiicreased sales at this time,
but the Petitioner's regional sales penetration continued to decline and was below the regioli for almost all Nissan models.
Mr. Hutchinson advised that he was hiring additional staff and had sufficient advertising funds to retum the regional sales

42. In April 2004,

Andy

Delbrueek, a

sales penetration through the

penetration averages by June.
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Mr. Delbmeck and

a

(2007)

Nissan vice president, Patrick Doody, sent a

Mr, Holler and requested

letter

about the Petitioner's declining

problem.

that the Petitioner prepare a plan to address the

On May 18, 2004, Mr. Delblueck again met with Mr. Hutchinson and discussed the deeline
customer service scores, as well as the issue ofthe dealership‘s undereapitalization.

44.

in sales

performance and

A May 25, 2004, letter to the Respondent, allegedly from Mr, Holler, noted that the dealership's sales penetration
had improved, that additional staff had been hired, and that the Petitioner anticipated reaching or exceeding the regional sales
penetration average by the end of the third quarter of 2004. The Petitioner never reaehed regional sales penetration averages
*6 45.

following this
46.

On June

letter, aiid, at

the time

it

was written, there had been no material improvement

in the dealership's sales penetration.

17,2004, Mr. Delbrueck met with Mr. Holler to discuss the continuing decline in the Petitioner's sales perfomiance.

Mr. Delbrueck believed, based on the meeting, that Mr. Holler was aware ofthc problem and would make the ehanges necessary
to

improve

47,
as

sales, including

employing additional sales

staer.

On July 7, 2004, the Respondent issued all Amended NOD, citing the continuing decline in the Petitioners sales performance
in addition to the previous eoneems related to capitalization that were identiﬁed in the earlier NOD.

grounds for the default,

The Amended
48,

One day

NOD established a deadline of November 29, 2004, by which time the eited deﬁciencies were to be remedied.

later,

Mr, Delbrueck met with Mr. Hutchinson, discussed the Amended NOD, and made various suggestions as to
sales, including marketing and starring changes. Mr. Delbmeek also offered

how the Petitioner could improve the dealership's
to

send

in a trained

Nissan representative, William Hayes, to review dealership operations and provide siiggestions

to

improve

conditions at the facility and ultimately to increase car sales. Mr. Hutchinson accepted the offer.
49.
as

A letter to the Respondent dated July 23,2004, allegedly from Christopher A. Holler, noted that stafﬁng levels had increased

had

sales for the

month of

July;

however, there was no eredible evidence presented

increase in stafting had occurred or that the Petitioner's sales penetration had increased.
for

remedying the problems

cited

iii

the

Amended NOD.

at the hearing that

The

letter

any substantive

contained no speciﬁc plan

so. ln late July 2004, a Nissan training representative, William Hayes, performed a roeiised review of the Petitioner’: operations

and provided a list of speciﬁc recommendations intended to improve the Petitioner's sales perromianee. l-le met with Mr.
Hutchinson at the dealership and discussed the list of recommendations. At that time, Mr. Hutchinson stated that he believed
the recommendations were useful,
s l.

On September

10,2004, Nissan viee President

Doody sent another letter to Mr. Holler referencing the Petitioner's declining

sales perfoi-niance and, again, requesting that the Petitioner prepare a plan to address the issue.

52.

a

A

September 30, 2004,

letter to

new executive manager (Mr.

the Respondent, allegedly from Mr. Holler, noted that staffing levels had been increased,

Hutchinson) had been hired, advertising riinds had been inereased, and eiistomer service seores

had improved. However, by that time, Mr. Hutchinson had been employed at the dealership since at least August of 2003, and
was no credible evidence presented at the hearing that stafﬁng levels, advertising riinds, or etistomer satisfaction seores
had been matetially increased.
there

*7

53.

On

October

18,

2004, Nissan Viee President Doody, sent another

letter to

Mr. Holler about the Petitioner's declining

whatever etfons had been made by the Petitioner to improve sales had been unsuccessful
Thereafter, Mr, Doody ananged a meeting with Mr. Delbrueek, Mr. Holler, and another metnber of the Holler family to discuss
the deteriorating sitiiation at the dealership and between the parties
sales perfonnance, notiiig that
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(2007)

The meeting occurred on October

26, 2004, during which the Nissan representatives addressed the issues including underand customer satisfaction scores. The Nissan representatives noted the Petitioner's failure to

capitalization. declining sales,

respond
could

to

any of the continuing problems alid advised the Petitioner
proceedings te terminate the Dealer Agreement.

that,

ifthe situation did not improve, the Respondent

initiate

55. At the hearing. the Nissan representatives testi ti ed that the Holler family

had no response during the discussion and offered no speciﬁc plan

members

in attendzince at the

lo resolve the situation.

The

October 26th meeting

Petitioner presented

no credible

evidence to the contrary.
56. Shortly atter the meeting.

and

in the

absence of any substantive attempt by the Petitioner to resolve the eoneems set forth in

the NODs, the Nissan representatives decided to pursue termination of the Dealer Agreement if the Petitioner‘s sales penetration

continued to be unsatisfactory.
57. The Petitioner's regional sales penetration
was 64.5 percent ofregional average.
ss.

on

January

1,

as

ntwnyetnhet 2004 was 65.69 percent. The year-end sales penetration for 2004

2005, Mr. Delbrueck tnet with Mr. Hutchinson to discuss the dealei'ship's sales perfonnance.

more than a yeat had passed

since

lvlt.

By

that tirne,

Hutchinson's designation as executive ntanaget, yei the dealership's sales performance

had not improved.
59. Mr. Delbrueck inquired as to whether the Petitioner

would be

interested in using

an additional Nissan resource (the

EDGE

program) designed to identify speciﬁc deﬁciencies in the sales process. The EDGE program included an extensive review of the
sales process ttent the etistentet perspective, including a six-month survey period and four hidden camera “mystery shopper"
visits.

e0. There

to dealers participating in the EDGE prograni. Mr. Hutchinson told Mr. Delbrueck that he would haye
program with the owners. The Petitioner subsequently chose not to participate.

was a charge

to discuss the

61 During the January 7th meeting, Mr. Delbrueck also encouraged Mr. Hutchinson to
.

ltire

additional sales staff.

At the hearing,

time of this meeting, he had been “building a sales force" yet by March of 2005, the
Petitioner's full—time sales staff was approximately one—half ofwhat it had been in 2003.

Mr. Hutchinson testiﬁed that

62.

On February

1

1,

at the

2005, Mr. Delbrueck mel with Mr. Hutchinson and Holler family members to follow up on the

the October 26th meeting,

httt

NOD alid

inade no progress towards resolving the problems.

*8 63. On February Z3. 2005. Mr. Delbnieck and Mr. Hayes met with Mr, Hutchinson to follow up on the recommendations
Mr. Hayes made in July 2004. Mr. Hutchinson continued to state that the recommendations were useful, but very few had been
implemented, and he offered no plausible explanation for the delay in implementing others.
64.

On

Febniaiy 24, 2005, the Respondent issued a Notice of Tei-minatinn

continuing decline in sales penetration as grounds for ihe
es.

At some point

although

it

in early

zlction,

(NOT) of the Dealer Agreement

the hearing that the correction

was temporary and

that the increased capital

any event. the Respondent issued a Supercedin g NOT on April
was deleted as a speciﬁc ground for ihe proposed tenniliation.

The

Petitioner's January

the State nt‘Flnrida.

fonh the

2005, the Petitioner increased the capitalization of the dealership and corrected the deﬁciency,

was implied during

withdrawn from the dealership.

ee.

that set

as well as the alleged iindeteapitalizatidn.

In

2005

sales penetration

was 49.3 percent of regional average,

s.

was subsequently

2005, wherein capitalization

the lowest of any Nissan dealer in
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shop various automobile brands. and a consumer dissatisﬁed with a dealer of one brand will generally

shop dealers of competing brands located

in the

same

vicinity, in order to

purchase a vehicle

at

a convenient dealership for

ease ofobtaining vehicle sen/ice.
68,

The Respondent

asserted that

"lost" to other manufacturers

due

that because Nissan‘s overall sales

it

was harmed by the

perfonnance

in the Petitioner‘s

offered testimony suggesting that sales lost to Nissan
also
69.

Petitioner's deteriorating sales

to the Petitioner‘s failure to appropriately

owned nezirl-ly Mazda and Honda dealerships.

performance because Nissan sales were

market the Nissan vehicles. The Petitioner asserted

PMA was average, no Nissan sales were lost. The Respondent

may not have been lost to the Holler ownership group because

The evidence regarding the calculation of lost Nissan sales was sufﬁciently persuasive

to establish that

the group

Nissan was hamted

by the Petitioner's inadeqnate vehicle sales volume and by the Petitioner‘s failure te meet its obligation te “actively and effective
promote" the sale nfNissan vehicles to individnal purchasers as required by the Dealer Agreement.
70.

The number of sales

lost is the difference

between what a speciﬁc dealer,

who met

regional sales averages, should have

seld eernpared te what the dealer actually sold.
71, in 2003, the Respondent lost 185 sales based on the i>ettttener's poor sales perrerrnanee, In 2004. the Respondent lost

on the

sales based

Petitioner‘s

poor sales performance, 200 more

lost sales than

610

from the next poorest perfonning Nissan dealer

in Florida.

72,

The panies offered competing

73.

The

theories for the Petitioner's declining pertbrmzinee,

*9 74. The Respondent asserted that the sales

declilie

was

was persuasive and

eattsed

is

accepted.

by operational problems, including an iiiadequate

inadequate capitalization, poor management, ineffective advertising, inadequate sales

Competing dealerships

vehicles at
76.

The

herein.

greater weight ofthe evidence presented at the hearing establishes that as set foi1h herein, the Respondent's analysis of

the causes underlying the Petitioner's peer sales performance

75.

which are addressed separately

modem

in the area

dealerships.

have eonstnicted improved er new

Upgraded dealerships
and

Pctitioner‘s facility is old

in disrepair.

facilities.

typically experience increased

Some

staff,

facility,

and poor customer service.

Customers are more inclined te shop for
customer trattie and sales growth.

dealership employees referred to the facility as the “Pizza Hut" in

recognition ofthe sales building's apparent resemblance to the shape ofthe restaurant.
77. Nissan representatives discussed the condition of the facility With the Petitioner throughout the period at issue in this

proceeding.

When

new models in 2002, the Respondent began to
“Nissan Retail Environment Design Initiative" (NREDI),

the Respondent began preparing for the introduction of

encourage dealerships including the Petitioner,

te participate in the

a facility-improvement program.
78. Apparently, the Petitioner

was initially

arehiteetnral consultants, plans for

79,

interested in the program, and, following a design consultation with the Respondent's
proposed improvements to the Petitioner‘s facility were ereated.

At the time, the Respondent was encouraging dealers

funding available to assist dealers

to

improve

facilities, the

Respondent had a speeitied amount of

who chose to participate in the NREDI program, and there were more dealers

funds were available. Although funds were

initially

interested than

reserved for the Petitioner‘s use, the Petitioner declined in June of 2003 to

panieipate in the program, and the funds were reaileeated te ether dealerships.
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one of the reasans the Petitioner did not upgrade the dealership

raelllty

was

a lack

of

capitalization.
st.

The allegedly

inadeqiiate capitalization of the dealership

and the Respendent

for an

82.

Although the cvidcncc indicates

a dealership, the evidence

dealership‘s failure to

was "not
fur

t.he

the siihjeei ereentlniilng discussions

between the Petitioner

NOT at issue in this proceeding.

for termination set forth in the

at

was

extended period oftime; however, inadequate capitalization was speciﬁcally deleted from the greiinds

is

that lack uf capitalization

can

limit a dcalcr's ability tu

insufficient to establish in this case that

respond to a multitudc ofproblcins

an alleged lack of capitalization was the cause for the

its facility, In a letter to the Respondent dated June 30, 2003, the Petitioner stated only that it
and indicated an intention only “to proceed in the future,” but offered no additional explanation

upgrade

feasible" to proceed

lack of feasibility.

23. similarly,

it

is

not possible, based on the evldenee presented daring the hearing, to rind that Petitioner‘s

l0 the deteriorating operations at the dealership

was

iailiire to

respond

clue to a lack of ﬁnaiielal resources.

no s4. Daily eperatlens at the dealership were hampered by the lack erapprepriate management at thc dealership location.
Although Mr. Holler was identiﬁed in the Dealer Agreement as the principal owner and the executive manager ofthe dealership,
his address was located in Winter Park, Florida. and there was no credible evidence presented ihai he managed the operatian
on a daily
as.

As

basis.

86. In

Respondent began

sales deterlerated, the

executive manager with

full control

td insist that the Petitioner designate

someone leeated

0n—site at the facility as

over the day-tn-day operations of the dealership.

June 2003, Mr. Sekula was appointed as executive manager, but his authority was limited and his decisions required

appreval ofthc ewnership grdiip. At the hearing, Mr. SCkL\la aelmewtedged that the ewnership

aﬁer his appointment, he was transferred by the ownership group
87. Several

months

later,

Mr.

I-lutcliinson

was appointed

to another

was hiireatieratie. Shortly

as executive manager.

There was no credible evidence presented to

prepared budgets for varieiis expenditures and
siihmitted them to the ownership greiip. The ownership greiip apparently controlled the “purse strings" er the dealership. There
establish that Mr. l-liitehinsdn ran the ﬁscal operations

was no

er the dealership.

gl'0L\]J

of their competing dealerships.

l-le

credible evidence presented as to the decision-making process within the group; however, decisions on matters such as

the dealership's advertising hiidgei reqiilred approval ofthe ownership greiip.
ax. The ralliire td provide appropriate 0n—site management ean delay reiitine decisions and negatively affect the ability to
manage and motivate sales staff. For example, when Nissan offered Mr. Hutchinson the opportunity to participate in the Nissan
EDGE sales pmgrani, Mr. Hutchinson was initially unable to respond, because he lacked the ability to commit the ﬁnancial

resources to pay for the program.
89.

Mr. Hutchinson testiﬁed

that the

ownership group routinely approved his advenising budget requests. As the Petitioner's
from $694,107 in Z002 to $534,289 in 2004.

sales declined, so did advertising expenditures,

90.

The

its

total advertising

were a eentrihiiting factor in deteriorating sales. The Petitioner rediieed
budget while the Orlando market was growing, and the Petitioner's sales penetration declined while

Petitioner's declining advertising expenditures

competing dealerships sales increased.
91. Additionally, the Pctitioncr did not monitor thc cffcetivcncss of its advertising.
threiigh "Central Florida Marketing," a separate

company owned by

Thc Pctitioncr‘s advertising was implcmcntcd
ls nd evldenee that either

the Holler organization. There

the Petitioner or Central Florida Marketing monitored the effectiveness of the advertising.
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A substantial number ofNissan buyers within

the Petitioner's

(2007)

PMA purehased vehicles from other dealerships, suggesting

Only eight percent of tlte Petitioner's customers
whereas about 20 percent of ear shoppers in the oriando area admit being

that the advertising failed to attract buyers to the Petitioner‘s dealership.

acknowledged seeing the Petitioner’:
inﬂuenced by dealer advertising.

advertising,

*1] 93. The Respondent asserted that the Petitioner
precipitated by the introduction of

failed to

new Nissan models

in

vehicle salesperson seiis eight to ten cars monthly, tive to

enough cars

Petitioner's sales force could not sell

to

have sufﬁcient sales staff to handle the increased customer traffic

2002 and 2003. The Respondent offered evidence that the average
six ofwhieh are new cars and that, based on sales expectations, the

meet the regional averages.

no credible
were not sewed. The assertion relics upon an assumption that the Petitioner
experienced increased sales traﬂtc upon the introduction of new models and that the sales staff was inadequate to sufficiently
service the increased traffic, The evidence failed to establish that the Petitioner experienced an increase in sales traffic such
that sales were lost because staff was unavailable to assist customers.
94.

Although the evidence establishes

evidence that customers

that the Petitioner cut sales staff as sales declined at the dealership, there is

at the Pctitioncr‘s facility

However, the Petitioner's sales staff failed to take advantage of customer leads provided to the dealership by the Respondent.
The Respondent gathered contact inton-tiation from various sources includtn g persoiis who requested vehicle intorrnation trorn
the Respondent's intemet site, as well as the names of lease customers whose lease terms were expiring. The coittact infonnation
was provided to dealers without charge through the Respondents onlinc dealer portal. The Petitioner rarely aeeessed the data,
and it is, therefore, logical to presume that the leads resulted in few closed sales.

95.

The Petitioner's customer satisfaction scores also declined during the time period relevant to this proceeding. Poor customer
dampens the interest of other prospective
eustorners. The Respondent rnonitored the customer opinions of dcalcr operations through a survey process, wirieh resuited in
96.

service can eventually inﬂuence sales as negative customer “word-of-mouth"

“Customer Service lndeX“ (CS1)

scores.

97. Ptior to 2003, the Petitioner's

CS] scores had been satisfactory, and then CSI scores began to decline. By the close of 2003,
below regional scores, and the sales survey score was the lowest in the Pctitioncr‘s district.

the

CSI seorcs were

substantially

CSI scores were increasing. the evidence established that only
no other material improvement occurred during the time period relevant to this

98, Although the Petitioner asserted on several occasions that
the

March 2004 CSI scores improved and

that

proceeding.
99,

The

Petitioner asserted at the hearing that the sales perfoi-ntance decline

the alteration of the Petitioners

PMA.

was caused by

hunicanes, improper advertising by competing dealers, and the death of Roger Holler,
100.

The

Petitioner also asserted that this termination action

declined to participate in the

NREDI

a lack

of vehicle inventory,

a lack of available ﬁnancing from Nissan Motors Acceptance Corporation

dealer-facility

is

(NMAC),

Jr.

being prosecuted by the Respondent because the Petitioner
to sell the Respotidenrs extended service

upgrade program and declined

plan product.

*1: 101. A number of the suggested eauses offered by the Petitioner during the hearing were omitted
Proposed Recommended Order. but nonetheless are addressed herein,
102.

The

meet

sales penetration averages.

Petitioner asserted that the

Respondent

The evidence

failed to

make

troin the Petitioner's

available marketable inventory surrieient for the Petitioner to

failed to support the assertion.
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103. Nissan vehicles were distributed according to an allocation system that reﬂected dealer sales and inventory. The Respondent
used a "two-pass" allocation system to distribute 90 pereent ofeach month's vehicle production. The remaining I0 percent were

reserved for allocation by Nissan market represelitatives.
104. sinrply stated, dealers earned new vehicles to sell by selling the vehicles they had. New vehiele allooations were based
upon each dealer's “days' supply" otears. The calculation ofdziys' supply is essentially based on the number orvehieles a dealer
had available on the lot and the number of vehicles a dealer sold in each lnonth.
los.

Through the alloeation

systern, a dealership that failed to sell ears

ears during the following month.
dealers with higher supplies.

It is

More vehicles were nrade
clearly reasonable for the

who

sell

106.

At some point during the period relevant

more

and lower

its

available tn dealers with

Respondent to provide

days’ supply

low

would be

days’ supplies than

a greater

alloeated tewer
were available to

supply of vehicles to the dealers

cars.
to this proceeding,

Nissan removed consideration ofsales history from the days‘

supply-based allocation system calculation; however. there was no credible evidence presented to establish that the elimination

of the sales history component from the calculation reduced the vehicle allocation available
101.

The Respondent applied the

that the

108.

sanre allooation systenr to

all

ofits dealerships, inelnding the Petitioner. There

Respondent manipulated the allocation system to deny any vehicles

The Respondent provided current inventory and

to the Petitioner.

is

no evidenee

to the l’€[ttt0n8lZ

allooation inronnation to all ofits dcalcrships, ineluding the Pctitioncr,

through a computerized database system. The Petitioner was responsible for managing vehiele inventory and for utilizing the
allocation system to acquire cars to sell.

109.

Although the Petitioner asserted

that the decline in sales

was

related to a lack

of vehicle inventory, there was no evidence

that the Petitioner's inventory dcclincd during the period relevant to this proceeding. In fact, the cvidcncc established that

the Petitioner's inventory aetually inereased

from 150 vehicles

in early

2003

to

300 vehicles

in early

2004, at which

tinre the

Petitioner reduced vehicle orders and the inventory began to decline.

l

lo.

The

Petitioner also asserted that

it

was provided vchiclcs for sale that wcrc undesirable to the Petitioners customers, due
There was no credible evidence that the Petitioner's sales declines were related to

to expensive or excessive options packages.

an inventory ofundesirable vehicles.

*1; lll. Further, thcrc was no cvidcncc that the dcclmc in sales pcnctration was rclatcd to poor supply ofany speciﬁc vehicle
model. other than two truck niodels, the Petitioners sales penetration deeline occurred aeross the full range ofNissan vehicles
offered tor sale.
112. Every Nissan dealer had the ability to exercise signiﬁcant control (including color and option package choices) over most
ofthc invcntory acquired during the “ﬁrst pass" allooation.
113.

Any

iirventoiy deﬁciencies that

1-lutchiiison

may

have existed were the

did not understand the vehicle allocation system or

routinely dcclincd to order units ofNissan's apparently

rrrost

result

its

of the Petitioner's mismanagement or inventory, Mr.

relationship to the days‘ supply calculation.

The

Petitioner

marketable vchiclcs during the alloeation process.

114, During 2003, the Petitioner declined 137 vehicles from the "ﬁrst pass" allocation. including l3 Sentras and S6 Altimas,

and declined 225 vehicles from the "second pass" allocation, including 59 Sentras and 59 Altimas. During the ﬁrst halfol'2004,
the Pctitioncr declined 58 vehicles from thc “ﬁrst pass" allocation and 42 vchiclcs from thc “second pass" allocation.
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ll5. During the hearing, one of the Petitioner's Witnesses generally assened that the Respondent's tui-ndown records

erroneous; however, the Witness

was unable

to identify

were

any errors of signiﬁcance, and the testimony of the witness was

disregarded.

l

16. After the

two—pass allocation process was eenipleted, there were usually some vehicles remaining fordistribution to dealers.

Nissan assigned responsibility to
prioritize the order in

that

any

to

market these units

to dealers.

The

DOMs

used the days’ supply ealeulation

to

were available to any dealer. There is no evidence
iirvehieles rer denying the Petitioner the opportunity to obtain

dealers, although the vehicles

DOM manipulated the days‘ supply-based prioritization

vehicles to
117.

DOMs

which they contacted

sell.

Any vehicles remaining available after the DOM attempts to distribute the vehicles were identiﬁed as “Additional Vehicle
(AVR) and were made available to all dealers simultaneously. Dealerships were notiﬁed of such availability by

Requests“

simultaneous facsimile transmission or through the Nissan computerized database. There was no evidence that the Petitioner

was denied an opportunity
l

l8.

The

to obtain

AVR vehicles, and in faet. the Petitioner obtained vehieles through the AVR system.

Petitioner assened that the Nissan practice ofreserving 10 percent

ofeaeh month's production for allocation by market

representatives rewarded seine dealers and punished others.
ll9. Market representative alloeations are standard in the industry. and such vehieles are provided to dealerships for various
reasons. Nissan market representative allocations

where a dealership was sold
panieipated in the

to

were used

to

new ownership Nissan market

NREDI facility upgrade program.

supply extra cars to newly opened dealerships or in situations
representative alloeatiens were also provided to dealers

*l4 120. The provision of additional vehicles by market representatives to new or expanded
because the standard allocation system would not reﬂect the actual sales capacity of the
l2 IA

sales facilities

who

was reasonable

facility.

The Petitioner presented no evidenee that the Respondent, or any of its market representatives, manipulated the l0 percent

alloeation to unfairly

reward any ofthe Petitioner's competitors or to punish the Respondent for not participating

in various

corporate programs.

program of providing additional vehieles to undenperforming dealers in an apparent
by increasing inventory; however, the program did not eause an inorease in sales and actually resnlted in
dealers being burdened with excessive unsold inventory and increased ﬂoor plan ﬁnancing costs. The Respondent eliminated
the program in 2001, and thcrc is no evidence that any dealership was provided vehicles through this program during the tinie
period relevant to this proceeding. There is no evidence that the Respondent eliininated the program for the purpose of reducing
122. Prior to 2001, the Respondent had a

etrort to increase sales

the vehieles allocated or otherwise provided to the Petitioner.

123.

The

Petitioner asserted that the

Respondent altered the

Pet.itioner‘s

assigned

PM.A

in

March 2004 and

that the alteration

negatively affected thc Pctitioner‘s salcs penetration calculation because the Petitioner's area ofsales responsibility changed.
124. Prior to

March 2004,

the Petitioner's

PMA was calculated using infomizition reported by the 1990 United States Census.
PMA and made alterations based upon

After completion oftlle 2000 Census, the Respondent evaluated every Nissan dealer's

population changes as reﬂected within the census.
125. standard Provision seotion 3.A. orthe Dealer Agreement provides that the Respondent “may,
change the Dealer's Primary Market Area from time to time."
126. There

was no

credible evidenee presented to establish that the

2000

in its reasonable discretion.

PMA was invalid or was improperly designated.
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was no evidence that the Respondents evaluation of the

PMA in the United Slates

(2007)

Petitioner's

PMA was different from the evaluation ofeveiy

Therc was no evidence that the Respondent evaluated or altered the Petitioner's

the Petitioner's ability to sell vehicles or to

129. There

penetratien

meet regional

PMA with the intent to negatively affect

sales penetration averages.

was no credible evidence that the 2000 PMA adversely affected the dealership or that the Petitioner's declining sales
was related to the change in the PMA. The alteratien ofthe PMA tlid not sufficiently affect the demographics of

the Petitioners market to account for the decline in sales penetration. Reealculating the Petitioner's sales penetration under the
prior

PMA did not markedly improve the Petitioner's sales penetration,

130. The Petitioner suggested that the 2000 PMA revision was an impemiissible modiﬁcation or replacement of the Dealer
Agreement, but no credible evidence was offered to support the assenion. There was no evidence that the Petitioner did not
receive proper notice of the 2000 PMA.

*15 131. At the hearing, the Petitioner implied that the Respondent caused a decline in
(NMAC) ﬁnancing available to the Petitioner's buyers.

sales

by refusing to make Nissan Motor

Acceptance Corporation
132,

NMAC

is

a tinanee

company

afﬁliated with, but separate from, the Respondent.

NMAC provides a variety of ﬁnancing

options to dealers and Nissan vehicle purchasers.
133.

NMAC relies in lending decisions, as do most lenders, on a “Beacon score" which reﬂects the relative creditworthiness of

a customer's application to ﬁnance the purchase of a car. Vehicle ﬁnancing applications are grouped

iiito

four general “tiers”

based on Beacon scores. Various interest rates are offered to customers based on Beacon scores.
134.

The

Petitioner offered data comparing the annnal

number of NMAC—approved

applications submitted in eaeh tier

by the
by

Petitioner nn behalf of the Petitioner's customers to suggest that the decline in the Petitioner's sales indicated a decision

NMAC to decrease the availability ofNMAC credit to the Petitioner's customers.
135.

There was

I10

dealerships or that

evidence that

NMAC

treated the Petitioner‘s customers differently than the customers

NMAC—financed buyers received

preferential interest rates

of competing

based upon the dealership from which vehicles

were piirehased.
136. There

was

137, There

was no evidence

I10

evidenee that the Respondent exercised any control over individual ﬁnancing decisions
that the

Respondent manipulated, or had the

ﬁnancing for the purpose of negatively affecting the

made by NMAC.

ability to manipulate, the availability

of

NMAC

Petitioner‘s ability to sell vehicles.

132. A number of hnrrieanes passed through the central Florida region in August and September of 2004. The Petitioner
assened that the dealership's physical plant was damaged by the storms, and that the hurricane-related economic impact on area

consumers caused.
139.

The evidence

at least in part, the

decline in sales.

failed to establish that the Petitioner‘s physical plant snsiained signiﬁcant hurricane

preventing vehicle sales from oeeui-ring.

None ofthe

damage

Petitioner's vehicle inventory snstained hurricane—related

140. There was no evidence presented to indicate that the Petitioner‘s customers

than did the eiisteniers ofeompeting dealers in the area.

e>tpei1' eliced

to the extent

of

damage.

a more signiﬁcant economic impact
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credible evidence that the hurricanes had any material impact on the Petitioner's sales penetration.

Petitioner's sales penetration

2004 was 61.6 percent,

in

immediately pnor to the htinieanes was 62.8

September was 61.1 percent, and

in

pereeiit,

The

The

Petitioner's sales penetration in Aiigiist

October was 62.3 percent.

142. Generally, within so to 45 days after a hurricane, etistoniers with darnaged vehieles rise insurance proeeeds to purchase

new vehicles, The Petitioner's sales volume increased at this tinte; although beeaiise other dealers in the region also experienced
increased sales, there was no change to the Petitioner's sales penetration calculation.

no

The Petitioner assened that improper advenising clf“d0uble

143.

rebates"

by eoinpeting dealers eaiised deelining sales, and

offered evidence in the form of newspaper advertisements in support of the assertion; however, the Petitioner's

own advertising

indicated the availability of such rebates on occasion.

was no evidenee prcscntcd to establish that the Respondent was responsible for ereating or approving advertisenients
The Respondent has a program whereby dealers who ineet eenain advenising giiidelines ean obtain hinds to
advertising
defray
costs, biit the program is voliintaiy. The Respondent does not regulate vehicle advertising or retail prieiiig
144. There

for dealerships.

145. Thcre was no cvidcncc that the Pctitioncr reponed any allegedly misleading or illegal advertising with any law cnforccmcnt
ageney having jurisdiction over talse advenising or iinrair trade practices.
146. Mr. Hutchinson testilied that the death of Roger Holler,
biit

there

decline

was no cvidcncc

commenced

that

Roger

prior to his death

Holler,

Jr.,

Jr.,

had any role

and continued

thereafter.

in

February 2004, negatively affected sales

at the dealership,

The

Petitioner's sales

in niaiiaging or operating the dcalcrship.

The evidenee

failed to establish that the death

had any impact

on the operation of the dealership or the Petitioner's sales performance,
147.

The

Petitioner asserted that the Respondent's effort to terminate the Dealer

Petitioner for deelining to partieipate in the

NREDI

AgTeement was an attempt

Respondent's actions in this case were a deliberate plan to force the Petitioner tn either build

The

assertion

142.

lzttiring

in

the

is

speetilative

the tirne

NREDI

punish the

El

new facility or sell the dealership.

and iinstippoited by credible evidenee.

penod relevant

program.

to

prograni and offered a elironology of events intended to iniply that the

or the

to this proeeeding,

roiir dealerships, three

only one ofthc

roiir

Orlandmarca Nissan dealers agreed

to panieipate

experienced inereased sales activity during the period relevant to this

The Petitioner was the only ntie of the four dealerships to experience a decline in sales penetration during this
The Respondent has taken no action against the two other dealerships that declined to participate in the NREDI program.

proceeding,
period.

149. There

was no

credible evidenee that the Respondent has taken any piinitive action against any dealership solely based

a dezilershtps decision not to participate in the
150.

The

NREDI program.

was no evidence supponing the

~~seeiirity Pltis")

assertion.

A substantial number of dealers in the region did not sell the Security Plus product to new car buyers. There was no evidence

that the
‘=17

Respondent has penalized any dcalcr,

ineliirling the Pctitioncr, for reriising to sell the

Nissan seeiirity Plus prodiiet.

152, During the heariiig, the Petitioner identiﬁed a ntirnber of other troubled Nissan dealerships. ostensibly to establish

that other dealerships similarly situated to the Petitioner

and that the Respondent had
153.

were intended to punish the Petitioner for not selling the
and for selling a prodiiet owned by the Petitioner, laiit thcrc

Petitioner asserted that the Respondent's actions in this case

Respondent's cxtcndcd scrvicc contract (known as

151.

on

failed to enforce the

had not been

the subject

of Dealer Agreement temtination proceedings

Dealer Agreement tenriination provisions

fairly.

A number of the dealerships cited by the Petitioner are outside the State of Florida and are

immaterial to this proceeditig.
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for terminzltion of an agreement ifthe dealer materially and substantially breaches the

agreement. The Dealer Agreement does not require tennination of every dealership that

fails to

achieve average regional sales

penetration.

155. Termination of a Dealer

Agreement because of

sales

perfomlance requires a dealer-speciﬁc analysis that includes

consideration of the factors underlying poor sales and consideration of conditions that

may

warrant delaying temtination

proeeedinps.

As

156.

to the other Florida Nissan dealers cited

Respondent.

When compared to the

l-iy

the Petitioner,

many had

higher sales penetration levels than did the

Florida dealerships. the magnitude of the Petitioner's sales penetration decline exceeded

that

of all the other dealerships.

157,

Many ofthe cited dealerships had also initiated changes in management, stztfﬁng, and facilities to address sale and service
Some of the cited dealers had already shown sales and service-related improvements,

deﬁciencies.
158.

One

dealership,

Love Nissan, had already been terminated, even though

its

sales penetration

had exceeded that of the

Petitioner.

159. One dealership cited by the Petitioner was Hampton Nissan, against
proceedings in 2003. Changes to Hampton’:
based on the Z000

PMA

whom

the Respondent had initiated temtination

PMA resulted

in

an increase

in the dealershlp's sales

was no evidenee
Hampton Nissan PMA was calculated differently thatt the Petitioner's PMA, or that either PMA was altered put-poseﬁtlly

penetration eventually to levels exceeding those of the Petitioner, and Nissan has rescinded the action. There
that the

to affect the dealer's sales penetration results.

loo. other dealerships cited by the Petitioner were being monitored by the Respondent to ascertain whether efforts to
improve sales perfnmlance succeed. The Respondent niay ultimately pursue termination proceedings against underperforming
dealerships ifsales performance fails to improve,

was no eredible evidence that, prior to initiating this tenninaiien proceeding, the Respondent failed te consider the
and circumstances underlying the Petitioner's poor sales and the Petitioner's response to the situation. The Petitioner has

lol. There
facts

experienced a substantial and continuing decline in sales penetration and has failed to respond effectively to the deteriorating
situation during the period at issue in this proceeding.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
162.

The Division of Administrative Hearings has

120.559 and 120.570). Fla.

jurisdiction over the parties to

and subject matter of this proceeding. §§

Stat.

*t8 163. The Respondent has the burden of proving, by a preponderance of the evidence, that the proposed termination of
the Dealer Agreement between the parties was undertaken iii good faith, undertaken for good cause, clearly permitted by the
franchise agreement, and based on material and substantial breach of the dealer agreement and whether the grounds relied
upen for tenninarion have been applied in a uniform and eonsisient manner Love Nissan ine. y. Nissan Nonh Anieriea lne.,
paragraph 95, case No. 0472247 (DOAH July l4, 2005) (Fla. DHSMV April l2, 2005). The Respondent has trier the burden.
164. Subsection 320.6416), Florida Statutes, provides as follows:

Any motor

vehicle dealer

who

receives a notice of intent to discontinue, cancel. not renew, modify,

or replace niay, wirhin the 90—day notice period, ﬁle a petition or complaint for a derenninarien of

whether such action

is

an unfair or prohibited discontinuation, cancellation, nnnrenewal, modiﬁcation, or
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replacement. Agreements and certiﬁcates of appointment shall continue in effect until ﬁnal determination

ofthe issues raised
or nonrenewal

ofa

in

not undertaken in good faith

is

is

unfair if

it is

not clearlv permitted by the franchise agreement

not undertaken for good cause or

is

franchise agreement which

is

terrnination cancellation or

nonrenewal have not been applied

licensee.
IS

A discontinuation cancellation

such petition or complaint by the motor vehicle dealer.

franchise agreement

A modiﬁcation or replacement

not undertaken in good

is

based on an alleged breach of the

not in fact a material and substantial breach or ifthe grounds relied

faith;

or

is

the burden of proofthat such action

is

unfair if it

is

in a

for

not clearly permitted by the franchise agreement;

The applicant or licensee
and not prohibited (Emphasis supplied.)

not undertaken for good cause.

is fair

unon

unifonn and consistent manner bv the
shall

have

Agreement is clearly pennitted by the franchise agreement. The Dealer Agreement requires
and effectively promote" the retail sales ofNissan vehicles to retail customers and permits the
Respondent to terminate the agreement upon the Petitioner‘s failure to meet its sales obligations. The Dealer Agreement
165. Temtination of the Dealer

that the Petitioner "actively

speciﬁcally provides for measurement of sales perfonnance

by use ofthe

dealer's sales penetration,

166. In this ease, the Petitioner failed to actively and effectively promote the sale of new Nissan automobiles and, as a result,

experienced a substantial and continuing decline in sales penetration, to the extent that the Petitioner became the lowest ranked
dealership in the state of Florida during the
167.

The Respondent‘s tennination of

penod at issue

the dealership

and continuing notice to the Petitioner of the decline

improve the

in this proceeding.

was undertaken

in

in sales penetration

good

faith.

The Respondent provided appropriate

and offered speciﬁc recommendations intended to

It is unknown whether the recommendations would have been successful because
implemented very few of the items, The Respondent also suggested utilizing the EDGE program to identify

Petitioner's sales performance.

the Petitioner

speciﬁc sales process deﬁciencies, but the Petitioner declined to participate.

"19 168. Additionally, the Respondent extended several deadlines for compliance with items identiﬁed in the initial NODs
based apparently on representations made in communications received from the Petitioner, although the representations appear
to be contradicted by fact. The Respondents extension of the deadlines is a demonstration of good faith. Rick Stan‘ Nissan
Lincoln Mcrcug lnc. v. Nissan Motor Com., Case No. 92-5187 (DO/\H June 10, 1993) (Fla. DHSMV Aug. 5, 1993).
159. Although the Petitioner asserted the tennination

NREDI program.
participate in the

no credible evidence was offered

was being pursued because the

to support the assertion.

Petitioner declined to participate in the

Other Nissan dealerships have also declined

NREDI program, and the Respondent has taken no punitive action towards those dealers.

was undertaken for good cause. As stated previously, the Petitioner
becoming the lowest ranked dealership in the State of
Florida during the period at issue in this proceeding. Every other Nissan dealer in Florida increased sales volume durilig the
period, while the Petitioner's sales volume declined. The Petitioner inade no substantive attempt to resolve the decline in sales.
170.

The Respondent's termination of

to

the dealership

experienced a substantial and continuing decline

171.

The

The

sales penetration,

Was due to operational problems
and customer relations.

Petitioners declining sales perforrnance

management,
l72.

iit

advertisilig, facility

ineffective

management of the

Petitioner's dealership

at

the dealership including issues related to

was a source of continuing concern

to the Respondent.

The

Dealership Agreement originally identiﬁed Mr. Holler as the executive manager, but there was no credible evidence that he

managed the
173.

Thc

Petitioner on a daily basis.

Petitioner subsequently designated other

employees as executive managers, but ncithcr actually had

full authority to

operate the dealership. Mr. Sekula became the executive manager in June 2003, but he was soon transferred to another dealership
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by the ownership group. Subsequently, Mr. Hutchinson was appointed as executive manager, but his authority remained limited
by the requirement that he obtain approval over budgets and expenditures from the (\Wt\efShip group. Mr. Htitehinsdn reduced
the full-time sales staff and, apparently with approval of the owners, reduced the advertising budget. Further, there was no
systematic monitoring of advertising effectiveness, and the Petitioner failed to

iise

active sales leads provided to the Petitioner

by the Respondent.
174.

The

Petitioner asserted that the advertising budget actually increased on the “per unit sold“ basis, but the assertion, even

if tnie, fails to establish that the

dealership

was

actively and effectively promoting the sale of vehicles.

“perunit sdld" calculation inereased b8CaL\S€

new ear sales declined more rapidly

expending

szile

a large advertising

budget ﬁn the

of a single vehicle

W(\\_\ld

It is

as likely that the

than did the advcnising budget.

A dealership

not be regarded as effectively promoting the sale

of new vehicles.

"20 175. The Petitioner‘s sales facility was uninviting and substandard in relation to the sales facilities of competing dealerships
and there were apparently no speciﬁc plans to improve the physical plant, save for the Petitioner's vague assurance
that it would be “feasible" to “proceed in the future."
in the area,

l76.

The

the area.

Petitioner‘s

The

customer sen/ice scores also declined during the time

Petitioner rejected the Respondent's suggestion to

at issue in this proceeding, to

implement the

become

the lowest in

EDGE program, which speciﬁcally was directed

towards reviewing the sales experience from the customer perspective.
177.

The

result

Respondent
178.

lost

of the Petitioner‘s
185

failure to actively

and effectively market Nissan vehicles

new ear sales in 2003 and 601 new car sales in Z004.

to retail

customers was that the

The termination is based on material and substantial breach of the Dealer Agreement. The Petitioner's sales penetration
was substantial, continuing, and occurred during a period of increased sales perfonnance at other Nissan dealerships.

decline

The magnitude of the sales

shortfall in this ease demonstrates the ineffectiveness

failure to achieve reasonable

market share

is

of the Petitioner‘s perfomiance.

A dealership's

a material and substantial breach of the Dealer Agreement. Bill Gallman Pontiac

GMC Truck lnc. v. General Motors Co@., Case 89-0505 (DOAH June 28,

I990) (Fla.

DHSMV February Z8, 1991).

While not every dealer who fails to achieve average sales penetration warrants temiination, the evidence fails to establish
made any substantive effort to remedy the sales decline, and the failure to do so further constitutes a material
and substantial breach ofthe dealer's obligation to actively and etfectively market the vehicles to retail customers.
179.

that the Petitioner

The Respondent has applied the grounds relied upon for \CiTninati0n in a iiniterni and Consistent manner. sales penetration
were uniformly calculated and provided an accurate identiﬁcation of dealer performance within each dealer's
competitive environment. Primary Market Areas for all dealers are established in a routine manner utilizing a standardized
collection of demographic data. The Petitioner presented no credible evidence to the contrary.
120.

statistics

I81.

The

Petitioner asserted that the

Respondent had not applied the grounds for termination uniformly or consistently because

the Respondent allowed other under-perfomiing dealerships to continue operations while initiating termination proceedings

against the Petitioner.
122.

Many of the

cited dealerships

responded

to sales-related deficiencies

replacement of management and improvement of facilities.

Some may yet

with plans to address operational

issiies,

including

face termination proceedings.

183. In contrast, none of the cited dealerships suffered the magnitude of the Petiti0ner‘s sales decline; yet the Petitioner
little

effort to effectively address the situation.

made
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failed to establish that the

the operating Nissan dealerships cited

by

iiie

Respondent should have

initiated tenﬂinatinn

Petitioner prior to pL\\'S\llﬂg the termination at

lSS\.\e

proceedings against any of

in this case.

RECOMMENDATION
Based

(in

the fﬂregoing Findings of Fact and Conclusions of

Law,

it

is

RECOMMENDED that ihe Department 0fl'ltgl1Way

Safely and Motor Vehicles enter a ﬁnal order dismissing Petitioner's protest and approving the April 6, 2005, Superceding

Notice of Termination.

DONE AND ENTERED this 20th day 0fMarcl1t 2007, in Tallahassee, Leon Countyt Florida.
WILLIAM F. QUATTLEBAUM
Administrative

Law Judge

Division of Administrative Hearings

The DeSnto Building
1230 Apalachee Parkway
Tallahassee, Flot1'da 32399-3060
Filed with the Clerk ufthe Division of Administrative I-leanngs this 20th day of March, 2007.

ENDNOTE
NOTICE OF RIGHT TO SUBMIT EXCEPTIONS
All parties
to this

have the right to Submit written exceplmns within 15 days from the date of this Recommended Order. Any exceptions
should be ﬁled with the agency that will issue the Final Order in this case.

Recommended Order

Footnotes
1

All rcfcrcnccs to Florida Statutes arc to Florida Statutes (2006), unless othcrwtsc indicated.

2007 WL 841365 (Fla.Div.Admin.Hrgs.)

FIl(l4l||)l|tllIY\t‘Ylf
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2012 WL 1079719
Only the Westlaw citation is currently available.
United States District Court,
E.D. Michigan,
Southern Division.

Delaware corporation, d/b/a Superior
Nissan and Walter J. Schwartz, Plaintiffs,

arguments.

Central Region, from employees

(DOMs)

operations Mangers

a California corporation, Defendant.

c

patties‘ closing

Kirchoff, Regional Sales Operations

v.

John

D 239, D 244*D Z45, D 247eD 248A, D 249A, D 250A, D
251 A, 0 252A, D 253A, D 356.13 259—D 260, as well as the

Central Region, Erie Anderson, successor to Hushek,

NISSAN NORTH AMERICA, INC.,

Attorneys and

in...

During the course of trial, the Court heard testimony
from Defendant's employees and fomicr cmployccs, Thomas
l-lushek, retired Regional Vice President of Nissan's North

a

l

Not Reported

The bench trial was in session on September 7—9, l2—
16, l%2l, November l5—l8, and November 21, Z011

SUPERIOR PONTIAC BUICK GMC, INC.,

No. o8—1o642.

Inc-r

Manager

who

acted as Dealer

during thc parties’ business

William Shnllenberger, Kevin Baumann, and
Ray Madtigno. and from Joseph Lavreneik, Distribution
Manager of the Noi1h Central Region. The Coun heard
testimony from Plaintiff Waltcr Schwartz and from Supcrior's
employees, George Fowler, the General Manager of the
relationship,

March 30, 2012.

Law Firms

Kaplansky, Binghani Farms, Ml, Robert Y. weller,

P0ntiac—Buick~GMC store, and Michael Cohen, who worked
Manager of new car sales. In addition,

Kristen L. Boiardi, Abbott Nieholson, Detroit, MI, for

as the General

Plaintit-rs.

Defendant offered expert testimony from

S.

Thomas Wtenner,

Chad

for the North

Seth D, Gould, Weinner, Gould,

Rochester, MI, for Defendant.

I-Icrbcrt

Walker,

regarding Plaintiffs‘ financial perfonnanee, and SharifFarhat
regarding Plaintiffs‘ dealer pertor-ntanee. Plaintiff presented
expert testimony from Ilhan Geckil, a profession economist,

and David Rinker, a Certiﬁed Public Accountant.

OPINION AND ORDER

In general, the Court

and

MARIANNE O. BATTANI, District Judge.
came before the Court for a bench tn'al on
2011, and was concluded on November 21,

*1 This matter

Septcmbcr
201

l.

GMC,

7,

In their complaint, Plaintiffs Superior Pontiac

Buick

found

all

the witnesses knowledgeable

advanced testimony

credible, Plaintiffs‘ Witnesses

to

support Plaintiffs‘

view

good

dealings with Superior and imposed

faith

III

its

that

Nissan failed

and unobtainable

unreasonable

exercise

to

performance

standards.
its

view

and the

legal

Deferidanrs witnesses offered testimony to support
that Superior's sales

perfomiance was inadequate.

and Walter Schwartz (collectively
Defendant Nissan North America,
ine. (“Nissan") committed various illegal acts during the
course of the parties’ dealings and throngh Nissiin‘s eventual
iei-rriinatioii of the panties‘ sziles and service agreement
(Compl., Doe. 1.) ln their complaint, Plaintiffs seek damages
for violations ofthc the Michigan Motor Vehicle Dealers Act,
lviieh. conrp. Laws § 445.1561 et seq. (MMVDA), the federal
Automobile Deziler Day in Court Act, l5 U.S.C. § l22l, et
seq. (ADDCA), and for breach of contract.

Fed.R.Civ.P. 52(a).

In support of thcir rclativc positions, thc Court rcccivcd

accessories throughout the United States to authorized Nissan

inc. (“Supei'ioi')

“Supei1' or") allege that

numerous documents, ineinding Plaintiffs‘ Exhibits P 3, P 14,
P 19, P 33—P so, P szeoo, P 69—P 76,1’ 19, P 92—P 94, P
l03—P 116, P ll8—P 122, P 125, P l3l—P 140, P l42—P146, P
l48—l49, P l63—P 187, and Defendants‘ Exhibits D l—D 203,

D 2l2eD 214, D 2l&D 223, D 225eD 230, D 234, D 23&
Niri

Aﬂer considering
arguments

tit‘

all

the evidence received

the parties, the Court enters the following

Findings of Fact and Conclusions of

l.

Law

pursuant to

FINDINGS OF FACT

A. Overview
*2 Nissan distributes new motor vehicles,
dealers. Superior has

been a party

to a sales

parts,

and

and service

agreement with Nissan sincc 2001. Schwartz acquired thc
assets

of Dearbom Pontiac Nissan from

Bill Perkins for

$3,500,000 through an Asset Purchase Agreement dated

October

l7,

2000.(D

4).

The

sale

was conditioned on

the
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approval and consent of General Motors and Nissan. (Tr.

Nissan eenserited, and the panies signed the Nissan Dealer
serviee Agreement (Term Agreement) en

30, 2001 ,(D 9).

.l2\\\.\£ll'y

until

&

sales

It

gevenied the

parties’ relationship

they signed the Nissan Dealer Sales and Service

Agreement (“Dealer Agreement") en March

10,

2003. (D 48).

in...

dealers in the North Central Region.

(D 53). In 2004, its sales
mnking in the North Central
Region, Michigan, and the District. (D 85). It was ranked 187
of av dealers. (Id.) In 2005, siiperier was ranked next—to—last
in the Nenh Central regien. (D 113). In the siimmer of 2005,
North Central Regieii management eondtieted an in depth
analysis of Supenor's sales perfon-riance. (D 100). Nissan
penetration

9/7/ll at4l).

Term

Not Reported

Inc-i

fell to

the lowest

l

reviewed eerrespendenee, eentraet reperts and ether business

and demographic intermatien. (ld.; D 116). Atter
Hushek and Kirchhoff advarieed a
recommendation to national to issue a notice of default for
reperis,

Superior Pontizie is pan ofthe Detroit Metro market, which
part ofDistrict 12, Which, in tum,

is

part ofthe North Central

is

Region. The Detroit Metro market includes eight dealerships.

Nissan employs Dealer Operations Managers ("DOMs") te
operate on

its

behalf

in

the ﬁeld, (Tr, 9/7/ll at 48—50)r

DOMs are the contact between Nissan and its dealerships, and
typieally visit dealerships

enee or twiee

a mentli to

review

operations and provide assistanee and reeemmendatiens.
at so),

DOMS

iistially

have eight

to ten years

(Id.

of industry

experience. (Id.)

DOMs ereate dealer eentaet reperts summarizing their visits
The contact

to 2 dealership. (Tr, 9/9/ll at 91)‘

documents sent to the Nissan regional ofﬁce

in

Illinois;

they are not shared with the dealers. (Tr. 9/ 12/II

at

13, 15, as).

the

time

Schwari7

Shollenberger was the

DOM

began

operations,

William

assigned to Superior, and he

worked in that eapaeity until liine 2003. (Tr. 9/9/1 1 at 124).
Kevin Baiimann siilaseeiiently became the DOM for District
12, and Worked with Superior until Spring 2006‘ (Tri 9/13/ll
at 58). Ray Modugno succeeded Baumann and worked as the
DOM for District 12 from August 2006 until April 2009. (Tr.
9/21/ll at 43).

The

DOMS

satisfaction,

including

an

about shortcomings in Supei-ior's

poor

eiitdated, poorly

iintrained sales people. (See c.g.
Tr. 9/7/ll at 92, 9<'v98,

poor

sales,

maintained

D

54,

D

55,

customer

facility,

D

57,

l0Z—lO7. l3l—l3Z). The

and

D 23;
DOMs

acknowledged that Schwanz claimed lack ofproduct caused
his peer sales perrerrrianee as well as a variety ofother eaiises,
ineliiding personnel (Tr. 9/12/ll at 95>, reeiis en his
business (TL 9/I Z/ll at 105), and road construction (D 8| ),

GM

In 200:, siiperiers sales were peer, and on September 2e,
2003, Nissan issiied a "poor performance" letter. (D sa). At
that time, Superi(tr's sales penetration

Nirl

(D

I09).

*3 Nissan adopted the recommendation and issued Superior

(NOD) on September 6, 2005. (D I09)
had 180 days to improve its sales perfomiance or
face termination of the franchise. (1d.) in resperise, siiperier
maintained that its sales had improved, but sales were
hindered by road eenstrtietien and the dealership leeatien
itself, which was near the situs 01' Ford ﬂeet vehicles and
leases. (D 115). These factors should have impacted Nissan's
assessment of siiperiers sales.
a Notice of Default
Supei1' or

North Central Region requested an
(D 133). In August
200e, siiperier received netiee that Nissan agreed to extend
siiperiors eiire period anether 180 days. in 137). Nissan
In April 2006, the

extension to the Notice of Default.

against extended the eiire peried 180 days in

was ranked I87 of

l

91

Mareh 2007.

On December 4, 2007, Nissan issued Superior a Notiee
of Temlination because siiperier had “unsatisfactory sales
penetration perfoiniance“ (D 184)‘ Plaintiffs ﬁled this
lawsuit two months later, in February 2008.

B.

all testified

perfomianee,

unsatisfactory sales perfonnance.

reports are

intenial

At

eenipleting the analysis,

(D

214).

Terms of the Governing Agreement

Nissan and Superior entered into a Sales and Service

Agreement on March 10, 2003. (D 48)‘ The Dealer
Agreement requires Superior to "actively and effectively
promote through its own advertising and sales promotion
activities the sale at retail

Dealer's Primary
is

to customers located within the

Market Area (PMA)."

(Id. at §

based upon the dealer's geographic proximity
tracts. (Tr. 9/7/11 at 70).

to

3.A)

A PMA

a group of census traets assigned to a dealer, generally

Nissan assigns

accommodate measurement ofa

te assign

2|

tenitory in

to the

census

PMAs to its dealers

dealer's

performance and

dealer responsibility for a distinct geographic

which

(Tr. 9/7/ll at 71).

to

market and promote the Nissan brand.

The Dealer Agreement reserved

to

Nissan
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(D 4s,

Census Tracts

made tip

that

PMA.

4s), superiors

Superior's

all

ofthe 1990

PMA were identiﬁed.

retei-red to as the Dearhtii-it

PMA,

the

Several

provisions

in

Agreement address

Dealer

the

evaluation of dealer performance. Section 3.B nfthe Dealer

Agreement auth0ri7es Nissan

to establish reasonable sales

objectives as a percentage ofregistrations ofNlssan cars and

of competitive vehicles, registrations of

trucks, registrations

industry ears in the

PMA, the distriet, or region.

In addition, because Superior

metropolitan area, (Tr. 9/8/l

Agreement
iii

is

relevant.

It

l

area

in

is

located in the Detroit

Section 3.C ofthe Dealer

provides that ifa Dealer

combined

sales

is

located

performance

such metropolitan or other marketing

may be evaluated

also be evaluated

and Dealer‘s sales perfomiance may
on the basis of the proportion of sales and

potential sales of Nissan Vehicles in the metropolitan or other

marketing area
fairly

may be

in

which Dealer

is

located for which Dealer

held responsible." (D 48).

cl1'teria.

(D 48>.
The Dcalcr Agreement also

respect to

area.

[s]ales

of Nissan vehicles
to other

to

Dealer and

is

perfomiance
sales

affect

Dealer‘s

differently

from

Dealers,

the

recent

has

sales

conducted
(including

promotion,

its

perfonnance reports, compared them to other benchmarks,
and reviewed a local market analysis of the Ford inﬂuence
in Superior's

at

(Tr. 9/8/ll at 52>.

Hushek and Kirchhoff

l30—32). Nissan issued the written notice of material

default

on September

6,

2005, advising Superior that

it

was

breach of Section 3 of the Dealer Agreement for

failure to actively

Nissan vehicles

and effectively promote the

in the

Dearbom PMA. (D

will

no

longer

sale

109].
tolerate

Dealer's substandard sales penetration

performance. In order to correct this

Notice

of Default, Nissan hereby

requires Dealer to achieve at least

regional

average

sales

penetration

of ncw Nissan Vehicles within one

hundred and eighty (mo) days from
the date of receipt of this Notice
of Default.

Failure

to

meet

the

regional average sales penetration will

and

constitute a material breach ofDealer's

Agreement and may

result in

Nissan

issuing a Notice of Tem1ination....

sales

customers), and the other factors, if

Nari

FMA.

both recommended the notice be issued (D H19; Tr 9/7/ll

the

and treatment of

a

In 2005, before Nissan issued zi Notice of Default, the
North Central Region management reviewed Superi0r's sale

sales

advertising,

make

railiire" in

C. Evaluation Process

performance, the manner in which
operations

remedying such

given time, Nissan inay terminated the Dealer Agreement.

long term trends in Dealer‘s salcs

Dealer

of the

§ 12.13). “If dealer fails to

substantial progress towards

perfonnanee ofother Authori7ed

Nissan

(D 42,

eorreet the failure."

Authorized Nissan dealers,

would

of new Nissan vehicles and the other

and the reasons for the breach. Further, Nissan
required to afford a dealer “a reasonable opportunity to

any special local marketing conditions
that

that a

the breach,

in

availability

show

responsibilities with

its

Dealer Agreement. (D 48 § 12.13). The process requires
Nissan to notify the dealer, review the nature and extent of

Nissan

the

evaluations

responsibilities" designated to a dealer in Section 3

the Dealership Location, the general

such market

its

dealer failed "to substantially fulﬁll

Items identiﬁed include:

shopping habits of the public

establishes Nissan's right to

when

terminate the agreement

in material

*4 Finally, Section 3.D of the Dealer Agreement provides
that, where appropriate. Nissan would consider other
reasonable

any, directly arreeting Dealer's sales

(Id.)

(ld.)

at 75),

a Metropolitan Market, “the

of all Nissan Dealers

in...

opportunities and performance.

most populous in Metro Detroit. (Tr. ll/15/ll at 69).
During the course of their relationship, Superl0r's Primary
Market Area increased; however, the PMA identiﬁed since
August 2001 included the Taylor/Southgate open point,
which previously had been unassigned to any dealer. (D 26).
is

Not Reported

§ 4,A),

Whcn ihe panies signed the Dealer Agreement,
(D

Inc-r

PMA markets to account for changes

the right to reevaluate
iii

283
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unsatisfactory

sales

penetration

performance as the breach, Speciﬁcally, Superior's calendar
year 2004 sales penetration of the combined Competitive Car
and Truck segment was 0.53%, representing only 14.05%
Nonh Central Regional Average sales penetration

of the

of 3.99%, As a

result of superiors

perfonnance,

ranked 185 out of the 186 Nissan dealers

it

poor sales penetration

North Central Region. 1-lad Superior penetrated the
market at 100% Regional Sales Effectiveness (“RSE"), which
in the

measures sales perfoi-mance relative

CYTD 2005. (D

this

in...

more fomial snidy of the

Detroit market to investigate

siipenors assenioii that Ford dominance

iii the Primary
Market Area skewed its perfomtance. (ld.] Nissan reviewed
sales in a variety of ways, ineluding Supcri0r's performanee
when all Ford competitive registrations were eliminated and
when all domestic eornpetitive registrations were eliminated
(D 136). Even under these measurements, Superi0r‘s sales
penetration remained less than half of the average of the

Detroit Metro. (1d.)

to other dealers in a

deﬁned region, it Would have sold 1,609 vehicles during CY
2004. (D 109). Instead, Superior lost 1,383 sales for this
same time period. (14. ) lvioreover, as of June CYTD 2005,
Superior's sales penetration was .86“/n, which represented
l9,98% RSE. (Id) This perforrnance translated to 749 lost
sales through

Not Reported

Inc-i

109).

On March
the

5,

2007, Schwartz received a second extension of

NOD Cure Period. (D 160). In the certiﬁed letter, Nissan

noted that Superior had failed to
its

sales

perfomiance and

last in the region.

to

still

make any improvement

was ranked

last in the sate

in

and

160).

offered testimony regarding the sufficiency of capitalization.

On March 2], 2007, Nissan reviewed the results of the
200(»2007 market study and determined that Superior would
beneﬁt if it relocated, (D 165). Nissan reviewed the results
with dealers in person. (D 163; D 165). Nissan subsequently

Because

informed Superior, that

if

the dealership, Nissan

had

*5

Nissan also included another reason

Superior's failure to
this

meet

capitalization guides

reason did

not

parties

form the basis of the
any deﬁciencies.

capitalization requirements or corrected

NOD

Both

NO[¥

Coun ﬁnds Superior either complied with its

termination, the

The

in the

to

sell

or transfer

approve the sale and eould

base approval on the buyer's commitment to relocate the
dealership.

(D

At a June

o,

165).

could not have been a surprise to Superior

inasmuch as Nissan liad sent letters outlining serious concerns
DOMs had addressed
Superior's ranking throughout 2005, and its decline iii
perfomtance. (Id.). Although Superior emphasized Nissan's
failure to plaee tlie dealership on a Performance improvement
Program (“PIP”), Hushek testiﬁed that PIPs were not used
during the Z0O0m2006 time frame (Tr, 9/3/ll at (F10).
Because Nissan was using far more experienced DOMs
during that time, and the DOMs identiﬁed performance issues
and offered recommendations for improvement, the DOMs
acted akin to a PIP. Hushek also testiﬁed that the use of
the DOMs, all of whom provided a consistent and uniﬁed
approach as to how Superior could improve, rendered a
about sales penetration performance,

formalized tracking report unneeessary.
that during the cure period,

Superior to improve

its

Booklet, priced

at

11,

DOMs

(Id. 1 lt is

uncontested

continued to work with

perfoi-manee. For example, to assist

Superior, Nissan provided

An August

Superior elected to

it

Edge Sales Process
of eharge. (D 12).

with

$15,000, free

zooo, eertitied

Sehwanz again

stated that

supply ofvehieles. to 168). Nissan disagreed with Schwartz's
It attributed poor sales to other issues: vehicle
customer convenience, aged inventory, and failure
implement Nissan's Retail Environmental Design Initiative

explanation.
prieing,
to

program (NREDI)

to revitalize the

Nissan brand and

crezlte

a consistent, unifomi retail experience for consumers. (Tr.
9/9/ll at 134).

*6 in a July 2007

DOM eoiitaet report, the issue of sales

perfonnance and lack of improvement were raised with
Schwartz. (D 175). Superior was ranked
last in the region. <14.)

perhirinanee showed

last in the state

and

A July 2007 update ofSupcri0r's sales

it

again lagged well behind other Metro

dealers and the North Central Region.

(D

l76)4

its

1

letter

extension despite Superior's failure to

gave Superior an

make any improvement

perfonnanee as measured by RSE. (D 137), Nissan
then engaged in a local market analysis that eevered the
in its sale

2003 through June 2006 time ﬁame, (D

Nari

2007, meeting,

Nissan had failed to provide Superior with an adequate

136), Nissan initiated

Finally,

on December

4, 2007,

Nissan issued superior a

Notice of Termination. (D 184). In the Notiee, Nissan
Slated that in the time following the NOD, “Dealer has I101
taken necessary action to cure the substantial and material

breach that led to the NOD. The reason for the termination
was “Unsatisfactory Sales Penetration Performanee." (Id. at
2). Overall, siipen' or's RSE declined from September 2005
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August 2007 from 19.32% to 16.64“/ii. (Tr. 9/14/ll at
120). During the same time, the District 12 market share
had increased by close to 50%, and the Detroit Metro
import market share had increased from 13% to 20%.

to

The updated

Inc-r

Not Reported

calculates sales penetration for eaoh nf its dealers throughout
the countiy in the exact

district to

Sales penetration

23 1. Notably at the time, Superior had been on notiee for more
than two years that its sales performance needed to improve.

registrations

The

loeal

Was March

effective date of termination

10,

2008, (D

I84).

D,

To

Method of Assessment
Superior's

assess

Superior's

sales

perfomiance relative

Nissan ealenlated
measures the dealer's

perrermanee,

penetration.

It

an average. (Tr. 9/16/11 at 199).
Speciﬁcally, Nissan assesses performance ofSupcrior' .s sales
to

relative to the performance of other Nissan dealers in the
North Central Region. (Tr. 9/16/I1 at 197). The Regional

Sales Effectiveness or RSE shows

its

PMA against the

assigned

region.

how a dealer is penetrating

average Nissan dealer in the

1

Matty
Nissan

at 203),

(Id.) In addition,

gauge performance relative to a more localized peer

even assuming a market devoid of competitive Ford and
competitive domestic registrations. (D 176; Tr. 9/8/11 at 122—

13$).

(Tr. 9/1 o/1

ranks dealers against dealers within a particular siate or

group

at

same way.

manufacturers use this measure.

market analysis
showed that Superior's sales performance had nnt improved

(Tr. 9/14/11

in...

sales

(Tr. 9/7/11 at

new

of

is

97—99>
calculated using the ratio of a dcalcr's

to the number of competitive
of new vehicles within the dealer's PMA.

vehicles

in segments in
which Nissan competes. (Tr. 9/7/11 at 93—94). Nissan
determines which vehicles fall into a segment based upon
size, price, and utilities. (Tr. 9/16/ll at 201412). Nissan
receives the information about auto sales from a data
provider, R.L. Polk and Company (“Polk”). (ld.) Polk breaks

Competitive registrations include vehicles

down

the registrations

subeompaet,

suv,

by product segment, such

or p1Ck—\lp truck.

(Id. at

96;

as compact,

D

223,

App

26).

*7 Exhibit 225,

A

29,

which

is

reproduced bclow, shows

Superior's sales penetration relative to District 12, Michigan,

and the North Central Region for the years 2003mZ007.

The average lcvel of performance achieved by dealers

in the region acts as a

benchmark.

(Id.

at

198). Nissan

DISTRICT 12

MICHIGAN

NORTH CENTRAL REGION

1.3%

1.2%

1.4%

3.4%

2004 0.5%

1.7%

1.5%

1.7%

4.8%

2005 0.9%

1.9%

1.7%

2.0%

5.5%

2006

O.7”/a

1.5%

1.4%

1.7%

5.3%

2007 0.8%

1.5%

1.6%

1.8%

5.8%

YEAR SUPERIOR DETROIT (WITHOUT
SUPERIOR)

2003 O.7

%

YEAR SUPERIOR DETROIT (WITIIOUT DISTRICT
12
MICHIGAN NORTH CENTRAL SUPERIOR)

The chart shows that for each of
Agreement govemed the relationship

the years the Dealer
until the

time the

NOT

Metro Detroit. District
REGION___________________________________________________________________y1/is _s_sue_§U%1§per1or
the
and
the
Region.
In
most
of
the years, Superior's
State,
12,
1,4“/o
1.2%
O.7
1.3%
%
at
most
half
ofthe
other
groups
measured. For
4%________________________________________________________________________avera_ge)Mas
\ll'ld€\"P€l'fOl'\'1'l€d

_1

3

0.5%

1.7%

1.5%

1.7%

0.9%

1.9%

1

7%

2.0%

example,

in

2001, Superior's sales penetration rate was 0.2%,

4gX%________________________________________________________________________andt%B§inh Central Region rate was 5.8%. (Id) Superior
fared no better when compared to the District rate which was
5V5%________________________________________________________________________1_LQ%_gb6'§

0.7%

1.5%

1.4"/e

1.7%

S .3%———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————Z()O7

0.8% 1.5% 1.6% 1.8% 5.8%

Nert

Michigan rate, which was 1.8%. (Id) In sum, poor

performance was not an anomaly.

(Tr. 9/19/11 at 35).
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Nissan applied this method of assessment aeross the board
its

dealers,

in the

iii

addition, the

method was applied

to

as speciﬁed

Inc-r

Not Reported

in...

required “substantial improvement." In this case, Superior

showed no improvement whatsoever,

Dealer Agreement.

To assess Superior's performance, Geekil looked at Superior's

1.

Reasonahleliess of the Metlluii

Sharif

who

Farhat,

employed by Urban

is

seienoe

and software development
company that uses science to answer business questions
within the auto industry, testirred as an expert on Nissan's
Applieations.

consulting

a

behalf. (Tr. 9/I6/ll at 173). Nissan asked Farhat to evaluate

whether Superior was “actively

zlnd erreetively"

selling

Nissan products and Whether the requirements Nissan used

make

were reasonable or whether the
performance was due to factors beyond its eontrol. (Id. at
to

that decision

187).

calculations are appropriate.

way of

at 113].

His analysis failed to offer a basis

for relative comparison of dealer perfomiance in a metro
area,

and

not afford

his eontention that every
zt

market

is

unique docs

manufacturer any metric for determining which

dealers are effective, Further,

analysis

air

ofraw sales ignores

They

are the industry standard

ealeulating expectation for dealers, and [Nissrln‘s]

the relative performance of dealers,

make

is

an appropriate method

whether a dealer

conclusions about

is

active and

effectively marketing Nissan produets." (Tr. 9/19/ll at xx).

calculation placed Superior last in the region, state, and

district. (Id. at 40).

In reviewing the ﬁve calendar years,

2003—

Z007, low performance was a consistent issue. (Id at 41).
Farhat testiﬁed that Nissan methodology

componed with the

way of ealeulating

and

of the relative performance of dealers

expectation for dealers
is

an appropriate basis for eonehiding the effectiveness of a

concluded that because

dealer. (Tr. 9/19/ll at 32). Farhat

the majority of dealers in the North Central Region had

above the region average, the benchmark is
reasonable. (Id. at 28). The number of sales needed was not
“overvl/helming.“ (1d.) Nevertheless, none ofthe Metro Eight
sale penetration

were above the regional average.

is

not the

bigger,
failure

(ldr)

*8 Superior retained Ilhan Geckil, an economist, to analyze
sales PEl’fOﬂ’I13l"lCEa (Tr. ll/15/ll at 4041), and Geekil

l

same

l7).

as

unreasonable. (Tr. 9/19/ll at 117).

The Court ﬁnds that Superior's failure to ever reach RSE, does
not compromise the reasonableness of the goal. Nissan used

RSE

as a

performance metn' c

to assess the effectiveness

of

dealer sales relative to other dealers, and the fact that reaching

RSE

industry standard
that ranking

For example, ﬁve sales in a small market
ﬁve sales in a market one hundred times
(Tr, 9/7/l l at 9748), Consequently, a manufacturer's
to assess raw sales as a perfonnance metric is not

(Tr. 9/19/ll at
[its]

process of not _]\.\St calculating the number, but the ranking of

The

%

260; Tr. 11/Z2/ll

the opponunity available to dealers in different sized markets.

Farhat concluded that “Nissan's methodology and

to

raw sales. Geckil relied on compound sales growth to measure
Superior's sales performance superior experienced 26%
compound annual sales growth between 2003 and 2007. (P
169). However, Cieckil's testimony did not address the fact
that other Michigan Nissan dealers, on average, experienced
3,1
eompound sales growth during the same period. (D

merely rendered a dealer average does not undereut

the reasonableness ofthe metric,

RSE merely constituted the

standard by which the industry measured dealer perfonnanee.
ln fact,

and

GM used the same measure,

Schwartz conceded that

that

it

was calculated

in the

same way.

(Tr. 11/18/ll at

87).

Because the Dealer Agreement speciﬁed that other reasonable
considerations would be factored into performance
evaluation, the Court, as ﬁnder of fact, examines evidence
regarding whether Nissan's assessment was reasonable in
light of other criteria listed in the Dealer Agreement that
might guide the analysis.

its

concluded that the sales
unfair,
in

To

criteria

employed by Nissan was
vehicles in

Factors Beyond a Dealer's Control
The parties offered evidence on several factors over
which a dealer has no control, including assigned PMA,

that the expectation that

demographies, the inﬂuence of the domestie automotive

reach RSE, Superior had to

2005, 1,768 vehicles

2007. (Tr. 9/21/ll
Superior should

at 18).

sell

in

2006, and

He added

more than 1,000

sell

l,753 vehicles

L809

ears in a given year

unreasonable. (Tr. ll /I5/ll at 45; 9/Zl/ll at 18).

To

is

the

2.

market, and road construction. The Court's ﬁndings on each
follow.

number of vehicles
Dealer Agreement only

extent that Superior could not sell the

necessary to achieve

RSI-L,

the

|'

.

N»=rt

PMA
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improperly deﬁned,

is

it

is

an issue

beyond the dealer‘s control. Nissan, not the dealer, determines
the size ofthe

PMA geographically.

Not Reported

Inc-r

not altered aﬁer the

In 2001,

when Nissan conducted

was an epen peint
is

in the

An open poitit is

at 65).

he existing

dealer.

a market study, there

Taylor—Southgzite Area, (Tr. 9/7/1
a

The

set1' es

of census

tracts

where

prior Nissan dcalcr in the Taylor

Southgate area was terminated in 1988. (Tr. 9/14/ll
24;

142),

I‘

Aﬁer

l

there

at

23*

the ZOO] market study, NISSHII decided t0

close an “open point“ located south of Superior, in Southgate/
Taylor, Michigan, and the geography associated with the

epen pernt went te suneunding Nissan dealers, inelrrding
Dick Scott Nissan (Canton), Gerwick Nissan (Menrne) and
Superior. (Tr. 9/7/l

l

at 66,

74—75).

NOD issued, after the extensions

of the

NOT.

cure period, or after the
Similarly. tirere

*9

in...

was no cvidcncc presented

shew

to

that

PMA with a large population for

Nissan assigned Superior a

a reason outside the normal course of business. Supertor's
location, in a metropolitan

lurgc population. Superior

Detroit

market required
rs

it

to serve a

ene ofcight Nissan dealers

very

in the

Metro market, a market having more than four million

people. Because ofits

PMA assignment, Superior sen/es one-

Metro market area, approximately 25%
of the population and households, in an area that does not
have a streng demand for import vehieles. (Tr. ll/15/ll at
62). Because PMA is used in calculating a dealer's sales
performance the assignment is important. (Tr. 9/16/ll at
fourth of the Detroit

198).

The epen pernt eneernpasses wayne County, whieh has
the lowest penetration by import vehicles among Wayne,
Oakland. and Macomb counties. In contrast, Oakland County
is the most import friendly among the three counties because
of

paprrlatien of highcr cducatcd peeple with higher

its

PMA expansion to the south of the dealership's
was less favorable than a PMA expansion to the

if the

location

Nissan viewed the size of the

state

and

north into the

more imporkfricndly suburbs,

(Tr. ll/ls/ll

no evidence that the expansion occurred for
any reason other than in the ordinary course of business.
Nor was the expansion contrary to industry practice. Nissan
at 63), there is

made changes

to

PMAs hased en changes

rn

of eenrpetrtrve rcglstrations

among

area, srrperier

ll/17/l

at Z8),

l

it

is

at 74). Further, the fact that

origitial

PMA

before

epen point would,

Superior's sales effectiveness, (Tr.

not persuasive evidence that the

PMA

number of units rcquircd

to reaeh regienal average sales

penetration. (Tr. 9/20/ll at 23; 9/l4/ll at oi).
Superior‘s

PMA

was properly assigned based on

distance, drivc distance,

and driving timc. There

the air
is

no

evidence that Nissan assigned the census tracts to Superior in
an unusual or atypical tashren in

raei,

Superior was closer to

each of the newly assigned census tracts than any other Nissan

PMA was fourth smallest in terms ofsquarc
Its PMA inelrrded the open peint
signed the Dealer Agreement in 2003; its PMA was
Nirl

ene

ll/l5/ll at 81).

PMAS are assigned

based on physical proximity, not based on population.

the Dearboi-n

PMA

that
to

it

took double the population

achieve an equivalent number of

segtnent registrations as the Troy

PMA,

lowcr dcmand for Nissan vehicles

a fact reflecting the

in the

Dcarbom PMA.

Although the absence of demand for
the Nissan product could adversely afreet the performance
metric developed by the manufacturer, the analysis Nissan
conducted accounted for this factor. It measured perfonnance
by rctail registratiens, not pepulatien, and reiail registrations
are the most accurate and appropriate way of measuring
opportunity Within a market area because it tracks aetrrai
(Tr. ll/17/ll at 25).

consutner beliavior with respect to

new

veliicle purchasing.

The advantage of reviewing actual
competitive vehicle registrations is that it removes the need
ie speculate about buyer behavior based upon population or
other demographic data. (Tr. 9/19/1 1 at 95).

(Tr.

9/l9/ll at 95).

dcalcr. Superior‘:

it

(Tr.

PMA

allotted to equalize

Nrssan should scrvicc approximately

PMA expanded. (Tr,

the

miles. (Tr. 9/21/ll at 19).

when

is

that

dcalcr network

expansion Was unreasonable. The same would be true for any
dealership if its
were cut in half because it would reduce
the

PMA.

eighth of the population, the size of the population before

The Court recognizes

minimum, double

Dcarboni

in the

because there are eight Nissan dealers in the Detroit Metro

tt\

at a

within the

was no evidence presented

metropolitan dealers typically

every ten years. (Tr 9/7/ll

nonnalizing by restoring Superior's

as offering a

PMAs

population, and the Court rejects Plaintiffs position that

planning and eentigrrratien and census changes, which occur

the elimination of the Southgatc Taylar

PMA

market" based upon the number

in the Detroit

9/21 /ll at 24). There

incomes.

Even

*ll]

“signiﬁcant opportunity relative to other

ii.

Demographics
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PMA

are the worst in the

(Tr. 9/9/I

PMA has the lowest

I

at 59; Tr, 9/2I/I

I

median household income,

meome, and

Inc-r

Not Reported

in...

(Tr. 9/19/11

at

adjusted penetration average

when

sales performance,

which yielded a

achievement measured by high school dropouts, college,
masters, and PhD degrees. (Tr. 1/15/1 1 at so). its population

Superior to achieve

its

1

is

the least qualiﬁed

by income and has the lowest number

ofqualificd customers eaniing titty to sixty thousand dollars,
the

segment most

likely to

be part of the foreign car market.

(Tr. 11/ls/11 at no).

PMA,

In Superior's

median incomes
in

2007 product popularity

less than $50,000.

The second block group

P

17o). Both eXperts agreed
an annual incolne of $35,000 is not representative of
1

1/its/1

1

at 79; Tr.

9/19/11 at s9).

The median Nissan buyer has a median household income
of $75,000. (TR. 9/19/11

at as). Further,

that residents in Superior‘s

expenditure data

PMA spend less on vehicle

purehases compared to residents of the other Detroit metro
area Nissan dealers’ primary market areas. (Tr. 11/lo/11 at
35).

In addition, Supei1'or‘s market

is

challenged because of the

diverse eultures and languages of the population within
(Tr.

II/15/ll

at 74; Tr.

I

I/2|/II

at

I5, Tr.

Without question, the uniqueness of the
demographics in Superior's PMA affects the shopping habits
of the consumers. (Tr. ll/I5/ll at 70~7l). And to the extent
those difference result in a “difference in the types of vehicles
11 /21 /1

1

at 144).

that are popular within the

PMA" is beyond the control of the

dealer to adjust...." (Tr. 9/19/ll at 19).

"11 The expens differed as to how to account for the
demographic atid socioeconomic factors such as income and
education, the unique market given the domestic inﬂuence,
and the shopping habits of the consumers. Geckil testified
that because every market is unique, comparisons are not
“meaningful.” (Tr. ll/16/ll at 52). 1-1e did not compare

vehicles models into groups or segments that

are similar to each other in tenns of size, price, and function,

before calculating the expected sales for a dealer in

its

The segment adjustments, or

product popularity, account for dirterenees in income, age.

Nat!

is

a

I

9/20/ll at Z5; 9/8/ll at 36, S0; 9/12/ll at 2&27).
industry

is

are “tied into" the auto industry

more so

other areas ofthe country. (Tr. 9/20/I

I

in Detroit than in

at 57),

Ford,

GM,

and

well above average in Detroit, (Tr. 9/20/11

sell

55), and there are challenges

in the City

at

of Detroit for any auto

manufacturer other than GM, Ford, and Chrysler.
at 54).

The auto

the predominant industry in Detroit and people

For example, in the metro Detroit

(Tr. 9/20/11

area, the eight

Nissan dealers compete with 4| Ford dealers.

Metro

(Tr. 9/I4/I

I

at

Seven Ford dealers operate in the Dearbom PMA,
(Tr. 9/12/II at 37, 63), and nearly 38% ofthe vehiclcs sold
in Superior's PMA are Fords. (Tr. l/IS/I
at 59). The North
Central Region's low penetration is due in part to the presence
of domestic manufacturers and plants in the Midwest, (Tr.
9/14/ll at 14; 9/20/ll at 24) and the availability of Big 3
employee discounts. (Tr. 11/21/11 at 23724).
23;

P

I42).

I

I

concede Ford may be a specialized
how to address the import of Ford Motor
Company in the Dearbom PMA. Farhat normalized for Ford

Although the

parties

factor, they disputed

registrations

by reducing and/or removing the portion of the
is considered biased or unavailable. Because

the Ford brands achieve higher than state average levels of

through segment adjustment, which

market. (Tr. 9/7/11 at 934).

Detroit metro area

in the

The witncsses were in agreement that the Detroit market is
dominated by the Big Three, and unique as compared to the
other markets in the North Central Region. (Tr. I/I7/I I at 8;

performance

all

testimony that

special local marketing condition. (Tr. 9/9/ll at 40, 58).

Nissan's evaluation accounted for the unique chamctcristies
separates

Coun rejects

and/or demographies eaused Superior's

Domestic Influence
The domestic inﬂuence

Superior's perroi-rrianee to any other dealer.

PMA

PMA

222, A—9—the

PMA versus the North

iii.

industry that

in a dealer's

Dcarbom

Central Region). Therefore, the

Chrysler

PMA.

in

this ealeulation

D

unsatisfactory sales perfonnance.

typieal Nissan buyers. (Tr.

its

sales penetration goal. 114.) Superior's

the majority of the block groups have

$74,000. (Tr. ll/I6/ll at 31;

shows

sinaller pereentage for

9/19/ll at 32). (see e.g. Exhibit

the assigned

tenns ofranking has median income between $50,000 and

that

evaluated Superior's

it

performance does not improve based on
(Tr.

to another.

23—2s). Consequently. Nissan applied an

the lowest educational

the lowest per eapiia

PMA

and other demographic factors from one

in

Dearborn, those sales in excess ofan average

any dealer but a Ford dealer. (Tr.
removed I0 normaIi7e
the level of expectation. (Id) For example, in “Michigan,
Ford is 21.8 percent of the competitive set, and that is lower
than Ford in Dearborn, [which] is 37.2, so normalization
level are unavailable to

9/I9/I

I

at 64).

brings the 37.2

Therefore, the sales are

down to 21.8.“ (Tr.

9/I9/I

I

at 66).
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*1: The Court ﬁnds Farhat's analysis provided a proper
for assessing Superior's

basis
after

sales

performance.

Even

nonnalizing the Ford registrations, Superior‘s adjusted

sales penetration plaeed
ivliehigan.

(D 222,

A

ll

among

the worst performers in

38—44). In addition,

when

Fnrhat

eliminated the Ford registrations from the competitive

segment

(D 225,

registrations, Superior

A

Dearborn

Not Reported

vehicles

is

dealer to establish a travel

it

begins the “turn and

eam"

rate. (Tr.

9/7/ll at 46). Schwartz

asserts that without inventory, Superior could not increase
sales,

and Superior was chronically undersupplled,

nomialized

PMA

domestic

all

to a level equal to

supply was addressed in thc Tenn Agreement, which
govemed the opening allocation. The panies understood that:

*1:

remained among the worst. (D 220, A 45—51]. Those dealers
that perfomied worse than Superior are no longer Nissan
dealers. (Tr. 9/19/11 at 72. /4_s1). Moreover, the Domestic
Normalized Analysis reveals that other Detroit Metro PMA's
have a higher percentage of domestic registrations than
the Dearbom PMA, which runs contrary to the argument
advanced by Superior throughout this litigation. (See D 220,
A 45, Tr. 9/19/ll at 75). Lastly, Farhat performed a sales

atfeet

brand vehicle registration from the competitive
Superier's adjusted sales performance

set.

was

factors

[

1

of Nissan

availability

without

including,

limitation, production capacity, sales

and other Primary
ennsumer
demand, weather and transportation
conditions, and state and federal
potential in Dealer's

Market

varying

Areas,

govemment

requirements. sinee such

may

affect individual dealers

factors

(D 225,

still

numerous
the

Vehicles

penetration analysts that completely eliminated domestic

A 92).

important because

system by whieh Nissan supplied vehieles based on the
dealer‘s sales. The opening allocation is essential for a new

average, the Supenor's adjusted sales penetration

state

in...

remained a poor perfomter.

97). Finally, Farhat

registrations in the

Inc-v

differently, seller reserves to itself

below

sole discretion to distribute Nissan

Metro, District, and State averages, and Nissan's assessment

Vehicles in a

of Superlor's perrnrmattee was reasonable.

manner, and

fair
its

and consistent

decision in such

matters shall be ﬁnal.
iv.

Rlllld Canxlruclion

From

late 2003 through 2006, major road construction on
Michigan avenue resulted in difficulty entering and leaving
the dealership, excessive din, and a reduction in Superior's
Buick GMC sales of3O°/n. (Tr. ll/18/ll at 133, 153; 9/22/ll
at 33). Schwanz notiﬁed Nissan of the road construction, and
DOMs were aware of the eolistmction because they visited
the dealership. (Tr. 11/ 18/ ll at 144). Schwartz testified that
offered Superior a special allocation of vehicles to
recover from the road construction, but Nissan did not. (Tr.
ll/Zl/ll at 94; 9/16/ll at 37), Although road constmction
on Michigan Avenue was advanced by Schwartz as a
reason for poor sales, Farhat analyzed the average monthly
volumes before, during, and after the Michigan Avenue

GM

road Construction.
sales

He

testiﬁed that although

new

vehicles

remained ﬂat, used vehicle sales increased during road

construction.

(D 222,

A

80).

The

analysis undercuts road

eonstruetion as a basis for rejecting Nissan’: assessment of
Superior's sales effectiveness.

(Dl0,§7A.l.)
According

to Schwartz,

supenor acquired

vehieles from Perkins; Nissan puts the
three. (Tr. 9/15/ll at 144).

Allocation

Underlying the claims alleged in their complaint is Plaintiffs‘
contention that Superior never received enough inventory
to meet Nissan's sales standards. The opening allocation of

Nirl

at tifty—

Although Schwartz expected Em

opening allocation of 200 to 250 vehicles, and he testified that
other newly established Nissan dealers received substantial

opening alloeations, Schwartz was not opening a newly
established Nissan dealership. Nissan had

back

to

no records dating

Z001 documenting the vehicles it offered to Superior.

(Tr. 9/16/ll at 6). Further,

Schwartz conceded that he was

not involved in ordering inventory, and Plaintiffs failed to
present testimony from the employee that did order inventory.

Regardless of the parties‘ disagreement as to the number of
vehicles at opening,

it

is

undisputed that Superior had a seven

month supply ofvchiclcs based upon
sales rate, a supply in excess

Perkins‘ prior histerieal

of the two month average for

other dealers in the North Central Region. (Tr. 9/16/1

The Court does not ﬁnd these numbers
3.

Nissan

thirty-six

number

1

zit

indicative

34).

of

an inadequate opening supply. Notably, Schwartz never

complained about his opening alloeation

when

lie

received his

NOT.

In addition,

until years later,

Lavrencik testified

that the fifty-one supplemental cars received

by Superior
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during its ﬁrst six months of operation were pan of its opening
allocation.

9/16/1

(Tr.

1

Notably, after SchWart7

at 34),

Lavrenchik testiﬁed that Superior declined vehicles allocated

One

vehicles and Pass

Two

Nissan
which Superior

ﬁrst raised opening allocation at a Julie 6, 2007, meeting,

as

Nissan revicwcd Superior‘s distribution complaints and found

also offered Superior additional vehicles,

Superior had received vehicles

declined. (Tr, 9/13/ll at 36, 39, 40. 103). Nissan presented

distribution system.

(D

in

accordance with the Nissan

190, Tr. 9/16/ll at lle13)

Pass

showing how

charts

vehicles.

iiiany supplementzil vehicles Superior

declined throughout 2005—2007.

(D

203).

is

It

undisputed

One

witheut question, allocation is an iinpertaiit Component ofa
dealers ability to meet its sales goals. Nissan uses a "Market
Driven Allocation and Production System (“MAPS”) that

undisputed that Superior had the ability to purchase vehicles

allows dealers to determine their

through supplemental and

9/15/1

1

Vehicles, and

nwn

product need. (Tr.

Policy Number 109 covets Regional Reserve

at 110).

it

that Superior declined offered vehicles in Pass

the allocation system, as well as Pass

2007. (Tr. 9/16/11

AVP

Two.

It

of

likewise

is

pools during 2005 through

at 21).

allocates vehicles to the dcaler that will

run out of vehicles the soonest. (Tr. 9/15/ll

at

112ell5).

Day supply, which is calculated based upon dealer inventory
levels and sales history (Tr. 9/15/11 at 1 ltkl 12), allows large
and sinall dcalcrs to be treated fairly beeause the system
uniformly raises the day supply ofall the dealers.

(id. at

l

14).

Schwartz offered a reasonable explanation for turndowns, and
the Court ﬁnds no basis to discredit Schwartz‘ testimony that
he could not get
rccord

is

all

the vehicles he wanted for his market.

The

replete with evidence that throughout the course of

their relatienship,

Schwartz repeatedly asked

for additional

inventory, (Tr, 9/12/11 at21, 101; 11/18/11 at 157; 11/21/11

Under MAPS,

dealers

opportunities. Pass

have

several

ordering

vehicle

one takes plaee preproductiun and allews

the dealer to customize the vehicle. (Tr. 9/15/11 at 116). Pass

Two

offers dealers the fastest

moving vehicles

in

for the region. (Id. at 117). Dealers

have

temis of modiﬁcation in Pass Two.

(Id. at 118).

aggregate

less ﬂexibility in

Pass

Two

One and additional vehicles.
One and Pass Two allocations

demand vehicles above and
had eamed undcr MAPS. (Tr 9/16/1 1 at 11
13). speeitieally, Superior wanted niere Altimas, its core
preduet. (Tr. 11/21/11 at 13). Throughout the relationship,
Superior wanted high

at 13).

beyond what

it

DOMs worked with
that

became

Superior to offer high

demand

vehicles

available. (Tr. 9/12/11 at 102; 9/13/11).

includes the leﬁovers from Pass
(Id. at

ll9e12O), Both Pass

are eerripiiter nin and generated; Nissan has

“manipulate” the distribution. (Tr. 9/15/11

no

ability te

Schwartz testiﬁed that there were many times he only had
a few Altima in stock, This Was his core product and the

Nissan

vehicles had sixteen variations and six or seven color choices.

at 118).

is,

Even if Schwartz believed that
was chronically undersupplied, lie never partieipated in
training seminars on Nissan's allocation system. There is no

decline the vehicle, or modify the vehicle to speciﬁc market

record that anyone from Superior participated in the training.

provides dcalcrs with a

list

of

all

vehielcs available for

purchase. (Tr. 9/17/11 at 45, 9/15/ll at 116).

A dealer does

not have to accept a partietilar vehicle; he can accept
conditions and accept the

modiﬁed

it

as

vehicle. (Tr. 9/15/11 at

have the eppertunity to purchase vehicles
deeliiied by titlier Nissan dealers during Pass Two, which
the DOMs offer as “Supplemental” vehicles. (Tr. 9/15/11 at
116). Dealers also

132). Finally, dealers

can purchase vehicles from Additional

(Tr. ll/18/ll at 157, 158).
lie

(Tr. 9/15/1

Further, there
the ears

available rreni other districts or regions. (Tr. 9/15/I

sales

at 138).

it

Nor did Schwartz ever access the contact

is

no evidence

that Superior did not receive

earned under the distributien systeni. Regional

perfomwanee standards play no role

allocation,

*l4 Nissan provided a chart tracking inventory levels and
sales from February 2001 through December 2007. (D 190).
The chart shows that for the most pan, Superior's inventory
exceeded its sales rate, (ltl.) The chart shows that Superior's
sales remained l1at even when inventory levels rose. (D 190).
According to Lavrcncik, the iiiyentery trend had a positive
slope showing distributien did not hinder sales. (Tr. 9/16/11

at 103).

questions. (Tr, 9/15/11 at 109),

Vehicle Request ("AVR") peels, which inelude vehicles
l

1

information provided to dealers in the event the dealer had

(Tr, 9/15/11

at

in

114), Allocation

the

MAPS

systems are

“dealer perfonnance driven“ not offer systems. (Tr. 9/16/1

Under

at ee).

1

the distributien sysiern, dcalcrs with above

average days‘ supply will not receive additional vehicles until
other dealers with lower days‘ supply receive alleeatiens, (Tr
9/16/1

1

at 66).

ﬂ110C(lt1011I

Nevertheless, the Dealer Agreement

govems

Nissan never promised to provide vehicles as

requested by dealers.

It

reserved diseretien to distribute

vehicles in a fair and consistent manner, and Nissan did

at 12).

Nari
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exactly that. Accordingly, the distribution system played no

when he purchased the dealership in 2000. 1-1e testitied that he

role in Superior's sales performzince because

has a natural market that he

were consistently

levels

in

inventory

excess of the standard industry

target ofsixty (lay supply. (Tr. 9/21/1 1;

4.

its

n 222, A as).

Nissan expects

Nissan sales registered

dealers to capture a majority of

its

in their

own market areas.

(Tr. 9/8/1

1

Typically a majority of consumers purchase vehicles
from dealers located closest to them absent a reason to
shop elsewhere. Reasons to purchase elsewhere include had
reputation, ineffective marketing, poor customer treatment,
and lack otcompetitive pricing. (Tr. 9/19/11 at 105).

at 9o).

ln June 2004, superior captured only 31

vehicles registered in the

"/.,

ofthe

new Nissan

Dearbom PMA. (D 76). That means
PMA purchased their new vehicles

that consumers in Nissan's

from dealerships other than Superior, a condition referred
to as “pump in." Although superior also sold vehicles to
customers outside its assigned PMA, which is referred to

"pump out," Superior‘s cross-sell percentage was well
below the Detroit metro average. (ld.) This statistic shows that
Superior was not an effective intra—brand competitor, even
within its ovm arezi of geographic advantage (D 222, A 737

as

A 75). In sum, dealers other than Superior, sold more Nissan
vehicles in the

Dearbom

Even though “pump

PMA than Superior.

and “pump out" sales are common
in a metro area, (Tr. ll/I6/ll at 70), and expected given
the circumstances of Superior's market, (Tr. l/16/1 1 at 7l—
in"

l

/3 1,

it is

an important metric. Because cross—sell performance

only considers actual Nissan vehicle registrations

PMA,

Dezirbom

it

in the

undermines Super1or's contention that

poor demographics resulted

in

poor sales performance. Other

operational deﬁciencies provide possible explanations for
this

deﬁciency. (Tr. 9/19/ll

that the

at

focus on business other than Nissan

example,

superior

2004

new

decreased

GM's

to Schwartz,

Nari

The

at trial

showed

that Superior‘s average gross prurit

retail unit

DOMs

testified

accomplishing

fzteility

that

Schwartz dragged

improvements.

2129), Throughout

1)

his feet in

(Tr. 9/9/11 at 112, 105,

the relationship, Nissan

wanted the

dealership to confonn to the Nissan Retail Environment

Design

Initiative

(NREDI)—its program

to

implement a

consistent facility image rorall dealership. (Tr. 9/9/1

Yet, Schwartz did not offer to complete the
until

NREDI

1

at 1:4).

program

October 2007, while the dealership was under the NOT.

(P 62). In addition, Nissan customers had to ﬁnalize their
vehicle purchases at the

GM facility. (D 9).

"16 In addition, Superior had a history of poor customer

(D 57; Tr. 9/12/11 at 104) as reﬂected by the
Customer Satisfaction index (“CSl") surveys. Superior also
had tumnver in its sales manager position and untrained sales
service

Staff, (Tr.

l32—34;

9/12/11 at 94; 9/12/ll at 95; 9/12/ll at lZ4*l30,

D

70,

D

81). Finally,

Schwartz was focused on

business other than Nissan throughout the relationship.

conceded he

tumed

initially

his focus to

He

was busy with GM business, and that he

used cars

in

2004, Schwartz testiﬁed that

at that time,

he dedicated resources to his used car department

because

easier to control used car inventory.

a

it is

used ear manager.

In

vehicle sales. (Tr.

its

annual

Nissan

to 2007,

ads, despite complaints

new

)

114; 11/12/11 at4Z).

5.

by the

DOMs.

(Tr.

9/7/ll at 104; 9/9/ll at 133; 9/13/ll at 52; 9/14/11 at 5).

According

reach through advertising.

at 136).

1

exceeded the average prOﬁt for other
Detroit Metro Nissan dealers. (D 248A; Tr, 9/19/ll zit 110*
per

and

from $226,353 to $163,267
(D 222, A 81; Tr. 9/19/11 at 1084.19), but increased its used
vehicle advertising costs from $216,379 to $511,076. (111)
1n addition, superior ran Nissan ads below its prominently
advertising during

Testimonv

to Supert0r's

9/19/ll at 105).

displayed

1/18/1

He also hired

(Tr. ll/17/12 at 118, 142).

Farhat concluded

160).

poor perrormanee could be attributed

advertising, pricing, facility, service approach, personnel,

For

1

advertising to consumers in the Taylor/Southgate area, (Id

CI'0§§—Se]1

‘=15

tries to

Although there was evidence presented
that Plaintiffs advertised to the Arabic population that resided
in the Dearborn PMA, there was no evidence of targeted
(Tr.

he had no understanding of

PMA

Relocation

2006 Nissan

market study of the Detroit Metro,
were reviewed in person with Schwartz
in March 20071 (D 163, Tr. 9/15/ll at 61). One of the
recommendations was that the preferred location for the
dealership was at Telegraph and Michigan Avenue, closer
to competitive dealerships. (ld.) Nissan followed up the

and the

initiated a

results

conversation with a letter sent to Superior stating that Nissan

had the contrnctunl

commitment

to

of any sale or
on a proposed buyer's or transferee's

right to condition approval

transfer of the dealership

upgrade and/or relocate the dealership

conformance with the 200&2007 market study. (D 165;
9/15/ll at 59). under§ is ofthe Dealer Agreement:

in

Tr.
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pursuant to a market study conducted

accordance

in

with

Section

4,A,

the proposed dealer

&

Agreement

Service

condition

the

Facilities

that

shall

its

Subject

the date

in

to

Dealership

First,

be relocated within

in

accordance with market study

recoinnientlations.
<13

48

§ 15.13). In addition,

whether

to

Nissan has sixty days to assess

consent to a lJuy—sell proposal.

Schwartz testiﬁed that

this

§

NOT

the

445.1570. Nissan's

include a

it

ild.)

condition rendered his dealership

it

specify

will take effect,

NOT complied.

Mich

identiﬁed itself as a "Notice of Termination

Term

Pursuant to the Nissan Deziler

acceptable tn [Nissan]

taeilities

upon which the temniiation

Comp. Laws

a reasonable time to a location and

and

in...

statement ofthe reasons for the termination, and that

may offer to
a Term sales

[Nissan]

Not Reported

a statement of intention to terminate; and that

that Dealer relocate its Dealership
raeilities,

Inc-i

The statute requires that the notice of temiinatinn be made
more than ninety days prior to the effective date of the
temiination, that it was sent by certiﬁed mail, that it contain

reeemmended,

has

[Nissan]

If

292

Sales and Service

Agreement and Michigan Coinplied Laws § 445.l567(3)(a)(d).“ It stated that Nissan was giving notice of its intent
to terminate effective March 10, zoos, or nincty days from
receipt of the notice, whichever occurred later. (D 184). It was
sent by certiﬁed mail on December 4, 2007, more than ninety
days prior to March l0, 2008. And, lastly, the NOD provided
a rcason—“failurc to aetively and effectively promote the sale

ofnew Nissan

vehicles in the Dearborn

PMA." (D

134).

“unsellable." (Tr. ll/21 /ll at ll7—1l8). Schwartz has not

presented any buy—sell agreement to Nissan. (Tr. 9/14/ll

Nor did

ll5).

was merely

III.

any evidence that the

Plaintiffs present

at

NOT

a nieaiis for roi-eiiig Superior to relocate.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

clearly states that the temiination

A. Michigan Dealer Act
Nissan bears the burdcn to show that

it acted in good faith,
complied with the notice requirements, and that there
was good cause for the tei-rninatioii ofthe Dealer Agreement.

that

is

due to unsatisfactory

lvliehigan

compiled Laws

(1) Notwithstanding

new motor

distiibutor lias

as

445.l567(l 1,

any agreement,

distributor shall not [terminate]

a

manufacturer or

any dealer agreement with

The good

caiise provision in § 445. l 567(l ><e>, is

(3) If the failure

by the new motor vehicle dealer to comply

perfonrizince

of the new motor vehicle dealer

(e) 1-las

in

complied with

termination, cancellation, nonrenewal, or discontinuance

all

ofthe following.

*I7 The

good

good

facts

fails to effectively

when

carry

oiit

the

new motor

taith.

(si)

eaiise for the cancellation, termination,

show

The new motor vehicle dealer was given

notice by the manufacturer
(b)

The notiﬁcation

of the

that

Nissan satisﬁed the statutory
(c)

Neil

written

failure.

stated that the notice

perfomiance was provided piirsnant

of

failure

of

to this Act.

The new motor vehicle dealer was afforded a

reasonable opponunity to exert good faith effons to
calry out the dealer agreement.

Notice

vehiele dealer

the performance provisions of

the dealer agreement if all of the rollnwing have occurred:

nonrenewiil, or discontinuance.

requirements.

in sales

vehicle dealer unless the manufacturer or

[44s.1svo].

Acted

in

with a provision of the dealer agreement relates to the

iinder S\.\lJ5CCtl0n (1)

(b)

deﬁned

§445.l567(3):

or sen/ice, good eaiise shall exist for the purposes of a

Satisﬁed the notice requirement of section 10

(a)

I.

sales

performance.

it

under

a

Good Cause
The Court assesses whether Nissan had good cause for the
tcmilnation and acted in good faith based on the facts that
existed prior to or on the date ofthe Notice of Terminatione
December 4, 2007. Superior‘s perfoi-mzince after that date
plays no role iii the assessment. The Notice of Termination
2.
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more than 180 days

was given pursuant

after

to subdivision
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larger dealerships in densely populated

urban areas over

smaller rural dealerships, Therefore, the coiirt rejects

it

as an

altemate basis for assessing the existence of good cause.

(a)~

Here, Nissan satisﬁed the notice requirements. Further,

Nissan has shown by the prependeranee of evidenee that
it had good cause for the termination beeause superior
failed to carry out

contractual obligation to “actively

its

and effectively promote through its own advertising and
sales promotion activities" the sale of Nissan vehicles in the
oearhoi-ii

PMA. Nissan measured Superinr's sales penetration

using a metric employed by many automobile manufacturers.

Nonh Central Region average
benchmark for measuring sales penetration
effectiveness. Nissan compared Supei-ior's performance to
other dealers in the state and Detroit metro market. Superior's
Speciﬁcally, Nissan used the

as

its

baseline

second to

sales penetration consistently ranked last or

last

among Nissan dealers in the Detroit Metro market, lviiehigan,
District 12, and the Nonh Central Region. The dealers that
underperfom'ied superior are no longer

*1s The Court ﬁnds

in

1041604 (oth
Ctr.

Corp.

v.

Cir.

that Nissan's

is

reasonable. See

May

WL

4, 2004); see also

Mazda Motor

ofAnzerica,

144, 152 (D.Mass.2002) (noting that the

dependent on raw sales but on dealer
to the business available in its

market

Gallo Mnlor

204 F.supp.2d
issue was not

1!1C.,

for

how

a dealer

is

obligations under the Dealer

its

over two years
Superior‘s

to

improve

its

perfonnaiice,

failed to so.

a factor that

satisﬁes subsection (d). Accordingly, the Court concludes that

Nissan met eaeh and every requirementunder

and had good eause to

3.

Good

tei-rriinate

§ 445. l 567(3),

Superior,

Faith

Under the Michigan Dcalcr Act, “good faith
means
honesty in fact and the observance ofreiisonable commercial

Comp, Laws §§
“is ordinarily
440.2103.
The
issue
ofgood
faith
445.l567(l),
‘a

matter offactual weighing for the district court in a bench

trial."

Fr2dLr1very Cn., 2004

The evidence presented
investigated

WL

at

1041604

showed

trial

in a particular lnarket.

that

Nissan

DOMs

worked with superior to improve its performance; and Nissan
twice extended the 180-day cure period. During the two
Plaintiffs infomiation as to

also accounts

at *5.

Superior‘s claims of domestic bias;

year period Superior operated under a

It

it

RSE continued to rank at the bottom,

The use of a
extent for economic
area).

performing.

unique consumer characteristics

out

CZIIT)’

perroi-rrianee relative

regional benchmark eentrels to great
and marketing conditions and allows segment adjustment tor

context as to

opportunity to

Agreement; it provided Superior a l804lay cure period, in
which Supertor‘s performance declined as measured by RSE.
Despite the pertermanee problems, Nissan twice extended
the NOD cure Period for I80 days. Although Supertnt’ had

standards offair dealing in the trade." Mich.

business.

methodology, although
Fred Lavcrly C0.
v ll/i‘s.lan North America. Inc. N0. 99—76065 at *25—27
(E.D.Mich. Dec. 17, 2007), affd No. O3—l0U5, Z004
perhaps net perreet,

Next, the Court ﬁnds that Nissan gave Superior a reasonable

*t9 The Court

NOD, DOMS otrered

how to improve operations.

rejects Plaintiffs‘ claim that the termination

resulted from Ntssalfs desire to force a relocation of the
dealership. Nissan's

concem with

Superior‘s perfonnance

by other
measurements. For example, cross—sell reports showed a

was ongeing and arose bcforc the NOD. Moreover, the
NOD came before the 2006m2007 Market Study relocation
recommendation, Although the NOT was issued after the
relocation recommendation, the record is clear—Nissan had
concems about Superior‘s sales perfomtance as early as 2004,
and it gave a consistent message to Superior throughout the

majority ofeonsumers residing

parties‘ relationship. Superior offered

Therefore, although superier faced challenges in selling

Nissan vehicles

in a

domestic auto market, Nissan considered

the domestic inﬂuence in assessing Superlor'S pertormanee.

Further, the reasonableness of the

by the

methodology

to other dealers to

in the

cars, including a focus

it

supported

Dearbom PMA traveled

purchase and service

their Nissan vehicles.

Factors, within Superior's control impacted
prieing,

is

fact the assessment is not contradicted

and

failure to

on

its

its

ability to sell

GM business and used car sales,

upgrade the dealership

competitive With other dealerships

in the

facility to

Dearborn

make

PMA.

no evidence other than
recommendation itself to suggest an absenee
of good faith. The relocation recommendation was issued iii
the ordinary course of business. There is no evidence that
“relocation” was pan of Nissan's plan in 200i, inasmuch as
the earlier market study merely reeonimended an upgrade to
the reloeatioii

the facility at the cunelit location.

The Court does net ﬁnd

raw sales volumc
adequately measures perfomiance. That measurement favors
Neil

that yearly
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no basis for concluding that the changes
PMA resulted from bad faith. First and
foremost, the initial change to the PMA occurred before
Similarly, there

made

is

to Superior's

the parties entered into the operative Dealer Agreement.

when

Superior signed the Dealer Agreement in zoos,

accepted the obligation to actively and effectively

Plaintitrs

represent Nissan in the expanded

Dearbom PMA. There

is

no evidence showing that Nissan believed that the increased
would lead to Superior's downfall. The expansion
was not unreasonable. The census tracts were assigned in

PMA

Inc-r

Not Reported

no

in...

Although Nissan

worked with

set

high goals for perttinnanee,

meet those

it

Throughout
the relationship, Schwai1z placed a higher value on his own
experience and beliefs regarding good business pmeiiees
in his market area than on what Nissan asked Superior to
its

dealers to

goals.

do. His disagreement does not render Nissan's evaluation

unreasonable. The fact that Superior could not reach Nissan's
turgct goal for

number of

sulcs does not render the goal

RSE merely set an average, and many Nissan
dealers exceeded RSE and many dealers failed to meet RSE

unreasonable.

accordance with business practices.
In

Therefore, the Court concludes that Nissan acted in good

during the course of

faith

The

its

relationship with Superior.

Court's ﬁnding undermines Plaintiffs’ claim that Nissan

violated other provisions ofthe Act. Sections 445.1573 and
445.1574 govem prohibited eonduct by manuraeiurers. Arter
reviewing the evidence, the Court ﬁnds no violations.

addition,

Plaintiffs

contend that Nissan violated §

445. l573(g), whieh prohibits a manufacturer from requiring
a dealer to change the location of the dealership or
substatitial alterations to the dealership

premises

be unreasonable to do so. Mich. Comp.

Laws

Nissan sent the same fonn
a market study

letter

recommends

it

if

making
would

it

5 445. l 574(g).

sends to any dealer

relocation.

The

letter

when

reminded

Superior that Nissan had the contractual right to condition
Speciﬁcally, the Act prohibits a manufacturer from adopting,

ehanging, establishing or implementing an alloeation and

system for

distribution

new motor

"arbitrary or capricious or based

vehicle dealers that

is

on unreasonable sales and

Comp. Laws § 445.l574(l)(a). The

approval of any sale or transfer of the dealership on a
eominitment to upgrade or reloeate the dealership. The fact
that real estate prices in the preferred loeation are high

not render the requirement unreasonable. This

is

does

not the

Sales Distribution

where the dealership underwent expensive upgrades
its burden
of proof to show its eomplaints about sales performance
were not a pretext to avoid the starutoiy prohibition against

Policy and Procedures. At the beginning of the parties’

forcing dealers to relocate or iiiiseasonably withholding

service standards.“ Mich.

Court holds Nissan did not violate

this provision.

Nissan complied

its

at all

times with

own

situation

only to he instructed to relocate. Nissan met

Nissan provided an opening allocation of

consent to a sale or unfairly preventing the dealer from

vehicles to Superior, and continued to allocate vehicles

reeeiying reasonable eompensation for the value of his

relationship,
in

accordance with

relationshipi

offer

its

allocation system throughout the

On numerous

of extra allocation

occasions,

DOMs made the

ﬁrst

to Supeiior. Nissan's allocation

dealership.

Cir.l975).

Nissan worked to

violate

i>laintirrs'

assist Superior to achieve substantial

in its sales

position

is

perfonnance.
that

Nissan

to create a pretext for lei-rnination_

applied
in a

the

sales

way

so as

RSE was not pretextual. Nissan‘s demand
that Superior achieve RSE was not coercive. Here, the Court
failed to achieve

rejects Plaintiffs’

claim that Nissan's ulterior motive

was

to

temiinate Supeiior's franchise to relocate to the preferred
loeation at Miehigan and Telegraph without compensation to
superior. There

is

v

§

General iMo/ors Corp.. 517 F.2d 567 (10th
Consequently, the recommendation does not
445.l574(l)(m), which prohibits a manutacuirer

new

niotor vehicle dealer

"from receiving reasonable compensation for the value" of
the dealership. In sum, the Court concludes that Nissan
complied with state statutory law.

no eonerete eyidenee to support this theory.

B. Dealer

An

in

Day in Court Aet
may bring

automotive dealer

suit

Court Aet (“DDCA"), l5 u.s.c.

under the Dealer Day
§ i222, against “any

automobile manufacturer" to recover damages sustained by
reason of the manufacturers failure to act tn good faith in
perfonning the tenns of the franchise. The Dealer Day
Court Aet deﬁnes good

and equitable manner

Nari

ensure

The evidence does not

support Plaintiffs‘ theory, and Nissan's notice to Superior that
it

Corp

rroni “[u]nfairly preventiingl" a

perttinnanee standards and allocation system

t)l7_]€CtiV6-10

that dealers are located to best serve the public. Sula;

system provided supenor with an adequate inyentoiy, and
Nissan exercised its discretion reasonably. Without question,

improvement

The inelusion ofthe right in the Dealer Agreement

supports an essential. legitimate business

so as to

in

duty “to act in a fair
guarantee the one party

faith as the
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freedom from coercion, intimidation, or
is

U S C.

§ lZZl(e).

"a quite restrictive definition,” Overseas Motors.

Inc.

Import Motors Lid, Im‘ 519 F.2d 119, 124 (sth Cir. 1975),
and, hence, “[i]n the absence of coercion, intimidation, or

v.

Not Reported

.,

no recovery." Fray Chevrolet
General Motors Corp, 536 F.3d 683, 685 (6th

Consequently. Nissairs insistence that Superior adhere to
franchise obligations did not constitute a wrongful,

its

sanction—backcd dcinand for thc rcasons discussed in thc
context of good faith relative to the state claim. In sum, the

threats thereof. there can be

evidence

Sales,

improve

Irlc. v.

cir.197c).

A mere lack of fairness will not satisfy the statute, Id.
"Coercion must include a wrongful demand which will result
*2!

complied with." Id. (intemal punctuation
and citations omitted). Although insistcncc that thc dcalcr
comply with a reasonable obligation imposed by the franchise
agreement does not constitute a Wrongful demand. “[a]
in sanctions if not

demand

is

action

would not takc othcrwisc,

it

forfeiting

wrongful
its

pressures the dealer into taking an

it

or impcls thc dcalcr into

under the dealer agreement

rights

Motors Corp. v

if

»’\/cw

[.]" Gerierrll

/LC. Clzevmlel, Inc. Z63 F.3d 296. 326

(3d Cir.Z00l].

its

actions," Plaintiffs cannot prevail without evidence

of an ulterior motive."
that a

manufacturer

Id.

who

“This

chooses

is

not to say, however,

to temiinate a dealer

can

from DDCA liability by simply pointing
to a franchise agreement provision with which the dealer
ostensibly failed to comply and assert that such provision was

immunizc

itsclf

the basis for

severance ofthe franchise relationship." Gen.

its

Motors Corp \' Nt.>wA
27 (3d Cir.200l).
.

C

Chevrolet, Ina. 263 F.3d 296,

326—

DDCA

Nissan's termination

was

This

is

preiexnial.

not a situation whcrc
It

acted in good faith

by the facts found by this Court, Plaintiffs’
claim goes beyond an assertion that Nissan administered the
allocation system in a manner that failed to supply Supenor
as demonstrated

position

demand

is

that

cars to forcc tcmiination.

Plaintiffs’

Nissan applied the sales performance

standards and allocation systein in a

way

so as to create a

pretext for tenniiiation. Nissaii‘s notice to Superior that

it

RSE was not prctcxtual. Nissari‘s demand
that Superior achieve RSE was not coercive. Here, the Court

failed to achicvc

rejects Plaintiffs’ claim that Nissan's ulterior
ten-riinate

motive W65

to

Supenor's franchise to relocate to the preferred

location at Michigan and Telegraph without compensation to
Superior. Again, Plaintiffs advanced no concrete evidence to

support this theory.

Nari

shows

that

Nissan worked with Superior

sales; that Superior rejected suggestions

to

from the

DOMs regarding dcalcr operations; and that Nissan carefully

considered reasons outside dealer operations as they were
raised

by Superior

to justify

poor perfoi-niance. At

all

times,

Nissan complied with the polices regarding market studies.

advance sufﬁcieiit evidence

Plaintiffs failed to
to

for the

Court

hold that Nissan acted in bad faith in mccting thc tcrms of

the parties‘ agreement.

C. Breach of Contract
Oii

March

I0,

ncalcr salcs

&

2003, the parties executed a standard Nisan
service Agrccmcnt, which

agreement governing
“fail[ed]

to

this dispute.

substantially

rcspcct to

[s]alcs

may

fulfill

is

the opcrativc

Pursuant to l2B.( l)[a) of
its

terminate if Superior
responsibilities

with

of new Nissan vchiclcs and other

The Dealer Agreement also covers
what happens when a dealer materially breaches it contractual
sale performance obligations. The Dealer Agreement requires
responsilrilities." 1342.

Superior to demonstrate “substantial progress“ during the
cure period to avoid Nissan exercising the right to terminate
their agreement.

*22

(D

48).

claim that Nissan breached the Dealer

Plaintiffs’

Agrccmcnt when

Here, Plaintiffs did not meet their burden of proof and cannot
prcvail undcr thc

with high

at trial
its

the Dealer Agreement, Nissan

Because Nissan has advanced "an objectively valid reason
for

in...

threats of coercion

or intimidation from the other party[.]" I5

This

Inc-i

it

tcrrninatcd superior

is

asscsscd undcr

Califomia iﬂW. Section l7.F of the Dealer Agreement
contains

The

zi

Califomia choice of law provision. (D 48).
of a breach of contract claim are:

essential elements

“(1) the contract, (2) plarntirrs

performance or excuse for

nonperromiance, <3) defendant's breach, and (4) the resulting
damages to plaintitti" Reit-he/‘Z V Gencrullnx co. 0/Am as
.

Cal.2d 822. 69 Cal.Rptr. 321, 442 P.2d 377, 381 (Cal.l968).

The Court concludes

that Superior failed to

perform

its

Obligations under the Dealer Agreement, and the excuse for

nonperformance

is

inadequate. Nissan held Superior to the

same sales perfomiance standard it held every other dealer.
Undcr thc RSE mcasurcmcnt Supcrior's salcs performance
lagged behind every other dealer. Nissan complied with

its

contractual obligations to Superior as set forth in the Dealer

Agreement.

It

also considered the additional cnteria_ as set

forth in Section

3.3D of the Dcalcr Agreement. Nissan's

evaluation took into account the impact of local marketing
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conditions, general shopping habits of the public, and the
availability ofvehicles lo the dealer. In

sum, Nissan afforded

Superior every opportunity to meet

obligations under the

Dealer Agreement. Superior failed

IV.

CONCLUSION

End

of

Document

Na-t

its

tu

do

so.

in...

For the reasons stated, the Court holds that Nissan did not
Michigan Dealer ACK Orthe DDCA_ Nor did Nissan

violate the

breach the Dealer Agreement. Plaintiffs are nut entitled to
relief on

IT IS

any ofthcir claims.

SO ORDERED.

162015 Thomson Reuters Nu Claim

in Orlglﬂﬂl

u 5 Government Works
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Before The

DIVISION

State Of Wisconsin

OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS

In the Matter of Ralph Gentile, [nc., d/b/a Gentile
Nissan,

Complainant

Case No. TR-07-0001

V.

Nissan North America,

Inc.,

Respondent

FINAL DECISION
Ralph Gentile,

Inc., d/b/a

Gentile Nissan, (Gentile Nissan)

is

a franchised Nissan dealer.

On January 3, 2007, Nissan North America, Inc., (Nissan NA) served a termination notice on

NA

informed Gentile Nissan that it intended to
Gentile Nissan. In the termination notice Nissan
cancel Gentile Nissan’s Nissan franchise. On January 11, 2007, Gentile Nissan ﬁled with the
Division of Hearings and Appeals a complaint pursuant to Wis. Stat. § 218.01 14(7)(d). The
complaint seeks a determination that the proposed termination violates Wis. Stat. §
218.01 l6(l)(i). A hearing in this matter commenced on April 14 and 15, 2008. After two days
of hearing, the parties infonned the administrative lawjudge assigned to hear this matter that
they had reached a tentative settlement of the disputed issues and requested that the hearing be
suspended to give them an opportunity to ﬁnalize the settlement.

The hearing was suspended at that time because of the possibility of a settlement
agreement. However, the complainant never executed the settlement agreement. On July 24,
ﬁled a motion to enforce the settlement agreement. Aﬁer an opportunity for
2008, Nissan
brieﬁng, a ruling denying the motion was issued on November 26, 2008. The hearing was then
completed on February 18, l9, and 20, 2009. All ﬁve days of hearing were conducted in
Madison, Wisconsin. Mark J. Kaiser, Administrative Law Judge (ALJ), presiding. Aﬁer
completion of the hearing, the parties ﬁled post-hearing briefs‘ The respondent ﬁled its initial
brief on April 28, 2009; the complainant ﬁled its response brief on June 17, 2009; and, the
respondent ﬁled a reply brief on July 17, 2009.

NA

l
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In accordance with Wis. Stat. §§ 227.47 and 227.53(l)(c), the
proceeding are certiﬁed as follows:

Ralph Gentile,

Inc.,

PARTIES to this

by

Attorney Paul

K Nonnan

Boardman Law Firm

P. O.

Box 927

Madison,

Wl

53707-0927

Nissan North America,

lnc.,

by

Attomey Steven J. Wells
Attorney John Rock

Dorsey & Whitney, LLP
50 South Sixth Street, Suite l500
55402
Minneapolis,

MN

The ALJ issued a Proposed Decision in this matter on December 15, 2009. The
respondent ﬁled a brief in support of the Proposed Decision on December 30, 2009. The
complainant ﬁled objections to the Proposed Decision on December 30, 2009. The respondent
requested an opportunity to ﬁle a response to the compla.inant‘s comments. The request was
granted and the respondent ﬁled a response to the complaina.nt’s objections on January 12, 2010.
In its brief in support of the Proposed Decision, the respondent identiﬁed three mistakes in the
Findings of fact. None of these mistakes are material to the determination of the relevant
ﬁndings in this matter. The corrections to the ﬁndings in paragraphs number three, nine, and 26
requested by the respondent have been made in the Final Decision.
-

The complainant primarily objects to two ﬁndings in the Proposed Decision. One
objection is to the use of sales effectiveness to judge the sales performance of Gentile Nissan.
The most common standards manufacturers use to measure their dealers’ sales performance are
sales effectiveness and registration effectiveness. Logical reasons exist to use either of the
standards. Nissan NA, like most manufacturers, has chosen to use sales effectiveness to measure
the sales performance of its dealers. The complainant argues that using sales effectiveness is
oontrary to the tenns of the Dealer Agreement because under the provisions of the Dealer
Agreement, Nissan dealers are to be evaluated upon their sales, performance Within their PMA.

As discussed in the Proposed Decision, Nissan NA’s Standard Sales and Service
Agreement gives Nissan Wide latitude to decide how to evaluate the sales performance of its
dealers and Nissan NA made it clear to Gentile Nissan that it would be judged on a sales
effectiveness standard. It should also be noted that even if registration effectiveness was used,
Gentile Nissan would still not be achieving the regional average. In an effort to circumvent this
fact, Gentile Nissan advocates the use of a newly created standard. Gentile Nissan argues that it
should bejudged on the percentage of its sales within its PMA. This standard says nothing about
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the

number of vehicles a dealer sells, but only looks

made.

at

where the sales the dealer does make are

In its objections to t.he Proposed Decision, the complainant also renews the arguments it
raised in the posthearing briefs that under the provisions of the Term Agreement, it was only
obligated to use its “best efforts” to achieve regional averages, not actually achieve them. This
argument is adequately addressed in the Proposed Decision and for the reasons set forth in the

Proposed Decision Gentile Nissan is obligated to meet regional averages. Sales effectiveness is
a reasonable standard for Nissan NA to evaluate Gentile Nissan’s sales performance and based
on this standard, Gentile Nissan breached the Dealer Agreement.
Gentile Nissan’s other primary objection to the Proposed Decision is to the ﬁnding of an
absence of discrimination by Nissan NA against Gentile Nissan compared to its treatment of
“similarly situated" dealers. The complainant argues that the Proposed Decision does not
properly address the issue of whether Nissan‘s termination of Gentile Nissan’s Dealer

Agreement was discriminatory. The question for this issue is what constitutes “similarly situated
As discussed in the Proposed Decision, the phrase “similarly situated dealers” is not
deﬁned in the statute. The undersigned administrator is persuaded that the respondent has
satisﬁed its burden to show that the non-Wisconsin Nissan dealers that the complainant has
identiﬁed as having lower sales effectiveness numbers than Gentile Nissan and who have not had
their franchises terminated do not constitute “similarly situated dealers" for purposes of Wis.
dealers."

Stat. §

213.01 l6(l)(i)l.

The complainant also objects to ﬁndings in paragraphs number 22, 25, 27, 29, 30, and 39
as Well as statements about Gentile Nissan’s advertising expenditures in paragraphs 32 through
34. The objection to paragraph 22 is that the statement “[f]or a lower volume manufacturer like
Nissan, it is mathematically possible for all its dealers to be at or above 100% sales
effectiveness” is not docwnented by any demonstration in the record. The statement in the
Proposed Decision is based on the testimony of Nissan NA’s expert. However, to avoid any
confusion paragraph 22 has been amended to limit the statement to Mr. Farhat’s actual
testimony.

The complainant objects to a statement in paragraph 27. The complainant alleges that
paragraph 27 of the Proposed Decision ﬁnds that “the ‘economies of scale‘ were the same for
two Rosen dealerships as for the Gentile dealerships selling different brands." The Proposed
Decision does not contain such a ﬁnding. Paragraph 27 of the Proposed Decision only ﬁnds that
as pan of the Gentile Automotive Group Gentile Nissan “also beneﬁts from economies of scale”
and identiﬁes some examples of economies of scale enjoyed by Gentile Nissan. The Proposed
Decision does not ﬁnd that the economies of scale enjoyed by Gentile Nissan are the same as
those enjoyed by the Rosen Nissan dealerships.
The complainant also objects to ﬁndings regarding Gentile Nissan’s advertising
expenditures included in paragraphs 32 through 34. The complainant objects to these findings
because they do not compare Gentile Nissan‘s advertising expenditures per expected sale
compared to other Nissan dealer’s advertising per expected sale. The primary purpose of the
ﬁndings in these paragraphs is to compare Gentile Nissa.n’s advertising expenditures to Nissan
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NA’s guidelines, not to the advertising expenditures of other Nissan dealers. The remaining

objections of the complainant are adequately rebutted by the respondent in its rmponse to the
complainanfs objections. As demonstrated by the respondent, those ﬁndings are supported by
evidence in the record. Other than the amendments listed above, the Proposed Decision is
adopted as the Final Decision in this matter.

Issue to be decided

The issue to be decided is whether the respondent has cancelled the Dealer Agreement it
entered into with the complainant unfairly, without due regard to the equities, and without just
provocation in violation of Wis. Stat. § 218.01 l6(l)(i).
Applicable law

Wisconsin
l.

a.

that is fair

Stat. §

218.01 l6(l)(i) provides in relevant part:

in this paragraph:

"Due regard to

the equities" means treatment in enforcing an agreement
and equitable to a motor vehicle dealer or distributor and that is not

discriminatory

compared to similarly situated dealers or distributors.

provocation" means a material breach by a motor vehicle dealer
due to matters within the dealer's or distributor‘: control, of a
reasonable and necessary provision of an agreement and the breach is not cured
within a reasonable time alter written notice of the breach has been received from
b. “Just

or distributor,

the manufacturer, importer or distributor.
2.

Subject to

s.

218.0132, being a manufacturer, importer or distributor

who has unfairly, without due regard to the equities or without just provocation,

renew the franchise of any motor
vehicle dealer; or being a manufacturer or importer, who has unfairly, without due
regard to the equities or without just provocation, directly or indirectly canceled
or failed to renew the ﬁanchise of any distributor.
directly or indirectly canceled or failed to

Findings of Fact

The administrator ﬁnds:
l.
Ralph Gentile, Inc., d/b/a Gentile Nissan (Gentile Nissan or the complainant) is a
motor vehicle dealer licensed by the Wisconsin Department of Transportation (WisDOT).
Gentile Nissan holds a franchise from Nissan North America, Inc., (Nissan NA or the
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respondent) granting Gentile Nissan the right to buy,
light

sell,

and service Nissan automobiles and

duty trucks.

NA
NA

2.
Nissan
is a California corporation with principal ofﬁces located in Nashville,
Tennessee. Nissan
is licensed by WisDOT to engage in business as a motor vehicle
manufacturer or distributor in Wisconsin. Nissan
distributes Nissan automobiles and light
duty trucks and parts through a network of dealers in the United States.

NA

3.
Gentile Nissan is part of the Gentile Automotive Group. The Gentile Automotive
Group operates franchises for various motor vehicle manufacturers. The franchises Gentile
Automotive Group currently operates in addition to Nissan include Honda, Toyota, Scion,
Subaru, and Hyundai. The principal for the Gentile Automotive Group is Ralph Gentile. Frank
Gentile, Inc., was the corporate entity that operated Gentile Nissan until the summer of 2006. At
that time Ralph Gentile, Inc., was formed and ownership of Gentile Nissan and Gentile Hyundai
was transferred to it. Ralph Gentile also remains the owner of Frank Gentile, Inc.

4.
The Gentile Automotive Group purchased the Nissan franchise from Kenosha
Nissan for $800,000 in July of 2002. The dealership facilities of Kenosha Nissan had been
located at the intersection of Interstate 94 and State Highway 50 in Kenosha. After purchasing
the franchise, the Gentile Automotive Group relocated the dealership facilities to Racine. The
Gentile Automotive Group consolidated the Nissan franchise with its other automotive
franchises at facilities located at 6802 Washington Avenue in Racine. At that time the Gentile
Automotive Group operated Honda, Toyota, Subaru, Oldsmobile, and
franchises from that
location. Nissan NA approved both the acquisition of the Nissan franchise by the Gentile
Automotive Group and the relocation of the dealership facilities to Racine.

GMC

NA

A PMA

5.
is
Nissan
assigns a primary market area (PMA) to each of its dealers.
is primarily Racine and Kenosha
designated as a set of census tracts. Gentile Nissan’s
Counties (exh. l l). This is essentially the same
that had been assigned to Kenosha Nissan.

PMA
PMA

NA

Gentile Nissan is geographically located in what Nissan
has delineated as
North Central Region. The North Central Region consists of the part of the
United States bordered on the east by the Ohio/Pennsylvania border, Kentucky on the south, on
the west to parts of Missouri, Iowa, and South and North Dakota, and the Canadian border on the
north (testimony of Scott Compton Tr. p. 45). The headquarters for Nissan NA, North Central
Region is located in the Western suburbs of Chicago. District 4 primarily consists of the Nissan
dealers in Wisconsin.
6.

District

4

in the

NA

7.
On July 24, 2002, Gentile Nissan and Nissan
executed a term agreement
authorizing Frank Gentile, Inc., to operate a Nissan franchise (exh. 204).
term agreement
differs from the standard agreement that Nissan
enters into with its dealers (the standard
dealer agreement is referred to as a Nissan Sales and Service Agreement, see exh. 277) in that it
has an expiration date.
term agreement also typically includes conditions that the dealer must
meet before it will be offered the standard Nissan Sales and Service Agreement (SSA). For
purposes of this decision the various term agreements executed by Gentile Nissan and Nissan

NA

A

A
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NA and the incorporated terms from the SSA will be referred to as the “Dealer Agreement."
initial

term agreement executed by Gentile Nissan expired on January

1,

2005.

The

3.
Article Twelﬂh of the Term Agreement sets forth the conditions which Gentile
Nissan must meet before Nissan NA would offer Gentile Nissan a SSA. The initial term
agreement also included an Exhibit “A” which amended Article Twelfth paragraph (d). Exhibit
“A” provided that Gentile Nissan could operate the Nissan franchise from its dealership facilities
at 6801 Washington Avenue along with its Honda, Toyota, Subaru, GMC, and Oldsmobile
franchises until December 1, 2004. Exhibit “A” also included a timetable by which Gentile
Nissan agreed to construct a stand alone facility for its Nissan franchise. The deadline for the
completion of the stand alone facility was December 1, 2004.

Gentile Nissan purchased property at 9501 Washington Avenue in Racine for the
9.
construction of a stand alone Nissan facility. The property is approximately two miles from the
Gentile Automotive Group‘s other dealership facilities. The design of the dealership facility
constructed by Gentile Nissan is one developed by Nissan
and is referred to as a National
Retail Environmental Initiative (NREDI) facility. The Gentile Automotive Group also
-constructed a standalone Hyundai facility adjacent to the NREDI facility at 9503 Washington
Avenue in Racine. Gentile Nissan Properties, LLC, which is-not a subsidiary of Gentile Nissan,
invested approximately $3,000,000 for the land and construction of the NREDI facility and the
adjoining Hytmdai dealership facility. The NREDI facility was completed in November of 2004
and Gentile Nissan moved the Nissan franchise into the NREDI facility in January of 2005.
contributed $500,000 toward the cost of Gentile Nissan’s NREDI facility.
Nissan

NA

NA
10.

Effective April

1,

2004, Nissan

NA and Gentile Nissan executed Amendment No.

1 to the Term Agreement extended the
expiration of the term agreement to January l, 2005. The reason for the extension was to give
Gentile Nissan additional time to complete construction of the NREDI facility.
l

to the

Tenn Agreement (exh. 217). Amendment No.

NA

1 1.
Effective June 24, 2005, Nissan
and Gentile Nissan executed Amendment No.
2 to the Term Agreement (exh. 244). In this amendment, the expiration of the term agreement
was extended to July l, 2006 The reason for this extension is that Nissan
was unwilling to
enter into a standard SSA with Gentile Nissan because of its unsatisfactory sales performance.
The amended term agreement extended the expiration of the term agreement to give Gentile
Nissan additional time to “cure [its] substandard performance." (exh. 237,) Exhibit of
Amendment No. 2 to the Tenn Agreement contains two perfonnance Standards Gentile Nissan
must meet, a sales perfonnance standard and a customer satisfaction index perfonnance standard.

NA

A

The sales performance standard in Article Twelfth of Amendment No. 2 to the
12.
Term Agreement provides that Gentile Nissan “agrees that it will use its best efforts to meet or

exceed the North Central Region average sales penetration for the Nissan total competitive car
and truck segment on or before July 1, Z006 based on data available at that time and at all tirnes
thereaﬂer.” The customer satisfaction index performance standard provides that Gentile Nissan
“agrees to use its best efforts to achieve regional average NSI and NPI levels on or before July 1,
2006 and on an ongoing basis.”
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13.
The “best effort” standards used in Article Twelﬁh of Amendment No. 2 to the
Term Agreement were proposed by Ralph Gentile. The language originally drafted by Nissan

NA for the performance standards required Gentile Nissan to meet or exceed regional averages
for sales penetration and customer satisfaction scores. Aﬂer some negotiation, Nissan NA

accepted Ralph Gentile’s language. However, in the letter accepting the language, Peter
DiPersia, Nissan NA’s Assistant Regional Manager, indicated that “Nissan’s decision to use
[Gentile’s} proposed language in no way waives its rights to pursue any remedies or actions as
set forth by the Nissan Dealer Sales and Service Agreement.
.
Gentile Nissan’s continued
inability to improve its sales penetration could lead to a breach of the Agreement and would then
be subject to all subsequent procedures.” (exh. 114)
.

.

14.
Article Second, paragraph (b) of the various Term Agreements entered into
between Gentile Nissan and Nissan NA provides that it is the Dealer‘s responsibility to “actively
and effectively promot[e] the sale at retail of Nissan Vehicles within Dealer’s Primary Market
Area in accordance with Section 3 of the Standard Provisions” Nissan NA interprets Section 3
of the Standard Provisions to require Gentile Nissan to sell the number of new vehicles that
would be required to meet the regional average for Nissan’s sale penetration based on the
number of competitive registrations in its PMA. This standard is referred to as regional sales
effectiveness and is a common performance standard in the motor vehicle retail industry.

A

dealer’s sales effectiveness is calculated by multiplying the market share a
15.
particular line—rnake achieves in a geographical area by the total number of new vehicles

registered in that dealer/‘s assigned market area. This calculation produces a number that equals
the expected sales the dealer should achieve. The dealer’s actual sales are then compared to the
expected sales and the result is expressed as a percentage.
dealer that is selling the number of
vehicles it is expected to sell is considered 100% sales effective.
dealer that is selling more
new vehicles than expected is more than 100% sales effective and one selling fewer vehicles

A

than expected

is

A

considered not sales effective.

16.
On June 26, 2006, Gentile Nissan and Nissan NA executed another Term
Agreement (exh. 275). The expiration of th.is Term Agreement remained July 1, 2006. The
purpose of this new term agreement was to recognize the change in corporate ownership from
Frank Gentile, Inc., to Ralph Gentile, Inc. In all other respects, this Tenn Agreement was
identical to Amendment No. 2 to the Term Agreement.
17.

In the three years preceding the sale of its Nissan franchise to Gentile Nissan,
sales and the respective sales effectiveness percentages were:

Kenosha Nissan’s
Year

Sales

1999
2000
2001

286

79.4

321

8 1 .7
1 1 0.6

426

(exh. 73, R-10)

Sales effectiveness
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In summary, in the last three years that it was a Nissan dealer,
increasing and it achieved sales effectiveness in the ﬁnal year.
18.

Kenosha Nissan's

sales

were

In 2003, Gentile Nissan’s ﬁrst ﬁlll year of operation as a Nissan dealership, the
it was expected to make to achieve the regional average was 410. The number
actually sold was 273. This calculates to 58.3% sales effectiveness.

number of sales
of vehicles it
l9.

Nissarfs sales penetration ratios for the North Central region and District 4 were:

Year
2003
2004
2005
2006
June 2007 CYTD
(exh. 72,

North Central Regional Average

3.1%
4.0%

45%

444%
5.0%

District

4 Average

l

2.6%
4.1%
4.6%
448%
4.8%

\

A-12)

20.
Gentile Nissan’s expected sales at the regional average, actual sales, and sales
effectiveness for the time period 2003 ~ 2007 are:

Year

expected sales

2003
2004
2005
2006
2007

actual sales

sales effectiveness

58.3%
54.5%
52.2%
47.6%
40.7%

410
493
523

447
506

These ﬁgures demonstrate that Gentile Nissan was not sales effective during any"year that it has
been a Nissan dealer. Additionally, after peaking in 2005, Gentile Nissan’s Nissan sales
declined in 2006 and 2007. Nissan NA repeatedly warned Gentile Nissan both in writing and
orally that its sales performance was unacceptable. (See for example, exhs. 20, 28, 32, 38, and
106).

NA

21.
issued a Notice of Default to Gentile
By letter dated June 30, 2006, Nissan
Nissan (exh. 52). The Notice of Default alleged that the Gentile Nissan breached Sections 3 and
5 of the Standard Provisions of the Dealer Agreement by failing to achieve regional averages for
sales penetration and to meet or exceed average CSI scores for the region. Nissan
gave
Gentile Nissan 180 days to cure the breach.

NA

The industry considers a dealer that is 100% sales effective to be an average
Nissan
expects all its dealers to achieve sales effectiveness at the regional market
penetration. For Nissan dealers particularly, this is a conservative standard because Nissan
dealer’s expected sales are calculated by the number
does not assign all territory to a dealer.
of new vehicle registrations in its PMA; however, all its sales, including those made in
i

22.

dealer.

NA

A

NA
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unassigned territory, are counted in determining whether the dealer is sales effective. In Z006 for
example, the average sales effectiveness of Nissan dealers in the North Central Region was
117.9% and 69.6% of the Nissan dealers in the region exceeded the region average (testimony of
Sharifl-‘arhat, Tr. p. 703).

While Gentile Nissa.n’s sales of Nissan vehicles were declining, Nissan sales
North Central region and in Wisconsin were increasing. During the time period
from 2003 until 2006, Gentile Nissan’s Nissan sales decreased by 10.9% (239 vehicles to Z13
vehicles). During that same time period Nissan’s sales nationally, in the North Central Region,
and in Wisconsin increased by 31.5%, 17.3%, and 49.5% respectively (exh. 73, R-1 1.1). It
should also be noted that the local economy in southeastem Wisconsin is not a factor in
evaluating Gentile Nissan’s sales performance because Gentile Nissan’s expected sales was
calculated as a percentage of total sales in the Gentile Nissan’s PMA. In other words, Gentile is
only expected to get Nissan‘s average share of sales in the PMA. If for some reason new vehicle
sales were depressed in southeastem Wisconsin, Gentile Nissan’s expected sales would be
23.

nationally, in the

reduced proportionately.

24.
Gentile Nissan offered several reasons that it claims explains its poor sales. These
reasons include the fact that the Racine
has bimodal population centers (the cities of
Racine and Kenosha), is located between two high volume Nissan dealers, Rosen in South
Milwaukee and Rosen in northem Illinois, the commuting nature of Racine and Kenosha
residents, and the existence of a Chrysler engine plant in Kenosha.

PMA

25.
Gentile Nissan‘s expert, Professor John Matthews, presented data and articles
establishing the existence of the factors he claimed were extenuating circumstances that

prevented Gentile Nissan from achieving sales effectiveness. However, he did not conduct any
study or analysis demonstrating that any of the factors actually had any effect on Gentile
Nissan’s Nissan sales. Although one cannot summarily dismiss the factors Gentile Nissan claims
are extenuating circumstances, with one exception Kenosha Nissan faced all the same
circumstances and was able to achieve sales effectiveness in its ﬁnal year of operation. These
factors would also not explain the decline in Gentile Nissan’s Nissan sales over time.
Additionally, Gentile Nissan was successful selling Hyundai from essentially the same location
as its Nissan dealership and under the same conditions.‘
26.
The one factor that did change after Gentile Nissan purchased the Nissan
franchise from Kenosha Nissan was the level of competition Gentile Nissan faced from two
Nissan dealerships owned by Saul Rosen. Rosen is the Nissan dealer in South Milwaukee,
which is the closest Nissan dealer to the north of Gentile Nissan. In 2004, Rosen constructed an
NREDI facility in South Milwaukee and substantially increased is Nissan advertising around the

same time (testimony of Scott Compton). In 2005, Rosen acquired the Nissan dealership in
northem Illinois and relocated it from Waukegan to Gumee, Illinois. Gumee, Illinois is closer to

Gentile Nissan‘s problem selling Nissans has nothing to do with the Nissan brand. As noted above, Nissan's sales
overall were increasing during the time period that Gentile Nissan‘s sales were declining. Also, in 2005 and 2007,
Nissan was registration effective in Racine County (exhs 13,
ﬁnd 325).
'

R40
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Gentile Nissan than was the dealership in Waukegan. These changes likely increased the level of
intrabrand competition Gentile Nissan faced.
27.
The complainant argues that because of the volume of Nissans the two Rosen
dealerships sell, they enjoy some economies of scale. However, Gentile Nissan is part of th_e
Gentile Automotive Group and as such also beneﬁts from economies of scale. For example, all
the dealerships in the Gentile Automotive Group have the same executive manager, most of the
expense of advertising used vehicles is bome by the Toyota, Honda, and Subaru franchises, and,
although they have separate facilities, Gentile Nissan and Gentile Hyundai are constnicted on the

same parcel.

NA
PMA

23.
Gentile Nissan also alleges that Nissan
has assigned it an improperly drawn
Speciﬁcally, Gentile Nissan alleges that its
should be only the census tracts it is
would be that
currently assigned in Racine County. The impact of reducing the size of the
Gentile Nissan’s expected sales would be fewer. If one assumes that Gentile Nissan would sell
the same number of vehicles if its
was reduced to just Racine County, it would have been
sales effective in 2006 (Matthews preliminary report, exh. 320, p. 3).2 The number of its
expected sales would have been reduced to 210. Gentile Nissan’s 2006 sales were 213.

PMA.

PMA

PMA

28.
Nissan NA‘s sets forth numerous reasons that it alleges are the cause of Gentile
Nissan’s poor sales performance. These reasons include the lack of a dedicated sales staff,
inadequate advertising, and no dedicated executive manager.

Although the Gentile Automotive Group hired sales people for each of its
29
dealerships, the sales staffs for Gentile Nissan and Gentile Hyundai were cross trained to sell
both Nissans and Hyundais. Because of bonuses for selling Hyundais, the sales people had
greater incentives to sell Hyundais than Nissans. At two or three unscheduled visits by Nissan
NA’s District Operations Manager for District 4, Scott Compton, no sales representatives were
present at the Gentile Nissan’s dealership facilities (testimony of Scott Compton).

NA

30
Nissan
required Gentile to have a dedicated executive manager for the Nissan
dealership. Gentile repeatedly nominated Juanita Malkemes to be the executive manager for
Nissan dealership. Ms. Malkemes may be qualiﬁed to be an executive manager, but she would
not have been dedicated to Nissan. Ms. Malkemes is also the executive manager for Gentile
Automotive Group other dealerships and her main office would have been at Gentile‘s dealership
6801 Washington Avenue facilities. Nissan required a dedicated executive manager
of the time that Gentile has been a Nissan dealer. This requirement
was deleted from Amendment No. 2 to the term agreement.
facilities at

for Gentile Nissan for most

Gentile Nissan frequently replaced the sales managers for its Nissan dealership.
31.
This was done in an effort to improve the perfon-nance of the dealership. Several of the sales
managers were recommended by various DOMs. No explanation was offered for Gentile

The assumption that Gentile Nissan’: sales would remain the same ifits PMA was reduced is not necessarily
because if Kenosha County was unassigned, it is likely that Nissan would appoint a new dealer in that area
adding more intrabrand competition to the market.
1

realistic
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Nissan’s inability to ﬁnd and retain a qualiﬁed sales manager; however, the revolving door for
sales managers likely was part of the reason for Gentile Nissan‘s poor sales perfonnance.

Nissan NA sets guidelines for t.he amount a dealer is expected to spend on
The amount a dealer is expected to spend on advertising is a function of the dealers
planning volume (expected sales). The amount spent on advertising for Nissan by Gentile
Nissan is difficult to calculate because the Gentile Automotive Group prepares a combined
32.
advertising.

ﬁnancial statement for its Nissan and Hyundai franchises. However, even accepting Gentile
Nissan‘s testimony regarding how much it spends on advertising, its spending is still below what
guidelines indicate it should have spent to achieve the number of sales it was expected to
achieve.

33.
In 2005, Gentile Nissan spent $353,839 on advertising for Nissan and Hyundai
(exh. 140). Gentile Nissan’s witnesses claimed the amount for advertising shown on the
combined ﬁnancial statement was all spent on new vehicle advertising (the witnesses testiﬁed
that all the used vehicle advertising was paid for by the Toyota, Honda, and Subaru dealerships)
and that it was equally divided between Nissan and Hyundai.’ This breaks down to $661 per
new vehicle retailed (PNVR) (exh. 45). Nissan NA’s goal for Gentile Nissan advertising was
$400
(exh. 22). In 2006, Gentile spent $250,181 on advertising for Hyundai and Nissan.
This breaks down to $497.40
(Tr. at 217).‘ Although the amount Gentile Nissan spent on
advertising
exceeds Nissan NA’s goals, its total advertising for Nissan falls short of
Nissan NA’s goal for Gentile Nissan. For 2005, Nissan NA’s goal for Gentile Nissan’s
advertising was $19,560 per month (exh. 22) and the amount Gentile Nissan spent was $15,071.
It is also noteworthy that using the ﬁgures provided by Gentile Nissan, Gentile Nissan did not
meet its own internal goals for Nissan advertising.

PNVR

PNVR

PNVR

34.
The reason Gentile Nissan was above Nissan NA‘s goal on a PNVR basis but
below the goal on a total basis is because the total is computed based on the expected sales for
Gentile Nissan. Since Gentile Nissan‘s sales in 2005 were 314 vehicles below its expected sales
(587 expected sales less 273 actual sales), its PNVR amount spent on advertising exceeded
Nissan NA's goal. If Gentile Nissan had been attempting to sell the number of vehicles it was

NA

Nissm
accepted Gentile Nissan's assertion that the amount spent on advertising listed on the combined
ﬁnancial statements was split ﬁtty-ﬁfty between Hyundai advertising and Nissan advertising. However, this claim
is suspect because the one instance that advertising is broken down by ﬁanchise, annual television advertising for
the years 2005, 2006, and 2007, the amount spent on Nissan was substantially less than the amount spent on
Hyundai or Subaru (testimony of Sharif F arhat and exh. 141). ln its initial posthearing brief, the respondent
recalculated the complainant’s advertising expenditures on Nissan for 2005 and 2006 based on statements made by
Ralph Gentile and Juanita Malkemes at the hearing. According to these recalculations, Gentile Nissan may have
spent signiﬁcantly less PNVR on Nissan advertising than it had reported to Nissan NA. For purposes of this
had when it made its decision to terminate Gentile Nissan‘s Dealer Agreement
decision, the ﬁgures that Nissan
1

will
'

be used.

NA

The annual total for advertising was taken from exhibit 140, which is a summary of the advertising amounts listed
document identiﬁed as Hyundai-Nissan Gross Proﬁt Summaries from 2005~2007 (e>d1. 92) prepared by Sharif

in

Farhat, Nissan NA’s expert witness, ﬁ'0rn exhibits 80, 81, and 92. Exhibits 80 and 81 are ﬁnancial statements for
Gentile Nissan and Gentile Hyundai. Exhibit 92 is Gentile’s Hyundai-Nissan gross proﬁts summaries for the time
period from 2005 to 2007. The PNVR ﬁgures are taken trorn other exhibits which do not use the same ﬁgures for
annual advertising. The PNVR ﬁgures are those used by the complainant in its post hearing brief and presumably
are the most favorable to Gentile Nissan.
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expected to sell, the amount it spent on advertising in 2005 and 2006 was inadequate.
Advertising is only one component of actively and effectively promoting the sale of Nissan
vehicles; however, there is evidence in the record of the direct effect of advertising on sales.
Gentile Nissan reduced the amount it spent on advertising ti-om 2005 to 2006. Its new Nissan
sales decreased from 273 to 213 during the same time period.
35.
Aﬂer receiving the notice of default on June 30, 2006, Genti1e’s Nissan’ sales
numbers continued to be signiﬁcantly lower than what it needed to sell to achieve the regional

NA

NA

On January 3, 2007, Nissan
issued a Notice of Termination to Gentile
(exh.
62). The reasons stated for the termination were Gentile Nissan’s failure to actively and
effectively promote the sale of Nissan vehicles in violation of Section 3 of the Term Agreement
and the failure to consistently perfonn at or above the regional average with respect to customer
satisfaction as measured by surveys. During the cure period, Gentile Nissan‘s sales effectiveness
average.

declined further. So, not only did Gentile Nissan not cure the breach,

its

NA

performance worsened.

36.
Nissan
also alleged that Gentile Nissan breached the Dealer Agreement by
not achieving regional average on its customer satisfaction scores. Nissan
surveys customers
and calculates two customer satisfaction scores. One score attempts to measures customers
satisfaction with the buying experience and is referred to as the Nissan Purchase Index (N Pl).
Gentile Nissan‘s NPI scores and the regional averages for the time period from 2003 to 2006 are:

|

Gentile

I

Regional

NA

2003

|

77.1

|

84.1

Average

2004

1

81.9
87.4

|

2005
ss.2
92.6

I

I

|

|

2006
90.1

92.3
,

(exhs. 52, 302)

Although Gentile Nissan’s NPI score never reached or exceeded the regional average score, it
has improved steadily during the time period Gentile Nissan has been a Nissan dealer and it was
only slightly below the region average in 2006.

NA

The

other customer satisfaction calculated by Nissan
measures customer’s
of having their Nissan vehicle serviced by the dealer. This score
is referred to as the Nissan Service Index (NSI). Gentile Nissan's NSI scores and the regional
averages for the time period from 2003 to 2006 are:
37.

satisfaction with the experience

|

2003
72

I

76.5

|

Gentile

Region

|

|

l

2004
76.2
79,7

I

1

l

2005
91.5
88,9

I

|

|

2006
s7.4
89.2

(exhs. 52, 302)

Gentile Nissan’s NSI scores do not appear to be signiﬁcantly below Nissan’s regional average
and exceeded the regional average in 2005.
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38.
At the hearing, the respondent presented some customer survey results referred to
as “dashboard surveys” (exh. 68). The dashboard surveys indicate a more negative impression of
the Gentile Nissan franchise by consumers. Nissan
started using this survey in July 2007.
The dashboard surveys seek different information than that used to commute the NPI and NSI
scores, so the results of the dashboard survey can not be directly compared to those scores.
Additionally, even if the dashboard surveys could be used to evaluate customer satisfaction,
these surveys were not conducted until after the Notice of Termination was issued.

NA

ln 2006, the year ending prior to the issuance of the Notice of Termination,
39.
Gentile Nissan ranked last out of seventeen Nissan dealers in Wisconsin. It also ranked 164 out
of 184 Nissan dealers in the North Central region (exh 70, at A-32). Not only was Gentile
Nissan not achieving sale effectiveness at the regional average, its sales in terms of numbers and
sales effectiveness were declining at the time the Notice of Termination was issued. Although
Nissan
terminated Gentile Nissa.n‘s franchise aﬁer it had been in operation for only ﬁve full
years, the termination was reasonable because Gentile Nissan’s sales performance was declining
for no apparent reason other than the Dealcr’s lack of effort. It was reasonable for Nissan
to
terminate Gentile Nissan‘s franchise before the situation deteriorated any further. Nissan NA’s
decision to temtinate Gentile Nissan’s Dealer Agreement was fair and equitable.

NA

NA

40.
The phrase “similarly situated dealers” is not deﬁned in the statute. At a
minimum, other Wisconsin single point Nissan dealers should be considered dealers similarly
situated to Gentile Nissan. With respect to other Wisconsin dealers, Gentile Nissan is the lowest

perfonning Nissan dealer in terms of sales perfonnance. Nissan NA’s termination of Gentile
Nissan’s franchise is not discriminatory compared to its treatment of other Wisconsin Nissan
dealers. Since Gentile Nissan’s sales performance is compared to the average of Nissan dealers
in the North central region, one could argue that all Nissan dealers in the North Central region
could be considered similarly situated. However, there are too many variables such as market
conditions and state regulations to compare Nissan NA’s treatment of Gentile Nissan with
respect to all the Nissan dealers in the North Central region. Nissan NA’s termination of Gentile
Nissan's franchise is not discriminatory with respect to other similarly situated dealers.

Discussion

NA

Nissan
issued a Notice of Termination notifying Gentile Nissan that it was
terminating its Nissan franchise based on Gentile Nissan‘s failure to meet performance standards
with respect to new vehicle sales and customer satisfaction. There is no dispute that Gentile
Nissan has not been achieving sales effectiveness based on the regional average for Nissan
dealers and competitive registrations in Gentile Nissan‘s assigned PMA. The issue is whether
this failure constitutes sufficient grounds to allow Nissan
to tenninate Gentile Nissan‘s
Dealer Agreement. ln order to terminate Gentile Nissan’s franchise, Nissan
must show the
termination was fair, with just provocation, and with due regard to the equities (Wis. Stat. §

NA

NA

218.01 14(7)(d).

To detemiine whether the termination is “withjust provocation” the ﬁrst question is
whether Gentile Nissan’s failure to achieve regional sales effectiveness constitutes a material
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breach of the Dealer Agteernent. The ﬁrst step in answering this question is to determine what
the Dealer Agreement requires. Article Second, paragraph (b) of the various Term Agreements
entered into between Gentile Nissan and Nissan
provides that it is the Dealer’s responsibility
to “actively and effectively promot[e] the sale at retail of Nissan Vehicles within Dealer’s
Primary Market Area in accordance with Section 3 of the Standard Provisions.” The relevant
provisions of Section 3 of the Nissan SSA provide:

NA

A.

General Obligations of Dealer.

Dealer shall actively and effectively promote through its own advertising and
promotion activities the sale at retail (and if Dealer elects, the leasing and
rental) of Nissan Vehicles to customers located within Dealer‘s Primary Market
Area.
..
sales

.

.

Sales of Nissan Cars

B.

and Nissan Trucks.

Dealer's performance of its sales responsibility for Nissan Cars and Nissan
Tnicks will be evaluated by Seller on the basis of such reasonable criteria as
Seller may develop from time to time, including for example:
l.

established

Achievement of reasonable sales objectives which may be
from time to time by Seller for Dealer as standards for performance;

Dealer’s sales of Nissan Cars and Nissan Trucks in Dealer‘s
2.
Primary Market Area and/or the metropolitan area in which Dealer is located, as
applicable, or Dealer’s sales as a percentage of:
(i)

registrations

of Nissan Cars and Nissan Trucks;

(ii)

registrations

of Competitive Vehicles;

(iii)

registrations

of Industry Cars;

(iv)

registrations

of vehicles in the Competitive Truck Segment;

A comparison of Dealer’s sales and/or registrations to sales and/or
of all other Authorized Nissan Dealers combined in Seller's Sales
Region and District in which Dealer is located and, where Section 3.C applies, for
all other Authorized Nissan Dealers combined in the metropolitan area in which
Dealer is located; and
3.

registrations

A

4.
comparison of sales and/or registrations achieved
the sales or registrations of Dealer’s competitors.

by Dealer to

The sales and registration data referred to in this Section 3 shall be those
utilized in Se1ler’s records or in reports furnished to Seller by independent sources
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by it and generally available for such purpose in the automotive industry.
of registration and/or sales are not generally available, Seller may
rely on such other registration and/or sales data as can be reasonably obtained by
selected

If such reports
Seller.

NA

Nissan
asserts that the second part of section 3.B.2 refers to the sales effectiveness
performance standard generally used in the motor vehicle sales industry. The quoted language
can certainly be interpreted in that manner. Additionally, to tlle extent that Gentile Nissan could
legitimately claim that the language in the SSA is ambiguous, it should be noted that the section
3.B states that Nissan
will evaluate its dealers “on the basis of suchrreasonable criteria as
Seller may develop from time to time." The listed sales performance standards are only intended
to be examples of criteria that Nissan
made it abundantly clear to
may use. Nissan
Gentile Nissan in a number of documents that it was evaluating its sales performance based on

NA

NA

NA

sales effectiveness.

Sales effectiveness
registrations in a dealer’s

is

calculated

by multiplying the total number of new vehicle

PMA by the manufacture’s market penetration in a chosen area (e.g.

region average, national average, or state average) to determine a dealer’s expected sales. The
of where the vehicle is registered) are compared to its expected
sales. Expected sales are calculated as if all a dealer‘s sales were to residents of the dealer’s
PMA, but actual sales are counted regardless of where the vehicle is registered.
dea.ler’s actual sales (regardless

The complainant argues that the standard Gentile Nissan’s sales perforrrlance should be
judged by is registration effectiveness, not sales effectiveness. Registration effectiveness
measures the market penetration of Nissan automobiles and trucks in the respective dealer‘s

PMA. The manufacturer looks at how well its products are selling in that territory to evaluate

the dealer’s sales performance. The manufacturer gives a dealer credit for retail registrations in
the dealer’s assigned territory, regardless of which dealer sold a particular vehicle. The use of
retail registration effectiveness has a certain logical appeal in that it attempts to measure how
well a dealer is representing the brand. Arguably, comparing Nissarl’s regional sales penetration
with Gentile Nissan's total sales is an apple to oranges comparison. However, doing so is
actually a conservative standard for judging Gentile Nissan‘s sales performance because Nissan
is giving Gentile Nissan credit for all it sales, notjust those within its PMA. Because substantial
areas are unassigned, all Nissan dealers theoretically could have sales effectiveness in excess of
the regional averages

PMA

Nissan registrations for the Racine
were also below the regional average. Therefore, Gentile Nissan an not
achieve registration effectiveness either. However, registration effectiveness for the Racine
is not as far below
regional average as Gentile Nissan’s sales effectiveness. In 2005 and 2007, the Nissan registrations in Racine
County (a portion of the Racine PMA) exceeded the expected sales at regional average. This is the only incident
during the time period that Gentile Nissan was a Nissan dealer that actual sales exceeded expected sales and it is
only achieved by splitting the
in half. Additionally, it should be noted that the Nissan registrations in Racine
County in 2007 (288) exceeded Gentile Nissan’s total sales of new Nissans (206). Therefore. it is Nissan dealers
other than Gentile Nissan that are responsible for the fact that Nissan was registration effective in Racine County in
ZOO7r
’

PMA

PMA
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Based on the language in the SSA, the appropriate performance standard is sales
The next step is to determine whether the Dealer Agreement requires Gentile
Nissan to achieve the regional average or merely use its best efforts to achieve it. Gentile Nissan
cites Exhibit “A” of Article Twelﬁh of Amendment No. 2 of the Term Agreement which
provides that Gentile is required to “use its best efforts to meet or exceed the North Central
Region average sales penetration for the Nissan total competitive car and truck segments on or
before July 1, 2006 based on data available at that time and at all times thereaﬂer.” (emphasis in
original) Article Twelfth of the term agreement sets forth conditions that Gentile Nissan must
meet in order to be offered a standard Nissan SSA.
effectiveness.

The tenn agreement does not specify t.he consequences if Gentile does not meet the
conditions. Arguably, if Gentile Nissan failed to use its best efforts, the term agreement would
simply expire and its Nissan franchise would terminate. However, Wisconsin law gives motor
vehicle dealers added protections. Nissan must still show a breach of the Dealer Agreement
before it can involuntarily terminate Gentile Nissan’s Nissan franchise. Gentile Nissan’s
responsibility under the Dealer Agreement is that it must actively and effectively promote Nissan
products. Gentile Nissan has breached this provision of the Dealer Agreement. However, both
the Dealer Agreement and the applicable Wisconsin Statute require consideration of any
extenuating circumstances which may prevent a dealer from achieving sales effectiveness.
Speciﬁcally, the relevant section of the dealer Agreement is Section 3, Paragraph “D” of the SSA
This paragraph provides:
D.

Additional Factors for Consideration.

Where appropriate in evaluating Dealer’s sales performance, Seller will take into
account such reasonable criteria as Seller may detemiine from time to time,
including, for example, the following: the Dealership Location; the general
shopping habits of the public in such market area; the availability of Nissan
Vehicles to Dealer and to other Authorized Nissan Dealers; any special local
marketing conditions that would affect Dealer's sales performance differently
from the sales performance of other Authorized Nissan Dealers; the recent and
long term trends in Dealer’s sales perfomiance; the manner in which Dealer has
conducted its sales operations (including advertising, sales promotion, and
treatment of customers); and the other factors; if any, directly affecting Dealer’s
sales opportunities and perfonnance.
Similarly, the definition for “just provocation” found at Wis. Stat. § 218.01 l6(l)(i)l.b provides
control." The ﬁnal step in
that the breach must he “due to matters within the dealer‘s .
.

.

deciding whether just provocation for the termination exiss is to deten-nine whether Gentile
Nissan’s failure to achieve regional sales effectiveness was due to extenuating circumstances

beyond

its control.

Gentile Nissan's expert identiﬁed several factors that he alleges have made it difﬁcult for
Gentile Nissan to achieve regional sales effectiveness. These factors include the bi-modal
population distribution of the Racine PMA, the commuting patterns of the population of the
Racine PMA, the existence of a large Chrysler engine plant in Kenosha, and the existence of the
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two Rosen Nissan dealerships on either side of the Racine PMA. The effect of these factors was
addressed in detail by Nissan NA‘s expert in his rebuttal report. For the most part, Nissan
successfully refuted the factors that Gentile Nissan alleged were the cause of its poor sales
performance. It is also important to note that, with one exception, all the extenuating
circumstances alleged by Gentile Nissan were faced by Kenosha Nissan and have existed
throughout the period that Gentile has operated a Nissan dealership.

NA

Kenosha Nissan, although only sales effective its last full year of operating a Nissan
dealership, had steadily improving sales numbers. Gentile Nissan‘s argument that its poor sales
performance was caused by extenuating circumstances is also undermined by the fact that its
sales numbers have been declining at a time that Nissan‘s sales, as a brand, have been growing.

some of these factors identiﬁed by Professor Matthews may make selling
PMA more difficult than other in other PMAs in Nissan's North Central
region. However, Gentile Nissan‘s annual sales have never reached the number that Kenosha
Nissan was achieving and have declined since 2005. Even if the factors that Gentile Nissan
alleges make the Racine PMA a more difﬁcult market to sell Nissans in were legitimate
considerations, they do not explain why Gentile Nissan’s sales would be declining during a
It is

possible that

Nissans in the Racine

period that Nissan’s sales were increasing.

Nissan has asserted different reasons for Gentile Nissan‘s failure to achieve sales
effectiveness. The primary reasons Nissan asserts include inadequate advertising, lack of a
dedicated sales staff, a revolving door for sales managers, and a lack of a dedicated executive
manager. The lack of a dedicated sales staff, a revolving door for sales managers, and a lack of a
dedicated executive manager all contribute to an apparent lack of focus on Nissan by the
complainant. These factors, however, are hard to quantify. Additionally, the inability of Gentile
Nissan to retain a sales manager may be outside of its control. The remaining reason cited by

Nissan NA

is

inadequate advertising.

'

Because of the use of combined ﬁnancial statements one cannot determine how much
Gentile Nissan actually spent on advertising for Nissan. Ifone accepts the testimony of Gentile
Nissan’s witnesses related to advertising, Gentile Nissan’s advertising
was at or slightly
above the amount recommended by
and Nissan. However, this means that Gentile
Nissan was only attempting to sell approximately the number of vehicles it actually sold, not the
number it needed to sell to achieve the regional average. Even accepting Gentile Nissan
numbers for advertising, Gentile Nissan was not spending the amount it was required to spend to

PNVR

NADA

effectively promote Nissan products.

In its posthearing brief, the complainant argues that motor vehicle dealers typically adjust
their variable expenses, such as advertising, on the basis of past sales and that this is prudent
business behavior. This may be rational behavior, but at a time that Gentile Nissan knew its
sales performance was unsatisfactory, it does not make sense for it to adjust its advenising based

unsatisfactory sales level. If in fact Gentile Nissan was adjusting its advertising
it means that it was content with its present levels of sales. Gentile
Nissan knew that that level of sales was unacceptable to Nissan
based on the numerous
Default.
of
warning letters issued by Nissan and eventually by the Notice

on the

expenditures in this manner,

NA
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The bottom line with respect to Gentile Nissan’s sales performance is that there is no
credible reason for Gentile Nissan’s declining sales during a time period when Nissan as a brand
had increasing sales. Nissan
has shown that Gentile Nissan has breached the Dealer
Agreement by not effectively promoting Nissan products. Gentile has suggested assorted
circumstances beyond its control that have prevented it from achieving sales effectiveness. None
of these extenuating circumstances explain the decline in sales. Additionally, with respect to the
competition with the Rosen dealerships, the one area, if any, that Gentile Nissan should dominate
is the area immediately surrounding its dealership. Gentile Nissan did not capture the majority
of Nissan registrations in that area.

NA

The other allegation in the Notice of Tennination is that Gentile Nissan has failed to
achieve the regional average in two measures of customer satisfaction. Customer satisfaction is
an important consideration and it is reasonable for Nissan to require its dealers to achieve
minimum customer satisfaction scores. Gentile Nissan only achieved the required minimum
customer satisfaction score (regional average) once in a four year period. However, its scores
the other years were not signiﬁcantly below the regional average and do not constitute a material
breach of the Dealer Agreement.
In conclusion, Gentile Nissan’s ineffective sales performance constitutes a material
breach of the Dealer Agreement. Gentile Nissan has not cured this breach despite being given
notice and a reasonable opportunity to do so by Nissan NA. Nissan
has established that it
had just provocation to terminate the Dealer Agreement of Gentile Nissan and that it has done so
with due regard to the equities.
i

NA

Conclusions of Law

The administrator concludes:
218.01 l6(l)(i) prohibits motor vehicle manufacturers terminating the
“just provocation.” For purposes of Wis. Stat. §
218.01 l6(1)(i), “just provocation” requires that the dealer engage in conduct that is a material
breach of the Dealer Agreement and the dealer continues to engage in the conduct aﬁer receiving
written notice of the breach and a reasonable opportunity to cure the breach. Nissan
gave
Gentile Nissan notice of two alleged breaches of the franchise agreement.
l.

franchises

Wis.

Stat. §

of motor vehicle dealers without

NA

NA

2.
Nissan
gave Gentile Nissan 180 days to cure the alleged material breaches of
the Dealer Agreement. This is a reasonable time to cure the alleged breaches. Gentile Nissan
did not cure the breach of its failure to actively and effectively promote the sale at retail of
Nissan products.
3.

The conduct of Gentile Nissan as described

and effectively promote the
material breach of the Dealer Agreement.
its

efforts to “actively

sale

in the Findings

of Nissan products

ofFact with respect to
at retail" constitutes

a
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NA

4.
termination of the Dealer Agreement with Gentile Nissan was
Nissan
with due regard to the equities, and with just provocation.

fair,

S.
Pursuant to Wis. Stat. § 21 8.01 l4(7)(d), the Division of Hearings and Appeals has
the authority to issue the following orders.

Order

The administrator

orders:

Inc., has not cancelled the Dealer Agreement it entered into with
d/b/a Gentile Nissan unfairly, without due regard to the equities, and without
just provocation. The complaint of Ralph Gentile, lnc., d/b/a Gentile Nissan, is hereby

Nissan North America,

Ralph Gentile,

Inc.,

DISMISSED.

Dated at Madison, Wisconsin on February 4, 2010.

STATE OF WISCONSIN

DIVISION OF HEARINGS

*

AND APPEALS

5005 University Avenue, Suite 201
Madison, Wisconsin 53705
Telephone:
(608)266-7709
FAX:
(608) 267-2744

David H. Schwaiz

Administrator

/
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NOTICE
Set out below is a list of alternative methods available to persons who may wish to obtain review
ofthe attached decision of the Division. This notice is provided to insure compliance with Wis
Stat. § 227.48 and sets out the rights of any party to this proceeding to petition for rehearing and
administrative or judicial review of an adverse decision.

Any person aggrieved by the attached order may within twenty
aﬁer service of such order or decision ﬁle with the Division of
days
(20)
Hearings and Appeals a written petition for rehearing pursuant to Wis.
Stat. § 227.49. Rehearing may only be granted for those reasons set out in
Wis. Stat. § 227.49(3).
petition under this section is not a prerequisite
for judicial review under Wis. Stat. §§ 227.52 and 227.53.
1.

A

2.

Any person aggrieved by the attached decision which adversely

of such person by action or inaction,
afﬁmiative or negative in form is entitled to judicial review by ﬁling a
petition therefore in accordance with the provisions of Wis. Stat. §§
227.52 and 227.53. Said petition rnust be ﬁled within thirty (30) days
aﬁer service of the agency decision sought to be reviewed. If a rehearing
is requested as noted in paragraph (1) above, any party seeking judicial
review shall serve and ﬁle a petition for review within thirty (30) days
atter service of the order disposing of the rehearing application or within
thirty (30) days after ﬁnal disposition by operation of law. Any petition
for judicial review shall name the Division of Hearings and Appeals as the
respondent. The Division of Hearings and Appeals shall be served with a
copy of the petition either personally or by certiﬁed mail. The address for
affects the substantial interests

service

is:

DIVISION OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS

5005 University Avenue, Suite 201
Madison, Wisconsin 53705-5400

Persons desiring to ﬁle for judicial review are advised to closely examine
provisions of Wis. Stat. § 227.52 and 227.53 to insure strict compliance
with all its requirements.

all
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Cases that

334 Wis.2d 712

Court of Appeals of Wisconsin.

.— Substantial evidence

An

Gentile Nissan, Petitioner—Appellant,
v.

a

STATE ofWise0nsin DIVISION OF HEARINGS

Cases

Inc.,

Opinion Filed

that cite this

they are supported by

headnute

Law and Procedure

Administrative

.= Substantial evidence

No. 2o1oAP2524.

I

if

r

Interested Pa1’ry—Respondent.

I

agency's ﬁndings of fact are binding on

reviewing Cnuﬂ

substantial evidence.

AND APPEALS, Resp0rident—Resp0ndent,

Submitted on Briefs

headnote

Law and Procedure

Administrative

RALPH GENTILE, INC., d/b/a

Nissan North America,

cite this

“Substantial evidence,"

May 3, 2011.

ﬂn agency's ﬁndings

does not mean

May 24, 2011.

at

tit

ieqtiiieti to sitppert

(IS

fact

on

judicial review,

preponderance of evidence;

means whether aﬁer considering all

it

the evidence

of record, reasonable minds could arrive at the

Synopsis

Background: owiier
with Departnient

tit

of

car dealership ﬁled Complaint
alleging

rniiispertaritin,

that

car

had unfairly terminated owner's franchise. Aﬁer
n hearing, the Division tit" Hearings and Appeals entered

conclusion reached by the

Cases that

cite this

trier

of faet.

headnnte

distributor

decision determining that distributor had lawfully terminated
franchise.

C0uttty,

Owner

Emily

appealed.

s. ivliieliei, 1.,

The

Circuit

affirmed.

Court, Racine

Owner appealed.

Administrative
.——

Administrative

[1] distributor

had just provocation

1.,

held that:

to temiinate

agreement,

and
[2]

termination give due regard for the equities.

Law and Procedure

.= Weight ofevidence

The weight and
Holdings: The COUI1 emppeals, rine,

Law and Procedure

Credibility

of the evidence are

credibility

for the agency, not the

reviewing eoun, to

determine.

Cases

that cite this hezidnote

Administrative
.-—

Law and Procedure

inferences or conclusions from evidence in

general

Affirmed.

Administrative
.—'

An
West

Ill

Administrative
.—'

may be set aside on
when a reasonable trier offaet Cﬂuld

agency's ﬁndings offaet

appeal only

l-leadnutes (12)

Law and Procedure

Rational basis for conclusions

not have reached them from

Law and Procedure

Scope

In an administrative zippea], an appellate court

before

it,

all

the evidence

including the available inferences from

that evidence.

Cases

that eite this

headnnte

reviews the agency decision and not the decision

ofthe circuit court.

Administrative

Law and Procedure
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.- Erroneous constiuction; conﬂict with
[11]

statute

_-

Courts applying due weight deference in an
administrative appeal will sustain an agency‘s
statutory interpretation if

meaning of the

the clear

it

statute

and Trade Regulation

Diiration, termination,

Owner of

ear dealership iriaterially breached

thus distributor had just preveeatien to terminate

and no more

agreement, as required under statutes governing

reasonable interpretation exists,

terrninaiirin

Cases

that cite this

and renewal

dealership agreement with car distributor, and

not contrary to

is

Antitrust

headnote

at

of dealership agreements: sales

were approximately half of

dealership

calculated expected sales and declining at time

Administrative

oftermination. W.S.A. 218.01 l4(7), 218.0116.

Law and Procedure

Pennissible or reasonable construction

_-=

Cases that

eite this

headnote

Applying due weight deference te an agency‘s
statutory interpretation, a reviewing eourt will

not set aside the agency's interpretation in favor

[12]

_» Duration, termination, and renewal

of another equally reasonable interpretation,
but will replace

it

Antitrust and Trade Regulation
Statute governing tei-mination

with a more reasonable

of car dealership,

interpretation if one exists

prohibiting car distributor from discriminating

Cases that

distributor to treat dealership

cite this

against similarly situated dealers, did not require

headnote

owner

in a

non—

discriminatory manner as compared to out-oil

Administrative

.~ Law questions

Although

a

state dealership

Law and Procedure
in general

of owner's peer sales perrannanee satisﬁed

reviewing court gives substantial

statutory requirement that termination give

deference to an agency in eonnectioti with
its

ﬁndings of

fact antl its interpretation

applieahle statutes, review ofquestions

oflaw

regard for the equities,

of

even

if

slate dealerships

due

distributor

had not tenninated agreements with

is

de novo.

out-ol'-

with similar sales perfuﬂnalicc;

statute required only that distributor enforce

Cases that

cite this

a parry to a contract

Cases that

is

Attorneys and
headnote

Unless there are no disputed material facts,
whether a party in breach ofa contract has cured
the breach is a question of fact.
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cite this lieadnote
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Law Firms

behalf ofthe petitioner-appellant, the cause was
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Norman and

Erie A.

& Field, LLP, Madison.

Baker

behalf of the interested party-respondent, the eause was

submitted on the brief Of Thomas

Hahn of Hostak, Henzl
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cite

non-dtseriminatoiy

a question of

Contracts
.; Questions for Jury

Cases that

a

has committed a

faet.

cite this

in

manner as between dealerships within
W.S.A. 218.01 l4(7)(d), 2l8.0l l6(l)(l).

material breaeli of that contract

Cases that

expectations

sales

headnote

Contracts
.- Questions for Jury

Whether

owners, and thus distributor's

tennination of dealership agreement because

lieadnote

Before FINE,

as

M, Devtne and Anthony

& Bichler, S,C., Racine and Steven

T‘

J.
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alleged to breach Section 3 of the dealership agreement;

Opinion
FINE,

and (2) “Unsatisfactory Customer Satisfaction Performance,"
*7l7 to breach section SF of the dealership

alleged

J.

the

As

agreement. (Bolding and underlining omitted.)

*11s Ralph Gentile,

1nc.. d/b/a

Gentile Nissan, appeals

coun order aftimiing a decision of

eireuit

the

Gentile Nissan's dealership agreement.
that although Gentile

Nol1h America lawfully temiinated Ralph Gentile's Nissan
dealership. See wls. STAT. § 218.01 l4(7)(d) (Dealer may
complain to "557 the Depanment of Transportation that

customers. Accordingly,

was

“unfair”; complaint heard

The Division found

Nissan breached Section

Division of Hearings and Appeals determining that Nissan

cancellation of dealership

noted,

the Division upheld Nissan North America's termination of

of the

3

dealership agreement, Gentile Nissan did not breach Section

which concerned the

SF,

ﬁndings and conclusions

in

of Gentile Nissan

satisfaction

we

only discuss the Division's

connection with Section

3.

and decided by “the division of hearings and appeals").
Ralph Gentile argues that the Division improperly interprctcd

wls. STAT. so 212.01 l4(1)(a) 3,
218.0116, by eoncliidiiig that; (1) Ralph
Gentile materially breached its dealership agreement with
the applicable statutes,

215,01 t4(7)(d)

Nonh America

Nissan

and thus Nissan North America had

Ralph Gentile's dealership
218.01 l6(1)(i)1.b; and
the tenninatlon satisﬁed the statute's “due regard to the

"just provocation" to terminate

agreernent, tee §§ 212.01 l4(7)(d)
(2)

&

equities" requirement, see §§ 213.01 l4(7)(il)
(i)l.a.

II.

&

We arrimi.

& 21s.011ti(1)

I1]

I2]

[3]

I4]

I5]

[6]

1l4RalphGentile‘sa

I7]

attacks the Dlvision‘s decision. Accordingly,

we

rcvlew

that

decision and not that of the circuit court. See Weston
VVl'.t't:mlsm

Dep of War/t/om.’
'1

Dtzveltzprlitznl,

2007

v.

WI App

167, 7 ll, 304 Wis.Zd 418, 428, 737 N.W.2d 74, 78.
Dlvision‘s findings of fact are binding on us if they
"
~‘substantial evidence.’
See Msss
are supponed by

The

Volvo

ma/ct North Amertm

it state of Wtxconxin De//r of
2010 WI 15, ll I9, 323 Wis.Zd 294, 305, 779
N.W.2d 423, 428; WIS. STAT. § 227.57(6) (“Ifthe agency's
action depends on any fact found by the agency in a contested
case proceeding, the coun shall not substitute its judgment

Trarlspvrtativn.

*7l6
‘ll

2 Nissan

among
dealers,

Nonh America

is

l.

a California corporation that,

other things, distributes

and

is

its

automobiles through

licensed to do business in Wisconsin.

material to this appeal, Ralph Gentile

owns both

As

Gentile

Nissan and Gentile Hyundai, and operated Gentile Nissan
under a 2002 term dealership agreement between Nissan

North America and Ralph Gentile's predecessor.‘

A

term

dealership agreement, as the Division noted, "differs ti-om

America uses with its
The initial tenn
dealership agreement expired on January 1, 2005, and was

the standard agreement" Nissan North

dealers “in that

it

has an expiration date."

extended to July 1. 2006. According to the Division, Nissan
North America "Was unwilling” to give Gentile Nissan a
standard dealership agreement “because of its unsatisfactory

3

By

letter

dated June 30, 2006, Nissan North America

sent Gentile Nissan a Notice of Default alleging breach of

dealership performance standards.

The

notice gave Gentile

Nissan 180 days to eure the alleged breach. By letter
dated January 3, 2007, Nisszln North America terminated

mean

Substantial evidence does not

of evidence.

It

means whether

a preponderance

after considering all thc

evidence of record, reasonable minds could arrive

at the

conclusion reached by the trier of fact, “The weight and
credibility of the evidence are for the agency, not the

An

reviewing couit, to detennine."
fact

may

*7l8

be set aside only

fact could not

evidence before

it,

when

agency's

riiitlings

a reasonable trier

have reached them from

all

of
of
the

including the available inferences from

that evidence.

Volvo Trucks, 2010

sales perromtanee."

1i

for that of the agency as to the weight of the evidence on any

disputed ﬁnding of fact").

WI

15,

ll

19,

323 Wis.2d

at

306. 779

N.W.2d at 428429 (footnotes and quoted source emitted).
The parties agree, and so do we (as did the circuit court),
that

We should give "due weight“ deference to

interpretation of the applicable

Courts

applying

the Division's

statutes.

“due

weight”

Gentile Nissan‘s dealership agreement and gave the following

deference will sustain an agency's

reasons: (1) “Unsatisfactory sales Penetration Rertonnancc,"

statutory

interpretation

if

it

is

not

ea
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Hearings and Appeals, 334 Wis.2d 71212011)

lno. v. state, Div, ol

800 N.W.2d 555, 2011 WI App 98
contrary to the clear

meaning of
and no more reasonable
interpretation exists. Applying “due

agreement and the breach

the statute

time after written notice of the

weight" deference,

wls. sr/tr.

not

will

reviewing

a

aside

set

interpretation

it

2010 wl

ls,1l

at

be “a reasonable and necessary provision";

N.W.2d at 42¢

423 (footnotes omitted).
I8]

I10]

[9]

1i

5

substantial deference in

*720

-

-

WISCONSIN STAT.

breach" ofthat contract, however.

agreement

rt

Trltt‘/rs,

N.W.2d

2010 WI I5, 1i 50 n. Z8, 323 Wis.Zd at 315 n. Z8, 779
at 433 n. 28 (“Whether a material breach ofcontract

has occurred

I10

"'719 Id,
at

WI

2010

1i

I5,

ll

50.

is

323 Wis.2d

at 3l5—3l(i,

we tum to

and Ralph Gentile's contentions.
2l8.0l l4(7)(d), which concems

was improperly

prove that the “cancellation was

fair,

and with due regard to thc equities."
s 2l8.tJll6[l)[i)

2 similarly provides

for just provocation,

WISCONSIN STAT.
that “[a] license"

a “manufacturer, importer or distributor"

suspended or revoked"

if

it

“may be

“unfairly, without

of

denied.

due regard

to

the equities or without just provocation, directly or indirectly
cancel[s] or fail

[s]

to

renew the franchise of any motor

vehicle dealer."
7

“ ‘Due
regard to the equities’

onroroing an agreement that
vehicle dealer

is

fair

means treatment

in

and equitable to a motor

compared
WISA STAT. § 2l8.[ll l6(l)
provocation’ means a matei1'al breach by a
and

that is not dlSCl'lmil’lﬂl0l'y

to similarly situated dealers."
(i)l.a.

“ ‘Just

motor vehicle dealer due to matters within thc dcaIcr‘s
or a reasonable and necessary provision of an

control,

2l8.0ll4[7)(a)

3

provides,

as

of the

notify a dealer

cancellation of the [dealership]

together with the speciﬁc grounds for

cancellation of the

agreement"

III.

1i

8 Before

we

analyze Gentile Nissan's contentions

we

ﬁrst

look at the contract provisions Nissan North America accused

As notcd, wc limit our analysis to

Section 3 bccausc thc

Division concluded that Gentile Nissan did not breach Section
SF,

cancelled, provides that the

"manufacturer, distributor, or importer“ has the burden to

1i

§

material, that “a manufacturer, distributor or importer shall

fact.

WISCONSIN STAT.
franchise

got “written notice ofthe breach."

Gentile Nissan of breaching, and the Division's ﬁndings of

hearings before thc Division on a dealer's complaint that
its

it

also a question of

433. With these standards in mind,

the applicable statutes

6

time" aﬁer

disputed material raots, whether

a breaching party has cured the breach
fact.

and

a question offact to be determined by the fact

is

linden“). Unless there are

779 N.W.2d

control";

the dcalcr has not "cured" the breach "within a reasonablc

and its interpretation of the applicable statutes, our review
of the contracts ill this case is tit: rwvo. See VVi.\‘con\"irl End—
User Gas Ass'rl v. Public Service Curlmllsslon of Wisconsin.
218 Wis 2d sss, 566,581 N.W.2d sso, 559 (Ct.App.I998).
Whether a party to a contract has committed “material
a question offact. Volvv

must

the “matei1'al breach" must have been caused by

“matters within thc dealer's

Although we thus give to the Division
connection with its ﬁndings of fact

is

tlisti1'butor.”

Thus, “just provocation"

the breached provision ofthe dealership agreement

-

304, 719

a 218.01 l6(l)(i)l.b.

reasonable

dealership agreement;

with a more reasonable

15,323 Wis.2d

zt

breach has been

the terminated dealer must "materially breach" the

-

interpretation if one exists.
14..

“S59

has four elements:

of another

equally reasonable interpretation, but
will replace

not cured within

received from the manufacturer, importer or

ooiirt

agency's

the

favor

in

is

A. The Contract.

9 Section 3A ofthe dealership agreement set out the dealer's
“General Obligations":

ii

Dealer shall actively and effectively

promote through ltS own advertising
and sales prolnotion activities the
sale
of Nissan vehicles to customers
located within the Dealer's Primary
Market Area, Dealer's Primary Mzlrket
Area is a geographic area Which
[Nissan North Amenca] uses as a tool
to evaluate Dealer's performance of its
sales obligations hereunder.
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Section

3B

obligations

explained

how

or other marketing area in which

the dealer's fulﬁllment of those

Dealer

would be assessed:

fairly

Dealers perrormanee of its sales responsibility for Nissan
Cars and Nissan Trucks Will be evaluated by *72l [Nissan

Noi1h America] on the basis of such reasonable cnteria as
[Nissan North America] may develop from time to time,
including, for example:

Section

Where

for Dealer as standards for perfonnance;

which Dealer

is

registrations

(iii)

located, as applicable, or Dealer's sales

of

the

comparison of Dealers sales and/or registrations to
sales and/or registrations of all other Authorized Nissan

sales

4.

is

A comparison of sales and/or registrations achieved by

3C explained how a Dealer‘s location in an area where
had competition from other Nissan dealers affected the

Section
it

assessment process:
It‘

Dealer

located in a metropolitan

“S60

located

Authorized
than

one or more

~i

IO Further. Section 3 required that the dealer “organize

and maintain a sales organization that includes a sufﬁcient
number of qualiﬁed and trained sales managers and
sales

people to enable Dealer to effectively

responsibilities

under

this

may be

such action as

may

other

dealer disclosed problems with

sales

sales-performance obligations.

Sections 3.Bi2 and 3.13.3 above, and
Dealcr‘s sales performance

on

the basis

may

of the

proportion of sales and potential sales

ofNissan Vehicles

its fulfillnieiit

of the dealer's

in

evaluated as indicated in

also be evaluated

“promptly take

Dealer's performance of its responsibilities under this Section
3" when Nissan North America's periodic evaluations of the

Dealers

Nissan Dealers

its

be required to correct any deﬁciencies in

combined

all

tultill

Section 3." Finally, as material to

the

such metropolitan or other marketing

em

opportunities and performance.

Nissan

Dealer,

performance of
area

advertising,

and treatment of

this appeal, Section 3 required the dealer to
is

or other marketing area Where there
are

(including

promotion,

any, direetiy affecting Dealers sales

located

Dealer to the sales or registrations of Dealer‘s competitors.

Dealer's

customers); and the other factors, if

Dealers combined in [Nissan Nonh America] sales Region

which Dealer

tn

sales perfonnance; the manner in
which Dealer has conducted its sales

of vehicles in the Competitive Tnick

operations

District in

affect Dealer's

Authorized Nissan Dealers, the recent

A

and

would

performance differently from
sales
performance of other

and long term trends

Segment;
3.

market

such

in

any speeial local marketing

conditions that

of Industry Cars;

(iv) registrations

public

the

area;

of Competitive Vehicles;

registrations

evaluating

example, the following: the Dealership
Location; the general shopping habits

ofNissan Cars and Nissan Trucks;

registrations

in

America] may determine
from time to time, including, for

sales
(ii)

appropriate

North

as a percentage of:
(i)

sales

Noi1h America] will take iiito account
such reasonable criteria as [Nissan

Dcalcr's Primary Market Area and/or the metropolitan area
in

measured

Dealer's sales performance. [Nissan

Dealer‘s sales of Nissan Cars and Nissan Trucks in

2.

that the dealer's

control:

may

Amenca]

3D acknowledged

performance might be affected by matters beyond the dealers

Achievement of reasonable sales objectives which
be established from time to time by [Nissan North

l,

located for which Dealer

is

may be held responsible.

in the metropolitan

*723 B. Division '5 Findings 0fFacl.
~i

ll

The Division made extensive ﬁndings. Given

extreme deference

that

we owe

importance of those ﬁndings
at

some

length.

to those

the

ﬁndings and the

to this appeal,

we

set

them out
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-

Gentile Nissan's Primary Market Area

Kenosha
-

was Racine and
-

was "geographically located" in what
Nissan North America designated as the "North Central
Region”: "the United States bordered on the east by the
Ohio/Pennsylvania beraer, Kentucky on tiie seutii, on
Dakota. and the Canadian border on the north."

4

priinat1'ly consists

Nissan Nertli America “interprcts"

tiie

number of new

-

meet

Nissan to

number of competitive

tlie

sell

perfonnance standard

in the

is

A

is

metric that calculates what the dealer

is

a particular year versus What

sell.

A

dealer has a

a

~

“l00%

it

sales effective" rating if

l

it

if all a dealer's

of the dealer's [Primary Market
Area], but actual sales are counted regardless of where
the vehicle
-

is

registered."

“Nissan [North America]

made

evaluating [Gentile Nissan]’s

it

abundantly elear to

was
sale perfonnance based on
it

sales effectiveness."

From 2003 through 2007,

20os_ss.s%

'

Z004—54t5 %

'

2O0S*52.2“/o

'

2006—47.6“/o

that

100%

is

to

sales

In 2006. “the average sales effectiveness 0t‘Nissan

American Central Region was

7.9"/n."

“aw-/a of

tlie

Nissan dealers in

tlie

[North

American central] region exceeded tlie region average."
“While Gentile Nissan's

sales

of Nissan vehicles were

declining, Nissan sales nationally, tn the North Central

region and in Wisconsin were increasing."

"During the

tinie

period from 2003 until 2006,

tlie Nenli central Region,
and in Wisconsin inereasedl:y3l.5“/b, 17.3%, and 49.5"/..

respectively.“

"[T]he local economy

in

southeastem wisetinsln

factor in evaluating Gentile Nissan’s sales

Gentile Nissan had the

following “sales effectiveness" ratings:
-

l

had been assigned

Nissan’: sales natienally, in

Gentile Nissan in a number of documents that

~

-

in 2006,

-

to residents

tliat

be an average dealer.“

dealers in the North

expected to sell
actually **ssi does

“Expected sales are calculated as

were

200l—l 10.5]-*/a]

*725

measured on a

than expected.

sales

-

“The industry considers a dealer

motor vehicle

meets the “expected” number of sales, and a rating of
less or more than 100% if it sells fewer or more vehicles

*724

2000~8l.7[“/u]

effective to

Nissan dealer's sales performance

in

-

same [Primary Market Area]
Kenosha Nissan."

retail industry."
-

l999—79.4[“/n]

Gentile Nissan's Primary Market Area “is essentially the

registrations in

referred te as regional sales effectiveness and

common

tl1r0\1gh 2001, tlie predecessor Kenosha
had the following “sales effectiveness"

-

to

[Gentile Nissan's Primary Market Area]. This standard
IS

it

ratings:

of the Nissan

the regional average for Nissan's sales penetration

based on

From 1999
dealership

Would be required

vehicles that

moved

dealer in Kenoshzi.

a

Kenosha, and Ralph Gentile's
to Racine with Nissan North

in

America's approval.

sales requirements

set out tn Section 3 “to require Gentile

the

from

dealership

predecessor

dealers in Wisconsin."
-

In July of 2002, Ralph Gentile's predecessor purchased

The dealership was

Nissan North America also divides the sales regions into
districts. “Distt1'ct

2007#1U.7%

the Nissan

Gentile Nissan

the west to pans of Missouri, Iowa, and South and Nonh

-

~

counties.

is

not a

perfonnance

because Gentile Nissan's expected sales was

[SIC

]

calculated as a percentage of total sales in the Gentile
Nissan's [Primary Market Area]. In other words, Gentile
is

only expected

in the

to get Nissan's

average share of sales

[Primary Market Area]. If for

some reason new

vehicle sales were depressed in southeastem Wisconsin,

Gentile Nissan's expected sales would be reduced
proporttonzitely."
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-

“[S]ales staffs for Gentile Nissan and Gentile

Hyundai

were cross trained to sell both Nissans and Hyundais.
Because of bonuses for selling l-lyundais, the sales
people had greater incentives to sell l-lyundais than

Gentile Nissan had a “revolving door for sales managers"

and

The Division assessed the scope of “similarly situated
dealers," used by wls. srar. § 2l8.0l l6(l)(l)l.a, as

this "likely

was

termination

“For 2005, [Nissan North Ameriea]‘s goal for Gentile
Nissan's advertising was $l9,560 per month and the

amount Gentile Nissan spent was “S62
$15,071. It is also notewonhy that using the ﬁgures
provided by Gentile Nissan, Gentile Nissan did not meet

own

number ofvehicles

sell

the

it

spent on advertising from 2005 to 2006.
sales decreased

from 273

was net spending

was required

to

the

amount

Nissan

Nissan

in

it

Nonh

"In 2006, the year ending prior to the issuance of the

seventeen Nissan dealers in Wisconsin.

l64 out of 184 Nissan dealers

in the

last

of

North

the

one

could

Nissan dealers
region

central

However,

situated.

too

2

all

is

average

tn

region,

the

Gentile

could be considered similarly

spend to effectively nromote Nissan

Notice ofTerrnination, Gentile Nissan ranked

the

to

dealers

central

its

pcrfomtance

sales

eompared

Its

Since

dealers.

Nissan's

products."
-

not

is

Of other Wisconsin

argue that

“Gentile Nissan

of

terms

tn

franchise

treatment

same period."
-

dealer

discriminatory compared to

213 during the

to

the lowest perterming

is

Nissan’:

ntadvertising nn sales. Gentile Nissan reduced the
it

to

Nissan [North
America]'s termination of Gentile

promoting the sale of Nissan vehicles;
is evidenee in the record of the direct

new Nissan

situated

sales perfonnance.

however, there

amount

similarly

Nissan

was expected to sell, the amount it
spent on advertising in zoos and 2006 was inadequate.
Advertising is only one component of actively and

et=reet

should

dealers

Nissan

“If Gentllc Nissan had been attempting to

be considered

dealers

other Wisconsin dealers, Gentile

intemal goals for Nissan advertising." (Record

effectively

and equitable":

Gentile Nissan. With respect to

rcfercnce omitted.)
-

“fair

Wisconsin single point Nissan

*726

its

is

The phrase “similarly siniated
dealers" is not deﬁned in the
statute. At a minimum, other

part of the reason for Gentile

Nissan's poor sales performance,“
-

its

an overlay with which to detcrmine whethcr a dealer‘s

Nlssans.“
-

only did Gentile Nissan not cure the breach,
performance worsened."

many

market

out of

conditions

are

there

such

variables

and

as

state

regulations to compare Nissan

also ranlted

[North Americzl]'s treatment of

North Central

Gentile Nissan with respect to

It

regien."

all

the Nissan

North

Central

dealers

in

region.

Nissan

thc

[North Ameriea]'s termination of
-

Gentile Nissan breached the provision of the dealership

Gentile Nissan‘s franchise

agreement that required it to “actively and effectively
promote through its own advenisiiig and sales promotion
of Nissan vehleles

customers
located within the Dealer's Primary Market Area.“
activities the sale

-

not

other similarly situated dealers.

to

"During the cure period [following receipt of the
notice of default on June 30. 2006], Gentile Nissan’s

*727

is

discriminatory with respect to

sales effectiveness declined further. So, not

Based on

its

analysis of the Reeord before

it,

the Division

found:

Although Nissan [North Ameriea]
tenninated
franchise

Gentile
after

it

Nissan's

had

been
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operation

in

only

for

the

years,

full

even though the metric combined the dealer's sales within and
its Primary Market Area—"actual sales are counted

tive

outside

tenntiiation

regardless

deelining for no apparent reasen

vehicles within

other

"563

lack of

effort.

America]

It

Nissan

for

Nissan had done a superh job ofpromoting and selling Nissan

was

a bonus that

1i

Nissan [North Amei1' ca]'s

decision

to

terminate

We now

we

Ralph

l5 Further, the Division found, as

Rriniaiy

we have

also seen, that

show Gentile Nissan near the bottom

charts in the Record that

in Own [Primary Market
Area]/Metro as a Percent of North Ceiitral Region Average
“S64 North Central Region ...—2006" (uppercasiltg

and equitable.

anztlyze

its

effectively prontote Nissan products.” Signiﬁcantly, there are

was

of “Nissan Dealers’ *730 Sales

IV.
l2

aise got credit for sales outside

Gentile Nissan did not spend what “it was required to spend to

Gentile

Nissan's Dealer Agreement
fair

any

deteriorated

situation

further.

it

3A ofthe

would have been
contention that it was

sales etreetiveness

its

Market Area. 4

Nissan's franchise *728 before
the

Primary Market Area, as Section

high; again, contrary to Ralph Gentile‘s

[North

terminate Gentile

to

its

agreement required,

Nissan]'s

[Gentile

thztn

reasonable

1i

ofwhere the vehicle is registered." Thus, ifGentile

was reasonable because Gentile
Nissan's sales perfonnancc was

omitted) and “Nissan Dealers‘ Sales in
Gei-itile's

contentions that

should reverse the circuit court's order afﬁnning the

Division‘s dismissal of Ralph Gentile‘s complaint

Area]/Metro as a Percent of

Average

state

Additioltally,

Nonh

Own [Primary Market
Central Region

[

1

of Wiscnnsin*ZOO6“ (uppercasing omitted).
there

is

a chart in the Record that shows

“Gentile Nissan Sales in Racine [Pnmary Market Area]

[ll]

1i

13

The January

3,

2007,

letter

terminating Gentile

Nissan's dealership asserted that despite the Julie 30, 2006,
notice to cure, and attempts

by Nissan North America to help
Nonh America perceived as

Gentile Nissan with what Nissan

Gentile Nissan's “unsatisfactory sales perfoi-mance," Gentile
Nissan's "sales penetration continue[d] to

fall

signiﬁcantly

below regional average." Ralph Gentile tells us that it “does
not dispute the Division's ﬁnding that ‘sales effectiveness‘ is
a performance standard generally used in the motor vehicle
industry,"

<l

complains

that

requirement

in

Division

the

Section

3A

of Nissan vehicles

unfairly

that Gentile

in its

the sales assessment criteria

eonﬂated

the

Nissan promote the

Primary Market Area with
in Section 3B. It contends

anywhere in the eeuntiy, salcs
effectiveness does not measure the effectiveness ofa dealer's
promotional efforts within its own [Primary Market Area]/‘
that

It

by using “dealer

sales

argues that “[o]nly a sales perfomtance standard based

on Nissan sales within the [Primary Market Area] can
*719 accurately measure the effectiveness of Gentile's
promotional aetivities within the [Primary Market Areal)‘

As we have
Nissan

v to Ralph Gentile has not shown that sales effectiveness, as
used by Nissan Nonh Arnenea and aeeepied by the Division,

was improper. Further,

the Chrysler factory in

Gentile Nissan's sales

Division found, as

Ralph Gentile contends that
Kenosha County adversely affected
beyond Gentile Nissan's control, the
insofar as

we have

seen, that Kenoslla Nissan, then

located in Kenoslta Cotlnty, had better sales effectiveness

14 In a largely unfocused argument, Ralph Gentile

sale

of Ccinpctitivc Registrations vs Wisconsin
Average" (uppercasing omitted) for the years 2004 through
Julie of Z007 as being barely one-hztlf of. or less than, the
average of competitive registrations.
as a Percent

A. Sales Effectiveness Criteria.

3

seen, however, the Division found that Gentile

sigiiirieaiiily

lagged in regional sales effectiveness,

than did Gentile Nissalt

and moved

it

to Racine,

economy" was “not a
sales performance."

when

it

took over the dealership

and also determined that the “local

taeter in evaluating Gentile Nissan's

5

found by the Division clearly show that
was well below what it
should have been. There is more than “substantial evidence"

*73l The

facts

Gentile Nissan‘s sales perfomiance

Record to suppon those ﬁndings. Indeed, as we have
Were far
below the Kenosha dealership from whom Ralph Gentile's
corporate predecessor bought the Nissan franchise.
in the

seen, Gentile Nissan's sales-effectiveness ratings

"
B. The “Best Efforts Clattxe.
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18 Ralph Gentile argues that Gentile Nissan did not have

to successfully sell

Nissan vehicles but only had

“best efforts" to do so.

to

use

its

bases this contention on a June

It

amendment to the terni dealership agreement. The
amendment provided, as material (all bolding and underlining
2e, 200e,

iti

original);

standard dealership agreement. Thus, the words “for

purposes"

is

IS

hereby amended

to read as follows:

had to meet

the conditions (a) tllrough (d) that Geiltile Nissan

6
before being offered a non-ten'n dealership agreement.
its

By

*733 amendment, which inserted the “best

terms, the

of “Article Twelfth,"

efforts" language in subsection (e)

Artiele Twelfth (e),

all

cabined within "Article Twelfth" and modiﬁes

made Gentile Nissan's “best effons"
offer ofstandard dealership

a condition to getting an

agreement and nething

7

inere.

A. Sales Perfvrmnnce
[Gentile Nissan] agrees that

meet or exceed the

Nonh

it

will use

its

best efforts to

Central Region average sales

penetration for the Nissan total competitive car and

tmck

segment on or before July 1, 2006 based on data available
at that time and at all times thereafter.
Anicle Twelfth of the tenn dealership agreement reads as
material:

agreement

If this

not terminated

is

prior to the expiration date set forth

[Nissan North

in the Final Article,

America] may offer to enter into
as of such date a Nissan Dealer
Sales at Service Agreement in such
*732 form as may be in use by
[Nissan North America]

at

such

[Nissan North America] will
the offer

if

Dealer has fulﬁlled

and continues to fulﬁll, during the
tenn of this Agreement and at the

**565

the speciﬁc

,

all

ll

incorporated by this reference into this Agreement for
purposes." The “Exhibit ‘A' " is the “best efforts"

19

the parties‘

explained.

was

set out above.

As we have

zin

we

and apply dz nova
contracts under the standards we have already

By

its

seen,

interpret

elear language. the ~-best efforts" clause

amendment

is

l6(l)(i) i.b.

that applying Section

3B

(the criteria

measure sales perfonnance) of the tenn dealership
agreement concurrently with Section 3A results in a {aux
breaeh of Section 3A because, as phrased by Ralph Gentile's
brief, the criteria in Section 3B do “not accurately measure
the dealer's performance of its obligations under" Section
3A. “S66 Thus, Ralph Gentile argues, Section 3A is
not a "reasonable prpyisien.“ we have already determined,
however, that the Division did not err in applying the
criteria tn Section 3B of the agreement, Accordingly, the
Division did not en'—especially when, as noted, we must
give its interpretation er the statute “due weight" deference

used

to

—in

concluding that Section

3A was

a “reasonable
ll-t

and

so that the

21 Ralph Gentile also argties that the Division erred by

of Nissan vehicles

in Gentile Nissan's

sales

Primary

were made

contends that “[t]hc only performance standard relevant to

preconditions to the offer by Nissan N0\1ll America of a

amendment,

21801

by Gentile Nissan nr nlher Nissan dealers. Ralph Gentile

non-term, standard dealership agreement. Subparl (e) reads:
"(e) Other conditions <tf any): See Exhibit ‘A’ which
is

§

Gentile's complaint

Market Area inespective of whether those

Dealer understands and agrees to be

t.hrt)ugl't (ti)

of WIS. STAT.

total sales

each of which

sets out in subparts (a)

enoneously
watt provision"
The essenee of Ralph

that the Division

focusing on Gentile Nissan's actual sales, rather than the

reasonable and ilecessary:

The clause

20 Ralph Gentile argues

interpreted the “reasonable and neeessaiy

it

expiration thereof, ofall the following
conditions,

1[

necessary provision" under § 218,01 l6(l)tt)
“just provocation" condition was met.

and Dealer niay aeeept such

only

offer

tinle.

make

C. Just Provocutiorl.

to “Article Twclftll (c),“ which

was

a “condition” to an offer by Nissan North America of a

Gentile's

compliance with

in the record,

is

s 3_A., for which there is

evidence

As discussed,
is the ratio ofthe number ofNissan's

‘regislrntinn r/freiivenessn

registration effectiveness

sold to customers located in a dealer‘s [Primary Market Area]
(i.e.,

registrations), regardless

of which dealer sold them, to
Market

the expected registrations of Nissans in the [Primary

Area]." [Emphasis by Ralph cientile.) There are two niain
problems with this contention, First, the Division detemtined
that sales effectiveness, not registration effectiveness,

was the

appropriate standard to measure Gentile Nissan's compliance

with *735
That

is

practice,

Section 3 of the term dealership agreement.

certainly a reasonable construCttOr\

of industry

and, therefore, under due-weight deference,

is
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Inc.

ii.

State, Div. of

Hearings and Appeals, 334 Wis.2d 712 (2011)

sou N.W.2d 555, 2011 wt App as
binding on

us.

“similarly situated dealers,"

Indeed, Ralph Gentile's eitpert witness at the

know, this
one form or
I

[regional sales effectiveness] calculation in

another."

22 Second under our de riovo review of the agreement, the
whole thrust of Section 3 is, as the section's heading says,

ll

command

To read

that Gentile Nissan “shall actively

promote through

own

its

Section 3's

customers located

to

25 It niay bc, in light of the legislature's use of the
phrase “in this state" in wls. STAT. § 2lx.0l2s(s) but

1i

not in

ignore Whether Gentile Nissan actually sold Nissan vehicles

would transronn the dealership agreement
advenising. As Nissan Nonh America

1l

was a

into

meant

one for inere

WIS. STAT. § 218.0ll6(1)(i) 1.2i,
to encompass out-of-state dealers

misinterpreted the requirement in WIS.
(i)

l

.a that the

that

STAT,

the

company

Division

§ 2| 8.01 l6(l)

Inca.

“treatment in enforcing" the sales-effectiveness

[be] discriminatory

compared

was not

to similarly situated

statute,“

contends that

“[s]cvcral [out-of-state] dcalcrs had lower sales penetration

15,

Ralph Gentile points out

that the legislature did not specify in § 218.01 l6(1)(l)1.a that

was

could have, and as

it

restricted to

did in wls.

Wisconsin dealers, as

STAT.

§ 2l8.t)l25(5),

dealers in this state."

wls. STAT.

lt

also

M561

"reasonable."

Wisconsin law forccd an automobile
criteria,

xee Heal)»

irt

v.

another state

Beer

Institute.

that

effectively selling ears, the Division's restriction

reasonable, “not contrary to the clear meaning of the

and Ralph Gentlle‘s interpretation

'l

15,

‘"

see

323 Wis.2d

was
at

"sax

Volt/0

304, 779 N.W.2(l

at

is

nut “more

Tmrks. 2010

WI

428.

”739 Order aftim1ed,

by
All Citations

argues that even though

§ l35.0z<4)ta) also uses the stand-alone

is

it

using the phrase “similarly situated franchised motor vehicle
8

rcsult if a

to either terminate dealerships

reasonable."

than Gentile, but, unlike Gentile, were not terminated by

“similarly situated“

it

of the “similarly situated" mandate to Wisconsin dealers

from the “similarly situated" population.

sziles."

if

275 (1929), or torego terniinating a wiseonsin dealer

is

Nissan for unsatisfactory

2l8.0ll6(l)li)1a

491 U.S. 324, 336—337, 109 S.Ct. 2491, 105 L.Ed.2d

dealers“ by excluding *73ts non-Wisconsin Nissan dealers
It

of§

based on Wisconsin-law

provisions in Gcntilc Nissan‘s tenn dealership agrccmcnt

must “not

IIOVD,’

of the serious federal commerce-clause problems

might

that

Ralph Gentile argues

not de

is

interpretation

“just provocation."

D. Dite Regard tn the Equities.

24

the legislature

in the due-regard-

But our review, as we have already
under the applicable due—weight—
deference standard of review, we must ztfﬁmi the Division's
seen,

ln light

1i

thzit

to-the-equities analysis.

piihily observes,

car dealer, not an advertising agency."

23 The Division properly found

[I2]

v.

franchisee),

and effectively

within the Dealer's Primary Market Area" as license to

“Gentile

Ltd.

Inca,

advertising and sales proinotion

of Nissan vehicles

activities the sale

Agri~Sy.t'temx,

No. 8l£—352, 1982 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 18400, *30 (W.D.Wis.l982) (assuming that 0ut—of—
state franchisees were “similarly situated" to an in—state

Southwestern Porcelain,

marketing obligations are focused on the dealer

successfully selling Nissan vehicles.

Advanced

clause not discussed];

the dcalcr's “Vehicle Sales Responsibilities" (bottling in
original); the

hztve construed that

see Wiseohsin
Mutt: Network, IIIL‘ tr Muzak Llti Purlrltirshtp, 322 Fsupp.
1332, 1337 (E.D.Wis.l992] (assuming that an out-of-state
licensee was "similarly situated“ to an instate licensee, but
ﬁnding no r111 disparate treatment) (commerce elause
not discussed), it/7&1 5 F.3d 21s (7th Cir.l993) (commerce

hearing testitied, albeit apparently reluctantly. that "[m]0St"

automobile manufacturers “make, as far as

two courts

phrase to eneonipass out—of—state dealers.“

334 Wis.2d 712, 800 N.W.2d 555, 2011

phrase

WI App 98

Footnotes

T
1

Review ﬁled June 22, 2011.
changes in corporate structure affect the issues on this appeal. Accordingly, we
ignore those changes. WISCONSIN STAT. ch. 218, which, among other things, regulates motor vehicle dealers in this
Petition tor

None

of the parties contend that the

state.

recognizes

relationship

that.

as used

in

that chapter. the

between manufacturers,

wo rd

“

distributors, importers

means a contract that describes the tranchise
and dealers." WIS. STAT. § 218.0101 (1 ).

‘[a]greement'
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lrlc. v.

State, Div. of

Hearings and Appeals, :34 wis.2d 112 (2011)

son N W.2d 5512011 WI App as
Presumably, the Division is referring to the January 3, 2007, letter terminating Gentile Nissan's dealership, after the
requisite time within which to cure the alleged breach of the dealership agreement, which was triggered by lhe .lune
30, 2006, letter.

As we see later in 1H1 21-22, we reject Ralph

Gentile's contention that Section 3 only obligated Gentile Nissan to “promote”
Nissan vehicles, not sell them.
Thus, Ralph Gentile argues that because Gentile Nissan had a higher percentage of sales within its Primary Market Area
when compared to Gentile Nissan's national sales (for 2006: ofGentile Nissan's total sales of217, 182 were sales within its
Primary Market Area) than did another Nissan dealerin southeastern Wisconsin (for2006: ofGordie Boucher's total sales
of615, 222 were sales within its Primary Market Area), it successfully fulfilled its obligation to promote Nissan vehicles in
its Primary Market Area. As noted in the main text, however, this argument ignores lhe fact as found by the Division that
Gentile Nissan's sales effectiveness was inadequate; it was an inadequacy that would have been ameliorated if Gentile
Nissan had been as successful promoting the sales of Nissan vehicles in its Primary Market Area as it contends it was.
Ralph Gentile also argues that Gentile Nissan was adversely affected by matters beyond its control because it was the
“only
Nissan dealer in the Racine/Kenosha [Primary Market Area], while several competitive brands had two or more
dealers in the [Primary MarketArea]." First, Ralph Gentile does not explain how this Nissan “monopoly” forGentile Nissan
hurts its efforts to sell Nissan vehicles. Second, it also does not explain how or why that non-Nissan competition differed
from general automobile competition in the areas against which Gentile Nissan's sales effectiveness was measured. See
Vesely v. security First National Bank of Sheboygan Trusl oept, 12a wis.2d 246, 255 n. 5, sbi N.W.2d 593, 598 n. 5
(Ct.App.1985) (We will not address arguments that are not sufﬁciently developed.).
The conditions (a) through (d) are:
(a) comply with [Nissan North America]'s net working capital, net worth requirements as speciﬁed in section 6.5
and in amount not less than the Guides therefor as speciﬁed in the Final Article of this Agreement;
(b) Provide [Nissan North America], on or before the tenth day of each month, on such forms as may be designated
by [Nissan North America], with the ﬁnancial and operating statement speciﬁed in Section 6.G.1 of the Standard

Provisions;

New Dealership Facilities are required under Article Twelﬂh (d), below:
Complete the acquisition and installation, at the New Dealership Facilities, of signs, furniture, furnishings, tools
and equipment as required by [Nissan North America] for Dealer's New Dealership Facilities;
(ii) Employ that number of qualified persons to operate the dealership required by [Nissan Nonh America] for
Dealers New Dealership Facilities:

(c)

If

(i)

(iii)

Comply with all other [Nissan North America]'s requirements for Dealerto operate the New Dealership Facilities

and
(iv)

qualify in

all

other respects for a Nissan Dealer Sales

comply with all federal, state and

local

govemmental

8.

Service Agreement;

licensing

and other requirements for Dealerto do business

as an Authorized Nissan Dealer at the New Dealership Facilities;
(d) New Dealership Facilities (or upgrade to existing Dealership Facilities, if applicable);
Ralph Gentile misreads what would happen if Gentile Nissan did use its “best efforts‘ pursuant to the amendment to
Arlicle Twelfth of the term dealership agreement when it asserts that if Gentile Nissan used its “best efforts" Nissan North
America would be "requir[ed] to renew." As we see, however, Article Twelfth provided that if Gentile Nissan satisfied
in that Article, Nissan North America “rrlay offer to enter into as of such date a Nissan Dealer
Service Agreement." (Emphasis added.) Generally “may” means the action is permissive, not mandatory. See
Mercantile Contract Purchase Corp. v. Melnlck, 47 Wis.2d 580, 590, 177 N.W.2d B58, 863 (1970) (statutory construction).

the conditions expressed

Sales

Si

WISCONSIN STAT. § 218.01 25(5) reads in full:
A manufacturer, importer or distributor who
amount the dealer charges

to

have violated

its

this section

competitive to the

other
if

retail

fails to

compensate a dealer

the manufacturer, importer or distributor

amounts charged

same

for parts at

an amount not

less than the

sen/ice customers for parts used to perform similarwork shall not be found

to retail service

customers by other

when used by those dealers

shows

that the

amount

is

not reasonably

similarly situated franchised

motor vehicle

perform similar work.
WISCONSIN STAT. § 135.02(4) deﬁnes “good cause" for the Wisconsin Fair Dealership Law. It reads, as material:
“Good cause" means:
dealers

in this

state for the

parts

to

by a dealer to comply substantially with essential and reasonable requirements imposed upon the dealer
by the grantor, or sought to be imposed by the grantor, which requirements are not discriminatony as compared with
requirements imposed on other similarly situated dealers either by their terms or in the manner of their enforcement.

(a) Failure
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Inc. v. State, Div. of

Hearings and Appeals, 334 Wis.2d 112 (2011)

aoo N w.2e sss, 2011 WI App es
Inc., 491 U.S. 324, 336e337, 109 S.Ct. 2491, 105 L.Ed.2d 275 (1989) explained how a state law
might impermissibly impinge on interstate eommeree:
Taken together, our cases conceming the extraterritorlal effects of state economic regulation stand at a minimum for
the (allowing propositions: First, the “Commerce Clause
precludes the application of a state statute to commerce
that takes place wholly outside of the State's borders, whether or not the commerce has effects within the State,"

10

Healy v. Beer Institute,

and, speciﬁcally, a State

use

in

may not adopt legislation

that

has the

other states." Second, a statute that directly controls

practical effect of establishing “a scale of prices for

commerce occurring wholly

State exceeds the inherent limits of the enacting State's authority and

is invalid

outside the boundaries of a
regardless of whether the statute's

reach was intended by the legislature. The critical inquiry is whether the practical effect ofthe regulation
conduct beyond the boundaries of the Statet Third, the practical effect of the statute must be evaluated
not only by considering the consequences of the statute itself, but also by considering how the challenged statute
may interact with the legitimate regulatory regimes of other States and what effect would arise if not one, but many
or every, State adopted similar legislation. Generally speaking, the Commerce clause protects against inconsistent
legislation arising from the proieotien of one state regulatory regime into the jurisdiction et another state.
(Quoted sources and internal citations omitted; ellipsis in original.) Significantly, both Wl'sconsl'n Music Network, inc. v.
Muzak Ltd. Partnership, 522 F.Supp. 1332, 1337 (E.D.Wis.1992), aff'd 5 F.3d 218 (7th Cir.1993) and Advanced AgriSystenls, Ltd. v. Southwestem Porcelain, Inc., No. 81eCe35Z, 1982 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 18400, “SO (W.D.Wls.1982), relied
on by Ralph Gentile, did not even discuss, no less decide, whether the commerce clause prohibited the eXtra-territorial
reach of Wisconsin's Fair Dealership Law to affect out-of-state dealers. Ralph Gentile also cites Forest Home Dodge,
Inc. v. Karns, 29 Wis.2d 78, 93-94, 138 N.W.2d 214, 222 (1965) (A statute that prohibited an automobile manufacturer
from applying for a Wisconsin dealership did not place an “undue” burden on interstate commerce so as to violate the
commerce clause when the manufacturer could accomplish the same thing by buying an existing dealership), and
Vl/isconsin Truck Center, inc. v. Volvo Whlte Truck Corp, 692 F.Supp. 1010, 1017-1018 (W.D.Wis.198B) (upholding
the then existing Wisconsin Motor Vehicle Dealership Law against a challenge that it violated the commerce clause
by limiting the rights of out—of—state distributors to terminate Wisconsin dealers) (“Volvo GM's absurd contention that
the [Wisconsin Metor Vehicle Dealership Law] prohibits ‘newly appointed distributors’ lrem ever terminating dealers
is apparently the heart of this twisted analysis"), affd in pan‘ rel/‘d in part, by unpublished order. 894 F.2d 1338
(Table) (7th Cir.1990) (afﬁrming district court‘s mling that nondiscriminatory withdrawal from market did not violate
Wisconsin's then—extant Motor Vehicle Dealer Law; reversing district court's denial of attorney fees) (constitutional
issue not discussed) (unpublished order net available en Wesllaw, but is on file with the clerk of the court of appeals),
in support of its proposition that some Wisconsin laws can affect interstate commerce without violating the commerce
clause. Of course. Unlike those cases (where the focus was mainly on what an out-of-state company could or could
not do in affecting the rights of Wisconsin oompanies), however, if Ralph Genti|e's “similarly situated" argument was
applied here, Wisconsin's law would, as noted in the main body of this opinion, force an automobile company to either
terminate dealerships in another state based on Wisconsin-law criteria, or forego terminating a Wisconsin dealer that
could not sell cars. This would give Wisconsin law a more signiﬁcant extra-territorial effect than there was in the cases
upon which Ralph Gentile relies. We note, though, that we do not decide the constitutional issue; we merely hold that
given the potential commerce-clause problems, the Division's interpretation of WIS. STAT §2ia.u11e(1)(i)1.a was,
in light of the section's clear language, “reasonable.”
extraterritorial
is

to control

,

End

of

Document

2';

2016

Thtiiiisoii Retiteis

No

tiaiivi to Ofiglrlﬂl

Us

severiimerit

Works
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‘Before the

N..§H-

33
In the Matter

MOTOR "VEHICLE INDUSTRY BOARD
Hayes Safety Building
D3305
Drive, "Concord,

James

.Ha~zen

of.:

‘

Seacoast Imported Auto,

No. 04-O6 et al

d/b/a Nissan of Stratham, Docket

Inc..

(

(Termination Protest‘; Prohibited Conduct)

DECISION AND ORDER

~

gyx Christopher Casko, Chair; Archie Burnett, Robert

Copeland, and William Fenollosa, Board Members

Not Participating: William Perry, Lloyd Freese, and Walter
McCarthy
.

Appearances‘: Gregory A. Holmes, Esq.., Elizabeth M.. Leonard,
for Seacoast Imported Auto, Inc. d/b/a Nissan of

Esq..

Stratham
William N, Berkowit.z., Esq..., Justin M. O’Sullivan, Esq",
Cecil Davis, Esq. for Nissan North America, Inc.

PROCEDURAL HISTORY
This proceeding began on or about June

Seacoast Imported Auto,
_('“.Seacoast'”)

filed

-a

d-/b/a

Inc..,,

protest

lwith

.29.,

Nissan of Stratham

the

Ne-w

Hampshire Motor

Vehicle Industry Board (“Board”) Qursuant to
1,,

RSA

35'/—C:

3,,

II(d)<,

RSA

III(c), ‘RSA 357—C:3,, III

(n)

3‘57—C:

3,,

2004 when

I1I(b),,,

and RSA 357—C:7.

‘RSA

RSA

357—C: 3.,
35'7—C::3_.,

Seacoast

alleged that the manuiacturer, Nissan North America, Inc”,
(“Nissan”) engaged in unfair and deceptive practices,

engaged in conduct that was arbitrary, in bad faith and
1

,
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unconscionable, coerced Seacoast to change its location
unreasonably, and to enter into a dealership agreement,

impose unreasonable restrictions on the sale of the

-

dealership, and terminate the franchise without good cause..
This resulted from Nissan"s issuance of a termination

notice on/or about June
V(a).,

.2004

2.,

pursuant to RSA

357—C::7,,

The matter proceeded through various hearing steps

but was set aside by the Board due to Nissa-n”s non-

complying notice of default for failing to provide a 180day cure period by order dated May

6.,

2005..

Nissan

appealed such order and the Superior Court remanded the
case back to the Board by order dated January 12, 2006..

Thereafter, Nissan issued a July

Default and an April
.Seacoast_

17,,

8.,

.2006 Notice of

2005 Notice of

Termination to

.Seacoast filed a second tennination protest with

the Board on or about May

9,,

2006 alleging the same

.statutory violations as the initial protest with additional

allegations of violations of RSA

357—C::3.,

change in .Seacoast"5 market

without good

357—C::7 due

ar-ea

III(0) ‘Claiming a
cause.,

RSA

to termination based on the dualled nature of

the dealership, and RSA 357-0: 3.,‘ I and RSA 357—C: 3,, III

(n)

for failing to inform Seacoast of the prior dealer”s fraud
and lack of market penetration but then agreeing to remove
the exclusivity requirement from the proposed dealership
1
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agreement which induced Seacoast to invest $2.5 million but
then refusing to execute the franchise agreement.

Such

protests resulted in substantial efforts by the parties to
Despite these -efforts, the

resolve their differences..

parties were unable to negotiate a settlement.
Thereafter, on or about July

1'5,

2008,,

Seacoast filed

its third protest with the Board alleging an additional

violation of RSA

357—C::

‘exclusivity policy.

3.,

I

by arbitrary application of its

This related to Nissan's refusal to

allow Seacoast to sell the dealership and move it to a site

in Epping, New

I-lampshir-e_

On or about September

2,,

2008 Nissan filed a motion

entitled: “MOTION OF NISSAN NORTH AMERICA TO STRIKE ALL

REFERENCES TO SETTLEMENT COMMUNICATIONS CONTAINED IN THE
JULY 15, 2008 PROTEST,” which the Board denied after a

hearing on December-12, 2008 by order dated December
.2008..

l8,,

Thereafter, the Board conducted a hearing on

outstanding discovery issues on August

27,, .2009

an order to resolve such on October

.2009 and a

was developed

‘to

5,,

and issued

timeline

.schedule the case for final hearing.

-Discovery was completedand the Board held a final

hearing which the parties agreed consolidated all prior
cases filed in this matter on February

3

8

and

9‘,

2010.
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Nissan introduced the testimony of Mark Grimm,
President, Nissan Canadaf, Al Castingetti, Vice President

&

General Manager, Nissan Division., Nissan North America, and
Sharif Farhat, an automotive dealer network expert from
Urban Science Applications.

In addition, Nissan- introduced

the depositions of Joseph Trebes., Donna Martinez, Eric
Rogers, Carlos Alvarez, and Rudy Guillen and the affidavits
of William Bergmann and Kitty Spencer..

V

_

Seacoast introduced the testimony of Roger Groux,
President of Seacoast, and Alan Gladkowski, salesperson for
Seacoast and the deposition of James Lurvey and portions of
depositions of Joseph
Grimm.

Al Castingetti, and Mark

_Trebes,,

_

Moreover, Nissan introduced

4

bound volumes of exhibits

marked A through RRRRRR and separate exhibits SSSSSS‘,
TTTTTT and UUUUUU..

Seacoast introduced 1 bound volume of

exhibits marked 1 through 126 and a series of photographs
mar-ked l27_

All exhibits were admitted into -evidence"

‘Both parties submitted requests of

proposed findings of

fact and rulings of law which have been considered by the
Board in reaching this decisiom

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Description of the Parties: Seacoast is a New Hampshire
corporation, owned entirely by Roger Groux ("‘Gr0ux”)..
4
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Seacoast operates its Nissan dealership at 34 Portsmouth

Avenue in Stratham, NH at the same location as a Honda

dealership also owned by Groux.
Nissan is

a

California corporation and is the exclusive

distributor of Nissan brand motor vehicles and parts
through a network of independent dealers throughout the
United States, including New Hampshire.

Seacoast alleges that Nissan has not

Position of Seacoast:

acted in good faith and that there was
terminate the franchise.

‘not

good cause to

Moreover‘, it argues that Nissan‘

engaged in prohibited conduct in that it arbitrarily
applied its exclusivity policy and engaged in bad faith and
i

unconscionable conduct.

Nissan alleges that it has good cause

Position of Nissan:

to terminate based on chronically poor sales performance
and the failure of Seacoast to designate an approved

executive manager exclusively devoted to the Nissan
dealership.

'

-

FINDINGS OF FACT

-The parties have filed Proposed Findings of Fact and

Rulings of Law which the Board has considered.

To the

extent that there may be inconsistencies between those

findings and rulings and the -following, this order shall be
controlling.
5
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On December 31, 1998, Seacoast entered into an Asset

Purchase Agreement to acquire the Nissan dealership assets
of Nissan of Exeterr.

Exhibit

3..

Seacoast moved the Nissan

dealership into the same building as its Honda dealership
at 34 Portsmouth Avenue in Stratham, and planned to expand

the facility to accommodate and sell both brands.
RRR7 Exhibit

3..

Exhibit

Seacoast purchased the dealership from

‘Robert Campellone who conducted business as Nissan of

Exeter (“Exeter”_)..

Seacoast"s Proposed Findings of Fact

and Rulings of Law (“Seacoas-t's Findings")at paragraph

.25..

Unbeknownst to Groux at the time of the purchase, Exeter
had sent a fraudulent recall notice to customers in an

effort to generate business for the service department in
1997'.

Exhibit 51.
‘

As part of its application to Nissan, Seacoast submitted

documents indicating that it expected to sell 300 new
Nissan vehicles and spend $327,550 on Nissan advertising in

the first year“

Nissan approved the application and the

parties -entered into a Nissan Dealer Term Sales and Service

Agreement (“Dealer Agreement”) in the hope-of qualifying
for a perpetual franchise agreement later.

Nissan's

‘Requested Findings of Fact (“Nissan"s Facts”) at paragraph
6.

This isvthe only agreement ever reached due to an

6
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Ongoing dispute over the terms to be included in a
perpetual dealership agreement.
The Dealer Agreement obligated Seacoast to actively and

effectively promote the sale of Nissan vehicles within its

Primary Market Area

Exhibit

(“PMA”)..

B..

A PMA is

a

geographic area comprised of census tracts that Nissan
assigns.

Nissan's Facts at paragraph

8.

Nissan assigns

PMA’s the same way for every Nissan dealer in the United
States and such method is accepted within the automotive
industry.

Transcript Day l

(“Tr..

I”) at pages l5l—l52..

_

Moreover, in the Dealer Agreement, Nissan was given the

right to change the PMA periodically.

Exhibit B.

changed the market area twice, in

and 2004.

C.

.2002

Nissan

Exhibit

The 2004 changes were caused by Nissan's nationwide

changes based on year 2000 census data.

Exhibit D.

Under the Deal-er Agreement‘, Nissan was given the right

to evaluate Seacoast"s sales performance ‘based on

reasonable criteria to be developed by Nissan.

Exhibit E.

In addition, Nissan reserved the right to terminate the

franchise agreement if .Seacoast substantially failed to

satisfy its sales responsibility for Nissan vehicles.
Exhibit

B..

Another essential term of the agreement contained a
requirement of Seacoast to hire and retain a qualified
7
\
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Executive Manager, acceptable to, and approved by, Nissan..
Exhibit B.

Seacoast never obtained an approved Executive

Manager devoted exclusively to the sale of new Nissan
vehicles.
In addition, the dealer agreement required Seacoast to

have a fixed wall to separate its Honda and Nissan
showrooms.

Exhibit

B..

Seacoast notified Nissan that it

would have a wall with planters on

top’.

Tr..

I at 115..

Groux renovated the dealership to accommodate the

addition of the Nissan brand, spending
to do

so..

Tr..

to $3 million

This substantially increased

I at 294-295»

the size of the dealership.

$2..5

Although Groux missed the

original construction deadline of June

l.,

.2001,

agreed to an extension until February 28,

2002..

Construction was completed in 2002..

Nissan
Exhibit

M.

Both parties

understood the dualled nature of the dealership, although
they disputed the nature of the fixed

wall..

The Dealership Agreement‘ also provided that Seacoast

must obtain approval from Nissan to sell the dealership to
a

third party.

It further provided that Nissan could

condition a sale of the dealership on a location consistent
with a market study to determine the best location for a

Nissan dealership.

Exhibit B.

\

3
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Nissan conducted such market study which recommended,
that within Seacoast’s PMA, an exclusive facility on Route
108 was preferable.

On or about March

Exhibit

J.

2002, Nissan made Seacoast an

26.,

offer of a standard Nissan Dealer Sales

&

Service Agreement

and Seacoast objected the a right of first refusal in the

dealership property-, and therefore, rejected the offer.
The parties continued to negotiate a new agreement but were

unable to do so and continued to operate under the original
Dealer Agreement.

During its term as

a

Nissan dealer, Seacoast

consistently demonstrated poor sales performance and a lack
of effort in making Nissan sales‘.

For example, dealer

operations manager Rudy Guillen (“DOM”), testified in his

deposition concerning an incident where he had to intervene
to sell a new Nissan Xterra vehicle to a customer whom the
Seacoast salespeople-ignored.
of the new

Xterrato the

Guillen completed the sale

customer. while

salespeople sat at a desk.

.2

Seacoast

Guillen deposition at 36-37..

Also, ‘he testified concerning derogatory comments about the

Nissan brand by Seacoast salespeople.
at 40.

Guillen deposition

Such demonstrates an intentional lack of effort

selling new Nissan vehicles which harmed Nissan sales and

contributed to poor performance.
9
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Seacoast never sold 300 vehicles in a year as it stated
it could sell in the first year.

Seacoast"s yearly Nissan

sales are as follows:

Exhibit

2001

134

2002

137

2003

137

.2004

222

2005

190

32006

179

2007

146

2008

128

2009

78

Average

GGG..

1513

These are substantially less than the 300 promised sales

per year as outlined in Seacoast"s dealer application.
average sales per month were

l3..3

from 2001 to

The

2008..

Exhibit U and PP.
Nissan"s sales evaluation criteria is "the dealer's sales

penetration within its PMA. ‘Exhibit B.

Sales penetration

calculates a ‘Nissan dealer's new vehicle sales as a

percentage of the registrations of all competitive makes in
the dealer"s

PMA..

Tr..

I at 166..

Thereafter, to determine

sales effectiveness, the average sales penetration is
10
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compared to other dealers in its region.

Exhibit BBBBB..

Seacoast is within the Northeast region, which consists of
190 dealers.

Nissan calculates a dealer's

Exhibit BBBBB.

sales penetration as a percentage of regional average sales

penetration.

Exhibit BBBBB.

Retail Sales Effectiveness

This calculation is known as

(“RSE’;)..

A dealer who makes

sufficient sales will make the sales necessary to achieve

regional average sales penetration, the dealer's RSE is 100
percent.

This is comparable to a “C” sales grade.

dualled dealers have achieved 100 percent

‘RSE.

Many

Tr. I at

95-96..

Seacoast's sales penetration

-was

substantially lower

than other dealers between 2001 and 2008 as outlined below:

'

‘

r

.2001

[2001

/

NH Dealer

Sencoast’s 'Sa‘les

=Other

%Penetz1atiog_

‘Salgs Penetrating;

Northeast Region
Penetration

‘Sales

‘Seacoast’-s

Re

Sales’Effectiv

3.0%

9.0%

9.4%

33.7%

10%

s.9%

9.4%

34.3%

2.2%

7.5%

8.4%

29.8%

4.0%

8.7%

19.6%

44.2%

35%

-9.4%

105%

131.2%

zoos

\

2004

I

zoos

i

2006

I

3.2%

8.9%

10.4%

325%

2007

i

2.9%

9.9%

10.8%

28.9%

11008

l

2.4%

10.2%

11.1%

23.1%

\

Exhibit BBBBB

'11
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Moreover, Seacoast's low sales numbers are demonstrated
by its RSE which has always been among the lowest in New

Hampshire and the Northeast Region, and well below the 100

percent benchmark.

Such figures are outlined below:

*Seac0asﬂs RetailSales
Effectiveness

NH Rank

ﬁortheast Region Rank

33.7%

9 ofll

179-of 188

I2001

i

2002

}

34.3%

10 0f11

180 of189

2003

\

29.8%

11of11

186of189

2004

I

44.3%

9 of'11

174 0f188

2005

i

37.3%

11 of 11

184 of 190

2006

|

525%

10 of11

2007

I

289%

10 0f10

187 0f191

|

13.1%

10of1O

19Oof191

200:;

Exhibit BBBBB.

'

184 of190

'

In addition, while Seacoast indicated in its application

that it would spend $327,550 per year for Nissan vehicle
advertising, it spent significantly less., averaging $40,741

per year between 2001 and

2008..

Exhibit HHH.

Also,

Seacoast continued to use an old, obsolete ‘Nissan sign to

identify the dealership, the only dealership in the country
to do so.

>

Nissan made many suggestions to Seacoast to help it
improve sales performance including maintaining an
exclusive Nissan dedicated sales staff and manager, install
11
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a sign

with the updated Nissan logo, increas e advertising,

structure employee pay to encourage Nissan

s ales,

increase

inventory for better selection, improve empl oyee’s
attitudes towards Nissan, and for Groux to t ake a more
active role in operations.

Seacoast, howeve r, failed to

implement any of these suggestions.

The low sales numbers

caused Nissan to lose thousands of sales of new Nissan

vehicles in Seacoast's PMA between.200l and 2008"
Nissan issued several notices of default and termination
and provided Seacoast with time to cure its deficient sales

performance.

Seacoast"s performance only s1 ightly

increased during the first cure period"

Tr“ I at B3~84“

The basis of the termination was unsatisfact ory sales

penetration and the failure to appoint a qua lified
executive manager"
In 2005, Seacoast located

a

buyer interes ted in

purchasing the franchise and moving it to EpP ing, New
Hampshire"

based on

_

a

Exhibit MM"

Nissan did not appr ove the move

market study that suggested that the best site

was located on Route 108 in the -existing Exe ter PMA.

Exhibit NN_
Moreover” in 2005 Seacoast proposed to mo ve into an
exclusive Nissan dealership location and pur chased property

for that purpose at 43 Portsmouth Avenue in Stratham.

B
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Nissan did not approve this move because in Nissan's
opinion, Seacoast’s sales performance did not justify such
move.

Notwithstanding the disapproval, Groux pursued

special permits and approvals from the town to move the

dealership to 43 Portsmouth Avenue.

During that time, the

parties continued to attempt to resolve thisi dispute and

resolve the pending termination protests.

The parties,

however, did not reach a settlement.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In order to terminate Seacoast’s Nissan franchise,

Nissan must prove, by a preponderance of the evidence, that
it acted in good faith, that all notice requirements have

been satisfied, and that there exists good cause for the
termination.

RSA 357—C::7,

Moreover, to prevail
Seacoast must prove, by

on‘

a

Mvi 208.12

IV';

(b),.

its claim of prohibited conduct,

preponderance of the -evidence,

that Nissan engaged in unfair business practice as defined

by RSA 357—C: 3,,

I

through

IV:;

Mvi 209. 01..

Based on the manifest weight of the evidence presented,
the Board rules that Nissan has sustained its burden of
;proof..

Also, based on the evidence, Seacoast has failed to

sustain its burden of proof on its claims under RSA 35'7C: 3.

14
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Nissan provided notice of deficient performance and its
intent to terminate to Seacoast on June

required by RSA

357—C-:7.,

I

(a)..

2,

2004, as

Although the Board set

aside the first protest based on the first notice, the

Superior Court reversed.

Thereafter, Nissan issued

subsequent termination notices which contained the

appropriate cure period requirements.

Therefore, it

satisfied the statutory notice requirement.

The Board

rules that sales performance, as reasonably and objectively

defined by Nissan in the Dealer Agreement, which it clearly
articulated to Seacoast, is a reasonable and material
element of such agreement, and that Seacoast"s performance,

by any reasonable measure, was substandard.

Consequently,

Nissan acted in good faith and had good cause to terminate
the franchise under RSA 357—C:7,

IV..

At the beginning of the parties" relationship, Nissan
set forth reasonable sales expectations and the method

by

which they would be measured in the Dealer Agreement.
Nissan, through its DOMs., reinforced these objectives and

the required sales goals repeatedly to 'Groux and Seacoast

employees like James Lurvey., the general manager of the
dealership, and provided many reasonable suggestions to

Seacoast to improve its performance, all of which went
unheeded.
15
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The evidence establishes that Nissan has good cause for

termination because Seacoast has not substantially complied
with reasonable performance criteria established by Nissan..
RSA

357~—C.:7,

Il(a) and RSA 357-027, II(b)

(3)..

Seacoast’s

perpetually poor performance was reviewed by Nissan"s exert
witness, Sharif Farhat, Vice—President of Expert Services
for Urban Science Applications.

Mrs 'Farhat"s testimony was

previously accepted and given significant weight by the
Board inlthe case of Lakes Subaru, Ltd,

No..

where the Board upheld the non—renewa1 of
Subaru dealer for poor sales performance.

a

0080,

(5/1/O0),

New Hampshire
Mr. Farhat is a

nationally recognized authority in the area of dealer

network planning, part of which is assessing dealership
performance.

He has 23 years of experience and has been

certified as an expert witness 80 different times,

approximately 15 to 20 being sales based termination cases
in state and federal courts, administrative agencies, and

before motor vehicle boards.

In fact, the majority of his

work as an expert witness has been done before
administrative agencies and boards.
In this case, the Board finds

ML

'

Farhat"s testimony

compelling and credible, and his lengthy analysis

-

establishes that the termination in this case is warranted,

objectively based, and not motivated by bias or prejudice
15
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against Groulx because he “pushed back” against Nissan
after refusing to accept Nissan's dealer agreement terms..
Mr. Farhat's testimony provides substantial weight that in

this termination Nissan acted in good faith, satisfied the

notice requirements, and that there was good cause for
termination..

Specifically, Nissan"s method of assigning and using
PMAs and RSE to measure performance is recognized and is
one used within the automotive industry and is standard

practice.

It is a practice used by various manufacturers

to evaluate dealer performance.

This method is applied

throughout the country by Nissan to all of its dealers.
Such evidences that its treatment of Seacoast was not

arbitrary.
The methodology that

Mr..

Farhat used in reaching his

conclusion that Nissan properly terminated Seacoast, has
been recognized and accepted by court" s,, administrative
agencies, and this Board.

He concluded that the

performance by Seacoast has been significantly lower than
what was required by Seacoast"s Dealer Agreement with
Nissan.

Mr. I‘arhat"s testimony indicates that Seacoast"s

performance was grossly and blatantly inadequate based on
the data that he -evaluated.

The requirements of the Dealer

Agreement were reasonable and conservative.
17
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concluded that the ‘performance factors were operational in
nature, and well within Seacoast's control, and .were not

caused by factors outside of its control, like a failure to
obtain proper inventory from Nissan.

Moreover, the

evidence presented shows that Nissan/s allocation system
for vehicles was fair and objective, and that Nissan did
not manipulate Seacoast’s allocations to harm Seacoast.

In

addition, there were several examples of DOMs assisting

Seacoast in obtaining desirable vehicles to ensure that
The Board finds

Seacoast had adequate Nissan inventory.

that Seacoast had proper inventory in order to ‘make

sufficient

sa1es..

Also, Seacoast was given many opportunities to cure its

poor performance yet failed to do so.

The evidence

demonstrated that Seacoast did not even try to cure its

performance in that it did not implement any of Nissan's
suggestions for improvement, all of which the Board finds
were reasonable‘.

.

Also, since .2004, sales of Nissan brand vehicles have

been trending upward, while during the same time,‘ Seacoast
sales trended downward.

On average, New Hampshire Nissan

deal-ers achieve 98% of region sales average, and several

have exceeded such average.

For example, Port City Nissan

in Portsmouth has reached 258 percent of the region average
12'
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for sales penetration, further demonstrating that the 100

percent percentage is only average, and that performance
above such average is attainable.
Moreover, Mr. Farhat explained the impact that

Seacoast’s sales performance had on Nissan's overall sales.
He pointed out that this performance caused Nissan to lose

many sales to other brands in Seacoast’s PMA.

This caused

significant harm to the Nissan brand in this marketplace.
Also, Seacoast’s sales performance represents a significant

loss in revenue for the company.

For example, during its

time as a Nissan dealer, Seacoast has lost an estimated

2529 sales.

Therefore, based on the sales statistics, it

is clear that Seacoast did not actively and effectively

promote Nissan sales within‘ the PMA for which it was
responsible under the Dealer Agreement‘.

In some instances,

other Nissan dealers sold twice as many vehicles within

Seacoast’s PMA as Seacoast

did..

‘Seacoast argues that the termination is

basedon many

other nonfperformance related reasons, and that ‘Nissan

engaged_in unfair business practices and bad faith conduct.
It also alleges that its sales performance was caused by

factors beyond Seacoast"s control.
First, Seacoast alleges that Nissan attempted to coerce
it into becoming an exclusive dealer. >Also., Seacoast
19
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alleges that Nissan coerced and threatened it into becoming
an exclusive Nissan dealer after agreeing to allow it to

dual with Honda.

‘

Next, it alleges that it is moving to

terminate without good cause and not in good faith.

Also,

that Nissan imposed unreasonable restrictions on Seacoast"s

ability to transfer the dealership.

Moreover, that it did

not fail to comply with a material provision of the Dealer

Agreement because it was not given

a

reasonable opportunity

to exert good faith efforts to correct its deficiencies and
that the termination is in fact, based on the dualledl
nature of the dealership.

Also, that Nissan arbitrarily

applied its exclusivity policy.

Moreover, that Nissan

failed to inform Seacoast of the prior dealer's fraudulent
recall notice, agreed to a dual dealership, then allowed
Seacoast to spend

$2..5

million in reliance of such

representation, and then refused a franchise agreement..
The evidence ‘presented does not support these claims.

Based on the testimony of Mr. Grimm and Mr. Castingetti,,
Nissan exhibited remarkable patience with Seacoast during
this often tense dealer/manufacturer relationship.
Moreover, Nissan's DOMs exerted great effort to assist
Seacoast with its operations in order to increase its sales

performance.
is

Groux often proved difficult to work with, as

demonstrated by his failure to implement any of the
20

_
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operational suggestions made‘ by the DOMs,=

Nissan personnel

repeatedly suggested that Seacoast spend more on Nissan
advertising, yet even during the cure periods, Seacoast

spent substantially more on Honda advertising than Nissan.
Mr. Groux’s testimony that the dealership financial

statements did not correctly reflect the amount of money

actually spent on Nissan advertising was not supported by
the other evidence.

As it was facing termination, Seacoast

had a substantial motivation to document every dollar it
spent on Nissan advertising in order to support its theory
of unfair treatment by Nissan, and to enable it to dispute

Nissan's claims that it was not expending sufficient funds
on ‘Nissan advertising.
Also, Nissan continually requested that Seacoast employ

salespeople and an executive manager dedicated to selling

Nissan vehicles yet Seacoast failed to do

Therefore,

so..

'Nissan"s disapproval of the new facility was based on its

belief that Seacoast"’s management was insufficient and did

not warrant

a

new facility rather than due to

to punish Seacoast.

a

motivation

Seacoast’s performance would not

justify a new facility because its
for such new facility.

sal-es

would not even pay

Had Seacoast"s sales performance

improved to an acceptable level, it is reasonable to infer
that’ Nissan would have then approved the move to a new
‘

21
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Nissan has had prior cases where a poor

facility,

performing dealer’s move into a new, exclusive facility
‘

failed to rectify poor sales performance and still resulted
in termination.

See Ralph Gentile, Inc,

v,.

Nissan North

America, InC., No. TR—O7—OO01 (Wis. DAH 12/15/09)..

Consequently, its decision to disallow Seacoast's move had
an objective, reasonable basis.

Moreover, that Nissan continued to work with-Seacoast to

improve performance during the many years that this case
has been pending before the Board suggests that it dealt

objectively and reasonably with Seacoast.

Otherwise, it

would have refused to negotiate, and pushed the case to
That Nissan continued to negotiate, even

final hearing.

while Seacoast continued to harm Nissan"s sales penetration
into the Exeter PMA, further evidences that it treated

Seacoast fairly.
L

\

The Board, after careful review, finds that all

o.f

Seacoast"s claims in this termination are not supported by

the evidence.

Based on the record, the Board finds that

Nissan acted in good faith and had good cause for
termination of the Dealer Agreement with Seacoast under RSA
357—C':7..

The Board further finds that Seacoast's claims of

prohibited conduct under RSA 357—C-:3 are without merit and
accordingly denied.22
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THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that the consolidated

termination protests No. O4-O3, 06-04 and O7/15/08 are
denied; and
,

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Seacoast’s prohibited conduct

claims under RSA 357—C:3 are denied; and
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Nissan shall provide Seacoast

with the payment required under RSA 357-017, VI within 90
days from the date of this order“

By Order of the Board

L/L‘/X

Christopher Casko, Esq., Chair
v

Dated: April 12, 2010

23
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Analysis, H.B. 2559, Z007

TX B. An., H.B. 2559, 2007
Texas

Bill

Analysis,

2007 Regular Session, House

Bill

2559

2007
Texas House

ht‘

Representatives

80th Legislature, 2007 Regular Session

C.S.H.B. 2559
By: Otto
Transportation

Committee Report (Substituted)

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE
The Texas Occupations Code, T\‘ﬂl1SpOft£l\t0ﬂ Code. and Administrative Rules have been interpreted as restricting licensed
Texas franchise and independent automobile dealers from using the Ilitemet to advertise and sell vehicles to buyers who choose
not to visit the dealership‘s licensed and established place of business.
under the current law, existing auto dealers could be deeined to be engaging in offsite sales when they use the lnternet to sell and
ship vehicles to buyers

who never persenally

appears

legitimate dealers fearin g civil or criminal sanctions

at the dealer's

pemlanent showroom or business location. canseqnently,

may be reluctant to adopt competitive online marketing and sales strategies.

CSHB 2559 reiterates the legal requirement for dealers to have an established and pet-rnanent place ofbusiness, which is
approved by the Texas Department of Transportation‘s Motor Vehicles Division, and for which a general distinguishing number
has been issued. This bill clariﬁes that off-site sales are prohibited, but provides licensed dealers a clear exemption to the offsite sales prehibitien for sales and offers of sale that they inake through the Internet to buyers who never visit the dealer's
licensed place of business.

RULEMAKINC AUTHORITY
lt IS

the committee's opinion that this bill does not expressly grant

any additional rulemaking authority

to a state ofticer,

department. agency, or institution.

ANALYSIS
SECTION

1.

Amends

Section 2301.361 of the Occupations

Code

to clarify the deﬁnition

provides that it would not be an offsite sale for a licensed Texas dealer,

who is otherwise

of offsite motor vehicle sales and

fully in

established and permanent plaee er business, to use the lnternet to sell motor vehicles to buyers
at the dealer's

compliance with the law

who

at

an

never physically appear

established and permanent place ofbusiness.

EFFECTIVE DATE
Upon

passage, er. trihe Act does not receive the necessary vote, the Act takes erreet September

1,

2007,

COMPARISON OF ORIGINAL TO SUBSTITUTE
The

substitute ads the

word "advertisement"

so that

it

refers to an “advertisement

on the Intemet..." This language

is

aimed

at

ensuring that advertising violations contained in the Intemet vehicle sales postings are treated the same as advertising violations
in vehicle print or electronic

media, and subject to regulation by the

MVD under their advertising niles.
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Analysis, H.B. 2559, 4/23/2007...

TX B. An., H.B. 2559, 4/23/2007
Texas

Bill

Analysis,

2007 Regular Session, House
April 23,

Bill

2559

2007

Texas Htiuse Research Organization
80th Legislature, 2007 Regular Session

HB 2559
Otto

[CSHB 2559 by l-laggerty)
SUBJECT:

Authority to conduct motor vehicle sales on—line outside ofa dealership

COMMITTEE:
VOTE:
l

nay

--

:2

ayes

Transportation

W Krusee,

W committee

substitute

recommended

Hill-per—Br0wn, Deshetel, l-laggerty,

l-larless, Hill,

Macias,

Murphy

Phillips

WITNESSES: For -- Pedro “Speedy" Gonzales. Red MeCnmbs Automotive Group; Robert McBryde, eBay lne.; Karen Philips‘
Texas Automobile Dealers Association; (Registered, but did not
Thompson, FillServ Group, LTD; Geoff Wulzel, TeehNet)
Against

--

1e.\'1l'}§»:

Beau Rothschild.

New

Car Dealers of Dallas; Jen'y

None

On -- (Registered,

but did not

zeszi/31:

Brett Bray, Texas Dept. of Transportation)

BACKGROUND: Occupations Code, ch. 2301

govems

the sale and lease

Transportation Code, eh. 503 deﬁnes ~~ilealer" as a person
established and permanent leeatien.

general distinguishing iiumher must

who

ufmotor vehicles.

regularly and aetiyely buys, sells, or exchanges vehicles at an

A dealer applying for a general distinguishing number or a wholesale motor vehicle auction
d€l'\‘l0\‘tSIfZl\€

that the location for which the applicant requests the

number

is

an established

and pennanent place of business.

guvems

by an automobile dealer. Under
fIOm a location other than
an established and permanent place of business that has been approved by the Motor Vehicle Division ofthe Texas Department
errranspartatinn (TXDOT) and for \VlllCl1 a general distinguishing nnniber has been issued.

Texas Administrative Code,

Title 43, part

this rule, a dealer is not pcrrnllted

DIGEST:

l,

ch. s, subeh. E, sec. 8.136

under Transportation Code, ch 503

HB Z559 would amend Occupations Code. C11, Z301

an advertisement on the Internet

to a

off-sire sales

to sell or offer for sale vehicles

IO allow 8 dealer 10 sell Or offer a

buyer who never personally appeared

at the dealer's

metnr vehicle

for sale through

established and pennanent place of

business.

A dealer would be allowed to sell or offer to sell a motor iiehiele only from an established and pemlanent place er business that
was approved by TxDOT's Motor Vehicle Division and

for

which a general distinguishing nuniber had been

issued.

The bill would take immediate effect if ﬁnally passed by a two —thirds record vote of the membership of each house. Otherwise,
would take effect September l, 2007.

it
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2559 would help Texas automobile dealers compete with

out—of—state dealers

by speciﬁcally

allowing the online sale of vehicles. Current law has been interpreted to prohibit Texas dealers from selling vehicles over the

lntemet to buyers who never appear personally
to sell
visit a

at the deal ership,

Many dealers could increase their business by using the lnterriet

and ship vehicles to customers who live in distant parts of Texas or out of state. In
dealership in Texas can be a deal—breaker for some customers.

fact, the

requirement to personally

Many industries in recent years have used the lnternet to reach new customers seckin g a quick and convenient way to shop. The
lntemet would be an excellent way for established, licensed dealerships and their customers to conduct negotiations, complete
ﬁnancial transactions. and strange for deliveiy. The
sales

bill

would apply

from Texas dealersltips would generate sales tax revenue for the

CSHB

2559 would not

legalize “curbstoning," tent shows, or other

allow for lntemet exchange by franchised dealers

both domestic and out-of-state purchasers, and online

to

state.

sons of

illegal off-site sales. It is

who complied with existing standards.

narrowly tailored to

In addition, like merchants in

any line
of business, automobile dealers already have adopted practices to prevent identity theﬁ. The same protections dealers use to
prevent fraud and identity theft

in faee-to-face transactions

eould be applied to online

sales,

OPPONENTS s/w; Texas long has required purchasers ofrnotor vehicles to visit the dealer‘s established and peirnanent place
of business. This helps prevent ﬂy-by-night dealers and other unscrupulous operators from taking advantage of customers.

By

allowing dealers to operate online,

CSHB

2ss9 could weaken consumer protections

that are supported

by the current

requirement for face—to—face interactions between customers and established dealers.
In addition, dealers historically
visit the dealership.

Customers

have been able

to offer

customers additional and superior merchandise and sen/ices

who did not visit the dealership

in

person under this

bill

would

when they

lose that valuable opportunity,

CS1-IB 2559 eould increase the vulnerability ofcar dealerships to identity theft by rernoving traditional safeguards thzlt spring
from face-to-face contact. Online transactions already are hotbeds for identity theft as criminals use assumed identities and
credit records to make purchases. This bill would make it harder for dealers to verify that their online customers were who
they claimed to be.

OTHER OPPONENTS SAY: The bill eould have some unforeseen consequences. Current law allows ofﬁsite sales of travel
and boat trailers, motor homes. ambulances, and ﬁre trucks at certain sanctioned events. It is not clear that such activities still
would be pemtitted under CSHB 2559.
Rather than amending the section of the Occupations Code that regulates new car dealers, the bill should

amend Transportation

Code, ch. 503, which deals with general distinguishing numbers. This would bring the provisions of the
of all car dealers, new and used.

NOTES: The committee

substitute

would modify

bill to

the attention

the bill as introduced to allow a dealer to sell a vehicle online speciﬁcally

through an “advertiset-tient“ on the Internet.

The companion bill, SB 1632 by wentwonh. was considered and
Secunty Committee on April 18.

left

pending by the Senate Transportation and Homeland

TX B. An., H.B. 2559, 4/23/2007
i.iiilt»tl1iii~iniit»iir

i
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PFD’s First Method vs. RSE

Dealer
Nissan of San

Marcos
Trophy

Below Average Based on PFD's
Method‘

1st

Above Average Based on RSE’

56.88

120.50

55.79

205.10

55.24

139.70
114.40

Nissan of Fort

Worth
Round Rock

54.90

Autonation
Lewsiville

53.91

Ingram Park
Gillman

53.03

183.90
149.10

49.69

119.40

McDavid

47.52

129.10

Texas of Grapevine
Tom Peacock

46.83

46.81

219.90
154.00

Ancira

45.23

171.90

Mossy
Courtesy

44.98
41.11

141.80
149.90

Gunn

39.77

207.10

Mike Smith

37.73

105.20

Each dealer's Nissan sales In its PMA as a percentage oftotal Nissan
from EX. c-1, Tab n,pp. 312-412
’
The dealer's RSE score is taken from EX. 11.214.
\

registrations lﬂ the dealers

PMA

IS

taken
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PFD’s Second Method vs. RSE
(October 2012-September 2013)

Below Average Based on PFD‘s 2nd
Dealer
Clear Lake

Method (R12 Sept. 2013)‘

Above Average Based on RSE’

66.27

124.90

Nissan of Fort

Worth

64.28

139.70

Ingram Park
Autonation

62.10

149.10

Lewisville

60.94

183.90

Garlyn Shelton

60.16

Nissan of Midland

59.93

101.30
102.40

South West
Casa

59.50

166.80

56.93

Streater-Smith

54.84

105.60
102.70

Peacock
Texas of Grapevine
Nissan of San

53.39

154.00

52.63

219.90

Marcos
McDavid
Mike Smith

51.63

120.50

48.98
48.44

129.10
105.20

Tom

\

47.69

171.90

46.11

114.40

Courtesy

Mossy

41.38
40.99

149.90
141.80

Gillman

39.38

119.4

Gunn

38.89

207.1

Each dealefs Nissan sales in its PMA as a percentage of Nissan
is taken from EX, c_2, Tab IR, pp. 4-5.
The dealer's RSE score is taken from EX. 11.214.

average

’

Ancira

Round Rock

registrations in the dealers

PMA

at

region
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PFD’s Second Method vs. RSE
Calendar Year 2012

Dealer

Below Average Based on PFD‘s 2nd
Method ( CY 2012)‘

Above Avera E e Based on RSE’

Victoria

65.08

103.80

Clear Lake

64.27

111.10

Casa
Viva

64.03
63.91

120.80
100.20

Ingram Park

62.62

159.90

Streater-Smith

58.84

104.00

South West

57.76
55.20

173.30
117.90

Nissan of McKinney

Tom

Peacock

52.97

153.10

Gunn

49.13

Autonation Katy
Texas of Grapevine

49.07
48.93

253.80
106.60
198.70

McDavid

47.21

116.60

46.79
46.71

107.50

Town North
Mike Smith
Round Rack
Grubbs
World Car

45.67

106.90
112.10

45.40

103.30

Courtesy

43.36
42.40

103.10
159.7

Ancira

41.77

159.1

Gillman

39.93

142.40

Mossy

38.23
Irving

33.71

138.30
116.90

Autonation Dallas

28.03

105.40

Autonatiun

\

Each dea|ers Nissan sales in its PMA as a percemage of Nissan
is taken from EX, c_2, Tab IR, pp. 13.14
The dealer's RSE score is taken from EX. 11.214.

average
’

registrations in \he dealer's

PMA

at

region
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Starting a
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Keeping
Records
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.
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Q
Q
9

Q
Q
g
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Introduction
This publication provides basic tederal tax information for
people who are starting a business. It also provides information on keeping records and illustrates a recordkeeping
system.
Throughout this publication we refer to other IRS publications arid iorms where you will tind more iritormation. In
addition, you may want to contact other government agen~
cies, such as the Small Business Administration (SBA).
See How To Ger Tax Help, later.

Future Developments
For the latest information about developments related to
Publication 583, such as legislation enacted after it was
published, go to www.irs.g0v/gub5B3.

Jan

14,

2015
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Single-entry. A single-entry system is based on the income statement (profit or loss statement). It can be a simple and practical system if you are starting a small business, The system records the flow of income and
expenses through the use ol:
1.

2.

A daily summary of cash receipts, and
Monthly summaries of cash receipts and disbursements.

Double-entry.

A

double-entry bookkeeping system uses

journals and ledgers. Transactions are first entered in a
journal and then posted to ledger accounts. These accounts show income, expenses, assets (property a business owns), liabilities (debts of a business), and net worth
(excess of assets over liabilities). You close income and
expense accounts at the end ol each tax year. You keep
asset, liability, and net worth accounts open on a permanent basis.
ln the double-entiy system, each account has a left
side for debits and a right side for credits. It is self-balancing because you record eveiy transaction as a debit entry
in one account and as a credit entiy in another,
Under this system, the total debits must equal the total
credits after you post the journal entries to the ledger accounts. lf the amounts do not balance, you have made an
error and you must find and correct it.
An example of a journal entry exhibiting a payment of
rent in October is shown next.

General Journal
Date

Descrlptlon of Entry

Debit

Credit

Computerized System
There are computer soltware packages you can use for
recordkeeping. They can be purchased in many retail
stores. These packages are very helpful and relatively
easy to use; they require veiy little knowledge of bookkeeping and accounting.
If you use a computerized system, you must be able to
produce sufficient legible records to support and verify entries made on your return and determine your correct tax

To meet this qualification. the machine-sensible
records must reconcile with your books and return. These
records must provide enough detail to identify the underlying source documents.

liability.

You must also keep all machine-sensible records and a
complete description of the computerized portion of your
recordkeeping system. This documentation must be sufficiently detailed to

show all of the following

items.

' Functions being peiformed as the data flows through
the system.
' Controls used to ensure accurate and reliable processing.
' Controls used to prevent the unauthorized addition,

al-

teration, or deletion of retained records.

0 Charts of accounts and detailed account descriptions.
For more information, see Flevenue Procedure 98-25 in
Cumulative Bulletin 1998-1, available at www.irs.gov/
Businesses/Aulomated-Records.

How Long To Keep Records
You must keep your records as long as they may be needed for the administration of any provision of the Internal
Revenue Code. Generally, this means you must keep records that support an item of income or deduction on a re-

turn until the period of limitations tor that return runs out.

The period of limitations is the period of time in which
you can amend your return to claim a credit or refund, or
the IRS can assess additional tax. Table 3 contains the
periods of limitations that apply to income tax returns. Unless otherwise stated, the years refer to the period after

Table

3.

Period of Limitations

THEN the period

IF you...
1.

2.

Owe additional

and situations

(2), (3),

and

(4),

Do not report income that you should report and
income shown on the return

3. File
4.

tax

it

below,
is

do

not apply to

more than 25% of the gross

a fraudulent return

Do not file a return

5. File

a claim for credit or refund alter you

filed

you

your return

6 years
Not

limited

Not

limited

Later ol: 3 years or
2 years aﬂer tax

was

6. File

a claim for a loss trom worthless securities or a bad debt deduction

Publication saa (January 2015)

is...

3 years

paid

7 years

Page 15
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the return was tiled, Returns filed before the due date are
treated as filed on the due date.

6

Keep copies oi your liled tax returns. They help in
preparing future fax returns and making computa-

keep

employment

tions

if

Employment

you file an amended return.

taxes.

If

you have employees, you must

tax records for at least 4 years alter
the date the tax becomes due or is paid, whichever is
later. For more information about recordkeeping for employment taxes, see Publication t5.
all

Assets. Keep records

relating to property until the period
ot limitations expires for the year in which you dispose of

the property in ataxable dlSPOSltlOl'l. You must keep these
records to figure any depreciation, amortization, or depletion deduction, and to tigure your basis for computing gain
or loss when you sell or otherwise dispose of the property.
Generally, if you received property in a nontaxable exchange, your basis in that property is the same as the basis ol the property you gave up, increased by any money
you paid. Vou must keep the records on the old propelty,
as well as on the new property, until the period of limitations expires for the year in which you dispose of the new
property in a taxable disposition.

Records tor nontax purposes. When your records are
for tax purposes, do not discard them
until you check to see if you have to keep them longer for
other purposes. For example, your insurance company or
creditors may require you to keep them longer than the
no longer needed

IRS does.

Recordkeeping System Example
This example illustrates a single-entry system used by
Henry Brown, who is the sole proprietor of a small automobile body shop. Henry uses part-time help, has no inventory ol items held for sale, and uses the cash method
ol accounting.

These sample records should not be viewed as a recommendation of how to keep your records. They are intended only to show how one business keeps its records.
1.

Daily

This

Summary of Cash

summary

counts

for

a record ot cash sales for the day. It acend of the day over the amount in
and Petty Cash Fund at the beginning of the
is

cash

the Change
day.

Receipts

at the

Henry takes the cash sales entry trom his cash register
If he had no cash register, he would simply total his
cash sale slips and any other cash received that day.

tape.

He

carries the total receipts shown in this summary for
January 3 ($267.80), including cash sales ($263.60) and
sales tax ($4.20), to the Monthly Summary of Cash Receipls.

Page 16

Petty cash fund. Henry uses a petty cash tund to make
payments without having to write checks for small
amounts‘ Each time he makes a payment from this fund,
he makes out a petty cash slip and attaches it to his receipt as proof ol payment‘ He sets up a fixed amount
($50) in his petty cash fund. The total ot the unspent petty
cash and the amounts on the petty cash slips should
equal the lixed amount of the tund. When the totals on the
small

petty cash slips approach the fixed amount, he brings the
cash in the lund back to the fixed amount by writing a
check to “Petty Cash" lor the total of the outstanding slips.
(See the Check Disbursements Journal entry lor check

number 92.) This restores the fund to its fixed amount of
$50. He then summarizes the slips and enters them in the
proper columns in the monthly check disbursements journal.

2.

Monthly

This

Summary of Cash Receipts

shows the income

ries the total

activity for the

monthly net sales shown

January ($4,865.05)

to his Annual

month. Henry carin

this

Summary.

summary for

To figure total monthly

net sales, Henny reduces the tomonthly receipts by the sales tax imposed on his customers and turned over to the state. He cannot take a deduction tor sales tax turned over to the state because he
tal

only collected the tax.

income.

3.

He does

not include the tax

in

his

Check Disbursements Journal

Henry enters checks drawn on the business checking acin the Check Disbursements Journal each day. All
checks are prenumbered and each check number is listed
and accounted for in the column provided in the journal.
count

Frequent expenses have their own headings across the
sheet. He enters in a separate column expenses that require comparatively numerous or large payments each
month, such as materials, gross payroll, and

rent.

Under

the General Accounts column, he enters small expenses
that normally have only one or two monthly payments.
such as licenses and postage.

Henry does not pay personal or nonbusiness expenses
by checks drawn on the business account. If he did, he
would record them in the journal, even though he could
not deduct them as business expenses.
Henry carries the January total of expenses for materials ($1 ,083.50) to the Annual Summary. Similarly, he enters the monthly total of expenses tor telephone, truck/
auto, etc., in the appropriate columns of that summan/.
4.

Employee Compensation Record
shows the following information.
The number of hours Henry's employee worked

This record
'

pay period.

'

The employee's

total

in

a

pay for the period.

Publication 583 (January 2015)
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HEARING ON THE MERITS - RESPONDENT'S EXH. NO. R-493
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1430

1428
give or ialte roughly linear

1

dealer that

2

-ts-degree angle going

3

unreliability oi the early

4

heeanse oi the write~dt1wn reeovery.

A

MR. DONLEY: Your Honor, may Mr. Walter
and I head aver hereto these eltans for a iuomeiit"

ol a

JUDGE BENNETT: That’: ﬁne.
MR. DONLEY' One last thing we'd

month ineome statements
20

tell its

about the

B

Lct‘s

A

Attachment 31 wc‘re

go

to Attaehnieni 11, please.

Attachment 1 l,

11

[fl oould

Honor,

basis.

Q

Mr

what is

9

Walter"
still

tallsing

about the

14

the gray being used.

15

with some ot the testimony that we've heard earlier that

16

16
17
get irom a eouple hundred thousand write~down to up to
18
$313,000 write-down. And you can see that inst in the
number oiiinits written down, it's growing trom about 60 19
20
units up to north of l6|I units. So over the years, uni
21
only is the write-down eompounding, but the need tor
22
more and more units to be written down is similarly
23
growing.
24
Q And ﬁnally let’: look at Attaeliment 33.
25
what does Attaehnieiit 21 show its,

17
16
19

20
21
22
23
24
25

the

evident here

is

eonsistent

number of write~dtlwns inereased over the years

13
14
15

to

A
Q

have.
nip these pages back. would yon ﬂip
that other one hack for me?

ves,

A

(Cumplied)
Is that now What you have Written on the board
on these two pages that are being displayed‘?

Q

A

Yes,

A

lt's

these two pages aetiially

that were talten in early ‘I4. There

4

testimony on this that the

:>

in

a

3
9

initial

was a little

provided to Nissan by Bates Nissan?

A

I cnll.

Madam reporter, ean you hear me okay?
THE REPORTER: Yes.
1431

February sth of'l4, and then for the same

stoelt

number, the same vehiele, live days later the write-down
was ltielted up.
This isjust a eoniplete list olthem, Your
Honors Itltlnk there's 26 or 21 oi them on the page,

and

11

27 units

12

or another were

13

couple thousand douars in greater writetiowns

14

to aeeomplish the s1s,000 proritability goal.

1a

Q

it's

l-lave

Mr. walter.

wuuld support
ihai

20
21

A

Q

A

up an

eittra rive

ialten

instead or the hypothetieal on 490, and so thafs
this

laying

9

to Nissan

prom plus

loolt at the goal ol

75,000, in this ease 74,9lts, you

14

15
16
17

what do yoii eoneliitle based on Attaehmeot 33?
goes as part oi the overall story that

22

we-ye heard over and over again, and that

21
24

a purpose,

25

income.

is

that the

wn'te-downs were unsupported and that they were done lor

manage the tnnbll:

19
20
21
22

23

the earryover

in 2010. ll we then

taxable ineome of just approitimately

eome to

the 13th-mnnth

writedowns tor how miieh was written down. But the
bottom haliol this page l breiih that vvritcrdovvn into
two eomponentse one is the next year write-downs, whieh
is the 217, and the other is the noninventory
adiiistmentswhieh rm not talting eritieism oi. They
are whatever they are based on depreeiation or bonuses
or something for the total Z48. But this z17 write-down

then rolls up into the next year, zott, and you go
through the satne proeess again‘

24

so the numbers l showed you on the ehart a
rew miniites ago on the seresn were what was the 12th

25

period,

what was the 13th period and how do they

7

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE,

512.474.2233

what

oiit.

The original protitability reported in '10
was 313.000. That's eomprised ottwo

S

18

to

is

15

order

l.lter'7

and that purpose was

e

12

to a

yon made a

7

hundred

in

thinlt

statement yesterday about what the actual numbers are

2009 write-dnvl ns that are reversed

No,
lt just

and l

5

components, the eurrent-year

those. or tin the additional wnte—d0wtls

nve days

tzth-month period.

l-lonor aslted a question

11

you seen or heard any evidenee.

ls
19

ltielted

Your

10

for the initial write-downs. anything that

17

were

that were written

Anti

down somehow

inst showing that over a ﬁve-day period these

- zo, 21 units

start with the prolitahility in the

nt"

write-downs oeeiirred

in

15

bit

show us with regard to the
201010 Z013 that were

actual ﬁnancial statements

Attaehment R90

a simple eitample ol the 2tll3 rednetions

3

it is.

Q can yoii walk iis through this and tell iis what

A what I'm showing is very similar to your
- eiteiise me, Exhibit R90 -- 490 is yon

Mr. Walter"

2

l

Let's

1429
1

Mr. Walter, have you taken
490 and actually translated that intu
numbers on the ﬁnancial statements that were

Exhibit

the actual

the

\'Vltat‘s

tin

provided to Nissan?

write-downs. This

simply a eount oithe write-dnwns,

Q (BY MR. DONLEY)

what's

ll
12

12

number oinnits written down, the yellow heing new,

have just one moment, Your

lo switch this around.

10

12

is

like to

do.

They’re not aeenrate and reliable on a

month-hy-month

9

10

somewhat

indieative oi this

aeeiiraey antt reliability otihe ﬁnancial statements"

7
8

And that's

iip.

Q And what does Attaehnient

5
is

is

(Pages 1428 to 1431)
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1434

1432
repoﬂcd

mentinned

lioui ilio Nissuu witnesses and, frankly,

And

so

s1a,44s

10
11
12
13
14
15

year to year io year iu
thing i'l'l\ shnwing.

That's the ﬁrst

told iu ilissu years there

wss s2.s million iu proﬁt.

The ms was told it was almut $320,000 in proﬁt. Ami

ll you

17

$2.5 uiillion

look ui

ilioi difference, it's

is

$2.5 million. rlioi

broken into iwo components. 2.259.572.

1e

wliiuli is

19
20

the nnninventnry oiliusiuiouis, which 1‘m uoi taking

23
24
25

is.

the cumulative effect or the write-downs, plus

you the 2.5. And so basically wlnsi
rni showing is that the -- the upimoil version, ilyou
will, 1|t' the s2.7 iuilliou ilisi 1 testiﬁeﬂ about
yesterday, which l learned suoui or showed in my
October ol'14 report. lu iuy July oi '15 report ou
Attachments SR suil on. I‘vc llplhtcd ilisi liusoil ou su
criticism of. gives

lhﬂt lnfcrmallcn material‘?

Well, because again we‘ve

liuuril

other testimony

Your llouor,

upuu thnse ﬁnancial statements

rely

meetings with the

--

for their

iuomhly

DOMs.

wliui Nissan calls their

10

There‘; nthel‘ terms [or oilioi iusuulsoiui-oi-s. But

11

ﬁnancial statements go intn the evaluation in those

12
13

meetings in terms

14

Bates Nissan uuil

15
15
17
18

19
20
21

22
23
24

25

01'

eouuseliug the dealer suil trying io

Q

all ills

One more L1-ling

io focus your attention

recovered

A

omiu Nissan dealers.
Mr V1/31121‘ Iwaln

on 2011 and what you

call ills

pmﬁt or277.447. Do you see olisrl

lilo‘

Q
lioa

rest

if! could,

=1

A
Q

And when you add the oui-ioui year pmm, you
pmﬁt for ilioi year uf532,0U0. Correct’?

total

Correct.

Now,

there

was write-down
.-1

in

zull on the

ﬁnancial s|21e1rlen!s of463_7ﬁ3 consorl

A

That's

uuil the

ills

ioisl ineluiiing

bnth the inventory

noninventory write-downs.

1435

adjustments

11UW

13
14

15

15

so

I

ofthc 277

-- at

270

at all,

any lawful

of bosis

any
Nissan $2.8 mllllon
klnll

at ull that
ln

Ml‘ Walter, are
.

would supuon

Q And

lhal

same

was based on

L1'let0ia].

How about how

Lhlng occurred in Z010, '11,'1Z and

A Same lliiug fnr each yssi-.
Q Based en these iwo chal1s,whlch

'13‘!

15
16
17
18
19

moment with the next number and ask fur admlsslon. what

20
21

ofthc ﬁnancial statements that were pmvidcd to

20

Nissan‘?

21

A

reliability

They're not accurate ur reliable either

annually 0f, as

I

iuoulli liy iuoulli

testiﬁed a few iuiuuiss agn, inouili

during the enurse

Q Was the iulonusiiou

that

nt'

this

by

time period.

was lnaccumlely

--

suil these Ire fungihle

dollars.

Q And do we see that reoccurring in 2012 and

211137

A We ilu.
Q ls there anything you know ofthat would

support doing that?

A

N0.

MR. DONLEY: wiuu

22
23

the next

R number,

MS. G01-iHRS_

1!

would be 493.

(Discussion olr the iuooid)

JUDGE BENNETT.

24

25

is

please‘?

recon]

Okay. Yeah. Back on the

now

8

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE,

512.474.2233

so souiuliow

numbers.

14

do you conclude regarding the accuracy and

uiuik in a

ililimuso between

- 442,245, which is ilio inventory

13

19

I‘11

ilio

ofthc 277

zull to get lhCIC7

12

10
11

!1-lat

IIII:

in

ll1C0n1C.

lItLlC1\

so sonlehnw iliuwiiiu-down is uouuiuuluiuil as
part oriliu 217 or 1t’s accumulated as part or the 2541
I frankly doll’! (‘ire which is Which, but in total the
wn'te~dnwn cnvers the substantial pun or both oi those

9

telllllg

pmﬁi versus telling the IRS

I've reviewed.

excuse

Iluring the year.

N01 based on the testimony that l‘vc hoard here

and records

Certainly oi least
--

added together

write-don u, and the other proﬁts that were earned

you aware or

bosis. accilunllng basis,

$320,000?

A

A

are

a uuuiuiuin, 11UW

lnillinnu

if

17
18

22
23
24
25

lItLlC1\

had to be ﬂlﬂhcf wrote dawn

new version,

Q (BY MR. DUNLEY)

12

And

you Will, 0l' the
2.7 million is roughly 2.25 million, two and a quarter

any basis

10
11

Now, If" ii277 uiui 254

and you're ﬂﬂvlng to siouiul $75,000 in taxable

Wnllld say that the

9

Q

updated income in 20l|l Irnln a ﬁnancial statement It's
based on uoi taking cﬁtitism omio normal year-end
are uol inventory relnted.

ilioso

improve the overall performance oi iliis dealer lmdy,

1433

iliuz

lioui

0EMs

iuy experience with u variety at iusuulsoiums. the
9

The Second thing is rui ioisliug it across
the page, Your Honor. tn sliow wlioi the total uupuoi
And so if you just limk oi the third line, Nissan was

16

21
22

A

io '13.

iliis slnu-i.

was

A Absolutely.
Q Why do you say that‘?

so 1‘m showing how
o1 the wn'te-downs is rolling lroiu

up iioui 2012

rolls

to

statements.

u Illlltlbef oriiiuss, ynu‘ll reeugnize the

the cumulative ettect
9

Nissan on the 2010 thmugh 2013 ﬁnancial

you look oi the wriio-downs.
wluu iliis exhibit is up ou the chart: is showing
you ilisl the 277 in '10 rnlls up ss 2 component orilio
2011 proﬁts. The 2011 wn'te-down rolls up as B
component oflhe 2012 proﬁts. The number that‘s been

actually ml] together as

(Pages 1432 to 1435)
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1438

1436

MR DONLEY’ All right, Your Honor. These
two pieees of paper, the cliarts that Mr. Walter anti I
_]\lSt went threugh, I'd ask to have these marked as
R493, and l understand Your l-l<1n<1r’s prior instructmns,
we'll take care oflhal lfi!'s okay with Your Honor
(Exhibit Respondent Nu. 493 inarketi)
JUDGE BENNETT- okay. Any 0b_]cctl0n'

hard to hear you, but l think l heard yuu enough
snswer the question, alltl that is, this is their
actual sales and availahilityt This is not an
reully

tu

MR. COFFEY: No ehjeeiiun.

JUDGE BENNETT:

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
3

and

it

Okay.

admitted

is

be protlueetl and provided to the reeonl.

will

Respondent No. 403 admitted)
MR. DONLFY. Thank you, Your Honor. And
(EXl1ll)lt

with

that,

Your Hollor.

I'll

RECROSS-EXAMINATION

BY MR. COFFEY:
Q Mr. Walter, in relation to ~
A Excuse rue, Mr. cuirey. cuu you speuk up just a
little

Q

Thank you.

hit?

bccn testifying about. did you do any analysis of any
tletennine whether oi not Bates

24

insight in the dcgrcc tn

25

from other

i\‘s
ii,

12

compared to his

which Entes may he

LCM dealers‘?

ellrrerent

saying

the comparison nith

is

that this availability

is

what he had on hand, however he might have gotten
wh:tller dealer tratles ur allocation or whatever, as

A

actual sales‘?

him and

Correct, snmt: for

14

ileulers, yes, sir.

15
15

ehans your data cutoff seems

17

that correct‘?

22
23
24

was completely out oi‘

LCM dealers or give us any klnd of

l'in

rill

11

19
20
21

other Nissan dealer that uses lower ofcos! or market to

and then With

docs not include any allocation issues In other words.

10

1B

In reference tn this chart that you‘v:just

line Wltll othcr

Q And

9

15

pass the Witness.

respect to Bates

respeet tu the next ehurt. which

Juelge.

R493

system

testing the allocation

it’s

how it worked With

the nther dealers.

.7

9

ehsrt. hut

slliiestiiiu

to sec

25

Q

All nghty.

Now,

l

the other

llotlced in ull ofthes:

That - for most --

A

all

all

tn

be septeniher 2012.

these inventory chnrtl.

that's correctt

Q okuy. Itake it then that yuu did not look
beyond Scptcmhcr ofZt)l3 when nruking your various
analyses ofwhetlierorriol Bales was making good
nlanagement

tleeisiuus regarding

how he handled

his

inventory‘?

A

Iwas asked

Thﬂt‘s correct.

Io analyze

it

1439

1437

A

l

did not analyze ether dealers.

l

through the NOD period ending iu septeinher hi '13.
Q Right. So ifwe havctcstimony in thc record
as tn the mnnngement decisions madc by Bates rellnwlng

unslyzea

Bales.

Q

Okay. Let's go hack to the beginning ofyour
in your ﬁrst report, R—366, and let's start

A

Q
a
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
15
17
18
19

Z0
21
22
23
24
25

little

not going to have any

4.

l‘m there.
All right.

You went through

fast for tne

because

I

testimony.

A

these attacliineiits

was nying

to write

down
9

10

attachments.
4,

Bates Nissan Total Nissan

Sales Versus Availability.
"availability"

on that

How are you deﬁning

chart‘?

A That‘s ill the footnote at the bottom, And I
gave Your Honor an example if he had 30 at the end of
the month and he sold ten during the month. then the
total uvuiluhility is the isles plus the ending
inventories, you touched 40 yehieles during the course
of the nmntht

Q

So

this doeslfl really

address allocation.

When you're talking about avhilhhilily,
about what he had on hand
that the actual sales that

A Two things.

l'iu

tn sell,

you're talking

and then Comparing

he mad:
not sure your iuie

is

uu.

it s

As

Is that coi-reel’!
it

relates to inventory, l‘m not. I think

hiher witnesses

what you were saying and Watch at the same time. So
let's make sure l have an understanding of thcsc
Attachment

to

may talk about that. hut that‘s not my

topic.

Q

All right, sir

Let's

when ynu Wcrc putting

go to

Chan No.

8.

Now,

11
12
13
14

were probably told or became aware that the periods of
time that you're looking at, roughly 2010 through
September orzols. that was basically the tleihuit period

15
16

Correct‘?

17
18

these charts together,

we've been talking about through these

A
Q

That was the pCﬂOd oftimc

19

cxpcctcd Bates re achieve

20

rolling basis.

21
22
23
24

25

A
Q

you

l

guess you

protjeetllngs.

Yes.
101)

in

which Nissan
RSE on a lZ—m0nth

pcrccnt

Conecr?

That‘: iuy uuiierstunillng of the testimony, yes.

Okay. Now, you lesliﬁeti the other day that
not go into the dealership. you did not observe

tlid

elesleiship epei-stiens. Correct?

A

Yes,

sir.

9

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE,

512.474.2233

December of Z013, you're
comments or refutation for that

the notice of temllnatlon in

attachments

with Attachment No.

ls
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1

SOAH DOCKET NO. 608—l4—32l1,LIC

MVD DOCKET NOS. 14—OOlO.LIC and 15—OOl3.LIC
STATE OFFICE OF

BATES NISSAN, INC.,
Complainant,

NISSAN NORTH AMERICA, INC
Respondent.

ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS

HEARING ON THE MERITS
Tuesday, September 15, 2015

BE IT REMEMBERED THAT at 9:00 a.m., on Tuesday,

the 15th day of September 2015, the ab0ve—entitled

matter came on for hearing at the State Office of
Administrative Hearings, William

P.

Clements, Jr.,

Building, 300 West 15th Street, Room 404, Austin, Texas,

before CRAIG BENNETT, Administrative Law Judge, and the
following proceedings were reported by Lorrie A. Schnoor
and Dalia

Volume

F.

Inman, Certified Shorthand Reporters.

Pages

1

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE,

512.474.2233
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102

104

A

change?

A

letter, at the l7tJtl0t\\,

what I was trying to do

Jimmy,

And was unsueeessrul
I

with that oeeause the estate was

our however you say
unwilling to

make

tietl

up

9

responsible for that trust or tor that third ownership.

11

so none orthnt got done because she kind otput the
brakes on it.
Q I understand But the purpose of my question
is to point out your dealership was on notice that

14

15
16
17
18
19

Nissan expected, when ehanges happened,

20

ownership with the eompany and make

21
22

23
24

25

documents reﬂecting

A

the ehange, did

it

to see corporate

not?

I don-t know that I would say put on
requested this inrorniation so that I oouid

Again,

notioe.

I

so that

I

-

eould do that very thing, straighten up the
--

Q

okay.

Let's

now go to

one's dated July lst of 2013

A do.
Q And

Exhibit 063. Now, this
Do you see that‘?

it's

also regarding this minority ownership

A

Aetuaily,

it

not?

think this letter was prepared by

I

But we approved

eonnsel.

Q You read

mailed, didn‘i you’!

13

Q Now, let's

A

tlie letter.

and approved

it

it

henire

it

was

Yes.
took

at

the ﬁrst paragraph orthis

Now. here, yon and your rather sent the

14

letter.

15

in

septemher stating that Bates Nissan intends

6

its

dealer priiteipal rroin

17
18

19
21
22

23
24

I

It does.

and iii the

represents that your rather,

dealer prineipai, does

A

10
11
12

uninuddy tlw 20

waters, so to speak.

is

it

Q Now, did you prepare this letter?

in prohate, or

was, at the time,
herseit ﬁnancially or physieally
that. sherri

10

13

father signed a letter sent to Nissan;

whieh was

at the time,

straighten the ownership up.

12

It is.

Q And in -_ on septemher 22nd, 2014, yon and your

This was aetnally generated by niy oonversation
with Pete iviuriei. so they were telling me what they
heeded to -- what I needed to provide in order to do

25

Jimmy

letter

ehange

to

no you see

to yon.

that?

A

Yes.

Q And that yon rnriher said yon, Btibhy,

serving as executive

serve as

eoittiitue to

A

eni-reitiiy

manager to Bates Nissan and
executive manager?

will

Correct.

Q And we know that to be true beeause yon became

executive manager in 2002. Correct?

A

Correct.

105

103
ehange.

Now, you recognize

this as the

Q And then the next sentenee states,

follow-up letter

you scc

year later.

Q

asking

9

10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
13
19
20
21

22

23
24
25

In fact, in this letter,

it's still,

A
Q

Asking for the same documentation.
Yeah, same doeumentation ineiuding eoipoiate
resolutions regarding the ehanges that are made at the
dealership.

‘l

l,

‘I

2,

and

‘I3,

A
Q

your

recognize this

A
Q

it?

No. Wits unable to do so.
Now, let's go to Exhibit c-32.

Dn ynu

letter, sir?

I do.
It's

Yes.

A

Correct.

dated September 22nd of, 2014.

that‘?

Do you

see

A do.
Q And down at the bottom. is that your signature?
A It is.
Q And in the ieit, is that your rather, Jimmy's,
I

signature?

That's a tntnre speaking event.

Do

is

it

not’!

It is.

Q Now. let‘s then go to the taet that the letter

doesn't state that Mr.
9

10
11
12

dealership didn't eornptete any of those ownership or

management ehanges. did

Jimmy

that?

A
Q

again,

--

A Yes.
Q And throughout 2010,

"Mr.

B. Bates will retire from dealership operations."

Submitted prior from the 2012, do yon not‘?
A It you want to eall it a follow up. It's a

13
14

does

A

Jimmy Bates had already

wouldn't consider himself
depends on who yon ask.
thcrc's
no other prior lcttcr
Now,
Okay.
Q
tIiat‘s an exhibit in this case that your dealership sent
to Nissan notifying it of any requested change in dealer
Well,

lie still

retired today, so that

15
16

prineipat,

17
18

relevance ofall

19
20

information or anything like

21
22

23
Z4
25

retired,

it?

there?

is

MR. COFFEY:
this.

Judge,

I

have to ask

tlie

We have not been noticed with

termination for not providing them proper ownership

going through

all

that.

JUDGE BENNETT:

too

mneh into that oeeanse.

speaking,

I

Why arc we cvcn

ofthis?

as

well,
I

i‘rn

give a great deal orteeway, espeoialiy

the parties have time limits. so ifihey
their time

not going to get

iridieated, generally

on something

that

when

want to use

may ultimately be

27 (Pages 102 to 105)
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108

106
irrelevanr, they

ean de se. se I'm geing ever-nile rhar

C-3|, these minutes With respect I0 an

objection.

rhar

direer,

Jimmy,

as re

beeause

en

net,

tS ir

rhis is a future

speaking evenr

retiring?

A V95.
Q Let‘s ge baek te C-338-l, Page 10 ofyour -- of
rhe rm. Now, in preﬁled direct, yeu reld rhe ALJ, and

9

10
11

12
13

10
own arrerney, he asked, "Let's ge
baek re Jimmy Bates, yeur dad. was he enee invelved in 11
rhe operations errhe Nissan dealership?"

12

And yeur answer was,

13

14

aetive in rhe ear business probably

15
16
17
18
19

years age and rnere er less

Z5

seven

14

as dealer principal.

be yen see that?

principal, rhar's net eendrtiened

Nissan, was

upon any approval from

it?

Ne. But approval wt)uldn‘t - it was solved
and wnuld‘ve been sdtved later. we had reasens
Ill)! (I) -- that We di(lI|‘t pursue that at that time.
Whether you vvnnt tn hear that or nnt, it‘s a gnnd

A

later

rele in day-to-day operations."

17

what yeu said?

18

aet

19

reservation, uneendirrenally rriade

20

dealer principal, did

Is rhar

That's what

And rhis

it

ever re myself and

said, yes, sir.

I

ﬁled

tumed

in

zols

in

(]'ltS

case?

happened -- yeur father tumed ever re yeu and
Mr. lehnsen aetive day-re-day operations as yen
here, sometime in zoos er '09, did he new

question.

Q

23
srare

But when yeu, yeur rather, and Gailya did this
en January er '1 4, yeur corporation, without
l

it

yen berh president and

not?

A Yes.
Q New, |et‘s ge te T-age 2 oflixhiblt sl.

21
22

V95.

Q And six er seven years age nieanr rhar rhar

1

Bates Nissan was

A Yes.
Q And new, rhis eleerien ofyou as dealer

15
16

Z1

Z4

until six,

ar

eur general manager, lehn Jehnsren, re rake an active

Z0
Z2
Z3

up

Now, en January er

2014, the errreers rhat were eleeted

yeu

questions from yeur

"Yes, he was very

3tiE\C]'lmEnt I0

did you‘?

Paragraph Ne. 4 er this deenrnenr.

9

yen're relling the Beard, in Lines 14 threugh 18 in

letter,

A we didn‘t.
Q New, |et‘s reeus yeur attention en rhe

Q (BY MR. JARRETT) New, let‘s ge baek te yeur

preﬂled

September 2014

yeur signarure,

ls that

sir‘?

A ves, sir.
Q And is rhat crailyas signature?

24

25

107

A Yes.
Q And you don't change from that testimony,

you?

109
It is.

And is rhar your father,

do

A

Nd, no reason

to. I

niean,

I

Q

know where you‘re

10

11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18

19
20
21

22
23
24

25

So nine months before the September

letter,

you

going with this as tar as on the retirernent basis. But

signed these niinutes being the direeter, prcsidcni, and

likel said, turning over the day-re-day operations

clcalcr principal

Q New let's

these as rninures of your
that

A

it

did January

1

own

corporation of an event

ot'2014_ do you

Yes.

Q

These are

official eeraerate deeuinents, are

they not?

A They are.
Q And this document memorializes those acts that

you, in

fact,

did take on January

1

0f‘l4. Correct?

A
Q

Yes.
These are produced in diseevery

A
Q

Yes,

9

10

not’!

in this ease.

They

discovery

--

hadn't been given te Nissan berere

before the case had been involved in

discovery?

A They had nut.
Q okay. And yeu dtdn‘\ provide this Exhibit

didn't you’?

of that

in litigation, this

document was never provided

was it?
was mil.

to Nissan,

A
Q

11
12

It

Now,

let's

turn back to the area ofsales

13

pcrformancc. In your prcﬁlcd

14

position there’: no industry in Killccn otlict than the

15
16

Fun lloud niilitary base.

17
18

19

Right‘!

of Bates Nissan,

A I did.
Q And but rer this litigation and the production

put you in retirement.
go re Exhibit c-31. Do you recognize

ttoesn‘t instantly
9

Jimmy's, signzlture'.7

It is.

20
21
22
23
24
25

in

preﬁled

A
Q

direet.

That

New,

is

direet,

ln fact,

Do yen reeali

yen

take

stared

it

it

yeur
rwiee

that?

our industry.
look at your preﬁled

let's

I

direet as to

how you testiﬁed as to the effect ofthe military in
Killeen as to yeur business. And let's ge to 3384,
Page

l7,

Lincs 30 to 34.

Now, you tcstiﬁcd that -- on qucstioning
from your ewn eeunsel, "In whar ways dees being a
rnilirary

when

rewn

arreer

yeur business." yen restiﬁed that
all ofKil|eet|'s on

Fort Hood's 0n lnckdown.

28 (Pages 106 to 109)
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SOAH DOCKET NO. 608—14—3211.LIC

MVD DOCKET NOS. l4—OO1O.LIC and l5—OO13.LIC
STATE OFFICE OF

BATES NISSAN, INC.,
Complainant,

NISSAN NORTH AMERICA, INC
Respondent.

ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS

HEARING ON THE MERITS
Wednesday, September 16, 2015

BE IT REMEMBERED THAT at 8333 a.m., On

Wednesday, the 16th day of September 2015, the

above—entit1ed matter came on for hearing at the State
Office of Administrative Hearings, William

P.

Clements

I

Jr., Building, 300 West 15th Street, Room 404, Austin,

Texas, before CRAIG BENNETT, Administrative Law Judge,

and the following proceedings were reported by Kim Pen ce
and Steven Stogel, Certified Shorthand Reporters.

Volume

Pages 248 —

2
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255

253

one round. For example, iranother party wants
I do that until

1

to just

Z

to ask a eouple offollowrup questions,

1

pretty rnueh all questions are exhausted

MR. ALANIZ: Thank

JUDGE BENNETT

from

do you notv

A I tin.
Q And at the bottom of the document, that's your

all sides.

you, Your Honor.

so

signature, isn't

have a problem Ifyou need to ask additional
questions, rm going to allow it.

like the toth, possibly the lsth,

okay. Anything else h0usekeeplng—wtse'.7

JUDGE BENNETT:
resume then.

10

let's

11
12

think we‘re ready for you, Mr. Jarrett.

MR. JARRETT: Thank

you.

PRESENTATION 0N BEHALF or RESPONDENT 13
(CONTINUED)
BOBBY BATES (ADVERSE),

14

15
16
17
18
19

I

9

okay. Well, then

14

having heen previously duly swom, eontinued to

testify

DIRECT EXAMINATION (CONTINUED)

BY MR. JARRETT:
Q Good moming, Mr. Bates. How are you?
A Good morning.
Q From where we left off yesterday, I'd like to

focus on the issue ofwherher your actions were

24

voluntary or involuntary.

25

involuntary aetion

means

And you
that

understand an

you had no choice

in

15
16
17
18

as follows:

20
21
22
23

Do you see

of zolo.

that‘?

(No response)

9

10
11
12
13

it‘!

A It is.
Q And you signed this doeunient on July -- looks

don't think you‘ll

l

what

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

A
Q

Yes,

do.

I

Now,

that the rirst paragraph, if

let's ealt

you would. And you're the individual who put
eheekinark in the yes box, are you not‘?

the

A I believe so.
Q And in that you stated that »- to Nissan that

you've read and understood the general program

guidelines for the Nissan regional marketing program,

RMP.

Tllen

by eheeking the box you

stated, "Dealer

understands that by voluntarily agreeing to participate,
dealer is agreeing to contribute on a dollar-for-dollar
inatehing hasis with Nissan into a regionally-eontrolted

Did I read

inarketing fund."

that eenectlyil

A You
Q Now, then tnie that your participation
into the RMP was not involuntary, but was, in fact,
Iliti.

it's

it

voluntary?

256

254
to do.

A

Q

it‘s

Now,

C—338—l
look

A

Is that correct‘?

YES.

ee

at

focus your attention on Lines through

7.

involuntary. and you reoatt your answer here

was
10

dealers would have an advantage over me.

was that

A Thaﬂs Whit I iesliiied (0, yes.

10

not optimal.

17

18
19

20
21
22

23
74

25

it

Q

13
15
16

required in

involuntary. Correct’!

12
14

So, yes,

it

Q And you said you had to pay the invoiee eharge
Whether We want it or not ls that optimal —— and ll is

11

A
Q

|

ls that

What you

I

meant, hut, yes.

Yon meant not optimal

out

optional‘?

A Yes.
Q Now, this co-op advertising program. thal‘s the

RMI’ program. Correet"
A Tl|at‘s what we were speaking of, yes.
Q Okay. Now, let's now go to Exhibit Z94.

MR, D(7NLEY' C oi‘ R7
MR. JARRETT: C-Z94, I‘m sorry.
Q (BY MR. JARRETT) You recognize

this doeutnent,

listed as voluntary,

but

Q And ]et‘s —— before we pull out ofthat,

would, and

look at the

let's

ee

pull

ifyou
up the second

paragraph under the yes column there.

Yeah, thank

12

Now,

here

it

you
states

by you having checked

yes that you understood, "Dealer voluntarily ehooses to

14

partieipate in this program. Dealer understands that

15
16

Nissan

is

18

19

relying

upon

this

Now,

IS

that an aeeurate ea did

I

read

that accurately?

A Yes.
Q And then next

it

states,

21
22

that dealer is free to sell

23

priee,

24

statement?

5

doeunient as evidence of

dealer's ehoiee to partieipate."

17

20

please.

it's

my way or thinking or in my mind.

11

13

said?

think optional was what

That's right

my _- in my thinking,

we partieipate in that,

same time, had I opted out or that, then surrounding

on

your attorney, he asked
the co-op advemsing program was voluntary or

tiut in

understanding the wording of this eontruet. nut at the

let's took at your restitnony on Exhibit
Page 65 ofthe transcript. And ifwe would

direet examination through

was voluntary,

rt

basically required that

panieipate

A

lS

"Dealers deeisioii

tti

completely voluntary, and 1 aeknowtedge

Nissan products

markup or margin I wish."

at

whatever

ls that a true

That s the way it‘s written,

yes, sir.

3 (Pages 253 to 256)
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319

317

A

Do you understand that what Nissan
conveyed here is that the creation nfa Month 13
optional? Not all dealers do it, do they?
Mnnth

Jattttary

Q And W
JUDGE BENNETT;

9

10
11

Do you see that?

21, 2012.

Cupies nfils Mnttlh 13510 Nissan

any paper

9

10

--

A We have not.
Q Now, back out and we'll just generally lnok at

12
13

the statement to

14

moment iryon wnulrl_ Mr.

15
16
17
13
19

review, heeause here

20

infomqalton that

ts

reported lo

21

repnrted in Nissan.

You dnn'l

22
23

a break,
ttt

answer

after

mahe

you do

sure

is

JUDGE BENNETT;

Bares, to just generally

14

go offthe record. We'll take our rtrst

15
16

and

Now,

to

same

be on what's

see that

--

document, no.

up your preliletl
Page 9 orthe transcript.

let‘s eall

24

testimony. Exhibit szs-2, at

25

Attd

we need to also

it

the

brtttg

up Page 10, please

Okay.

approximately l5 minutes

go ahead and

Let's

moming break.
about 10;1s

until

we'll start back.

(Recess:

1000 a m.

to 10;2o a.m.)

JUDGE BENNETT;

15

in the prior

gnyemmein expecting

will last

17

hulletln

warning we saw

lt

go ahead.

ﬁne, Your 1-lonor.

13

I don't see that in this
Slt’ .

MR. JARRETT: No, that's

we elariry one thing. Take a

You tin not read anything in this

Okay,

W oh,

Let's

W

this line

12

sn.

bulletin relative to the

A
Q

11

my question I'd like to you

that atletnpts to elariry the

unrlerstunrl to he

l

MR. JARRETT: No, l‘m sorry.
JUDGE BENNETT; well, we're going to take
so 1 didn‘t know if you were W
MR. JARRETT: That's rtne, Your l-lonor.
JUDGE BENNETT; But tfyou want to ﬁnish

13 heglnning

A I tin.
Q And your dealership has never sent

cnmply with what

skewed.

A No, they tio not.
Q And yel in this_ the next one ls that we will

aeeept paper eoptes nryour

ln orrler to

ms regulations, again, the lirst 90 days are somewhat

is

All right. Let's

go ahead

19
20
21
22

and go back on the record and resume with the

23

please.

24

leﬁ-hand eolumn.

W no, Page 25

examination of the witness,

MR. JARRETT:

Thanlr you,

Q (BY MR. JARRETT)

Your Honor.
up Exhib1t(7-160,

Let's hring

And iryou would, go to the second
Would you

eall out the top

page, upper

ofthe page

320

318

down through Line I6 or thereabouts"
Now, Mr. Bates, earlier yttu tes-tiﬁed that
you didn't know irnny or the RMP was reﬂected anywhere-

9 and Page 10, plcasc. Thank you.
Let‘s roeus

Line
ror

on Page

1

The question your eounsel asked yuu

10,

your preﬁled

on Lines 29 on Page 9 over to

on your ﬁnancial

dlrecl was, "All right. Let's just

talk just about the

12-month statements.

12-month statements

that

you have

to

A

Do those

Linc

dealership?"

11

12
13

do."

Do you scc

A 1 do.
Q Now, today do you stand by that testimony-2
A After some eitneation I prohahly have to amend
some degree,

14

that to

15
16
17
18
19

in the tilneﬁallte that we're talking about,

20

Q

that’!

at least for the ﬁrst

reeovery or written

Q

10,

do you see

A tln,
Q Would

that

on

advertising‘?

rirat

N0.
Okay.

Q

[fil's nol reﬂected in that account
and you don‘! know where it would be on the ﬁnancial
statement, do you even know iftt's put anywhere in the

18

listed

W tor the record, ]et‘s malre sure it's all elear.
You now admit that your Month 13 W or your standard

23

nnaneial statements that are submitted to Nissan do not
dealership?

RMP

has become part of the invoice nn the car. So

lust

75

that the

17

21
22

aeeurately rctlcct the true ﬁnancial pteture

13

A

be your understanding

ﬁnancial statement?

think you've

24

12

it

wnultl be reﬂected tntu that account?

15
16

90 days or the Year.
1

11

money

14

down amounts, whieli are shown

We'll gel to that later, but

10

lllnnths

W paper protita, it you will, on the rinaneial

statement t'nr the

that"

The ﬁrst

few

low months otthe Year the linaneial pietnre is a
protit

Do you recall

I

And your answer was "They

9

slalemetll.

du.

Q Now, looking at Page 2 0fEXhibi\ C-I 60 at

ﬁle with Nissan

aeeurately report the ﬁnancial condition ofthe

10

I

ofyour

as

19
20
21
22

A

I

--

I

tl0n't believe

because

on -— on the vehicle invoice
charge to the invoiee priee.

as a

it's -- it

I

it's

percent

Q And then every time your uealership sells that

vehicle at over invoice, thar eharge to your dealership,
that

l

percent, that ultimately gets passed onto the

23

consumer, dncsn'\

24

No.

5

it is,

A

it‘:

It's

ll?

not part ot--

t

mean,

not reﬂected anywhere except to

never W
my eosts, not W1

it's

19 (Pages 317 to 320)
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325

Q

32'!

A

understand

l

Nnw,

earlier

teday hefere the hrcak,

reviewed the Nissan hulletihs that went te
including your dealershin, where

it

all

we

I

You

that,

9

A recall that, yes,
Q And relative tn this hnaheial staterheht and

10

l

where yeu de a Month 13 write-dewh
new vehiele inventery. ueuld yeu agree that as

14

bCt\VCCt\ (11056 statements at that linc entry

15

corresponding calendar year-end '12 staternent, where

16

whreh would correspond

A

rt,

to this ene, these

and [ht

we had

to eheese a spot to put

to

go

Q And they do net rnateh fer eaeh and every year

fer

which yeur eehrnahy wmic dewh new vehiele

A On the

Il'l0Illlt --

on the Month I3 statement,

0|‘ Illatth Iht‘ I1-II|0I|th
let’:
Now
alse
lnnk
te
this
exhibit
and
go te
Q

G005

24

Linc 41

it

§|Btt.‘Il'lI.‘Ill

Ill]!

l_ine 41

rs

where yeur dealership,

efa cash

17

eerreer.

trarrsaetren at

yeur dealership, dees in

A Nu, it doesn‘t.
Q And frern 2009 through 2013 whenever these

23

dealership, dees

irrte

numbers

the final

it

as te net proﬁt or less ta the

hetv

A For tar return, yes.
Q And ifl understand yeur testrnreny frern earlier
328
at

before the break, yuu've admitted that your statements
suhtnilted te Nissan for the next fellewihg year,

where

——

those Wl'l[6—tl0W|l amounts are then recorded on

the next yeai"s statement submitted to Nissan. Tn1e‘7

A Yes, that is tnte.
Q And your understanding is that's recorded in

Nissan, yeu agree that each and every one efthese
.7

A Our reduetiehs are done at the ehti oi every -

every year,

is

statements were ereated with vehrele inventory

Is that true’?

Linc 4|. C0rtCCt'

$813,447, ifrny rnath

tetal

A That sounds abnut right.
Q Does that sound about right?
A ves.
Q Now, these write-dewhs de not represent any

write-downs, these write-downs ultimately get relled up

A Yes.
Q And on the statements that are submitted to
in

correct, fer the year 2012,

21
22

you created the reduction values, wnuld input the amount

statcmcnts contain blanks

is

20

326
of the used vehicle reduction.

math

sert

15
16

25

alter

rfrny

would

24

.

25

that‘?

that

19

ihventery-2

20

new er

12

18

it.

er

11

14

de net match?

They do hot match, but the write~d0vl|i had

sehrewhere. se

22
23

9

--

your dealership wrete
down $432,130 efhew Nissan and $375,317 efused, and

13

»

you agree with

--

way

are

Lines 21

A I would agree with that.
Q Now fer this particular statement,

rheah, just this

1

fer

21

at

used vehicles.

Nissan and that

tn

13

19

The ahes that

and hnaheial staterhehts suhrhrtted

erhers just like

20

not the

through 41, relative te the write-downs of either

12

18

I -- that's

- to he sn, so 1 -

submitted te Nissan de net match

morning?

17

said and

warning aheut ﬁhaheial statements used fer tax purposes

Dn yeu reeall

11

it

ever to

it

Q And se my question is:

dealers,

eentained the

these sheuld match.

10

what

Thzit‘s

understood

the values efthe rhenthly dollars

yeu purpnrtedly earned

each and every month efthe year for which ynu've
soltl a vehicle that you previously wrote down‘!

for

so, yes.

Q And as to the same question

asked earlier

I

9

10

A The questiun yuu asired

10

relative to the

11

submitted to Nissan, yeu would agree that eh Lille 41, as

11

12

between eaeh and every year Where there's a ealendar
year statement and a corresponding Month 13 statement,

12

13

13

my -- my statements were us accurate as possible,
And -- and by being aeeurate, it ineludes having to

14

thosc do

14

include written-down amtllllits that were recovered from

15

the sale of vehicles.
S0, l mean, I don't know how to answer
your question hetter as to aeeuraey but --

5

A

matching ofihe Month

nm match

Again,

I3 to the

one

at that linc cntr)/7

Month I3 his to be dillerent than 8

16

12-nrehth statement fer the purpose et write-downs and

15

17

depreeiatien and sueh.

17

15
19
20

little bit

Q

I

understand, but

ofa different

I

think I've asked a

--

18

a

19
20

question.

Nissan, in the

bulleliil,

informed your

aeeur-any of my statements,

Q

Well,

I

guess, I'm not

about accuracy,

A

Q

--

Well, you

iliilr

You

were,

my question is feeused eh aﬁcrthc

21
92

\Vl’llC>d(lWﬂS arc takcn

23

should submit to Nissan an

23

write-dawns

24

matches what the dealer submits

24

increased amount

25

govemment. Correct?

25

net proﬁt fer the year. Correct’!

--

a ﬁnancial siatcmcnt that
tn

use for the

Was, but
rell

th the

suy that

I'm not asking you

you read it er net, that its
understanding ofthc [RS regulations ls that thc dcalcr

l

was due

I still will

sir

21
22

dealership, whether

rue hefure

and

up
oi‘

and the Month l3

rhte

is

ctcatcd, those

whether yeur dealership had an

net proﬁt er a reduced

amount of

21 (Pages 325 to 328)
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329

331

A That's correct. Correct.
Q And you already admitted in testimony that the

year ehange and
year,

stated.

A

Right?

A As we sold these —— as we sold the cars, we
have to reeover any overage to the - from our

10
11

car.

recorded as additional proﬁt to the

1U
11
12

13

14

year?

14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23

reported to Nissan in the monthly

A Therels no other way to do it.
Q And for every month from whteh there is a -- a

purported dollar amount in there that includes a sale of
a vehicle that has

been written down, to whatever extent

those vehicles were written
that includes that

A

It

has

MR

to the board,

24

25

it's

Q

down and sold in

inﬂated proﬁt. does

to, yes.

JARRETT:

Let

Your Honor’?

me --

it

the

month,

not?

let's --

can

I gt)

JUDGE BENNETT: Yes

(BY MR, JARRE'l'l')

Let

me

try to

see ifl ean

would.

Correct.

hyoothetieal, that
9

statements yottr dealership submits in the following

and

the etrd orthe

write that

Q Now let's assume, just ror the sake orthis

12
13

ear,

lot at

you would

Correct?

A

Q And that's -A That is recorded as additional proﬁt to the
Q And that's

I

Q

written-down amount.
9

on your

it's sttll

ifthat's the case,

vehicle down’!

statements submitted to Nissan contained inﬂated value,

you

and

15
6

17
18

19
2U
21
22

23
24
25

you write

that vehtele

down hy

25 percent.

lrmy math is correct, that 25 percent
would be $7,500. Do you agree?
A That's the math, yes.
Q And the way you testtﬁed in this case as to
how you did it, my hypothetical use orzs percent, that
coincides with what yt)u’ve already testtﬁed to as
having used a ratio range hetween 20 to 25 percent.
Right?

A

That’: correct.

Q Now, at the tinte you wrote this down, would you

agree with
in

me that your dealership

cash from anyone, did

A

did not ohtain $7,500

it?

No, we did not.

Q And so at the end orthe year, arter having

it down on the books of your dealership, tt
would be reported now as a value and a oost to you of

written

332

330
create a S|mplC

may

example here, Mr. Bates.

$22,500.

Now in my little cxamplc, dollar amounts

not eoinetde with the particular model, but

it's

2012 Nissan sentra in my example. And your eost less
on that -- let's say it's $30,000. All right‘?
And this -- ifwe added the holdback -- if
it was cost plus your holdback, that would be called

math?

ltoldback

A
Q

tnvoiee. Right?

A
Q

For the

rnost part. yes.

9

1O

12
13
14

year ehange. Correct?

14

11

15
15
17
18
19

20
21

22
Z3
Z4

75

A It would have, yes.
Q And ea
JUDGE BENNETT:
Mr. Bates,

you

That would be it.
Now, let's assume that

to a eustorner

Okay. Now, here, lct's assume that at the end
of the year, that vehicle is still in inventory at the
end trrztllz. Now, the way you did your books, you
assumed and concluded that this 2012 Sentra hatl a model

10

Do you see that’!

A I do.
Q And do you agree that would be the aeeurate

a

it's

11
12

13
15
16

Hold on a second.
going to be imponant tor

to pull the lnicropliune, especially

18

19

20
21
22
has
23
to be nhle to hear what you're saying.
24
TI-IE WITNESS: I'll do it,
Q (BY MR, JARRETT) So this has incurred a model 25
way oeeause it-s harder to hear you.
THE WITNESS: Son-y.
JUDGE BENNETT: And the court reporter

facing that

your retail price for

A

Okay.
Your actual

Q

is

that

that vehiele

trite

Nissan

is

retailed

and
$30,000 Okay"

gross proﬁt on that vehtele
isn't

A That would be correct.
Q And how much ls holdback?
2 to 3 percent.
Let‘s assume it‘s

ls

I3, let's say, of2t)l3,

only your holdback amount,

it’!

3 percent?

3.

Oil $30,000, that holdbaek equates to $900.

1'7

now that you-re

on January

does

A
Q

it

not?
It

would.

So your W your proﬁt ea I'm going to write

"tnte gross proﬁt," $900.

You would

agrcc with that, wouldn't you?

A In your seenario, yes.
Q And then, after that, when this vehicle is then
sold.

ou the correspondiltg 2013 statement submitted

to

22 (Pages 329 to 332)
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335

333

Nissan within the month oflanuary

--

sold in January

what month would this vehiele be reported
the statement? lt would be in February?

A

to

ean 0lTcr

--

Nissan on

it it

would be submitted to Nissan on
would it not?

9

11

A
Q

I

You antll

are oil the

vehicle

actual cost to you.

15
16
17
18
19
20

ofthe month,
would be on the next statement to Nissan, Right?

21

for each and every mollth that something like this

22
23

happened would not be the $900. wollld it? lt would be
the difference between this amount and that amount, and 23
24
it would be the $7,500, wouldn't it?
25
A It would.

24

25

sale in January oflhe month, but in

after the l0th or the

1

I

--

th

it

A Yes.
Q And that's in the ordinary eourse otoustnessv
A Right.
Q That proﬁt that would be incrementally shown

assume We're dealing

12

wollld report

dealership,

Let's

11

the ﬁnancial statement submitted to Nissan, that
it's

take

will he

we'll just stielt

14

because

it

10

12
13

ll'llS

let's

admitted)
9

same wavelength here.
vou. in your records to the

So

Q (BY MR. IARRETT) Now. seeond hypothetical sir

That's correct.

so

will be admitted.

it

the February

agree, lthlnk we're right.

lt

marked as 485.
(EXh|b|\ Respondent No. 425 marked and

you're eleai,

statement,

10

but

In that fashion.

MR. JARRETT: Thank you, Your Honor.
JUDGE BFNNETT: And Wlll he » just so

was sold, in your seenario, on the l3tl|,
it would be shown in January.
Q And this -- it would be shown in January. but
it

it.

earc ofthat

in the

15
16

on your lot; and

18

19
20
21
22

we

lryou write

same

14

11

the

will say,

that --

it it's

is

and

tax year for this,

you would write that
A I would,

A

--

3820.000.

it's

S0

on your lot

the end of Z012,

it's

on your lot at the end orzolz,
vehicle down. would you not?

Q Now, in this hypothetical,

write

same ycal, Again,

used. That vCl1lClC. to your dealership

is

13

in

with the sentra, and this particular

in

deciding

how to

down that vehicle, what did you do generally?
I would look at the NADA book.
(Discussion tittthe reeurtl)

Q (BY MR. IARRETT) Now, when you looked at the

NADA book -»

l

take

It

for each and every used vehlele

you wrote down, you ncvcr physieally went out on
lot and inspeeted the eondition orany of them, did

that

the

336

334

Q And that is your view of this 7,500, that is

the, quote,

A

inﬂated amount,

would

he, yes.

inﬂated amollnt

is there.

it

is it

you"

A No, I did not.
Q And that's true throughout the enliie tiliiefraine

not?

Q And for each and every vehicle where the

that priee

ofZ009 through 20137

A

ifyoll sold I00 ofthese at

on that day orthe month

you would end up reporting not 100 times
900 for $90,000, you would be reporting $750,000 of
intlated proﬁt, would you not?
A III could sell I00 of those in it month, yes.
Q But the hypothetical is -- is the -- would bear

10
11
12

13
14

15

uut

how -The hypothetical is the eittrenie.

A

Tl-lE

REPORTER: Try not to talk over eaeh

other, please.

THE WITNESS:

16

I'nl

son'y.

MR JARRETT: I‘m sorry.
Now, Your l-lonor, it"I might,

17

18
19
20

ofthe reeerd -- assuming no objection

21

Nissan.

22
23
24

25

have this admitted

same

as

JUDGE BENNETT:

instnlction as

I

redueed to an 8-1/2 by

l

l

,

12

13

is, I

reduced and then you

it

Q was

A

latest

used vthiele, yes.
the book tor Decemhel otihe

it

would be the
book Was.
It

latest

year‘?

book Whatever the

Q And let's assunle that in that book, you're
And what

looking

15
16

detcmlinatlon of -- what parameters are you looking

19
20
21
22

you the
Want it

Is

A On

is

14

18

That
it

11

-- I'd like to

nonnnl-sized sheet ofpaper.

So you ean have your people get

10

17

l‘m going to give

gzlve before.

book?
Q

for purposes

as the next R-exhibit for

--

l understand your
you would look solely and only tn the NADA
that what you --

testimony,

hypothetical,

9

Yes.

Q And the only thing, as

in this

at this

the

is

at

how much to write down?
A Well, you could tell by the serial number of
the car as to the make -- or the model and Whether -say, it's a sentra, it it was an s niodel, st: model,
whatever. S0 what -- so all the models are listed in
within the book to dcetde

the hook, and each has a different value.

From that, the -- the only other

23

ltiok at is,

24

like that

5

Nissan Sentra

thing

I

or eourse, type or transiniiisiun and things

can

all

be determined by the

serial

number,

Anti other than that. mileage,

23 (Pages 333 to 336)
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339

337

Q

Okay.

rhe day,

ir

all

And

write-down yeu weulrl have taken en
vehiele weulrl have been $5,000.

Do you agree?

Q

11

22
Z3

W yeu wr-ere rr

was carried en yeur books

hypothetical, rhie

And

new re rerail, January

aeeurne rhar this vehicle

let's

re

retailed for

$21,000.

Your true

aerual proﬁt en this vehrele

is

hew much, sir? True gross?
A From the W rhe ﬁrst cost iiguree, $1,000.

Q

se

ir

13

Correct”

whar yeu would report re Nreearr in
whar yeu would show

rhe lowering of rhe value and

And

17

were looking

18

ifyou

19
20
21
22

year of2Ol2 was $013,447.

24
in

A In ynur eeennrin, yes.
Q Now, let's, ifwe could, tum to Exhibit C—l73.

15
16

23

weulrl be $1,000.

Yer,

12

would be the amount of inﬂated proﬁt?
A on the books, it would show 0,000
Q Anrl that would be the 5,000, whieh re your
write—d0wn, plus rhe 1,000, whlch was the aerual gross.

14

l3 of20l3.

Bates

W rhe used, ae it

ofthe Nieearr

affected yeur everall picture ofproﬁtability, what

11

for January of

A V95.
Q Now, let's aeeurne, like we did rhe erher

24

25

ee lfthat's whar
rr

on rhie example
10

Do you agree?

Z0
21

Then

we marked and

Q (BY MR. JARRETT) one laer queerien, Mr.

rhe next year ar a value er$l5,000.

14

15
16
17
18
19

And

rlewn.

Okay. That's geing to be
he admitted when yeu provide a

admitted]

9

Fair eueugh.

will

(Exhibit Respondent Ne.

this

may be extreme

agree that‘s 25 percent. That

on a used car.

10
12
13

|

were

ifthat

it

reduced copy.

Just eenvenienrly coincides with eur earlier

rnre, rhe

A

marked 486, and

ofthat, and ar rhe end er

percent ofwnte-down, 25 eereenr.

9

JUDGE BENNETT:

Let‘s aeeurne, for purposes ofthis

hypothetical, you've rlene

25

I

A
Q

neerl re bring

reeall,

back to your recollection W when we
I had said re you, and W

Exhibit C—l6l,

at

your total wrireelewne for rhar given

believe that‘: rightr

I

Okay.

And

ee in 2013

W rhie is rhe yearenel

statement that you Stlbmtt t0 NlSSan,

IS It I101?

A Yes,
Q Now, lfyou would, cal] eur rhe lower portlon

ofthe ﬁrst page.

340

338
your books when u became
ls

write

as

--

this

12
13
14

15
15
17

18
19

when

was reduced

amount"

IARRETT: Oh, I‘m sorTy, Your Honor
MR.
IARRETT) This $15,000 would be rhe
Q (BY

amount that was shown. For each and every vehicle, this
would roll up where yeu did this event and every erre er
those vehrele rhar you wrote down and ueerl for rhar year
would rell up into an aggregate arneunr, whreh would be
shown on, I bcltcvc. Ltnc 42 ofyour Month 13 ﬁnanctal
statement, Right?

A OI the amount ofwritc-down, that’! true.
Q Right.

And that amount 01‘ write-down. at the end

20

errhe day

21
22
23
24

overall nealerehrpe net proﬁtability, did

75

efthis as an exhibit.

A

rer lhar year,

would effectively
ir

For that year W for that tax year,

r-erluee

yeur

9

10

it's

your testimony

months

every vehicle that was written down, whether

used,

13

whether yeu

14

15
16

it

show up

actually docs

the actual

month
still

it's

sold,

in rhe

whcthcr

earry the vehicle

new

month ofthc

it's

and

or

W er

January or
retail

it

in

December?

A

Tl|at‘s true.

Q And ee it’s not just rhar January, February,

17
18

March and April are ner ehewing rhe rnre ﬁnaneial
proﬁt or loss. The entire dealer ﬁnancial statement

19
20

submitted to Nissan is not complctcly accurate as to any
of thcsc l2 months for which there’: a vchiclc you'vc
written down and sold m one ofthusc months. True?
A It would -- yee, it has an erreer. But again,
as to the accuracy of my statements, they are as
accurate as -— as they tan be and —- and We still he
legal with rhe ms.

21

yee.

22

I

believe

A That is when they would show ir, yes. It
would - we try to turn inventory in a 90-day period.
S0 tlmt‘§ when that would he ill effect,
Q But would you agree wirh rne, err, rhar as re

11
12

net?

MR. JARRETT: And, Your Honor, thc same
would do that and movc for thc admission

pIOVlStOﬂ,

I

oflanuary, February, March, and April ofthc renewing
year. le that ﬁght?

not going to read into thc

MR

eanre re rhe reporting ofthe,

that those inﬂated proﬁts arc rcﬂcctcd in thc

it?

ls? That's

ii

quote, inﬂated proﬁts,

JUDGE BENNETT And would you specify what

record.

11

the vehicle

down and only put it on your 13-ruunth statement
you would wrlle down that cost, and it would be

amount, W0uldn‘t

"this

10

--

W in rhar less vehiele invenrnry eelunrn, yeu wnulrr

23
Z4
25

24 (Pages 337 to 340)
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345

Aha ihose

347

A Thsi was the gosi, yes.
Q Ahd that was ihe goal beeause you did.n't wahi

cars arc hoi liliea. geherally,

are ihcy‘?

A No. they're hoz.
Q Aha so wheh you iold l1ll11\l\6\,llC uhaer »

Would have understand

lo

A Correct.
Q And you then askcd him, "Can WC now do this

9
O
1

l7
ll
l4

i5
i6
l7
i8
i<a

70
21

22
73
24

75

is

lax bracket that

siiii reii

believe your iesiuhohy
9

"

lo

that before

is

gehileihah by the haihe of csri

11

ynur

A
Q

wooawara he broughi

Brought what lo

14

dealership ihay have had issues relevant to the

15

whie-aowhs?

you what pmccss

io usc ro

do

il.

1e

A
Q

N0.

A

Agsih, the ohiy ihihg he told us was that

l-lc

17
ncvcr ioid you what iegai rcquircmcnts rhighi

be applicable lo you. did

18
19

he‘?

20

i

Wmlld have the understanding that WI: had t0 -- as We did 21
ih nscd cars, had lo reeover shy overage oiwrineh-aowh 22
23
ﬂlnmlnt whenever We sold the car.

Q Aha you ncvcr asked Mr

Gauiierwhai

icquircmehls miglii bc applicable

ilial

24

legal

you nccdcd

25

to

A

Brouglu

ii

lo

said that

i-ie

your ollehiiou

we --

rrosh

we had - were probably loo
how we am it.

--

iliai

your

ih his ooihioh, that

aggressive ih

whai we did or

Q Ahd by "too aggressive," did you -- did he
oh tliﬂt any

elriborole

A

to you, sir?

weii. he had seeh ihe wrizeaowhs iahe place

we ihiiy have beeh overaggressive ih ihe
we l00k.
Q Aha aia Mr. wooaward tell you, ai ahy iiihe.
that he‘s never seeh a franchise dealer isl<e hew vehicle
beiore, but

ﬂlllnllllli lllﬂl

348

346
ihvcrimiy WrllC—Cl0WIlS in the mohricr you did

follow either, did you‘!

A No, I dia hon.
Q Aha whoh you madc all oryour writc—downs,

whcllicr ihey be

nCW

regulation or rule

which

you did hoi rcad airy IRS
regarding how to do or the method by

9

11
12
13
14
15
16

how you did ihe Wi'lt.e—d0WnS7

A

There was I|0 aoeuihehrs to keep.
You
do undcrsiand lliai as a laxpaycr -Q
iaxpayers by IRS regulation -- all taxpayers have
keep

lheir records for al least three years?

A We do.

Q D0 you uhdersiahd ihe ms, relative io these

17

write—d0Wns, requires

18

substantiate

19
20

awarc of lliai,

21

thrit

records be established to

how the Wl’ll8—dOWﬂS occurred‘? Were you
sir?

A No, I WlSn'l.
Q Aha ish'i it mie ilial

9

10

W

a

me l|e's

never seen that before?

tell

A

I

don't recall a tilnctrnmc, it he gave

reporls, aid

14

15
16
17
18

19
20

23
24

you ihhi he hasn't seeh ii
20 years as a lower—of—c0st—or—market

method‘?

13

lhe entire goal arid plan for you to do iliis
your dealership would ohly have io show
taxable iheorhe orho greaier ihah $75,000 a year‘?
ihai

Did he

Bui they

was so

iri

iriiuhg a

lie tell

11
12

new or used,

24

wheh you were

Did

Q

21
22

ihsiohee.

A

20 years uhaer

ror over

--

practiced ih over

each and every
write-down of eiiher

22
23
25

to

No.

No.

to C0l"iduCl a lower-of-eosl-or-marker wriie-dowh,

did you?

10

A
Q

lower-iiI-oust-or-mui-ket method,

or used,

A No.1 aia not.
Q Aha you didn't keep ahy doeurhehis ihai showed

lo

my ouemioii?

That's correct.
HCVCI‘ ioid

it

aneriiioh. Is ilioi true"?

13

did hc‘?

It

your aneriiioiu one of your very owri experts, a

10
12

1

Nisssh raised

That's righr?

l-lc

we were

we were oayihg our

like

Q Ahd iheh as s result ofwliat iiapoehed --

hew Nissans‘7"

A That's correct.
Q Aha all he ioid you was. “l d(in't know why ihai

A
Q

A we tried to stay ih

shore oi taxes.

Correol"

Wouldn't work

higher tax bracket, did you‘?

ih a

eohirombie with sud

they're untitled cars. Correct?

wirh ihe resi of our ohe year prior

be

Q
A

Q

-»

he -- has he seeh

it?

me one.

Yes. Bui hor lately.

Aha wheh Mrr wooaward prepui-ed each or his
I

you read iliehi aha review iheih?

aid.

Now, aﬁer ihai,

ai

some point

ih iirhe,

your

dealership hired a tax attorney out of Washihgioh. D.C..
a gCﬂllCtl'l3n

A
Q

by the hame ofMr. Lcs sehheider. Correct?

ih the eourse or ihis, yes.

Aha Mr. Schneider has told you that you're not
aowh uhy type orhew yehiele ihyehiory for tax

lo wriie

purposes uhaer

A

this i-oeihod. is ihai --

He -MR. COFFEY:

what Mr. Schneider

25

Objection. Thzit misstates

said.

JUDGE BENNETT:

Ovcrrulcd.

I'll

allow

il.

26 (Pages 345 to 348)
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429

ﬁnancial statenients

ee

431

MR

you know that your ﬁnancial

counsel not Ieud his

ean‘t say today

truthful

12

13
14

15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22

23
24

25

do want to OIJJCCI

than the ﬁnancial ﬁgures reponed to Nissan as

A

necessarily leading; he

Q

A No, I eau't.
Q And why can‘! you, sir‘?
A Because the raets are that

I have to do what
I‘m doing in order to satisry niy obligation with the
IRS. so my liuaueial stateutents have to show the way

they show.

Q And do you also agree that as to Nissan

A

your dealership, had you reviewed the

Nissan

still

knew that

does not require that

I

A

11

not sur: lhut that

was

to

ii

your

letl

Let nie ask you
I

this;

Did

in

eorreetly eapture the

direet testimony with”

Yes, wliieh was simply that the recaptured

was neeessary to he reported on iny

12

iueonie or proﬁt

13

lzth-rnontli stiiternents in order to satisfy iuy obligation

14

to the

15

tlte

17
18

IRS from the written down amounts that had took
I

year before.

Q And you got that infonnation froni Mr. oautiei?
A That's who was -- who was directing nie in this,

1e

yes.

Q okay

19

But Mr. Gautier never

20

either the exlstellte oi the

21

whieh

tlid

explain to you

meaning of Exhibit 312,

are those Treasury regs‘7

A we never talked about Treasury regs iit
Q L:t‘s kind ofgo back ln time. As undelstand

22

suhniit

I‘nl

was laying a predlcate. But

as a paiaphrase, did

thought that you

is

Eut ean you answer iny question with a yes or

was what was submitted to it needed
malCh what was submitted t0 the govemment?

--

fact

110/7

doeunient, the all—dealer hulletin, you

to the

that

witness.

Q (BY MR COFFEY)

believe

Nissan's position

would ask

can go aheatl and answer that

and accurate?

forewai-iied

l

do wateh the pliiasing ofyoui questions But you

j\lSl

whether either set ofstarerneitts are

what I submit to the faetory is as
ueturate as -- as I can utake theni and maintain what
required at‘ me from the ms.
I

own

JUDGE BENNETT.

A They have to he, yes.
Q And heeause that happens and that exists, you

10
11

I

leading nature of the questlons.

eornpared to your Month 13s. Agreed?

9

JARRETT:

staternents submitted to Nissan are rnaterially different

iill.

23

I

24

it.

25

lo yeais ago, l2 years ago

you took over operating the

rlealeiship, what, about

maybe?

430

432

A
Q

llth-month statement.
Q That's not what I asked. You knew, had you
read the document, that's what Nissan expected.
A I have since read the document. and they dlnl‘l
require
Honor.
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25

it.

I'll

pass the

Wlll"l€SS,

MR. COFFEY:

I'm ready to go. out

to

begin?

up

to the Court.

JUDGE BENNETT: Because we can go for 25,
30 minutes and then take our break, So gt: ahead.
MR. COFFEY: Sounds good.
CROSS—EXAMINATION

BY MR COFFEY:
Q Where do We begin. Mr. Bates?

Let's start with

your last statement. In order for you to satisfy your
obligations to the IRS, you have to prepare your
ﬁnancial statements the

way you

what that means.
well, we‘ve covered

the Court

A

A

Your

it's

it

do, Please explain to

left

MR. JARRETT: Your Honor ——

JUDGE BENNETT:

Hold on.

We have an

objection.

you

Yes,

I

Q
A
Q

9

10
11
12

write»downs

which

sirnply eontinue a praetiee

was

the dealer pnneipalv

just niore or less picked

up where he

0l't' .

okay.

believe, did
I

You

read Mr. oautier's deposition,

I

you not?

did.

And,

in faet,

you were present during

his

deposition‘?

A was.
Q no you reeall him stating to the erfeet that he
I

13
14

got the dealership on lower of cost or rnarket back

15

he

16
17
18

taking over the operations?

19
20
21
22

-

tar as these inventory

pre-existed while your dad

JUDGE BENNETT: Do you want to take a very

shon hreak before you begin or are you ready

Okay. As

are concerned, did

to see a I3-mtlntll statement.

MR. JARRETT:

Give or take.

23
24

25

left that

A
Q

aeeounting

ﬁrm niany

when

years prior to you

Yes.

Did you materially change the way your father
had always written down the vehicles?
A N0.

MR. JARRETT,

oltjeetitui,

JUDGE BENNETT:

vague.

Ovenuled.
MR.
that would not be tnie,
COFFEY)
Now,
(BY
Q
however, as to new vehicles because that praetiee hegan
under you, did it not.n

47 (Pages 429 to 432)
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SOAH DOCKET NO. 608—l4—32l1.LIC

MVD DOCKET NOS. 14—OOlO.LIC and 15—OOl3.LIC
STATE OFFICE OF

BATES NISSAN, INC.,
Complainant,

NISSAN NORTH AMERICA, INC
Respondent.

ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS

HEARING ON THE MERITS
Thursday, September 17, 2015

BE IT REMEMBERED THAT at 8230

5.111.,

On

Thursday, the 17th day of September 2015, the

above—entitled matter came on for hearing at the State
Office of Administrative Hearings, William

P.

Clements

1

Jr., Building, 300 West 15th Street, Room 404, Austin,

Texas, before CRAIG BENNETT, Administrative Law Judge,

and the following proceedings were reported by Lorrie A

Schnoor and Kim Pence, Certified Shorthand Reporters.
Volume

Pages 544

3
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599

597

you by NNA, were ihey aware that your
was under ihreai ofterminalion?

referred to

dealership

A
Q
A

on the reoord

Mr, Buster Gautier

Well, they

yuu‘l| take a seat at that table

was under

JUDGE BENNETT:

- well, the ﬁrst one that I nrade

rronr the raeiory.

we never actually

t

raise

alked

se; we oilked ahoui just nie fact
9
was pressure being applied. The
second oner was a fellow - was a renow Nissan dealer, 10
11
and we actually sat in niy ornee and talked about thﬁ

10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19

that there

--

JUDGE BENNETT:

I-low did he

A

I

13

ienniiiaiioii

I

idea.

I

Q

know.
(BY MR. COFFEY) Do you feel

don‘t

know how he

24

iniiially

17
18

- I would guess

A

from the factory,

stale

and

19
20

I1utI don't

you we re

spell

Mr, Gautier did not

that wiih

waiting, okay.

25

ll

in

I'm Buster G4 Gautier.

prefile

leslimuny in this case. did

JUDGE BENNETT:

24

think that in some ways that the offers were

pull

for the record,

MR, JARRETF: N0

Honor

23

I

make

That

is lrue,

Your

Okay. That's

--

well,

now al ihe beginning
Go ahead

every wiiness

rather ihan

600

BUSTER G. GAUTIER (ADVERSE),
having been ﬁrst duly swom. lesuﬁed as follows-

made us kind of: ﬁre sale kind of thing or, you know,
nlc kind of offer, which

that the sale
at, in

not

-— I

DIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR. JARRETI:
Q Mr. Gautier, sitting at the end ofihe counsel

And that‘s not ihe -- the condition

don't feel that.
-»

I‘In still

or the prospeenve sale has even looked

niy opinion.

MR. COFFEY:

Pass the witness,

Your Honor.

table for Bales Nissan

FURTHER REDIRECT EXAMINATION

9

10
11

12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19
0

21

BY MR. JARRETT:
Q Mr. Bales. you don‘! know what was in the mind

ofthc buyer

A

No,

I

who niade thcsc

offers,

do you?

wheiher ihey were giving you a ﬁre sale prioe,
believe is how you would frame it?

A

No. Again,

iliai

I

was my opinion.

MR. JARRETT: Pass the witness.
MR. COFFEY: have nothing further, Yo ur
I

Honor.

BENNE'l_l' Okay. Mr. Bates, thank
you very much For your two and a hrilrdriys uftim€. and
you-i-e rree io siep

9

10
12

:

down.

A I inei him yesierday.
Q And when you met hnn yesterday, was n

A
Q

Has lvlr. Davis ever ealled you io disouss whai
you know, how _- whai you did and why you did whai you

14

did for Eaies Nissan in preparing

15
16
17

19
20
21
22

A
Q

Has hc cvcr had any —— has he cvcr —— or has he
wrmcn you or done anyihing to try lo
communlcale wnh you as to any innounl ofwork that you
perﬂinned on behalfofBates Nissan‘!

A

No.

Q And have you ever inei a gentleman

ofMr

23

(Reeess 9»s3 ani. to 10=14 a.m.)

24

niiiyoe

75

Q

Okay. well,

let's

go back

tax retums?

cvcr callcd,

(Discussion offthe record)

JUDGE BENNETT:

iis

No.

24

25

lo

Yes.

Let's

rninule.

]\.\S\

eXcl1ange eordialiiies?

22
23

go off the reoord ror a

a gentleman liy rhe nanie

13

18

JUDGE

is

ofMr_ Davis. Have you ever met Mr Davis before“

11

don't.

Q And you don'l know what their intent is us to

I

sure, I'm going lo lry and lake care of

598
2 distress

you

just ask lhai

he‘?

nolice of tenmnzilion?

A

J

Okay. You may proceed.
MR, JARRETF: Thank you.
JUDGE BENNETT: Oh. and actually.

purehasers, considering rhe fact that you were under

in

Okay.

JUDGE BENNETT:

ivanled lo

with ihese

like

if

If you'll

and clearly, And. ifyou would.

THE WITNESS:

or prospective

an

--

Okay. Mr, Gautier,

down there’?

much as possible,

your name

21
22

zlm1‘s lengih posiiion

your next wiiness.

G-A-U-T-I-E-R,

15
16

would have --

MR. JARRETT: olneeiioii, hearsay.
JUDGE BENNETT; overruled. I rhink lie" s
no

closely. speak loudly

14

- I don't know.

20
21
22
23
25

know about ihe

proceeding?

indicated he has

use your microphone as

12

termination proeeeding.

Q

call

your righi hand?
(Witness swom)

about termination, per

that

and you rnay

I'm sure they are, yes.
do you know lhai?

I-low

- he was -- just made relerenee tn the pressure th atl
9

ilien,

MR, JARRETF: Your Honor, we call

A

by the narne

Carl Woodard‘?

spoke to liirn on the phone, I believe, and
an einail or two.
And what was the nature ofyour conversation
I

15 (Pages 597 to 600)
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605

60'!

wn'te-downs, that would be provided to you in the third
week utiaiiuary in a given year"

sir?

A Yes.
Q And let's new ge te tlie hetteni of the ﬁrst

A Niiriuaily.
Q And was yuur knowledge that thiuughuut that
titneframe Mr Bobby Bales‘ littent was iu provide
it

page and blow

And

inventory write-downs to you that would drop his
dealerships taxable income each year to $75,000‘)
9

10

A

I

was not aware of that

until this

rehruary.

14

had been your understanding that Bates Nissan had
provided Month 13 ﬁnancials to Nissan?

Q

se

tlils

it

prrwlde

21

provide heth the adjusted and ntntadjiisted te the

22
23

manufacturer‘?

25

agent that

when a

business creates an adjusted ﬁnancial

A
Q

a rnutui vehlele dealership

--

was

assiiinptiun

—— I

was

that

Bates Nissan had been providing

its

A
Q

--

do yeu see

that,

V85.
That these proﬁts shown

te the

nght

weuld inelude amounts

in the

column

15
16

Nissan had recaptured or reeeveied prtorwrite-downs?

that those

for

which Bates

A V85.
Q And you knew that these arneunts were not a tnie

18

retieetien of the aetual

19

earned in these months by Bates Nissan‘?
A Would you repeat that?

actual proﬁt dellars

-- tetal

Q You would understand from that that the arneunt

shewn, for instanee, January,

that the

$168,520, that

23

that ineluded serne of the reeaptured or recovered

24

arneunts from the prier year's Write-downs?

25

A

V85.

608

606

Q And that reeaptured or reeevered amount,

Month 13s to Nissan?

A Yes.
Q Who told you in January or February that

whatever amount
it

had

A

A believe it was Lorri Chumhley.
Q And de yeu happen to reeall why she teld yeu
I

think

l

asked her

if

Now, we can take that down.
As an enrelled agent, sir, yeu understand

she had ﬁled
Q

10
11
12
13

ﬁnancial statements that were provided to Nissan would

13

14

ieeeid on these statements as pieﬁts

14

15
16
17
18
19
20

vehicle sales that had been written

15
16

21

22

23
24
25

A
Q

I

Now, you kncw that the

Month

A

Q

don‘t even remember.

ncxt year's monthly

new and used
down on the prior

13 ﬁnancial?

And the recapturing

ofthat proﬁt onto the

knew that it would
show Nissan niere proﬁt than what thc dcalcrshlp had
actually eamed in tnie dollars?
next year's ﬁnancial statement, you

A
Q

Ves.
Let's

ge

to

Exhibit R-287, please, and

blow up the
that

let's

-- tltis is the Nissan ﬁnancial statement
Mr. Bates’ dealership provided to the company for

that

IRS regulations

can

know thc distinctions bctwccn

are written so that a

common man

a lawful tax avoidance

10

vcrsus strategies that amount to either tax fraud or

11

taxi

12

Sometimes they're very diﬂicult to understand.
But yeu _- nevertheless, yeu know that the IRS
endeavors to write those for the comtnon man to

17

Yes.

for that critiy, those arc not

Yes.

that?

A

is

Q Do yeu understand that‘?

I

Month 13th.
Q And why did you ask her that?

that

true dollars?

not heen pievided te Nissan’?

9

and

14

21
22

was not aware of that.
Nonetheless, you did know that -- or your
I

this

for instanee, in the rnenths of

sir?

20

to

would he retieeted

11

17

aware as an enrnlied

statement that the IRS expects the business to
-- irltts

when Bates Nissan would submit

January threugh April dtthat year

13

January or February of 2015,

A Yes.
Q And are you generally

eut, please.

10
12

prior tu

15
16
17
18
19
20

24

9

January or

12
13

seenen

other annual statements to Nissan, that the proﬁts that

Nissan did not submit 13th-month ﬁnancials to Nissan?

11

that

given your earlier testirneny, you

understood that

A Yes.
Q And you also knew from your work that Bates

Do you see that,

the year end etneeernher 31,2013.

or fourth

18

19

20

A
Q

evasion?

understand‘?

A
Q

Yes,

But

in

applying thosc,

understanding

is

sometimes

I

it

takc

it

your

can be dilﬁcult to do?

A Yes.
Q And as an enretled agent, ytiu know from IRS

21
22

through your eentlnuiiig education eeurses, that

23

evasion

24

that the taxpayer did

5

pravisians and yetir past experience in this area and
ts

found, that the IRS can

something

nile, hut did not necessarily

make

when

tax

a determination

in violation ofits

know

its

action

was

17 (Pages 605 to 608)
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629
point." Let's slop right lhere,

iliis

631

A

sir.

when you wrole that. you knew at the time
whal you were rerening io was rhe net proﬁt orlsaies
Nissan prior io your reeeipr or any new and used vehicle
inventory reductlolis. Is that mie?

A
Q

9

all

ofthzil point

urne,

ttl

14

prepare the l3th

15
16
17
18
19

and apply the reduelions
inventory as io new and used?

20
21
22
23
24

irerns

9

0

11

SI).

your mind

you were going lo have

lhai

A YES.
Q Now, let's read further.

"to

$75,000

to

used"

used up the use up

lnrle

A
Q

25

ro

the 2013 lax renini ror ﬁling

--

to reeeiye

al

let's

we had a telephone

reeeived the write-downs or nor,

go to lhe next paragraph where you

ehoppy wording

ilie

do

17
lo

was

14

doing

18

to

you said "used," but -ls"/. and 25"/. lax brackets."

A

--

Q

whal did you mean by rhe use ofthc words

"\vritc—d0wns are going lo catch up wirh us"?

A

They are -- inhe husiness ended the next
were going to he ineluded in
that last year's nix return, and that's when we would he

year, those write-llowns

71

paying the inooine tax on those write-downs.

Q And isn't

it

rnie, sir, that at this poinl in

73

nine

Right.

74

And -- now, there was a eonseious knowledge

75

through 2013, every year up to rhal point, inereasin g
amounts ornew and used vohiele inventory reduetion

--

but that's lhe

wny

ir

read. Coi1'ect‘7

--

by 2013, you had seen each year from 2010

630

632

between yourself and Mr, Bates that l1lS eniiipany
each and every tax year tn keep that taxahle

arnounls taken ror lax purpose eaeh year’!

A YES.
Q And in your view and your inind,

€\1ttBh\VOl’€tl

income

A

at

or around $75,000.

You knew

thzlt?

Q And you were inrorrning by this -- you were

9

10
11

12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19

20
21

22

A
Q

amount

to that

$75,000

if

he could,

reaehing rhal $75,000 per year taxable income amount.

--

9

10

nilaxahle income’!

And you -- let's

read runher. "The hexi

11
12

54%, and amounts ahoye $100,000, up
Then amounts over 335,000 13
14
drop back down to the 34% tax rate." Did I read that
15
correctly?
16
A Yes.
17
intent
intbnn
And
here
to
was
so
your
JUSI
Q
18
Mr. Bates as to the tax consequence ofwliat income tax
19
he would have lo pay irhe did not rednee il down to the
$25,000

is

laxed

al

to $335,000 are taxed at 39“/o.

15 gland.

A
Q

was lhai your purpose?

YES.
In

response to this

ernail, did

Mr. Bates get

23
24

back wilh you, eilher verbally or in writing. as to
answering that speeiﬁe question eryour eniail about

95

trying to get

it

down"

20
21
Z2
23
24
25

Right?

A YES.
Q And in fact, for tax year 2013, at the end of

lhe day, after all the reductions he provided to you,
the actual taxable

Sl0l ,000,

income

for that year

Do you recall that‘?

was over

A Yes.
Q And so by that p0tnl in time, you had known

and scope ofMr. Bates’ dealership. he was
ln'v'EntOl'y to do
that very purpose of achieving that lax goal of $75,000
that the size

now unable to continue to write-down
eaeh year?

A
Q

Yes.
Arid

is that nut, sir,

wriie-downs are going

what yuu meant by "these

to ealeh

up

Wtll1

us"?

A Yes.
Q And by this ernail, you were warning Mr. Bates
23 (Pages 629 to 632)

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE,

512.474.2233

now had

the

Yes.
--

had

seope and size of his business, that he was exhausting
amount ofnew and used inventory that he could
continue lo write-down in order lo achieve his goal of

inronning Mr. Bates that he needed to give you
sufﬁcicnt inventory reductions for 2013,

it

gotten to the point that you understood, based on the

YES.

to lower that

it

is postponing the ineonie taX on that arnonni or
write-down until that ear is sold.

19
70
77

YES.

A ves.
Q whal did you mean, sir, by that‘?
A What wt:‘rc doing is _ is taking a reduction in

one year, but then wt:‘re going to have to recapture
the nexe year or when that ear is iiolll. So all wc’rc

17

--

sold in lhe next

Did I read that correctly‘?

13
15
16

in the vehiele

"We've heen trying

when they are

proﬁts on lhe ears

A I would think
Q And at lhis sr-age, lhe only -- the only thing

il

Now,

year."

iliar

Bares Nissan's lax retum for that

to adjust

year. is lhai iniev

keep

Q

l

it‘

wrote, "Eventually, these inventory wrile-downs are

you had already

ofthe depreeialion and other

10
11
12
13

left in

don't reeall

I

going to ealeh up with us, sinee we'll he showing more

But as

would go

eventually turnished rne with the

conversation herore

YES.

enleulnred

l-ie

write-downs.
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661

Q And

l

think there might be

sources otreplaeement value

any number of

W for example,

buy that ear at auction for, let's
30 percent less than invoiee, tlten tltat might

values, ifyou ean
say, 25 to

be a replacement value that you eould use for
detemiining your write-downs‘?

A
Q

Yes.

wholesale to

12
13

allocation or offer theln at auction or something like

15
16
17
18
19
2O

A
Q

22
23

Yes.

Okay.

some

dealers in

Would you

agree witlt

either additional

that‘?

when you were talking about

Mr. Schneider's

and

letter --

let's

get that in front of

l

believe you testiﬁed that you did not

input into this

A
Q

letter.

Thafs

Arid that's based,

Do you recognize

as an expert in the orea

Mr. sehneider

of inventory valuations‘?

is

deelaring an

l

guess, on the submission to

Hey, we may not have done it right
We're going to do it right in the tiiture anti

IRS

that,

how we‘re going to make up irwe did

A
Q

9

10

it

in the

wrong

Yes.

okay. so he's basieally

telling the

our deal

is

12

under the Treasury regs under whieh we‘re making

13

application allows us to pay the tax on that over four

14

years.

s12o,o00

A
Q

6

Do you agree?

Do you have any idea orwhat the tax
on that? Maybe a couple hundred, 250, something

okay.

will be

18

like that?

20
21
22

A
Q

ves.

okay. Do you eonsider a 3] I5 like
Mr. selineider ﬁled, do you eorisider that soine

sort

A
Q

4

know him.
when you were testifying
about that $726,000 being W don’: know what the
proper use W term to use W a reversal maybe of the

5

seven

1

3

I

A
Q

No.
okay. Basically,

do the right thing when

ir's

the taxpayer trying to

his inventory valuation

method

has been called into question

A

right.

-»

A
Q

9

it

is

that basieally

11

permission to ehange the dealerships Inventory

19

aeeounting method from what

13

he says

A

in the letter

it

will

lte's

be

it

in

asking the IRS tor

was

in the past to

what

the ruriire?

Right.

Q You under stand that?

16

ves.

17

And why

18

well, he-s wanting us to use the

is that?

iietuiil

Blue

22
23

Book value, is what r understand, to where berore. we
were using loan valueii and maybe even below loan values,
so now we‘re going hack to what IRS attually allows.
Q okay. And do you think W as a tax preparer,
do you think that is the right thing for Mr. sehneider

24

to

19
21

25

do for Bates

A

I

attention that

Okay Do you understand why Mt. sehneider

Nlssl1n‘7

Yes.

9

10
11
12

think eounsel brought

we saw increases

it

in the

your
amount of

to

reductions over a period of months, and
in

recall

Yes.

Q And

ves.

would have done that ivhen

15

A

what you

was?

10

14

which would he various reduction sheets, do you
when you were reviewing those, that testimony’?

ofthe amount, the eumulative amount of

rednetions as of year Z013,

Yes.

Q when you were reviewing R-316 through 318,

i

understood

70

664

really don‘!

okay. All

of

admission orr-ax rraud or anything?

24

25

this

Yes.

17

19

in additional taxable ineoroe.

652
2

in

ms here

11

23

true.

That's eorreet?

now Bares Nissan

the past. ls that --

15

MR, JARRETT: C-205.
MR. COFFEY: Thank you very much, David.
Q (BY MR. COFFEY) C-205, sir, Arc you there’?

24

25

its

us.

21

Right.

here's

11

14

A
Q

oasr.

1O

that.

okay. Because

the

Another plaee that you might be able to ﬁnd
replacement vehicles is iftlle manufacturer, at the end
of the year, decides to offer vehicles that it could not

9

Q

additional $726,000 or so in taxable ineorne. Right?

auction

2013.

A

Do you

I

think

it

was

reeall that?

Yes.

13

Q Did you notiee when those eanie through your
ofﬁce for purposes of preparing the 13-month statement

14

that those increases

15
16

short period ortinie?

17
18

19
O

21
22

23
24
25

A
Q

were occurring over a relatively

Yes.

Did you think anything about that at the time?

A

Ntr.

Q

Ifyou thought there was anything wrong with
eertainly have gone to Bates Nissan and
Hey, get me more tnforntatitin on how you justiﬁed

you would

that,

said,

these reductions. Right?

A
Q

that

Yes.

okay. And, in fact, that's true about anything
you have ever done beeause you are an honest

31 (Pages 661 to 664)
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705

that's

not an asset that

707
And

constituted as a dcprcciablc

is

A Right.
Q And that assct has not become a uscd asset,

your VICW, has

A
Q

i

l7
ll

i8
l‘5

12

possibly cvcn be allowed to write

14

Bates

15

inventory that

6

it

17

A N0.
Q And you don't know what Bobby Bates knew or

91

yCars'7

75

down

Mr

had already been sold?

didn't

94

13

at

70
9?
73

9

10

You've had no diseussion with Mr. Bobby Bates

could, should. or could not or did not or ever could

know about LIFO

anything about

A

N0.

I

LIFO

doll‘!

oi d0csn‘t

know anything

about

know,

ND.

the quality or the character ofthe

somehow mistaken

MR

20

23
LIFO? 24
25

JARRETT:

Just let

JUDGE BENNETT:

Q [BY MR. JARRETT)

That's ﬁne.

Since Tuesday ofthis Week,

have you had any discussion with Mr. Bobby Bates?

A
Q

About the U139?
Yes,

sir.

Thank you.

MR

JARRETT:

Pass the witness.

RECROSS-EXAMINATION

BY MR. COFFEY:
Q Mr. Gautier, wiien counsel asks you whether or
not the acts otisates Nissan were willful and
intentional, did that

mean

to you, yes, they took ihose

acts intentionally? In other words,

it

was not

a

708

Q

And, sir, you don't know anything about vcliiclc
do you?
A Not -— not a whole lot. I do know that Bales
used to go to vehicle auctions to buy used cars.

mistake?

A

I kind of had him repeat that.
But you don't mean to say when you agreed to
willful and intentional language that thcrc was anything

auctions,

Q You don't know anything about whether Bates

wrong

any point iii tiirie, whether it be Robert, Jimmy,
or Bobby, ever went to any auction to deteniiine a

10

A

its

new vehicle

9

Q And Mr. Bobby Bates had ncvcr advised you

11

whether he could do

12
13

permissible for him to do

14

15
16
17
18
19
O

21

inventory"

No.

A

that or

should do that or was

it‘?

No.

Q No discussion whatsoever at all?
A Not
Q And you understood that at all tiines, the
WtliC—d0WnS that Bobby Bates had W and through his
dcalcrship had provided to

you understood them, were

you were write-downs

that.

deliberate, willful,

intentional acts of Bates Nissan"

the tax form‘

24

supplied to you willfully by Bates Nissan?

Q

A

That the

-_

whatever they gave you

you understood

it

to

to

use on

be information

Yes.

--

A No.
Q -- witlt what Bobby Bates did?
A N 0.
Q Now, let‘s go back to this testiiriony where you
new
down Your original

1O

said you’re not accusing Nissan of saying that

11
12

inventory could not be written
tcstimony,

13

was

14

15
16
17
as 18

19
O

A would you repeat that?

Z2
23
25

it

Yes,

Q

ever, at

reduction value for

its

me collect my

706

9

l\'\

thoughts for just a seeond.

19
21
22

A N0.
Q And you don't know ifBobby Bates knows

A

18

Z0

practices oftlic past tcn to

Or that

contents or character‘?

11

l5
l7

Q

Yes.

l4

by Bales Nissan?

information provided to you was

Correct?

untitled.

they provided you, you never

ND.

it?

any time throughout the coursc of your tax
plcparation work for Bates Nissan on whcthcr

6

And what

it

srill is

by Bates Nissan?

rstood to be a mistake

in

A N0.
Q It stiii remains a new assct. Correet?
A Yes.
Q And remains a "CW asset bccausc that VCl1iclc

9
O

intentionally

Yes.

asset, Right‘?

21
Z2

23
24
25

when I was questioning you, as I rccall it,
you thought you may have come to that
understanding at the deposition where Nissan's eounsei
was asking you questions ls that right"

A
Q

that

Yes.

But now, aﬁer questioning by Nissan's counsel,
you concede the fact that,
Well, I'm not absolutely certain that it was Nissan
which gavc me that understanding; it inight have been

you

adrnit to the taet or

somebody

A
Q

else?

Right.

But do you believe that your first impression,
your ﬁrst recoiieetion ofit beiiig Nissan who gave you
that uiiderstaiidiiig, is probably the oorreet one?
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SOAH DOCKET NO. 608—14—3211,LIC

MVD DOCKET NOS. 14—OOlO.LIC and 15—OOl3.LIC
STATE OFFICE OF

BATES NISSAN, INC.,
Complainant,
V.

NISSAN NORTH AMERICA, INC
Respondent.

ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS

HEARING ON THE MERITS
Friday, September 18, 2015

BE IT REMEMBERED THAT at 8:31 a.m., On Friday,

the 18th day of September 2015, the ab0ve—entitled

matter came on for hearing at the State Office of
Administrative Hearings, William

P.

Clements, Jr.,

Building, 300 West 15th Street, Room 404, Austin, Texas,

before CRAIG BENNETT, Administrative Law Judge, and the
following proceedings were reported by Dalia

F.

Inman

and Steven Stogel, Certified Shorthand Reporters.

Volume

Pages 780
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PROCEEDINGS

A

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER
(8:31 a

2015

18.

Okay.

the reeord, then, and

Let's

go ahead and

we will resurne with

MR. DONLEY: Thank

Nissan will

eall as

you,

Your l-ionor.

l-lave a seat

Mr. Davis.

14

ﬁle a report, not prenled testimony, though, so

15
16
17
18
19

d0n‘t

20
21
22
23

WITNESS: Thank

you.

(witness Davis sworn)

JUDGE BENNETT;

And, Mr. Davis, you did
I

we need to do --

MR. DONLEY:

that the reports are the

i

helieve the panies agreed

preﬁled tesrirnony.

JUDGE BENNETT; Right. so, I guess -MR. DONLEY: lwould ask to srill have hirri

SWOt'n I0 that.

JUDGE BENNETT; That's ﬁne.
MR. DONLEY: Thank you, Your l-ionor.
JUDGE BENNETT; Mr. Davis, you prepared an

24

initial

25

in this case.

A

Yes,

sir,

Yes.

in iny eareer.

sir.

And, Mr Davisjust

to

kind ofgcl into the

A

--

expert report and also a rebuttal expert report

Are you familiar with those?

Yes,

Q

o

sir,

understand.
so writc»d0wns of new or used motor

I

All light.

1

1

vehieles, based on

1

2

based on a rulc

1

3

1

4

HCW Or ustd motor

and for ncw motor vchiclcs l‘m talking about
year models Okay" Are you with nie-l

prior
9
1

that

And tllat‘s been ioryour entire

vehicles

up there,

10
11
12
13

kn0W

it

sir

thick of things, writc-downs on

an adverse witness Bohert Davis.

JUDGE BENNETT;
Tl-lE

sir.

Yes,

Q

Nissan's direet ease.

9

has been thus far

Yes,

Q

Cﬂrccr"

rri.1

JUDGE BENNETT;
go haok on

783

781

GAP prineiples,
A

quote. nile oithunih.

e.

oﬂhumb.
would

it,

Okay? so

bc based on any

that Wouldn't
sir?

l

5

Judgment is involved, But With no
other evidence. 8 rulc of thumb would not he I way

1

5

it.

1

1

1

a

1

9

70

N0,

sir,

Q And a nile orthuruii would not be appropriate

under any tax laws or regulations

A

N0,

sir.

either,

would

it,

sir?

way you asked

not in the pure rorrn the

question.

Q And you do not hold the opinion. do you.

>1

>2

Mr. Davis, that Bales Nissan can take writc-downs

93

and used motor vehicles

>4

to l)C aeeurate,

A

95

do you.

knew

irtliey

in

that in

good

faith

it

knows

(in

THEWITNESS

2

_luncl'.nr;NNl=.1'r

sir"

good

raith that

it

was not

3

that is eoniained in

4

oaili at this

7

s

11
12

13

16
1/
18

Thank you. Your

having oeen previously duly sworn.

don't

l-lonor. ii/layl

testiiied as lollows

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. DONLEY
Q Good morning. Mr Davis l-low are you?
A cood Innrning. now are you, Mr. Donlcy?
we meet again
Yes.

2m

Scents like \ve‘Y: had several cases here laiely,

Absolutely.

being one otthein.

zz

0 Now. your work as a CPA and as an Cxpﬂl

24

witness

2a

Correct‘

is

5

1

5

1 5
l

7

13

2O
21

A

Ves,

1

14

1 9

27

sir.

had no support

Bates

ﬂit those wiite-iliiwns.

The support for GAP is the rules really
about what support is needed for thut.
and, ulcoursc, Nissan is looking for GAP-based

tux purpusesi
la

Vase

it

A The support is needed for the write-downs fur

l

JUDGE BENNETT Vol! may
1O
YRESENTATION UN BEHALF OF RESPONDENT (CONTINUED) 1 1
ROBERT DAVIS (ADVERSE),
1Z

this

knew

it‘

Col-reel‘)

Then think That

proeeedzl

sir.

me that sanie answer

Anti yoti wuuld give

Nissan

12
21

Q

tune as iieiug inie and eoiieerl

MB DDNLEY.

14

15

write-downs.

will bu aufﬁcicnt.

E

in

accurate, then they should nut have used those
the intnrriialion

your report, would you udopr under

THE WITNESS Yes. sir.
JUDGE Hl.:NNl:'|‘l' Okay.

5

784

Ves.sir.

okay And

new

not

782
1

I0 do-

vir.

always on oehalror rranehiso dcdlcrs

The

titlk

--

ﬁnancials, not tax-based ﬁnsinciltls.

MR DONLEV;

liinited arnount ortiine. l'm

questions throughout that

no

l

may, and l
But I've got a

ifl

going to ask hirn leading

think will eall for a yes or

opposed to any kind ornarrative. Ifa narrative
i would ask that Mr. Coffey ask those
questions and get any narrative he wants to get. Could
is

as

neeessary,

we do that, Your Honor?
JUDGE BENNETT: Mr,

Davis,

when

you're

asked a question that calls for a yes tit no answer, yuu
basically have three options. You can say yes, you ean

you ean

Ican‘i answer that

22

say

23

question the

24

oeoasionally that niay Be appropriate

75

eireunistanees iryou bcllcvc an cxplanatlon

tio;

or

way

iiidionre,

it‘s

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE,

And

asked with a yes or no

2
512.474.2233

Your llonor,

don't riiean to Be complaining early on.
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way the

niodiry an answer, ror example, in the

was asked.

But generally, ifyou enn answer
questions with a yes or no, you should

answers

THE WITNESS:
MR. DONLEY:

9

14

15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24

25

Q

lirnit

Mr. Davis,

let

A

new

or used

has no support for, in other

A can you ask the question dirrerently?

trying to use one of the options that

14

ean.

vehicle rhat

A
Q

I'm

--

You do noi hold rhe opinion that Bates
Can iake a write-down on a new or used rnoior

Nissan

No,

I

it

has no support for under

don't believe that

it

GAP principles?

can.

And you also do not hold ihe

All right.

new

opinion that Bates Nissan can take a wrire_down on
or used rnoior vehioles that
tax laws or tax regulations,

A

No,

I

don't believe

it

1U
11
12

13

words, no support for the write-down?

l

Q

rne go baok ro

Nissan onn rake a write-down on a
it

sir, in
sir.
is

the operation ofthe ear business.

And you would

has no support for under

15
16
17
18

19
2U
21
22

23
24

do you, sir?
can on that either.

25

it

new

Yes,

is ll

not?

Another question

Would you

ror you,

agree with

Mr. Davis.

me that iryou had a

prior ioodel year vehicle that oosi
still sell it

would not be appropnaie
$15,000 if$l 5,000

for

is less

than

its

cost’!

believe.

you would have to
you would have to ﬁnd

costs,

look at what you would iernt

Yes,

I

-_

sir.

would oonsider, and

that's

us ihree markets

Those are three I enumerated

sir.

in

Q And in your report -- well. maybe
your deposition Correct?

itoi.

Just in

788

A

Q And Bates Nissan would even be in trouble with
IRS

ifit

Q

sir‘! Because you've got to keep
your tax documents for three years, do you not‘?

Yes,

Q And

sir,
it's

commonly known by all

taxpayers,

going io inelude things on your

is ir

10
11

12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19
0

21

22
23
24

25

do you not?
A You need to keep the records tor three years to
support the positions you have on the tax return, yes,
years,

sir.

Q

Yes,

Nissan

sir.

And

(or the write-downs that Bales

(00l( that are at issue in this case, there’s

no

records whatsoever to suppon any ofihose write—dovms,
are there,

A
Q

sir‘!

That's niy understanding.
Now, Bates is roughly a so-

A

6(J»million-dollar»a-year business?

A dm|‘t know the answer to that question.
Q You would agree with me that the operation ol' a
I

new motor vehicle

business. a

new car business,

sophisticated business to operate,

is it

9

1O
11
12

13
14

15
16
17
18

.

not?

A Yes, sir.
Q And those that operate them are generally

that's a

it

I

was just

in the deposition,

think that's right.

And for leﬁover allocations, did you hear

that?

ta>r

retums, you've got to keep those records for three
9

believe

Mr. Bates, when he tcstiﬁed, that whatever vehicles he
got fiorn Nissan he always paid invoice? Did you hear

that would he a correct statement.

not, that ifyou're

I

Mr. nonley.

has no documents to support those

write»downs, correct,

A

my

deposition.

786
the

you

olosed auoiions, Nissan

leftover allocation, and dealer trades, Correct?

Yes,

a

not’!

Q And I believe you've given

A

lt

down to

replacement

That's a correct statement,

Q And for replacement

market, would you

$20,000 and you

$20,000 or more,

to write that vehiole

Do you agree with that?

A

me that

sir.

believed you could

A

agree with

and ofllselfa sophisticated new

in

dealership business,

Thank you, Your l-lonor.
Thank you, Judge.
9

rnoior vehiole that

Yes,
Yes,

Bales Nissan

your

You do noi hold the opinion, do you, sir,

Q

A

his

niy question.
thai Bales

sopliistieated business people, are they not?

question

yes or no.

to a

Q (BY MR. DONLEY)
10
11
12
13

787

I

don't recall speciﬁcally, but that would not

surprise me.

Q That sounds correct, doesn't it?
A Yes, sir.
Q And for dealer trades, those are always traded

arnong dealers

at invoice’?

A Yes, sir.
Q And when we're taking at invoice, that‘s cost,

isn't it?

A
Q

No, sir.
so whzlt

are n dealer

pays on an invnice

is

not

19

that dealer's cost’?

20
21
22
23
24
25

No, sir.
Okay. For a replacement cost, when you look
a market, you also have to ﬁnd a market with same

A
Q

at

you deal in. Correct?
Not necessarily.
Noi neeessarily,

quantities that

A
Q

3 (Pages 785 to 788)
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Not neeessarily when-i
ﬁgure out your qualiﬁeation on

791

I'm trying to

dealer elienls?

A About I00 relationships,

that.

A All right. Can l provide a longer nniiwer now?
Q rm asking for what your qualiﬁeation ~ you

A

9
D
l

l7

l3
l4

l5
l6
l7

The --

All right.

neeessarily

is

the reason

l

said not

market ean eonstitute one vehiele being available tor
There have been other cour1 eases that said a
market is permanently out ot‘ inventory, that market can
no longer be considered; or it a taxpayer rloesn-t have
aeeess to that market. it eiin no longer be eonsidered.
But when market doesn't exist, then the
regulations provide tor some alternative methods.

sale.

it

Q And here, for the new and used motor vehieles

Wc'rC talking about, a market CXlStS. COYYCCI?

A

Typieally,

believe

1

market would

ii

l9

able to use other dealers‘ invcntoﬁcs,

91

Q

Let

--

it‘

you will.

me be elear about whatl meant by market at

93

these

74

hcrc, they

95

marketplace, were thcy

were freely bought and sold

in

i

\vrile»d(lwns

i

2

and Z013 on new motor vehicles. CORCCF7

l

3

i

4

i

5

motor vehieles. None oryour dealership

l

5

taken used or

i

a

i

9

93

24

the

roottons, none of those dealers have attempted to take

0

99

95

not‘?

sir.

i

91
l

Yes,

Q And S0 l0r those hundred dealers with their 300

l

9o

What meant by market at that point,
new and used motor vehieles we're talking about

bclicvc.

l

That's right

A
9

l7

exist

in the dealer trade arena. being

that point.

79

Q

it‘

espeeially in the

my report.

said in

_ some courts have held that a

that the

l8

90

which mean they have 300 individual dealerships"
A That’s a gnnd estimate. And that's what I've

Not neeessarily why‘?

said "not neeessarily."

yes, sir.

Q And that, irl remember, is about 300 roottops,

llI(C

A Nnt in

Q

lo

Yes,

Z013

done

A

tell

WC

see Bates Nissan l00l< between 2010

the nianner that Bates Nissan t00k them,

sir

And the same would be

tnie for used
Clients

have

markdowns On used m0t0r vehicles from Z010the manner in which we see Bates Nissan has

in

True‘?

it
I

e0Illdn't

answer that deﬁnitively.

I

can

you why.

Q You don't have a deﬁnitive answer on that‘?

A Nnt in

it

yes or no, because

some clients.

Q

Okay Those elients

don't write

them down

like

that

you do know, they

Bates Nissan did. True’?

790

A

Yes,

sir.

Yes,

792

A

can you expand upon your question?
Let me go at it a little differently.
You wouldn-t advise any oryeur elienis to
use Jullgtnenl in writing down new ii-ioior vehieles, would

sir.

Q And ifyou'rc going to mark a vehiele down to a

replacement

you got

cost,

to

Q

keep your documents that

support that markduwn, do you nut‘?

A

Yes,

sir,

you should.

Q And you advise

all

you‘?

of your dealer

A

elients to

A

Yes,

sir,

I

do.

10

common that those who have to provide
tax returns, they know to keep their documents for that

1o

11

tax retum. Right?

11

12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19

Z0
21

Q And
A

it's

become elients,

You've had dealers that didn't know to keep
their documents that support their tax returns, sir?
A No, that support the write-downs in particular.
Q But you don't have any dealers that write down
new inotor vehicles, do you. sir?

Q

A

No,

We discuss singular instances.

sir.

But

in general. the way it‘: been presented in this ease,
don't have anyone doing that.

22
23

don't

have any

24

little

clear here.

25

have not been aware of
and we educate them.

I‘ve seen dealers that

that, that

Q

I

would eneuurage them

use judgment as the only

keep those doeuments. Right?
9

I

don't kn0W.

All right. so just to be elear_ then, you

W and eurrently you have W

let's

be a

<a

12

13
14
1

5

1 e
i

1

18
1 9

l

20

new

A I think judgment is involved. But I do believe
you have to have support tor what you decided.
Q But my question was a little bir different.
You have never advised one ofyour ellelus
to simply use their judgment in writing down new motor
have you,

vehicles,

A

As a

sir?

method, judgment alone. no.
Q That's right. And you don't contend any of the
write-downs at issue in this ease were proper, do you,
sir, ror any purpose‘!
sole

When I say "write-downs."

22

about the

23

ease.

75

I'm talking

new and used motor vehicles

at issue in this

A New and used.
Q Yes, sir.
4

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE,

512.474.2233

have support and noti
That‘s correct.

Q And, ln fact, Mr. Davis, you have never advised
any oryour elients to use iudgment in inarlong down new
motor vehieles. have you, sir?

21

24

Currently you have over a hundred

to
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795

793

A | think whitt 1 said in ttepnsitinn when you and
lwere in deposition, is thnt if some of them had come

And ynn didn’t ask for any?
I did ask for them.
So you did ask for some from Mr. Stames, but
iied tn prnvide them te yen?

Yes,

to the correct price in itccnruitnce with the rules rnr

CAP ind tlX, may have been -—
it

it

would‘ve been

it

The way it happened, if -Can yen answer rny qnestinn, sir‘?
Ask it again. Maybe you didn‘t want tn know

coincidence.

Q

coineidenee, like

A

9

10
11
12

13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

would‘vc simply oeen a
lightning striking, wouldn‘l it,

That's right.

It

In a cniinqniiiiisin type

whiit

Q
A

sit?

ofway, I understand

you inean.

9

You agree with that?
U
don't know about the otltls comparison between 11
12
iightning striking. But know what you're trying ti)
13
sity.
14
Q And the fact erthe nnatter is, yen didn't do
15
anything to analyze any of the write-downs to dcterminc
16
irthey were prepci, did you, sir?
Yes. sn.
I

I

A

Speciﬁcally rnr eiieh vehicle write-down, nn,

I

ditl not.

Q And that -- whether
didn't

do

that,

it

was new or used, you

19
20

did you, sir?

A That's correct statement.
Q And just to jump to a dlffcrcnt topic just ier

21
22

it

23

a momcnt, the ﬁnancial statcmcnl issucs

24

ycn didn't do anything tn analy7c the ﬁnancial

25

statcmcnts to determine whether or n0t they were

17
18

23

in this casc,

24
5

how it happened.
Q Yen said yen asked for documents

(Wt that

einsed

auction from Mr. Stames.

A Yes.
Q And he did not provide them te yen.

is that

true?

A
Q

Tl|at‘s correct.

Okay, So

we don't have the documents from that

closed auction te entet

Administrative

iiitti

evidence and show the

Law Jndge, dn we, sir‘?

A Tl|at‘s correct.
Q And that closed iiuctitin was one that ticeuned

sometime

A
Q

that

earlier this year, in

Yes,

20157

sir.

So we're not talking about

a closed auction

occurred between 2010 and 2013, are we,

sir?

A No, sir.
Q And ynnve never attended a eiesed anetien.
796

794
have you?

accurate and reliable, did you, sit?

A can you

Q

Yes,

Slit

A

he innre speciﬁc?
1'11

You didn't undertake any analysis
whatsoever to dctcrminc whether or not the ﬁnancial
statements provided to Nissan from 2010 to 2013 were
accurate and reliable,
you, sir?
A No, sir, not in the way I think you‘re asking.

10
11

12
13

No,

A

Q Now, in regard to auction values -- there's

senie of thnt in your deposition tee. Right?

A Yes, sir, there's seine inenttnn olthat.
Q And you said where you'vc got somc eryeni

14

information rcgarding closed auctions

15
16
17
18
19
20

Stames‘?

21

22
23
24

25

was Mr, Chris

A Yes, sir.
Q You said yen had a eenveisntinn with hint
A

Yes,

Starnes told yen he hatt looked at

some

information on the Intemet rcgardlng a elosed auction?

A
Q

Yes,

sir.

But he didiiit prnvide you any deennieiits

regarding that closed auction, did he. sir?

A

No, he did not.

don‘t believe so.

I

sir.

A only through testimony this week in this

C0llI1I‘0l)IIl.

Q

And I don't bclicvc I heard Mr. Starncs
many auctions yesterday. Do you, sir‘?
oh, rni siirry. I was thinking Mr. Bates. My

10
11
12

testify

13

spniegies.

14

Q Yes, sir. weii, can yen answer that qnestinit,
then we'll talk about Mr. Bates and auctions,

15
16

19

sir.

Q And Mr.

correct strtteinent.

And yen don‘! know hntv many auctions
Q
Mi, starnes, closed in otherwise, tiiighrve attended.

17
18

Right’!

No,

Yes,

9

sir.

ti

vaines, are you‘?

t.lii.l

9

'|‘hut's

Q And you're not an cxpcrt on auctions or auetion

ask the question again,

A

Right.

about

We d0n’t know how many auction Mr. Stames

has attended. do We,

A

Nu,

sir?

sir.

Q And we don't know if he attended any dnring the

20
21
22

relevant time peﬁod,

23
24
25

Right?

A

No,

20l0 to

2()l 3,

do we,

sir‘?

sir.

Q And that wenid ineinde einsed or open anetinns.

A

Yes,

sir,

I

would assume

so.

I

don‘t --I

tlnn't differentiate.

5 (Pages 793 to 796)
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A
Q

That

thcin

S ttlrréct.

Now

I

A A notebook ofseveral.

just

1

happened

9

A in the -- in the - no, sir.
Q You would not‘?

10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24

25

let's

You've got a hard copy ttl front ofyouﬂl
Yes. 1 have electronic and hard, yes, sir.
All nghi. Let's go to the fourth page

--

9

10

MR. DONLEYI Ready, Judge‘?
JUDGE BENNETT: Yeah.
Q (BY MR. DONLEY] want to go to Page 4 or 11
of C 7. Are you with nie, sir?
1

I'm there.

twant to look up

your eonelusions.

at the top.

Bates Nissan as required under
Yes,

And those

are

1

is

the use or

GAP.

LCM by

Correct?

sir.

But you-re nor elairning

11

19

13
14

15
16
11

Right‘?

A Yes, sir.
Q And you say that -- No.
A
Q

you elairning, then, that Nissan‘s
is What caused Rates Nissan to
the WTl[C—dOWﬂS in the manner that it did‘?
sir, are

accounting manual

wait just a second.

A
Q

vehicles‘?

would you not?

to oiien

to C-7.

Q
A
Q

on new motor

A No, sir.
Q And you would give mc the same answer for used,

want to focus on C-7. And it
looks like you‘ve got soine documents in tront otyoii.
what doeiinteots do you have in riont ofyou, sir‘?
All right.

that atlythittg sates

down new arid used
motor vehieles was in aeeordanee with GAP, are you, siiv
A t'ni elainiing they made iin attenipt; and it they
Niss a n did with regard to writing

18

l

A Oh, no, sir. not in thnt fashion. l‘n| sorry,
must‘ve misunderstood what you were trying to get
Q

That's okay. ltyoii don't understand, let rne

A
Q

Thanks.
/tnd then No.

3,

under your eonelusions,

use of LCM by Bates is allowed by thc
Code. nid get that tight?

lrltcrrlal

the

is

Rcvcnuc

l

A YES, sir.
Q And rclatcd Treasury regulations,

nilings,

71

Wrote down thc motor vchlclcs

77

that did not

73

related Treasury regulations, revenue nilings

74

procedures, did

A

and procedures. But the

C0mply with

That's

it

it.

revenue

way that

Bates Nissan

at issue in this case,

the lnternal

Revenue Code,
and

sir?

correct statement.

808

806

Q And then let's go to No. 4. Now. No

hit some ofthe vehicles correctly, I think we may be
back to your lightning thing.
Q Lighniiiig stnlck, and it was n eoineidenee.

say. Bates Nissan

it

A

9

10
11

12
13

GAP --

Q

Can you tell us of even one motor

A
Q

No. ldidn‘t do that analysis.
Okziy. Now. No. 2, you talk about Nissan's

coincidentally

met

GAP?

A Yes, sir.
Q And you're not elainiing thctc's anything in

14

Niss an's accounting manual that caused Bates Nissan to

15
16
17
18
19
20

take the write-downs that they took on

21

22
23
24

25

motor vehicles

new and used

that are at issue in this case, are you,

Sir’?

can you he inore speciﬁc, perhaps -1'11

--

Q

divide

1'11

break

it.
it

down by new and used, it that

hclp s.

to say

is,

4.

you

helietthat piiut

that's

it

ierllellté -~

Because what

I

your E1<hibttA7

That's iny Exhibit A, yes,

sir.

Q And we're going to get there, okay, so \vc'll

9

hold that one

10

Okay.

11

A
Q

well,

let's

talk about that just tor a iiionient.

12

You're Exhibit A, whieh

13
14

what you attempted to do was to take Black Book values
and compare that to new vehicle values. Correct?

15
16

Q And you and know that Black Book, those art:

11

A

\ve‘ll

get

iiiio

speciﬁcally,

Yeti, sir.
1

volues only tor used motor vehieles Correct‘?

A That's a correct statement.
Q And inltccd, the blacks books that you used for

20

your analysis was tor December 2013 and neeenther 2014

21
22

Colt-eet7

A
Q

You want to see them to conﬁttn that"

Yeah.

I

You're not claiming there's anything in

23

Ni ss an's aeeoiinting nianiiol that eaused Bates Nissan to
take the write-downs that it took in the manner it took

24

the CXhtblt out.

95

what,

can lnnk herel

I‘m going to hclp you because I'm going to gct
l

can do

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE,

512.474.2233

its

in value. Right‘?

well, 1 just paraphrased

A

18
19

tiy.

eon-eet in

you read the I95! Bf the

was going

vehicle that

aeeounting rnanual; correct?

If

Q

value in

the range that would've been aeeeptiihle for

is

year inodels deerease

Right‘!

A To have -- to have possibly gotten

at.

know.

19
70

75

tal<c

GIVC
it

a

mc ]llS\ one mumctlt.

ltell

you

little

easier.

8
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A The answer to your question the way you asked
it,

it and ask for your agrcclncnt or disagreement,
ifyou disagrcc with mc. Okay?
A All right. That's ﬁne.

through

Mr. nouley, is uu.
Q Which black book -- lei me let you tell me.
whieh black books out you use for your

A7
used December

Q

analysis tor Exhibit

A
Q

1

9

10
11

12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19

Z0
21

22
Z3
24

25

A
Q

any

where 1 got

That's

and Jauuary
Yes.

sir.

9

My apologizes.

10

so you didn't eaeh Ilse a Black Book
tirrie

11
12

for

period between 21110 and 2013, did you, except

December 2013.

for the

13

Fair?

A That's a iair statement. yes. sir.
Q And black books are issued how often?
A oh, rriy gosh. 1 think it may be as frequently

14

15
16

as every week.

Q Okay. And you picked the oue
ofDecember_ 2012?

at

the very etid

A Yes. sir.
Q And fur your Exhibit A, which we‘ll loolt at.

you were looking ar,
model year 2013?

A
Q

put up at the top ofthis

Do you see that?
1

put,

up

also,

Yes.

sir.

Let‘s

go to No. s ofyour conclusions.

You say

Yes, sir.
Current ycar proﬁl.

total proﬁt.

And then under that,
Do you see that‘?

A I see that.
Q And thcn following down that column,

I

have

Bates taxable iheorrie goal. Right?

A
Q

Yes,

sir.

Because the oue thihg

17
18

iheorrie goal year

19

in this

20
21
22
23
24
25

new rriotor vehieles that were

A
Q

Mr. Bates has testiﬁed to

it,

wc hhow, because

is

that the taxable

aﬁcr year orthe

tiihe

period at issue

case was $75,000. Right?
That's a correct statement.

A
Q

Yes, sir. And by the way, you don't advisc any
of your dealer clients to shoot for a ccnain amount of
taxable iueorue, do your

A can you phrase the question differently?
Q Yes, sir.

810

812

LCM adjustmcnts did not accumulate ovcr
LCM adjustments were reversed when the

You have over a hundred new motor vehicle

Bates Nissan
time.

The

affected vehicles

A
Q

Yes,

were

dealer elients. do you not?

A

sold. Right’?

let's

see

what

and see irwe

else oeeurreo witlt regard

say,

more

eaii get a ltttle

10
11

12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19
0

21

22
23
24

25

JUDGE BENNETT: You may.
MR. DONLEY; Tl1anl< you.
MR. DONLEY] Now. you were here when
(BY
Q
this

moming, were you tiol?

A was. We were the early birds.
Q You saw rue go over here and make a ehari,
I

didn‘t you; but

you

didn't get to see

what

it

was.

Right?

A

That's right. That wouldn't be fair to do

Q

1

understand. But you

A
Q

so now

let's let

with what

I

the chart that

I

11
12

13
14

1

put on this chan, so I'm going to walk

and regulations and Treasury regs.

Q

we
want

or, 1

IRS code

Fair’?

Tltat‘s a correct statement.

All right.
I've

And theri

rollowiug down, at the

got write—do\vns. Okay?

A I see (hat.
Q Now, what 1 did in year one, because We're

we don't have
any recovered pruﬁl. and we’ll talk about that a little
more injust a moment But what we do have for the
ﬁrst year is euirerii year proﬁt of475,000. Do you
staning with the ﬁrst year. Okay‘! So

see

thzit?

A

I see that.

9

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE,

512.474.2233

is it, sir’!

Q Based oh rloihg things lawﬁilly?
A That‘s correct,
Q And correct and in accordance with the

bottom

23
Z4
25

CPA,

nature ofa conversation

would have. rt is typically more iii the line
tn pay the least aiuouui nftaxes possible.

17
18

22

I

T|tat‘s not the

A

21

wliat

advise yuu tu see what you can do to get to a
amount oftaxable income? That's not the

15
16

made.

1

came in this tnomttig
arirl prepared, Mr. Davis. And 1 want to see ifyou agree
is

10

knew was making

you see

All right.

This

9

19
20

that.
stitnelhtug.

I

A

——

anived

eorreet statement.

kind of advice you provide as a

MR. DONLEY: Your 1-lorior, may 1 go to

the

it

particular

clariﬁcation.
9

That‘s

Q And hot one ufthcm do you get on the phonc and

sir.

well,

to those

at

the top, rccovcrcd proﬁt. Right‘?

'14.

Gotcha.

I

year one, two, and three.

is

A Yes, sir.
Q And theh down the left-hand side,

January '14.
You used December‘l3

'13 auit
olr.

What

All right.

chart
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813

Q And if all
that

A
Q

means my
Yes,
In

l

naye for

total

pruﬁt

Q

is 475.000,
475,000. Right’?

that year

is

In yonr eXﬂmple,thﬂt‘s correct.

sir.

A
Q

9

1O

gulng to

tell

will

Nissan

l

be

at

llin

rignl,

based on

this hypothetical. Fair?

A

11

so tar, given the facts that you‘ve brought up

12
13

so tar, yes,

sir.

Yes.

sir.

14

l'm doing, l‘m trying to take that total proﬁt

15
16
17

18
19
20
21

22
23
24

25

Q

lt

And then if I'm

with you, I'm leaving out

all

13
14

15
16

Rlgltt’?

l‘ll

agree

other kinds or

adjustments and those things. I‘m nying to keep it
simple. Okay? just wanl to focus on the write-downs.
I

Are you with me?
A I'm with yon.

Q

And su nuw ifall

9

10
11
12

and get

A Yes, sir, I nelieye tnatls tneir Q Right? Tnat‘s what they do?
A Yes, sir. Yes, sir.
Q And for p\\t])0S©$ of my hypothetical,

--

so that

recovered proﬁt for the

Bates Nissan has to get from

sir.

l

Bates Nissan. wltat

down to a taxable lncume of 75,000.

Yes,

A
Q

year-end of December, I'm

mane 475.000.

lt’s

And now assnme with me that Bates Nissan is
looking -- tltey make another 475.000 the next year, the
same amount. lust made a simple example. Okay?

going to
report that tu Nissan, what l‘m going to report on my
ﬁnancial statements tltat are sent tu Nissan January to

December, so this

so just assume

next year. Right?

my example.

And it I‘m a dealer and

And

All right.

400.000 goes into proﬁt.

Sure.

S0 they‘ve gel current year proﬁt again for

year rwo nf41s.000. So
is

2475.000 in

A
Q

now total proﬁt for year two

my example.

That is

luglit?

correct.

And on the

ﬁnancial statements.

it‘s

the

875.000 that would be reported to Nissan. Correct?
A The way that Bates did it, yes.
Q The way that Bates did it. That‘s wnar they

17
18

reported, Right?

19
Z0
21
22

Because they would have reported the recovered
proﬁt and the current year proﬁt and reported to

Z3
24
Z5

A
Q

Yes.

Nissan 875,000. Right?

A

Yes,

Q

Yes,

That would‘ve been

sir.

their

month

year. that‘s

sit. So December 3 l, at the end ofthe
wnal they would've reported to Nissan,

816

814
475

to

75,000 arc the writc—downs on

vehicles.

it

has to

new and uscd motor

wmc down $400,000, docs

it

875.0007

A

not?

A Tl|at‘s correct, to aenieye tne $75,000.
Q Now. Mr. Bates testlﬁed, and there's been

plenty nrslalei-nenls

when

made lhroughoul

that occurs, that

$400,000

9

10
11

12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19

20
Z1

22
Z3
Z4

75

Yes,

sir.

—— lﬂ

year two. Right?

going to be

lett

Q Let's just tlssume lney I10.
A Good.
Q Do you know ofany nrtne vehicles at issue in

this case that didn't leave inventory in the course

ofa

normal sale?

A Some of them might have not been sold to u

customer.

But

Q

tliey

It n1ight've

been dealer

len inventory,

it‘

traile

or something.

that‘s the -»

I'm just asking if you

were aware er any. nut

irynn assumed.

Are you aware of any lnar

didn't leave in

the normal course”

A

Not speeilieally for what we're doing here, no,

sir.

believe tnal to he tne

in taxable -- that's its taxable

income goal

again for year two. Right?

A

Yes,

sir.

Q Now. whal Bates Nissan in my example nas to do

9

sir,

I

Q Now, Bales Nissan again wants ln gel to

$75,000

rnis ease, lnal

assuming all tnose veliieles
inventory tnrongn normal sale.
Yes,

In your liypotnetieal,

case.

W are you with ine now?

recovered, recovered proﬁt

A
Q
A

IS

12

linaneial end»year example.

I5

not only write

down enough

to covcr the current year

down at least
how you want lo look ar the buckel
__ they've got lo write down al least 325,000

10

proﬁt ot‘475. they've got to write

11

325.000, depending on

12

ufdollars

13

ofthe recovered proﬁt for a

14

800.000. Right?

15
16

A

Yes, that’s correct

Illﬂlhl

when they were provided

misstated

18

$400,000 was not made

A

19
20
21
22

I‘ve got

23

Pull

75

write-down of

Q And that's thc way that thc gross pmﬁls were

17

24

total

Now,

that

-— I

in

to

Nissan because that

year two. was

it.

MRI DONLEY.

If

ynn wnnlll pull up

Exhibit c-s. I'm not going to be able to see
it

sir7

cnuldn‘t answer that question.

in i-ny hand. We'll

have

it

up on

it,

rlie

but
screen.

up ces.

Q (BY MR. DONLEY)

rccognwc C-8

as

And, Mr. Davis, do you
your cxpcn supplemental and rebuttal

10 (Pages 813 to 816)
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S17
a

report?

A
Q

Yes,

do.

I

st) that‘s tlte

secund report you issued

I4

A
Q

Yes,

of 17. Are you

10

eut for me.

11

Yes,

A
Q

12
13

Page l4

14

sitting right

A

17

18
19
20
21

22
23

Do you see that

9

1U
11
12

sir.

Now, you say
behind

paragmph arc-s on
Mt. Btyne Liner wlttfs

in that last

that Mr, Liner -- that's
rrie in

13
14

the blue shin. Right?

15
16
17
18

yuu?

A I did.
Q You say, "Mr, Liner also acknowledges the fact
that the overstated LCM adjustments have caused
overstated gross proﬁts in the
effected vehicles

were

sold,"

19
2U
subsequent year when the 21
22
Did I tead that

23
24
25

eurreetly?

A Yes.
Q And then you say, "This is eurreet, but

24

25

No,

is

sir. It‘s

there,

sir’?

something that has judgment

involved in eertstin aspects of it.

ifyuu would, eail it
last paragraph there. sir?

that last paragraph,

A Yes, sir. Welve met before,
Q You have? And you read his reports, didn't

15
16

And the same is true for used motor

sir.

being aggressive,

sir.

Now,

Yes,

A Yes, sir.
Q And so there's nothing in the tax code about

with me, sir?
9

Q

vehicles. Correet?

in this

case’?

A Yes, sir.
Q Tum over with me to Page

number.

it's

What gave you in this -- and let mc just be a
little more elear, that the 400,000 in write-downs for
new and used indter vehicles done exactly the way that

Q

1

Bates Nissan did

it

that is at issue in this ease.

Okay‘?

A okay.
Q And you said ifthat's so, you agree that

that's overstated gross

occurred

in

proﬁt

year twti based on what

in

year ene on the write-downs, did you not?

A I did.
Q Yeu agreed with that statenient by Mi. Liner‘?
I did.

And you still agree with
Yes,

Q

Yes,

about
they

total

I

it.

Right’!

do.

And so the

sir.

875,000, then,

we talked

proﬁts in year two, they're overstated, are

not‘?

820

818

You said j\1St a few moments age. yes; but
maybe 1 misunderstood.
A Yeah, I know. I‘I|i thinking. Hang on ti second.

again perplexing that this should be an issue for
Nissan." But you agreed that what Mr. Liner stated
eei-reet, didn‘l

A
Q

you,

Yes,

sir.

Yes,

sir.

when you said

sir‘?

And what you were talking about
it

was

enrreet

is

that the overstated

adjustment caused overstated gross proﬁts.
overstated
9

10
11
12
13
l4

15
16
17

15
19
20
21

was

Q

here

LCM

And the

two to
9

10

A see what you niean, yes, sir.
Q You agree with me, don‘! you?
A As long as you inake the aasuinptiuu that the

11

|

Q On year tine?
A -- is ton aggressive.
Q Well, not too aggressive. It‘it's net in
accordance with GAP and
not in accordance with the
it's

lax regs, tax code, and Treasury regs

go

Right? Let

me

A
Q

12
13
-—

14

15
16
17
18
19
O

at that differently.

All right.

24

n ght,

Z4

It s

got a prtieess that you go through to reaeh

get to 75,000 in taxable

llt

year

now need in year

income

——

beertuse that's

A Yes, sir, that wits their goal.
Q Now that $800,000 in write-downs just done --

done just like Bates Nissan did it in this ease for new
and used motor vehicles, that $800,000 now becomes
recovered proﬁt in year three, doesn‘t

A

Q

it?

It tines.

And just to keep the

eaarriple simple, euirent

year proﬁt in year three, I put down at 475,000
then we‘ve get tdtal proﬁt for year three of

25

And

1,275 million. Correct?

A
Q

In your eirarnpie, yes.

And that's

the arneurit that would've been

statement. cut-reet?

22
23

A

eentinue on

teperted to Nissan on the 12th month ﬁnancial

The tax code doesn't say y<l\.\ ean write dnwn new
motor vehicles as long as you're not too aggressive,

25

let‘s

21

2?
23

sir?

agree with that statement.

And their

the goal. Right”

in year

5400.000 Wn'te-dawn on the bottom of the ﬁrst column

I‘]]

two, that $800,000 ofwrite-down you

LCM judgment IS this, whieh eaused the

400,000 in year twa, which eaused the $375,000
two to be overstated. Right‘!

Yes,

All right,

A
Q

Yes, the

Yes,

Nissan did

sir
its

way we‘re working this eitainpier
And because of the way that Bates

write—downs_ that 1.275 million

is

11 (Pages 817 to 820)
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823

821
overstated, just like

Q when gress pteﬁts are eyerstated,

yen agreed en Page 14 of 17 of

happens

C—8. Correct’!

A

The way yen're werking the

correct.

Q

Yes,

sir.

get the seeend

9

1O
11
12
13

Bates Nissan's geal

15
16
17
18
19

2O
21
22
23
24
25

is

te get te

A That's correct.
Q And se now it's get te write dewn

A
Q

it

taxable

in

1.2 niillien,

way this is werking.
Right. And the way I'm working it, it's get to
write down that much in new and used motor vehieles,
just like

A
Q

it

sir,

the

has testiﬁed

Yes,

it

did in this case Right‘?

sir.

All nght. And when it dees that, we get back
75K. But that l 2 million is some part of the
475,000 in enrient year prerit. Right’?

to the

A

I

lest you.

10

ﬁnancial statements submitted I0 Nissan are ITICOITECI

11

and everstated. Right?

A Which statement?
Q Any -- let's take a December 31, the

12

13

not‘!

Yes,

Yeah. Iiyon niake the iirst assnrnption, then
eerreet, Ne. 2 is correct.
The rest renews, dt>esn‘t it?
And the net working eapital en the

Q

enly $75,000

Try that agiiin.

are overstated.

I is

9

ineenie. Right?

does

A

No.

okay.

new and nsed

kightv

There's senie water.

Q And new fol" year three we knew, enee again,

14

departinent preﬁts tet

And then to get W now we've got to

W are yen okay“

then what

net enly are the gress pretits eyerstated en

the ﬁnancial statements submitted to Nissan, but the

eitaniple, that‘s

A Yeah. I-Iang on.
Q Go ahead.
A seinetinies yen get a little dry.

is

14

munth. Let's

15
16

rnisstated. Right‘?

17

before

19
21
22

12th

it's

have some deﬁnite ideas ﬂbtllll tht balance sheet KPIs.
Q se you're net eenain about three net wetking
eapitalv

A
Q

23
24

25

certainly there

A You and I would have to explnre this SOME Illnré
I llnswer that questinn ier Are
yen net -- I'm sorry. Did you ﬁnish-2
Q
A - herere I answer thin qnestien. Because I

18

20

start there.

Thzlt‘s correct.
I-Iew about the effective net wetth,

agree with rne

when yuu

would yen

eyetstate the gress pteﬁts, like

822

Q

The

A

Yes,

1.2 million,

pan ofthat

Is

824
on niy Cxﬂmplc

the 475,000 in

11
12
13

GAP and didn't nteet any oftlie Treasury regs er
mles from year two. Right?
A Yes, sir, I understand.
Q Yen agree with that, den't you?
A The way yenr eitaniple works, that's correct.
Q Yes, sir. And when Bates Nissan did this, and

14
15
16

17
18

19
20
21

22
23
24

25

it

ieperted these tetal prerit dollars that

A

we talked

Q

Q Would you -- I'm sorry.
A l said either.
Q okay. I-Iew ahent overall dealeiship net

11

misstated. Correct"

12

was heeaiise -- and you've yen agreed with the
proﬁt numbers are misstated. Right‘? They're

14

A

I've

my eXal'nple.

those

15
16

Right’!

agreed that they weren't supported and --- we‘ve

and because et that, yen know, we‘ve gnt the
get the ayerstatenient issue beeanse

we don‘! have

snppert ter it.

Q ven agteed in yeni tepert

it

eansen the gross

proﬁts to he overstaled’?

A

Yes,

sir.

Yes,

sir.

Q De you stiek by Ihat‘!
A Yes, sir. I'll ge with the repert.

Yen would agree

prerits?
is

13

--

ean't give yen an answer te that question

l

10

about to Nissan on the 12th rnenth, what happened then

eyerstated in

wonh is also

either.

rneet

9

few nieinents ago en the ﬁnaneials

II1is5tat:d'.7

sir.

Q And pan of that is the $800,000 in recovered
proﬁt that came ever from the write-downs that didn’t

10

a

submitted to Nissan, effective net

current year pretit. R1 g,ht'Y

17
18

19

20
21
22

23
24
5

with nie en that tine? That ene

going to be misstated ifthe gross profits are

A

l

herere

just think

we have te explore it further

give yen a yes er ne answer.
Y0u‘re just net sure‘!
I

Q
A Net the way yen phrased
Q Let‘s ge baek for a niernent.
A okay.
Q What we've only talked about so far is the
it.

ueeeinber 3|

A
Q
A

sarne

Q
A

stateiiient generally,

Right. Not

month

Month 12.
okay. Ijust want

l3,

Right"

but month

12.

to ninke sure we‘re

on the

page

That's the

December

31st‘?

All right.

12 (Pages 821 to 824)
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That‘s

Yes,

what they're always

sir, l

Q

dated‘?

understand.

Okay. so we're on the same Wavelength‘?
And we're assuming that the write-downs

--

Q

No, n0. whar l'm saying

IS

that thc)/‘rc not

D
l

l7

l3
l4

l5

And

9

That's correct.
Okay. That's what l‘m saying. Arc you with

l'm with you
Ycs,
--

10

me

allowed. but

l7

been,

l8

Q

We

d0n‘t

may have been

A

12

sorry.

Q
A

Q

15

know Whit that alntmlit would've

Wcll, thcrc‘s no evidoneo here any ofthc

sir,

please.

11

14

tor that. sorne writt:-tlown

No,

I'm going to ask ro the extent

would just answer nry questions yes

13

--

sir.

l6

Q

l

now?

A
Q
A

A

code

thought you had already agreed with that?

A
Q

sir,

17
18

Yes.

get

I

this

400.000

year two,

All right. That 400,000, irany ofthat

now

reoovered in January,
gross proﬁts,

79

21
22

93

iiari all

information available to you, some Write-down,

23

overstated in gross prnﬁts.

74

ifynu had done it eorreetly under the regs, rnay have

24

95

actually oeeurreii.

25

97

in

my ﬁrst chart.

to

19
20

90

is

the January ﬁnancial

statement submitted to Nissan

is

also overstated

on

is it not‘?

A The Januﬂry ﬁnancial

statement WOIlld be

Q As would Febniary, March, April, May. Every
month oflhe year would be overstated onoe any of the
828

826

Q Do ynu think that Mr. Schneider, when he sent
his letter to the IRS,

lllitl

the intbnnatiun

ll:

vehicles that were written down as part of this 400K,
onee those vehicles are sold, now every tinaneial
statement thcrcattcr have ovcrstatcmcnts in thcm, don't

needed"

A To dn it the viay he did it, I believe he

thought he did, yes.

Q

they’?

Beeause he ultimately said

there's

A And they oleerease in eapaeity as the year goes
along as a percentage oi the whole, yes, sir.
Q And January through December, those are the

over

$726,000 off. Right?

9

10
11
12

13
l4
5

16
17

15
19
20
21
79

23
24

25

A 7Z6.53l.
Q And that was the entire write-down for that

p110!’ year,

Whltlt

I

believe

was 2013,

it'I

ﬁnancial statements that were submitted to Nissan.

renrenrber

Right?

A
Q

Yes,

sir.

Ycs,

sir.

Now, you would agrcc with me that

11
12

Nissan

That's correct.

13

statements from

Hc

14

ves,

sir.

So he took the whole arnount,
didn't

didn't he‘?

cvcn suggest ro the IRS that any of

those amounts were eoireet, did he,

§li"7

A He didn‘t. And I believe he took the Whole

tbing because there was no documentation.

Q
A

9

10

correctly‘!

A
Q
A
Q

He

I'm

it.

Now,

All right.

going back

Q

ean_ ifyou

or no, ifyoii would,

I'm on the clock.

ves,

16

A

you

we rnay have departed from that.

veait.

writedowns would've been allowed, is thcrc, sir‘? Only
lflightning struck and it was a eoineidenee. Right‘?
A well. that would've been it‘ -- you were talking
about whether the nurnber being eorreet or not. If you

l9

do you,

sir?

thcy‘rc not compliant with tax

the tax regulations, or Treasury regulations,
9

in his rnind,

A No. That was an assumption on rny part based
upon preparing hundreds 0t'3l 15s.
Q So you don't know what was in his rnind, do you,

thﬂt

Nissan totally disagrees with those write-downs,

compliamwith GAP,

So you don't know what was

sir?

have any rtucuments either‘?
There was no documents tn shnvi, fnr example,
rtiltn't

Q

5

16

19
20

cntitlcd to rcccivc accurate ﬁnancial

Yes,

so

its

dealers. Correct‘!

For the

sir.

inost part.

they‘re only entitled to reeeive aoeurate

ﬁnancial statements for the rnost part?

A
Q

17
18

what the uopliention or Revenue Ruling 07,107 viuuld‘ve
21
provided tor used vehicle write-dawn, S0 he didn't
22
have that, so he assumed that he couldn't support it, l
23
believe in my rninri, and so he took zero.
Z4
Q Did you ever talk to Mr sehneider about that?
Z5
A Not that in partirular.
ii

A

is

to

I think -I j\lSt

make

need

sure

I

a

W

is

that

understand

your answer‘!

I

want

it.

A My answer is larger than a yes or no.
Q ls Nissan entitled to receive reliable

ﬁnancial statements from

A

It is entitled,

but

tlS

it

dealers?

hasn‘t set itself up

very well to get totally reliable ﬁnancial inrorrnation.
Q ls it entitled to receive complete ﬁnancial

13 (Pages 825 to 828)
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829

But it does cause some aoerrations on some or the
monthly linancials.
Q And once it causes ahenation on some otthe
monthly ﬁnancials, then it rolls into the next
rinaneial and the next ﬁnancial and the next financial.

lﬂf0l"mZll0ﬂ'l

A Same answer.
Q And if the ﬁnancial statcmcnts that a dealer

provides to Nissan arc not accurate. doesn't a dealer

need

go back and ﬁx

to

that so that the ﬁnancial

information submitted to Nissan

A

way

question in a
9
O
i

is

doesn‘l

accurate"

how to answer your

trying to ﬁgure nut

l‘ni

9
a simple question.

It's

that a ﬁnancial statcmcnt

it

sir.

lfa dcalcr knows

submitted to Nissan

is

10
11

not

l?

accurate. doesn't that dealer have an obligation to

12

ll

eonect that and submit an accurate ﬁnancial statcmcnt

13

l4

to Nissan‘?

14

l5

A

[Will say that most dealers

l6

correction in an ensuing

l7

a statement.

l8

Q

But a dealer has the obligation

how they do

eonection. ever

70

Nissan. do they not"

A

month rather than

ti

resubniitting

it.

to

make

and submit

llhink that I would want

it

to get correct

94

oddities I0 that,

75

Q

peﬁod statement introduces some if

you

19
20
21
22

to

intormation to Nissan. The concept orthe optional
I

guess

some

But it makes every one oflhem

does in a
given year

A it makes certain -- it makes them inaeeurate makes eertain aspects or that statement unreliahle,
depending upon which l(PIs you‘re trying to deal with.
Q And its two things. The year—to—date is

tainted as well as the current month. Correct?

A The enrrent month, again, we're dealing with,

liltc,

going January through the year.
Through Match. You're right.

Q
A night. Once Q And so the current month ea
to get

you

there. but itl didn't,

I

tl-link l'n1

you give

going

me that

answer.

But the current month
year—to—date in that statement

A

25

month

in a

it

23
24

Will,

Ididn‘t say anything about a 13th

Q

it

inaccurate and unreliable. doesn't in

18

that

9?
73

13th

15
16
17

l<a

91

would make

In the year-to-date columns

decreasing amount as a pereentage or the whole.

that you're going to allow nie to

answer it.

Q

it, sir‘?

A

That‘s right.

is

is

wrong. and the

wrong. Correct?

The enrrent month items

rectiry

830
statement. did

A
Q

I.

832
themselves once you

sir?

sir.

submitted to Nissaii

I

--

MR. COFFEY:

Judge, would Mr. Donley

on another question where the witness has

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25

simple yes or no.
indicates

it

Wcll. lfthe witness

be answered with a simple yes or no.
at that, unless Mr Donley wants to

can't

he can leave

it

MR. DONLEY:

Fair enough.

I

am trying

to

my clock. Judge. with nil due respect. Thank you.
Q (BY MR. DONLEY) So ifa dealer knows its

mind

Januaiy statement submitted to Nissan

is

not accurate

and reliable. shouldn't that -» doesn't that dealer have
an obligation to

and the

A

somehow

iiiforniation

can

correct that January statement

submitted to Nissan’!

like,

I

-- I

from the evidence

its

the inventory clears out.

the subsequent linancials. Correct?

That statement is

11

Okay. In other words, you agree with
That statement is correct.

12

Q

correct,

Okay. And you didn‘t go back

anti

that‘!

do an

14

analysis to determine irany of the financial statements

15
16

were accurate and

17

reliable. did you. sir?

A oh. no, sir.
Q And you didn't ask Mr.

Bates irhis ﬁnancial

18

statements submitted to Nissan were accurate and

19
20
21
22

reliable‘?

can go with that answer.
lt‘s - it's ditticult in the case of these write-downs,
because the statement - the statements tend to correct 23
24
themselves by the end otthe rirst quarter, it looks
Yes.

But once you have W once you have a
in the monthly ﬁnancial statement, now it
eariying over into the ycar—to—date and caeh of

10

13

follow up and ask him further.

fact

my hypothetical.

starts

9

JUDGE BENNETT:

it

problem

indicated that the question cannot be answered with a
9

can put a fact in your hypothetical?
Q No. sir. l't't1t'tl)l going to let you put a

in

please allow the witness to complete his answer before
starting in

work out of those inventories.

so - that were written down from the prior year. so

you ditln‘t.
lfa dealer knows its January statement
No,

75

A No. l didn't ask that question

Q
A
Q

of him.

Or Ms. Chutnbley?
No,

sir‘

in fact.

you

didn't ask

anybody

at

Bates Nissan

whether or not the ﬁnancial statements submitted

to

Nissan were accurate and reliable?

14 (Pages 829 to 832)
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879

S77
MR. DONLI-TY; Your Honor,

toe. True‘?

A
Q

That's tﬂrrect.

JUDGF. BENNETT: Okay.

Mr. Davis, you have not seen any documenls nhnr

(‘ROSSWEXAMINATION

suggesr than Bates Nissan did anything other nhnn inaire

up

the write-downs in nhis ease in

down on

a piece eipaper.

ins henii.

and send lhem

av MR. COFFFY:
Q Mr. Davis, have you cvcr cnnlcndcd

put them

to

Mr. oautier

no he included in a lax retum, have you. sir?

A
Q

9

I

no you recall

your iieposiniun-2
A I'm ﬁxing to,

14

23 and blow

15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23

Iasked you

I

Lel’s

go

to

Line 19 through

you

deposition, did
I

non-1

understand.

Illl

my answer.

YES.
Well,

let's

read

in

A
Q

said.

and make sure we gen

in

on

mese

s<intWsnoi<en.

15
16

proceedings that Bales Nissan was following the Treasury

11

regs

A
Q

when
No,

in

wrote down new and used motor vehicles‘?

sir.

19
70

that Rates Nissan

71

ncw and used motor vehicles‘?

7?

Okay. We‘ll get it right. co uiiead.
1 asked you this queslion in your deposition.
"Have you seen any iieeument man suggesns mar

in

me?

Q (av MR. COFFEY) How ahoiit now‘?
A We're getting there. Let's try iliat.
Q Okay. l-lave you evcreontcndcd inmese

13

18

In your deposition?

me record correctly‘?

1

stitk with

can‘t hear

Nol that well‘?
MR. DONLI-TY; You're a little

14

than up.

still

A iirnie better.

19

think.

W you

(Witness siiriires head)
Okay. Mr. Davis. ean you hear me now‘?

0

than nuesrion in

Q (BY MR. DONLEY) Sir, in your deposition an
Page 204 W and by rhe way. you swore uniier onm in your
A
Q
A
Q

A
Q

9

nne.

11

MR. DONLEY:

24

25

preeeeeiings

disagree with that statement.

Bring up rage 204 ofhis deposition for

10
11
12
13

pass the

1111

WitﬂCSS.

Have you cvcr contended in lhcsc proceedings
was following G/\/\P when it wroic down-

A
Q

No,

sir.

74

Have you W have yon, however. contended that
Bates Nissan was using what was W what was in its mind

7'3

a rational basis for lhc Writc—doWns

73

look‘?

it

880

878
MR. DONLEY:

man make up mese
them down on a piece of paper,

Bates Nissan did anything olher
values in

its

head. put

and send lhcm

to

Mr. Gautier to be included

in the tax

l-le inns

rcturn' .'"

relied

And ynu answered.

"Nu,

The pure "yes" or "no" answer, it would be
"nu." I Could add some —- some explanation ti) it, but
9

10

11
12
13
14
15
16

17

bllsically no.

Q sir. my W 1 thought you said, even before 1
read
you stiek wiih thc answer you gave mc in your
it.

do you

deposition,

A

I

A

Yes.

not’?

did.

Q And yon sllll do‘?

Call Stitk

Q

I

could add some explanation to

with

lhis.

you

said,

Sir,

"No,

sir."

You swore

it,

hutl

Do you stick with

Your Honor.

upon and

siaieo in his experl report

wliat

ii

9

10

1t‘s

already

nestilierl to,

one, in his deposition and iyhai's

in his reporis.

JUDGE BENNETT.

11

You

l'n1

going

13

something different, and show ihal on additional

14

0Xalninari0n.

impeach liim

if his report

allow this line of questioning.

MR. COFFEY:

18

Your Honor.

did.

20

enntending. however. man Bates Nlssaii,

21

Did you tell the trnnh in your deposition when
you answered lhal question?

21
7?

took?

24

25

A

Yes.

Q Do you slick winh ihni answer’!
A Yes, sir. That's ﬁne.

23

says

MR. DONLEY: VCl'y good
JUDGE BENNETT- l3nn I'm generally going no

15
16
17

eernainiy ean

19

22
23

ovelTule

that

did you not?
I

lo

12

19
20

A
Q

that.

also asked

"no, sir" or not?

answer under oath,

whai he

Was, and he's testlﬁed lo

18

to that

It's

and answered. That's the reason why
yesterday. Your Honor, 1 was bringing up arc these
experts going no be stuck with their rcporls so that we
don't start going into all nhese things beyond whan he's
so

sir."

Did you not’?

A

0I1]€C\iU\"l,

ineunsiateni with his expert report.

Tltuiik you,

Q (BY MR. COFFEY)

own mind, had a

A

i

Can you

——

rational basis for the

think nhan Bates Nissan, like

24

eiients that are

25

wrong

yes, are

you

at ieasi in llS

Wrile—doWns

ii

many of niy

W when they heeome new to me, have ilie

idea about

how mey ean do write-downs. and in's

26 (Pages 877 to 880)
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895

893
yes. lhere very well enuld

would have been

lhere

A

have been, a niueh higher

new side,

likelihond on the used side than lbe

lesllhed to about what

ln fact. llghtnlng nllght have strlcken mall)/~

might

A

11

ll

not?

12

pnssibilily

11

lhe rlnaneial slalelnenl, lhis

14

a

15

9

Du you

Tbal - in

sohnelllel lhd. that he lnay

on the

lylllg

terlns

nthaving a
is

Q Yes. sir.
A And l'In trying not to be leebnieal, bul lhe

11

am. The term

term -- l guess

13

accounting industry

numher or linies, l believe, again, wilh no parlieular

14

That's lhe

analysis, just experience.

16

18

uul as tar as lhe numbers
were ebnsen versus lbe selual nurnhels ehnsen by
Bates Nissan versus nhal, going through. say, Revenue
Ruling 67407 ln ennle up wilh a value -- and again,

15

that

19

we're talking taxes, nol

20

nulnher on lhe head might have been a lnnre seldoln

20

21

neeasion, eerlainly. But lbe presenee ni needing tn

21

reason be would not have dune that

22

wrile

22

be 3 very colrlplleatcd analysts.

23

back and resulreel

24

ﬁnll, anll that ls

25

that?

1s
17

Q

21

down vebieles
Now.

lI‘l

is

have slﬂtply declared

25

before

we get

less

than eosl nu

GAAP -- actually hitting lbe

a high likelihood.

your opinion,

24

is

would have happened quite

all

why would

ofthe wnle

--

Ml. Schnelder

well, hlsl.

lo that.

slnaller

what you mean‘!

12

or getting a value lhal

table.

agree”

re-inclusion inlo ineolne

10

_ as tar as having lbe

well, as tar as

A

s

new vehleles.

lvll.

yely well have leﬁlnoncy

wilb ear dealers would lend lne lo believe that.
luany lunes aelbss lhe spectrum ofused and

work has been done on, but

nol

l did nnl do any parlieular analysis nt
hul just nly experience wnrking tor sn nlany deeades

Q

There may have been

seen.

- not in lolsl. l don't believe.
Q well. ll sounds to nle. ﬁ'0Ill what you just

market

snnle invenlory lhal-s abnye

nu lhe hnoks.
lhal,

Nut that l‘ve

seleeled vehieles lbal lhe

lhal

Q
A

l

is

known

--

lhe $716,531 in the

ma adjustment.

as s

amount lhsl's spread over lour years.

Right.

11

Mr. sehneider or somebody else had gone back
and done lbe application or Revenue Ruling 67-107 ot'

18

used vehicles.

19

amnunt brought back into ineolne eould have been redueed.

Q

lt

Alld

take

l

- it's highly likely that lbe

il is

ll

youlleslunbny

rlrun

dala. wlllch

ls

You

that lhe

beeause
WUl.llLl

ll

would

have

to

go

would be very hard to

probably lbe reason wlly he

llldll't

do

896

894
Thai accumulated wri!e—dowll. ityou

2013

ln

lhat

was declared

MR. DONLEY: Your Honor,

will,

as —— as income, is rhat

preface lhnl

ln

2Ul3‘?

otmarket value in accordance with

numberagain. back to ML Donlt-y‘s lightning eoluuloul _ you
an accumulation has occurred or ifthat

know,
12

if

that

number

actually rt-llected the

market

at

that time.

Q

13

Sn we don‘t

really

know whether or not

9

10

21

like

22

rile

23

ur in a

talked about that

and have support

would be - either he in

ll

as a part ot a prnduelinn nninaneial slalenlenls
tile tn

ll"

17
18

19
20

21
22

23

aelually suppnrl tax deductions.

Q And that work wasll‘l done by Nissan either. was

24
25

we

will.

as

not have been rlune, or those

adjustments.

A

lt

vtnuld have taken a while to pull the vehicle

would have been sold by now,

might not quite -- take
quite as lnueh time as one would think. The - obviously
we do 2 lot ot' that Work. So we have software that does
that and stlltllike that. but from the means. say, of
Mr. Schneider or Mr. Gautier, it may have been harder
from them. But it would have taken some time. There‘s
no doubt about that.

those wnle—dowlls'!

done, okay. by the client, iryou

work might

and pull oul that data

apart from the recapture of the llleunle attributable to

20

Davis’

13

15

A We don't speciﬁcally know that without the

Exactly.

Mr

deals. because those cars

15
16

propel market analysis, which, or lourse. we do not have
because that -- those -- that work -- that work Wasn't

nu, n0.

12
14

19
‘W

tn wlly that

11

wrlte—duwns accumulated over lime. even separate and

17

——

l

15

14

Mr.

MR. COFFFY: Rlght. That‘s What said.
MR. DONLEY: Okay Thank you.
JUDGE BENNETT‘ Yeah, ln your nplnlon

GAAP

ul in accordance with the tax regulations, okay, tn see
if

ln bis opllliou

opinion.

A rm really unable tn say beeause you bave tn do

a determination

can wejust

his opinion‘!

MR. COFFEY:
MR. DONLEY:

eunnllanve of prior year write-downs‘? ln nlher words,
docs lbal pick up a pcrlod of year’: wrltc-downs whlch

end up accumulated

lI‘l

24

25

lu

all

to get that iulorllultiou.

honesty,

it

CLARIFYING EXAMINATION
BY JUDGE BENNETT:
Q I have a question along those lines, and that
ls,

lfyou're looking at

backward, would

it

lt

aﬁer the

fact,

looking

ever be propel to go bsek and nlake on
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897
adjustment

cndcd up

--

downward adjustment

a

selling the vehiele for

amount higher?
Like, would

ii, in raet, you
your eost or sorne

that

I

ever he appropriate to

it

make

an aitenthe-raet adjustment redueing the eost when,

in

9

why at the tune you make the
you don't know what the vehielc is goln g

13

that car, essentially

14

cost, the

15
16

the far-ﬂung lot that Nissan

21

22
23
24

25

ncvct write
ror,

down

it

would

its

at

to

you would
less than what you aetually sold
it

aﬂcr the

raet,

you‘?

A And you aetually asked that,

I

think,

yesterday, or lvlr. starnes in sort ota similar fashion.

Thanks

tor the opportunity to explain a

The -— on

little hit.

What the —— what
- do we want to
stick with tax for the moment‘! ls that where you want
--

basically

the two main tax regulations cull for
to

17
18

19
20
21
22

--

Q
A

9

this.

hut if)/ou'rc looking
it

to

11
12

adjustment to rcducc

12
13
15
16
17
18
19
20

was the
were carrying at the tirne.
A I had put down three potential markets as tar
as -- and aetually. Mr. nonley and l, sort or. explored
eost that they

value, tn takc a wrltc-down,

11

14

my nnnd, the replaeernent eost and the

10

sell tor.

Ycs.

okay. well, the two main tax regulations, when 23
24
you squeeze them together, not the subnormal goods
pieee, hut normal goods in either having market or no 25
it

The --

it‘

go

I

way you

to

it‘s

another dealer and ﬁnd
going to he that invoiee

said.

in manage to have something
still

lett

over on

has, that they

still

have that ear. it‘s going to be at invoice.
in can go and iind a. in essenee. new
vehiele that is rolling aeross an auetion block that‘s
still on an open MSO with a full warranty, perhaps
Nissan is trying to run that car through an auetiou.

and then if
than eost - we‘ve
heard Mr. Bates talk ahout a range of diseount. 20.
so pereent - that can he used as a cost. That would

these elosed auetions we‘re talking ahout,
that elosed auetion priee

is

less

900

898
market to be able tn determine what's known as
replaeernent eosts

is

Sn if I have

get nie lower.

way to determine what I can
some

that under that Revenue Ruling 67407, I get to use
average wholesale. so that‘s going to he typieally what
dealers are moving ears between eaeh other at, which
is -- is going to be ditrerent.
Even it you look in the book and see the

is

replaee that oar for as or December 3lst through

meehanisni,

ii

that replaeement can he purehased ror less

can wn‘te down my cnst to that
new replaeement value. so that's the ﬁrst step. All
than what

my cost is,

right?

Now,

9

if I

l

retail

- and that ostensibly --

— let‘s use it for a second. Mayhe what l can

9

10

let's

11

replace that cost for

12

go buy

13

replaeentent eost and sales pn'ee. heeanse that's what

13

14

you brought upjust

moment

14

it

ror.

And

is

than what a consumer multl

less

And I'm trying to distinguish between
it

ago.

10
11
12

16

tar for less than ostensihly What a consumer Could

15
16

17

purehase it for

17

18

market downward, perhaps lower than what I would sell 18
19
that ear for, allowing for normal gross protit upon
20
its ultimate sale.
21
Q Well, and l understand that.
22
A okay.
23
But
I
in
this
when
we
talk
about
guess
ease,
Q
24
that replacement east, my understanding -- maybe you can
75
correct rne ifyou think iny understanding is wrong. but

5

19

20
21

99
23
24

25

the idea that
is

I

ean go replaee that

going to drive

my lower of eost or

one out oi the three eitaniples.

On the used car side, the difference is --

what's driving the regulations.
a

to

invoiee eost were essentially equivalent, whieh

so you're making. presumably, a good-faith

10

ofany indteation

there

vehiele. so, in

understand

adjustment,

haven't been aware

somehow

had been an opportunity for Bates
replace the vehiele at less than the invotee cost ofthe
that

iaet, you knew that it sold for a higher amount later?
Bccausc »- and let mc preraee it.
l

replacement eost was essentially going to be the

eost ofthe vehiele, that invoieed eost.

number, the

And let's pretend

retail

number is going to he higher.

ror a seeond that's going to be

approximately what the sales priee would he. so that
spread still exists, and the IRS allows me to use that
wholesale cost rather than that retail cost in the
revenue ruling.

Does that help you?
Yeah. No,

l —— l

understand

that.

okay.

And from the

standpoint ofthe used vehicles,

l

get that.
i

it

guess horn the

well, lhere‘s

no evidenee,

you, that Bates used

--

replaeernent eost that

or

new

it

aware

--

or, are

was ever able to evaluate

W and use that for its new

vehicles as the basis of any
that

vehiele standpoint

that you're

markdowns

a

or write—downs

took?

A What l‘ve heard in this, it's -- the judgment,
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vehicles higher than wlral you're writing

saying,

then presumably you nave lo have a basis to wrire rnem

"Here is the auction data" — and I think
Mr. Donley and I explored this a little hit, too —
"Here is the — here is the auction data. We found a
closed auction. That is what this car rolled over tllk
auction block for and sold at this price," that‘s not

down

Q
A
Q

9

14

15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23

ask

is

because

A

9

few

iﬂ as you've indieared, there are a

have a replacement

less than

so

Riglrt,

let's

my elients.

just

-- l‘ll tell

- so

and you
want to use lower ot‘ eost or market for used velrieles.
and |'m going to tell you tlrat you need to take your

l

prieing guide.

all nglri.

Whether

be Blue Book, Blaek

it

eouple oflhose would result in basically an

l3

consistently trorn year to year. Thal’s also in

l4

tlre

l5

book.

eosl‘?

wou|dn’l you think you would have to suppun

rlran lhat,

by showing new you went

an uprion available

lo

rlris

other market or had

you ihal resulted
other than the invuiee eosn
A Absolutely, Your Honor.

Q And

ever done,

No,

ll’l

rlris

lo

case, rlrere's

in a

lower cost

that

sir. I

indicating that that

was done. Instead,

it

some or

lrom book to

then l'm going to take that, eopy the

aeeoruanee with that revenue ruling and put

l9

selrerlule

90

lrarl tlre

average wholesale value

tlrat

it

with

impression, you know, of Mr. Bates that he

tlrey

question

What

my values.
l

sold tlrat ear later for in this

other

A
Q

and

-- in

down your

write

11

you're going to

12
13

eireumsranee, and

14

and

15
16
17
18
19

at

Z1

22
Z3
Z4

75

the

l_er

inventory costs,

sell
I

rne ask

it

for

la

makes scnsc to
even when you know
it

higher amount,

in that

appreeiare

you

you

guess, though

this,

this is really rlre heart

I

urwlrar

wilh Mr. Gautier and since you

clarifying

was

l

--

rliar,

those adjustments and you're relying on one of

going to

those hascs lo lower your invoice cost, for example,
--

This is on new vehicles?
On used vehicles now.

on

used? Okay.
Yeah. We’re going to the used vehicles now.
rr

you know you're

I

understand that.

likely to sell rlre

in

You have to — the regulations call for it

17

speeinealions, Right?

18
19

"opliens," Judge.

11
12
14

make

Thcn

Now,

16

10

13

ask you as well.

the

A

--

you're addressing

-- rr you're

Yes. N0, and

being done item by item, yes, sir.
Q And in doing it item by item, you'd nave lo
take into account lhc vehicle's condition, but l assume
also the vehicle's —— I guess I'm not familiar with the
wording used in the car industry, but basically the
vchiclc speciﬁcations. Meaning, ifa vchiclc had
leather versus cloth interior, you have to take into
account the vehicles eunditiun but also its

9

trying to gel

lt, I'll

Ultimately, ifyou

Q

individual vchiclc. Correct?

my example was fairly rudimentary

be scenarios whcrc

All ngln.

making those sons ofadjuslmenls
or writc—downs, you would have to do that for cach

regard to the used ears, espeeially,

that lhcrc can

Q

A Did l answer your question?

Sure.

10

20

case would then be non-determinative of that value.

felt like

--

because I understand
9

904

was the average discount of those cars that do

run across that auction block.
Q Okay. And I appreerare you clarifying

my

ofinvenlory and basically be able to say, "l
ear in stoek at 15.000, llere is the hook.

902
that that

in

Average Wholesale is Sl3,|]|]0 for this car." Circle the
l3,m]0. whatever you want to do, put it with tlrat, and
tlrat becomes my reeorri I ean lranrl to the Service in ease

95

was the

ean‘t nip

I

tlrat

l8

94

haven‘t seen any evidence

and use

pages so that l eau see

93

is there‘!

And

tlrat

oi tlrem.

l7

99

was

revenue nlalcﬁal

l6

91

no evidence

what

you wlratl

All riglrt? l‘nl going to

Book -- there are several

A That's correct.
Q And su lfyuu were guing lo do something other

A

is

l7

invoice

rlrar

dost

them on lhc open market.

at

a replacement eosl or obtain a replacement cost,
leasr a

0

determine

-- to

to scll

we'll pretenrl you're a ear dealer for a seeonri,

--

Right.

porenrial options lo

24

25

I

show why your replacement

to,

Correct?

do with

well, and the reason
--

or

you actually expect

Ollt theI‘2.

10
11
12
13

them down

the years of experience, that type thing, but as far as

5

20
21
22
23
24
25

MR. DONLEY: The -- the revenue

JUDGE BENNETT:

It's

is

options. Yeah_

that's --

MR. DONLEY: clicln't mcan to intemipt.
JUDGE BENNETT: No. That's lhc wold
I

I

should have used, you're correct.

MR. DONLEY:

Just trying to lrelp.
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1

3

1,196,093. There's shas approisimase 700,000-dollar

dealership land even she shorser time frame.

Q

2

okay.

And

I

shink

shas she aesual ealeulasion

you niensioned in passing
fol deserminmg nes working

and nes eash posiliun

eapisal

is

lissed righs

Sllfe.

V65.

The

under she

Q

Right.

A

i!'§ listed

(here for

three of

all

And than Effective Net Wurlh,

lcll

worsh or she dealership, and we're going

11

nes

12

60

13

ii‘s

14

reserves liquidase, you

perltelil 01‘ the

60 pereeni

15

we

16

reserves,

17

1

is

us

LIFO feserves. And

so

add

black

the reason that

shis

20

obligation

21

if [hill

0

is

11

12

so

pay she sax haeh on

showing

apparens deerease in slse sinaneial healsh

gives

-- is

is

shas

gives Nissan she opporsunisy, is we have

sallen below ous networking eapisal ssandard. so
eommuniease wish she dealer or anyshing else shas may
worry slsens as a resnls osshe deerease in healsh really

SS B

I‘0S\llt

Of IIIOSQ write-downs

0|]

that Stﬂtﬂlltnt (hilt

now

shey didn‘t ges in monsh 13; bus

and 1 said
shas.

17

she end oslanuary shas someshing, well, sairly major in

18

she snne of 71lli,ooo has happened.

rormula, shey're aesually sahing shas lax

and sahing shas ous osshe nes worsh now as

had occurred.

shey've. in

essenee, been nosirsed indireesly shrough shese KPI1i as

19
70

Q

71

MR. COFFEY: Now. ifwe

shis in

The - does

shas

answer your question?

does.

ls

Do we know or any oihcr KPIs lhai Nissan

72

mighs use for business deeisions oshershan she shree

ahead and bring up she same box on c-175. and pus u

73

shas are ldcnliﬁcd on shese ﬁnaneial ssasemenss?

we have pulled up from

74

22
23
24

side

25

173.

by

side wish she bclx shas

ccluld. lei‘;

gm

7'3

A

well.1'm going so assume shas shere are some
we had alissosshingsshaslv1r.1)onley and

osher KPls.

942

944

Thafs ﬁne. Thank you.

Q

(BV

MR COFFEY]

shas rhose mesries have

1

Mr

Okay,

Davis,

we can

ehanged between 17; and 175.

see

Thnt‘s eorrecs.

ehange srom monsh

so

vou would

expees

shem so

monsh.

monsh. But

in shis parsieular ease, she poins shas

monsh

is

1

shas we've gos she

9

10

Will, is lhill IKIII Inolllh

17

1s's

19

3115 and so on and so

shas sigure shas

we see

in so

16

many plaees un she

when shas gos applied so she balanee

19
Shttl.

ind

Ell

of UIBSQ are bﬂlﬂlltﬂ sheel

21

really deereased she

22

osshe halanee shees or Bases Nissan.

19

I’B!i0S, ii

nppearanee or she linnneial healsh

The - lwo of she shree measuremenss

23

22
are

- you ean see is fairly easily. on nes working

24

iairly

25

eapisal,

you‘ve gos 1,s1o,s1s.

17

18

iorsh.

And

is

goes so

was juss one page

in frlml

Mr. Davis liu helps.

lhal you're rerening so 11.489. Correct‘!

A

Thas's righs.

rm reserring so R-489,

rsnaneial ssasemens, several shings happened.

15

- in 2013, she wrise-down was $126,531.

reeall, in

13
14

A And on ihas sash mnnsh slasemens, ii you

15

20

statement.

okay.

ls

shere.

21

Siillelntlll,

15

MR. DONLEY:

20

12

12 ssasemens irons

ifyml

All righs.

whas has happened - and les's lay
shas aside for iuss a seeond. 1 wans so look as she
isems on she srreen again irom c-173 so c-115.
We've said shas as she wrise-down happened
in monsh 13, we saw she drop in some osshese key
persormanee indiealors. And shen shnse key periornsanee
indieasors, is you nsahe she assnmpsion shas none or
shose wrise-downs slluu]l‘l‘ve happened, shas whas will
happen is as lhosc inereased gross proriss on lhosc
vehieles shas were wn'ttcn down aesually his she

13

Q

nip so shas?

THE WITNESS All righs.
Q (BY MR. comer) And 16! she record rerleei

neeember of'l3, and shen 1 have 11
12
she January ssasemens as she end oi 2014. The missing

14

iii

Ycs.

of she one you had up

lhink yol|‘rc srying so illussrase

Do you mind

shas okay?

Q
A

ls

Q can you sell us ]lUW\|\iill1ﬂppEI‘lS7
A well, she numbers, nasnrally, move from monsh
so

explored helnre luneh.

is

shas righrl

A

-

15
16

well, in shis particular explanation here,

19

shis

13
if shose LIFO
may - yon remember belore luneh 14

didn's sollow she regulasions,

immediasely have

18

9

shey're assuming shas

are salhing ahous an inadvertent liquidasion osl.1r0

in

nes eash posision aesually wens up.

you know, bus in January.
The inseressing part abous

worsh here is we're going so sake

Effective Nes

esseesive nes

going so say shas some or shas is she em-es 0|‘ juss
she sransaesions shas are happening. The inseressing

whas shas means.

10

on

l‘rn

shese so help she reader.
9

ges a very similar slsing

worsh.

blank on the statement‘?

A

You

drop.

23

And

so

Up here inside she KPls on

she screen,

shey returned so a value shas- I'm nos going so say

24

shas Nissan eirpeess, hns shas doesn's reneel snmeshing

25

happening wish wnisedowns.
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But as a result oithose numbers moving

KPls have been alieeied by the

back towards, perhaps even the December values, as those

believe.

became sold, that was a result oithe proﬁtability
came in. And like what we talked about -Mr. nonley and l explored earlier, it oame back into the

speciﬁc busllless decision that

by the change iii

A

statement throngh the gross prorits, departmental gross

tinn‘t recall,

l

Q

8

l1llgllI'Ve

been affected

hut

l

tinn‘t

remember any.

-

Okay.

Q Now, you recall the testimony

without any write-downs being in the statement. Because

10

if you

11

the effect that Nissan does not audit

12

records?

iroin

Mr. Bates to

12

make the assumption that all the ears are gone by
- from the prior year by March or April, then in

13

essence, the inventory doesn't have

13

14

value associated with

14

combine that up with the

15

capital, net cash position, elteetive net

15

beeause

15

then not be affected by the prior year's write-downs.

15

l

Does that help you?

17

oiiice

does indeed.

18

remember - and perhaps by oaineidenee,

19

in

17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24

25

Q

ll

Now,

it

are these

KPIs

worth, will

that \ve‘re talking

about, do they adjust every nionth as the dealei tunis in
his

monthly rinancial statement?

A

ves, they do.

l!‘s

a formula caleulated

l

its hiiaiicial

hearing that testimony”

reeall hearing that testimony.

laei that

l

ean

some manuiacturers do

phone calls when they have questions. so
some manulaeturers do gtl in the iield or do

get

knoii that

examinations ollinaneials. But

l

ciln‘t
l

ean'i

remember

my years having reeeived a eall tram a Nissan store.

or perhaps they were aole to solve
0Wn ttilhmlt contacting met
Q Do we know what percentage ofNlssan‘s dealers

But

21

that 0n their

it

could happen.

use the

A

24

LCM method roreithei
don't

lvo. l

llew or used or both?

know that.

Q we llavell't seen that allywllere in the record,

25

it

Do you recall
do

l

20

23

Q Now, Nissan has expressed tlie cbllceln that
because of the write-downs Bates has been taking,

A

22

on the

statement.

l

A - inside one oi Nissan's expert‘: reports.

9

any reduction in
anymore. And these net working

do

the l<l>ls?

might be not remembering something

prolits.

11

l

Q And have they extlapolated iroin that to any

cars

that

The ineome statement measuring KPls basieally it's -- it moves the balance sheet KPls back
towards more what you would expect without any --

iirite-doiins,

948

946
skews the proﬁt picture of the dealership, as I
understand it. ls that correct? ls that what you
understand the complaint to

A
Q

hzlvc we‘?

A
Q

be‘?

That's part oi my understanding. Yes.
l

9

10

11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18

19
20
21

affecting a decision.

Q l-lave you seen anything in these proceedings
where Nissan has claimed that a speciﬁc business
decision was skcwcd by thc fact that Bates Nissan took
these write-downs‘?
recall. I

don't think

22
23

Wllere Nissatl has said this particular

24

affected

25

Q

A

l-lave

you seen anything

in these

so.

proceedings

KPl

has been

by the write-downs taken by Bates Nissan’!
Some oithe experts have talked about how the

which

the record an analysis

LCM dealers are properly applying

eitl-let

is

your understanding as well?
A Possibly. That might he a reasonable
assumption to make.
That ilata has now become part of the
overall data for Nissan. And then depending upon I‘ve already said, l don't know exactly how they use
that data internally - it has the possibility of

Not that I can

we seen anywhere in

LCM from
a tax basis or from a GAP basis‘?
A For Nissan dealers?
Q Yes, sir.
A No, don't believe I've seen any information

think the further culnplalnt

their dealers. ls that

A

llave

tlfthe degree to

ls, because
skewed, it could
affect business decisions that Nissan might make based
upon the composites incorporating these KPls for all

Atld

the proﬁt picture tlflhe dealership

No.

I

Q

what

like that in

Q

10

l-lave

I've read.

we secn any evldenee in this ease at all

11

ﬁfth: degree to which Nissan has been able

12

tlemtlnslrate that

its

13

fi't)m

14

uncorrupted database. reliable,

15
16

in

l7

to

database tlfﬁnanclal data derived

these monthly and yearly ﬁnancial slatelrienls

which

is

all

ofthe

accurate and complete to

is

some

identiﬁable

degree?

A

I

haven't seen any speeiiie assertions about
mean. certainly -- certainly, ii there is a

18

that. I

19

database, these rinancial statements, since tlley‘re

20
21
22

an

ltlformaliotl

l assume, are part ottllat
have database. And so it‘s just one dealer.
Q okay. So you have one dealer inputting

electronically submitted,

Do

23

allegedly false infoririation into Nissan's database.

24

you know how rnany Nissan dealers there are nationwide?

75

A

Iditln‘t hilvc ﬁrlitllitntl

knowledge of that.

I
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personal experience, ivs something that typically
not getting recorded monthly, at least tor
deaiers that

Q
A

1

work with.

I'm going tu issue

it

Nissan

ii

9

fact that

11

then

12

that l'm supposed to do

13

perhaps Nissan, you kntm,

had

ii'I

do

to

why is there I

it

reference in the business bulletins
it

month

in

okay with waiting

is

16

outeome and ramirieations oi this ease

11

instruction to roiiow. ifynu will. Because

1B

every month. then December

19

dt|n‘t

ii'l

were going

have to do

Q

t

notieed

21

that Nissan

22

aepieeiation

24
25

A
Q

t

is

in

it

in

month

as to

going to

is

in do

it

and

correct,

tie

you jU>l

9

1

read,

adjustment on

was

in

is

it

ﬁnineittl statement

other words. rcquirc that

Right

tiling.

now we've got this - sort or this

17

muddted

18

statements are optional.

19

deeided that perhaps they should've been sent in heeausei

90

You know. perhaps it
woutd he hetter it Nissan had said, ttey. ityou use a
l3th statement and you put an adjustment on it, send it
in: if you don't, you don't have to.
But there realty is the need. iii my mind.
10 have some clariﬁcation for the dealer body S0 that

94

We had

now eousidered

15

93

Cltilltgetl.

l3th period statement with any

14

99

the uttswer to the discovery iioeuineut

it

to he an adjusted
under the document that dealers Sign
with Nissan, then to me it woutd just seem easier to do
lhit. I mean. What We have right now -— to do that --

Do you see tlul‘?

W earlier in this case, before

I

11

91

iiuii

and

hetieves that

talking about vcllltle‘ wr|te—dlI\\sI'\S as

we

it --

by its LCM dealers‘?
Wants the eomptete tiiiimeiut pieture and
need to deal with the lnet that Nissan

stare-inents

lfit

15

whieh

ta.

the luliguuge that

do.

we11,

to try to advise

irwe have

ofquestions, Mi. Davis.

last sct

10

13

aiso.

my clients on the

to --

A

19

that

ts. indieating

15

23

nits.

so perhaps again. some ctmﬁlsiun there as

14

20

One
l3»month

monthly. aeeordingto

see

Should Nissan rcquirc the ﬁling or

to

going to he

it's

.

anything else hcrc

somewhat ota burdensome pi-oeeoiure to go through monthly
to do that. And it's - t was somewhat mystiﬁed by the

10

MR

onaneiai statement to

use a tower cost to market. so
8

reﬂects, so

it

COFFEY: Thank you, sir
Q (BY MR. COFFEV) Okay. Lct‘s

car. car states that t need

aeeordanee with

in

ivhat

is

ear

GAP iequireinent?

a

ts inoiithiy reappraisal

tlte

95

attair.

ityou

witt,

ofNissan saying that these
then in this case we‘ve

And

they have on adjustment on them.

960

958
used the terrrt "depreciation"
refer to Bates‘ Wr|te—Cl0WnS.

tn lieu

ofwrtte—downs

Do you reeall that?

MR. DDNLEY: Your I-Ionor, may

what Mr.
brought

it

going right back
I

9

10

like

agree

it‘s

ttito

think,

1

iiiit it

the 0bj€Clt0n the other day that

it

was on

the riiseoveiy

rcsponsc?

13
14
15
16

when you were asking

the question, that because

withdrawn and

allow questions, I‘m

JUDGE BENNETT:
didn't

Ycah.

I

had the thought.
it was
riot

aihiw you to question on it either. It's not fair to
to ask questions and Mr. Jarrett

have you be able
able

iiot

to.

18

MR. COFFEY:

That's fair enough, Judge.

But could I at least point out to the Court that
Mr. Liner wrote a whole report on how wrong

21

the term "depreciation" tn reference to a vehicle

22
23

court

24

documents. That's

write-down. So
that,

we just wanted to demonstrate

hey, mistakes happen, even

iii

it

is to

Okay.

It

11
12

13

to

14

be

15
16
17
18

use 20

21
to the

Nissan's

all.

JUDGE BENNETT:

9

10

19

19
20

25

going

does reﬂect

That‘:

JUDGE BENNETT:

all

WC have. Your

Okay.

MR, DONLEY May I preeede. Your Honor’?
JUDGE BENNETT: You may,
MR. DONLEY: Thank you. May I go up to

seems

why are we doing this all over again when he made

I

Honor.

it.

not relevant,

11
12

17

MR. COFFEY:

is

Coﬂey
And it
And now

brought up the other day. Mr.
up, and Mr. Jarrett tried to respond.

Jairctt

was a withdrawn discovery response,
he's

This

I‘!

they can try to eoutorin to Nissan's needs.
Q Thank you, Mr. Davis.

to

22

23
Z4
25

the chart?
.l'U'DGE

BENNETT You may

REDIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR. DONLEY:
Q Mr. Davis, heard some testimony you gavejust
I

few minutes ago to Mr. Coffey about net working
capital and effective net worth. no you remember than
a

A Yes. sir.
Q And that's what we have on R489.

A

Yes,

Correct?

sir.

Q And wc crcatcrt R489 aﬁcr you and I had a

discussion about

A

R490.

Correct‘?

Tl|at‘s eorreet.

Q And 1 asked you ifthose things on R-489 were

Overstated as a result

ofwhat you and I did on R-490.

Do you remember that?
A I remember us talking about N0. 1 and No. 2,
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gross proﬁts and department proﬁts for

Q

Well,

I'll

remind you.

other ones too, but
tinie,

A

new and

We talked about the

$15,000

used.

the write-downs.

Q

And when they were doing these
second year that we have on R490 in
that second year, when you brought over the wnte—down

That's eorreet. Because you were refcrn‘ng to

a December statement. and

I

was referring to a January

okay. well, on a ﬁnaneial statement submitted
because ofwhat

to Nissan,

l0

Capital

ll

overstated. Corrccl?

l9
l3
14

l5
16
17
l8
19

70
91

99
73

A

we saw on R-490,

on ﬁnancial slalcmcnts submitted

lo

net

irorri

working

Nissan was

A
Q

sir.

one into year two as recovered proﬁts

remember we discussed

W do you

that. Right‘?

A ves, sir, absolutely.
Q when that happens, and then you have to do the

12

write—d0\vl-l,

13

year two to get to 75,000, part of what you‘re writing

14

down

right, the

we'll gel different answers.

15
16

Let's stan with the Ianuary statement,

17

sure until you

18

been.

it.

Q Do you want me to use what statement so you can
it,

9

10
11

answer your question. again, the way

ean't

I

you've asked
ask

Yes,

write—d0\vl-ls, in the

statement a few moments ago.
9

income. Correct? That was the

on Bates Nissan's mindt
Thatla what they were trying to aehieve with

A

you said you didn't know at the

Right?

Q

in taxable

rationale

January or Dcccmbct?

would

it

be overstated on a January

19
20
A Net working capital -- if you make the
assumption that the write-downs were inappropnate and 21
22
too large. the networking eapital on .Ianuary‘ii

statement?

23

94

you have not worked out of all of that
inventory that had been wn‘tten down, would be

75

understated.

25

statement.

if

24

A

and then you have to do the wnte—d<>wn

the 400,000

is

I

you brought over from year one,
my example?

recovered proﬁt based on

possibility. But you don-t know tor
know what the write-downs should have

That is a

Q

gave you the write—d0wns in rriy example, so
my example.
In year two, to get to 75,000 in taxable

income,

at least

pan of that 400,000 ofrecovered

proﬁt from year one has to be written down. Right”

A

But

insultieient ilata to

It's
I'll

answer yuur question.

be happy to eirpand ityou would

like.

964

Q
A
Q

it

overstated or understated on the January statement based

10
11
12

13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24

25

Febmary ifyou

haven't

worked

A

A

Yes, probably to a lesser

Q

eirtent.

March‘?

A

until

Q

9

10

through that inventory issue?

that‘?

A Not speeilieally. But lel‘s just go ahead and
eirplore

what you've

got.

Q The rationale in Bates Nissan mind for what

did on the

new and used motor vehicles was to get

new and used
based on iny exalnple?

proﬁt in year two. Right’?

23
24

to

75

v€i1iC|€S I0 g€l

A Thaﬂs correct.
Q And to make that write—d0wn, we’re writing down

17

it

Right?

Q we want to get to 15,000. Now we've got to

at least

19
20
21
22

rationale

in total proﬁt.

sir.

15
16

what

Do you remember that? The
in their mind, you said. no you remember

Yes,

there, right,

18

did, Correct?

do remember that.

s1s,000

12

Mr. Coffey about the rationale that Bates Nissan had for
it

A

I

in

D0 you remember that?

write dtlwn 800,000 ln

14

A Yes, sir.
Q And then you also testiﬁed on questions by

my example, there was $400,000 or

11

we get through the inventory, my answer 13

would be the same.
Q The sanie?

There's absolutely enough data here.

year two.

understated.

understated again in

sir,

recovered proﬁt and $415,000 in current year proﬁt

A same set of assumptions, I believe, it would be

9

No,

All right.
ln

on those same parameters?

Q And is it understated again ea both of those

l

asked you a question about

952

Q It would be understated?
A Yes.
Q What about effective net worth, is

in

some ponion or the 400,000,
was brought over from year one that

we not, that
new recovered

are
is

A leannot answer that question. We‘ve gone
through it a couple oitiines. I'll! happy to eirplain why
I C3Il'\.

Q

IfI'm iighr that part of that 400

__

by the

me ask you this. Do you stand by the testimony
way,
you gave me earlier on this chart?
let

A
Q

oh,

in

terms of the hypothetical?

ves,sir, That's what

Fm on, IS this
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your

hypothetieal.

A Right. well Q no you stand by your testimony you gave earlier

A

Q

A

I'm happy to have

Q

now,

well,

14

well,

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

l

would have to have

l

instant reeall

why

l

testimony you gave
willing to

tell

lor

now, Mr. navis,

me this morning

there

is

any

on R-490 that you're

it

again.

You're just not sure now?
I

woultl

-- I'll

just leave

why l‘|n

it

question. I'd love to give

would prohahly expedite matters.
Let

me ask you this.

hesirating to
to you.

it

l have
answer your

at that.

24

an eitplanation tnr

Q

this this

morning, but

make snre the reeord is elear just in ease
None of your elients have cvcr done what
Nissan did with regard to writing down the new and
VClllClC5 that

we have

in this ease. correct,

ls there

And

l

think

testifying to, sit?

17

A when

Is that

what you’ re

pieked them up as ellents

l

really delving inln the rusty part of my

picked them up as elients,

I

seem

- and this is

Wh on]

memory.

to reeall l've ha (la

down new

vehieles .l

18

eouple that were out there writing

19

don't reeall what support they had at the time, whieh

90

direetly to the

91

99
94

95

any tax

new motor vehicles.

like that for

14

93

it

A None onhem do now aeross the cntirc history
otso years. l think l have run aeross a eouple that
have done that, hut we got a ehange pretty quick
Q You have some that used judgment and things

13

15

us you need to change?

Possibly. I'd have to see

19

l5

neetls to understand.

Sitting here right

A
Q
A

I

now just to try to make it simpler

everybody that

Q

said

l

9

0

22
23
25

and

yon.

tell

eouldn-t neeessarily agree
nr totally answer your question. And I'm altering to do

again

you tcstiﬁed to

think

to

used motor

struggled with this earlier, trying to

explain to yon
it

l

Sir"

perteet reeall to

11

12
13

Bates

there any of it you're going to ehange

is

sir‘?

A

9

10

reread ifyou want to,

it

make sure.

Yes.

Iwant

today?

just to

CPA ﬁrm Do you remember thaw

answer or your question.
your deposition, you said when

Q Now, in
Q

that

was j\l§l a onerotfvehiele, Right‘?
That still occurs talking about current no w.
Can you lcll us that » ean you identify those

occurred

A

it

clients you're talking

about?

968

956

A

you know
would allow Bates Nissan to write oﬂ‘ new and used
motor vehicles in year two in order to take eare otany
regulation, tax code, Treasury regulation that

done

that

Q

10

you ehanged an answer maybe trom this
now that you say you've got elients
thzll have done this, I'm elltilled to know who they are.
A The clients an the one-0" example ur clients
an the new vehicle write-tlowni‘
Q The ncw vchiclc wrltc—rlowns that you wou ld
elatni that is like what Bates Nissan has done in this

11

case.

Yes.

9

10
11

12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19

any tax code, any Treasury reg, or anything that
allows that write-down of that $400,000 in any regard by
reg,

A

new and used motor vehicles to do it?
No.

sir.

Thanks

tor letting

me get that in to elear

Q

that

12

think

In this particular case,

Mr. Davis,

documents were lost or destroyed. The fact is
never been any documents at all to support what
Bates Nissan has done. Correct?

A That's a correct statement.
Q And there was some discussion between you and

Mr, Coffey about your clients, your eurrenl

clients at

think

I‘l] tell

you

I

do not recall

those. It's a

general impression you have from history, but

14

reeall

15
16

motor vehicles

l7

19

it islt‘t

A

I

13

18

that up.

there‘s

25

Q

Assuming it clocsrl't -- thank you for that.
Assuming there's no documents like we have here, no
basis for that at all, okay, then do you know ufany tax

21

24

at the entl of year two
decrease in value of $800,000 under the

Q

20
Z2
23

it

regulations.

using

I

ntonitng.

Q what is it?
A lrtlte inventory

actually has

Idon't Want to identify which clients may ha v e
You and I have had that conversation in

that.

eirehanges previously.

portion of the recovered proﬁt from year one?

A

is

20
21
22

l

do not

whioh ones they were.

Q How about those elients who wrote down u sed
A

well,

like

Bates Nissan has done

when you say

case ‘Y

in this

“like Bates Nissan," your re

only speaking to just not having sutrieient
documentation?

Q

Well, no sufﬁcient tlocumentatitlns based on

either judgment, experience, loan, loan to wholesale,

23

in between, any ofthose things; that k nd o l
eomhtnarion oftestin-tony that we've gotten with regard

24

to the

75

something

l

used motor vehicles.

A Thank you.
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which

- you know.

1

their operational erreouveness.

2

there were six ofthose in this case. At each one or

3

those intervals

4

terillilluliﬁll.

5

Q

is

so nobody

an opportunity
at

you would,

power lo

retract

it

9

11

12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24

25

I‘II

allow her

In

my renure,

tBl”IlliI|uli0ll

would have

not lo exercise

ALANI7.) But who would bc the pcrson
that

it

for

power?

many

l

mean, they eould choose
want to

reasons. Ijust

know who has that powcr to makc
A To retract on NOT?

Q
A

10

the answers

preﬁled lesnrnony in this case. Correct?
Tl-lE

that deelsron.

| would assume that the RVP would have to -and l‘||| making an assumption, because I've never seen
one in my tenure. so |'II| making - |'III doing n
hypothetical here. But I would ossurne that the RVI’
would he able to nuke suggestion back to national.
But we n termination. lt‘s iihoiiry.
it

ldo.

13

lhose sarne questions under oath roday,

14

answers be the same?

15
16

Tl-lE

17

rnarked as an exhibit?

19

WITNESS: They would.
okay. And has that beeh

MR. JARRETT:
prospeonvely

20
21
22

would your

JUDGE BENNETT:

18

correer.

WITNESS:

JUDGE BENNETT: And lfyou were asked all

12

did nor see n notice or

retracted.

Q (BY MR.
that

I

correerl

you gave -- I rnearr, Idon't expect you to know all
ofthem, but you do reeall giving answers in the

11

Ki 8r\sWCt.

A

rhls case.

lhar

9
Overruled.

srelrrer,

P-A-T-R-I-C-K.

Tl-lE

Objcctinn, misstatcs the

JUDGE BENNETT:

l-alrrek,

WITNESS: ldid.
JUDGE BENNETT: And you recall

for any

lCS[|i\"i0r\y.

10

your name for lhe reeord.

spell

JUDGE BENNETT: And you ﬁled prefiled

lesnroony in

reason?

MR. JARRETT:

and

WITNESS: My naroe is Parrlok

S-T-E-I-N-E-R, ﬁrst name

to avoid notice of

Nissan, once a nollee or

rermrnallon issues, has thc

state

Tl-lE

it

will be

Ir will be, Your l-ronor, and
marked as R-492.

(Exhibit Respondent No. 492 marked)

MR. JARRETT: Ifyou
go ahead and rnove

wou|dn’r rnlnd, we'll

to admit R-492.

JUDGE BENNETT: And R-492

23
24

is

admitted.

(Exhibit Respondent No. 492 adrorrred)

JUDGE BENNETT: And you'll yusl need ro

25

1040

1038

MR

ALANIZ:

That's

it,

Your Honor.

ensure that a copy

I

puss thc WHHCSS.

JUDGE BENNETT:

i

free to step

pm. ro 4;01 pro.)
JUDGE BENNETT: Let‘s go ahead and go back
on the record. And think you ﬁrst wanted to offer
I

thc

CXi1iI7l\

12

13

21

22
23
24

25

Your Honor.

JUDGE BENNETT: And then lfyou will, cal]
your next witness.

MR. JARRETT: Your Honor, Nissan North
calls

Mr. Patrick Stcincr.

JUDGE BENNETT:

cupy

okay. Mr.

11

Steiner, if

J4

JUDGE BENNETT:

actually spnken face tn face.

occasions,

believe. This

is

I

the ﬁrst time that we've

And you have med two

1E
20

I

I

you and have spoken over
dcpnsitmn, lfyou'II reeall, on two

rcprcscnt Bates Nissan, and

17

Okay. And ifyou would, 23
much as possible. You ean pull it 24
25
eloser to you speak loudly and clearly. And then, If
use the microphone as

CROSSEXAMINATIUN
BY MR. COFFEY:
Q Mr. slelner, rny name is David Coffey
the phone in

21
7?

your right hand.
(wrlness sworn >

you‘II raise

having been previously duly sworn, testiﬁed as follows.

15
16

19

pass for

JUDGE BENNETT: Thank you.
PATRICK STEINER,

9

13

Okay. R-491 is admitted.
(Exhibit Respondent N0. 491 admitted)

Amcrica

cross,

12

offer R-49].

MR. COFFEY' No objection

15

a record

MR, JARRETT: With that, WC‘II

10

preﬁled?

That's correct,

JUDGE BENNETT:

16
18
19
20

last WitiiCSS'

At this time Nissan would move tu

14

17

ofthc

MR. JARRETT:

11

--

turning the witness over‘?

or, actually,

down. ()lTthe record.

(Recess: 3142

10

provided to the

MR. JARRETT: Thank you.
JUDGE BENNETT: And you may proeeed now ea

Anything ﬁmhcr?

MR. JARRETT: Nu, Your lonor.
JUDGE BENNETT; Okay Thank you very
much. You're

is

ro the court reponer.

notices or

lemiinaliun in this case Correct‘!

A
Q

Correctl

okay. And in both eases you were the
dccisiowmakcr on whcthcr or not thosc notices nf
termination

A
Q

would

issue

Is that correct?

That's correct.

They were, however. concurred

in

by several
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1089

what

Wﬁte

to

dawn

it

only

to‘ VVI:

dealers that are new. that are

new

miles on them, That's ﬂ
that‘:

Q

inrenrrenally ﬁled raise and rraurrnlenr ﬁnaneial

vehicles Io the

sell

undamaged, and have low

information with Nissan‘!

A Yes.
Q And how do you eeme re rhar determination‘?
A The nnaneiai sraremenrs rhar we received were

vehicle‘ There‘i1 nothing

that meets that criteria other than

and

1091

what comes from me,

an invoice‘

ner aeenrare, and rhey were willfully submitted.

Before you accused Bales Nissan ofwillfully

Q And how were rhey not accurate?
A They - rhe inrnrnrarien that was reported in

and intentionally vinlaring rhc tax law because they
Wrote down
9

to see

D

Write

new vehicles,

whether or not

extent

13

eommunicatinns.

it

l

objeei to the

ihai question,

Your

Fair enough. l'|lwitl1draW

l-lonnr.

Q (RY MR. COFFF.Y)

The reason

y<\u believe that

17

Rates Nissan willfully and intentionally violated rhe

18

tax

19

you've never seen that done before.

91

79

93

law

is

because they Wrote down

ls

that ——

A Yes‘
Q W your testimony‘?
A Yes‘
Q Okay. And, In fact. that's consistent wirh the

74

faet that

95

ﬁnancial statement

Nissan doesn't even have a place on
t<\

Write

proﬁtability versus rhe volume rhar

11

ueenrare.
runerien ofihe fact rhar Bates wrere

new motor vehicles

14

18

yeu sayrng he just fudged rhe numbers rhar he previrlerl
yeu as far as capitalization, preﬁrahriiry, er eerera,
is coucemed?
A To rhe best of my knowledge, it had nothing re
do with used vehicles. This rs just a new vehicle

19

eenyersarien.

15
16

Q

S0

ir

erlrer werrls,

23

information wrrh Nissan‘?

25

because he wrere

was equivalent

ill

your eprnien, or are

had re do wirh new yehreles. 1n

just

21
22
24

down new motor vehicles?

Is rhar a

rlewn used and

20

its

Q

13

17

new vehleles, and

few months pr
was sold was not

rernrs pr eapiraiinarien, gross, the rrrsr

10
12

calls For the diselosure ofattorneyrclient

MR. COFFFY.

14

90

9

lawful and permissible to

is

MR. JARRFTT. Your Honor,

1

16

you check wrrh ynur lawyers

down new vehicles?

19

15

ii

did

down new vehicles,

A Yes.
Q And rm going re ge eur on a limb here,

but rhe

1090
A

Bur you den‘i

A

There's no basis from what

knew whether or

and pennissible under the tax laws

Q

9

10

lo

reason rhar you believe rhar

not

do

down new motor vehicles,

lawful

it is

That‘s not

my question,

srr.

don't

from what rhey
should have been to what Bates Nissan caused them to be‘?

knew

--

A
Q

But -

A
Q

That's nkayk

sir --

ge

you to have a

ahearr. Finish

full

your answer.

1

want

Gn ahead.

A
Q
A
Q

Yes,

sir.

1s rhar correct‘?

Yes,

sir‘

10

okay. And as 1 understand your theory or
Nissan's theory. those KPls are Important, Right?

9

eppenuniry.

rhns ahering

rhe Kris, the key perrennanee indicators,

I

You

because since he wrote
changed rhe proﬁt picture

is

it

enhe dealership rrem your perspective,

so‘?

saw in the
through discovery to do nhar happened.

rinennrenrarirrn

what

1092

That’: correct.

Q

11

They're key indicators errhe eperariens and rhe

12

linaneial health ofthe dealership‘?

13

okay. Bu! you don‘! knew whether. under rhe
tax laws, it is lawful and permissible to write down new

14

vehicles \vhen rhey are one prior model year‘?

14

11
12

5

16
17

15
19
20
21
79

23
24

25

A
Q

I'm not a lawyer‘ ldon'l know the MIX law.
So you d<1n‘t know rhe answer to rhar question?

Q

Okay. New,

A

|

donlt

know

17
18

tiled false

and

fraudulent ﬁnancial information with Nissan‘?

lmisserijusra pnrrinn ofthar quesrinn.

you repeat ir [or me, please‘!
Q 1'11 be happy re. sir
ls It

ynur p0Slil0n, nr Nissan's pﬂsltlﬁn

if yen prerer, rhar

15
16

your p0sitiuntl111tBa\es

Nissan willfully and intentionally

A

13

rhe answer to your question.
is it

Bares Nissan willfully and

can

rhar

re ﬁling raise and fraudulent ﬁnancial

A
Q

Yes,

sir.

okay. And,

in rner,

when yeu

use rhese

1<1=1

your various eempesires, you make business
decisions based on those composites. Correct?

numbers

A

in

Yes,

sir‘

Q And by wriring down new motor yehieies and

19
20
21
22

ﬁling ﬁnancial statements with Nissan which reﬂect

23

husiness decision.

24

75

those writs-downs, that false infrmnalion resulting from
rhar is

going re skew your key perforrnzmce indicators re

rhe point

A
Q

where you might make an invalid or er-reneeus
1s rhar your position?

1r's

pnssihie, yes.

But is

rhar_ lﬂ fact, rhe

reason

why we are

79 (Pages 1089 to 1092)
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1095

1093

having

this

proceeding according

_-

based

oti

your

Frankly,

concemezl that Bates Nissan Writing down

new motor

A
Q

Q

11

15
16
17
18
19

Z0
Z1

Z2
Z3
Z4
5

Q Do you believe that Bates should not have

No’!

of the year when the vehicles

No.

sold”

A

that’!

Then can you point

what hami Nissan has

to nie

down new

e Ifeet

Q

11
12

I

think

We described

that in the notice

and correct? Right?

Q

Iclon’t

A
Q
A

1

don-t believe

answer questions,

sir.

I

just ask

have to ask you ifthe Kl>Is are
tltat‘s false

l

You don‘l believe that Bates Nissan

should

vehieles sold‘?

in the ﬁrst three inonths

MR. JARRETT:
Tl1:t'C'S

no foundation

19

or even

knows anything about

23

We got 24

25

lltﬂl this

MR. COFFEY

l-l:‘s

it

wrol:

or the year when those

Your l-lonor.

0h_ieetion,

1s

22

(I0) refers tn the fact that the information that

and need a clear

--

1e

the suhmissiou of

back that he ﬁled to us was nut torrett.

don't helieve

to this question.

down

0r fraudulent, and then

lair. (9) reters to

the information

should have heeu

it

to begin with.

15

21

eireetive.

were written down

have recaptured the proﬁt on the vehicles that

20

Fair enough.

that

14

17

them.

That's

I

so you

answer

13

Yeah.

or termination in l2(A)(8), (9), and (I0). (8) refers
tn th e fact that the KPIS that you‘re talking about are
iii

No.

captured that way

vehicles?

A

made hated on the had
may have not heeu sorreet.

recaptured those \vrite-downs in the ﬁrst three inoiiths

suffered as a result of Bates Nissan writing

14

very likely that

it's

No.

No.

D

12
13

intormation

ts

You're not concerned about

9

was not an accurate picture of what was

sonie or the recommendations they

going to skew your KPIs to the point where
you might make an enoneous business decision?
vehieles

it

going on in the dealership, and

supplemental noriee oiten-ninerion, because you‘re

Wllrt€SS

I5

3 lax BXPEI1

taxes

one

the

who made the

deeision, Judge.

JUDGE BENNETT:
clear reeord --

I thlnlt

misleading, and

I

well, because

the question

would ask

Beeause he indieated he

that

is

a

l

you rephrase

didn't think

want a

little hit
it.

any oiit should

1096

1094
so you asked uie the harm, The harm is
happened. we use those

have bccn done

things tn

make

decisions witht lf all the dealers

provided us bud information, frankly, vie wnuldn‘t knnw
the health ttt'the franchise, the dealer, or we really
wouldn't have it good httndlt: on what wits happening
ﬁnancially with our
9

10

that

12

from Z009 to Z013?

13
l4
5

16
17

15
19
20
21

9?
23
24

25

was

10
11

hospital?"

1

think

Can you point to any business decision
you made which was adversely affected by the fact
Bales Nissan was wntntg down new tnotor vehicles

11

And I understand

saying, it‘s like if somebody says, "well, I don't
you should have shot the person in the ﬁrst place
and then taken them to thc hospital," and you say. "So
you don't think you should have cver taken him to the

facilities.

Q And we're gnlng to go into that

that

in the ﬁrst place.

what you're lmplylng, but l think it leads to a
misleading answer the way it's asked, so I think you
need to rephrase the question.
MRT COFFEY. I'll do i-ny best, Judge.
JUDGE BENNETT: And if it's not clear what

that, traultly, those things

A d0n‘t -— nu.
Q You can't point to any decision‘?
A N0.
Q can you point to any KP] whieh was sutiieiently
I

9

12

13

He's saying, "No.

I

didn-t think they

should have shut him in the ﬁrst place."

14

You have to give him a fair chance

15
16

answer the question, and I think he said he didn't
helieve any orit should have heen done. So trying to

ii‘
you will, or skewed or whatever tenii you
want to use by the fact that Bates was writing down new
motor vehicles, that it could have even theoretically

l7

pin

caused you to make an erroneous business deeision?

20

polluted,

A

Sure. so the gross per vehiele on those

months otthc year wttrc
drastically intlated. The grosses later nn in the year
were much less. The consultations that my team was
doing with the dealerships had had information.

vehicles in the ﬁrst four

18

19
21
22

23
24

75

it

down just to the

last

pan

I

think

is

unfair.

MR. COFFEY: Okay.
Q (BY MR, COFFEY) think we've
I

to

established that

you tlon't think the new vehiele write-downs should have
oeeuned.

A
Q

Right‘?

Correct.

But now once they do occur,

is

a dealer

required, to your knowledge, to recapture the proﬁt
attributable to those Writ<:—downs7
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1099

1097

A The direei answer is. yes. they need in rollow
GAAP guidelines, and they need to rollow our

come back on Monday?

JUDGE BENNETT:

the

they iook

it

our. ihey do need to put

hack in. But

ii

iny poini to begin wiih, the whole proeess
for

it

or a line to pur

we view
9

Q

is

back on Monday,

JUDGE

not

we don’! even have a proeess or a proeedure

correct.

it

nn.

[Proceedings recessed at 5:25 phi.)

as sonieihing ihai should happen.

So you

agree, then, that iﬁ

down new

ihc

in faci,

9

vehicles, he has to retapltlre

O

dCalCr CIOCS Write

1

the proﬁi auribiirahlc to the wrile»d0wns

when he

10

1?

the vehicle‘?

11
12

13

I

13

14

15
6

17
18
Ha

70
91

9?
73
94

75

sclls

A N0. d0I|'t agree With lhat.
Q You don'i agree that he has to recapture that

proﬁt attributable

A

A

believe

I

irhe's coming
good a time as any, Judge.
BENNETT: Okay. Then let's go off
this is as

the record ai ihis time.

not soiiicrhing that

l!‘s

Yes.

MR. COFFEY: okay. Then

accounting inanual. lftliey niade an ineorreez error and

to the

Whit

I

said

15
16

--

MR. JARRETT. Same
--

14

write-down?

was ihai ihey need

Olvjeelinn,

Your I'I0n0r.

--

JUDGE BENNETT‘

17
18

allow him

19
20
21
A They need io rollow ihe GAAP prineiples, and
22
they need to follow ihe aeeouniing nianual ihai we
provide. we don’! diselose or provide any guidanee with 23
24
relation io that.
25
so asking nie onee ihey do ii irihey
Overruled.

I'll

t0 clarify

1098
should recapture

it, it

1100

CERTIFICATE

— none otil makes sense.

Q (BY MR. COFFEY)

okay. so ihen

it's

not the

STATE OF TEXAS

faci that they recaprure the profii anribuiable to the

write—down

that corisiiiuies the false

knowing ﬁnancial

daia.

It's

and frauduleni and

the faci that they wroic

down the new vehicles to begin with’!

A

Correct.

10

down to its
essence. it's not used vehicles It's only new
vehicles, and the fact that they wrote them down at all

11
12

is whai passes ihrongh ihe ﬁnaneial siaienienis as
knowing and iniennonai illlﬂg offalse nnaneiai data

13

with N'NA‘!

9

14

15
16

Q

A

S0

that

is

the

when you

boll

it

Correct.

JUDGE BENNETT:

Anytime

in the next.

ﬁve

innnnes when you come to a natural break. that‘s when
Bin We‘re going io wrap up here in about

17

we'll break.

18
19
20

ﬁve minutes.

MR. COFFEY: Okay.
JUDGE BENNETT: So whenever you're at a

21
22

good breaking poini

23
24

the day?

Z5

--

MR. COFFEY:

We're going

JUDGE BENNETT:

to

wrap up

Yeah, for the day.

for

MR, COFFEY: Okay But the witness will

)

CUUNTY OF TRAVIS

9

10
11
12

13
14

15
16
17
15

)

we, naiia F. inrnan and Steven singel,
Certiﬁed Shorrhand Reporters in nnrt for the State of
Texas, do hereby certify ihai the ab0ve—menlioned matter
occurred as licreinbcibre sei our
FURTHER CERTIFY THAT ihe proceedings t)
StlCl1 were reponed by iis or under our supervision, later
reduced in typewritten izinn nndei our supervisiun and
control, and that rhe foregoing pages are a full. inie
and correct \Y8ﬂSCflpll0l1 ofthe original notes.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, we have hereunto set our
hand and seal this l9lh day of September Z015.

WE

19

20
21
22

23
24

Dalia F. Inman

ceinned shnrihand Reporter

CSR No

7423—EXpires 12/31/2015

Firm Cenificniieri Nu. 276

Kennedy Reporring serviee, Inc.
vsoo N. MuPae Expressway
Suite I20

Austin, Texas 78759
5l2/17412233

25
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SOAH DOCKET NO. 608—14—3211,LIC

MVD DOCKET NOS. 14—OOlO.LIC and 15—OOl3.LIC
STATE OFFICE OF

BATES NISSAN, INC.,
Complainant,
V.

NISSAN NORTH AMERICA, INC
Respondent.

ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS

HEARING ON THE MERITS
Monday, September 21, 2015

BE IT REMEMBERED THAT at 8:30 a.m., on Monday,

the Zlst day of September 2015, the above—entitled

matter came on for hearing at the State Office of
Administrative Hearings, William

P.

Clements, Jr.,

Building, 300 West 15th Street, Room 404, Austin, Texas,

before CRAIG BENNETT, Administrative Law Judge, and the
following proceedings were reported by Lorrie A. Schnoor
and Dalia

Volume

F.

Inman, Certified Shorthand Reporters.

Pages 1102

5
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1105

1103

ROC
MONDAY.
I"

t

2

I: I:

3

n.rn

tt<.:ro

D NG
I

S

i

5

1

or Mr sreiner. and ynn inay proeeed when yaure ready

Anll

MR

s

Q Ml

steiner.

is

your contract

'l

let's t;UIltlIltl:

A

I'I|l

is

Q

can you hear

A

we

testiiied as lnilews

on with

ine better

I

MR

runied an.

27

can't hear ynii.

ER You might tum the volume

JUDGE Bl:NNl:'l'l' You can try now
lt

24

25

see

Mr. Colfey?

Q

Right.

Is

thalwhatv/e're
tit

0fRSE, Just elements ofRSE7

ofRSE, the fact that it was a
compared with another ratio. It was intended to
be an lndlcatlon ofa dealer's penetration of his own

PMA in comparison to the regional dealer's penetratitin
PMAs on average. Do you remember that

ofrheir

testimony‘?

A

l

remember the testimony, but it‘s a measure of

his etreetiveness, not penetrutitin.

Q A measure ofhis etreettveness _A

Correct.

Q

okay. well, what does that mean exactly?
Sn as we discussed on Friday, the region is
--

A

used as it baseline in RSE. The total sales are luolted
at by segment. The penetration by segment is then
determined to create an expected number that is then

1106

1104
MR. COFFEY: Is that better, Mr. Steiner?
THE WITNESS: A llttle blt.
MR. COFFEY: Maybc a littlc more?
JUDGE BENNETT: Got it up as loud as
not sure why that one is sorter. we can always

l'rri

try pulling

the end.
9

10

11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18

19
20
21

22
23
24

25

lfyou

another one

artnirid.

I5 tine

more

MR. COFFEY: You let us know, Mr.

can't

hear

nie.

I

Q (BY MR. COFFEY)
let's

All right.

And I was just

A
Q

I have it.
Thank y'tJ\\,

And we'll

start

with Page

4.

That's Section 3 ofthe contract.

A
Q

I

have

it.

where we leﬁ oi-rFriday was you were
pans of Section 3 which incorporatc
thc RSE conccpt. And l bchcvc your last lcslimoiiy was
that we could ﬁnd at least the concept of RSE in
I

think

identifying thosc

Paragraph B2(ii).

A What

ls that

correct?

by thc

number ttrperrentages compared tit a
And the baseline t$ the same melrlc for

Q

-

baseline.

dealers.

nll

Wcll, what

I

would

lll(C

to boll this

down to is

that

11
12

geography divided by competitive i-egisti-ations within

15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22

you comparc

thc dealer's ratio being sales in any

PMA Right‘?
A No.
Q Ne? okay.

the

Then divided by an expectation

determined by the regional

ratio multiplied against

competitive registrations within the dealer's

A
Q

I'm

sitrry.

I'm confused.

PMA7

I'm just trying to get this down to somcthing
we can all hold as a mental image in our minds:
This is what RSE is, this is what it's compared to, why
that

dtiti't

you

try again.

because I'm not getting there

apparently.

A

S0

expected
divide

it

rirst,

sale.

by the

2

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE,

512.474.2233

sales diviticll

10

23
I recall from the question that was asked
24
Friday was were there elements in the Itlltite oi‘
25
termination described in here. And that's where I
last

his percentage

A The -- that baseline -- that methodology is

14
sir.

a

applied to

13

the standard provisions urthe dealer agreement.

dlthe region. So it's a

is

regional dealers?

9

continue on with Exhibit c-17, which are

expected

Q

Steiner,

Wlll

PMA by segment tn reach a

it's

at

Okay‘!

THE WITNESS:

saying,

There

multiplied by the tIenler‘s

number, That number of his

it'll

go.

RSE?

We spent a lot drtime last Friday

ratio

22
23

ilnti

incorporate the concept

12
13

21

“P

24

Elements til RSE are in here, correct.
Okay. But in -- nowhere in the contract does

discussing the C0t\C€pl

20

this tlllllg ls

Jlltige

Rl:l’Oll'l

A

11

15
16
17
15
19

of

now“

COI‘ FEY. I'm nut sure

TH]:

9

14

LXlllb\i

pro‘/lslulls

Yo.

20

25

sorry, \lr. correy.

i

10

hose are the standard rerins and

17

2;

ON BI:H/\LI' OF RESl"ONDEN'l' (CON IINUl:lJ

BY MR. CDFI‘ l;Y
C—l7.

Okay. So elelnenls ofRSE.

A can yrin rephrase that rrir me, please,

COM-'l:Y. Thank you. Judge.

15

71

it

CROSS—EX/\MlN/\ I ION (CON'l'INUI:D)

14

and the

reeull, BZ(i)

Q

Q

oil with the cmss4xi||nlnaticn

having been previously duly swam.

I

there.

saying? Not the etineept of RSE but elements

PAIRICK SIEINHK.

17

1;

lett

I’llI:SI:N'l'/\'I'lON

<2

to
it

we

were

listings thut

JUDGE HI:NNI:'I‘l' Let's go ahead unti resume.
And we have Mr Steiner. You ran take a sear up there

4

we tullted about, as

believe

SI:l’l'l:MB|:RZl.1Ul5

we establish a regional -- regional
So we tnke the total by segment, we
ta

etinipetitive registrations in that

(Pages 1103 to 1106)
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A

aiii-ibulable lo?

A

let's

[can't answer niai question.

MR. COFFEY:

g0 aliead

November
riuiuber

iri

up

arid pull

liis

depesiiidri

Le\‘s

ii

is

Le\‘s

JUDGE BENNETT:
ibeii, arid

10
go abead and go baek

you may proceed wirli your

queslidn.

MR. COFFEY: Tliaiik y0\l, Judge.
o (BY MR. COFFEY) okay, Mr. sieiiier. DD you
liaye

A
o

Page 115 ofyour depcsitlon
Yes,
Jri

iri

rrdrii

dryauv

sir.

RSE

wbeiber a dealer

is

okay. All

iinie, yes."

we brieﬂy

Lasi Friday,

riglu.

we're on the supplemental ndiiee of

-- arid

ierminaliim now. Okay‘? We‘re geiiig to ger i>ffofRSE
rdr a while.

And Friday we diseussed the degree

iu

which Nissan could show any hann from the write-downs

13

ibai

14

berweeii '09 and 2013.

15
16

seirie quesiidris iliai

17

yes.

Eaies Nissan look over

A

recall

I

Q

I

four-year period,

iliai

Du you reeall

the questions --

asked you abdui

iliaiv

- I recall yﬂll asking some questions,
we ialked

we

pmmnting

20

wrire-dawns by Eaies Nissan bad the elieer of corrupting
ibe ﬁriaiieial daiabase Oﬂ which Nissan makes iis

aeiiyely arid effectively

liries

it

understand ibe allegations being made,

21
22

Yeah.

few

"How about Within

yO\lZ

19

A l'|lI sorry. Where is it?
o Top rigln-barid corner drilie page.
Jusl a

asked

"Consistently applied aver

11
12

I

sophisticated?"

18

and selling?"

5

ibeii

do you
even attempt (0 measure

ibe top rigbi-liaiid part aiibe page,

see the question; "Does

a brnader

in

And you said?

explored the

you're
9

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

percent range, no;

okay. Arid

A
Q

go off the record

going to pull up.
miseussidii offlhe record]

l

a s pereeiii rarigev Is

exhibit

ari

you ﬁgure DUI whatever

U

20
21
22
23
24

from

Mr. Dyer.

jusl a Secﬁnd,

JUDGE BENNETT:

on the record.

Q

go abead and pull up --

2014. I'm going ie gei you

5,

for a miiiure while
9

Le\‘s

In a

Spectrum, absolutely.

ririaiieial

data derived rrdm

24

ibar

A

abuni die fact that as

decisions, yariaus decisions,

23
25

down.

okay. Arid

ilie ﬁiiarieial

ii

is

that these

ﬁ'Om composite

D0 you reeall

daiabase.

diquesridriirigv

lirie

do.

I

1136

A On 115.
Q Yes, sir.

Right?
l

asked. "Does

measure wlieiber a dealer
p\'0i\\0\il1g

A
Q

l

is

1138

Q

RSE even allempl

lo

aeiiyely and effectively

iliai,

to

ii

Tlie question

position. the

is

uni broad. So rrbni

say

or the result ofwhal the dealership

11

internal prueesses arid procedures.

13

Q

A

20
21

Now, you liad ilie whole weekend iu think abdui
can you point l0 any speciﬁc decision made by

13

ibiir-year pclind?

it

— so it's an objective

nmie dealer's consistency applied t0 all

okay. And ilien I go and ask you: “That being
is ii" -- and by iliere, yau understood iliai I

ves,

uii-liuli.

Q W is RSE a S0phist|caled—en0ugh measure to
you Whether there

14

22

23

100 percent

74

quality oflhe sales effnn‘?

is

RSE? Docs

ii

measure any

dirrereiiee In ilie

sir?

Bates Nissan took those Writc—d0Wns

A The -- db um --

do not know ot a decision,
know because the ininnriininn was iniieeuniie, there
|

I

16

may iiaye been siimeniirig else lliai was dime.

11

Q
A

I

siiriieibirig else iliai

21
22

23
25

was dime by Nissan?

ves.

19
20

ilie

0‘/Cr that

but

24

Amt wliai was yl)\|l' answer,

iliai

15

15

any difference in ilie qualiry
(lfa dca|cr's sales cffoﬂs bctwccn 99 percent RSF. and

25

that language‘?

ves.

Currecla So

meant RSE. Correct?

tell

earirier

I

Nissan which would have been comlpled or skewed by

ease.

A

iliai-

fact

PMAS.

18
19

ii.

hclicvc yeii did say

17

15
16

Q

9

10

I

11

ineiisureinenr

ilie

diiing in nieir

of

Policies and so forth?

14

17

is

eriliailirie

any speciﬁc
you thought was skewed dr caused

a decision miglii not have been arreeied.

iliai siieli

A
Q

that

end

to

awmug direction as a rcsull oflhosc

Do you reeall

my

RSE calculation measures the eﬁecliveness

10
12

iri

wine-dbwris But

yes, sir.

okay. And wliai was your answer a couple of

llnc dO\Vn']

A

go

iillhe

you liad not peiined

by Nissan

deeisieri

and selling?"

see

okay. Aridlbelieye

quesiidiiirig,

l.ike wliar?

Jmie capital was out ofline, if nie

nct

wnrui was out of line. H iiiere were issues assueiaied
with the hid information, We may have taken different
action.

Q Do you knuw whether any oi‘ those things that

youjus\ menlioned were cause lo go oul ofline as a

10 (Pages 1135 to 1138
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1139

result

A

1141

erthe writc—downs taken by Bates Nissan‘?

can point tn that would have been done differently had

As the

Bates Nissan not taken those Writc—d0\vns‘?

result ertlte write-downs taken

by Bates
Nissan. 1 t1on‘t think the l2th- er the 13th-month
statements were enrreen and 1 tlon‘t think 1 eitn make a
decision er a basis eta tleeisien trem that intermatien
that would have been eerreet.
Q S0 you're saying that when you madc the

A The harm to nte is -- was pointed out in the

supplemental notice of termination. lt was in 2;, 9, and
10. And the taet that we‘re provided the inrerrntttien.

we don‘t even have the

terminatien eleeisien. that might haye been aiffcctcd by

9

the writc—d0wns that Bales

A
Q

O
1

1?
13
14

15
16
17
18
19
90

was taking‘?

answer that questien.
S0 what you’rc telling us. then,

l can't

hypothetical‘? You’rc not

yeu maele er didn‘t make that might
been atteeteel by the writedewns. but maybe W
A 1 believe W l'm iieriy.
eleeisien that

Q

That‘s

all

right

1

is.

13

11

94

95

7'3

91

9?
93

A

1

atteeteel

it?

believe that there

A or the eneratinn.

it

okay. Fair eneugh.
Lc\'s go. then. te the

supplemental netiee

ofterminatton.

A whieh exhibit is that?
Q ves. sir. \ha\‘s 034.

15
16

by
18
were operational analysis
that was done over the years through RPAS, threugh my 19
70
team eitlling en the dealership, using the inrermatien
71
that was provided, and they likely made seme
7?
recommendations basett en poor inrermatien.
73
have
made
seme
se
okay.
they
may
Q
74
reeemmendatiens regareling Bates’ capitaIi7ati0n'7
eleeisiens

Q

14

W but maybe ene er your

might have been

9

0

19
haiie

incorrect.

it's

decision that

11

is

nolmln g to any sneeiﬁe

properly analyze the

ability to

So Was there
was matte that would have been ttinerent?
don't know. 1 don't know what the right information

information because

MR.

(‘OFFI-TY;

And ifwe could

on the seieen. and speeiﬁeally Page

bring that up

2. alse

known

as

Bates N0. 2662.

A l'In 1inrry,l have
Q (BY MR. COFFEY)

it.

And we slarlcd

Yes,

sir.

Thank you.

to talk Friday about

any

material mlsrcprcscntations that might have been matte

Bates Nissan, beeause yeiir ﬁrst bullet point looks

me like an

aeeusatien that Bates Nissan materially

rcprcscntcd something abeut

ownership, management,

its

1140

Q

Or the

operatiuti

those one at a

A
Q

ne.

ofthe

1142

itealership. Let's take

ﬁrst bullet point

What recommendations were made

or not

say what reeemmenelatiens were madc.

made

in

yeur

from the write-downs that Bates

heing materially misrcprcscntcd"

A Yes. amt management.
Q And management. okay.

Nissan took?

A The change in capitalization was net aeeurate

9

9

10

or reﬂective, so the review that we Wnnltl have Ilone

10

11

with that information would have been inuccnntter The

11

12

16

recommendation or no reeommendatiot 12
Wis in line, We woultln‘t have known what the 13
14
right number was to make ti reeemmentltitien.
15
Q Are yen saying that ynu might have been able tn
16
eonsteter tenntnatton for Bates Nissan based on

17

Capltalizatiun

13
14
5

18
19

20
21

what the

that that's

--

A Yes —
Q W is intended to communicate‘!
A -- I do.
Q And were you talking ab<\utcapi\ali1ation as

——

eninien. as a result of any ehanges te the
eapitalizatien resulting

Do you agree

or capitalization.

tithe.

Uh—huhr

let's

by

t<i

so

te

wbieb

1

we

think

is that

it‘?

rnlly itiseiisserl the

capitalization, in

your

oainioti,

degree

might have

entl result or the

been misstated as a result ofthose Write—d0Wns, and you

because

consider that a material misrepresentation by dealer‘?

it

if,

in fact, ytiukl

liatt

the 1'lghtnumben'.7

A rm saying that the intermatien we reeeiyeil was
inaccurater How that woulll have affected termination,
answer that questinn. That‘s a

I

don‘!

Okay.

know
Let's

to get itown to brass tacks. ls there anything that

trying to get

my view, that you've sairl se far
l'ly]J0tl‘lCt\C&l.

23

l‘m trying

you

that Bates

his intention.

tiilk,

then, about maniigeinettt.

down

25

Everything, in

what I'm

A

Q

ownership but erinanagement.

about hami to Nissan has been

that's

your position

20

tn.

and

it

21
7?

24

--

Do you W is

Nissan intended te materially misrepresent te Nissan?

hyntithetieal. 1

99
23

well

dn,

You're

don't know.

Q

18

I

Okay.

19

at

1 ean't

17

A
Q

A
Q

tiol

alleging material misrepresentation of

lt wtiulti

ls that correct‘?

actually he ownership anti

Ownership

aria

management.

management.

Can yeu tell us how Bates Nissan

24

materially misrepresented

25

management?

its

ownership

anrl/er

11 (Pages 1139 to 1142)
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1149

1147

1

Q

Z

rhar

1

rnarerial misrepresenrariens

okay. Does rhar inelude all errhe allegariens
yeu are rnaking in Bu||etPo1n1 No. 1 regarding

were back en

and l3-month
were inaeeurare and rhey were ner eernplere
and rhey were perenrially ielse, inirleading, and didn ‘t
have the righr inlerniarien.

srarernenrs.

Exhibit

rhe srandard provisions, Page 2.

A And I'll! sorry, ene more time wirh rlre enesrien,
Mr. ceney.

please,

Q

9

10
11
12
13

Yes,

sir

have explored
ln

all

wanr

re niake sure rhar

we

point

errhe allegariens rhar you're rnaking
1.

erwhar yen

srery

11

we'll

20
21
22
23

capitalization reday, re

Q And reday, uh—huh.

capitalization

en Friday.

Friday and reday.

Basically whar l'm asking: ls rhere anyrhing further

A

W

I‘m sorry, Mr, Cnffeyl 1 nndersrand ynur
questinnl rin trying re rerneinher whnr we suid ahenr

answer yenr enesrien

we discussed all rhe elenrenrs

rnlly

rhnr are associated wirli

yeur lawyer

25

re leave

ir

lS

poinrs.

15
16

willrnl failure

11

er any laws relaring re rhe eenduer of dealership

18

71

okay. The rlcxt bullcl peinr was any
er dealer re comply wirh rhe provisions

ner geing re be happy wirh rne, se

1

is

wirh yeu re deeide wherher er ner yen'ye

a

(<1

a paraphrase, jnsr because

do you agree

eul re lhe chase, bur

fair characterization

I

that that

W a fair characlcrivalion er

Bullet l><nnr Ne. 2?

A
Q

73
hawe

And lhafs

eperariens.

wanred

7?

well, lfl rry re characierlze yeur resrirneny,

W

re rhar

14

19
have 70

hnller peinr.

comc hack

A okay.
Q W alﬁcr we ge rhreugh rhe rest errhese huller

17

13
rlre

Correct‘?

24

re rhe sn—callcd

are alleging againsr Bales Nissan

15
16
11
18
19

Q

okay. And wc‘rc geing re ger

lwanr re nrake sure we have yeur

We've disenssed

rlris

rhar-s rhe only erher

re the rirsr enller.

inaeenraeies in rhe l2rhW and l3—mnn\h sraremenrs, bul

terms erirs ewnership, nianagernenr, and

A

Q

9

way, rhen

wenld innke

rlrnr 1

10

capitalization.

14

As leng as 1 characterize rhe
capitalization rhar

just

Bl1ll€\P0|l1lNO.

full

ln

1

in facl. that the

is,

capitalizatiun. as described in the lZ—

aeeur ewnership, rnanagernenr

er capi\allzation7 And. again,

034,

Nissan's position on this

Yes.

New, can yen rell mc W and 1 knew

All righr_

74

yen're ner a lawyer, bul ean yen

7'3

dealer has willfully failed re eernply wirhzl

rell

rne

whar laws rhe

1150

1148
told rhe full sroly ofthc degree lo

whleh you arc

2

capitalization.

2

MR, JARRETT; Your Hunnr,

l

do needle

9

10

say,

"D0 1 have yeur

enrire story?" in his

characterization, that's ner a preper

asking

rlle

lo

be

;

1

rhink

ir's

appropriatc

15
16
17
18
19

challenge; bul
sirs

And
den'r

Z2
23
24

25

I

il

--

where we

or resrare

Q (BY MR4 COFFEV)

wenld
l

like re say

11

Q

okay. se

15

lhink that's

ls

arc,

so

why

il.

rhere anylhing

mere you

about your allegalien in Bullel 1>einr

regarding rnarerial nrisrepresenrariens aboul ewnership,

managemenl, er capital izalion?
A Just because I d0I|'t rélllelllbel‘ the complete
resriineny rrein a eapirnlizarien srandpeinr,

my W or

said

was rhar

1

rcmcmhcr

rhe dealer

new

that testlm0ny7

um, Fll-‘Or

rr-s

inventory. like

A

1

in

ner rhe fact rhar he wrere

rhink re inrrher niy eenrinenl, rhe

16

rerrns enlre nnrnher, in rerrns

19

done. lpersenally have ner seen

20

before?

21

rare.

24

75

and

it‘x

dewn

il‘s

rhe

whieh he wrere dewu new lnvcnlcly

inventory wrire-dewn dues happen.

23

was ner

rhis

yen resrined en Friday,

16
11

22

There are nreehani SIIIS

apprepriarei

nsk hirn_ ar leasr as he

srill

yen

de rhar. The rnanner in which we did

eblecl re?

yen ean

you rephrase

inventory:

re

14

here reelny, wherher he ean rhink of anyrhing

rhings rhar

dewn new

has been discussed can certainly be a

further.

Z0
21

all

lasr

De yen recall

rnannei

relnemlaers

speeilirally,

ner allewed re wrire er=r-- er wrire-dewn

13

14

you rhe laws

Inventory.

new

ask lhe wrrness ifrhere's anyrhing furlher beyond
whal's already been discussed. Now, whelher llle wilness
to

what

oﬂhe

12

12
13

rell

A The dealer - lhere are ineehanisrns re wrire

10

BF.NNl=7l-1'

tan‘!

Q when we ralked aheur ihls en Friday,
is

B

wirness.

JUDGE

11

quesuen

1

Mr. cerrey.
ene

object re lhal. rlels answered speeine queslirnls. se
wharever queslluns Mr. cerrey had asked relalive re
capilaliznlion, those have been answered. Bu! lo then

new

A

1

alleging a niarerial niisrepresenrarien regarding

It’s

rhar

yen

new

relatively rare

relurively sinell in rerina of nrugnirnde, in

llni

snre rhnr

il's

erhew ir is
Has

arrnally

happened
happened helnre hut il's
il.

il

Q And rr IS lawful, isn't 117
A 1n a lawrnl inanner when ir follows rhe
apprnpriare guidelines.

Q Okay And you believe

il

was ner dene

in

a

13 (Pages 1147 to 115 0)
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1153

1151

lawful manner.

A
Q

iliai

that Rates Nissan took a eumiilaiive $2.7 million

eorreeiv

Is that

reduction in nct proﬁts and taxable ineome ihrough ihe

That's eﬂrrect.

And enn you point lo any speciﬁc law

Okay.

was

violaieel

by ihe manner

in

which

ii

means deseribed

was wririen

ls

down?

9

10
11
12
13

willful failure

ofany laws relaiing

A
Q
A

Bullet Point No.

A

rhai ihnr

to dealership operations‘? ln oiher

we inelude ilie used vehicle write-downs

words, do

ltl

a

14

17

JUDGE BENNETT:

well, you niighr have been
you bruughi it to his zlllention
say somerhing 1 assume he's going lo obieei _-

able ro go on, but sinee

20
21
22
23

wail for the next question. Ifhe wanis you to expand,

24

he'll

lo

<Lnughier)

JUDGE BENNETT:

so

-_

why

don'l

you just

ask you.

THE WITNESS:

25

18

understand Mr. Walter’: theory behind

this statement?

A The way l read the material is that Mr. Walter

said he took a reduction 012,7 in taxable

and net

prﬂﬁts through the means dererihed in his repoie The

means then

which that

outline the inanner in

actually written

--

that was

down.

Q And what were the means described in rhis

19
70

repon that rcsullcd

71

on piior model year vchieles, and it appeared that the
write-downs were not consistent between those models.
l-le also indicated that the number - l believe ie was
3|)-something - vehicles
or zoo some-odd vehicles
in inventory was signiﬁcant. It was - the magnitude

77

73
74

75

okay.

Do you know what that language means‘?
Other ehan the direct image of what‘s stated

and iarrahle income. that's how I take it to mean.
Q A better iiuesiion would have bccn: no you

11

15
Your Honor, so 1 don't know -- I'd like lo
comnienl_ bull know rm only supposed to say yes 16

or no.

sir.

okay.

here, that he iook a $1.1 million reduction in prories

13

THE WITNESS: And rhis may not be

Yes.

9

appropriaie,

make

language that you're talking

0

17

2-1

Yes.

14

15
16
17
18
19

was ihe resuli ofa
ofdealer to comply wiih ihe provisions

you alleging here

in this report."

tllc

about?

A I can‘t.
Q Now, as rar as the used vehicle write-downs,

are

that

$2.7 million?

in the allegedly

A The reductions in new ear inventory were eaken

omv

1152
MR. COFFEY:

Judge.

1

do want him

1154
was bigger than whal he had

to

And

expand. oiye him a ran oppomlﬂlty.

A on Friday, 1 said that it was relaiive to new

yehieles only and. in raei,
snnie material this

vehicles as well.

were not consistent and did nnt
some at‘ the industry stﬂndnrd methodologies with
Blue Bunk or Blﬂek Book or some sort of mechanism to
determine what the value 0" that inventory shmlltl he,
that the write-downs

when 1 was reading through

weekend.

The

it

Inllnw

does apply to used

eonsisieney, the

manner

in

which

Q no you understand what Mr. Waller is stating

the write-downs were done, ihere-s no siandard

methodnlogy
u

10
11

12
13
14

15
15
17
18
19

20
21

22
Z3
Z4

75

when lie

that's being applied to ealeulare the

9
numbers that they have. So I0 answer your question
10
direeily, Mr. Cottey, it is used as well.
Q luv MR. COFFEY) All righr. And whai inaierials 11
12
were you looking thnlugli this weekend which eanserl ihe

change

A

in

1

overtime.

l

It

think

okay.
--

1

l

logic behind

A

know how to answer your quesiion. The

5

z. And then I was
was priidueed by the

think

you meant $2.1 million

»

ls ihal

cancel‘?

believe thut‘s eorreei.

okay. Let's go ahead and explore that
statement on Page zoos. And 1 ihink it is the third
full paragraph. And it says that, "Mr. Walter observed

this is that he

added them up, and

Q

added up

18

Z009

A
Q

-

it

I

lo

all

what this

okay.

And by adding up

Mr. Walter simply

new and

used,

ﬁum

states, yes.

that wlial you‘re saying?
1

he

million,

is llial

TI|at‘s

is

don't

all oftl-lose

able to say that Bales Nissan

avoided taxes on $2.7 million

A

'9 to ‘I3 --

2013, and he arrived 11182.7 million?

23

Q

was

of the write-downs, both

wri1c—downs, Mr. Walter

25

it

was $2.7

21
99
24

accumulated these dollars
think

Sn your undersiaiiding

11

19
20

sir.

discrepancy.

16

Do you

ll’!

Idun't

rerers tn a $17 million diserepaney

on Page

income?

.

over 2 perind of time

it's

tiiXlil)lE

Mi- Waller gels lo lhal slalenienl, the

14

experts in terms otwhat was aeiually done.
Yes,

h0W

Bales Nissan took a $2.7 million

proﬁts and

the supplemental notice

rererring to ihe maierial that

Q
A
Q
A
Q

unilerslund

llial

iiei

way l rend

was looking through

oftermination.

says

rcductiun in

13

your testimony‘!

seen.

then nn the used vehicles, he stated

in

taxable incﬁmev ls

know how to answer ilial question.

Quite simply. are you aeeusiiig Bates Nissan

cl"

14 (Pages 1151 to 1154)
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1155

1157

not paying taxes en $2.1 million in taxable inedniev

A

Ilm not aeensing Nissan

What has been provided to
paid taxes on,

I

believe the 2.7

believe

states,

and

total.

I

diinll believe that

I

and

year,

net nnniber,

14

15
16
17
18
19

22
Z3

in front of nie either

- well.

wlial

you slianld send

Q
A

it

s2.1 million

it is

it‘s

basieally

it

says

tllat

dealers are to

believe

l

--

_ and

I

don't

it.

okay.

But dealers are not required to

riiake a I3-Illtlltth

statement.

aeeniinled for in the next year. S0 nie
d0n‘t know the net niiniber.

9

Q

But

Right.

rl<lw y<lu'It:

saying that llthcy do

Q But you are clearly alleging here. sir, iii
wriiing, that Bates Nissan is avoiding tax on

11

that C0rrCCt'.7

$2.1 million in taxable income by virtue erilie

13

write-downs

14

tcstimorly rieni your seennd deposition. and

15
16

found

17

one page,

18

llnot,ll1Cﬂ

I

lliai it

12

ienk over those four-year periods’!

MR. JARRETT:

Objection, mlsstates

ilie

Your l-inner.

deenineni,

JUDGE BENNETT: snsiained.
MR. COFFEY) ls, in fact_ that your
(av
Q

allegaiien

was

Objection,

Your I-lunor. That

well,

I

asked a dirrereni

qnesiinn.

JUDGE BENNETT:

die

--

iribai

is,

in fact_

He's asking ifthat

ilie allegaiieii.

20
21
22

snsiained.

MR. COFFEY:

A
Q

is

And I'll

with Nissan,

ls

like tn

walk you ilirnngli SOmC
ll1lS is

to be

Pages 7| and 72 elilie deposition dated

(in

November the

And botll ofthosc pages

2013.

sili,

to follow along,

you eari nrid iliis
Page 54, ernie PDF.

weiild like

ai l"1Xl\llJltC-358,

JUDGF, lar,NNn-rr; okay, thank
just

24

disenssed.

you.

l‘ll

pay allenuon to the questions and what's read and

Q (av MR. COFFEY)

Lct‘s start with

Page 10,

1156

1158

A
Q

The alleganen is
that be is avoiding to pay iaii. The dollar amount Mr. Coffey, I t‘an‘t tell you what the dollar amount is.
I

agree with

It'th:t's the
Ililtk

Q

Nissan
u

10
11

12
13
14

15
15
17
18
19

20
21

22
Z3
Z4

75

ilie iillegiilinn.

nninber yiinlre looking

and look at that.
(BY MR. COFFEY) Are you
is

for, I'd

have

to

And

sir.

okay. At Line

ls.

NNA's requirements

I

A

alleging that Bates

llni

nkay.
9

Q

l

snrry,

sir.

asked

if

you are

rainiliar

for dealer ﬁnancial statements,

and you asked --

permanently avoiding taX on any amount of

llin

on Page 70, Line ls -

apologize.

Qniie

all right.

And

thcn you asked nie, ean

l

be more

know how to answer that question,

10

speciﬁc.

ves or ne, ifyou knew.
donlt know how to answer that question,
Okay. Let's talk about 13-month statements.

11
12

yes,

uh-huh.

that

NNA requires dealers to rile monthly and yearly

I

don’t

I

for ihis_

iesiinieiiy.

we will need yenr preﬁled direei

We will alse need some business iiianagenieiir
And

bulletins, speciﬁcally

C—lO5, I06, and 107.

we go into thosc

lot me _|ust ask you
Arc Nissan dealers reqnired to

dlrcctly,

Mr.

before

documents,

sieiner;

ﬁle with Nissan their I3-month statements

it‘

,

in fact,

they create a l3-munth statement‘!

A
Q

ves,

with

go

taxable income?

A
Q
A
Q

Do you have that in rreni of you‘?

Mr. Stclncr.

allow the witness to answer, to thc cxtcnt that he can.

A

on

are

thc consolidated vcrslorl, ifynu have that.

in

we ean supply it.
MR. AL/\Nl7.: And irllie coiiri

23
25

it

ThBl'S eniieel.

okay. lwould

19

--

MR. JARRETT:

liiive ii

make one,

states that it you

rnake nne, thcy‘rc rcqulrcd lb ﬁlc

24

25

tlIat‘s

biii

A The siiiieineni,

not being

enninlalive

now,

10

Z0
21

it‘s

think some of it rolls over into the prior

9

12
13

is

because

enniiilinive,

it‘s

- nie rm that

down and

being written

riglii

ﬁle adjusted ﬁnancial statements Wltll Nissan?

or Bates Nissan.

is llial it

is

O

11

us

nie inventory
I

--

are required to

d0

iliai?

that is

nnder that langnage eeniained

the standard provisions

——

I

d0rl‘t

havc

it

in

available

Q

Are you familiar with NNA‘s requirements --

okay. And

ilien

l

ﬁnancial statements with

16
17
18

particular format

19
20

24

25

A
Q

"

said, "It‘s Out nnderslandiiig

NNA, and they have to be
Do you agree with dial?

15

23

Yesl

And

14

21
22

Yes.

They

13

A

lzigliial

in n

Yes.

And your answer was "Ycs."
Then went on to say: "We also
I

is something in the industry
13-month statement. Do ynll know what a
13-month statement is?"

understand that there
called a

A
Q

And your answer was?
|'in

aware of nne,

Okay. Thcn

I

go:

yes.

"can you ge ahead and g|VC

15 (Pages 1155 to 1158)
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1185

1183

Q

1

Okay.

i-ias

that

h0W vehicles were wﬁltcn down and
what the proeess was being used in the dealership. So
we rely on the dealership to provide true and aeeurate

has your view of the

--

2

requirement been niore clearly

3

to the dealers than these three business

--

jackets to look at

inore clearly ekriiessed

management

information to us,

huiietins do‘?

In other words, has

it

Q

ever heen eieariy

adjusted stateinents;
to ﬁle

A

9

10

here,

it

witii us‘?

I

don‘!

Mn

if you ]'lI€pﬂl'€

well, that

how you would

is

rind out whcthcr or

not the write-downs are proper, iryou will, by going in

said to the dealers that I3-mantll siateinents are

and auditing the dcaljackcts Right" Or actually the

one, you're required

dcal ﬁ|C5'.7

know if !lI¢I‘B'S other documentation in
Cottey, that would support that From the

9

0

A

But your question was an audit

statement,

l

-

don't

onhe ﬁnancial

Q Now, I‘m asking you wouldn't you want -- ifyou

11

doeuinents that you've shown

12

that

13

the dealers.

inaccurate and skewing your database, iryoii will,

14

I

wouldn't you like to

15

I

oaekground
communicated I0

nie, that's the

have Willt regard I0 What‘s

DBQII

1

19

There may he additional eoinniunieation that 13
14
don't have, out i ean't answer your question directly.
15
Q And do you agree with nie that what we‘ve seen

are

conccmcd about Bates Nissan's

ﬁlings being

know whether or not you have

16

so far in these business nianageinent bulletins are

15

and audit those dcalcrs' ﬁnancial rccords

17

anibigiious. to say the least’?

17

that all

A The --

18

documents that you l\I\'t lakﬁn me
state. They don't state the
the sales and service agreement.

the

19

through state what they

20

policy that's in

21

22
23

Q And that policy, as you deserioe

19

90
91

the

language about adjusted ﬁnancial statements that we
just

99

93

went ihraughv

A The poliey is, as mentioned, ityou create a
you need to send 13. A I3 is not required; but it

24

25

it, is

18

l

I3,

ii

94

95

an

uncorruptcd database already. and woiiidnt you go out

ofthem who use LCM

A

We

Ml" Colley,
,

arc using

don‘t oven

Q

tell

i

surc

correctly"

know who

you anybody that uses it.
And you have no idea whcthcr or

couldn‘t

make

to
it

llS|.‘S

LCM,

not

you have an

uncorruptcd database which oouid possibly he prcjudiccd

by what Mr Bates has

med with you.

W0uldn‘t you

agree”

A

VVL‘

don’! audit a ﬁnancial statement.

We rely

on the dealer to submit to its true and accurate

1186

1184
you do one, send it.
Q Docs Nissan audit dcalcrship ﬁnancial records‘!
A can you - well, ean you restate the question
lor

irie,

Q

9

11

12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19

Z0

so you have no

idea whether your dealers are

whether

audit dealership ﬁnancial

does

A

it

being

l

doing
9

10

<ir

it

Q

not they arc using

do not

know who‘ii

JUDGE BENNETT.

gelling

12

questions for you.

make

16

that the l3tli-inontli statement

17

Nissan skewed some of the

18

have looked

19

that correct‘?

is

tnic, accurate,

and complete?

A From my perspective. that‘s the agreement that

we have the dealer;

that he will provide us true,

aeeurate. and eomplete intorrnation.
all

But wouldn't you

ofyour dealers who

at least waiit to

20

know whether

are ﬁling this sruffwlth

you

are using lower oioost to niarket correctly?

A

an

I

- 1 don't know how we would tell that from

iiudii,

without going into the store and pulling deal

21
77

I

have

a

he's

few

CLARIFICATION EXAMINATION
BY JUDGE BENNETT:
Q As understood your testimony so far, the iaoi

ﬁnancial records and

5

Mr. Steiner, while

next questions prepared,

I115

14

sure that what's being

they’re

Fair enough.

true, accurate,

and oompieie, you
would go out and mzike sure that the dealers check their

LCM. whether

correctly or not.

11

13

LCM correctly‘?

using

ﬁled with Nissan are

Q

Mr. Bates or if

information with you and particularly in terrns or

Does Nissan

rcportcd to you

if it's

somebody else.

Q

Yes.

to assure yourseirthat dealer rinaueiui reoords

24

25

it‘s

ﬁling tiue, accurate, and complete niianeiai

do anything to go out
there, look at the dealership’: records and make sure
that thc l2— and 13—m0nth slatcmcrits hclng ﬁled with
Nissan arc mic, complctc, and accurate?
A I‘m not aware of a formal audit that‘s done.
Q Okay, Would you agree with nie that if you want

21

22
23

information regardless of --

please?

records‘? in other words,

10

I

don't know.

I

ai in

was not submitted to

ﬁrtﬂltclal

data that Nissan

evaluating Bales‘ perrorinanee.

A That's corrtectr
Q And when would that skewing have occurred?

your mind, I know

thcrc's bccri

some

may

is

In

discussion about the

23

ﬁrst

24

nught have appeared to he overstated, and so on

25

that

row rrionths ofthc next calendar year. as proﬁts
is

your understanding?

22 (Pages 1183 to 1186)
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1189

1 1E7

A

A

The

Yes. So a couple of different metrics.

worth would've heen impacted because
shey readjuse she seheduie and shen put shose inonies
capital on nes

when shey sell shose cars,
The gross is inﬂated, The gross per

inso she inonshly rigures

was pushed

shey're innaeed.

don's

vehieie

inﬂated, Resurn on sales

is

Q

iisnased. sonse

is

key metrics shsss we use so determine linuiseial health,
Q And when would Nissan have looked at shas
9

information or relied upon that inforrnasion shas

O

bclicvc

1

1?
13
14

15
16
17
18
19
90

is

you

W may have been ske\ved'7

9

A is would've heen used - well, hosh for
comparison in she rirss quareer nsore so shun probably
she seeond and third. But is would've heen used in
comparison also wish regard to she rest olshe esslendar

10

timely;

I

can't eonsnsens

12

Q

I

MR

aisd

gross as shey go up and down, what's euusing that,

17

underssand

18

you

pronounced.

25

That wns

all.

W

far

COFFEY: Yeah,

ifyou would go ahend

provide him a copy.

Q (BY MR. COFFEY)
is,

is

shas

Your sessinsony

so

are only attempting to serrniisaie Bates Nissan

RSE seore during she default period failed
RSE on a l2—mol-llh rolling hnsis.

heenuse

its

so reaeh

100 percent

ls that correct‘?

A
Q

Thas's correct.

okay.

And

shen on the suoplensensal notice of

temlinalion part, you are alleging that by taking she
wrile—do\vl-ls that

Bates Nissan sook,

is

willfully and

1190

The dsrrerenee would've been more pronoiineed or

inlenlionally violaled laws relanng so dealership

lhc information would've been used

by Nissan‘?
The diiierenee nsore pronouneed. l niean, we use

A

this

seam

operations?

A My - iny position wish regard so she
supplemental serniinasion is shey - they willfully and

l have a team -

intonnation on a monthly basis,

or had a

as that particular point in

knowingly submitted information that was

time that

on a dealer inonshly and would wnrk wish shein
tn try so improve sheir persornrsanee. They would use
this as one snurce nfinformatinns But l‘m sure ynu've

would

asl

far,

from she performaiice standpoint,

1188

Q

I

house cleaning.

Your testimony so

14

95

that.

have juss a iew snore questions rrons she

ssasuse, just sorne

13

sry to assiss the dealer in serins of nsaking soine

on

COFFEY: Thank you, Judge.
CROSSEXAMINATION (CONTINUED)
BY MR. COFFEY'

11

94

9?
93

I—-

sins so car.

JUDGE BENNETT

15
16
to

nos

okay.

year or she nseal year as you look at how shey're
selling vehieles and she signiﬁcant changes in the

And they inuy have used shsss inrorinasion

is

know whys

MR

19
20
recommendations, cersainiy, on the resuil process
21
appraisal that l deserihed. shey would've heen looking
inueh sleeper so see how shas was aiieesing sheir business 22
and sheir operation, But primarily is sh0nld'vc been in 23
24
the first three or tour months where it was more

91

would eersainly preler that

I

shen you could do she analysis shas needs so he done. I
don's really undes-ssand or know why shas the end dase

as

false; that

they submitted similar inrorinasion to she governinens

call

that Wall false;

and that as

a result of that,

We had

inaccurate, untrue ﬁnancial statements of which to

where shey

9

10

have made other recommendations, not just ﬁnancial

10

'l'l

recommendations, but adversising, promotions, oroeess

11

12

enhancements that could he made. a number of diliercnt

12

13

shings, training.

13

entity will determine ifthey violated the law,

14

16

saw was whas they were doing was nos appropriate. and
they were doing that willingly, and is was ior the
purposes of lowering their sasalile ineoine. Thas's what

17

l

9

14

also seen shere's dozens oi eonsaes reports

Q

l

think you have C-106 in from ofyou.

Maybe

15

tu the righi.

16

psmiorl orjusl

is

G106

can he brought up, jUSl

Bus

is

It's

17

statelneiils Will

18

2012, through ihe end ofthc Z012 calendar year

1'3

mcan,

20

the

21

ssasenienl. lflhas's the ease, sheii doesn‘s

22
23

that

it

that

l'\'lL>li\l‘l

24

dealers aciually have

25

next year to

is

be oeoepseel oeginiisng January 2

appears so give

wouldn't be vciy useful
l'I‘lL)lI\l'l

me ii?

I

st,

19

that l3th»monlh

lo

Nissan

is

in

seem
lenns of

ur throughout the 2012 year ifihe
all

the

way

so she

end

sifihai

5

18

I

way shrough

a dealer all she

end oflhat next yearto ﬁle

to

one

lliﬂt

says shai l3—m0nth

evaiuase she dealership wish.

Q

Bul are you or are you nos alleging

A The — the law -- the government or another

What l

saw,

Q

lkiiew. But lhe probleln with that answer

is

ihal she nosiee orseirninasson speciﬁcally says in

20

b\1||e!p0inl—— well,

21
72

termination so We‘re accurate here.

23

Supplemental

24

have shas

25

and

willful

inlenlional violation oflhe law‘?

Thc

A

ﬂ(iliCC

let's

ofserininanon

sine. it's

in rrrins

ﬁiid the notice

~

of

this

is

the

c-34. in Bullcl Point

of you,

lhas's

2, if

you

Page 2

Yes.

23 (Pages 1187 to 1190)
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it‘s

Page

46.

A

15 oftlte testimony, but its Paragraph 4o, to

be rnore speciﬁc. Are you there.
A I'm on Page 15.

Q

1201

And 1 direct your artentten

Okay.

to

D0 you see that?

back one

Paragraph

sorry.

Q

I

9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
13
19

20
21
22
23
24
25

"however." Are you with

9

NNA has

not asserted the failure to ﬁle the 13th-mouth

1U
11
12

nnaneial starentents as a ground for tenninntion." That

13

was your testimony then?

14

l

"l-lowever,

A Th:lt‘s c0l‘l’Btl.
Q Do you stand by that testimony today?
A do.
Q So -- iftt's not the fact that they

15
16
17
18

I

tt's

what

failed to ﬁle,

with respect

is

to these

the general

problem Nissan has

13th-month ﬁuancials7

A The -- well, as with the l2-month ﬁnancials,

they're inaccurate; they're raise; they're misleading.

They

dt)n‘t

have the correct information

the lZth and 13th

Q

Before

in

19
ZU
21
22

them, both Z3

24

month statement.

this ease,

it

states --

I

think

Z5

did Nissan even lntow that

A
Q

it's

Go forward.

(BY MR. JARRETT)
last

I

your attention.

turn

paragraph.

it's

not indented,

but the sentenee begins "used vehiele." Are

me?

A Yes, see it.
Q Now, let‘s read that across.

ﬁnd where

page. l'm sorry. Oh. I'm sony. Let's -- l‘m

Mr. steiner, te that

bottom four lines up, the word beginning,

to the

MR. JARRETTI NOW let's tum to the IICXI

page, I07. Let rne

A see thut, yes.
Q Now, I'd like to direct your further attention

down

do.

1

sit-7

you

Now. according to

Nissan's manual.

read.

I'll

"used vehieles should be rcappraiscd at rnenth end and
wntten down to eurrent wholesale value." Did read
l

that correctly?

A
Q

That‘: eorreet.

Okay. And is that the standard policy for
Nissan relative to what should be aeeounted tor un
Page 5 at Line 4|‘?

A
Q

Yes,

it is.

Now.

as this doeuntent states,

it's

hased on

Do you understand current

ounent wholesale value.

A
Q
A

l

No.
noes the nranual
No.

state lean value‘?

1202

Q

Bates Nissan had created l3th—month ﬁnancials'.7
l

was not aware ofa 13th-month ﬁnancial.
MR. JARRETT: Ifwc could go to Exhibit

Q (BY MR. JARRF,'Fl') And while
lot

the Nissan accounting manual.

10

11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18

19
20
21

22
23

trial

On Line

Q

is

Page

9

10

you know?
lt‘s

S0

an adjustment for
i\‘s

usetl vehiele inventory.

not Nissan's position that

is it?

A Oh. no. No, no.
Q Now, let’s, then. now tum to the ﬁnancial

accounting ntanual. Ifyou would go to C—lOl, please.

And this is the ﬁrst page ofthc manual.
MR. JARRETT: I'd like for you, Mr.
it‘s

to

go to Page

l0<t

Q

25

vehicle inventory?

15
16
17
18
19
O

21

mp

22
23

I

(BY MR. JARRETI‘) Now, do you

Wlteie this section ofthe

14

DyCr.
otthe ntanual. helieve

PD]-‘I07.

24

11
12

13

it's

improper tor a dealer to adjust used vehiele inventory,

iiyuu would

manual pertains

see at the

to

used

ordinary and

Yeah.

By having

constitute

5 at

Line 41, ifyou would. I direct your attention on
Line 41. what ts that general ltne enuy tor, sir, If

A
Q

in its

wholcsalc constitutes

stated wholesale value, does

Nissan understand that wholesale, current Wholesale to

relative to

173,

that

some range otvalue between wholesale and loan’!
A can you restate that for rne, please?

of discussion

throughout the earlier portion ofthts
9

Mr. Dyer

Does Nissan understand

normal buSlnCSS operation

C-173.
bringing that up, there‘s been a

--

should say. understand eurrent wholesale
te he loan value uta used vehicle‘?

does Nissan,

1200

A

there‘?

srn there, yes.

1

24

25

some range of dollar between wholesale and

loan?

A

Wholesale value

to

me is the way it's

described. That's wholesale value.

Loan value is

something eornpletely different.

Q

And

A

I

is

loan value, in your understanding, less

than wholesale?

don't

--

frankly, in this discussion,

I

don't

know What loan value is. Loan value to the consumer,
loan value to the dealer. loan value to -- I don't know
what loan value is.

Q

All right.

in effect

A

from

Do you know whether this lnanual was

at least 200‘)

believe the date that

I

Mr. Colfey was from

--

'13‘?

we went over with

the last revision

was

‘88t

So

I

be true.
Okay. Thank you.

believe

Q

through

it

to

Relative to the supplemental notice of

26 (Pages 1199 to 1202)
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1209

1207

A ves, sir,
Q New, geherally speaking, aslhg rhls as Just
hdw

year rrahre ufreferencc,

A

Q

credlble rh rhe eyes of

dea'r believe, as

resrined before, eirher

l

full sehlerrce at

"Dealer shall

we wahr rhreagh aad

Q

New, just rd

I'd like re eall

12

rhlddle uflhe page

13

where rhe

assrsr rhe cdarr,

lfyou weald,

aar eh rhe hghr-lrahd eelahah, rhe

where yea see rhe

--

MR. JARRETF: There yaa ga, Ricky.
Q (BY MR. IARRETT) ls lr lh -- is lr Nlssan's

yea -» dees Nlssah
dealer

15

re rhe

17

de

18

20

shewh here

lh rhls

21

hahlllrles, rhe her

22
23

ahd erreerlye her

25

shown eh

recaptured amounts BECCK

ils

K116

hrehrh

paragraph erreral

working

13's,

BIIIOLIMS that Bl’:
--

ahder

reral

A

A

seller's

rd fulﬁll

rhls agreerhehr."

hry qaesrldhs re

hralhralh gardes rhar

rhar rhe

--

repehlhg

eemparry?
YES.

Are rhase galdes knﬂwﬂ re Bales Nissan’?
YES.

19

Are rhey 1(n0Wn

20

YES.

Q

re all

ceher-ally speaking,

of year

dealers-l

hew are rhese

galdes

khawh

22

re

23

A They are reviewed aad Cmnmllllicnled eh a regular
aad are parr oﬂhe dealer contact-— parr errhe
my leam’s dealer contact. Ahd if guides area'r hrer,

24

aar

srr,

re follow relative rd hrs ﬁhahelal

ls

Q

21

eaprral, her casll pdslrreh,

wol1}\’.7

They de.
MR. JARRETF: Ahd lfyou weald expand
oflhal, please, jasr eh rhe ﬁrsr page, down re rhe

Having read rhar,

14

reeaprahhg of

rhe redaerlehs rhar are

aeeerdahee wlrh

ah

of rrs respehslhrllrres ahder

13

of Z010 rhreagh
(1105:

says,

all

17
19

ll

ahd employ saeh

11

16

18

rhe lop oflhal seerlerl,

ar all rrrhes rhalhraih

haw

ar rhe rrrsr

gardes rhererer ahd which will ehahle dealer

vrew rhar whar Bates Nlssah, dld rhrdaghear rhe course
'13 ar leasr, rhar ifs

se srarrlhg

rhar rhrs

Ilke rd

10
12

large paragraph

Rhdwihg

arheahr ahd alleearleh of her werlhhg eaplral ahd her

16

24

llke re do,

ahd ﬁhaherhg, 1 would

werrh as are sahsrahrrally

I‘0Vi2W€d "I650 SKSIQIIIQIIKS.

11

15

Now, whar I weald

rarh rhe page, ifyou waald.

1

there‘?

there.

had submitted’?

rhe ﬁnding rrerh rhe experts rhar

14

am

relares rd eaplral

A

10

I

Nissan are rhese rrhaheral srarehrehrs rhar Bares Nrssah

rhe 12lh- er 13th—m0||!h srareraehrs are laccurale based on
9

Are yaa

caplral ahd Flhaherhg.

25

year dealers, lheladlhg Bales N|ssarl7

hasis

1210

120 8
lower column where

in

calls out

each lndlvidual

memh.

rheae conversations are had.

Q (BY MR. JARRETT) Ahd leelhhg ar rhe rhahrlrs er

lahaary rhreagh Deeehrher,

based apeh
rhar

irs

lrs

rs ir

reeaprarlhg errhe arheahrs erredaeriehs taken

re Nissan lh rhe m0l'lIhS
9

dealer’:

Q ls Bares supposed re rellewrhese gardellhes-2
A Yes.
Q Ndw. geherally spealhhg, why dees Nlssah even

Nlssan's pesarldh rhar

review oflhe records rhar Bales predaeed

eh bolh hew ahd ased affect rhe prerrr

aad ir's rhe

ehlrgarleas rd fulﬁll rhese reqarrearears.

have ﬁllanclal

dollars reported

A

of January rhreagh December?

A Yes.
Q Ahd is rhar truc for eaeh and every year fer

l

gulllelln:s‘7

rheaa, this

is

errrreal rd rhe hdslhess. If

yea dea'r have rhe npprnpriﬂle eapiral, yea dea'r have
rhe her werrh aad rhe eash re raahage your hasraess wrrh,

10

whieh Bales had submined such ﬁnanerals based on rhe

rhea yda eahlr preperly manage yrrar haslaess;

11

reductions taken‘!

12
13

A

choke.

Yes.

14

please

15
16

lhls ls the

17

18
19

20
21
22

23
24

95

12

MR. JARRETT:

Let's call

Q (BY MR. JARRETT)

up Exhibll C-I7,

As a pelhr of reference,

sir,

A Yes, sir,
Q Ahd helieve rhere had heeh resrlhrehy

Q Ahd lﬂ year reylew ofthe lsares Nrssah

13

nhaheral srarerhehrs. eah yea

14

rhe guldes7

15
16

Nlssan Standard Provlslons. Correct?

rr'll

know rrlaares

sarrsrred

A As I srared several rrhres, l dehlr believe

elrher rhe 12rh- er 13-hrehrh srarehrehrs are eerreer. lr

17

raay show hrhr being within rhe guide; har heeaase rhey're

18

dyerianared,

geherally rererrrhg re rhls as rhe dealer agreerhehr.

19

with

Bul lechnically speaking, rhese srahdard provisions, you

20

aadersrahd, are lrrerhperared by reference ihre rhe

21

Nlssan par ahy eredrhle yalae lhre rhe ﬁhahelal

22

5131511181115

23

leasr

l

dealer agreement.

Is

lhal our-reel"

A Thar's eerreer,
Q Now, lfwc would, ]c\'s tum to Page 12 of lhc

srarrdard provisions,

Ahd reeasrhg eh 12, whreh

rs

24

25

Q

A

rher-e's

he releyahee. There's he aeearaey

it,

Let‘;

he clearjusl

rer rhe reeerd.

(hm y0\l\' dealer B3185 NISSSH

berweeh 2009 through

There

--

‘I

Does
Sllbmlllﬁd at

37

rhey're critical, They're just a hdge

parr er aadersrahdiag

hnw

rhe hasiaeas

is

being rah aad

28 (Pages 1207 to 1210)
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1213

1211

trying to support and help the dealer as well as

lmnw

summary <tfthat

the health ofthe dealership.

Q

my question, does the company hold those

But to

with any eredihle value? Does

Does

truthful?

A
Q

it

ﬁnd them

to

it

ﬁnd them

all

what respects would Bates‘ dealer nnaneial

statements he tnnhrul and accurate‘?

A
Q

9

10
11

They're net.

9

Okay. Yeah. I lhink I need to elariry that,
heeause my question initially was essentially does the

0

aware at‘ what-s

prndiiets; thcy‘rt: not

Nissan's ﬁnancial statements eredihle and aeeurate and

13

opportunity to capture that market,

follow and adhere to the guidelines”

14

14

A
Q

that Bates ee or in

15
16
17
18
19

thus far

20

unrepresented territory

that

its

opinion,

is

Bates

Nor

Okay. Offthe subject ofwhere we have heen
tl1lS morning, I'd like to go back to issues
hrierly explain

17
18

were eeyered yesterday on cross.

can ydu just

15
16

19
70

what an

is, sir‘?

A It's an area, a geographic area where we ﬂt) ltl)t 71
have a dealership or a deﬁned area within a dealership. 7?
73
Q And under RSE, does Nissan measure the
74
unrepresented territory?
A

25

Yesl

7'3

lt's

alsn

harmed the rlealer in terms tit hill lost opportunity.
lt‘s harmed the customer in terms httrur representatihn
in the marketplace. The eusranrer is not aware ntaur
competitiveness; and as a result

13

24

has that amount

19

company ﬁnd

23

aeeiirate,

11

12

21
22

of that t<r he truthful and

A Ahshlutely.
Q And hew S0, sir?
A well. obviously in rhe lost sales.

he accurate?

Yes.
In

my math as to thc total

accuratc, and

efless harmed Nissan?

he

td

is

aeeurate with the math heing 1,216 units, assuming

is

Q

Now,

I

bclicvc yesterday

Mr, Coffey had qucstinncd
involving a enstamer
it

in

syailahle.

our

trtrhirt, wt:‘ve Inst

ee

or Friday,

yeti aheut a hypothctical

Montana, and. l hclicvc he said

was Past Tree Stump, Montana. Do you rememher that?

A
Q

Yes.

I dt).

Now,

ifl reeall his qucstmn aeeurately, ynu
were asked Wlicthcr Batcs Nissan was aetiyely and

effeetiyely prnmetirrg sales within

area ifa customcr from
sold a ear

A
Q

l

l=.ast

hy Bates. D0 ynu

its

primary market

Tree stump, Montana,

do.

Lot's stop right there.

1212

Q And did
fraiiiic

do so throughout the

that cuslotner in

Yes.
--

was

--

was

calculated under the

12
13

I'll

many states

generally have

made up

it

to --

ean you prnjeet

Q (BY MR. JARRETT]

It's

th: suminary

weekend

there

right out

20

deeuinents, c-as and c-23 eerrespnnding

21

ealendar years_ as well as ihruugh sepiernher

22
Z3

the total loss in Nissan sales had Bates been

Z4

percent

a chart that

I

And

Mr. sterner, on yuursereen

demenstrative purposes

created over the

And

I‘ll

for

represent that the

calendar years are the years that are shown and taken

two

»-

it

not d0 that in the eyes of

of Exhibits

wcll, ortc

ls

C35 and C33, which arc thc

the notlcc ofdcfatllt, the other

the notice cftenniniatian,

through September

t>f'l3,

And within

35 and 33

thhse

11
12

hates Nissan to purchase the yehiele.

call out

10

13
14

15
16
17
1h

19

is that ee

A That's correctl
Q ee y<rur understanding‘?
A Yesa
Q And in the eyes nmrssnn, rs that a yehrele

that

Bobby Bates and his

dealership

selrl in its

Q

Now,

second,

let's

assume

that the

customer

20

who's from Montana purehases from Bates but

January

21
7?

registers

--

What are
hundred

it

23
24

my call eiits eithat, my

25

PMA‘?

A He sold it at his dealership in his PMA.

eaeh erthtrse

retail sales erfeetiye.

se assuming

ls

two

ttr

Well» ﬁrst of all, they‘re not licensed in

They can only sell trhin the hne point that we
have an agreement with.
Q Anti se as you would understand the hyputlretreal
that Mr. Coffey gave you, the Motttuttutl had to go lo

9

that, please.

15
15
17
18
19

is

sell tn

lvlhntana.

Ricky, do you have the chart

14

75

A

the

your tenure‘?

creatcd hver the weekend‘?

explain

and

Nissan?

I-low

l

dealership go

Montana?

A Nor
Q And why can

RSE metric‘!

Yes.

MR. JARRF.TT_

that

its

intu Muiituiia, seek out a Mtintuiia customer,

A When I was in the region, it was 14 states.

10
11

Can Bales Nissan from

cntirc tlmc

--

central region during
ti

1214

within the central rcglon for which Hates

Nissan

A
Q
A
Q

it

is

reeall that‘?

its

vehicle in lvlentana.

can

their

that happen‘?

A Sure.
Q And dti customers routlncly buy from a local

dcalcr and have thclr velttcle registered :]s:wh:r:'.7

A

Yes.

29 (Pages 1211 to 1214)
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1233

1 231

The point heing

that

any sales

RSE7
MR. JARRETT:

that?

A

100 percent

conclusion, and

answered.

I

U

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

think this has been asked and

20
21
22
23
24
5

or Friday/‘s

--

-_

JUDGE BENNETT:

ii

Ifhe can answer, answer

ityou can, ifyou uudei-stand

so iiu going to

it.

overrule the objection.

we may have an issue

But

ahead, ityou can answer

here, hut

go

it.

A The -- as

9

within the

sell

that.

But,

PMA.

sir, it

was more than

because you testified that the dealer has

iio

PMA.

obligation to register a sale outside of his

termination

so

in fact, a dealer does that

it.

registers a sale outside ofhis

PMA,

MR. JARRETT:

Objection.

niy

»-

Samc

my cross, but go ahead,
allow
JUDGE BENNETT"

certainly

I'll

I

it

I

think I‘ve

as to

and thc witness indicatcd hc doesn't undcrstand

you can try to rephrase

14

ctiine

hack

think about

lo

it

later.

it.

So

differently.
it‘ii‘s

okay with the court

Give the witness time

to

9

10

into the ﬁnancial statement

your testimony?

A The amount that was initially carried forward
1234

now

itself.

or the write—d0wns themselves‘?

who writes down a vehicle
in tei-nis

to recapture the

of gross prorit as oaio ulated

W thc diffcrcntial

bctwccn the

continued to use additional write-downs caused that

A My - iny position

Is that

tine,

is,

the idea?

the write-downs were

not done based on any inethodology, They were written

with regard tn the eurry-torward, the
number kept going up annually to niaintain partieuiar
amount of tax that Wanted to he -- that the dealership

13

tur the snie purpuse urtrying tu ayuid tar.

it

wanted tn pay.
Q so are you saying the

tiaet

that the

writ:»dnwns

17

were. in your opinion, iinproper, that that essentially

18

resulted

19

covered by future write—d0wns or further virite—d0wns‘7

when they sol d them 20

Q And do you understand that the IRS require s a
pricc

ls that still

Yes.

down

the next year.

by thc WiltC—dOWn

Do you see that

12

them

25

."

11

21

WrltC—Cl0WIi5. Is

A To the heat or niy knowledge, yes, they entered

amount

l

do.

okay.

income never to be recaptured?

20

its

that correct‘?

\vrite—tiown

I

into Z0]

Bates Nissan rccapturcd the writc—dowris, the fact that

14

Batcs Nissan rccapturcd

24

says.

A The write-downs.
Q So your position, then, that even though

Okay. Mr. Steiner, I believe 15
on
the
supplemental
notiee orterni ination 16
your testiniony

dealer

it

can you tell me, sir, how reeaprured income can
be carried forward cumulatively‘?

proﬁt

it.

Z2
23

to the

paragraph, seoond sentence, where

sum ofZOO9 and Z010

A
Q
A
Q

you

Q (BY MR. COFFEY)

that

And want to direct your attention

was never reduced, so it continued to add upon
Q Are you talking about the recaptured gross

15
16
17
18
19

IS

And we're going

like.

language‘?

of

okay. lthink there’ s
thc naturc ofthc qucstion,

11

I'll

looks

appears to Nissan that Bates Nissan has eariied

"It

it

MR, COFFEY:

it

19

answered

10
12
13

in,

forward 2009 reduced taxable income into Z010, and then

a eouple oftimes.

it

your supplemental notice or
go to BN 2665 ofC-34, C-34 being

it's

WITNESS: N0.

some confusion hcrc

I

stated

the

JUDGE BENNETT:

9

you

I

undei stand the questiuin
TI-IE

believe

18

thing,

but do

i

17

guess.

it,

and

-- let's

he ahtiut ﬁve pages

rirsr tiiii

25

now beyond the seope

iighr in here in

--

the supplemental notiee or termination.

1232
Judge, legal eorielusiori. We're

understand that

I

GAP and a prozedunil

to

24

exceeded his contracnial obligation?

1!

13

23

and

then he has

we went through

12

21
22

Tltat‘s ctlrrétl.

from

you also believe

it

20

Isn't

that right?

A
Q

get there,

11

14
l understand the question, he ne eds
he 100 pereeut on RSE nn a iz-rnnnth rolling basis. 15
That ealeulation is detined iiased nn his PMA, b ut tie‘s 16

Q (BY MR. COFFEY)

think

I

prior testimony, in that

perspective, but I don't agree with the initial
write-down to begin with.
Q That’s what tin going to get at, but hetere

10

tn

nut required tn only

understand that.

that needs to be dune

Objection, calls for A legal

testimony for an hour but
9

I

this, tot), in

been -- yesterday‘s

tr-s

You understand

write-down price and the sale price'.7

that are

PMA are over and above rhe
contractual ohligation otpenetraring your PMA at
registered outside the

iii

that tecnptureit gross proﬁt not being

A can you restute that tar ine, please?
Q Yeah. I'm inst trying to eapture the logie of

21
72

your position. /ind so I‘m asking you: Ifwc have

23

recapture ofgross proﬁt and yci, in your opinion,

24

have the continuous accumulation nfincnine over the

25

years. year aﬁer year,

what

is

we

causing recaptured
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income to cumulatively move

1237
A

into the ruture

MR. JARRETT:
ohieet.

it's.

Yourl-lonor,

iieeot

I

compound and vague.

one,

I

am

to

Let

determination of what laws were violated,"

by

would you

me

overt ifl

start

contract,

JUDGE BENNETT:

9

MR. COFFEV' Okay.
Q (BY MR COFFEY) it's your opinion that you

11

have recaptured gross proht and the eumulation or

12

taxable

13

not being

14
15

A
Q

income
--

0\'€l'

being

the )/CHIS that

paiot on. is that

Okay. Now. given

that

ttie

accounting that was improper?
helieve

I

BX

IS

iii

|‘rii

Q

so you're not

W trnm my perspeetive, you're mixing aeeounting

JUDGE BENNETT:

clarify,

18

answer.

19

and

it's

21

have

22

did.

22

that

23

The issue is why they were doing what they
were itning and how they nere doing what they were riotng.
so the raet that the money iient out amt then went hack

23

that

24

wiite-downs

24
25

it

hack in someiihere.

And that's

21

25

Ithlnk he's trying to

The witness eon

a fair question.

A so I'm sorry.

prineiples with the taet that onee

put

were taken‘?

Objection, misslates prior

testimony. Iudge.

17

20

the Write-downs

MR. JARRETT.

you're

you
what they

Nissan

was breached because

19

out,

alleging, then, that Bates

13

20

to

it

has violated any laws; you're alleging that the contract

16

alreaity hart testilied tn this, hut

it

trom a hreaeh or

12

15

Bates Nissan's

you talre

again,

not relying on an outside entity,

for.

14

wnte-iiowiis

17

t

that

1n
11

what you‘re saying?

occurred, can you point to anything

A

--

ean

what I'm saying.

Yes. that's

16
19

H0!

IS

Please

Q (BY MR. COFFEY)

W
sure. Let

me

repeat

it.

Yuu‘re not pointing to any parneulai laws

have been violated by Bates. what you'ie saying
you have breached our eontraet by taking the

A

om

I

that

in, I uniterstanol

that you‘re trying to pin that
-»

you took?

1238

down to

that did happen, and

using the methoits and the opproaeh that was tolren.
Correet. It that was your statement, that's eorreet.
Q And you're not pointing to any particular laws

it

did; hut the method in which all this occurred is not
hased on any rartual or husiuess operating premise to
derive those numbers.

So, yes,

it

went

out,

it

The ﬁnancial statements are
intormation
9

10
11

12
13
14

15
16
17

18
19

Q

is

But all

--

The

A
Q

Absolutely.
All right.

Now. when you were

rather not discussing

discussing

W or

what laws might have been violated

by Bates I bcllcvc you rcfcrrcd to your experts as the
witnesses whieli Wlll make the point ofwhich tax laws
were violated by Bates. ls that eoirecti’

A

know if they will address the actual
I would have to defer -— I don't know the answer
I

don‘l

to that question.

Okay. But you're W any allegations that
making ofwillful violation ofthe law, you‘re
going to rcly upon your experts to make them rtither than
you making thcm, Is that correct?

Q

you're

were violated by Bates?
Tltat‘s correct.

Q

Q

13
14

curing the default.

If,

in fact

W

let

me give

two months
prior to the notiee oftermtnation hegins to eure W and
hy that I mean he starts to achieve on ti monthly basis
I00-plus RSE, and he maintains that progress For the ten
inontlis following the HOUCC ofterrnination, in other
woros, an unbroken stream ormonthty 100 pereents -which starts inside the default period. Right‘?

you

capital

10
your testimony now, all ofthat, in your opinion,
happened because the write-ttowns were improper to begin 11
with‘?
12

law.

95

A

in.

all happened.
from what l'm hearing hem you in

21
22
24

incorrect.

that

not eorroet. That

20

23

eaine hltli

is

saying that you breached our contract by

1236
the fact that that didn't

a

who

governmental agency. to say they broke the law, They
hfeﬂtheti our contract, and tlIﬂt'§ Whit We're terminating

ﬁne

That's

tlten

rely upon‘?

A From my perspective,

muy.

Juilge.

10

Okay. But now. ifyciur experts an deposition
"We're not lawyers. We're nut qualiﬁed to make

said,

lost

the question, honestly

MR. COFFEV'

Yes.

Q

eumututivelyt

a

A
Q

hypothetieal.

I

If,

in fact,

a

rtealer

understand.

15
16

cure.

t7

eontinues on for 12 months without missing a 100 pereent

18

month

19

20
21
22

23
24

75

A
Q

The
he

three and

starts at the

yct,

it

W

halfyears that Bates had to
in

the last

two months,

does that cure?

No.
Okay.

How about six months

inside the default

period and six months outside the default period‘! Dues
that cure‘?

A
Q

No.

so what you're saying. then. is that that
RSE on 1Z—m0nth rolling basis has

100 pcrccni

to start
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W oi

at least 12 It\t)l\th> into the

towards the end of the

default Ptfltitl unii be ooinpiotoii

the Ituttce

A
Q
A

t|ft::rm||1atit)I\

dealer a

A

issuosv

Well, what aia you sayiiigv

9

like

showing noitoinisnoo ininiuyoinont

wo uiiii

Ila uoiiioi

in tho

NOD iioiioiii

10

wo would iikoiy oiitona 01'
wo wouhi oonsiaoi an oiitonsiiin. Tho situation that you

11

gave ino snii you outlined

12

hayiiions after lerlllillatian?

13

that

14

tho onii nttho

15

toiniinstiun,

whon you

16

19

days

There

tinio to

nnnio. iiko

no Cllre perlﬂd

is

Cure

when yuu

is

Q

wo wont through

is

11
12

wo'io

at

13

what

tiii

hiiyo tho

S0 the buttuni

line

full rulling

22

has to occur

23

can leak out to attoi tho

A

tostiniiiny,

you hayo so

the full l2 months, the

is,

I2 months uf IOU percent

RSF. All

tllltlﬂg the default peﬂvtl,
ltt)l!Ce

ttlttl

that

-- that's

Q

The Write-downs had

uuue of it

15
16

the proﬁtability picture ofthe dealership?

A

Q

Yes.

sir.

So

was nothing

that

about letting

its

19

was because

the wiiio-iiowiis

20

woiov

24

tho end point. That's tho

it

15

23

ortoiininuiiunw

a tendency to

capitalization iiuiiihois because

5

had a

it

skew the

l€t'\dS1'1Cy tu

Bates did mtenttunally

below guide; it
were taken the way they

capitalization fall

that.

A The -- and
you reitﬂte

fur

it

1

apologize,

1

got caught up,

1242

Q

Sttlp point.

Q You were asked questions abuut Bates’
day, and

1

And we

talked about that earlier

believe y0Lt1’teSll|tl0tly

was

itt

Nissan;

the

JARRETI‘

MR. COFFEY:

10
11

12
13
14
5

you

A

Q (BY MR, COFFEY)

A

I1 A3,,

supplemental
breach.

I

believe

notiito

that

15
19
20

for the breach.

25

10
Are you attempting

it

to

was, was outlined in the

or termination in torins or it was

The breach W28» in

oeeu rate.

24

9

n1e _]ust ask

terminate Bates Nissan for capitalization reasons‘!

17

9?
23

let

fact, that the

was iiioviaoa with i-ogiirii tn capitalization was not
It was misleading. And that was the reason

Whether -- I don't have accurate
numbers to be able to tell you il' it was
above or below guide‘ I have bad information on the
tina l3—1n0nth sttttoiiiont,

their osiiitsi

Q

ii

information

capitalization

is

Because

alltl

frankly,

1

tton't

in fact,

capitalizatiun falling

Nissan sees a dealer's

below guide,

it

Wtll Send the

because

it

took the write-downs that

it

So one did the other. The write-dawns or the

changes,

all

ot that affected the oiipitiii.
what I'm asking you. Is that what

Q

That’:

A
Q

That's what

11
12

you're saying‘?

13

Okay. Whetl you Wéfe talking about the loss ui
Nissan and you were talk -- you Wete giving tostiinoiiy

14

I'll!

saying.

15
16
17
18
19

the effect that because Bates

20

money

IZ- 21

know whtiti 22

for that period ottiino.
ir,

it's

ﬁnancial statements?

directly

16

21

Well, then,

not because

plCtL|l'$ of tho dealership which, in tuin.
changed the capttalizattun ptctute as 5l1DWt‘t on the

testiiiiony

9

It's

pmﬁtabiltty

Is that

Objeelltlu. mlsstatcs piioi

.

sii.

took, and in Nissan's opinion, that changed the

not

is

youi testimony‘?

MR

(BY MR. COFFEY) Yes,

Batcs was reporting false capitalization information to

that Bates

being terminated for capitalization issues.
still

Can

please?

IIt€,

1240

capitalization.

skew

MR, JARRETT: Objection, Ztrgttmentallve.
JUDGE BENNETT: Ovenuled, 111 allow

21
22

uftliat

Attoi tho notice or termination has been

t‘tlII\II|llI\lCatet‘l,

A They were explicit. They woio listed. They

weren‘t accurate.
Q Because of the write-downs?
A That‘s correct.

14

17

anti thon it's oniioa.

21

25

uositinn

is.

issuo toiniinstiiin, We're iiont,
iino.

Su tho
is

24

questilm

Tho ooninsny's

0

opportunity whon you're in uotauit. onoo tho aooision

1B

20

in yiiui

"You need to

explicit in Bates‘ ﬁnancial statements?

9

in this situation,

saying,

Is that right?

okay. But what you’re saying is, we woio not
getting good numbers -- not -- that‘s not ii, You're
saying that because Ofthe write-downs, that was having
an affect upon the capitalization l1tlml)et'S which woio not

Ila uoaioi woit to show perfurlnlntre during tho

woi-o

letter

That‘s correct.

Q

NOD period -- nioio is no ouio to an NOT,

Warning

a

letter,

get your capitalimtion up."

to the dart: that

|)\'tt)\'

Nn,that'§n||twhatI'|nSaying,

8

7

1241

23

roi a period

you

A
Q

of tiino,

recall that

to

was not sales effective
that thoioroio you lost nionoy. Do

testimony?

Yes.

Can you point to any particular ﬁgure of lost
that Bates was responsible for‘!
A I can use the I200 units that was used as the
eituinplo, and it's u signiﬁcant uinniint of mnney.

Q

Okay.

And

24

units. Basically,

25

between Bates‘

let's

see

how we got to that 1200

you calculated the

RSE scores that

It

differential

actually achieved and
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A Yes, they do.
Q And during the tenure -- ynnr tenure as

regional vice president rpr the eentrai region,

was

12 4 9
call its

how

yuur right hand.
(Witness

10
12
13
14

15
16
17
13
19

20
21

22
23

9

Fourteen states, almost four years.
Thank ynn.

11

MR. JARRETT: Pass the witness.
MR. COFFEY: One last question, Judge.

FURTHER RECROSS-EXAMTNATION
BY MR. COFFEY:
Q Mr. Steiner, dd you have any evidence nTBates

Nissan’s intent

tti

iiiisrepresent its ﬁnancial status tn

Nissan, other than the Tact that write-dawns were taken

by Bates Nissan and reptirted on the ﬁnancial statement’!
A I can't speak to their intent. I don't know

what their intent was.

Q

Okay. Well.

that's

ﬁt1e,hutCl0 ynu have any

evidence which would suggest an

24

the write-downs

25

statements?

the

THE WITNESS:

B-R-Y-N-E,

last naine,

Okay,

It's

Bryne

365, his reports,

MR. DONLEY:

he‘s

Oh,

that's right,

because

an expert. S0n'y.

MR. DONLEY: Correct.
JUDGE BENNETT: And then at this point

6

23
ﬁnancial 24
25

Exhibits 364 and Exhibits

Your Honor.

JUDGE BENNETT:

14

19
2U
21
22

Liner. That's

JUDGE BENNETT: You suhinitted preliled

13

17
18

Would,

L-I-N-E-R.

testimuny in this ease, didn't you?

15

And ifyeu

for the reenrd.

1U
11
12

intent, tither than that

were taken and reported on

and speii your name

state

A There were two, niayhe three.
Q And tl1at‘S Tut a I4-state teginin

swam)

JUDGE BENNETT:

issued in

ydur rpur years?
9

MR. DONLEY: Call Bryne Liner, Your Hunur.
JUDGE BENNETT: Mr, Liner, iTy0u'd raise

inng

that, sit?

A Just short or four years.
Q And how niaiiy nptiees pitenninatipn

next witness.

tirne,

dd yuu recall preparing the expert

reports.

expert reports in this ease?

THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.
JUDGE BENNETI‘: Okay, And dd ypu adept

nrihe information that ypu prepared your reports
and the ppinipns reﬂected in ypnr repnrts -aii

lt'\

THE WITNESS: Yes.
JUDGE BENNETT: -- at

ll'ltS

time under

1250

1248

A

l

believe the Wl'itl>~d0WﬂS

were taken and that

oath?

THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.
JUDGE BENNETT: Okay, You niay proceed,
MR. DONLEY; Thank yeu_ Yourllormr, It

they were taken to lower the taxable income from the
Store.

Q And that's the only evidence ofmalinlent that

9

10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
1B
19

20
21
22

23
74

25

you have against Bates Nissan?
A Well, We have the expert evidence that was
provided with the deal jackets. the doiiiir uinounis,
trying to understand the methodology orwhat occurred
9
and why it oeeurred. But other than the expert
10
testimony -- or evidence, t don't have any other
11
evidence other than that.
12
Q Okay

MR, COFFEY:

That's

JUDGE BENNETT:
MR,

all,

JUDGE BENNETT:

okay. Thank ynu very

inuch, Mr. Steiner. You're free to step tluwn.

MR. DONLEY. Your Honor, can we havejusl
a moment to switch chairs?
JUDGE BENNETT: That's ﬁne.
Let's

go off the record.

tniseussien nrrthe record)

JUDGE BENNETT:

Let's

go ahead and go back

on the record.
Anti

at this tiine

would be up

Nissan Nurth America inay

to the other side to

MR. DONLEY: Yeah, we're tendering him for

eress,

Your Honor.

JUDGE BENNETT:

BRYNE LINER,

15
16

BY MR. COFFEY:

20
21
22

23
24
25

Thank you.

vnu inay proceed when you're ready.
MR. COFFEY: Thank you, sir.
having been ﬁrst duly

19

Are you

tendering him for cross-examination?

14

17
18

--

JUDGE BENNETT: Do what?

13

Judge,

Okay, Anything runner?
JARRETT: Nothing further.

in

twd

Swum,

testiﬁed as Tollows:

CROSS-EXAMINATION

Q

Let's see.

A

Yes,

Mt. Liner, you are a eeriiried

fraud examiner. ls that correct?
sir.

Q And as

1

understand

it,

a certiﬁed ﬁaud

examiner is an accountant whu belongs to an association
that's located here in Austin which gives a test
periodically on the issue of fraud. Am I right so far?

A No, sir.
Q N07
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MR. CDFFEY:

All nght.

Q (BY MR COFFEY)
ineonie goal. that

A
is

1261

was not impiopei. Coneel?

ineome

MR DONLEY"

and answered,

down

Bates wrote

its

goal without proper documentation, violating lower oi

0

cost or market,

1

is

lt‘s

improper.

one

A rm going to tell you l've got a pretty good
am getting older. would dcfcr to my two

12

13

incinory, but

14

reports that at least have

15

that those opinions address concerns or whatever’:

it‘s

15

that in

your

1s

Is that

A

what you're saying?

15

contained in

17

No,

17

here right now.

18

Q

writing

First.

down

inventory

sir.

Okay. Well,

let‘s

allow him to ansWCr

you say
impropei lo have

is

income goal

when you‘re

l'll

last time. I think

14

niintl

time and time and time

you keep going

what keeps throwing ine
it is

this question

TUDGE BENNETT,
this

buck to

not improper, then you say

Your Honor, asked

again.

13

that 75.000-dollai

Objection.

gening on the verge (rfbadgcrlng.

We've been around

new and
9

See,

not providing any documentation for

impmpcr"

used inventory to aehieve a predetermined taxable income

Q

mind and

in

Okay. But the manner or the write-downs yuu

A The way in whieh

12

that they did. that

those Write-downs’? Anything more that you consider

iiaving the 75,000-dollar goal tor any husiness

rind unacceptable?

11

more

Bates did. other than taking the write-downs with 75.000

the 75,000-tlullar

acceptable.

Q

there anything

ls

So having

18

go back to the write-downs,

19

then The wi'ite—d0w|1s, you believe, are improper

20
21
22
23

because they had

a 75,000-dollar taxable

19

income goal

90

in

mind when they made them. Correct?
A That was Mr. Bates‘ goal. yes.
Q Was that or was that not one ofthe improper

you had found, writing down under LCM with a
in mind?

24

things that

25

speciﬁc 75.000-dollurtaxable income goal

opinions.

To

the extent

my report would he my opinion. as

l

asked to do a rebuttal report oiMr. Davis. as you are
l would dcfcr back to my reports and other

92

than that.

93

not covered.

can‘! think or anything else that

I

Q (BY MR, COFFEV)
right

But as

now, the only two things

that

we have

yoii*re sitting here

you point

to as

1260

A
Q

l

1262
being iiiiprnper was the 75,000-dollar goal and no

would agree with that statement, yes.

And then the other things that you found

Okily.

documentation for the write-downs‘?

MR. DONLEY:

improper was, number one, no documentation for the

A That is correct.
Q was there anything else that you found to be

JUDGF. BENNETT:

unreliable,
factor,

13

issue

Q

but

and misleading. S0
I

think

it's

a

little

we were talking about.
Well, right now,

lct's

that‘s

a different

what was

14

improper about the writedowns. Let's get a full

15
16

Nissan. Okay?

17

18
19
20
21
22

23
24

Z5

oftliose. then
ls

we can go un to the statements

there anything

his opinions,
9

different than the tax

stick to

more

that

list

ﬁled with

you think was

ofeverything that you think was improper as
far as the write-downs were concerned.
full list

l

think thc

to

do that.

thing that

11

that

12

recapturing the Write—downs in terms of gross proﬁt,

13

that constituted

14

Nissan?

you

recall that cortcemetl

you was the

raet

by reporting these wrlle—downs to Nissan and
submission of false infonnatlon to

A
Q

17

l think that's a kind way oi saying it, yes.
Okay. Well, let's use false and fraudulent,
then, which 1 believe is what yon used in your repon.

1e

Is that cui1'ecl‘7

5

19
20

21
27
ti

and l'm going tn allow him

Q (BY MR. COFFEY) And then 1 believe the next

10

16

improper in those write-dawns’?
A Again, the write-downs do affect Nissan's
ﬁnancial data.
Q Sir, wc‘ll get —— believe me, you'll have
plenty of opportunity to talk about the ﬁnancial
statemeiiis. Let's go ahead and make sure we've gut

Sustained,

witness referred to his report as the bCst indicator of

A Obviously, you've got ﬁnancial statements
being submitted to Nissan that are inaccurate,

11
12

Your Honor,

and answered.

improper?

10

Objection,

misstates his testimony and asked and answered and asked

write—downs. Correct’!

9

sit

don‘! remember all speciﬁc Z0 blllltt
Some oithem are duplieate. because we were

aware. But

95

l

2|]

l

points.

91

94

l

23
24

25

A

remember the speeilie language
have used some terms as misleading,
raise. improper, not reliable. Those are some or the
adjectives that come to mind, lfl used "t‘rauttulenI." l
may have said that. Again. l don't remember the eiraet
Again,

I

t‘litn‘t

or my report, but

I

language.

Q And

I

think a fair

amount ofyour

report

was
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1265

1263

dovoiod to the issue ofwhoihor or not a dcalcr oould

throughout

down.

deposition,

depreciate his inyomory as opposed to wriic

Do you recall that?
A 1 recall my repori.

Q

Thcn you

roeoll ihai

it

as a

CFE.

it

down.

ls rhai

me eoneern

that cause

which

correct?

At the time of my ﬁrst report, pan ol‘ my

9

fraud ease," beeause

The angle was, is

0

court to say.

1

depreciate inventory. Well, in an accounting world, you

that Bates Nissan claims they could

can't depreciate inventory,

You can depreciate items

13

used

14

cars used in your business placed in service,

like furniture

1

19
11

so we did spend part orour report

15

16

addressing the that that the, quote/unquote.

15

17

depreeiaiion would be improper with rellpeet to

17

18

inveniory.

18

90

believe after 1

suommed my repori. iho

a legal

ean inform the

90

anorneys ior Bates Nissan modiried their pleading
saying. "oops, we meani to say ‘write-downS."' which

99

understand that term and has a whole different

99

93

perspective from an accounting perspective.

93

94

But in addition to depreciation. our
repori. at least the ﬁrst report addressed a number of

91

1

1

don‘t expeez this judge or the

"We find fraud,"

well,

let

and somconc's going to go

a cot.

1

don‘! expect that to

me go ahead and read from your

deposition exactly what you did say

MR

DONL1:Y- Can you glVC mcjust a

manure, Mr. Coffey‘?

MR
MR
MR

19

91

95

Q

1

as a certiﬁed iraud examiner.

and gel three meals and
he on the menu.

13

and ﬁxtures. or

15

1

draw

ean‘t

I

hope we covered in my deposition with you.
But clearly. 1 did say, "This is not a

I

D

19

again.

court about badges of rraud. irregularities. red nags

repori dealt with the subject matter or depreciation.

your business,

my report in my

you spom a fair amoum of

9

in

reference

conclusion with respect to fraud, but

lnvcntory; he can only write

19

I

talked about tax evasion and possibly tax

yes.

time telling the court that a dealer cannot dopreoiaio

A

And

fraud.

my report. and

we

COFFEY:

Sure

COFFEY:

arc you. please"
1‘m on Page 28 of his

DONL1:Y- whoro

dcposilion.

MR
MR

91
in front

DONL1:Y- Givo mejllsta momenl_
COFFEY: lfwe could. loi's put that

(lfhlm,

THE WITNESS:

Q (BY MR. COFFEV)

95

Thank you.
Arc you

ihoro, sir,

Pogo ZR"

1266

1264
lower ofcost or market valuation

A

issues, ihe linaneial

component of that first report that

Q

ﬂags,
ls

lf.

in fact,

why

you found all ofthese fraud red
iell me on your deposition that

ease.

11

this is not a eriminal court mailer.

12

perspeeiiye,

it‘s

13

However, in

14

my repori, 1 did talk about tax evasion,

ii proven in a court,
so those are some otthe adjectives that 1
know 1 put in my ﬁrst report. so clearly the subject
matter offraud or tax evasion were discussed iu my
report and probably in my deposition.

5

16
17

15
19
20

courtroom, and

not

tl

so from that

irand ease rrom a legal ﬁnding,

possibly tax fraud

Q

We're going lo go to your deposition in a

minute, but

l

want lo

get your reeolleerion

ofwhat you

My nores say that you sold rhis IS noi a

21
99

flaud ease. so you did not look at the clcnlcnts or

23

fraud‘?

24

25

testiﬂed to

A

It's

not a fraud ease from a legal oouri

perspective onhis

is

a fraud ﬁnding.

However,

I

at

mean,

this IS

the elemenls of

Was that your testimony then‘?

1

my understanding is

10

this

did nol look

A Yes,
Q ls that your still your testimony now?
A With respeet to elements of fraud, at the time

was deposed. you asked me ifthis was a

iraud ease, and 1 said from my perspective. from what
understand Nissan is alleging, this is a termination

We‘re in

I

fraud.
this

not a fraud case‘?
1

am, yes.

Okay‘ At Line 4, yon said-

nol a fraud case, so

issued.

did you

A When

9

1

1

Q

statements to Nissan. so depreoiaiion was just one

9

I

did not address that. But during the deposition at

we talked about lower of cost or market

10

this lime,

11

violations.

12

talked about fraud. For me. elements of fraud

13
14

15
16

We talked about tax evasion. We also

is if

you

go to the CFE manual, therels a whole section 0|! the
elements of fraud, and I didn‘t go to the manual at that:
time and pull up here are the elemems or fraud.

Q

Al

ll1lS

lime

17

why

18

fraud that you're

didn't

you

tcll

when was
I

asking you about fraud.

me about all tllcsc rod badges of

now

olalrning

you saw"

19
20
21
22

A We talked about tax evasion and tax fraud if
proyen in a court of law, I believe. in my deposiaion.
Q That's right. believe one ofyour

23

Conclusion

24

sceorld report

75

7 oryourluno l2, 2015 report.

1

conclusions oflaw

—— le1's

ﬁnd ll ——
was in your
Ifyou oould tum to Page

see lfwe can

0fLaW 8. And l believe

W hcrc ll IS.

it
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1319

on

new and used inonor vehicles.
MR. DONLEY: Your llonor,

inay

I

go no

1321

A
Q

the

was doing

board, please?

JUDGE BENNETT: You inay.
MR. DONLEY) were you liere, Mr. Liner, when
(BY
Q
lprepared, along wim Mr. Davis assisnanee, R-490?

A

Yes,

1

what were

A

was.

10

Nissan took on the

11

in

12

Clf tl1€

new and used motor veliieles

14

into nhe nexn year.

Q
no nlie

12

13

carry over

Based on wlian you see on 490, ean you explain
mey aeeumulane and eany

judge wlian you inean by

over based on mese nunioers-2

18

numbers‘?

A

would you use nlie speciﬁc

sure. ln Year

n, nr

575,000

--

21

ineome

ot75,00ll, nlian

you

475 prorin, and you wann no

means you‘ve

aeliieve a taxable

grin to

wrnne

down

22
23

5400.000 and pay naxea oii 15. Tlian 15 - 400 has gon no
go somew liere. so in nips over into Year 2.

THE WITNESS: That's correct.
Q [BY MR. DONLEY) Iwant to focus on one ofthe

repon,

24

so in Year 2, levs assume in this example
you have 415 orprolins. Again, yon liave to aeeounn nor

23
24

__

any reeapniirev

17

21
22

basically

THE WITNESS: That is correct, yes.
JUDGE BENNETT: -- separane and aparn rrorn

wann

20

new prorins,

each year,

15
16

19

snarn oun with

Wel|,just to be clear,

example man you're using, you're assuming
they have consistent current proﬁts of $475,000

opinions man you

go over

no

is in

sen forth in

your repon.

no Exliioir ass. rlianls

I

think]

your reournal

norl

MR DONLEY:

18

20

25

JUDGE BENNETT:

11

14

17
19

nlien

Eanes Nissan

nlie

10

an issue

A The impact is nhan nlie wrinedowns aeeumulane

over nime. rliey go from one year and

16

9

ease-2

iliis

13
15

thzll

write-downs that Bates

that's wlian

me omer nliings man you've

addinion no

Yes.

using

the :t'fECtS

in

testified tn)?

Q Now, ean you nell us based generally on R-490,

9

believe so, yes.

I

Does mar appear man

Ifyou‘d bring man up.

please.

Q (BY MR. DONLEY)

That's your rebuttal reporn,

sir?

A
Q

which

ln is, yes.

wann no focus on opinion No. 9, irwe could,
on Page 8 of the document. l believe.
DONLEY: There you go. Blow up nlian

I

is

25

MR

1320
the 400,000 that
nlie

1322

was carried over or accumulated from

prior year. so your nonal prolin

opinion nor me.

Thank you.

ss7s,000. If

is

Q (BY MR. DONLEY)

you were to reporn naxalrle ineome or75, ynn‘ve got no
account lor $800,000 of wi-ine-offs. Than eurries over
into Year 3.
All ota sudden we're an a million 175.

And no liin naxable

9

10
11
12
13
14
5

goal of 75,000,

nlion

nlie

relaning no

A
Q

no

speciﬁc nesniinony,

mis manner

in

facts,

appears

failed to

and circumstances

meir reporns." Right‘?

Yes.

10

liereal If you would,
whan you're lalking about nhan you
believe Mr. Davis and Mr. Woodward both failed to

level an $75,000.

11

address?

Q

12

Year 2. do you see

13

recovered proﬁts

A
Q

l

in

nlian, sir?

14

do.

15
16

Now, since $800,000 in this example had to be
down in Year 2 no gen tn me 75,000-dollar

17

naxable ineome,

15
19
20

puolieanion, or any aeeounning prineiples
i-nonor

21

pan of the write—down

92
23

into

IS

18

man would

nhan

19
20

vehicles in Year 2 to reeapnui-e yen, once again.
that

was brought over from Year

Year 2 which ls that $400,000‘?
Not that l‘m aware ol, no.

would

nhan

1

21
72

23

he a violanion of .471-4,
I

I

believe

we looked an to do nhan?

please

A

wlian are you talking about
tell

In

24

25

nhe jllrlge

nlieir

repurns

and

they sort of use a whole

lat

in

Mr. Davis’ nesnimony,

of words to talk about

LIFO

and GAP violations, but the elephant in the room is
improper inventory wrine-downs, reductions. That’:
64-dollar question.

17

nhere any lax law, regulation,

allow Bates Nissan lo use write—downs for new and used

A
Q

9

Quesnion for you, Mr. Liner: rlie $400,000 of

wrinnen

25

address

Woodward have

"ll

do write—oIIs of $1.2 million.
So over time, the write-downs increase if
we're going to snay an a predetermined naxahle income

16

24

means we have

Mr. Davis and Mr.

that both

Than opiiuoii says,

Anni they railed, in

nlie

my opinion, to say,

They sort or skirt around nlie
issue and nry no justify new cars winli - or Mr. Davis
did. Mr. Davis nried no jusniry new oar write-downs by
looking at a used ear book — Blue Book, Black Bonk -"Banes did

in

properly."

but you can't lnlke that distinction.
So nlie real issue here is inventory

wrine-downs nhan were done improperly with respect no
the lower of cost or market.

No documentation, no
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1325

1323

And the goal was to hit a predetermined

support.

ICPOYI that Du ﬁnancial St8tCrf\CﬂtS I0 a rf\ﬁr\\lf8Ct\lrCr7

A

taxable income level.

My opposing two experts have failed to

address the central issue that I believe brings us here.
And it dnesn‘t do ine any good to talk about LIFO or
linanee stuff, because those are irrelevant issues as

MR. DONLEY: Your Honor,

done

it

D

ehari

jllst

14

15
16
17
18
19

moment?

May

I

I

should have

go back

to the

9

0

It

would

still

be wrong.

same month, the linaneial would be improper, So
what l said earlier, where tbere would be impaee tbere
would be an impaet on the Nissan tinaneial statement.
Q And the impaei would be the $5.000?
A whieh would be improper. yes.

ll

l7

13

Q And then ﬁnally, Mr. l_iner,

asked

l

W this was my last question to him, and
makc it my last question to you.
Mr, Davis

I'll

you seeri any doeuments or evidenee
mhcr than

l-lave

l4

that suggest that Bates Nissan did anything

15
16

make up

that

you've heard, did Bates Nissan misrepresent information

l7

to Mr. Gautlcr to

on their ﬁnancial retums

18

As Mr, navis said, and l agree, l‘vt: seen no
doeumentation other than it was made up and put on a

more speciﬁcally.
Oh, and by the way, betore 1 forget, based
on what you saw in all the documents and testimony
that

to Nissan?

A Absolutely. ves.
Q For what years?
A Anytime they submitted a ﬁnancial statement.

Z1

19
70

was improper as long as there was an inventory
write-down that was improper.
2013

7'3

it

Q Would that have been from at least 2010 to
‘Y

new motor vehiele \vritc—down in its
down on a pieee ofpaper, and send them

the used and

head, pui them

A

be

on a tax

irieluded

return’!

pieee or paper.

MR. DONLI-TY;

71

7?

Z4
5

for a

was over there.

lvli- .

Z0
Z2
Z3

I

JUDGE BENNETT: You may.
MR. DONLEY) There is an example that
(BY
Q
Coffey gave you. rm going to make sure we look at

11

12
13

whlle

would be improper.

in the

I

appreeiate this hearing and our time.
9

lt

beeause when you report sales or a vehiele, and the
prorits you realized on that sale, even it‘ you sold it

I‘ll

pass the witness,

Your

l-loner.

JUDGF. BENNETT: You may proeeed.

73

MR.

74

(‘OFFI-TY; Yes,

sir.

1326

1324

A
Q

RECROSS-EXAMINATION

Yes.

BY MR. CDFFEY:
Q Alter rive days ortestiinony

The cxamplc that l think Mr, cottey spoke to
you about was ifthere was a vehicle -- assume Bates

November tor $20,000, writes
November. So ll's a November write-down.

vehiele bought a vehiele in
ll

down

in

you

9

10
11

12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19

A
Q

retail.

And then sells thc vchlclc at
Novcmbcr it sold for l5,000. Sold for

All right.

S0

was his example. I apologize. sells it
for 20,000. I believe you testitied the adjusted basis
for that vehicle would be 15,000. Correct’!
20.000.

A
Q

I

think

All right.

so what was the aetual gross

prorii

basis‘?

A The gross prorit without the adjusted basis

would be zero.

All right, Gross protit. vero.

Z1

Nissan ln

75

made these writcrdowrls
I

is

this ease, are

taking the p0Sltl0l1

properly?

believe Bates Nissan has

9

And what about

acknowledged that

11

did these write—d0wns properly or

12

ofthe tax regulations and

13
15
16
17
18

19
20

A The angle there, just to elarify this, is that

21
7?

a reeapture would be a $5,000 prolit.
Q And so that would be on that month's ﬁnancial

24

this

one?

statement. Is that an aeeuraie and correct

way

to

Okay. So it's not your testiiiioiiy

Nissan

ﬁnancial statement to

its

Q

10

T4

Yes.

without the adjusted

Q

it

iii

your

it's

the write—d0wns were done improperly.

with a dealer recapture on

Z4

A

D0 you remember this example?

20
22
Z3

that

l tlo.

in

Court that

understanding that Bates Nissan

Put that lower arrow there for the write-down of
s 15,000.

testifying to this

23
25

A

ltils

l

ever iiiainiained

believe

I

that Bates

ploceetlings that

in these
iii

ii

aeeordanee with

all

rules. Correct‘!

— Mr, Schneider‘s letter, the law

ms and says. you know

rirm that basieally eomes to the
we've been doing this wrong, and

lvlr.

navis

testiried.

you know, we got to use invoice for new cars. I believe
Bates Nissan has aehnowledged that they've been doing
inventory lower or eost to market improperly tor many,

many years, at least the time period that

Q

Okay.

Alltl

the time period that

l I|l|lI(Et‘I

you looked

at.

at

would be Z009 through 2013. Conect‘?
A That correct.
Q With the exception of 2010 whcrc no ncw vchlclc
wrllerdowns were taken » aerually, mi veliiele
write-downs were taken at all in 2010. Correct‘?
ill
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1333

1331

Q sir, sir, my question was, can you point to
anywhere tu the literature where it says when you're
writing down, you oanuot have a predetemlined taxable
income level in mind?

know, that's the -- he provided the information that he
had received from Bates Nissan on the issues that we've
reviewed. Correct?

A

A I cannot.
Q Now, you have seen the supplemental notice of

termination in this ease. In

fact,

9

11

A
Q

I‘m

Okay.

I‘tn

seen it.
going to pull

MR. COFFEY:

Let's

9
it

up

fnr

go ahead

you

deductions that are inappropriate and unlawful tn get to

$75,000

down

14

14

BNOO2663.

15
16
17
13
19

where it says, "Nissan retained the expert services or
Mr. Herb Walter. During Mr. Walter's analysis nfthe
matter, and in his report, Mr. waiter observed that

20

Bales Nissan took a cumulative $2.7 million reduction in
net proﬁts and taxable

described

21

22
23
24

25

go ahead and look

Let's look at the lhird full paragraph

tt\

that language before,

other end,

17
18

A I have.
Q And you have analyzed the truth oflhal

witness.

24

it's

tax fraud

if

proveii in a court oflaw.

JUDGE BENNETT:

Anything further?

MR. COFFEY: I don't think so, Judge.
JUDGE BENNETT: Thank you very much.
You‘re free to step down.

THE WITNESS: Thank you.
JUDGE BENNETT: Do you want to call your

23

next witness?

MR. DONLEY: Can I havejust two seconds,

25

you not?

income?

MR. DONLEY: Your Honor, I'll pass the

6

20
21
22

have you

not?

statement, have

15

in taxahle

A on one end, it's great to have a goal. on the

19

income through the rneans

his report."

You've seen

-- in

13

C-34.
Let's

I

at

up

12
13

Q (BY MR. COFFEY)

do

other words, is there a difference
between saying I sitnpiy wanl to pay $75,000 in taxes on
taxable income and hope I get there versus shaping

ensure

10
11
12

here.

atld pull

Is

between having a taxahle income in
tntnd and hoping to hit it and saying I want to pay taxes
on 75,000 atld that I'nl going to shape rny tietluetions to

you just reviewed n

sllre Ilve

yes.

there a difference

with counsel. Correct?

10

That would he rny assumption,

Q And then one last question, Mr. Liner.

1332

A

1334

I've read the report of Mr. Walters.

read this document.

I

I have
have not tested his numbers

Your Honor?
JUDGE. BENNETT;

in

any way, shape, or form. That was not in my scope of
work to do. But I'm sure l|e‘ll testify in a couple of

(Brief recess)

JUDGE BENNETT:

days.

Q

Can you

on the

or ean you nor testify as to whether or

not the allegation or the observation that Bates took a

cumulative $2.7 million
9

10
11

12
13
14

15
16
I7

18
19

23
24

95

IS

true

and accurate?

10

A My understanding is the Delta is the ﬁnancial

12

that with

Mr. Schneider's $72<r,5x3 recapture’?

9

MR. COFFEY: Pass the witness, Juttge.
MR. DONLEY: Couple 0fqueslions_ Your

I-Ionor, ifl

may.

FURTHER REDIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. DONLEY:
Q Just to clarify. Mr. Llncr, the information
that

Mr. Schneider provided

to the

IRS

as Far as

spell

for the

Your Honor, Nissan will

(Witness Waltcr

Swom)

call

If

you would,

state

and

your name for the record, please.

THE WITNESS: Herbert Walter, W-A-L-T-E-R.
JUDGE BENNETT: And you have prepared

expert reports. Just one or two?

MR DONLEY:

its three.

Your Honor.

JUDGE BENNETT. I'm sony.
MR. DONLEY: Exhibit 366, EXl\lblt 367. and
be R exhibits. R4466.

19

Exhibit 353. Those will

20

R-367, and R-368.

21
22

familiar with the three reports you've prepared

23

case that were just identified?

all

JUDGE BENNETT:

24

we

go ahead and go back

MR DONLEY:

JUDGE BENNETT;

18

Okay.

Let's

You rnay call your next Witness

Mr. Hcrb Walter.

11

impact or the ﬁnancial numbers that were received by 13
Nissan versus the ills. Sn I'm sure Mr. Walters will he 14
uhie to explain that when you ttepnse hitn - or when he 15
16
testiﬁes. But that's my understanding generically.
17
It‘s not something I proved or ticked and tied.

Q

reeortl.

record.

A I believe it is true and accurate,
Q And how do you justify -- or how do you swear

20
21
22

rCd\lCt|0rl

That's tine. We'll go off

the record.

5

Ti-IE

WITNESS:

So, Mr. Walter, you're

Yes.

I

ltl

this

am, Your Honor.

JUDGE BENNETT. D0 you offer all ofthc
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1335

same opinions

as contained

iii

1337
JUDGE BENNETT: That's correct.
THE WITNESS: It would change sotne numbers

those reports at this time

under oath.
There
that.

is

MR. DONLEY: Your Honor. may I interrupt’?
one thiiig. And yeii'li iinderstand why I'm deing

We found out over the weekend there's.

I

in

i-le

9

10

te ihern before

14

15
16
17
18
19

so

I

didt\'t

apologize.

want him
I

to

What we would

do.

Your

swear

alrnest tnissed

Hottor,

now offer

is

Those

need

will

to

him adopt

corrected.

And

under

once they've been

eatli

amended ones

tllen the

be adopted

catl

fully revised.

I'm geing to aiiew httn to be tendered for

9

10

cross-examiiiatioii with the understanding that

11

reports

l1tS

he can be questioned on ihern. yeti itnew,

__

these corrected pages in place erihese in his report.

12

ultimately. eeriaiiiiy examined. But the reports

which were in Exhibit R-368. To be clear. Your Honor,
over the weekend. we did prepare these. we ﬁXed the

13

themselves Wtll

14

iinie as they're

numbers,

15
16

offer. Yeiir t-iener. Iwill tell

we seiii these to opposing ceiinsel,

pointed

the iiiirnbers that the issiies were. explained they

etit

were

no new

know

19

changed

20

qiiesiieiis

can be asked and

Mr. Walter's Secottd
which is R-368 before he swears to it.
MR. CCIFFEY: We have no objection, Your

21
22

a second.

Your Honor. Ifwe could

23

rriiniiies, t

JUDGE BENNETT:

24

working on

25

examination over the attemoon.

Z0

we had reached an
agreement yet on getting those in, biit we certainly want

21

these

22
Z3

rebuttal report.

24

Honor.

itself.

tin not

siii-e

as replacemetlt pages in

Okay.

t

utttil

wntier needs

irivtr.

his secotld rebuttal report that

ifl

may

to

ehange a

We

haven't

he would be able to do that so that

yet,

THE WITNESS:
can

such

opposing counsel. please

eXam away.
til

And

All right.

number

preeessiiig

25

MR DONLEY:

18

opinions. just simply serne issiies with the data

iii

be adopted under oath

tlot

properly revised aiid corrected.

17

just data processing eirei-s, iiething else.

be

his

reports at this time. You‘ll iieed to get these

thzit.

11

12
13

we did.

I

weiild eXpect.

corrected then. I'm not going to have

believe

grabbed the wreng numbers, niade

some wrottg calculations. And

I

JUDGE BENNETT:

four or ﬁve of Mr. Walter's charts Where he had data
preeessiiig ei-rers.

the narrative.

call

that

back

all

we can move forward.

Ifl might speak to that for
take just a

few

my ofﬁce and have sotnebody

to

white we‘re

still

geing on the

1336
thcn.

1338
JUDGE BENNETT.

MR. DONLEY: Your Honor. tfI may further
what wc weiitd be deing then tn R-368 ts ientaeing

MR. DONLEv- Thank

Attachment 5 with Attachiiient 5R, with the R being
we weiiid be replacing Attachment (3 with

(Recess: 3:45 pin.

replacement.

on the record

7R. Replacing Attachment s with Attachment SR.
Replacing Attachment 9 with Attachment

911.

now with Attachment

12
13

changes

MR. DONLEY:

14

15
15
i7
18
19

20
21

22
Z3

I

believe the answer

entiy things.

And

is

Correct

absolutely

although

it

me
no

ifI‘tn
It's

ehanged serne

niinihers.

it

15
16

doesn't ehangc the eiiteenies or the Oplnlﬂns reached from

17

thenn.

18

JUDGE BENNETT; Dees

it

change. though.

numbers etintainett in a (.ltSCL\SSltIlI in
that those would have to be corrected‘?

the

his report such

MR. DONLEY: Idon‘t believe so.
THE WITNESS: It probably does

It

does?

In the

Z4

narrative, you‘te saying. Yeiir Honor‘? in the narrative

75

portion of thc report‘?

19

20
21
22

23
24
5

its

geing

frein proceeding with

St! is there

to

be

l1lS

testirnnny.

anything else bcﬁire he

is

tutned over for cross-examination‘!

MR DONLEY:

14

wrong. but

just data

is

going to Stop

13

--

indicated before

11
12

in the aetiiai stihstanee eriiis report itsetrin

terms of his

I

10

Q

JUDGE BENNETT; And does that reqiiire any

11

as

making some corrections te ene or more ofhis reports
that wctc prepared in this casc to tcﬂcet the changes
in thc tables that wctc rcplaecd. and » but that’: not

IOR. Arid

report in that rcgatd.

.

ge ahead and ge back

Let's

And

at this time.

yeti. Y0\.\l‘IIOl1Dl'

we went errthe reeerd, the witness

And

then that would correct Mr. Walter's second rebuttal

10

go off

3:50 pin.)

iti

JUDGE BENNETT:

Attachment 6R. Replacing Attachment 7 with Attachment

replacing Attachment IO

That’: ﬁnc. Lct‘s

thc record to allow that.

l-lener.

I

believe that's

it.

Your

Thanit yeti very iniieh.

JUDGE BENNETT: Then. yeti rnay proceed.
MR. COFFEY: Thank you. Judge.

HERBERT WALTER,

having been previeiisiy

ditty

sweni. tcstiﬁed as follows:

CROSS-EXAMINATION

BY MR. COFFEY:
Q can yeti see me okay. Mr. Walter, rrerri there‘!
A lean. Biit I can barely hear yeti.
Q i-tere we ge with this microphone again. Let me
try

ti

little

eleser.

Can yeti hcar nie better now?
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1353

1351

relationships deesn'i inean slew. Building relationships
is

to

Q

se your thesis

is

that yeti

A

can build ju5t as

many and as quality relaiienships by selling faster te
the Customer than by selling slewer to the customer’?

A

[wouldn't summarize

it

that way. I've side

l've said. It's a preeess ier dealers that they

have

In

with you there.
9

ineving the eiisteiner threiigh the sales preeess. iellewing

0

1

np with these ensieiners. You

piit

iegether.

it all

dealers run dealershipsa

And

about the new preeess.

in this ease speeilieally

14

wenld ﬁpplc ever inie nsed and serviee and parts
Q So you‘re saying now that ii's a balancing act

15
16

bctwccn hnilding the ielatienships and selling

17

enough

18

for allocation?

1<a

A

to

lt‘s

compete with ihosc

that yeii're

and

We're talking

13

that. It's a

Q And that index atteinpts
te

15
16

preeess at ihc dealership?

11

with that.

eempeting with

balaneing aei elall

Whether the ﬂoor is swept. whcthcr the bathI‘00n|'s
elean. anything in terins ei building these relationships
is relevant at S0n|e level to the customer relationships
and ynnr ultimate sales preeess.

management

deeisiens eeeaiise everything they de.

Q Do you agree that

ii

important for the

is

stand ier. yeah.

14

fast

19
70

sales

is

think that's typically what the three

l

initials

13

91

75

19

it

the

94

A

11

alse.

Biit

70
9?
73

Q And ssl. as yeii indieared,

satisfaetien index. C0rrcct‘7

whieh ihc eiistemer

A

Q

18

beyond

_ with dillerent titles.

that

And se it‘s eertainly a nieasiire. lwenld agree

eedy.

- the decisions they make With

respeet te stamng, training, handling er ensteiners.

h0W

It's a ineirie

is

Wltll his eiisieniers?

satistaction eliheir eiisteiners aeress their dealer

9

that's

indieares that ihc dealer

is CS1; senie iise senie ether initials. But
both er the metrics are nietries tn help nieasiire the

O

1?

csl seere

ihai

senie eall

what

balance the

whieh

develeping gned relations

just part er selling.

is

t<i

dcicrminc the degree

satisﬁed with ihc sales

broad general statement. lwenld agree

It's a

whieh

again, an

is.

which the dcalcr

is

lr\d\C;\t<!r

ofthc dcgrcc te

develeping geed relatienships

Wltll

the CuSt<\mCr?

A

71

l

think both these

7?

than just relationships.

73

riiiestiennaires. Y0\l

74

is,

7'3

it‘s

nletrieli
It's

are ineasiiring niere

rypieally based

en seine

may ge into -- l don't know what it
lo. zo, so questions, whatever they all are. And se
broader than jiist relationships.

lt's

the whole

1352
presperity ofboih the Nissan brand and
that dealers

its

1354
paekage of the eiisteiner eirperienee with respect to whatthey iennd er what they experienced at the dealership.
Q Okay. Let's ge on teihe nexlconcluslonihal

dealerships

be given an 0ppOl1unlty to build

relationships with their customers?

A
Q

9

10

11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18

19
20
21

22
23
24

25

would expect that's true for both,

l

y0u eante

sure.

ie,

and l believe

that's

en Page 4 under

conclusion 11.0. "Bates ﬁnancial statements reﬂect

Okay. And, in faet, Nissan atienipis te measure
the degree tn which a dealer develeps geed relaiitlltships
With customers Wl[l1 metrics such as CSI and SSI.

ycar—cnd adiiistments and aeeeiinis that

Correct?

we're geing tn get te

A

Nissan does and the nther manufacturers l'm
familiar with do also, sure.

Q siire. And for the C0ul1'SbCllCﬁt, CSI is
dcﬁncd as what?
A Y0u‘ve got customer service index and sales
index. You‘re measuring heth the service and parts
effectiveness as well as the
effectiveness.

Q

A

is,

as

you

sales process

it

nnderperrerined the geographic eeinpaiiseri dealerships and

12

the size—based comparison dealerships based

13

retum on sales and return on assets."

19
20

Correct.

Q And Nissan eernpares that with ihe setires of

other dealers Cei-reel?

A YES.
Q And eenies te some eenehisiens as to the degree

let‘s

14

1E

produces an actual scolc. Right‘?

moment,

11

17

Right.

And

believe rne, in detail.

skip past that one for a

let's

call into

reliability."

And

5

said, ensterner

So

9

iliiai,

and

10

16

lIlCl8X'7

Q And

A

And CSI

Right.

service

new

qiiestien the siaienienrs aeeiiraey

21
77

23
24

25

look

Wliai

at

1

A

well,

I

iell

assets

on

nie

its

what retiiin en

sales is

and

is

have te give yeti iwe answers

Let nie explain

Q
A

"Bales substantially

W oiherthanlust being

sclﬁcxplanaiory.

what retiini on

1.d.,

-

to this.

Sure.
--

a bit, ill could.

The retnrn en

proﬁtability ever sales.

sales

is

siinply

what pereentage eiyenr top

line drnpped to yeiir bottom line. ii you will. se ii
you sold a hundred dollars. dill you make a dollar.
That s a 1 pereent return en sales. lH‘m making]
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pereent and you‘re making 1.5 percent on a relative

cnmhine those two oi the writerlowns

more proﬁtable than I am.
Return on assets is the same thing.

You've got a balance

You've got

sheet.

a million

And so did you make - how did
those assets to earn prolitahility. And so

dollars in total assets.

you deploy

return on assets

The reason
answers

is

10

looking

at.

11

that there

9

said l‘d

l

have to give you two

when

366. that's

l

And so while

9

Bates‘ ﬁnancial

12

statements.

13

metries that we’ll talk about. presuming you ask

14

about them.

it

l

looked at some otthc

in

$75,000 B year.

A

11

Q

12

me

Okay. Then, as

iniioourate

didn‘t have the sehneider letter,

15

wnte-downs he oould have used iinder LCM.

16

C0i'l':Ct'.7

that at that time,

l

l

didn't have the detail

17
we spent all last week in
And so whether those ﬁnancial 18

17

of the write—downs that

18

hearing testimony about.

you thought

A

statements and the metries are even usable or reliable,

19

now

20

Arid so

21

are eertainly ealled into question.

21

Q
I

1

so this

.d..

it's

analysis that yoii did

September ot'l5.

WES

B

broader

standpoint, eonsisteney and eoriipleteness are important.
it's

not about did he or

dittii‘t

he use them

23

the iiiyentoiy.

24

Bates‘ ﬁnancial statements arc so inaccurate that

in

25

you

It's

Q

Okay. so

wnte-downs

in

your opinion, he did not use the

cuilslstently

because he did not take

down

1356
don't

A

know iflhey

1358
wnte»downs that he could have taken?
Well, it's beyond that.
Well, what I'm trying to do is, I'rn trying to
identify all three ortlte reasons why you helieve his

support this analysis or not?

all

well, they don't support the analysis that

did in October ul"I4.

I

did update

analyses in July oi ‘I5 report.

And

I

some ofthese and
so

I

can‘t

--

now,

kn0W more than I knew thelt. I stand by what l
knew then. But wliat knew then was raising B nag that
I siiw some issues, problems, and so ioi-th whieh now have
that

one.

10

9

Q And let's go ahead and list all or the reasons

11

why you believe that

19

inaeeurate. Arid niy recollection rroin your deposition

13

testimony

14

lower-uf-cost-toemarket methodology to aohieve B

15

predelerr|lln:d taxable

16

eoi-reet?

17
18
19

A
Q
A

is that,

Bates‘ ﬁnancial stateriients are

N<i

1,

income ofS75,00U.

Is that

21

22
23

ﬁve days now with respeet to no documentation. no
support. no paperwork to document the wrile—dnwns on
hoth new and used. so I wnuldn't agree that they used

24

the

25

used the write-dim ns to

LCM to achieve the write-dnwnsl

would agree they
achieve the 75,000, and I would
I

would agree,

he

IS

that

all ofliis

methodology

inventory;

failed to eonsistenily apply the

LCM to all ofhis inventory.
A

yes.

And now No. 2

Ithink that's

d0ubI€ negative

15
16

did not apply the misuse to

in therel

think you've got a

But I think
all

that‘s rights

year.

Q

okay. so you think

it

would've been niore

accurate ﬁnancial statements had

lie

applied the misiise

of LCM

23

statements are inaccurate and unreliable.

75

He

of his inventory eaoh

19
20
21
22
24

misuse or

ls that correct‘?

right. I

14

18

We heard testimony tor tour or

iviisused, I

Ycs. okay.

thererore,

12

N0? Okay
I would say Bates misused What it claimed was a

M cost to niarket.

A
Q

11

17

lower

We talked about the ﬁrst
LCM to achieve a predetermined taxable-

oflnisuse, he did not apply to

Not

20

misused

10

13

Bates used the

l-Ie

income. Right?

been further develnped over the course 0| the
intervening year.

the

A
Q

write-downs are inaccurate.

I

I

9

all.

that

75

you believe

it

ls that

22

wait

point in time because

think

were

ortiie

--

24

-- at this

I

all

about did he use them properly, ditt he use theni
cmisisteiitly, and did he use them against the breadth or

whieh resulted

you're not going to stand by that analysis

because he didn't use

Well, from that——

19

not Oetoher ot'l4.

is

Bales‘ ﬁnancial statements

diseussion than that. But ironi an aesounting

70
22
73

seeond reason

reoall, the

14

didn't have the deal jaekets.

it's

I

was very preliminary in the sense

16

that

Fair‘?

YES.

that

15

LCM

order to aohieve a predeterniineo taxable inoonie of

13

also
I

10

ﬁrst raised the llag

was something wrong with

alll.

I

In yoiir opinion, Bates Nissan niisiised

my lirst report. the one we're

that in

A

tairaiile ineonie.

Q we can use your language, then.

a similar kind oi metric.

is

managenieii t

in the

Those
two together. But it is way beyond your question ofis
it just LCM, The answer is ahsnlutely not.
Q Arc yoii ﬁnished‘?
oi the 75,000 approximately for

basis. you're

to

tifthe inventory instead orjust part

iill

or

the inventory’?

A

Nu. Misuse

applied to

Q

all.

is

misuse.

lt‘s still

Arid pan of the misuse

the misuse to

all

He applied to part, he
The ﬁnancial

misuse.
is

that

he didn't apply

ofhis inventory?
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A Pan oflhc misuse is he did ner apply ir re

A

er his inventory.

all

Q And rhen rhe erher reasen, as

your testimony,

when

regs

A

is

rhar he did ner

I

reeall

rrem

1,

renew rhe Treasury

the misuse. You've

O

lierh

down aud whar you‘rc wririug dewn.
know ii that's No. 1 aud 3 or irrliey're really

Q

1

No.

i-lave

19

rhar

l3

inaeeiirare?

A

14

l5

91

9?
93
94

95

As

a

all

thrcc ofthc reasens

new

hread three

repies,

1

weuld agree wirh

Q

Okay. Now, did rhe

rhar

A

add
1r

Q

srareriienrs?

And 1 was ruriiiug areuud looking ler

490 rhar was up on rhe heard a rew miuures age. It's
been nipped ever. But in rhe reeevery and eemhiued
wirh rhe mauagemeur er rhe iueeme at 15,oo0.rhe
reeevery rloesn‘t really recover; ivs just added to iu
rhe next reuud er rlie next year er write-downs.
Q The reeevery d<1csrl't really reeever. The

is

impaeriug rhe gress prelirs, heeause

So anynnie we ﬁnd a

criticism

ofwhal Bales

ms er

0

ivherher

l

not doing the wrire»deivns properly. Fair statement”

A

is

ii

repoﬂing re rhe

repening lo Nissan,

i1's

all

ll

my analysis, rhar s right.

lu

goes back to

Both new and

dewu preperly. And euee yeu den-ri

l3

used are uer wrineu

l4

rhem dewu preperly, wirh the previse that yeu are
managing lo that 15,000 eaeh year. you're forcing
auerher set nfwrite~dow|ls as was shewri up, I rhiuh, ir
was 490 rhar was eu the board a rew miuures age.

l6

Nissan

rerms ef gross preﬁr, dees

errhe ﬁnaneial

re the inaeeuraey

dees.

fael rhar Rates
in

l7

18

wrire

alse

Q

So beeaiise rhe

\vrilc»d<lwns

were ner dene

19

preperly, as long as

90

yeu reeevei

91

gress preﬁrs arc nei being reported re rhe

99

93
94

95

A

in

1r's rier

yeu conlinuc wriririg deivn mere rhan
giess prems, iindei yeiir thesis, rlie

based

eii

ms"

mere rhan yeu wrere dewu.

on managing re rhe 15,000. se ir's -_ il's
ar levels rhar permir yeu er have yeu
aeeemplish that prederermiued geal se rhar tlley’re not
It's

liased

wririug

dewu

1360
recovery

A

is

reprmed on

llre

1362
real wrire_dewns, se you‘re uer really recovering.

lax relurris. Correct‘?

Q

The 75,000 is reported on the tax returns
heeause yeu're managing rhe inventory _ excuse me,
you're managing rhe iueeine ed the 75,000.
Q Well. slr,1his is where I think we nccd a
lessen in legie. And rlie reasim I say rhar is, ir seems
lo me rhar your 0plnlOI\ is rhar heeause rhe wrire-downs
9

N04

were don: improperly, rhey were not done isurisisreully.
and they were nol done pursuanl lo the Treasury regs;

W pardeii

10

lhal ihererere rhey did

11

irie

19

have the effect ofcovcririg lhosc writc—d0Wris

W

l'\0l

have the effect

that lherefore rhe gross

prem recovery did rier

A The gress prnﬁ! reeevery had rhe effect er

13

So what happens when Bares Nissan runs our of

inveiirery to write-dawn againsl rhe reeaprured gross

Whal happens‘?

pmﬁl‘?

A

well, as Mr. Gautier said, eventually ir
catches up re yeu. And as we‘ve seen - or I‘ve seen in
rhe rinaneial sraremenrs, rhe wrire-nrrs ger larger and

And wc‘ve seen examples where -- 1 ihiuh

larger.
9

Mr. Bales

testified to it

~ in 2014, he needed more

10

wrile—doW|l, so over

11

again.

12

en a parrieular vehiele and rhen a rew days

13

increased rhar re 1,500, jusr again, for salre of ii

l‘ll

:1

few days he took a Write-down

niissmiug the ﬁnancial statements each and every meurh

hyputheticalr Sn

15

in

then rhe

einly

arreei

taking a bigger wrire-dewu.

17

14
15
whieh rhere was recovery. And I’ll ge hack re the
same answer Mr. Liner gave rhar gees liaelr rii rhe Judge‘s 16
17
eiiample rhe iirher day. ouee yeu shiier semehedy, yeah,

19

yeu take rhem rii rhe hespiral, hewever rhar esaer
eiiample weur. Bur ar rlie end rirrhe day, ir's ner rhe

70

recovery;

21

reeevers, i!l100§I|'l really reeever heeause yeu're

22
23

managing re

24

rhe

25

pruﬁls?

18

Q

it's

Did. in

the W!‘ilC-d0WIl. Allﬂ Ihen

when

it

srill

rhe s1s,o0o in ineeiiie.
raer,

way rhe IRS

Bales Nissan reperi gross

priirirs

requires Bales Nissan ru repon gross

18

is

if ysiu‘i-e

larer

running out ofinventury,

erher parr uflhe rermula rhar yeu eau

Q So do you agree that even under your rhesis,
lhe mos! that Bares Nissan was gaining by ihese

19
20
21
22

se-ealleil

23

correct.

24

eerreer.

75

-»

make au example up - of a rheusaud dellars

14

16

it

And therefore eﬂeh and every 0I|e of the

Nissan did, wherher

l5

recovered she WrilC—d<1wns

should not have taken the write-downs as

9

l7

thal rhe ﬁnancial Statements are

Ihﬂl.

l6

17
18
19
90

we eevered

yeu believe

have rcporlcd gress

they're uusupperred.

1

But that's rhe misuse.

1.

ll

wriredewns

yeu're writing
deu-r

A

look lheln.

ger to rellew an aeeeunriug merhedelegy iu terms of hew
9

l-lew sheiild Bales Nissan

preﬁrs iiirfeienrly?

implemenririg rhe lewer efeesi re market‘?

l'd put rhar wirh No.

N0,

Q

income,

improper write-downs

ll-le

is

rhe deferral er

deferral 01' the recaplured

income

for

anerher year‘!

A

Q

For lair purposes, rhar would be, 1 think,
For rhe reperring In Nissan, rhar would ner be

Le\'s

suck Wllh tax fer a while, rhen

we can
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1365

1363

1

ge haek

2

separate but lntcrrclatccl issucs. Right?

3
4

5

A
Q

ta reparttn g Wltlt Nissan.

it's

hard

to separate

them

in

Okay, Lct mc scparatc thcm
yeu quesnens ateng these lincs,

se what you're saying
yeur

thcsls,

seener er

latcr,

is

on the new ear stde and the used ear stde for at

because they're two

my mind.
my mind and ask

tn

that

cvcn under

the Write-down trap

ts

Q

geing to catch you, and you're getng to run eut er
9

sufﬁctcrtt inventory to cover, to cover the rccapturcd

9

That‘s

Catching up for

rt.

arthe earher

all

wrttc»d0wns. In ether wards, cumulatlvcly over an

10

gross proﬁt and

10

these years,

11

$75,000, Correct?

11

deetared as taxable tneeme ended up

12
13

You're going te run eut etinventury, er yeu're
going te run eut etthe size etthe write-tlown on eaeh
ofthose inventory units. That's the catch up -- asl

12

weuttt interpret Mr. Gautier‘s statement.

15
16

14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24

25

still

maintain your taxable income

at

A

that, but that S

h0W

I

interpret

He ditln't

13
14

say

it.

Q And in Bates Nissan's ease, thc inventory trap

17

when Nissan deeided to make an tssue erthe, tn
yeur <rptnten_ impmpcr writc»dowr\s. cerreet?
A certainty, at some petnt in late '14 or eerty
'15, the sehneiuer tetter comes uut to the ttzs. And su

etesed

in that sense, that

is

least

2009 threugh 2013. Cnrrcct?
A wett, no. they're eetnatty att trum 1013 as it
retetes te retttng them terweru ene year at e time. Amt
su you’ve got dirterent layers er that 726. But the 726
as an aetuet write-ttown was at the end of‘l3 catching
up ter an er the earlier write-uewns.
the years

the end er the tine with respeet

18

19

20
21
22

A

of the write-dawns that needed te bc

At the end et ztm, eerty

in

'14.

2013?

tweutd agree

With that.

Q And then they were reyersed by Mr. sehnetder,

and he

said. hey,

we

can‘t suppott thcsc Writc-downs, se

ge ahead and pay tax an the taxable
tneame represented by these wrltc-downs, Agreed?
A In substance. It's my understanding er his

we're getng to

letter, yes.

okay. New,1et's ge ahead tn a » a statement
that has bccn attributed to you, Mr. Waltcr. And we ean

Q

see

tt

at

23

write-duwn process that was improper.
And Mr, sehnetder » 1 think we eeyered
Right,
Q
this with Mr, Liner to serne degree. Mr. sehnetder told
te that

all

BN2663 tn C-34.
MR. COFFEY: And 1 would ask Mr. nyer to

24

bring that page

25

er pages

up en

the rnentter.

lt's

zeea, a eeupte

tn.

1366

1364
the IRS,
don't

we eannat

have

airy

support what

we

dtd tn the past;

documentation to do that with Arid

Q (BY MR. COFFEY) And

we

was probably improper 10 heght wtth. se he went ahead
and recaptured

a11

taxable incomc to the lRS and said,

on this ovcr four years.
9

10

A
Q

Walter rut

A
Q

ofthe write—d0wns for as teng as he

had records and declared an additional 726,583

We will pay thc tax

he added

9

tn

make that a perfectly uccutate statement.
A That was the write-down that Bates Nissan tuuk

10

12

with respect to the end ot"l3, end

12

14
5

16
17

15
19
20
21
79

23
24

25

and that
716.000 -- and I thought it was S31. you said 580 or
something. But whatever the number is,
Q It was 83 We ean eheek that reat qntekty
at‘

'14

14

15
16
17
1E

19

hut we‘ll leave that alnnet Sorry.
--

at that peint in time. yen're

reeaptnring the write-tienns that occurred at the end

11

13

A At that peint in time -Q You were right, 531.
A It's the - actually, I think it's S32 rounded,
The

"

paragraph that
1-terh

Do you see that paragraph‘?

du.

$2.7 million rcductinn

11
13

I

this ease

in not

threngh the means deserthed

Close,
to

that

okay. And iurther in that paragraph it says,
"Mr. Walter obscrvcd that Rates Nissan took a cumulative

in

Correct‘?

Okay. Add what you think needs

it's

begins. "Nissan retained the expert sennees at Mr.

tt

at‘

1013 that are the eumutative etteet et tereing eaeh year
to he roughly $75,000.
Q The cumulative effect tn terms oftaxable
income fur all of the write-downs that Bates took beth

Q

Okay, Did,

in fact,

Rates Nissan avoid taXcs

0" $2.7 million oftaxablc income?

A Frem an ms standpoint, no.
Q Are yeu saying that Nissan gets te tax Bates

Nissan an $2.7 million’!

A

Not But there's a line item on the ﬁnancial

21
77

that‘s listed

25

I

would nut agree with yuur statement.

statement

24

tn hrs repert."

Are yeu standing by the testimony that we
laymen read that to mean, and that is that Bates evaded
or avoided taxes on 52.7 million in ittcome‘?
A You've compounded the numbers ofissues, and

20

23

proﬁts and taxable incumc

taxable income, net income beture taxes
on whafs reported to Nissan. So I'm
drawing tine between what is reperteu on a tax return
as taxable income and what’: reported to Nissan as
taxable ineeme. And we een reter to my report, sets,
where that number comes from it you would like. But
tltat‘s

it

tt
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1367

111st's

Q

the distinction l'm urswing.

So

way we

at least

recognizc tuxable income, 1.e..111n1w111s11

luwe to puy taxcs

on

that Bates aynnieu Lax

A

IRS on, you're not

to the

112.1 1n1111en in

10

Q

12

15

Q

17

It's

111s.

a continuing page

two pages further

19

uboutjust a

moment

21

li\tCI‘ltl0\1

23

"It

111e

appears 10 NISSRH that Bates Nissan
1111111

Yes.

nn. Let
srr

111111

says,

--"

me rrnu 111111 sentenee.

It's 111e

111111

2010,

11111

you then

they cawied forward

111e

in1en11 to tell

Nissan

sum 1112009 and 2010

A From Nissan‘: ﬁnancial statements, nre answer

what nrey did, as laid out nn
tew minutes ago.
Q sir, you said taxable rneeme. Now, 111111111 1111
ofus laymen means 111111 which we have 11> pay taxes on 111
the ms. So when you used the term "taxable income,“
are you saying, 1 don't menn taxable income 111111 we have
is

yes. That‘s exactly

490

11

pay taxes on to 111e IRS; 1 menn the so-called taxable
income 111n1's reported 111 Nissan‘? 1s that what you‘re

21
22

to

23

saying?

25

1n111

you 111111 Nissan
2009 re1iuee11 taxable

-- after

carried forward

taxable income rnre 201 1?

A

24

second selitcucc.

Bates

13

18

to the ﬁrst

sentence

sure.

Did you intend to sny

income

19

run parugruph, and speciﬁcally

me ask one question before you

all this.

111111

20

22

A
Q

we tulkcd

ugo.

A Okay.
Q And l'n1 directing youi

20

that

let

11

try.

1'11

12

17

lt‘s, l1l<:.

from the languugc

1n

Well,

answer as asked.

cun‘t

-- 1

explain,

11

15
16

inrnru. ls this a ennrinuing

letter?

112

111111

14

111ere. si|7

page trum that

A
Q

9

10

go 111 2065

up nn rue

lt‘s

Q

explain

111111

2665.

Are you

Again, you're

you nunt me 11>

Thank you.

A
Q
A

14

25

A

rneeme?

enrreer. I'm not.

Let‘s 111en

13

24

taxable income into 201 12

recaptured the 126,000.

11

16

we

mauitaillllig

That would be rue
snme mnnnrs sirer this
report Mr. seimeiuer came up with and ssiu 111111 Bates
Nissan was doing wrong breakdowns for ne11 nnu useu and
'l'hat‘s

126 that we‘ve talked sinrur

9

forward 2009 reduced taxable income, you sniu taxable
income, ims 2010 and inen 111e suin of 2009 and 2010

income purposes, the

fortiixable

venir. Thut‘s what‘s

on their ﬁnancial

statement.

1370

1368

A
Q

Oh, there
"It

it is.

gut

I

it.

Q
its

So ynu'n: saying 111111 bccausc Nissan has

can make a

Now,1here,you used the speerne renn
"reduced taxable income."

Nissan to Bates Nissan’!

I

didn't drait this letter.

1

think this

from the iuwyers. But I see the reduced

01"

going

111

statetnenl. like this to

be repeated in

9

describe

it.

Agnin,

sentence. Bil!

11

analysis that resulted in this language getting into the

11

That's

12
13

nutice ufterrninatiunll

12

2010 turnugir

13

misstated.

15
16
17
18
19

Z0
21

A

That's not what

said.

Q You didn't do that?
A That's not what I said.
Q Did you, rn fact, 1e11 Nissan that Bates has

camcd forward 2009 rcduccd taxable incomc into 2010
and thcn thc sum of2009 and Z010 into 2011? Did you
tell

Nissan that or

A
Q
A

not‘?

15
16
17
18

19
20

substance, yes?

21
22

111

words

24

exactly

I

111ean,1

might nut have used exactly those

in describing n. But, yes, in

what

Q And is

substance

I've described.
it

tmc

that Bates

Nissan carried

th11t‘s

Q

14

In substance, yes.

22
23
25

I

know

Nissan which you

tennination notice from

what has happened 111 those
know What other way to

financial statements. I don't

in quutes that

10

14

iine

A From Nissttn‘s tinuneiui statement reporting

Ycs. So you did not report to Nissan thc

10

11

standpoint, that's exactly

is

you're talking about.

Q

is

11

ﬁnancial statement for taxable income, that you

carded tow/ard 2009 rcducccl taxable income into 2010
and then the snm 1112009 and 2010int11 201 1."

A

9

on

appears to Nissan that Bates Nissan has

23
24

25

I

1

didn‘t write this particular

would cuncur with that description.

hnw the Nissan
'13

statements, starting at least in

and prnhuhiy eur-iier years, are

So you concurwith Nissan

in

the statcmcnt

to -- or lﬂ a statcmcnt to the eifeet that Bates

Nissan

avoided taxes on Z009 and ZOI O taxablc incnme‘?

A Again, y11u're mingling the diuereuee between
wh:t‘s reported tn Nissﬂn. And so from a Nissan
ynu add

ynur questinn, the answer
uhnut tax nuyment to
the u.s. Treasury 111111 you write bused on your 1120,
your corporate tax return, than the answer is no,
because that would be based on [ht 716.
Q S0 let's gn nn to the next sentence 111111
fnllows rne one we just enueu up discussing.
stnndpnini,
is

if

111-1 tn

uhsuiuteiy. ii yt)u‘re tuiking
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1373

1371

"This appears tn have been done

2.7 million or whatever

euinulatively eaeh year up lo at least 2013, whieh
last

is

the

A

in

report.

year er available tax returns produced to Nissan

this case

"

Now,

isn't that telling

the Judge. the

agency. and Nissan that taxable irlcomc for IRS purposes
is
it;

9

l0
ll

lax returns

A

when

why weulti you rcfcr te available

rcfcicncing this taxable ineome?

14

is.

l5

So they ge hand

16

tlen't neeessarily

analysis stanupnint.
I

er hear yen reatl the werti that says Bates Nissan ewes
tlle

l9

respeet to ever sz millinn. That's net

70

read.

U.S.

Q

Government or

well.

the U.S.

l

didn‘t see

l8

Treasury the tax With

what yen just

what Nissan did with yaur
on Page 2665 Further on -- farther down

let's

see

9?
73

statement

94

fraud section oflllc lntcmal Revenue SCTVICC

75

14

inaccurate reporting on Bates‘ ﬁnancial statements.

17

91

12

llcrc

on that same page. Nissan

siarls to

15
16
17

18

19
20
21
22

quote frrim the lax

23

Manual

24

Do y0\l see that language‘?

25

ts?

see.

lo that.

iii

my

Which

repert are

we

see, Paragraphs 29 and so.

so and st.

Yeah,

statements to help unwind what seme of the misreporting 13

read that as saying, anu

A

go

11

l3

hanu lrnm an

Let's

now?

zq anti so anti 31?
l‘m tin Page s.

And you need the lax

in

okay.

10

l9

returns and the related ﬁnancial

it

lonk at Paragraphs 29 and so

Q

9

Again, l didn't write it, but l agree with that
statement. That's when the tax returns were produced.

yt)u

talking about

Q

heing nieyetl rerwaiti eurniilatiyely and taxes avoided en

heeause etheiwise,

Il'

rm there too.

Are you saying with

this analysis on
Page s that Bales Nissan avoided taxes 0n $2.7 million
worth of income’!

A

And

if by taxes, yen mean writing a eheek
Treasury for the ms. the answer is no.
Q So how did you arrive at this 2.1 mtllien,
which I untierstanti ended up somewhere en Bales‘
ﬁnancial statement provided lo Nissan‘! ls that what

No.

te the u.s.

you're saying’?

A Look at Footnotes ls anti I6. You add the
numbers tegether, anti they add up to, nn a reuntieti
basis, what's en 29 and so anti st.
Q And these nurrihers in that raetnete, those are

the write-downs that

were taken over the years depicted?

1372
A

Q
the

A No. That's the results of the Write-downs,
because that's based on the ﬁnancial statement

The seeenti-te-the-last paragraph?

tie.

I

gees

lI\l0 a

IRS deﬁnes lax

fraud.

Yes.

1374

It

eunelusion that

long explanation tstlittw

And

when Nissan

it's

language, they're net rerei-ring lo what you

thern

up here

paragraph.

And then 3|
down little bit into a different euinpunent.
Q what do yen mean by the results oflhe

breaks

telti

Do yen see

9

10
11
12

13
14
5

16
17

15
19
20
21

9?
23
24

25

it

ti

wl'ite—d0Wn‘

that?

A

.’

see ynu’re linking

l

abselutely applieahle te

it.

A

But the 726 is

what they're reading with

on the write-tlewns - anti, again, I'll
it yen want, I ean nip the page ever

saseti

ms. rm leeking on the prier paragraph
with respeet tn Nissan. Ynu‘re mingling the twn ttipies.

9

reler te 490; anti

10

and talk about it.

So you're saying
rningleti the two topics,

12

respect te the

Q

them

- excuse ine, the

lzth-peried and 13th-period statements.

starts trotting out this tax

riauti

at the ﬁrst nill

reperting te Nissan between the rinal

hard lo escape the

in

that Nissan should not
i.e.,

have
to

13

tllcn

14

what yeu're reperting

terms ofcumulatlvc taxable income and

their rcfcrcncc to tl1etaX fraud section

olthe IRS

manual?

A Well, yeu're trying te parse the words.
They're inexplicably tied, because the same writetlewns
one

11

gees the path of the

ms;

tiuestien, if

l

With respect te

can.

rnlling the write-tlewns

15
16
17

490 by --

18

prnblern

ene prnblent gees the path of

Q And how exactly did ynu at-rive at that

A

reryuu just to answer lny

I'd like

ean.

over year by year, again, 490 is a great ttiel te explain
that. But when you put that relling year by year by
year, yen get eaeh year inisreperteti, as was laid nut on

19
20
21
niche. The actual implications are different. That's
We're
22
talking
about
the
716
When
We
talk
about
IRS
why
23
and over Z million for the linaneial statements with
24
respect te repnrting te Nissan.
are the erigin for hath erthe prtiblems.

Q

you

75

I think it was Mr. Davis and Mr. Donley.
okay. Let's gu baek to 490. and let's talk

Q

abuut

that.

A Okay.

Q

S0

l‘ve get

tell

rnisreporled taxable

A

was

it.

me how We get to $2.7 million
income

l\'l

to Nissan.

yuu remember, the liypethetieal here
year -— l’ll call it actual income of
that was reperteti te Nissan in year one er this
well,

if

I current

415 ~
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1377
aecountin g issues fairly well.

hypothetical.

Q

Okay. This

is

hypothetical nurnheis that you're

using there‘?

A
Q

this

I

real

thing that

talking about?

A

9

10
11

19
13
14

15
6

17
18
19

70
21

22
73
24

75

well. this hypothetical

eiineept with respect to that,

new

is

basically the sanie

we can gu to 511 anil an in

9

Where 1 ve updated t he 1U
11
was the tiist set of red
12
ﬂags.
13
Q Did you update your analysis with real nurnhers
DI with hypothetical numbers?
14
15
A Real numbers.
16
Q olray. Let's gr» to those analyses, You say 5.
17
6. and -18
A Five and six,
19
Q Five and silt. So thafs Attachment 5 and 6R7
ZU
A It is. Anti | d0n‘t have a eiipy of those at the
Z1
desk.
MR. I)0NLEY_ May 1 approach. Your I-Ionor‘?
Z2
JUDGE BENNETT‘ You may
Z3
We're spending a great deal oftimc on
Z4
this. And honestly, I feel like I understand it very
Z5
iny

understand

I

understand the difference semantics of

is trying to paint the issues also. But
we're spending a great deal oftlme on a basic factual

numbers which help us get to
2.7 million so that we actually know what you're

ycu use

think

how each side

Right. Right. Exactly.
Can't

I

this.

think really factually

not disputed;

is

heing disputed. Now,

the painting ofit that

it's

the semantics of how each side

is

is

trying to portray

it.

MR. COFFEY: Your Honor, do think you

report, in iny July report

analysis. Because. again. this

I

it's

I

understand

it

very well, so

further education

on

it.

don't think

1

With

that

JUDGE BENNETT:

I

you need any

--

understand you want to

clarify things for the record.

MR. COFFEY: Idid, but think it's now
So with that, we will pass the witness.
I

clariﬁed.

JUDGE BENNETT:

more oﬁcn

ifI'd

known

I

would've intenupted

--

(Laughter)

MR. DONLEY:

May

All right.

Your Honor‘?

1

pieccea,

JUDGE BENNETT: You may.
MR. DONLEY: Thank you.
1378

137 6

9

10
11
12

13
14

well. 1 nieaii, essentially isn't what happened in tenns
of the iiunihers that you reached is that you trick the
12-month ﬁnancial statements reported to Nissan and
what the net proﬁts were shown for Bates en that over
the 2010, '11, '12, '13 nine period, added up each of
them for each of the four years to eoine up with numb er
and then ultiniately looked at the reported tax returns
ﬁnancial data. which were -- they tried to get le
rnughly 75 each year and then took the difference? ls
that essentially what you did?
THE WITNESS: Essentially, Your Honor.

And the difference

is

rollover effect that

was outlined on 490 where

ﬁrst year

though

17

Yes.

Z5

ifyclu

neen

actual

10
11

12
15
15

A

numbers where

aetual nuniliers

Q

where 490

All right. Before

further. let‘s talk a

A
Q

4911 acnially

Right. That‘: ccriect.
is

we gc

little hit

shcws a hypothetical‘?

1r1t0

aheiit

the siihstanee

sure.

You're a CPA‘?

17

How long have you been J (‘PA‘

prnﬁls were

18

since '19,

is

why you go

to a 726.

THE WITNESS: That's correct, Your Honor
JUDGE BENNETT: understand this issue.
knuw you all have tried to clarify things. My
I

undergraduate degree
accounting with

is in

ﬁnance.

1

think.

And you grew up where
In cineinniiti, Ohio.

21

viiu worked for a

24

I

25

spent a year
understand

ani,

1‘;

aitcl 1

IBM as all intent,

1

20
22
23

any

ynui background.

for the

-- their

the

just a hypethetieal.

what ynu're saying except

iindeistaiitl

tu.

SR aria an show

16

from an 813 down

in

way

A Sure. Thlank you.
Q Yes, sii.
A l‘n| reaay.
Q And by the way, does 511 aclually shcw that the

I'm going lu intenupt youjust for a mtnule.

nut as high in the fourth year, which

I

those ilceunients out cirthe

14
Well, and to be clear,

fourth year, hecause they acnially

21
22

23
24

I

--

in the

-»

JUDGE BENNETT:

15
16
18
19
20

higger each year because ofthe

REDIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR D()NLEV'
Q Mr waiter, let nie give yntl a mDmCnl to get

1

wnrked

tnr

as a

.’

CPA"

CPA rei whom‘?

J2 years with PrieeVt’aterhouse

then later with Price\\':terhnuseCnopers

iitter

anil

the inerger

Q were you pannei there‘?
A lwai for the last 20 years tirnty career.
ai
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SOAH DOCKET NO. 608—l4—321l.LIC

MVD DOCKET NOS. 14—OO1O.LIC and 15—OO13.LIC
STATE OFFICE OF

BATES NISSAN, INC.,
Complainant,

NISSAN NORTH AMERICA, INC
Respondent.

ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS

HEARING ON THE MERITS
Tuesday, September 22, 2015

BE IT REMEMBERED THAT at 8331 a.m., On

Tuesday, the 2nd day of September 2015, the

above—entitled matter came on for hearing at the State
Office of Administrative Hearings, William

P.

Clements

I

Jr., Building, 300 West 15th Street, Room 404, Austin,

Texas, before CRAIG BENNETT, Administrative Law Judge,

and the following proceedings were reported by Kim Pen ce
and Steven Stogel, Certified Shorthand Reporters.

Volume

Pages 1407

6
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Attachment 1 0
PROCEEDINGS

whai dees

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 2015

A

JUDGE BENNETT:

Let‘s

go ahead and go back

errwiih (he redirect

leli

l

we were en.
MR1 DONLEY: we dld, Your l-lnnnr. Andl
have one lhttlg (e rennrl on the reeerd. l_as( evening we
9

11

12
13
14

15
16
17
13
19

20
21

were able in correct (he (we pages from R-368,
Mr. walier-s seennn rebnlial renerl, to take eare erihe
changes (har were made on Anaehinenis SR through lo.
We‘ve now inane (hnse in lhe bndy errhe rennrl iiselr.
Alld (hnse -_ there‘s two replacement pages. Thai wnuld
be IR and 12R, and I've tendered (hese to opposillg
counsel (his moming, and I believe they're okay wi(h
l

rhern.

reenrn copy or are you

tt\

MR1 DONLEY: They

9

10

added,

24

don‘11hlnkI rnlly asked (he qneslinn beeanse

Your l-lnnnr.

JUDGE BENNETT:

okay. Then wi(h

(hal, I

we
rnlly

unit sold. sn (he average

(hree

Q why did you nse District
A

(he Nissans snld by

all

nnhese comparisons,

m

That‘s the district that Bates

|t'S

iS ill.

>1

12

13

dealers.

14

15
16

srnaller

Q

New, l believe

in (he ease rhar

(here

was some testimony

earlier

Bates Nissan at one point was making

$1,200 gross proﬁt per

new

nnn.

retail

Do you reeall

that testimony?

A

d0.

I

Q

reﬂected in Ariaehnreni 19?

ls (ha(

A

It is in

ene way. The -- each year is
and then through nine mnnths

liittd, '10, ‘ll, ‘I1

And nine months nf‘I3

22

of ‘I3.

23

(han sl,zo0, yes, sir.
Q New, (ha( $1,200 that was testified to,
Mr. walrer, is (here any way lo delennine wherher or not

24

stopped inidslrearn. hn( wi(h (hese ehanges, do ynn

new

group nl dealers, and (hen (he reginnal group
(ha( l nsed is based nn a li((le larger grtlup of

11

have heen. They've heen 21

22
23
5

all

19
20

lhe nreeess _-

show us?

gross proﬁt lnr (he year lnr

17
MR1 ALANIZ: we have no ehjeerien.
JUDGE BENNETT: And In (errns erihe record 18

copy, (hnse changes have been added already to (he

(ha(

showing as repnr(ed nn (he year-end

(he gross proﬁt per

believe

O

lt‘s

ﬁnancial statements ("er Bates Nissan, as well as
nis(rie( I3 and (he een(ral region dealers nr a eer(ain
size range that was based on (he repnrt analysis l did,

(8:31 a.rn.l

on the record, and we

1410

1408

25

is

2

little

hit

higher

1409
1

adopl your erperr reports nnrler earhl

4

adrnnlerl nlsn as cxlllblls

5

adapted nnrler aalh.

1

we nrneeerw

MR
MR

s

MR

14

plellse

R866.

I'la\'|l'lg

18

BS t(llloW5'

ask

Allaelnnenl 191 be brought up.

bccn nrevrdnsly dnly sweni. conllnllcd

lo resnry

REDIREFT EXAMINATION (CONTI'NUED|

21

BY MR DONLEV
Q All nght Mr

27

continuing (rein where

zz

/(inn.-lnnen(

A
Q

Yes,

we were yealcnlzy. we new have
l>

by Bates Nissan

ler

'l2<1r’137

Ytah, them is,
Iluw -- how can you tel] lflt's accurate”
lt‘s not. l can (ell it's not because 0|‘ all

K366.

Currtcl‘7

sir.

Allrighr wharis--(vheusAnachrnenl19!

Q

ls

rhere

new retail

any way

11

based on those ﬁnanclal statements?

12

\.l|’\t\

for Bales

gross proﬁt

Nissan for Z011] (0 2013

l guess ll you reconstructed
and records and wen( way hack and

their hunks

14

could dn that. But just bltlhe mp, no, there‘S

11

18

is

A No ensy way.

13

really

tried,

um

you

an easy way to do that.

Q Can you do tl based on (he ﬁnancial siaiernenls
themselves provlded to Nissan‘!

A

Nn, I think y0u‘d

|Il\VE

to go behind those

19

ﬁnancial statements to the subsidiﬂry lodgers and other

20

records.

22

23

Q

What

A

L:t‘s
ls

go to

R

--

ur Attachment

R28

ln

R-366.

Attachment Z8. Mr. Walter?

Attachment

zlz,

as (he

liile

indieanes,

is

(he

24

dealerships variable net advertising per retail unit

25

sold,

I'll

explain brieﬂy,

2

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE,

512.474.2233

know whaz (he

lo

per

21

waller, tlp an lhc sereen.

I910 your rcporl. whn-h

I,

10

ON BEHALF OF RESPONDENT (CONTINUED 1 5
HERBERT WALTER.
16

1/

‘I

twn weeksr
9

I-‘RESENTATIDN

16

2e

Yes
I

that ee lnr EXi't\bl4

accurate based on the ﬁnancial

the write-downs that have been discussed for the last

D()NLEY' Thank you And would

13

24

Q
A

May

May I have Mr Wa1lcl‘C0l1\C
(War here, Vour Honoﬂ

JUDGE BEN'NE'l_|'

12

2m

your Your Hunnl.

I)[)NI.FV

hack K0 (I16 screen

11

19

A

JUDGE BENNETT vea rnay

12

ls

ZOIII,

and also as swarn leslnnnny

DONLl:Y. Thank

is

s(a(einerns provldcd in Nissan

I

3

number

that

THE WITNESS VES. dn. VOW‘ Honor
JUDGE BEN'NE'l_|' Okay Tllcn they are

2

ln

1411

Your Honor,
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1412

Advertising

1

is

a variable expense as as

2

the lnp 0T the P&l.. There's ﬂlsn

ii

3

occurs that comes back ott ofshe

I

lissle

Advertising. For most dealers

percens shas

number, 20 or $30,000 a year on average.

1

think

I

Nissan-s ease, they‘re boolsing

pereens goes

a relasively snsall

it‘s

reimbursement. S0 this is the net of those numbers BS

seen in some of she osher eornpai-isons.
as over

And whas

l'II|

eoniparasive basis

looking as shere on a

looking

is

how nineh

did she dealership

10

spend

11

and parss aeross she board based on a per-new-unis

12

eoniparison so ges

Q

13

in sosal

Again,

A The

14

on

slie

iss

advertising far new, used, serviee

on a sizeadinssed ssandard

is

red bar

Bites Nissan. The hlne lgﬂin

is

10
11
12

13

red bars, shas's Bates Nissan?
is

14

and she green bar is she

15
16

And, Your l-lonor,ldidn'sniention,bu1

17

15

she nissries I3 average.

16

central region.

17

basis.

9

eensral region shere's a parenshesieal shas says ass) so

hundred shonsand

is

It‘s

up

iis

so so be l'aii- l wiinsed so look at is hosh
ways, wish and wishons shis inssisiisional adversising.
And wlsat‘s normally in shere, auso shows and osher
shings as opposed so just she ads in newspapers and on

TV is -- is what‘s supposed so be she dilierenee.

has booked is, bus juss so be eonsplese in showing is
wish and wishons she inssisnsional advertising, rve

added

Q

is

in

on

chars 30.

shis

sarne qiiession again on Assaehniens 30. Does

18

show a doubling

19

Bares Nissan‘?

20

22
23

so shas's roughly she range, lissle
above, a lissle below. where Bases Nissan was sypieally
selling. S0 it's lhnse deﬂlers I wanted 0n 8
similar-Size basis is second comparison in addition to

24

she region.

24

as

25

resail unis sold, she rnoverneiis is reliiiively srnnll in

21

ii

it

Q

25

From Z0] U

--

21
22

23

A

lissle

on a relasive oasis, is goes up a

No. No.

bit in 113 rroin

where

is

was

in '10, 111

and

Excuse me,

in addition to the district.

on

new vehicle

--

or looked as adversising on a

new

1415
advenising dollars,

I

A

inisspolse.

Q

l

Nissan dealers

From 2010 lo Z013, how did Bales Nissan‘s
new resail nnis sold compare so she

your seeond

Q

reﬂected on Attachment zs,
'11]

and

'11. ls aesually

10

recovered pars of she

11

not

Q

12

13

all

is

way in '13 shrough

'12. ls

sepseniber, bus

where it had lleen in ‘Ill and ‘ll.
were you here when Mr Bates sessiried he
the \Vﬂy

doubled and redoubled his advertising expense‘?

A
Q

14
5

Yes.

l

What docs Attachment 28

tcll

us wish regard so

Whether nr nnt Bates Nissan actually doubled and

17

iedoubled

15
19
20

double”

A
Q
A
Q

21
22

23

llkc

24

25

a

--

well,

let

Lct‘s
it.

is

9

relative hslsis, not at

Mr. wnlser,

rebuttal repon,

l

wans

whieh

so

is

now go so

R-368, and wc‘rc
is

go so /\ttachmcnt30, please. Thas looks
ls Attachment 30, Mr Walter"

A Attachment 30 is similar to Z8. l1lllthere's
- anossier easegory of adversising shas s down a

reporsed osshe lzsh innnsh and she

l3tll

as

nionsh by Bases

And so on the sop line olsls, l'ni showing she

Nissan.

11

nes prolis,

17

l'm showing the aniouns

13

15

used, and l'In showing she osher 13th period adjustments.
There could be soine depreeiasion, shere eould be sonie
bonuses paid. There could he sonie osher l3th period
line iseins shas l'm taking no issue wish. The whole
diseussion here throughout she lass swn weeks has been
over she inventory writs:-dawns. sn just as paal, l'l'I|

19

saying shas the ress oi she l3th period adjnssinenss shas

15
11

alla

What

All right.

1U

16

me juss slain there. Did is

No, is did nos.
Did it redouble‘?

Not on

and consistently below she

- osher Nissan dealers.

SR so R-368‘?
A Attachment SR is simply she eiirnparison

14

Wﬂsa

16

nos?

Attachment

ssayed relasively slas in

dropped per unis in

is is

sniiill

going so bring up SR, Attachment SR, whas

and the central region?

A on a ~ on a per-new-unis basis, which is

9

Relatively

apologize.

adversising per
district

‘ll,

but shere's nowhere near doubling or redouhling.
Q Overall hesweeii shese swo eharss we've looked

1413
A

is

oradversising srorn 2010 to 2013 for

1050, shas's a snbses or she region shas

picked so ges

I

how Bates

haven't gos she reeoi-ds so go behind esaesly

19

I

high

dollars.

20

size adiussed.

in

- she inssisusional iidversising shun I've

inssisusion

relases so adversising.

ln Bates

more advertising

out and parss oiis eonie hack in serrns or she
is

18

P&L eiilled lnssisusional

lower on she

reimbursement that

you've heard soine sessisnony on. so shas

9

1414

and you

eisn see parentheticlllly

lzsh rlmntll.

wrise-downs for new and

is

20

are not invensory relased

21

13111

22

oftlll:

period adjussinens

And

is

shown on

then the l)t)ll0m line

23

she 13th period adjustments.

24

nes prolis as

25

ssasensens.

is

was

the noninvensoiq

line.

i-eporsed

is

the lﬂlll Oi

And she lass line is she
nn she 13th-month

3 (Pages 1412 to 1415)
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1418

1416

Q Ami so when you look as nei proﬁt before hoiins

and ineiime

iaii

l2sh monsh,

which

rehrnary -- February year-to-date, on and on and on. so
eaeh or she individual i2 monshs as well as whas's

from

she top line

is

2010 so 2013, What does shas top line show us?
A well, is shows ns whiis Nissan was sold she
proﬁtability of Bates was. so as yon read across shas
according so she -- she Nissan ﬁnancial
statements shas Bates Nissan aesnaily submitted so

Q

monsh ssasemens, which is
December ssasemens.
ssarnng as leass in '09 and going all she way

shrongh Z013‘!

90,000. It jumped so 323,000,

A
Q

Less go

rererred so as she izih

line,

Nissan, in 109
9

is

was

shen jumped so 532 in

‘I2,

and

10
11
12
13

pl’0lll lierore saiies --

14

13th monih, whai iloes shas line

15
16
17
18
19

aoross from

20
21
22
23
24

25

‘I3

is

was 990 - 992,000

and 919,000. so from Nissan‘s perspective,

shas~s

how

Q Ami ihen ifyou look as she bottom line, nes

or before honnses and income tax

show

us

9

10

she

all

way

Yes,

wc‘ve

sir.

to RR, please,

hearii a lissle

shis ease,

hin whss

is

Attachment ER. Now,

ihink on renim on sales in

liis I

Ansehmeni

KR‘?

A an is resurn on sales, simple mash, whas's she

11

iironsahie Bates was, over ss million.

really

jusi she

12

proﬁt

13

denominasor.

14

she percentages,

in she

numerasor, whas's she sales in she
And you've gos on she Y aiiis on she

15

have swo red hars. Red and

adjnssed

1e

lisile his

statement, which Wﬂllltl be equivalent to what Bates

17

Nissan sold she ms. so you‘re seeing just aeross shere
she roughly $75,000 per year, hus for ‘I3 where it's is

know. But she

18

statement.

19

based on she adjussed izsh monih statement.

higher shan 75,000.
iielia between ihe top and she hosiom

20

mean hy

21

inyeniory wrise-oirs along she lines orihe selineider

22

lesser,

23

whole

A

iissie

is

2009 so 2013?

That‘s she 13th period adjustment

his

Q

The

A

ves,

--

line

somesimes as much as $200,000 or more‘!
in ‘I3, in

terms or she wrise-downs,

Q Ami whai do you eoneliide by Attachment SR

25

The

eall

bar

is

is

pink or a

I've

l

pink or so liar,

is

And whail

haeked ons she year-hy-year

whieh says sake oni she whole no.

no oni oi Z013.

comparator.

don'i

based on she l2th monili

is

lighier eolor, she

adjusted

And

24

that‘s correct.

reii

l'll

mayhe it's orange,

lighier color.

she hlue har

is ssill

l

sook ihai

Distﬁct 13 as a

whas it's showing is ihas whas Bases Nissan

1417

1419
was shas iss returns were roughly

regarding she linancial slaieineiiis that were provided in

sold Nissan

Nissan over

sonie years, above she dissries perrorinanee. But

A

shis period‘!

Well,

ssarsed

I

guess that‘s at the cure of what

when l saw whas shey were,

about that — or I talked about that a

yesierday wish Mr. cosrey.
ssarsed tn go

'l"hat‘s

11

records wish respees to she inventory udjnssmenis shin

19

shink she sessimony

is

A

We-ll, ifl

remember testimony

of Mr, Steiner

and some others about how Nissan counsels the dealer and
so rorsh, go haek so she gross proﬁt ehars

I

pressy elear were unsupported.

What docs Attachment SR tcll us about

she

Q And whas ee whas do you thcll eonelnile based on

- she

she

-»

— in the districts

KR?

up and I ssaried looking hehind she

we reeeiyed

when

testimony, Bates Nissan's returns on that

average dealer in the

iiags

adjustments, and nlsimiisely

much

adjusted basis are substantially less than she

little bit

where she red

10

Q

so

shai's

We salked

where I ssarsed digging deeper and deeper.

at or, in

you haek ous shore adj ussmenss shas have heen suhjees so

my whole analysis when l saw she magnisude or

shose adjusimenis,

9

left

And shen she red - red liar - you now

we looked

12

a few minutes ago, go tn the return charts, the

at

13

iniormaiion shey had from which shey were then making

14

accuracy and reliahilisy of she ﬁnancial siasenienss

14

their

15

reporied so Nissan?

15

basically monthly, shas inriirmasion

16

16

nnreliahle

17

Reported so Nissan they're sosally inaeeurase,
unreliablei They're just -- those numbers don't reﬂect

17

then that based on inaccurate information they didn't

18

the operation of Bates Nissan.

18

have she

19

mighs osherwise have provided.
Q All righi. Let‘; go to Anaehmeni 9R.

13

19

20

A

Q And in looking at 5R, what ﬁnancial statements

21

would have been Inaccurate and
pmvidcd so Nissan"

22
23
24

25

the

unreliable that

wcrc

20

DOM visits that

I

think there was testimony were

was inaeenrase and
I ean only assume

when shey made she yisiss.

ahilisy so

provide she kind or eounseling shey
please.

21

What

A The inonsh by mouth by month, because this is s
summary as year end l2/31. But she January numbers

22
23

assets -- excuse

would he also inaeenrase; the year-so-dase January,
which of course is the same number, would be inaecuratei

24

sougher

25

iidjussmenss, hus shores a his going on in the halanee

is

Attachment 9R, Mr. Walter’?

A an is nes working capital. The halanse shees
me, balance sheet metric.

so adjust

4
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1420

sheen benween nhe lznh and nhe 13th month. so this

more

- the ()EMs are going no have no way or
knowing whan eapinal nhe ennrepreneurs who run nheir

ineorreenly, nhe

is

or an estimate olir you get rid olnhe adiusnmenns

whan mighn working eapinal

really

have looked

1422

earrylorward.

lt’s

harder no do.

Q

more of an

ln's

to

estimate or approximanion of nhe nen working eapinal.

10

But whan ivs showing very clearly is in all you do is
just baek oun nhe l2th»month adjustments, nhe aenual
working eapinal that Bates Nissan was working with, was
subsnannially less nhan whan was reported on ins

11

year-end linaneials.

9

Q

12
13

A

ln is.

Q

15

Then

go to Annaehnrenn

let's

Attachment 10R,

whan

IIJR.

is

please’!

A The same thing, now with respeen to nen wornh.

17
19

And nhe reason this works nhis way, Your
I-lonor. is when you're making nhe wrineoll, you're going

20

to

21

be debiting eosn oi goods sold

22
23

so that you deerease your proﬁtability.

18

24

25

he crediting iuvennory to reduce

P&L,

in.

You‘re going no

no inerease

your expenses

And

nhavs nhe

ineome snanemenn and nhe
balanee sheet. so l'm nrying no just give an
approximation of ll you lake that out whan mighn happen
link between nhe

the

inno nhe business.

go

nlus saine :XhIlJI\. let's

Allaehmenn 21. please. There you go
Annaehinenn 21 we're swuelnng gears here a

we non. Mr walnerz
A ves, we are.
Q whan are we nalkrng aboun now winh

Attachment 21*

A

13

ot‘ diseussion olwas nhe
was nhe write—down benween loan and
wholesale, was in made up no some onher number? And so

14

I

15

whan nllanwrlne-down was.

1e

Guide. I‘ve been a subscriber no nhe

17

over Z0 years, so

18

nalking ahoun.

12

eapinal an inipornann rnenrie for

conninunig on with

hnnle bin. are

11

Nissan?

14

16

working

ls nen

body are punning

dealership

like

instead otthe year-no-year inllaned hased on nhis

There-s been a Ion

write-down

no loan,

took B few of the

And

19

so

I

I

--

ofthe used vehicles to look
'

I

Jl n

NADA
NADA guid e for

aenuallv

wenn

no nhe

knew exaenly whan they were al

I

looked an a nn'm based on nhe

20

model year and model olnhe

21

nhe lowesn loan value

I

NADA guide.

laenually used

eonld iind, ranher nhan lully

22

nrimrning oun nhe vehiele, adding in a nav sysnem adding

23

in

24

nllan

25

basieally nhe loan value

,

a sun roof, adding in a raney snereo, other nhings

mlghn be nhe nrue eouliguranlorn ofnlle ear

.

I

took

on nhe baseline trim of nhe

1423

1421
And again, I admin these

are an esnirnane beeause it's
harder no do beeause nhe nwo snanernenns are involved
rlther than the income statement Where it‘! more

using the lowest loan available. that's the blue line or
the red is Whit Bates actually wrote the
down. So l'ni showing a gap that it's hel ow
loan. Ifl had fully trimmed out these cars. |'tl S how
bigger gap. ln would be iurnher below loan.
Q So did you use nhe niosn conservative approach

straightforward.

Q
no

bllll: bal’;

Does Attachment 9R and 10R show whan was nold

vehiele

Nissan vcrsus whan thc nrunh might be hased on your

besn cstlmatcs?

A

9

truth

ln's an esniniane on what direenionally the
would he. I ean'n really get no nhe lionnoin

olin

9

10
11
12

winhonn really going behind the balance sheet portion of

10

nhe linaneial snanenrenn

11

13
14

directionally

5

16
17

15
19
20
21

in-s

more - in rnore denail. So
- uguin, I‘ve used nhe word "approairnanion."

Q
A

is

ior the reasons

minunes ago.
Q whan would happen

working

A

l

if all dealers

wonh

did.

Q And what do you conclude based on Attachment 2|

with regard to what Bates Nissan has claimed

13

case that

A

it

used

Well,

l

tn

did this as B

test.

The Schneider

lenner said nhan lsanes

1e

go see ill ran ﬁnd nhe loans nhey used.
them.

used loan.

l said, line, len

19

that the Schneider letter told the

20

basis certainly

is

Administrative

Law Judge in this case‘?

like

an,

and

them lroin many dilrerenn
They basieally all show nhan on nheir
statement. lt’s a measure ollrow rnueh capital

lamiliar with

21

92
23

rnanuraenurers.

22

rinaneial

23

24

the manufacturers, nhe 0l:lvls. eirpeen given the size on

25

nhe dealership.

And

it

everybody

is

reporting

So

this

is

l

me

didn-n ﬁnd

showing that the information

15

think nnere was some testimnny earlier

and nen

in this

\vrltc»dnwn uscd motor vehicles?

15
17

mlsleported

I

a

NADA Blue Book loan value"

using the

A

17
14

niennioned a lew

in

Banes did no Nissan?

capital

well,

l

nhan nhose are rnenries nhan rnunuluenurers look
I'III

ln

showing exactly that.
Nctworlh an important metric for Nissan?
ln is.

For example. 2 2012 Ultima or 2 2012 Rogue, and
wlrui Bates wrote in down no. And so

Inodel.

compared that tu

IRS on

this test

not the loan value oi these vehicles.

Q How about what Mr. Bales told the
A

In terms of being between loan

and wholesale,

vour llonor, heeause wholesale

24

no, nhan wouldn't he nrue,

25

would be higher nhan nhe blue bar, beeause who lesale

is

5 (Pages 1420 to 1423)
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1426

1424
above

tcll

ns Willi regard to

below

statements that WEI: Sublnlﬂﬁd 10 NiSSali'.7

Q
A

hluc. lt'§ l7el0W the line.

Now.
camc

mil lhis

N0.

and

way for

purposes of your charl‘?

picked nine cars

l

nine of them lllrned

all

9

lronﬁlnl

O

correct.

nlll

ifwhnl the Sehneidel‘

lettel’

was
had

A

N0.

picked the nine vehicles.

l

14

Ine see the deal jieketss"

15

this

16

Q

What it

is

is.

Attachment 27, please

Let's gri to

l7

sticking with gross

18

We're

70
21

--

wc‘rc sticking with

And we're
the -- now

new ears. arc we not?
we're on new ear gross proﬁt.
Tell mc what the Allachmcnl 27 lclls us?
Your l'l0n0|‘ this and the neXl chart are

rin

A
Q
A

19

cl1ar1'7

NADA and

Ilp in

,

prebably llie two II|0§t important eliaris |'in griing to be
is on the lerl-lianrl side by

talking to you abenl. This

24

month. So now we're

75

beginning

--

in the 45-inenlli

aeinally we're

beyend

llll.‘

period ﬁ‘0nl

month by month you’Ye

rbenri --

or

1

llie

45-inenui peﬁod.

got

bave problems with

llieni.

lben reversed in the seerind year, and

9

reversed, hut rbal reversal

10

these ﬁllilitiﬂl statemenlsl

Q

12

ll's

13

ll

14

Tlien

for nsed

let's

is

wliel

look n\At\acl‘1ment 25

motnr veliieles

1 ednriir

rbey're

the distortion in

is

I

believe

at issue in llils ease. is

IlU\'.7

A

seine enari, Yenr llnnnr, wiili respect tn usedl

15

Yen see lbe

16

Febrnary. the early

17

len to the lewer

18

And nsed bas nriere -- niere slope,

19

0| ihe testimony

20

lewer

21
23

expanded the nsed wrire-dew ns in llie lnrer years.
So when yen put niese iwe iegei1ier,yen're
seeing iliis consistent panern bhlie nienihly

24

wrire-dnwns affected

25

wrire-dnwns affecting lne rnenibly sialenienrs geing

22

sanne liasielriang1e,1iigbin .lannery
nienrlis, sloping

riglir in

nnbe new

is

and

dewn (rein the upper

2010, '11, '12. '13 and '14.
niere years hecause

in the early years Bales

but consistently wrere

down nsed and

- er, erense nie -- the annnal

rir

'14

en the

by lllﬂlllll by inenrb

irir llie

total

new reliieles

llni

9

lrrirn a Int

eliaris --

11

rcviscd

12

Exhibit ass.

lliar set

13
14

of wnnesses abenr

This

is

llie

one

earlier versien ol'it— in iny

an

repuft

it

eeinpaiing

gress

You've heilrd I

nmie year.

early Innllths

10

clie

wlial

red nags rimer nie nnd

Write-downs

it's

reversal in

oeleber

9

now I‘ve

‘ll, nnliee

gress proﬁt

16

wlien yen reverse in '12 in '13, yo\|‘ve gin riie Bares

17

gress proﬁt,

18

eenlinne tn

15

region on an average gross proﬁt basis beeanse

20

retllrll isn‘I all

21

March.

is in

llie

red bnr,

is

very steep, and

llien rliey

- to be slide -- to be liiglier ilian rlie
reerivered in

A few All those \lI\itS d0Il't sell until April or

May or June and so lrinb. And sri it's this panern ol‘

i1 yml will, iii llie reversal nﬂhe
wrile-dewns frmn year end rliar sets all kinds

25

nags

rne triangle,

min iny niind.

nt'

red

A

rlie

11

reliable.

llie rcliabilily

oflhc

Q

Ler-s

go over to Attachment 30, please. What

13

dees Attachment so sliew

14

Attachment 30, the rirle is Cumulative Ner
Proﬁt and Income Tar as a rereenrage of Annual Proﬁt.
wliar 1'in looking az liere. Your Honor. is adding zlie
bottom lines legenier to see liew Bales‘ preriis inenlli by
month by inenrli _ this is a 2013 enarl -- how dries it
prnﬁt per inenni versns linw dees an average dealer, nie
blne line, proﬁt per mnnth? So when 1 add rrigerlrer
those spikes dial were early in rbe year, Bates Nissan
en rbe Y axis -- this is a percentage of their total

15
16
17

19
20

21
22

23

A

proﬁtability ler

24

aeeelerares

25

lire

llie

ilieir

year rlireiigli

6
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accuracy and

saine thing. As they‘re siibmiued to Nissan,
rir niir pattern, 1 don‘t rind lliern accurate er

beeaiise

18

min

January and February er

24

regard lo

10
12

hnw sleep the
lhnse rirsl iew months of zuizl And
reversed in

\Vltl1

ﬁnancial srerernenrs snlinnned in Nissan?

sbewing, Your 1iener,is wlien nie

in ‘I1

A Yes. sir.
Q And wliar docs exhibit W /lnaebrnenr 28 tcll us

enbe

my latest chart -- er lalesl report

in

Q And lbe average dislricl dealers, llirivs what
we see on rlie blue bars on these two charts‘?

])!‘0lll

of

lot

15

22
23

year to year in an adverse wey wlien 1 compare it
heads-up against what rlie average disrrier dealers are.

ier the average dealer in the

district versus Bates Nissan.

testimony

end

x airis. the Y axis are drillars. and new

inenrli

riie

llie

lrrirn

1427

We‘re inln '14
beginning er '10 through

some

wrote down

1425
rrrini nie

and

To rbe erlenl

8

11

"LeI

iilid,

I

looked them

l

W85

you

dirrerenlly that

evalnaled and yrni j\l5\ fallcd to put lliem on your

ll

In

said

said

1

thnse write-downs nial aren‘t supported in ene year are

I

for

with

enlie ﬁiianeial

reliabiliry

this is certainly eeniirniaiery nflhatl

way ind decided

that

Earlier

preiileiris

tﬂke 3 l00k at them.

was leeking

1

ll was not.
Did any erllieni eerne out

Q

1

See

0|‘

I0

ieenraey and the

A

did you just go in and pick nine used cars

not In test any inere. All

22
73

wliar dees Attachment 27

llie

that

12

Q

S0 i|'it were wholesale ind lmlllr the red
bllle and it’! not. ll'S

loan.

bar shnllld be SOIneWheI‘e above

year

iisv

- Bates Nissan dramatically

proﬁtability inle
illlne

ll16 rirsi

half er

nr se eemnared to the average
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1430

1428

dealer that

is

give or take roughly linear

And

45-degree angle going up.
unreliahility ot the early

MR. DONLEY: Your l-lnnnr, may Mr. Walter

somewhat or a

and I head over here to these charts for a llllnnent?

that's indieative oithis

JUDGE BENNETT: That's ﬁne.
MR. DONLEY: One last thing we'd like tn

month income statements

beeause or the write~dowll reeovesy.

Q And what dues Atsaehnsent so tell ns about the

tin.

A They‘re

1-lonor, to

switch this around.

what‘s

Exhibit

aeenraey and relsahsliry of the rsnaneial statements‘?

month-hy-month
9

10

lfl could havejust nne monlellt,

not accurate and reliahle on a

Q (BY MR. DONLEY)

basis.

Q

i_et's

A

Attaehment

go to Attaehrnent 3 l, please. what

9

is

Atsaehment 3 l, MT. Walter‘?

11

at we‘re

12

writetiowns. This

13

the

number

is

U
still

Your

talking about the

simply a eount or the write—d0wns,

11
12

Mr. waiter, have you taken
490 and actually translated that inlcl
numbers on the ﬁnancial statements that were

clll

the actual

provided

A

tu

Yes,

Q

Nissan?
I

have.

would yon nip

13

14

down, the yellow heing new,
the gray being used. What's evident here is eonsistent

14

that other

15

with Slime

the testimony that WE'VE heard earlier that

15
16

(Compiled)
ls that now what yon have written on the board
on these twu pages that are being displayed?

of units written

01'

16

the

number orw-ritetiowns increased over

17

get

frnm a eouple hundred thousand write—dnwn

18

$813,001) write-down.

19

number or units written down, it's growing from about so 19
units up to north or I60 units. so over use years, not
2U
21
only is use write—dowll eompountiing, hut the need for
22
more and more units to be written down is similarly
23
growing.
24
Q And ﬁnally let‘; luok at Atsaehment :1.
what dnes Attaehment :1 show us,
5

20
21

22
23
24

25

And you ean

use years to
to

up

to

see that just in the

17
18

Let‘s ﬂip these pages back.

A

Mr

2

A

A

3

that

a simple

Yes,

were taken

in

in

initial

these

two pages

This

8

9

is

just a eomplete

Hnnor. lthinh there's

zti

or 11

provided

A

oithem, Your
otthem on the page,

9

and

11 units

12

or another were kitked

13

eouple thousand dollars in greater writeaiowns in order

14

to

just showing that over a live-day period these

- 20, 21 units that were written down somehow

Madam reporter, ean you hear me okay?
THE REPORTER: Yest
1431

Your

1-lonor

lzth-month period.

asked a question and

1

thinh you

made a

is

a

10

and so that's What

laying out.

The uriginal proﬁtability reported in '10
was 323.000. That’: eomprised oltvvo

to Nissan

eonsponents, the eurrent-year prutit plus the earryover

we then

ti

1009 write-downs that are rcvcrscd

12

look at the goal oi tasable income of just approximately

in 2l)l0. If

eome to the 13th-month
how much was Written down. But the

15,000, in this ease 14,9xa, you

Write-downs Tm‘

Q

15

hottom halt ot this page 1 break that write-down into

16

two romponents. One is the next year write-downs, which

11

is

18

adjustments, whieh I'm nut taking eritieism

19

are whatever they are based on depreeiation or bonuses

20

or something for the total 240. But this 271 write-down

l-lave

you seen nrheanl any evidence,

would support those, or tor the additional
that were taken rive days lzitcr‘l

21

Nissan by Bates Nissan?

14

11

20

the

were

13

Mr. waiter,

19

that

aeeomplish the s1s,000 proﬁtability goal.

ta
15

2013

can.

I

list

to

to

instead of the hypothetical nn 490,
this

11

15

Anti

write-down

up an extra live hundred

tu

2010

statement yesterday about what the actual numbers are

10

it's

shuw ns with regard to

start with the prorstability in the

February 5th of ‘I4, and then lnr the same stark
later the

actually

actual ﬁnancial statements

A what I'm showing is very similar tn your
- ereuse me, Exhibit R90 - 490 is you

write-downs occurred

number, the same vehiele, ﬁve days
was hiehed up.

it is.

Attaehment R90

cxamplc ol the z0ls resiuetions
early ‘I4. There was a lilllt hit 01

testimony on this that the

me?

Q Can yclu walk us lhruugh this and tell ns what

Waller"
lt‘s

for

Q

1429
1

one back

ror the

lltilial

wrisedowits, anything that
\vl'lte—dnwns

A N0.
Q what do you eanelnde based on Attaehment 2:1
A lt just goes as part the nverall story that
tit‘

22

We’ve heard over and nver again, and that

23

write-downs were unsupported and that they were done tor

24

a purpose,

25

income.

is

that the

and that purpose was to manage the taxable

the 211. and the other

the nnninventory
oi.

They

21

then

22

through the same process again.

23
24

So the numhers 1 showed you on the ehart a
tew minutes ago on the sereen were what was the 12th

25

period,

rolls

up into the nest year. ztni, and you go

what was the l3th period and how do they

7
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1432

aetually roll together as

you look

1434
reported to Nissan on the 2010 through 2015 ﬁnancial

at the write-downs.

And so what this exhibit is up on the eharts is showing
up

statements,

't0 rolls

as a

mentioned a number oitimes, yuu‘ll recognize the
rolls upfront 20l2 to ‘I3. so l'm showing how
the eumulative effect or the write-downs is rolling lrom

10

year to year to year in
thing l'ni showing.

this chart.

my eirnerienee with a variety of nianuiaeturers, the 0EMs

told in these years there

15
16
17
18
19
20

The IRS was told

24

25

-»

was s2.x million

is.

11

linlinfihl statements

12

meetings in terms or eounseling the dealer and trying to

13

improve the overall performance otthis dealer body,
Bates Nissan and lli the rest of the Nissan dealers.
Q one more thing itl could, Mr walter I want

14

in prolit.

15

$2.5 million. That
two components, 2.2s9,o12,
which is the eumulative effect oithe write-downs, plus
the noninventory adjustments, which I‘n| not taking

16

to roeus

17

recovered pmiit or217,441.

was about $320,000

ilyou look at that dillerenoe,
$2.5 million

is

broken

eritioism oi, gives

l'm showing

is

in proﬁt.

it's

into

you the

that the

_-

2.5.

And so basieally what

the updated version.

ii

you

l testiried about
yesterday, which I learned about or showed in my
October of‘l4 report. ln my .luly of‘l5 report on
Attaohments SR and on, I've updated that based on an

will,

oi the $2.1 million that

had

and what you

eall the

see thaw

a total

proﬁt for that year of 532,000. Correct’!

A Correct.
Q Now, there was a write-down in 2011

21
22

on the

ﬁnancial statements of463,763. Correct?

A

24

25

l

Do you

I

19

23

your attention on 201

A d0.
Q And when you add the eurrent year ])l'Diit, you

18

20

the evaluation in !h(|§e

inlt)

gt‘)

And

it

monthly

Whlll Nissan calls their D()lVlS.

There’s other terms tor other manuiaeturers. But those

14

22
23

linaneial statements tor their

meetings with the

12
13

21

upon those

rely

That's the ﬁrst

The second thing is I'm totaling it aeross
the page, Your Honor, to show what the total impaot
And so ilyou just look at the third line, Nissan was

11

that lnfonnatlon m&lt\'l3l7

from the Nissan witnesses and, tranlsly, vour Honor, irom

sl3,44s
9

was

A Absolutely.
Q Why do you say that?
A well, beeause again we‘ve heard other testimony

component otthe
20ll proﬁts. The 20tl write-down rolls up as a
eomponent olthe 2012 proﬁts. The number thitt‘s been

you that the 211 in

That‘s the total ineluding hnth the inventory

and the noninventnry writeedowus.

1435

1433

Q Now,

updated income in 2010 from a ﬁnancial Stllemenl. It’!
based on not talring ertttetsin or the normal year-end
adjustments that are not inventory related. And so l
would say that the aew version, ii you will, of the
1.7 million is roughly 2.25 million, two and a quarter

had

any basis
9

10
11
12
13
14
5

16
17

at all,

any lawful

basis,

to be further

A

to

around $15,000 in taxable
—— at

down in 20ll

wrote

270 -- excuse Inc
accounting basis,

--

442,145, which

10

part of the Z77 or

$320,000‘?

11

I

12

write-down covers the

13

nunlbcrs,

I‘ll

mark

9

14

15
16
17

in a

A We do.

Q

ls

A

21

Nissan?

please‘?

92
23

21
22

annually or, as

24

month by month during

A

what

They're not accurate or reliable either
l

testiiied

a iew minutes ago, month by
the course oithis time period.

Q Was the iiiformatibn that was inaccurately

18

there anything

support doing

as part of the Z54.

which, but in total the

suhstilntiul part

0|‘

hnth of those

you know til‘ that would

that‘!

MR. DONLEY: What tS the next R number,

MS

G012]-IRS:

It

would be 493

iniseiission off the reerird)

24

.l'U'DGE

BENNETT:

Okay. Yeah. Back an the

record now.

8
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is

N0.

23
25

accumulated

Q And do we see that rcoccurrlrlg in 2012 and

19
20

for admission,

the inventory

Z013"

do you eoiielude regarding the accuracy and reliability
of the ﬁnancial statements that were provided to

number and ask

it‘s

frankly dt)n‘t cure which

moment with the

next

ill

during the year. so somehow - and these are tangible
dollars. S0 somehow the write-down is atcumulilted as

any kind of basis at all that would support telling
Nissan $2.2 million llt proﬁt versus telling the IRS

A same thing tor each year.
Q Based on these two charts, Wl'tlElt

to get there?

write—dnwlt, and the other prnlits that were earned

Walter, are you aware of

A Nut based an the testimony that I've heard here
and records I've reviewed.
Q And that was bascd on thc total, l-low about how
that same thing Occuncd in Z010, ‘l 1, 'lZ and ‘ll?

iiieorne,

minimum, how much ofthe 277

a

Certainly at least the diﬂcrcnce between

15
19
20

25

and 254 are added together

ii'271

--

how much oflhe 277

million.

Q (BY MR, DONLEY) Mr

ii'

and you're driving
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1506

1504

A Okay,
Q And lhls IS a cllan nhan you prepared eomparrng

A when l nesnilied an deposinion, wasn n sure,
l

know have an leasn rour right now.
Q would you advrse usrng lower»of-eosn-oomsrkem

but

1

1

hnw

on new vehreles?

LIFO menhod of valuing invennory.

9

10
11
12

13

ln

more

has

henerrns

in

noo detailed,

is

stock an nhe end ol '13 ror 10,000,
price wenn up.
vehiole,

which

income

ﬂlld

--

I

make believe

can

sell in in '14,

oosn 2,0110 more,

l

my

at SOIIIB time

iIlCOIIIE

deferral, Than's all

a delerral oisorns. hun

over nime.

Q

future.

is

when Mr. Waltcr nesuﬁed about nhe

we ean

gen

rn

pulled

how

17

1.1170,

18
inno

19

reserve for LIFQ.

2

20

li'S

is

mueh more henelioial

Now, Mr. Woodward. you were

so

do it and did in, that over iinle.jusi on new
Your l-lonor, Mr, Bates‘ dealership -- it you look
an Column D, Line 32 -- would have over $1 million

taxable

Lower-of-cast-or-market

um

in is.

23

illtl) ﬁll!

rn

1e

14

it ihli time.

Than $2,000 dilrerenoe will eome hook
MXIDIQ

and

can you rdennlfy
up? okay. Thank you.

15

13

sold nhe sz2,0l|n|

and reduce

JUDGE BENNETT: can we gen lhrs eharn

pulled up?

A Your l-lonor, nhere's a lot of numbers on here.
whan l nried to do is pun in nhe leln-hand side, which
is Column F and to the leh, nhe - whan LIFO would have
been il Bales had adopned it and his IBX advisor knew

12

winh a 22,0011 vehiole, same vehicle, nhe

22

25

11

- ill have one vehiele in

replaee

in

A Your l-lonor -

9

um. Your Honor. you're allowed, winhoun

A

eharn lllusnranes?

10

l<l\vcl-of-<>Qst~nr-marl<c\7

15
16
17
18
19
20

24

my rrrsi ohoioe

Q Whan bcncﬁis are nhere for LIFO versus

14

21

ln is

and more permaneney ror

deduenion nhan lower-of-cost-or-market.

making

ls nhan

A Yes, sir.
Q And ean you explain no nhe corun whan nhls

A No, sir. My lirsn ehoiee, as l‘ve done lor
over 311 years, Your Honor, is no have dealers eleon nhe
by lar.

Bates would have perfemled under LIFO.

Cl!|1€Ci'.7

here this morning

direction ornhe

to

And whan does lha! mean in English‘! That
Your l-lonor. on sl million, Now, he

21

he‘s non paid lax,

22

will

23

laasieally

24

to the dealership

25

llnl

uhimanely pay nax on all ornhan. ln's a an inneresn-tree loan irom nhe dealership

1505
cffcctlvc nen worth

Bates Nissan.

A
Q

Yes,

and work

~ and working eapnnal

1507
really aggressive nr

for

Wcrc you?

so

And

1

whnn 1 did on nhe

wanttl) be extremely olear

ls

dealers do

right-hllnnl side

0 - and no Ihl: lenner c, column

nhe wrine-down

depends on where nhe rnonnhly eyele -- nhe
wornh was continuing no go up and nhe real
working oapinal was eonninuing no go up, ln was jusn

year.

In

And

anolher

real net

9

lvlosn

in.

olnhe

iusn show
amounns on LCM ior whan l helieve Bales
had done. and where in gens reversed nut the iollowing

page,

il

your proressronal opinion nhan bul (or the wrlle-downs,
Bates’ networking capital and nel worth would be lower?

A

- ahonl nhis.

be saying taxes on $1 million.

I'd

sir.

Okay,

--

from nhe IRS, and l would say
pereenn or more or dealers do in. so nhere's nothing

9

0.

is

nhen nhe suhsequenn year, yon mighl have

LCM adjusnmenror non, heeanse there's a eonple

on years nhere nhan nhey didn'n. and

in

shows nhe

LCM. whieh are mneh, mueh less nhan

10

not lnpparclll looking an nhe ﬁnancial slanemenn

1U

henelins no using

11

depending on whieh monnh you looked an.
Q And do you have an issue wilh a (3 eorporanon

11

LIFO. for whanever it‘s nornh.
Q (BY MR ALANIZ) So you agree had W had Bales

12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19

Z0
21

22
23
24

25

having a $75,000 laxable ineonne goal?

A Not at all.

C corps

I

have.

TlIai‘s a goal
l

I

have for the

only have a handlul onherrr.

They

are
C eorps because of onher reasons. would non
have a dealership be C carp, like Mr. Bales is. Thai
shows problems with the lax advisor, just like I would
have LIFO instead of LCM on new vehicles.
snill

1

ll

Q And nhe C corps nlfwhlch you‘ve derrll wiih,

have you round lheir yearly laxable ineonne no be
$75,000 lax range?

A do my best no gen in in nhan range.
Q Now in your supplemenna1reporn,len's

in nhe

last

page.

go to

um menhod

13

Nissan nsed lhis

14

melhcld nhey used ihai they

15

lederal

1e

A

11
15

19
20
21
22

23

I

co, on lhc

17

Q

meome
Yes,

as eompared in rhe LCM
would have paid less in

laxes over nhrs

nme perrodi

sir.

whan pereennage or your dealers

ﬁled |3—lnonll1

S\3\!€|\1€I‘l!S‘.7

A

Not nhan many anymore nhan aenually rile - you
"ﬁle," send nhem winh nhe manufacturers?

mean - by

Q

A

Sorry Create. creane I3-month slalcmcnls

0h,sl1no 10 pereenn.

Q And ornhan so no 11> pereenr. whar pereennage

me -- have no ﬁl: rhern wnh nhe

24

ofihosc do you know

25

mallulacluler or do ﬁle them wllln lhe manufaclurer‘!

26 (Pages 1504 to 1507)
KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE,

512.474.2233
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SOAH DOCKET NO. 608-14-32l1.LIC
MVD DOCKET NO. 14-0010 LIC
BEFORE THE STATE OFFICE

BATES NISSAN, INC.,
Complainant,

NISSAN NORTH AMERICA, INC.,

ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS

Respondent.

COMPLAINANT BATES NISSAN, INC.’S REPLY TO RESPONDENT NISSAN NORTH
AMERICA. INC.’S EXCEPTIONS TO THE PROPOSAL FOR DECISION
COMES NOW, Complainant, Bates Nissan, Inc., (“Bates”) and ﬁles this Reply to
Respondent Nissan North America, Inc.’s (“Nissan” or “NNA") Exceptions to the SOAH Proposal
for Decision, and in support thereof would show the SOAH AL] and TxDMV Board as follows:
I.

INTRODUCTION
Judge Craig Bennett, the

SOAH Administrative Law Judge (“ALI”) assigned to the case,

careﬁilly considered all of Nissan’s specious allegations against Bates Nissan.

The process took

approximately 2 years and thousands of man-hours to prepare the very thorough record on which

SOAH acted. The ALJ presided over eight days of hearing testimony, which included over 800
from the

exhibits

parties,

testimony from over 20 witnesses, and closing statements by the

The ALJ not only had the opportunity to gauge the credibility ofthe witnesses, but also

parties.

had the opportunity to compare each party’s brieﬁng to
citation,

evidentiary record citation, legal

and to assess the accuracy and suppoitability of c0unsel’s arguments.

The Proposal
reaching

its

its

for Decision

conclusion.

The PFD

(“PFD”)

sets forth the

arguments of both panics before

in this case provides a well-reasoned

and concise

analysis.

The

necessary Findings of Fact (“F/F”) and Conclusions of Law (“C/L") are set forth in the PFD. The

ALJ properly applied Texas Occupations Code (“TOC”) §§ 2301.453 and 2301.455 and
corrected concluded that
subject

NNA does not have good cause for termination. The fact is that the

PFD is well supported by the record

Complainant Bates Nissan,

Inc.‘s

in this case.
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Nissan’s Exceptions are a study in misstatement, misdirection and spurious innuendo.

They should be rejected and Judge Bennett’s Proposal
A.

for

Decision adopted without

alteration.

No Grounds for Reversal Under Tex. Gov’t Code § 2001.0S8(e)(1)

The Texas Administrative Procedure Act (“APA”) Tex. Gov‘t Code
provides the three ways that an agency

200l.058(e)

§

may change an ALI’s ﬁnding of fact or conclusion

of

may modify or vacate an ALJ’s order. None of those circumstances are presented in this
As a result, the Board should enter a ﬁnal order adopting the PFD in all respects.

law, or
case.

Nissan‘s ﬁrst misstatement at page one of its Exceptions

is

that “because the

PFD

reached the wrong conclusions as a matter of law, the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles

Board has the authority under Texas Govemment Code

ﬁnd good cause

for temtination.” This statement is so

APA § Z00l.058(e)(l) provides as follows:
fact or conclusion

order issued

(e)

§ 200l.058(e)(l) to

demonstrably wrong as
a state agency

of law made by the administrative law judge, or

by the

modify the
to

PFD and

be specious.

may change a ﬁnding of

may vacate or modify an

administrative judge, only if the agency determines: (l) that the

administrative law judge did not properly apply or interpret applicable law, agency rules, written
policies provided under section (c), or prior administrative decisions;

Nowhere

in the statute

law” empowers the board

to

does

it

.

.

.”

say that reaching the wrong conclusion “as a matter of

modify or vacate. Nor does

NNA explain how Judge Bennett

misapplied or misinterpreted applicable law, agency rules or prior administrative decisions

PFD.

NNA simply jumps into attacking Judge Bennett’s Findings of Fact as if

established a right to request a modiﬁcation or vacate of the

it

in his

had already

SOAH proposed decision. It has not

established any such right and the Board’s review of Nissan’s exceptions need go no further.
Finally, if the

agency modiﬁes a

set forth in writing the

SOAH judge‘s proposal for decision, the agency must

reason and legal basis for the change in

established any legal basis for any change to the

\

Tex.

om cm

§

its

ﬁnal order.

'

NNA has not

PFD.

20o1.osx<¢).

Complainant Bates Nissan,

lnc.‘s
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B. Nissan’s Disregard for the Truth

Nissan plays as

fast

and loose with the

facts as

it

slandering Bates Nissan since the beginning of this case.

incompetent dealer,

does with the law. Nissan has been

When Nissan calls Bates an

misstates the facts and the law. (See Section III.A-G herein.) But

it

Nissan accuses Bates oftax fraud,

Mr. Walter and Mr. Liner refused

it

lies.2

(See Section

to accuse Bates

III.I-I

herein.) Nissan‘s

own tax experts,

of tax fraud. They testified that they were not

accusing Bates of tax fraud} Only Nissan’s attomeys were doing
through Nissan’s

when

web of deceit and rendered a just

that.

Judge Bennett saw

decision which should not be disturbed.

C. Bates Nissan’s Operations
Bates Nissan

a 40 year Datsun/Nissan dealership located in Killeen Texas.

is

owned and operated by Bobby Bates,
Dealer Principal. Bates serves

Ft.

its

Executive Manager and his

father,

It is

Jimmy Bates

family
as

Hood and the communities which have grown up around it,

called the Killeen market.
1.

Chasing the Money

In recent years, Nissan

penetration to

embarked upon a marketing plan to increase

dealerships. Nissan"s

share.

rely

It

game plan

faster. Selling

for increasing

more product

faster increases

2.

their

'*

Tr. at

to pressure

all

of its dealers to

In essence, dealers

must

must sacriﬁce gross proﬁt

RSE

Exceptions, pp, 32-as.

136571376 (Walter);

T1. at

a region-based hybrid sales effectiveness

136271371 (Walter); EX. c7356, pp.

10219715 (Corrao); c7354,

Complainant Bates Nissan,

is

lnc.‘s

sell

market penetration and thus market

new car departments proﬁtable.

Regional Sales Effectiveness (“RSE”)

Tr. at

Bates was one of those

maximum volume possible for their dealerships and then rely upon

backend incentive monies to make

NNA‘s

is

those dealers

also increases Nissan’s proﬁts. In order to sell more, faster, however, the dealers

per unit to achieve the

1

market share

upon incentive monies provided by Nissan.

1

market

10% of the US market.‘ To accomplish this task NNA is terminating

who are not producing the volume of new car sales that Nissan demands.
more product

its

212,

29, vs (Liner Dcpo).

P. 9s=1>71x (Steiner).

Reply to NNA‘s Exceptions to the Proposal for Decision
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measures The formula attempts to measure a dealer’s
performance of all other Nissan dealers

sales

detail at

perfonnance relative

in a given geography}; This

to the average

formula

is

explained in

PFD F/F 45-54.
3.

catastrophic

Volume

Bates’ Delay in Adopting

Bates Nissan, due to

wars.

sales

slowdowns

its

reliance

in business

upon

due to

Ft.

Ft.

Selling

Hood for its

Hood troops

The business slow down during Desert Storm,

for

could have resulted in the demise of the dealership had
philosophy. That philosophy

clientele,

had experienced past

being deployed en masse to foreign

example, was particularly intense and

it

not adopted a conservative business

was to keep expenses under tight control and attempt to make a

gross proﬁt on every car sale.

When Nissan began implementing its volume selling marketing plan, called “chasing the
money,“7 Bates Nissan was slow

to adapt to

it

partly because of its conservative mindset

partly because of the disruptions to the dealership

which occurred

as a result

transforming itself from a conservative dealership, focused on proﬁt per
focused on volume selling regardless of proﬁt per unit.

PFD

F/F 33. There were

many others,

all

One ofthese

and

of Bates

unit, to a

disruptions

is

volume

seller

discussed at

ofwhich were ultimately overcome by Bates but it took

time to do so.
4.

Transforming

Nevertheless,
fact,

when

to a

Bates

Volume

Seller

was threatened with tennination

for

low

RSE scores it did, in

begin transforming the dealership into a volume seller by hiring Kevin

manager. Mr.

Adams

as sales

Adams was experienced in volmne selling for various Austin dealerships. Mr.

Adams ultimately cured Bates‘ RSE deﬁciencies within the cure period provided by the
franchise agreement.

By the close ofthe record in this case,

Bates was

at

125% RSE.

(See

PFD

F/F 59-73.)

Ex, C-l
measure,

5

,

pi

4 (Stockton Report),

RSE is similar, but somewhat different from a classical

sales effectiveness

Id.

NNA‘s Closing Statement, p. 8.; "Bates Nissan is part ofNNA‘s Central Region. During all relevant times, the
Central Region was comprised of l4 states, including Texas," Ex. R-492, p. 3 1l 3 (Steiner Preﬁlecl).
7
Numerous witnesses discussed the dynamics of“ehasing the money.“ The following arejust a few ofthem: Ex. C3324, pp. 90796 (Bates); Ex. c7340, pp. 12716 (Adams); EX. 07341, pp. 3711 (Miranda); Ex. 0339, pp. 34741.

"
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APPLICABLE LAW

II.

A. California

Law Does Not Applys

NNA claims that because no conﬂict exists between the Code and the Dealer Agreement,
the Dealer Agreement is therefore govemed by Califomia law.9 NNA cites to Ex. C»l7 for this
proposition rather than to any law. NNA then states that Texas law and California law are the
same regarding

contract construction issues in the case, which

The Code makes
Dealer Agreement

is

superseded by the Texas Occupations Code Chapter 2301. For example,

conﬂict with this chapter,

by this

issue.

very clear that these disputes are govemed by Texas law and the

it

TOC § 2301.004 provides as follows:
exclusively

would moot this

all

“Unless otherwise speciﬁcally provided by law not in

aspects of the distribution and sale of motor vehicles are

chapter." That

would include

franchise terminations under

govemed

TOC § 2301.453.

Tex. Occ. Code § 230l.003 provides that (a) The terms and conditions of a franchise are
subject to this chapter, and (b).

chapter

is

..

“A term or condition of a franchise

inconsistent with this

unenforceable.” That would include Nissan‘s franchise.

Most of the cases

cited

by Nissan

for the propriety

not controlling in Texas. The applicable law

is

and enforceability of RSE are clearly

Texas Occupations Code §§ 2301.453 and

2301.455 which impose procedural requirements for tennination or discontinuance of a
franchise.

These statutory sections override and modify a

distributor’s contractual right to

modify or tenninate a franchised dealer’s franchise agreement. Where the contract conﬂicts with
the statute, the statute controls.'"

As a general proposition,

courts follow the framework established in the Restatement

(Second) Conﬂicts of Laws Section 187."
following condition
to a

X
°

is

satisﬁed, “(b) application of the law of the chosen state

fundamental policy of a

NNA's
NNA's

A choice of law provision will not be enforced if the

Exceptions, Section
Exceptions, Section

state

which has a materially greater

would be contrary

interest than the

chosen

state in

II, p. 5.

p. 5.

w See TOC

II,

Complainant Bates Nissan,
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the detennination of the particular issue. .”‘Z This exception
.

is

important because the Texas

Occupations Code expressly supersedes the provisions in the franchise agreement.

The detennination of whether enforcing a choice of law clause offends Texas’
decided on an issue-by-issue basis. Depending on the

fundamental policy

is

ﬁnd that Texas has

a materially greater interest than the state speciﬁed in the contract and that

the chosen

could

law would violate Texas’ fundamental policy.“

Nevertheless,
to

facts, a court

show the

it is

the burden of the party asserting that another state’s law

existence of a true conﬂict and then demonstrate which law applies.“

met that burden and has not established that there

is

is

applicable

NNA has not

a true conﬂict or that California law applies.

Furthermore, the argument that another state’s law applies to a dispute can be waived. 15

Under Rule Z02 of the Texas Rules of Evidence,
law of another

state

when a party provides the

a court

is

required to take judicial notice of the

court with “sufﬁcient infomiation“ to enable

comply with the request. lb Without a motion to apply the law of a different
permitted to simply presume that the law of another state
therefore,

is

identical to

state, the

Texas law.”

court

it

to

is

NNA has,

waived this argument by not demonstrating the existence of a true conﬂict, nor the

applicability of Califomia
Finally, the Austin

law over Texas law.
Court ofAppeals has long held that unless a speciﬁc, controlling

statute provides otherwise, the

burden of proof in contested case proceedings

of a preponderance of the evidence.
did not carry

its

'8

Nothing

in

is

the civil standard

NNA’s Exceptions change the fact that NNA

burden of proof for establishing good cause for the notices of termination under

TOC §§ 2301.453 and 455.
ll
See Tex. R. Evid. 202.
B S66 2.g,, Desarilis v. Wt1Ck£Hh14lCOVp,, 793 $.W.Zd 67U (TeX, l990).
*4
dismissed w.o,]. (Mar. 7. 1996).
We111herb> V. Dzloitle & Touche, 905 S.W.2d 642, oso (Tex, App, 1995),
*5
Corpus Christi 1999, no pet.) (motion
See Pittsburgh Coming Carp. v. Walters, swsa 159, 769 (Tex. App.
to apply another state's law untimely aﬁer hearing on preliminary motions and made ﬁve days prior to trial; funher,
failure to include substantive law Ofthe state also defeats the motion),

—wm

1

“S

i

Id.

Btwllnglnn Northern and Santa FE Railway C0. v. Gundersrm, 235 S.W.3(l 237, Z90 (TEX. Appr
F011 Wonh
2007, pct. Witl1di'ﬂwn)r
ll
S64’ SW. Pub. XZW. C0. v. Pub. Uli/. Camm‘n 962 S.W.Zd Z07, 2|} (TeX. App.-Austin l998, pet. denied); S02
also Granzk v. TEX. Slate Bd. Bf/W211. Ex11m’rs. l7Z S.W.3d 75l, 777 (TeX. App.-Austin Z005); PVGIZAW it M010!‘
Vehicle Rd, lZ5 $.W.3d Z3, 38-39 (TeX, App,—A\JStin Z003).
ll

,
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ARGUMENT

III.

RSE ls Not a Useful Tool for Evaluating Bates’

A.

Dealer Agreement”

Sales Performance

NNA argues that, “RSE Is a Proper ‘Reasonable Criteria‘

for Evaluating Sales

Performance Under the Dealer Agreement.”Z“ The ALJ, however, ruled
useful tool for measuring Bates‘ performance under
states that, “Bates

did not

fail to fulﬁll its

its

Under Its

that

“

...RSE

contractual obligations_.."Z‘

is

not a

PFD F/F 73

Sales Obligation under the Dealer Agreement.”Z2

Bates’ Contractual Sales Performance Obligation

1.

Bates’ contractual sales performance obligation under Section 3.A, General Obligations

of Dealer, of the Dealer Agreement

is to,

“actively and effectively promote through

its

own

advertising and sales promotion activities the sale at retail,..ofNissan Vehicles to customers

located within Dealer’s Primary Market

Area?“

In evaluating Bates’ compliance with this contractual obligation,

NNA relies upon

Section 3.B’s language that a “Dealer’s performance of its sales responsibility. .Will be
.

evaluated
time....

by

9114

Seller

on the basis of such reasonable

criteria as Seller

may develop from time to

NNA incorrectly argued that RSE (speciﬁcally RSE on a rolling 12-month basis), and

simultaneously

SSER (speciﬁcally SSER on a rolling 12-month basis), is incorporated into the

Dealer Agreement.“
Sub»Sections 3.B.l-4 include examples of “reasonable criteria,” but do not describe

NNA

is

limited, therefore, only to the “reasonable criteria” language in Section 3.B to

holding Bates to an arbitrary perfonnance standard, solely because

‘°

1°
1'

11

NNA’s
NNA‘s

Exceptions, Section III.A, p
Exceptions, Section IILA, p

.

it is

measure

NNA from

The use of the Word “reasonable” prevents

Bates’ obligation under Section 3,A.

RSE

the standard.“

.

-

PFD, p, 12,
PFD, F/F 73, p.

40. (emphasis added)
Ex. c-17, Standard Provisions, § 3.A, p. 4; Ex. 016, Article Second: (b), BN as; Tr, 460:4-I (Bates),
1“
Ex. c-17, Standard Provisions, p. 4; NNA‘s Closing Statement, p. 3,
25 NN/\'s
Closing Statement, pt 8, “NN/\'s reasonable criterion at all relevant times was RSE, as measured on a lZm0t1tl1 rolling lJ14SlS.H; EX. C358, pp. l5Z5—Zl, l9:l—l(] (Stcincr Dcpu); TR at l[)3(]:2l—lOXlZ3 (St(:in(:r)r
Z6
Ext (P354, p. 9OZ3—l5 (Farhat Dope).
1*
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Why RSE is Not a Reasonable Criteria or Useful Tool

2.

In order to determine

Section 3.A, especially

how reasonable RSE is

when being used as a basis

what RSE actually measures and does not measure.

in

measuring Bates’ obligation under

for termination,

it

is

important to analyze

RSE is not a useful tool for evaluating Bates

contractual obligation for the following reasons.

One ofthe reasons that RSE

is

not a useful tool

is

that

RSE only tells you ifa dealer is

good at hitting RSE.” Mr. Farhat agreed that the standard NNA chooses to apply to a dealer
determines whether the dealer
the

number of sales made,

dealer

is

meeting

its

is

compliant or not.“ Compliance can change without changing

dealer operations, or dealer effort.”

RSE does not tell you whether a

contractual sales perfonnance obligation to “actively

and effectively

own advertising and sales promotion activities the sale at retail. .of Nissan
Vehicles to customers located within Dealer’s Primary Market Area."3° NNA’s named decision
promote through

its

.

maker, Mr. Patrick Steiner,

testified that,

“The RSE measurement

is a.n

output of the business.

It

does not measure effort.”“

RSE leads to distorted judgments about the quality of Bates’
actual sales efforts and abilities.“ RSE imposes expectations that are not tied to data that is
directly tied to the evaluation of Bates Nissan.” Most peninently, the RSE metric imposes an
Second, the use of only

obligation on dealers to sell to customers outside of its
opportunity. Speciﬁcally, a portion of the

RSE standard imposed on Bates for termination

depends entirely upon sales that Region dealers make
a.

PMA without properly measuring that

to

customers outside of their PMAs.34

“Sales Within” vs. “Sales Outside“ the

PMA35

NNA takes issue with the use of“sales inside“ and “sales outside” ofthe PMA.
Speciﬁcally, the use of “registrations” located within Bates’ PMA. NNA argues that, “Sales do
17
ZR

Tr. at l53S:l8-23 (Farhat); Ex.

EX. C-354,

N Id.
3°
1'

11
1*

M
35

p,

I

l

EX. C-l 7, Standard Provisions,

-no at

C-354, pp. l9:22-5 (Farhat Depo).

]:l7-25 (Farhat).

p, 4,

130:1?-1 13112 (Steiner),
EX. C-|,p, s 11 15 (Stockton Report)‘
EX. c_z, pp. I6-17 1| 44 (Stockton Rebuttal Report)
Exl C—2, p. 2| (Stockton Rcbuttal Rcpon).
Funhcr discussed in Section E.l, in/in.
1
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PMA.”36 This statement conﬂicts with the use of “registrations”

The formula uses competitive

“registrations” in the dealer’s
as “registrations.”
is

“registrations” in the Region,

RSE

and competitive

PMA in order to detennine the expectation, All sales are quantiﬁed

The use of registrations

is,

therefore, a proper

“actively and effectively promot[ing] through

activities the sale at retail. .of Nissan
.

Market Area."37 The problem

in the

its

way to detennine Whether Bates

own advertising and sales promotion

Vehicles to customers located within Dealer’s Primary

that is that

approximately half of the

RSE

standard

is

attributable

PMAs and NNA has no data to evaluate the opportunity
for the subject dealer’s sales outside of its PMA.“

to dealers’ sales that are outside

The ALJ reasoned

that,

of their

“the vel1icle’s registration location

whether the sale occurs inside the
registrations inside the

Another reason

PMA,”39

that

in the

is

that the

NNA’s contention that,

“Nissan’s method of assigning

does not prove to be the case in practice.“
that

contractual sales performance

PMA deﬁnitions utilized in the RSE formula are not

consistent with standard industry practice and

acknowledge

RSE Formula are Not Uniform

RSE is not useful for evaluating Bates’

obligations under Section 3.A

uniform, Despite

way to determine

the best

PMA and, consequentially, the number of competitive

The PMA Deﬁnitions

b.

is

is

PMAS to its dealers is

applied consistently across the coLmtry,”‘“' this

On cross—examination,

Mr. Farhat Was forced

to

NNA assigned substantially all of the territory that could be assigned to Bates,

but used different criteria for Bates‘ neighboring dealerships in carving open points from
territory that

1*
37
It

would he assigned to other Nissan dealerships.“

NNA‘s

Exceptions, p. 6.
EX. C-I 7, Standard Provisions, p, 4,
-rt. at 1564; 14 (Farhat); Ex. c-2, Tab

ZR

(Stockton Rebuttal Report) and Ex. c_1, Tabs

1

I

and 12 (Stockton

Report).
1‘?

t“
"‘

“Z

PFD,

p, 14,

EX, R-492,

p,

4

11

2 (Steiner Preﬁled),

See Batcs’ Closing Statcmcnt IXAJII pp. 75—77.
Tr. at l73l:2l—l733:Z5 (Farhat).
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RSE is Not a Precise Measure ofthe Differences in the Oualitv of Dealers’

c.

Efforts

Within Their

PMAs

RSE is not sophisticated enough to tell the difference in a dealer’s effort and ability
between 99% and 100%.“ Mr. Steiner agreed that RSE is not sufﬁciently precise to discem
variations in differences in the quality of a dealers sales efforts between 99% and 100% RSE.“
Mr. Farhat agreed

that

it

is

possible for external market factors to be attributable for up to a

RSE.“ This is because many factors could affect the

difference in

of sales made by a dealership within
credit,

its

5%

absolute and relative volume

PMA including demographics, availability of retail

amount of inter-brand or intra-brand competition,

a.nd

connection between

ma.rl<ets."6

The PFD Construes the Dealer Agreement as a Whole”

B.

NNA argues that, “The PFD Fails to Constnte the Dealer Agreement as a Whole.”‘“‘ What

NNA really disagrees with

is

the ALJ’s interpretation of the Dealer Agreement.

The PFD does

not ignore Section 3.B of the Dealer Agreement to read Section 3.A in isolation, as alleged by

NNA. The PFD speciﬁcally discusses the metrics outlined under Section 3.B. In fact, the ALJ
states that NNA’s “metrics are not consistent with Bates’ obligations under the Dealer

PFD even goes on to state that, “the ‘obligations’ language of the Dealer
Agreement differs from what NNA’s metric generally measures.”5° NNA is unable to disprove
Agreement.”” The

this in its

Exceptions.

Further evidence that the
Section 3.B,

is

that the

ALJ construed the Dealer Agreement

PFD speciﬁcally discusses

as a whole, including

Section 3.B and points out that:

Section 3.B of the Dealer Agreement identities examples of evaluation methods
that
may use to measure Bates’ performance of its sales obligations. NNA’s
own expert, Sharif Farhat, testified in his deposition that the measurement tool
does not fall within any of the examples identiﬁed in Section
actually used by
3.B. Bates Ex. C-354 at 84-88. Thus, it is not an evaluation method speciﬁcally

NNA

NNA

4’
‘M

Ex. C-1, p. 9 1] 27 (Stockton Report); Ex. C-2, pp. 5-61] I3, p. I6 1i 4| (Stockton Rebuttal Report).
EX. C-358, p, l5Il5-22 (Steiner Depn); Tr. at l36ZZU-l U722 (Steiner); EX, C-2, pp. 5-61l l3 (Stockton Rebuttal
l

l

Report).

“S
*6

"

‘R

EX. C-354, pp‘ 46I 7-20, 47:9-l4, and 45:19-46:46:20(FarhatDepo).
EX. c_z, p, 16142 (Stockton Rebuttal Report).
NNA‘s Exceptions, Section nus, p. s.
NNA‘s Exceptions, Section nus, p. s.
l

W PFD, p. 4.
5"

PFD,

pp. 4-5.
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identiﬁed in the Dealer Agreement.“

The PFD even goes as

far to

account for allowing the altemative, that

RSE is a

permissible evaluation method under Section 3.B, and states:
Ultimately, even if

it is permissible as an evaluation method, it is not reasonably
designed to measure Bates’ identiﬁed sales obligations in Section 3.A and, thus,
does not establish a violation of such sales obligations“

There

some
3.A.

merit,

is

and

an important distinction between

RSE being reasonable

RSE being a “reasonable criteria” to measure Bates‘

in the abstract or

having

sales obligations in Section

NNA has no factual or legal basis identiﬁed under APA § 200l.058(e) to change the ALJ‘s

ﬁndings.

C.

RSE Does Not Measure
Agreement“

Bates’ Sales Performance Obligations in the Dealer

NNA argues that, “When Read as a Whole, the Dealer Agreement Plainly P€l"lTliIICCl
Nissan

to Tenriinate Bates’

two bases.”

First,

RSE does not measure Bates’

Agreement.“ Second,
Chapter 2301 and

the Dealer

Agreement

is

Perfo11'nance."5"

sales

NNA’s argument fails on

performance obligations under the Dealer

superseded by the Texas Occupations Code

TOC § Z30l.455(b), which explicitly prohibits the desire by a distributor for

market penetration by
1.

Based on its Poor Sales

itself to justify

good cause for termination

in the state

of Texas.“

Bates’ Sales Performance Obligations

NNA makes the argument that "RSE is a reasonable criteria to measure dealer sales
performance.”53 This case
merit.

is

not a referendum on whether Regional Sales Effectiveness has

Mr. Stockton even agrees that

“1>Fn,p.5
‘11>Fn,p.5

NNA’s
54 NNA‘s

some

RSE is a “good ﬁrst cut of a.na1ysis.”59 The referendum,

ﬁ1 11.
ﬁ1 11.

5’

Exceptions, Section III.C, pp. 8-I3.
Exceptions, Section 111.c, pp. s-12.
55
See also Section IILB, supra.
5‘
See Section IILA, supra.
51
Furthermore, in assessing "good eeiiee" for termination, and Bates‘ compliance with the rreneniee, roc §
2301 .455(a)(7), the board is required to consider "the enforceability ofthe franchise rrnni a public policy standpoint,
including issues of reasonableness Ofthe franchise's terms, ,,"
53 NNA’s
Exceptions, p. 9.
59
Tr. at |792:2Z—24 (Stockton).
,
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whether Bates‘ alleged failure

to reach

100% of RSE on a rolling l2»month basis

necessarily merits termination, regardless of other considerations, including Bates’ contractual
obligations under

its

Dealer Agreement and the limitations

NNA‘s position

is

that the

“

...aetive1y

in the

Texas Occupations Code.

and effectively promote...” language

of the Dealer Agreement requires that Bates achieve and maintain
rolling average basis.” Section 3 of the

describe

in

Section 3

100% RSE on a 12-month

Dealer Agreement does not include, deﬁne, or even

RSE as a performance measure.“

Mr. Steiner,

NNA’s Corporate Representative,

a contractual duty to sell outside of its

testiﬁed that

NNA does not hold Bates to

PMA.“ The unreasonableness occurs when the RSE

metric applies just that obligation in order to hit the average.“

Section 3.H

a.

~ Evaluation of Dealer‘s

Sales Performance

NNA argues that the PFD failed to consider Section 3.H, which states that, “Seller will
periodically evaluate Dealer‘s perfomtance of its responsibilities under this Section 3."“" NNA
argues that Section 3.H

is

part of“Bates’ sales responsibilities. .”°5 In fact, Section
.

provides the contractual right for

3.H only

NNA to perform evaluations and for the dealer to have “an

opportunity to comment, in writing, on such evaluati0ns.”°6 Section 3.H does not provide a
separate sales responsibility.

When the Dealer Agreement is read a whole, the evaluations under Section
comply with the conditions of Sections 3.A and
b.

Bates’ Sales Performance

Bates takes issue with

3.B.

Was Not Poor

NNA’s characterization

of its perfonnance as poor.

contrary, prior to the Notice of Tennination issuing, Bates

ii“

Tl’ at

"'

Ex.
Ex.
EX.
Ex.

,

‘*1
41*
'1“

*5
66

1043-1044

3.H must

made

On the

substantial progress in

(Steiner),

c-17, Standard PIOViSi0ﬂS, Section 3, pp. 4_s.
c-ass, pp. 30:24-31114 (Steiner Depo).
c_z, p, s 11 14 (SIOCHOH Rebuttal Report).
c-17, Standard PIOViSi0ﬂS, § 3.1-1. p. 5.
NNA’s Exceptions, p. ll,
Ext C—l7, Standard Provisions, 3]-l, PA SA
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November 2013 with an RSE

score of 96.7%.“ Exhibit C-213 evidences Bates’ substantial

RSE score for Bates between September 2013 and August
2014.“ Ex, C-213 shows that Bates exceeded 100% RSE on a monthly basis for six“ ofthe 12
months depicted, with a rolling 12-month average RSE score of 96.9% for August 2014. We

progress and illustrates the monthly

know that the

decision for the Notice of Termination which issued

made based on September 30, 2013,
hired Mr. Kevin

data.7° Ex.

Adams in November 2013,

going from 70.5%

RSE in September 2013

December 23, 2013, was

C-213 shows how immediately

after

Mr. Bates

RSE scores began a dramatic improvement
to 96.7% RSE in November 2013, and then to 125%
the

RSE in December 2013, the same month the NOT went out."

Mr. Farhat agreed

that the

September 2013-December 2013 progress was a “big improvement.”72 According to Mr.
Farhat’s expert report, Ex. R-361,

was

at

100.8%

Tab A-44, from October 2013 through December 2013, Bates

RSE on a 3-month average.”

existed prior to the

This substantial progress

based on efforts that

NOT issuing and continued to the present.

Finally, Ex. C-365, evidences Bates’ substantial progress

scores

is all

and

illustrates Bates’

RSE

by month between September 2014 and June 2015. The data only includes 10 months, but

ifyou include the months ofluly 2014 (107.0% RSE) and August 2014 (108% RSE) from Ex.

RSE score was 104.65%.“ In October 2014 Bates
12-month basis and as of the most current data in May 2015,

C-213, you see that Bates’ June 2015 R12

RSE on a rolling
Bates ranked higher in SSER performance than 27 other Texas Nissan dealers.”
achieved 101.11%

2.

NNA’s Desire for Market

By attempting to temtinate

Penetration

Bates Nissan for failure to achieve and maintain

100% RSE

NNA is motivated by a desire for NNA to increase its market
penetration.“ This plainly violates TOC § 2301 .455(b). NNA considers any lack ofperfonnance
on a rolling 12-month basis,

('7

EX. C-Z13.

Report titled, 979 Bates Nissan, Inc. All Geography RSE by Month as of August 2014 Data.
December 2013 - 125%; Febmaiy 2014 - 125%; May 2014 - 101.2%; June 2014 - 13.6%; July 2014 - 107%;
August 2014- 108%.

"*
"°

1°
1‘

73
1*
1“
75
7°

1

Ex.-C-33, NOT pp. 3-4.
Ex. C-213.

Tr, at 1745:] l-15 (Farhat).

EX,
Ex.
Ex.
Ex.

R-361,
C-231.
C-366;
C-358,

Tab A-44 (Farhat

Report).
Ex. C-365; See also Ex. C-367 at 104.48%.

Tr. at 1004122-l005:3 (Conao).
pp. 47: 10-48:20 (Stcincr Dcpo); Ex. C-354, p. 93:9-I 8; p. 94:12-22 (Farhat Dcpo).
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lost sales to the brand.

penetration.” In

fact,

upon

NNA has a documented desire to increase market

NNA has a goal to increase market share to

Mr. Stockton established
strictly

77

that “the

10% by the end of 2017.79

RSE system as perpetuated across the dealer body is

a market share or market penetration standard that maintains one-directional inﬂuence

the dealer

agrees that

body to

increase market share or market penetration for the brand.”3° Mr. Farhat

RSE is a mechanism that NNA uses to help increase its market share.“

D. Courts and Agencies in the United States Have Not All Come to the Same
Conclusions on the Reasonableness of Sales Effectiveness and RSE for
Evaluating a Dealer’s Sales Performance“

NNA argues that, “The Courts and Agencies Across the United States Have Unifonnly
RSE is a Permitted Reasonable Criteria for Evaluating
Dealer Sales Perfonnance under the Nissan Dealer Agreement."83 Bates disagrees with NNA’s

Arrived

Same Conclusion

at the

that

characterization of the uniformity of the courts’

regarding sales effectiveness measures such as
reasonableness of a standard

is

distinct

its

own

is

RSE.“ Further,

United States

to use that standard as the sole

NNA’s claim that RSE is consistent with industry

subject to the limitations set forth under Texas law and the contractual limitations in

Dealer Agreement.

Santa Cruz Nissan - California

1.

NNA argues that California law should be applied in this case.
Califomia law
State

in the

a detenriination regarding the

from allowing a distributor

basis to terminate a dealer. Notwithstanding
l’10l"lTl5, it

and agencies’ conclusions

may be even more favorable to

of Califomia

appears, however, that

Bates than Texas law. In Santa Cruz Nissan, the

New Motor Vehicle Board adopted the proposed decision and conditionally

sustained the dealer’s protest ﬁnding that

" Ex.-C-35, NOD, p. BN
7*

lt

NNA did not have good cause to temiinate Santa Cruz

3.

Tr. at I021 :9- 5 (Corrao).; Mr. Williams also testiﬁed that increasing
consideration for a distributor. Ex. C-362, p, 93:3-13 (Williams).
l

market share or penetration

is

an important

Tr. at l02l:24-l022:9 (Corrao); Tr. at l608:l0-1608217 (Farhat); EX. C-358, pp. 47:10-48:20 (Steiner Depo); Ex,
C-354, p. 93:9-I8; p. 94:12-22 (Farhat Depo).
X“
Ex. C-2, p, I7,1l44 (Stockton Rebuttal Report).
8‘
Ex. C-354, pp. 95:15-96:1 (Farhat Depo),
7‘?

X2

*3

“

NNA‘s
NNA’s

Exceptions, Section llI.D, pp, 13-I6.
Exceptions, Section III.D, pp. 13-16.
See also Bates’ Closing Statement, pp. 56 and 64.
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simila.r to the instant case,

owned Nissan dealer of over 40

NNA attempted to terminate a successful family-

years in the city of Santa Cruz, California under the

same

Regional Sales Effectiveness measure.“ In Santa Cruz Nissan"s case, for having a 12-month

RSE score of 37.3%.“ One of the key differences is that compared to Santa Cruz
Nissan, Bates Nissan is a much higher performing dealer on the RSE metric. NNA has been
rolling average

unable to distinguish Santa Cruz Nissan from the instant case.
In Santa

Cruz Nissan, the Califomia Board ruled

that Section

3.B did not deﬁne

RSE and

adopted the following Finding of Fact:
lll. Section 3.B of the Dealer Agreement describes the calculations Nissan will
take to evaluate a dealers’ sales perfonnances. Using these calculations only leads
to sales penetration percentages, and this does not describe Nissan’s current---and
complex-—-evaluation calculations.“

The Santa Cruz Nissan ALJ analyzed the considerations
attempting to evaluate a dealer for temiination under the

making the decision

to tenninate protestant’s franchise,

‘perfomqance metrics’ with the inquiries that
(Section 3.D.

~ ‘Additional

its

that should be taken

when

RSE measure. The ALJ held that,

Nissan failed to temper the rigid

own Dealer Agreement states are appropriate

Factors for Consideration’).”89

Santa Cruz Nissan also pointed out, “However, one of the limitations of Nissan’s
calculations

is its

“In

failure to acootmt for intrabrand competition

(i.e.,

RSE

competition with other

Nissan dealers).”°“
Finally, in Finding of Fact 133, the Santa

of Nissan vehicles registered

in the

43.0%. (Exh Z00:H:4778)”9' Here

Cruz Nissan ALJ found

PMA were sold by SCN and in 201
it

was proper for the ALJ

I,

to consider

that, “In

2010, 35.4%

the ﬁgure increased to

how

Santa Cruz Nissan

SCN, p. 37, attached as Appendix Item B to Bates‘ Closing Statement.
Santa Cruz Nissan, Inc. v. Nissan North America, Ina, Protest No. PR-2358-I 3, State ofCalifomia New Motor
Vehicle Board, Proposed Decision (July 3, 2014), and Final Order (“SCN”), attached as Appendix Item B to Bates‘
Closing Statement,

K‘

“’

X7

Id.

Santa Cruz Nissan, Inc. v. Nissan Nor!/1 America, Inc, Protest No. PR-2358-I3, State ofCalifomia New Motor
Vehicle Board, Proposed Decision (July 3, ZOI4), and Final Order ("SCN"), attached as Appendix Item B to Bates‘
Closing Statement, scw PFD,p.2l 11 111,
X‘?
SCN pp. 33-341i I86, attached as Appendix Item B to Bates‘ Closing Statement.
°"
SCN p.27,1l I42, attachcd as Appendix Ilcm B to Batcs’ Closing Statcmcnti
°‘
SCN p.25,1l I33, attachcd as Appendix Ilcm B to Batcs’ Closing Statcmcnti
X“
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PMA based on the percentage of Nissan vehicles registered in the PMA.
This conﬂicts with NNA’s position that vehicles registered in the Bates’ PMA not a proper

performed within

its

is

performance measure, The instant PFD’s ﬁndings, therefore, comply not only with Texas law,
but also with Califomia law.

Beck Chevrolet — New York

2.

On May

19, 20l5, in

Beck Chevrolet

C0., Inc. vs.

General Motors LLC, a New York

tennination case, the United States Court of Appeals, Second Circuit, certiﬁed two questions to
the

New York Court of Appeals.” The relevant question to the instant case was:
Is

a perfonnance standard that requires 'average' performance based on statewide

sales data in order for an automobile dealer to retain its dealership ‘unreasonable,
York Vehicle
Trafﬁc Law section 463 (2) (gg)
arbitrary or Lmfair‘ under

&

New

does not account for local variations beyond adjusting for the local
popularity of general vehicle types?”

because

it

Just as in Elliott Chevrolet, discussed infra, General Motors‘

(“GM”) perfonnance

standard, called a Retail Sales Index or “RSI,” uses an average penetration rate applied to

segmented, industry registrations to calculate
identical to

its

“expectation,” but

was otherwise substantively

NNA’s RSE fonnula in that they both use an average penetration to calculate

expectation.“ Mr. Farhat even referred to

GM’s RSI

as “indistinguishable”

from RSE.”

Consequently, the same legal analysis can be applied to both sales effectiveness measures‘

The Second
the

Circuit opinion

makes

the following observations about the problems with

RSI perfonnance standard:
The relevant

performance standard are essentially undisputed.
based on a statewide sales average that does not
account for depressed brand popularity, i.e., the relative unpopularity of Chevrolet
automobiles, in the relevant metro-area markets. Second, GM‘s metric does account
for some local variation based on the popularity of a given vehicle segment, such
as pickup trucks, small sport utility vehicles, and mid-size sedans. Third, under the
rclcvant agrccmcnts, a failurc to mcct an RSI of I00 could rcsult in GM's
termination of the franchise or other remedial measures.”
First,

*1

Beck Chevrolet
Appendix liﬁm 1.
**

*4
“S
“*5

Id. at

See

facts regarding this

GM's performance metric

Ca., Inc. VS.

676.

Elliott Final Order,

Tr. ﬂl

17051071 70616

Beck Chevrolet cn.,

General

is

Mm»; LLC, 787 F.3d es; (Znd Cir. 2015), dated May 19, 2015, attached as

Finding 0fF8Cl 75, aﬂilﬁihcd as Appendix Item

c to Bates‘ Closing Statement.

(Farhat).

Inc.

V.\' .
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importantly, and contrary to

NNA’s position,

the

Beck Chevrolet opinion addresses

the lack of unifonnity of sales effectiveness performance decisions around the county.

Speciﬁcally, the court stated that, “The few reported decisions addressing performance standards

have not adopted consistent interpretations of what
lays out

is

reasonable or acceptable. v97 The court then

examples of the inconsistent interpretations as follows:

Several other administrative courts have reached the opposite conclusion, however,
rejecting statewide perfomiance standards in favor of those that take local
variations into account. Most relevant for present purposes, the Administrative Law
Judge (“ALJ”) who considered Beck‘s challenge to GM's notice of termination
concluded that “[f]or the New York City metropolitan area, the RSI standard of
is unreasonable” in part because “it does not realistically reﬂect the Chevrolet
sales challenges that Beck and other New York metropolitan dealers face.” Beck
Chevrolet Co., Inc. v. Gen. Motors LLC, No.
20l3%]2, at 9 (N.Y. Dep't of

GM

FMD

6, 2014). Although Beck has not argued that we are bound by that
decision, our desire to avoid potentially inconsistent results in state, federal, and
administrative courts in part motivates our decision to certify this issue to the New

Motor Veh. Oct.

York Court ofAppeals.

relies heavily on North Shore, Inc. v. General Motors Corp., No. MVRB
79~0l (Ill.Mot,Veh.Rev.Bd. May 28,2003), ajj"d in relevantpartsub nom. General
Motors Corp, v, Illinois Motor Vehicle Review Board, 361 Ill,App.3d 27l, 836
N.E.2d 903 (2005), affd, 224 Ill.2d l, 862 N.E.2d 209, 308 Ill. Dec. 6ll (2007), in
which an Illinois ALJ resolved a challenge to GM's proposed addition of
dealerships in the greater Chicago area. The ALJ concluded that measuring sales
perfomiance based on comparisons between similar market areas was preferable to
using a statewide or nationwide standard. See Gen. Motors Corp. v. State Motor
Vehicle Review Bd., 224 Ill.2d l, 2l—22, 862 N.E.Zd 209, 2Z3—24, 308 Ill.Dec. 611,
625~26 (2007) (discussing the state motor vehicle review board's decision).
Although not decided under the New York Dealer Act or a provision similar to its

Beck also

section 463(2)(gg), the Illinois courts expressly decided that a standard that takes
local variations, such as import bias, into account is a “superior” method of

detennining perfomiance.

The opinion
Chevrolet Corp.

v.

in

Id.

98

Beck Chevrolet even cites

to the

Texas administrative case of Landmark

Gen. Motors Carp. to outline the problems with the RSI standard as follows

An

administrative court in Texas reached the same conclusion in a similar case,
reasoning that it was patently unfair to conclude that a standard is appropriate for
comparison with a given market ifmost ofthe markets used in creating the standard

“I
“K

Id
Id

at

674.

at

674—675.
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are fundamentally dissimilar to the market at issue. Stated another way, [an] ALJ
cannot endorse a process that characterizes a market as “underperfonning” simply

because it fails to meet a standard so profoundly inﬂuenced by markets bearing so
little resemblance to the market in question,

Landmark Chevrolet Corp.
(Tex.Mot.Veh.Bd. Sept.

v.

Gen. Motors Corp., No. 02-0002
affd sub nom

LIC

at

20-21

16, 2004),

Austin Chevrolet. Inc. v. Motor Vehicle Bd., 212 S.W.3d 425 (TextApp. 2006);
see also Halleen Chevrolet vt GMC, No. 03~050MVDB~277~SS at 5 (Ohio Mott
Veh_ Dealers Bd. July 21, 2006) (report and recommendation) (“[I]t is inappropriate
to consider the expected Ohio average to an urban multi-dealer area such as the
[designated area] in this case. Because single market dealers in rural areas tend to
achieve about the expected state average and the urban dealers tend to achieve
below, it seems that the average is somewhat ﬂawed in a case such as this.").°9
.

Bates references these cases to demonstrate that

NNA‘s argument claiming there is

unifonn agreement nationally regarding the reasonableness of sales effectiveness measures such
as

RSE,

is

neither accurate nor consistent.

On May 3,

2016, the

New York Court 0fAppeals, New Y0rk’s highest court,

opinion on the certiﬁed questions presented to

it

by the Second Circuit

in

issued

its

Beck Chevrolet. ml’ The

court answered the reformulated question:
a performance standard that uses “average” performance based on statewide sales
data in order to detennine an automobile dealer’s compliance with a franchise
agreement “unreasonable, arbitrary, or unfair” under New York Vehicle
Trafﬁc
Law section 463(2)(gg) because it does not account for local variations beyond
adjusting for the local popularity of general vehicle types?'°'
Is

&

The court ruled

that

GM violated state law by trying to terminate Beck Chevrolet‘s

franchise for sales performance and that the, “use of such standard [RSI] to determine

compliance with a franchise agreement

is

The New York Court of Appeals
0

at

also

made

the following pertinent iulings:

“A performance
fails to

W Id.

unlawful under the Dealer Act.”'°2

standard that measures dealer success based on data that
accurately represent market challenges would appear to undermine

675-676‘

Beck Chevrolet Co., Inc. vs. General Motors LLC, No, 2016-03412,
2016, attached as Appendix ltem 2.
ml‘

New York Court of Appeals, dated May 3

““ Id, at p. 10.
‘"1

Id, at p. 2.
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the franchisor and dealer‘s common goal of selling and servicing vehicles
and franchisor products."‘°3
v

“

I

“ ...GM‘s

...the use of standards not based in fact or responsive to market forces
because performance benchmarks that reﬂect a market different from the
dealer‘s sales area cannot be reasonable or fair."‘°“

exclusion of local brand popularity or import bias rendered the
standard unreasonable and unfair because these preference factors
constitute market challenges that impact a dealei"s sales perfomiance
differently across the state.”‘°5

0

“

0

“

.measuring the dealer's performance against a market the dealer never
faces is not reasonable or fair...”'°°
.

.

...if

a franchisor intends to measure a dealer's perfonnance based on a

comparison to statewide data for other dealers, then the comparison data
must take into account the market-based challenges that affect dealer
success."‘°7

The New York Court of Appeals’ analysis

in

Beck Chevrolet directly addresses NNA’s

“industry norms” argument and states:

Notwithstanding GM’s claim that the RSI methodology is consistent with industry
norms, it remains the case that any performance standard adopted by a franchisor
to detemiine a dealer‘s compliance with a franchise agreement is subject to the
limitations set forth in the Dealer Act. While we recognize that industry norms are
important
they are not beyond the reach of the statute.“

The court sums

it

up best when

it

states that,

“

.

.

.GM may not

rely

on a standard

that is

unreasonable and unfair simply because of its prevalence within an industry the Legislature sought
to regulate.”‘°9
similarly,

When

the

same approach

is

applied to the instant case,

it

becomes

NNA and its RSE measure is not beyond the reach ofthe Texas Occupations Code.

W Beck Chevrolet C11, Inc.

vs.

Gzneml Motors LLC, No. 20l 5-034l 2, New York Court of Appeals,

May 3, 2015, attached as Appendix Item 2.

W
mi

W“

W
““‘
"1"

clear that,

p. I2,

dated

Id, at p, 12,
Id. at p, 13,
Id. at p, 14,

Id. at p, 14,
Id. at p. 15.

Id. at p. 15.
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Elliott Chevrolet -

Texas

NNA’s argument that RSE has been found a reasonable measure of sales perfomianee
also conﬂicts with the case

of Eaton Motor Company,

Docket No. 04-0019 LIC (2006)

(“Elliott Chevrolet”).

Inc.
1

v.

General Motor Corporation,

MVD

‘U

Similar to Beck Chevrolet, in Elliott Chevrolet, a sales effectiveness formula
substantively similar to

of law.” In Elliott, the

NNA’s RSE formula, called “RSI,” was found “unreasonable

MVD, the predecessor to the TxDMV, concluded,

at

as a matter

Conclusion of Law

4,

held:

General Motors Corporation‘s sales perfomtance retail sales index 100 standards
are unreasonable as a matter of law and they rely upon unwritten standards, which
failed to fully disclose the actual criteria that are used to evaluate the proposed
transfer, in violation ofCode Section 2301 .359(e).m
If RSI

from new

was unreasonable

points, then

in Elliott

because

it

excluded approximately

50% of GM dealers

NNA’s RSE formula is unreasonable as a basis on which to base a

termination.
4.

Tejas Toyota

In another

-

Texas

Texas case, Tejas Toyota,

Inc.

v.

Gul/States Toyota,

MVD Docket No. 07»

0027 LIC (“Tejas Toyota”), the agency found no evidence to support the reasonableness of
Toyota’s sales effectiveness fomtulatm In Tejas, the

MVD ALJ made the following ﬁndings

which were adopted by the director:

FF

l5:

FF

l7:

There is no record evidence demonstrating that GST’s sales standard
fonnula recognizes or accounts for any differences in the
demographic composition, geographic conditions and economic
forces that distinguish Tejas’ market area from those of dealers in
the rest of GST‘s ﬁve-state market.

The record contains insufﬁcient evidence to support the conclusion
GST’s 100% salcs cfﬁcicncy standard is rcasonablc.

that

ll"

Eaton Mo1orCa.,

lnc..

Complainant. Charles E.

Elliott, lntervenor, v.

General Motors Corporation, Respondent,

MVD Docket N0‘ 04-00l 9 LIC (Z006), PFD and Final Order attached as Appendix Item C to Bates‘ Closing
Statement, Appealed at General Motors Corporation v. Bray, 243 S.W.3d 678 (Tex. App. Austin 2007).
“' See Elliott PFD, p. 42, attached as Appendix Item C to Bates Closing Statement. (emphaxis added).
"Z See Tefas PFD, p. 7 Findings ofFaet l5—l8, attached as Appendix Itcm to Bates Closing Statements

D
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In the instant case,

NNA did not meet its burden to support that 100% RSE is a

reasonable standard for evaluating a dealer for termination.
E.

The PFD Properly Construed Bates’ Obligations Under the Dealer Agreement' 13

NNA argues that, “The PFD Also Failed to Properly Construe the Dealer Agreement
because of a Fundamental Misunderstanding of Sales, Curbstoning and Registration?‘ 14 There

was no misunderstanding
1.

as discussed below.

Sales vs. Registrations

As discussed

in Section III.A.2.a supra, sales

can occur inside or outside ofa dealer‘s

PMA depending on where they are registered. Registrations are the only proper way to compare
the sales opportunity in a speciﬁc geography.

lt

would be unreasonable

standard based on unmeasured opportunity outside of its

NNA‘s assertion that the use ofthe language,
demonstrates confusion

is false.

hold a dealer to a

PMA.

“both inside and outside of its

NNA’s interpretation of “to customers

Primary Market Area” under Section 3.A

to

to essentially

mean “from its

PMA”

located within Dealer’s
location"

is

strained. All

NNA uses competitive registrations inside Bates‘ PMA in
the RSE fonnula, so the use of registrations is proper. NNA does not just use competitive sales
sales are quantiﬁed as “registrations.”

PMA, but all competitive registrations.
of registrations is incorrect, then NNA is calculating RSE completely wrong.

made from the

dealers located inside of Bates’

Mr. Stockton addressed
is

“untethered” from the

this issue

and testiﬁed

why this “sales vs.

If the use

registrations”

argument

RSE formula:

Everything about this formula is tethered -- everything about measuring automotive
markets, I should say, is tethered to registrations, sales Within a speciﬁc geographic
arca by saying, oh, what wc‘rc actually measuring is salcs madc at thc dcalcrship
but registered anywhere.-~If that's really the standard, then the outcome becomes
totally untethered from the measurement.~So if dealers in Austin buy a lot of cars
-- sell a lot of cars to customers in the Bates PMA, if that's really what you were
trying to mcasurc, you would havc to takc all ofthosc cars out of Killccn, bccausc
that they purchased in was in Austin. So if that argument is made, it
the

PMA

"3

“‘

NNA’s Exceptions,
NNA’s Exceptions,

Section III.E, pp. l7—20.
Section III.E, pp. l7—20.
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untethers and completely erodes the basic structure ofthe metrics,
15
every other metric.‘

NNA contradicts itself if

RSE and visually

PMA opportunity as any customer who shops there.
The Calculation of RSE is on the basis ofcompetitive registrations within the PMA,“ The RSE
standard imposed

is

it

deﬁnes

directly linked to the

number of competitive registrations

in the dealer’s

PMA.

PMA opportunity is something other than competitive registrations within,
then NNA cannot carry its burden since all rankings and calculations are on the basis of PMA
competitive registrations. If you assume that any activity within the PMA is the deﬁnition of
PMA opportunity, then NNA does not attempt to measure with RSE, and NNA would also
If true that

it

have

to adjust for sales registered in the Killeen

PMA, but sold by dealerships

outside of the

PMA. Under this reasoning, that “opportunity” should be attributable to a PMA other than Bates‘
Killeen PMA. In short, if opportunity is deﬁned by something other than PMA competitive
registrations, then
2.

NNA does not deﬁne or calculate oppommity anywhere in this case.

Half of the RSE Expectation

The design of RSE does not measure

is

Driven by Sales Outside the

accurately,

What

it

purports to evaluate."7 Again,

note that Bates does not have a contractual duty to sell outside of its

F/F 36

that,

PMA‘ssl

“The Dealer Agreement imposes no

PMA

sales obligations

PMA.‘ '8 The ALJ ruled in

on Bates outside of its

I9

PMA tells us little about how Bates is performing within PMA,
especially when the opportunity outside the PMA isn’t being measured by RSE. NNA never tests
whether Bates should sell outside of its PMA to the same degree as other Nissan dealers do.'2°
Sales outside

its

its

The absence of analysis of these
within

its

PMA.

factors distort the conclusions about Bates‘ sales

In order to determine

how reasonable RSE is in measuring

performance

Bates‘ sales

"5 Tr.
at l830:8-23 (Stockton),

"“ S26 Ex. c_| 1.
"1 EX, 0.1, p. s 12 (Stockton Repoﬂ),
1|
"X EX, c-ass, pp, 30:24-31114 (Steiner Depo).

H" PFD F/F 36, p. 31.
H" EX. c_z, p. 13
1134 (Stockton
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when being used as

a basis for termination,

it is

imponant to focus on what

RSE actually measures.
Mr. Stockton established
dealers’ sales outside

of the

RSE is driven by

that nearly half of the “expectation” in

PMA, and remarkably, “over 10% of the sales expectation under

NNA does not assign to any dealerships."m
NNA is measuring Bates’ sales efforts within its PMA (which the contract requires) by applying
RSE is driven by dealer sales
a sales standard,

into territories that

RSE, driven by Region dealers’

unrepresented areas. '22 That alone

is

reason that

sales into other dealers’

RSE is not a useful tool

PMAs and
for evaluating Bates

Nissan for termination.
Mr. Farhat
the

said, “if it

wants

to focus

only on

its

PMA, then it has to sell even more within

PMA to be at region average.”m This is not a reasonable expectation to put on a dealer in

order to avoid termination.

NNA is penalizing Bates for a.n unquantiﬁed and assumed inability to sell outside of
PMA. Mr.

Stockton demonstrated how, “the out»of-PMA portion of the

entire driver

behind

RSE standard

is

its

the

NNA’s basis for this terrninati0n.”m Now that it has been established that if

you calculate RSE only on data speciﬁc

to the dealer,

and do not include the out-of-PMA

requirement, Bates would be between the median and the average of Texas dealers. There would

be no

failure for Bates to cure since

likely

above average when compared
F.

Texas dealers tend
to the

to

outperfonn the region,'Z5 and Bates

is

Region as a whole. '26

The Two Methods that the PFD Uses to Measure Bates’ Performance
is N0 Good Cause for Terrninationm

Demonstrate that there

NNA argues that, “The Two Methods that the PFD Uses to Measure Bates’ Perfonnance
Lead to Unreasonable Results, Unintended Consequences and Bad Po1icy.”m NNA is the party
ll‘

Ex. C-1, p. 5 1| 12 (Stockton Report).
EX, 0-2, p. 61 I5 (Stockton Rebuttal Report),
Tr. at 17] l:]5-19 (Farhat).
*1‘
EX, c-3, p. ll ii 25 (Stockton Supplemental Report) citing to EX, C-1, Tab ll, l2. I3 and I4 (Stockton Report).
"5 Tr. at l852:l5-19
(Stockton).
W‘ This Texas Dealer comparison is actually a standard higher than RSE akin to SSER because it is a measure
against only Texas dealers and does not include the beneﬁt ofselling into unrepresented areas.
‘Z7 NNA’s
Exceptions, Scction III.F, pp. 20—26.
m‘ NNA’s Exceptions, Scction III.F, pp. 20—26.
‘Z1

m
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with the burden to demonstrate that Bates‘ performance merits temrination.

demonstrated and does not

any data showing the Bates

cite to

looks at

how much Bates

Bates

perfonning below average on RSE.

is

1.

First

Bates" sales within

dealershipsm’ This

is

a poor performing dealer that

and where those sales are made. Instead,

sells

The PFD’s

is

NNA has not

Method ~ Sales Registered Within

NNA only says that

Its

PMAU9

PMA are average or higher compared to other Nissan

its

because Bates

sells a

higher percentage of Nissan registrations within

its

PMA than the average Texas dealer.'“ This is true for the default period in 2012 and 9/2013
YTD.'”

Tab

Speciﬁcally, Ex. C-1,

ll,

Page 1R, shows

percentage of sales they are registering within their

Nissan registrations

in their

own PMAs compared to the total amount of

PMA.
lR demonstrates

Ex. C-1, Tab ll Page

that,

“Bates

performing better than the average Texas Nissan dealer in
Farhat’s testimony that customers within Bates’
is true,

sells a

higher percentage of Nissan

Texas dealership."‘33 Mr. Farhat agrees

registrations than the average

opposite

the Texas Nissan dealers and the

all

within Bates’

this

that at

71.42% Bates

is

regardm This conﬂicts with Mr.

PMA are rejecting the dealership.l35 In fact, the

PMA, customers are buying from Bates at a much higher

percentage than the average Texas Nissan dealer.“ Mr. Farhat had to correct this testimony, and
ﬁnally stated, “the difference isn’t due to the rejection of the Nissan brand."m
2.

The PFD’s Second Method — Sales Registered

Sales Within

Its

PMA“

as a Percentage of Expected

NNA argues that analyzing Bates’ sales registered in its PMA as a percentage of the
expected Nissan sales in Bates‘

W NNA’s Exceptions, Section llI.F.1,

la"

PFD F/F

PMA,

p.

I01; Ex. C-1, p. 15 1147-48

leads to unreasonable results, bad consequences and bad

21.

and Tabs

11

and 12 (Stockton Report).

W Ex. C-1, p. 15 and Tab 11 (Stockton Report).
H2
W EX. 0-1, p. 15 47 and Tab (Stockton Report); Tr. at 1sso;s_9 (Stockton).
Id.

W Tr.

ii

I

I

1799219-2|, 171017-l5(Farhat),
H5 Tr. £l\ 1685221-Z4, l7()8jl9-l7—]7IZjZ
(Farhat). Mr. Farhat refers to Ex. R-361, TZIJ A-Z7 ZS evidence (hm
Killeen customers are rejecting Bates.
W‘ Tr. at l7lO:7-10 (Farhat).
U7 Tr. at 1709122-l7l0:4(Farhat).
U“ NNA’s Exceptions, Section HIIFIZA
£A\
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RSE to measure the quality of a dealer’s effort within its PMA is problematic
when very few dealerships in Texas sell a sufficient number of vehicles with their own PMAs to

policy.” Using

reach Region average.“°

Mr, Stockton’s analysis shows that by “[r]emoving only the portion of the
applied to Bates and attributable to dealer sales into areas not assigned
Bates‘ sales into those areas), Bates cured/"41 This

is

by NNA (and removing

evidenced by Ex. C-1, Tabs ll and

Ex. C-1, Tab 12 demonstrates that by, “Removing the portion of the
attributable to sales outside of dealers’

own PMAs, and removing Bates‘

PMA, Bates was not defective in its sales performance;
Ex. C-l, Tab l2 Page lR, shows

it

“Bates‘ sales in the

that,

dealerships.”‘“ Ex. C-l,

Nissan registrations
is

is

at Nissa.n’s

it

picks up

First,

"

of its

own

Speciﬁcally,

Region

it

picks up the

number of

PMA relative to competitive registrationsm The expectation

how much ofthat Bates getsl“ You can

very nonnal share of a very nomtal number.

average.“ Together with Tab

nl/H

between median and average level among Texas

based on region average based only on sales that were registered with
Second,

sales outside

PMA as a percentage of expected

Tab l2 Page lR captures two things.

in the Killeen

l2.“'Z

RSE expectation

was average or above.

Nissan registrations (the number of registrations that would occur
Represented average market share)

RSE statistic

11, this

'47

shows

its

PMA.

see that Bates

is

getting a

In 2012, during the default period, Bates

that Bates does a better job than either the

is

above

median

or the overall average of Nissan dealers in Texas in temis of capturing the available sales in

its

PMA."‘9

‘W NNA’s Exceptions, Section lll.F.2, p. 24.
M" Ex. C-2, p. S and Tab lR (Stockton Rebuttal
Report).
‘4'
Ex. C-2, p. 6 1] 15 (Stockton Rebuttal Report).
"2 Ex. C-1, p. 15
47 and 48 and Tabs ll and l2 (Stockton Report).
EX. 0-2, p. 6 114 (Stockton Rebuttal Report).
EX. 0-1, p. 15 11 48 and Tab 12 Page 1 R (Stockton Report); EX, c-1, Tab 12 Page ZR (Stockton Report) is the
data for 2012,
rt. at 185213-8(Stockton),
*4“
rt. at 1252;;-9 (Stockton),
"7 Mr, Farhat testlﬁed that he agreed that Bates is about average on this comparison, (Tr. at 1714;12_15
(Farhat)).
W‘ Ex. C-1, Tab 12 Page 2R (Stockton Rcpon).
W’ Tr. at 171213-14 (Judge Bcnnctt/Stockton).

W

W

W

W
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Even Under NNA’s “Sales from the PMA” Standard, Bates Performs Well

3.

NNA argues that sales within the PMA should be interpreted as “sales from the PMA."
IfNNA truly believes this reasoning,
then Bates would

still

registered to customers
if the

their

argument

from the

PMA,“ then RSE fails to

RSE reﬂects sales made by dealers in any PMA, but
with addresses located in the Killeen PMA.
is

because

standard to evaluate sales within the

then only one exhibit evaluates that standard, Ex. C-2,

from the

not simply a post-hoc construction,

is

prevail. First, ifthe standard is “sales

evaluate that standard. This

Second,

and

PMA

is,

indeed, sales from the

Tab 3A.‘5° This

exhibit

compares

PMA,

sales

PMA by Bates to sales from the PMA by other Killeen dealerships and registered

anywhere. In

this regard,

Bates

is

essentially average

among Killeen dealerships.

Ex. C-2, Tab

3A shows that sales by Killeen dealerships nationwide (within and outside their areas) are about
81»82% of the number of vehicles registered within their areas.‘5‘ The average
81.49% and the median

market in 2012

is

and the median

at 83.97“/u.'53 Similarly,

is

80.99%.‘52 Bates Nissan

looking

at the

through 9/2013, the average for the Killeen market

Nissan

is

is

is

for the Killeen

higher than the average

year leading up to termination 10/2012

85.18% and

the

median

is

83.86%‘54 Bates

higher than the median and very close to the average at 84.35%. '55 Therefore,

Killeen dealers, Bates
in context

is

normal, This

among

a true test ofthe effects ofthe market. Consider this fact

is

of Nissan’s normal market share

in Killeen.'5°

Bates captures a normal share of

business compared to other Killeen dealers; '57 Bates also captures a high share of Nissan
business compared to other Nissan dealers. '58
Since

RSE does not evaluate the standard that NNA suggests

exhibit that does evaluate the standard that

should prevail, and the one

NNA suggests should prevail

still

favors Bates, yet

NNA asks the Board to ﬁnd that Bates fatally breached based on literally no credible evidence
and to ignore credible evidence to the contrary. Now even if NNA insists on applying RSE, the
‘5"

See Bates Closing Statement, Section lX.F.

*5‘

81

‘$1

49%,

EX,
EX,
*5‘
EX,
la EX,

*5‘

0-2,
0-2,
0-2,
0-2,

l

,

pp. 62-64 for further discussion.

3A Page lRR (S\0Cl(l0ﬂ Rebuttal).
rab 3A Page lRR (Stockton Rebuttal Report); Tr, at I835:9-15 (Stockton).
rab 3A Page lRR (Stockton Rebuttal Report); Tr, at I835:9-15 (Stockton).
rab 3A Page 2RR 10/2012-9/2013 (Stockton Rebuttal Report); Tr. at 183515-s
rab 3A Page 2RR (Stockton Rebuttal Repbn).

EX, 0-2, Tab

(Stockton).

Tr. at l685:2I-24 (Farhat) (discussing EX, R-361, Tab A-27);
EX. C3, Tab 3A Page IRR (Stockton Rcbuttal R(:p0l1).
5“ Ex. C—1, Tab 11 Page 1R(S\uckton Rcpon).
'5“

‘S7
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pump-in rate ofabout 18.5% (100%-81.49%)

in

2012 and the net pump-in rate of 14.8%

(100%-85.18%) from 10/2012 - 9/2013, would be a deﬁcit faced by Killeen
itself,

would explain
G. The

the entirety ofBates’ deﬁcit to

PFD Properly Interpreted

statute evaluates

good cause

of

100% RSE in many time periods.

“Sales in Relation to Sales in the

TOC § 230l.455(a)(1)‘”

The

dealers, in a.nd

for termination

on the

sales

Market”

in

perfonnance inquiry under

TOC § 2301.455(a)(l) as “the dealer’s sales in relation to the sales in the market.” NNA argues
that,

“The

PFD Misinterpreted

‘Sales in Relation to Sales in the Market’ in

Code Section

2301.455(a)(1).""‘“

NNA repeats the sarne argument regarding sales registered Within and outside of the
PMA. Under the statute,
“market“

is

deﬁned

the dealer’s “Sales”

as the dealer‘s

is

compared to the “Sales in the Market.” When the

PMA, then the comparison must be limited to the PMA. The

PFD is not adding language to the statute, but merely applying its plain meaning.

NNA offers the alternative interpretation of TOC § 2301 .455(a)(l) and asks the Board,
“ﬁnd that RSE

is

This interpretation

fails

because there

in Relation to Sales in the

As demonstrated
standard

is

measure of Bates’ sales

the appropriate

different

and

is

in relation to sales in the market...”"'

no question that RSE

is

not the same as “Dealer’s Sales

Market."

in Bates‘ Closing Brief, this statutory sales

distinct

from the

Agreement. The deﬁnition of RSE

is

perfonnance measurement

RSE fonnula, I62 and Section 3

of the Dealer

not equivalent to the statutory consideration of “the dealer’s

sales in relation to sales in the market,” because, as

Mr. Stockton described, “the

RSE metric

does not result in a measure of dealer sales in relation to sales in the market... because the out-

of-PMA

sales

by a given dealership are not

related

by the RSE

opportunity speciﬁc to a given market or a given dealership."7’

was asked, “Would I be
‘5"

incorrect

by deﬁning RSE

statistic to

any measure of market

When N'NA‘s expert, Mr.

Farhat

as the dealer sales in relation to the sales in

NNA‘s Exceptions,
NNA‘s Exceptions,
NNA‘s Exceptions,

Section lll.G, pp. 26-29.
Section lll.G, pp. 26-29.
“'
pp. 28-29.
“*2
Tr. at l609:23-l6l0:I0 (Farhat); Ex. C-354, 8:17-9:3 (Farhat Depo); Tr. at l830:24-183114 (Stockton); Ex. C-2,
p. 17 1| 45 (Stockton Rebuttal Report).
“*1
Ex. c-2, p. 17 1145 (Stockton Rebuttal Rcpon).
W‘
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the market?” , he stated, “Yes, you‘d be incorrect."'“

H. Injury or Beneﬁt to the Public Weighs

NNA excepts to Findings ofFact 107,
factor

weighs

in favor ofBates.“’6 Tex.

110

in

Favor of Bates Nissanlés

a.nd lll,

which ﬁnds that the public

interest

Occ. C. § 230l.45S(a)(3) requires consideration of

NNA takes exception to the l’FD’s ﬁndings that termination of
Bates would result in negative impact to the public.‘67 NNA has no factual or legal basis

“injury or beneﬁt to the public."

identiﬁed under

APA § 2001 .O58(e) to change the ALJ’s ﬁndings.

Public policy in Texas

and providing jobs
personnel

to

Texas

is

to preserve dealerships

citizens.

168

It

would

which are performing for the

distributor

also be extremely unfair to the dealership

who worked hard to cure the alleged sales performance

deﬁciencies to terminate Bates

Nissan.
I.

All Existing Circumstances Includes Bates’ Existing

Post-NOT Performance.”

NNA excepts to the PFD’s determination that all existing circumstances includes all
infonnation available to the Board

at

the time of the decision.” Tex. Occ. C. § 230l.455(a)

NNA takes exception to the PFD‘s

requires consideration of “all existing circumstances.“

determination that
the time

it

makes

all

its

existing circumstances includes

decision.'7'

now good cause for termination

The

g

statutory inquiry

not whether there

all
is

information available to the Board

clear and considers whether there is

good cause

at

some point prior to

Notice of Temwination issuing. That would include the time leading up to the
through the hearing.

at

the

NOT all the way

NNA’s citation to Love Nissan, out of Floridam does not speciﬁcally

address the statutory language under the Texas Occupations Code.

“” Tr. at l609:23- I6 I0: 10
(Farhat).
NNA’s Exceptions, Section llI.H.6, p. 46.
“"’ NNA’s
Exceptions, Section llI.H.6, p. 46; See PFD, pp. 28-29, 44.
“S7 NNA'5
Exceptions, p, 46; FFD F/F5 lO7-l l l,
W‘ S26
§ 230i .()0l “The distribution and sale of motor vehicles in this state vitally affects the general economy
ofthe state and the public interest and Welfare of its citizens. This chapter Shall be liberally constmed to accomplish
its purposes..."
*6" NNA’s
III.I-L7, p. 46.
Exceptions,
*1" NNA’s
Exceptions, Section lII.l-L7, p, 46; See PFD, pp. 6-7.
‘G5

TOC

swim

‘7'

"Z

PFD,

pp. 6—7.

NNA’s Exceptions,

p. 46.
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Supplemental Notice of Termination ~ Tax Related, Capitalization, and
Financial Statements Allegationsm
Specious Tax Fraud Allegations

1.

When Nissan saw that Bates was curing its sales perfonnance ground for termination
looked for another ground for termination.

It

asked for and received in discovery Bates ﬁnancial

statements and tax returns and determined that Bates
car inventory under the lower of cost or market

Nissan characterized
Nissan

down its

this practice as tax fraud

tried to

was

incorrectly writing

down new and used

(“LCM”) inventory valuation methodology.

and added

make a case for the proposition

inventory, while at the

it

same time trying

it

as a

ground

that since Bates

for termination.

'74

was improperly writing

to maintain a $75,000 gross

income

in the

C

Corporation, that therefore Bates was committing tax fraud. Nissan alleged that, by trying to

adhere to the $75,000 gross income by writing
not,

as

however, unlawful to attempt to maintain a speciﬁc gross income

it is

It is

done legallym Incorrectly estimating inventory values under

so non-controversial and

by ﬁling

incorrect estimates
that

down inventory, Bates was

a

mundane that the

Form

3115.

so long

LCM is not unlawful either,

One of Bates‘
that

accountants, Mr.

Woodward testiﬁed

many of them try to keep gross income in

C Corporations at or below $75,000/7“
Despite

SOAI-I

all

the hyperbole, Nissan never proved a single unlawful act

ALJ found that Bates did not violate any tax laws or regulations.
2.

by Bates. The

(See

PFD F/F 98.)

Nissan Did Not Catch Bates

Prior to Nissan’s allegations being levied, Bates

Mr. Carl Woodward, to prepare a
"3

C Corporation

It is

tax laws allow the automatic correction of such

he represents over 200 franchised dealers and

their

in a

acting unlawfully.

fair

had hired a dealership accounting

expert,

market valuation of the dealership for purposes of

NNA’s

Exceptions, Section llI.H, pp. Z9-46.
W In this case,
Bates‘ writing down inventory under LCM resulted in a lawful deferral Ofineeme from one tax year

down in the prior tax year are sold in the next and gross income recaptured. Tax fraud is
typically taking a deduction wrongfully or hiding income where no taxes are ever paid versus deferring income from
lawful deferral ofincome cannot be t£AX fraud. Most dealers use LlFO to achieve this lawful
One year t0 the neXt.
for decades
deferral but Mr, Gautier, Bates‘ t£|X preparer, did not kr\0W how to use LlFO and left Bates On
after most dealers had switched to l_lFO,
H5 Tr. at l254Z22 i lZ55:2 (Liner).
to the next as cars written

A

W’ Tr.

at

LCM

l496—l497 (Woodward).
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supporting relevant statutory provisions conceming the dealer’s investment and obligationsm to
contested case. Through Mr.

Woodward’s review of Bates’ ﬁnancial

be examined in

this

documents, Mr.

Woodward found inventory adjustments

most other dealers post to
Mr.

what

their ﬁnancial statements.

Woodward made Bates aware of this inconsistency and requested additional

infonnation to

Mr.

(reductions) inconsistent with

conﬁrm the nature of the

Woodward on September

inventory reductions. Exs. C-70

17 and produced to Nissan on September 25, 2014. Mr.

Woodward found Bates was using LCM to reduce
“caught Bates,”'73
requested by Mr.

it

did not.

It

Woodward,

made to Bates new vehicle
Mr. Woodward’s

- C-79 were provided to

its

new vehicle inventory. Nissan

claims

it

was only through Bates’ discovery production of documents

that

Nissan was able to learn that inventory reductions were being

inventory.

initial report,

testimony on the matter for which Mr.

Ex. C-4, also ﬁled October 17, 2014, provided expert

Woodward was retained, which was

the investment

valuation of the dealership. Thus, while Mr. Walter’s report, Ex. R-366, Nissan’s expert, dated

October

17, 2014, did attack Bates’ inventory write-downs, Bates

issue because

of Mr. Woodward‘s analysis. Bates and

its

counsel were pursuing methods to

remedy

the inventory valuation matter well before Nissan

ﬁled

Supplemental

its

was already well aware of the

became aware and well before Nissan

NOT in December 2014. Both sides went on to ﬁle rebuttal and

supplemental reports after additional discovery, which became the basis for

much of the facts

surrounding the allegations in the Supplemental NOT.

Mr.

Woodward advised

Bates

that, to

be on the safe

Schneider, a prominent tax attomey in Washington,

inventory valuation to one in

strict

Schneider, who, in tum, ﬁled a

side,

it

should retain, Mr. Les

DC to assist in changing its method of

compliance with the Treasury Regs.'79 Bates hired Mr.

Fonn 3115 which advised the IRS

as to Bates’ past

methodology

TOC

"7
§ 230l.455(a).
"X NNA‘s Exceptions, Section IILH, p. 31.
‘W Bates had made the same mistake as other small town dealers have made. ln order to save
money, it relied upon
its local tax preparer to guide it in the uncertain seas ofinventory valuation methodology. This individual, Mr.
Buster Gautier, was not trained as an accountant, much less a CPA, and gave Mr. Bates some bad advice on what he
could do undcr
and how to do it. Mr. Gauticr approvcd Batcs’ writc-downs which gave Nissan its opcning for
falscly alleging tax fraud. (See PFD F/F 75-77.)

LCM
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and adopted a methodology promulgated by the Treasury Regs. (See

now, unquestionably,
at

signiﬁcant cost to

tax

in full

compliance with

all

PFD F/F 85»87.)' 8° Bates is

Treasury Regs and tax laws.‘8‘ In short, Bates,

cured whatever complaints Nissan could possibly have regarding

itself,

and accounting methodology and began the process before Nissan ever raised the

penalties or even criticisms have been levied against Bates

The False

3.

Filing

Bates’ cure, however,

issue,

its

No

by the IRS.

Gambit

was not enough for Nissan. Nissan wanted Bates terminated for its

past accounting practices on the grounds that the incorrect write-downs, albeit brieﬂy and
temporarily,

skewed

the KPIs, or

key perfonnance

indicators, the dealership reported to

Nissan

on the mandatory ﬁnancial statements, the so-called 12-month or operating statements. Nissan
had several complaints on

this issue, including

complaints about the timing of the reporting of

proﬁt recaptures and of year end write»downs.
4.

Lower of Cost or Market (LCM)

The way LCM works

down its

inventory to what

must recapture
price

when

it

is

can demonstrate

as gross proﬁt,

the car

is

sold.

that a dealer (or

month

down cars are

sold,

its

for that matter) is

market value

to

allowed to write

be in the pertinent tax year but

any difference between the written down value and the retail

During the period of time between write-down and

down ﬂows through to the balance
written

any business

sale, the write-

sheet initially reducing the gross proﬁt picture.

When the

however, and the write-down recaptured as gross proﬁt on

statements, the proﬁt picture

is

restoredm This dynamic

is

the

same

sales

for

later 12-

any business

that

LCM
NADA

‘W The Treasury Regs applicable to
inventory valuations, 1.471-2(0) and 1.471-4(a-c), require a dealer to use a
recognizable source such as the
Guide or Black Book to value used car inventory and to use it consistently
and be prepared to prove up its use in the event of an audit. Mr. Bates, with the concurrence of its tax preparer, was
using several sources for valuations, including his own subjective judgement. Mr. Schneider was unable to prove a
consistent methodology and thus had to report all write-downs as gross proﬁt and pay taxes on them over the next 4
years. This likely resulted in over payment of taxes by Bates because many ofthese write-downs Would‘ve been
defensible under the Treasury Regs.
ll“
Nissan never proved that Bates was in violation of any tax laws because rt never proved that Bates had underpaid
any taxes. Nissan alleged tax fraud in the hope that the taint of saying so would tum this case against Bates.
‘*1
Technically, when the written down cars are sold, the “new, written down" cost ofthe inventory is utilized to
compute the gross proﬁt at the point of sale effectively "recapturing" the write-down as a part of the sale transaction.
Any unrecorded differences in market value that occurred aﬁer the write-down and prior to sale is also cleared to the
income statement at the point of sale as a component of gross proﬁt. Therefore, the gross proﬁt at the point of sale
cmbodics all ofthc r:vcr changing markct forces, including Bates’ good faith cstimatcs of dccrcascs to valuc that
may have occurred during the time that thr: invcntory was hcld by Batcs. Thcsc cstimatcs arr: a nomra] part of
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uses lower of cost or market to value

its

inventory. Nissan, however, calls

tax fraud

it

and

reporting fraudulent ﬁnancial data to Nissan.

13-Month Statements

5.

The way 13-month statements worked
do not ﬁnish posting
requires

what

is

some dealers,

including Bates,

expenses by the end of December of any particular tax year. Nissan

all

December statements

dealers prepare

in this case is that

to

be ﬁled with

colloquially

known

by January 10 of the following tax

it

as a

year.

Those

“13-month” statement which wraps up the loose

ends for the current tax year, including end of the year inventory Write-downs. Gross proﬁt
recaptured from cars sold after the ﬁrst of the following tax year are reﬂected on 12-month
statements as the cars are sold. These 12-month statements are typically ﬁled between January

and March.
Nissan’s Rules Contributed to

6.

lts

Complaints

Nissan’s complaint in this case was that since Bates did not
until after its

stating

its

proﬁts for that tax year.
it,

further complaint

Its

Nissan was not getting

Nissan, however, had never required
to

written

down cars

December statements were ﬁled with Nissan that therefore Bates was

month statements with
no way

sell its

its

since Bates did not ﬁle 13-

of the inventory write-downs

dealers to ﬁle 13-month statements with

know that Nissan might Want that.

Steiner, testiﬁed that

all

was that

In fact, Nissan’s

fraudulently

in real time,

it

so Bates had

own 30-year executive, Mr.

Nissan did not want 13-month statements ﬁled with

it

because they were

prepared for tax purposes and skewed the operational data that Nissan was after in requiring 12-

month statements to be ﬁled with it to begin with. (See PFD F/F
Nissan
against Bates.
principles

itself created, in part, the

down value and
loss.

circumstances which allowed

On the one hand Nissan requires dealers to

(“GAAP”), which requires
its

sales price

82, 81, 88-93.)

that

when a car

is

it

to allege false ﬁling

follow generally accepted accounting

sold the difference between

must be recaptured on the ﬁnancial statements

its

written

as gross proﬁt or

At thc same time Nissan did not require that I3 month statcmcnts on which some ofthc

write-downs occurred be ﬁled with

it.

Finally, Nissan required dcalcrs to ﬁle

inventory valuation and can occur during the wn'te-down process or even when a vehiclc
and subsequently held for salc by Bates to the public.
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statements too soon after the end of the tax year, thus necessitating l3»montl1 statements.

Consequently, there would inevitably be a brief period of time, usually no more than 2 to 3

months, in which the write—downs were not offset by gross proﬁt recapture.
created by this gap in time that Nissan calls fraudulent and on which

These are outrageous and

memos discussed
These

at

false allegations

and Nissan knows

it,

It is

bases

it

as revealed

its

the proﬁt picture
temiination.

by the 3 business

PFD F/F 90-98.

memos clearly reveal that Nissan knew about the signiﬁcant adjustments that can

be made by l3-month statements and
should require their ﬁling but

it

that

ifNissan wanted a true proﬁt picture for KPI’s

it

never did. For 40 years Bates‘ l3-month statements were not

ﬁled with Nissan without one word of complaint from Nissan.

Bates

7.

Demonstrably Innocent

is

Bates ﬁled nothing inaccurate
statements conveyed

a.n

much less fraudulent with Nissanm The l2»month

accurate proﬁt picture at the time they were ﬁled. That proﬁt picture

naturally changed after the written

down cars were sold.

(See

PFD F/F 94-95) The gross proﬁt

recapture for those sales were posted on the 13-month statement as well as on each monthly

statement as the cars were sold. Each of these statements changed the proﬁt picture to the degree
that cars

were sold and gross proﬁt recaptured. Everything ﬁled with Nissan by Bates was

accurate, if not always in accordance with

and the Treasury Regs, on Mr. Gautier‘s

GAAP or the Treasury Regs. This ignorance of GAAP

part,

required 13-month statements to be ﬁled with

made
it,

ﬁling the

Form 3115

necessary.

Had Nissan

Nissan would have had no argument

at all

on

the false ﬁling issue.

Nissan

is

trying to terminate Bates over accounting peculiarities created

(See F/F 94»95) Nissan wants to characterize the dynamics created by

mles as fraud on Bates
8.

Finally,

its

by Nissan

itself.

own conﬂicting ﬁling

part.

The Management/Ownership
and without any statutory

LCM

Issue

notice,

Nissan accused Bates

at trial

of breaching the

GAAP

"“ Bates
which is allowed by
albeit utilizing iﬂC0\TeCl procedures to
used estimates ofvalue under
LCM. Utilizing cstimatcs arc all part ofcrcating ﬁnancial statcmcnts for Nissan or
any other uscr of ﬁnancial statcmcnts. Utilizing estimates arc not fraudulent per se.
arrivc at thosc estimates undcr
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franchise by misrepresenting

ownership and management

which Bates had attempted

incident in
father,

its

Jimmy Bates, in the role.

to

to Nissan. This arose out

make Bobby Bates Dealer Principal

This was done

in full

of an

replacing his

compliance with the franchise agreement

but Nissan claimed the proper procedure was not followed and again accused Bates of false
ﬁlings. Judge Bennett, however, agreed with Bates, that

PFD F/F

118-124.)

IV.

CONCLUSION
The

no breach of the franchise occurred. (See

SOAH ALJ, Judge Bennett, has carefully considered all of Nissan arguments and all

of Nissan’s evidence and has come to the conclusion
for terminating Bates Nissan.

RSE methodology,

that

NNA has not established good cause

should not be tenninated on performance grounds because the

It

under which Bates was to be terminated, simply was not contemplated by the

Nissan franchise agreement and Nissan had based

its

scores as a breach ofthe franchise agreement. (See

termination efforts on a failure of RSE

PFD F/F 73, 99,

101.)

Bates was not to be terminated for the inventory valuation methodology used by Bates

because

it

was not unlawful.

Gautier, Bates’ tax preparer,

lt

was a lawful methodology but due

business or otherwise penalize
to the

IRS

misunderstanding of Mr.

was used too arbitrarily to pass muster under IRS Treasury Regs. ‘E4

The lawful and approved means
acknowledges

to the

for correcting that,

it,

however,

is

not to put the dealership out of

but to have the dealership ﬁle a

that past inventory valuation

Fonn 3115 which

methodology was based on subjective

judgment rather than based on a consistent and documentable methodology.“
In short, Bates

is

in full

compliance with the tax laws and never acted fraudulently. (See

PFD F/F 96»98.) None of the ﬁnancial statements submitted by Bates to NNA were false. (See
PFD F/F 94.) Nissan was unable to show any harm or prejudice whatsoever for the brief period
of time in which Bates proﬁt picture was out of sync and Nissan had shown no material harm

Nissan never did prove that Bates‘ inventory reduction methodology was actually in breach of the Treasury Regs
because Nissan made no effort to prove that the inventory valuations calculated by Bates differed materially from
the valuations that
approved methodology would have calculated. only an IRS audit could deﬁnitively decide
this issue because only the IRS has jurisdiction over the issue, With the ﬁling ofthe Form 3115, however, the issue
is legally moot.
‘K5
The taxcs on the gross proﬁts referred by the written—down inventories must be paid over the following 4 years,
which Bates is doing.
ll“

ms
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from anything that Bates had done. (See
In short, Judge Bennett

IRS was

fully satisﬁed

PFD F/F 95-98.)

would not allow a temtination

with Bates means of changing

its

for innocent mistakes

inventory valuation methodology.m’

NNA’s Exceptions are without merit and the fact is that there is substantial
the record to support the proposed decision

its

adopted by the Board in
relief to

which

it

Attachment

its

1

be

evidence in

making NNA’s Exceptions immaterial. Bates

requests that Respondent’s Exceptions be denied,

Conclusions of Law in

when the

its

rejected.

proposed altemate Findings of Fact and

The ALJ ’s PFD

entirety without modiﬁcation,

in this matter

should be

and Bates Nissan be awarded

all

other

may be justly entitled.

Respectfully submitted,

COFFEY & ALANIZ, PLLC
By:

/s/

Wm. David Coffey

State

By:

III

Wm. David Coffey, III

/s/

Bar No. 04489700

Martin Alaniz

Martin Alaniz
State Bar No. 24059367
13810 FM 1826
Austin, TX 78737
Telephone:
(512)328-6612
Facsimile:

Email:

(512) 328-7523

Wdeoffeylaw@yahoo.c0m

ATTORNEYS FOR COMPLAINANT

"“‘
Nissan claims that there is no evidence that the IRS has accepted Bates‘ Form 31 l5 ﬁling, Once again, Nissan
plays fast and loose with the law, The way 31 l5‘s work is that they are automatically approved, In other words,
silence on the pan ofthe IRS is approval, which is the very evidence that Nissan claims does not exist of the lRS‘s
acceptance. As evidenced by Ex, C-205, Section 21,05 of Rev. Proc, 201 5-l4 includes as an accounting method
change qualifying for automatic consent procedures. In particular, Appendix Section 21.05(l)(c)(ii) expressly covers
a change where a taxpayer uscdjudgment, rather than the current market price for valuing inventory under LCM.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I

and correct copy of the foregoing document was served by Email and
Mail on the Respondent’s attorneys of record on the 8th day of June 2016.

certify that a tnle

First Class

Mr, Billy M. Donley
Mr_ David R. Jarrett
Mr. Mark E. Smith
Baker Hostetler, LLP
81]

Main

Houston,

Street, Suite

TX 77002

1100

Attorneys for Respondent Nissan North America, Inc.

/s/

Marlin Alaniz

Wm. David Coffey
Martin Alaniz
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INDEX TO APPENDIX
Appendix Item

1

Appendix Item 2

Beck Chevrolet
2015), dated

Co., Inc. vs.

May

19, Z015.

General Motors LLC, 787 F43d 663 (2nd Cir

Beck Chevrolet Co., Inc. vs. General Motors LLC, N0. 2016-03412,
York Court 0fAppeals, dated May 3, 2016.
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Appendix Item

1

General Motors LLC,
787 F.3d 663 (2nd Cir. 2015), May 19, 2015

Beck Chevrolet Co., Inc.

vs.
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Page ass

isostuii,

ma sits (Znd Cir. Z015)

7&1

Beck

MA, for Defendant--Appellee-Cross-Appellantr
SACK, LIVINGSTON. and LOHIER,

Before:

Circuit

Judges.

Chevrolet

co.,

ine.,

OPINION

Plaintiff--Appellant»Cruss»Ap|1ellee,

Page ass

v.

LLC,

General
Motors
Defendant—Appellee—Cross-Appellant

first

lime,

address. apparently for the

ti»

codiﬁed
-

2015

at

New

several provisions contained in

Franchised Motor Vehicle Dealer Act (the

United states Court or Appeals, Second Circuit
19,

=

This appeal requires us

Nos» 13-4066, 13-4310

May

Sack, Circuit Judge

New York Vehicle and

and dealership are referred
"
Beck." ). Beck brought

corporation

collectively as

LLC

),

is

the

name

(the

Co., Ine.,

proprietor ofaChevri)let dealership ufthe sarne

Argued October o, 2014.

York's

Dealer Act"

Law sections 460

Traffic

Beck Chevrolet

473. The plaintiff,

"

to

hereinatrer

suit against

GM"

its

Page 664

franchisor, General Motors,

[Copyrighted Material oniitteii]

for trnpositiiin or unfair and unreasonable perfoﬂnance

arising undei- the Dealer Act,

Page ass
The

plaintiff. a

motor vehicle

July 13, 2012, order granting

dealer, appeals

from

summary judgment

a

to the

defendant, a motor vehicle manufacturer. and a September

2013, rinai judgment denying the plaintiffs two
remaining claims ftir injunctive relief, entered in the United

so,

States District Court for the

(Alvin K.

Southem District ofNew York
The plaintiffs contract and

Judge).

l-lellerstein,

New York

Dealer Aet clainis arise principally out of a
dispute over the defendants pertomiance standards, vehicle
allocalitiii system. and alleged unlawful modiﬁcation ofils

franchise agreement with the plaintiff.

New

York state law

ascertain

its

is

We conclude

that

insufficiently developed for us to

proper interpretation in the context ofseveral

issues raised

tin this

appeal. and that questions as [0 what

the applicable laws require should thererore be certiﬁed to
the

New York

Court ofAppeals.

We

further conclude that

the fl|SlHCl court did not err in dismissing the plaintirrs

vehicle allocation claim. denying the piaiiitirrs request for
zitttvme)/‘s fees,

or dismissing the defendants counterclaim

for rescission.

We

therefore

AFFIRM in part and CERTIFY
t.he New York Court of Appeals.

the

remaining questions to

NY,

RUSSELL P. MCRORY,

Aretii

Fox LLP,

New

York,

for Plaintifﬁ—Appell:int—Cross—Appellee.

JAMES

c.

MCGRATH,

(ChristillaChan, Bingltalm

Seyfarth

Shaw

McCutchen LLP, on

LLP.

the hriet),

and

),

for claims

state contract

law claims.

t"

standards, unfair modiﬁcation of the franchise agreement,
and refusal to deliver vehicles. The district court (Alvin K.
l-lelierstein, Judge ), granted GM's motion for summary
judgment with respect to the claims in Beck's ﬁrst amended

complaint, but granted

ii

leave to assert

two

claiins

ftir

injunctive and declaratory relief under the Dealer Act.

seetions463(2)(c) and (gg). Following a bench trial, the
district court dismissed the second amended complaint and

GM's counterclaim
agreement.

for

rescission

of

also lletiied each parly‘s

It

the

franchise

application

tin

attorney's fees.

Several of the issues
resolve

this

questions of

appeal

we must consider in order to
that we address unsettled

require

New York

law.

Beck challenges

the lllslricl

eourt'smlings that GM'sperfonnance metrics are neither
unfair nor unreasonable and that
sales

GM's expansion ofBeek's

area did not constitute a

"

modification" of

its

Franchise Agreerneiit under section 463 titthe Dealer Act

We

conclude that New York state law is insufficiently
developed in these areas to enable us to predict with
conﬁdence how the New York Court ofAppcals would
resolve these questions. We therefore certify to the Court of
Appeals two questions ctinceming the application or the
Dealer Act. We afﬁnri the district court's dismissal of
Beck's claims for rittorney‘s fees and unfair allocation of
for rescission of the
vehicles, and GM's counterclaim
Participation

Agreement

BACKGROUND
Beck, located

in

Yonkers,

New York,

is

a retail dealer

Agenda Briefing Notebook
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under a

operated

set

franchise agreements entered into with the defendant,

which

is

a limited liahrlity cirinpany

of Delaware with
Michigan.

a citizen

in

its

whose

sole

member

2009, General Motors corp. (" Old GM" )etllered
reponed bankruptcy proceedings in the United

Bankmptcy Court

for the

Southem

District

Old

York. In the course of those proceedings,

GM's predeeessor

defendant
its

is

prlncipnl place of hiislness in

into widely

States

of

GM,

ofNew
GM, the

eorporation, sought to shrink

dealer network in an effort to reduce conrpetitiirn

among

dealers in General Motors automobiles and improve

retail

the proﬁtability ofthe remaining iniiividnal franchises.

As part

efthis effort, Old

GM offered

two types of
agreements to its franchisees. Some were offered a
l>articipation Agreeinerit, nnder which their franchises
would continue, while others were offered a Wind—Down
Agrccmcnt, undcr which their

at thc RSI valiic for a particiilar
ciM assigns each dealer an "Area ori>rimary
Responsibility" and, in some instances, an " Area or
Geographic Sales and Service Advantage" ("ACiSSA" >.
An Area orl>rimany Responsibility is a geographic area in
which adcalcr is cxpcctcd to scll GM automobiles and
otherwise represent GM. Urban Areas of Primary

pcrtonnancc. ln arriving

dealership,

Responsibility, siich as the part ofwestcltester

New York,

GM

GM

Rcsponslbtllty arcnonrcxclustvc rrdcalcrs arcallowcd to

sen and market vehicles to consiimers cntsidc ortherr

AnssAs. The
protect

own

ofthese territory markers is not to
from competition but to provide a

iiinction

dealer-s

benchmark against which
ln

Page om

coiinty,

which Beck is located, are typically served by
more than one
dealer.
accordingly subdtvides
those areas rntc AGSSAs, for each of which a single dcalcr
Both the Areas crrrimaiiy Responsibility
is responsible.
and the AGSSAs are composed ofcensus tracts drawn by
the us. Census Bureau [1] AGSSAs and Areas oirrimary
in

GM can measirre dealers‘ sales.

determining an RSI for a Chevrolet dealer such as

GM

franchises would be terminated in exchange for cash
payments to them. Beck initially executed a W|nd—Down
Agreement in which it agreed to terminate its operations in
oi before October 2010 in exchange for
payinent ttr Beck

divides the dealer‘s actual tetail sales by its
Beck,
expected sales, which are calculated as described below.

Expressed as a for-nrirla

Page 668

2\

Ofappmxltttately $390,000.

GM

Old
subsequently sold siihstantially all of its
and assigned its interest in all its Participation and
Wind-Down Agreements with franchisees to GM, the
defendant in this case. Beck asked
to reconsider Old
assets

GM‘s

GM

decision toterminate

Wind»D<vwn
agreement

in

From

GM

the franchise.

agreed to

Agrccrncnt in placc of the

offer Bcclt aranicipation

Agreement. The
September 2000.

executed

panies

that

two contracts govemed Beck's
rclatlonshtp with GM: a Dcalcr Sales and Sclvlccs
Agreement (the " Dealer Agreement" >, which contains
that point on,

standard provisions

that set out

GM

tlte

basic terms of the

between
and any dealer franchise. and a
September 2009 Participation Agreement, which riinher
modified and supplemented the basic Dealer Agreement.
Together, these agreements goveni several issues central to
this dispute, including Beck's primary geographic area or
responsibility and the performance standards to which it is
sirhiect. The terlns orthese agreements are all subject to the
Dealer Act, whieli also contains eenain mandatory
relationship

provisions

goveming

the

mairnractirrer-rrairchrsee

relationship.

Perforrnaltce Monitoring

The primary
Retail Sales

Index

RSI"

)

to

measure

scorc.[2]

"

GM

Total sales" rncasirres

acriiai sales in

all

ofa

paniciilar dealer's

GM's use of a
dealers‘ sales

"

expected

based not on the raw state average among
dealers, but on an "adjusted" statewide average market
sales" metric

is

sharc for chcvrolct prodiicts in thc dealer's

GM calcnlates

AGSSA.[3]

each dealer‘s expected sales by ﬁrst

taking into nccoiint

all

the united states

lt

new motor

vehicle registrations in

then compiles the registrations

by

eensustraet and subdivides them into "segments" of the
rnotor vehicle market. based on types of automobiles

choose two examples, stuall sport
segment, as are mtdrsize sedans.

nrilrty

To

vehicles are a

GM adiusts the expected sales ﬁgure for statewide and
local characteristics

First,

it

takes into aectnint Chevrolet's

market share within the segments in which it competes on a
statewide basis. For example, because Chevrolet does not
cornpctc in thc luxury sedan segment of the markct, that
scgrncnt is cxcludcd when calculating Chevrolet's statcwidc
market share Chevrolet does compete in the markets for
mid-size sedans and piclnip rmclrs, however. If.

New York
its

The

aparticular period ottinie.

hypothetically, there are 10,000 n-itd—size

Formula

issue on appeal relates to
("

Dealer's Total Sales/Expected sales Based on State
Average X 100 : RSI Dealers are required to attain an RSI
of at lcast 100. which
contends is an " avcragc"

sedans sold in

zmd 600 ofthosc are Chevrolets, Chevrolet
will have a 6 percent market share in New York State
ainintg mld-size sedans. lfthere are 20,000 pickup iriiclrs
State
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in New York state, and 5,000 ofthosc are chevrolets.
Chevrolet will have a 25 pereent market share in New York

sold

state ainoitg pietup trucks.

only pursue

responsibilities

J.A. I57.

described above are used to calculate each dealer's expected

dealers

chevrolet

If

a

is

strong

parrieularly

statewide

eompetitor in the market for apartieular type of ear ee
piekuptnieks. for cxamplc -- but the mai-ket for pickup
trucks in a parrieular (llktly urban or suburlttﬂi)
relatively small, their the dealership's

AGSSA

is

expected sales targets

tmcks would be relatively low. For example, a
Chevrolet dealer in an AGSSA in \vhlch only four total
pickup trucks are purehased in a given year would be
expected to sell only one chevrolet pickup truck, while a
dealer in an AGSSA in which 100 pickup trttcks are
purehased in a given year would be expected to sell
for pickup

twcntyrlivc.

GM asserts

this

that

by more thzm

redueed Beck's

adjustments

tl1€S8S€gIi1Si"t\—l73S6d

twcntyrtivc

from

pereent

the

do not account for local brzind
however. For example, dealers like Beck
Opcmllng in the seuthern part ofthe state (" downstate" ) do
notrecetve adownward adjustment in sales expectations
even though chevrolet, as a brand, is more popular in
upstate markets than in Yonkers, Beck's location, and
elsewhere in Westehester county and some nearby
suburban counties.
Localatijustinents

popularity,

Beck's Perfnnuance

lllider the

Oirrent RSI

proviclcs that a dealer's

RSI

is

"satisfactory"

equal to or greater than loot lithe dealer-s RSI
in the top ritteen pereeirt statewide,
"

it

is

only
is

it‘ it

is

above 100

classiﬁed by

superior."

performance

It"

falls

below

satisfactory,

Dealer Agreement. The ultimate step possible
IS

performance obligations under

GM

who

Beck‘: RSI was considerably lowcr than lDO tn the

The

GM's 2009

banttniptey rcorgani7atit)n_

Agreeiuent established

Participation

roadmap

a

rot

improving Beck‘s perrormanee in stages, requiring Beck to
attain an RSI of7O in 2010. 85 in 2011, and 100 in Z012.
But Beck’: RSI fcll far short ofthese targets, rcmaining

so

close to

GM

each year

in

ultimately waived the

Participation Ag-reement's perrormanee requirements ror the

2010 ealendar

year,

but began enforcing perroi-rnairee

targets in 2011.

termination

prior written notiee.

GM

is

in

this

of the agrccmcnt on ninety days‘
Participation Agreement ﬁlﬂher

The

provides:
in addition to the [RSI,

GM]

will eonsider

any other

rclcvant factors in deeiding whether to proeeed under the

provisions of/\rttClc l3.2 to address any failure by nealer
to adequately perrorm

Beck

its

sales responsibilities.

[GM]

will

asserts that

derived from

many of

its

perrormanee

issues

adequate inventory from
"
GM.
uscs a vchlclc allocation system callcd turn and
earn," through which a dealer's allotted inventoty is
calculated as a function of past sales. While Beck was

GM

its

inability to obtain

operating under the Wintl—Down Agreement,

it

was not

permitted to plaee orders for new vehiele inventory with
GM. /teeordrng to Bock, Beck's depressed inventory eaused
sales to
it

slow Beck argues

that as a result ofthis

eould not order adequate inventory under the

eam" proeess even

atler

it

Agreement which permitted
In

an effort

tti

boost

entered
it

stiles,

GM

slowdown,
"
tum and

into the Partieipatien

to order vehicles

from

instituted a

"

GM.

special

was in effect from October
20l0 through January 201]. The program was designed to
allow dealers to order more vehicles during those four
months than the " tum and earn" program would have
vehicle allocation process" that

permitted. Despite
leading

up

program as

authorized by the Participzititm Agreement to take one tir
more remedial measures set forth in Article 13.2 of the
proeess

sales

Dealer Agreement

years leading up to

Fllrtnulil

The Dealer Agreement establishes the basic outlines
of GM's performance evaluation proeess. Speciﬁcally, it

GM as

[GM]
its

any

adequately pertorrn its sales
determines that Dealer has

Inventory Issues

unadjusted state average. Beck does not contend othenvise.

and

tr

to

According to GM,
prefers not to terminate
tall below target levels, and has reinedial
programs to help improve performance at those dealerships.

Page oos

targets

Dealer

materially breaehed

seeond, the expected sales ﬁgure takes into aeeount
the relative popularity ofa particular scgmcnt in the dealer's
AcissA_ in other words, the market-share percentages
sales.

rights under /irtiele 13.2 to address

its

by

failure

its

depressed inventory

to the program's lauireh,

in

the inonths

Beck objeeted

to the

a

Page 610
pill and reeipe tor disaster." Letter rrom Russell s.
viee President, Beck chevrolet co, lne., to James
w. Bunncll, Gcncral Managcr——U.S. sales operations.
General Motors LLC (Oct. ll,20l0) (J./\. I85-86). The
program. Beck asserted, would result " in the delivery or
too many vehleles too quickly." and would overload Becks
raeilities, imposing high additional eosts. Id. The vehieles
would be delivered in winter. anunpopular season tor
purehosing new cars in New York, and Beck would be
ll

poison

Gellerr
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unlikely to

sell

thcm

panieipate heavily
til

in

in

a timely tashien. seek opted not to

the ailoeaiien program, declining trot,

GM

GM

xv percent, ortlie vehieles
offered to it.
uiged
to reeonsidei its approach in two letters sent in

seek

November 2010, hut apparently
Atier

"

490

to

no

the moditieation

avail.

GM ended the program and resumed

tum and eam" process, seek

stat-ted

its

ordinary

oideting more ears

GM allocated. For example, in January Z011. while the
special allocation was in effect, GM offered Beck 177
vchiclcs; seek ordcrcd only 31. GM resumed
ordinary
at whieh point GM stripped only
proeess in Fehruiiiy 201
than

its

1,

18 vehicles.

Beck ordered

67. This imbalance continued for

of20l l, with Beck ordering between Z2 and
s4vehieles eaeh month, and
shipping between 2 and
49 fewer vehieles than seek had requested, Although seek
sold fewer cars than it hatl iii its inventory in 2011, Beck
contends that it could have sold more had
honored its
requests for an additional 218 vehicles between February
and Dcccmhcr 201],
the remainder

GM

GM

As
in

Agreement. which was sct to cxpirc on
April 30, 201 1, Tlie parties antieipaieit renewing the Dealer
Agreement only it seek attained its 2010 petroniiaiiee
target: an RSI of7O But, because ofthe allocation issues.
waived the performance requirements for 2010,
Attaining an RSI of 70 for 2010 was no longer a
prerequisite to gaining an extension, instead,
sent seek
a letter on April 6, Z011, offering to extend the Dealer
Agreement to April 30, 2012, and conditioning any further
extension on seek meeting speeitied eonditiens,
shoi’t~tcrm Dcalcr

GM

GM

its

from going

was intcndcd

year end 2011 RSI and csi

Agreement, and
its

if

GM

1-iowever, should Dcalcr not

Requirements,

meet

Dealer

is

obligations

its

2011 Performance

should Dealer otheiwise net he in
with its obligations under the Dealer
or

compliance
shall have no obligation
Agreement,
Dealer Agreement beyond April 30, 2012.

GM

to

extend the

Letter from witliam P, Flook, Jr,, Zone Manager,
General iviouris u_c, to Leon Geller, Dealer operator,

GM

BeckChevrolet Co., lite. [Apt- 6,2011) (J.A.229).
noted that seek would be deemed to have aeeepted the offer
simply by opening for husiness on lviay 1,2011.
.

One day

on April 2s. 2011.

later,

solcly to extend the Chcvrolct Dcalcr Sales
to April 30,

tlteterins ofexisting agreements,

2012," not to modify
that the agreements

and

would remain in full effect
from William P. Flook, Ir.,
Zone Manager, General Motors LL(‘ to Lcon Geller,
Denier Operator, Beck Chevrolet C0,, inc, (Apr 28, 201 1)
(LA. 232].
applicable between the parties

according to

t.heir

terms. Letter

.

Enlarging Beck‘s 1v1iirketArea
At about the same tirne, oii April 22, 2011,
Beck that based upon its review of its dealer
had concluded that it should make changes to
network,
the Areas ofResponsibility or AGSSAs for many
"
dealerships. Thc lcttcr, which statcd that it was provided
pursuant to New York Vehicle & Traﬂie Law §
4os<2)(rotl>," notiﬁed seek that its AGSSA would be
increased by four census tracts in Westchester and Fairﬁeld
Counties and reduced by seven census tracts in Bronx
County. Letter from William P, Floek, Jr,, Zone Manager,
General Motors LLC, to Russell S, Geller and Leon Geller,
Dealer operators. seek clievrolet C0., inc. (Apr. 22, 20111
<l.A. 234). The praetieal effecr of this change was to
inerease Beck’: expected sales.

GM

GM

Procedural History

[ii

undcr the
will then further extend the Dealer
Dealer Agreement,
Agreement to April 30, 2012 to correspond with Dealer's
year end Z012 RSI and CSI requirements.
othcn-vise in ccrripliancc with

"

and Service Agreement

ciistemersatisraetieii liidex" ]perfom1ance requirements

under the Participation

into effect.[4]

GM sent a follow—up letter explaining that the April o letter

inftirmed

noted, seek signed a rrirtieipation Agreeiiient with
Z009. But during 2010, Beck operated under a

imealer [Beck] meets

Page on

GM

Extension nftlte Participation Agreement

GM

seek considcrcd this to be an unlawful moditieaiien
ofthe terms ofits franchise because it conditioned renewal
tinaccepting new terms. seek hniught suit in Supreme
Court, westehester County in an effort. lnlera/1' 11, to stop

on April 27, 2011,

as noted.

Beck brought

suit against

GM in New York State court alleging violations ofthe New
York Dcalcr Act

for, utter tzlm, modifying thc franchise
agreement without due cause, applying arbitrary or unfair

sales perten-nanee standards, refusing

to deliver vehieles,

and unlawful nonrenewzil of the franchise, as well as claims
for breach of the Dealer Agreement, and breach of GM's
tietueiary duties. Based on the diversity OfCltlZCnSl1lp of the

GM

removed the ease to the United states District
panics,
Court for tlie Southem District of New York. Following
Beck's ﬁling of an amended complaint,
moved for
summary judgment. The district court granted GM's motion
on July 13, 2012, dismissing seek's tirst amended

GM

ctriripliriint

in its entirety

amended complaint,
relief

Beck subsequently ﬁled a second
declaratory and injunctive

seekiiig

GM

on two ofits Dealer Act claims.
counterclaimed
Agreement.

for reseission ofthe Partieipation
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Following a September Z013 bench trial, thc district
iii GM's favor on the claims iii Becl<'s second
aiuerided complaint, denied both parties‘ applications tor
attorney's fees, and dismissed GM‘s counterclaim as moot
and legally insurncierit. Beck, on appeal, challenges most of
cross~appeals
the district court's nilings against it, and
from the dismissal ofits claim for rescission
court ruled

GM

GM

While this case was petidtng in the district court,
sought to terminate Beck's franchise agreement. Beck
proceedings challenging the

initiated state adininistrative

On

tenriinatiim.

in this appeal,

same day

the

we

that

the administrative

heard oral argument

court ruled that

GM's

statewide RSI standard was unreasonable as to downstate

Chevrolet dealers and that

GM

had therefore failed

to

demonstrate due cause to tenninatc Beck‘s franchise
agreement. Beck Chevrolet C0., Inc. V. Gen Motors LLC.
2013-02 (N.Y. Dep‘t of Motor Veh. Oct. 6, 2014].
No.

FMD

Page on

Beck argues

Beck's primary contention on appeal is that GM's
performance standards are "unreasonable, arbitrary or
unfair"under Dealer Act section 463(Z)(gg). The district
court granted tiM's motion for summary judgment on
Beck's claim for damages under that section ands following
a bench trial, ruled in GM's favor on Beck's request for
injunctive relief. Beck contends that the district court erred
"
egregiousness" requirement into the Dealer
in reading an
Act, misread relevant case law, and improperly constrained
Beck's ability to present
Insofar as

the
oi‘

we and

its

the parties can determine, neither

Ncw York Court of /tppcals nor the Appellate Division
the New York supreme Court has interpreted sectiitii

therefore

GM‘s

that- ﬁrst,

463(Z)(gg) because
preferences: second,

case.

or

"

arbitrary or

unreasuiiable,

unfair sales or other performance standard[s]."

not fair or reasonable

is

Reasonableness i1l'GM‘s Performance Metrics

II.

4(>3(2)(gg)‘s pruhibitiuii

DISCUSSION
RSI

judgment as a matter oflaw." Lynch v. Cirv of New York,
737 F.3d I50. I56 (Z41 Cir. 2013) (citation omitted).

administrative

methott ofcalculatiiig

under Dealer Act section

does not account for local brand
GM's expansion of Beck‘s AGSSA

We

it

primarily

look to the
in

The

legislative

similar state laws.

Dealer Act‘s legislative history

an effort to understand the seope of j\1CllCl3l

constituted a modiﬁcation of Beck's franchise in violation
violated Dealer
of Dealer Act section 4o3tz>(m; third,
Act sectit>n463(2](a) by refusing to deliver all of the

envisioned. Unfortunately, the legislative histuiy

inventory

inconclusive on this point. There

GM

Beck ordered;

prevailing party on

its

Beck was

fourth,

rind

and unlawful

price discrimination

inodiﬁeation claims and therefore

GM

is

the

entitled to attorney's

fees [5]
also appeals from the district court's dismissal
of its counterclaim for rescission of theParticipatton
Agreement. Finally, both sides challenge some of the
district court's CVidCl1tli.\'y nilings.
I.

Standard of Review

'1

on appeal from

abencii tnal. the

ttistrict

& Trurlsp

Co.

v.

i/e

not/0

its

"Mobil Shipping

Wont-ild Liquid CﬂrV!('I‘

.\‘

Lzd., 190 F.3d

ov (Zd Cir 1999). The application of law to undisputed
iacts is also subject to tie nova review, Deeguri v City 0/
mioca. 444 F.3d 135. 141 (Zd cir. 2006), as are mixed
questions of law and fact, Marl Ferroxlaal, /ac v M/V
Akili. 704 F.3d 77, 22 (Zd ctr. 2012).
o4,

To

the extent that

Beck also appeals rt-om the district
amended complaint, we review

court's dismissal of its ﬁrst
that

summary judgment award dc

evidence
party.

most favorable

in the light

we will

afﬁnri

issue ufmaterizil tact,

nova,

,

,

.

"

eonstriiing

the

non-moving
is no genuine

to the

only wliere there

and the moving

involvement

in

relationships

that

pat-ty is entitled tu

overseeing
the

New

franchisor/francliisec

York
is

state

legislature
is

largely

support for both the

position that the state legislature intended the courts to

Page on
power and cabin franchisors'
imposc eonditlons on dcalcrs and thc position that
it
simply intended to protect franchisees against
arbitrariness and gross lt\j\lS[lCe.
correct unequal bargaining

ability to

The Dealer Act was passed

court's

rindings or fact are reviewed for clear error and

conclusions oflaw are reviewed

parties
history.

and several out»of-state eases

decisions,

more or less

interpreting

on

principally

rely

in

1923

in

order to

"

promoic the public intcrcst and the public welfare" by
regulat[lng]

iTit)tt)\

vehicle manufacturers, distributors and

and
ldealers of
motor vehicles doing business in this state in order to
prcvcnt frauds, impositions and other abuses upon its
citizens and to protect and presewe the investments and

tactory or distributor representatives

.

.

properties ttfthe citizens oflhis state.

NY.

Veh.

&

Traf.

Law

§

legislature further intended to

460. Beck argues that the

"

establish an equilibrium

of

bargaining power between the motor vehicle manutacturer
alitl

the

motor vehicle

Bill Jacket.

L198},

dealer."

Assembly

lvlem. in Support,

ch. 815, at 6. Establishing equilibrium

was apparently thought necessary in light of the " great
disparity in bargaining power between motor vehicle
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manufacturer and motor vchiclc dcalcr." Id. The bill
"
therefore sought
to provide certain basic protections for
the dealer in areas where such protection [iva]s deemed

HmidaM010r co ,934

F,Supp. 5%, cox (S.D.N.Y. 1996),
on [he oplriiﬂri 0/the rlislricl courl, I3 F.3d 329, 330
ctr. 1997) [per curiam).

ii/rd
tzrl

I

necessary." 14.
It is

section 463(2)(gg), added by amcndmcnt in 200s,
established new dealer protection, making it unlawiul for a
rranehisor

"

use an unreasonable, arbitrary orunriiir

[t]ti

or other perrurmnnce stnndnrd

sales

motor vehicle

deterrniniiig

in

a

compliance with a
ﬁ'anChlS€ agreement." The parties disagree about the proper
reading tirthis provision, Beck coutenus that a perrurrnance
standard that fails to take into account extemal forces that
affect dealers’ performances,
such as local brand
franchised

preferences,

is

dealer's

unreasonable.

deeeptive,irrational,

argues that only uniust.

cilvl

or capricious standards nin afoul of

section 4o3's protections, anti that

its reqiiireinerits

are nttrie

of those.
speciﬁcally,

that the district

"

position in Candy Corp v. Toyota Motor Di.i/ribiironi, Inca,
sci F.3d so (lst cii. 2004), interpreting the Massachusetts
"
Dealer‘s Bill tifkigltls," Mass. Gert. Laws ch. 93B, that "
[a] distributor

acting honestly

entitled to latinide in

is

making commercial _|udgments[,] and

.

.

[i]n this context,

it

only the egregious dceision that should be labclcd
'"
'arbitriaiy' or ‘unfair
Cuudy Carp 361 F.3d at 56, Chapter
is

,

forbade

"

arbitrary or uitl'air" modlﬁcatioits to franchise

agreenienis. See

id,

at 55.

applicable Massachusetts

The

court reasoned

provision

dirl

"

that the

demand

not

perfection in allocation or warrant a substitution ofjudicial
"
business judgment." Id. at so
Instead, the
egregiousness" siaiiilai-ii imposed by the lmv is highly

for

deferential io the franchisor. See

Beck contends
court to adopt that

that

it

id.

was inappropriate

interpretiitittri

for the district

of section 4t>3(2)(gg) The

New York provision, Beck argues,

casts

forbidding

standards

not

only

arbitrary

"

a wide net,"
but

also

unreasonable oncs, Bock Reply Br. at o. It is possible that
the inclusion or "unreasonable" in section 4o3<2)(gg) is
to signify

ii

higher har for ﬁanchisurs' actions than

non-arbitrariness review. See,

<> ,g,,

23l—3Z (instructing that each word

N.Y.

star.

in astatute

Law

s s

should be

given distinet effect according to its ordinary meaning).
That reading might also cdmpon with the law's general

purpose

broad

effect.

amendment
to

that

have such a

Soine of the legislative history suggests that
was primarily ctnicemed with pet-itinnaiice

the legislature

standards

were

that

communicated

too

confusing

poorly

too

or

and followed by
automobile dcalcrs. Set»N.Y. S]2vri.rvr'.r M2m., Bil! ./aeka/,
200x SB. sovs, ch. 490, at istempluisiziiig thiit the
amendment " brings more openness ill dealer rranchisur
communications" ); NY. Mem. in Support, Bill Jacket,
2008 S.B, 8678, ch. 490, at 4244 (Mark Schienberg,
President of the Greater New Yoi-k Automobile Dealei-s
Association.

standards

Bock contends

cyegiousncss" requirement into
section 463(2)(gg), unrler which a court will reverse tiitly
egregious or deceptive decisions of the rrrinchisor. The
distrlci eouit expressed agreement with the First Circuit's
court enoneously rcad an

meant

was intended

be

to

understood

explained that

section

will

4(i3(2)igg)

'-

and uven1'de peirormaiice
are too complicated and insufficiently

prevent misuiulerstaiidings“

More

‘BB

not clear, however, that the Z008

created section 463(2)(gg)

iii

protect

motor vehicle dealers

"

against the

superior economic

may

It

to

be,

then, that the statutc

was

ensure that tianchisors' perfomiance

standards are transparent and comprehensible, and that their
substantive requirements are not egregious.

Assuming
is

correct.

average

we

GM

iivgneniio that Beck's reading

address
uses

unreasonable for

its

its

of the

statute

core contention that the statewide

to

deterinine

failure to

expected

sales

is

account for local variations in

brand popularity. The relevant facts regarding this
perfonnance standard arc essentially undisputed. First,
GM's pet-fonnaiice metric is based on astaiewide sales
average that does not account for depressed brand
popularity, i_e_, the relative unpopularity of Chevrolet
automobiles, in the relevant irietr0—area markets. Second,
GM's metric docs account for some local variation based on
the pupulanty hi a given vehicle segment, such as pickup
trucks, sinall sport utility vehicles, and mid-size sedans.
Third, under the relevant agreements, afailure to meet an
RSI of l0O could rcsult in GM‘; termination ofthc franchise
or other remedial measures.

On these facts, the disrnct coiirt decided that the use
of astatewide average wnsadmlnistrntlvely convenient,
0bjCCl|\/C, and easily understood, and that GM'st'ormula
for local conditions through its
3dj\.\Si€d
segmentation analysis. The court appeared itiadnpt (iM's

adequately

contention thnr applying a more localized standard would

doom[]

the

make of Chevrolet

entire

mediocrity" bccausc

it

would not encourage

vehicles

"

to

better salcs in

24,2013)
concluded that the

undeipertoi-ming areas. Trial Tr. at 669(Sept,
(Special App'x 108). For these reasons,

metric

Page 614
power of

that

communicated).
designed only

it

was reasonable.

The iewreponed decisions addressing performance
the rranchisurs." Er0rl.rAu10 MnI!,1nc.

v.

Am.

standards have not adopted consistent interpretations

what

is

reasonable or acceptable. In aielated

ctiiilexl,

oi‘

the
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New York

Department of Motor Vehicles recently
determined that although IIonda's use of statewide averages
"
to gauge sales effectiveness was
not a perfect system," it

market

was

undetperfortnlng" simply because

also not

"

patently unreasonable,

GMC

rirltttraiy.

Am Honda

or unfair."

Motor (Io
N0. FMD 2010-05 at 5. 8-9 (N.Y. Dcp't ofMotor Vch. Nov.
l. 20H), ti/rd. No. 23447 (N_Y. Dep't of Motor veh.
Admin. App. Bd. Feb. 2s, 2012).
Harl!eyBi1t'ck

Tmclc, Inc

ti

.

Several ot.her administrative courts have reached the

perfomiance standards

rcjccting
statewide
however,
in favor of those that take local

variations into account.

Most

opposite

conclusion.

the Administrative

Beck's challenge to
that

"

[i]oi-

the

relevatit for present purposes.

Law Judge (" ALJ" ) who considered
GM's notice oftermination concluded

New York City metropolitan

Page 615
"

GM

RSI standard of

area, the

bccausc

it

docs not

is

unreasonable"

realistically reﬂect the

New

challenges that Beck and other

in part

Chcvrolct sales

Ynrtr metropolitan

Beck Chevrolet C0 Inc. v. Gen Motor: LLC.
No. FMD 20l3—O2, at 9 (N.Y Dep't ofMotor Veh. Oct. 6,
ZOI4). Although Beck has not argued that we are bound by
dealers face."

.

that deeisicn.[6] our desire to
results in state, federal,

motivates our decision
court of Appeals.

avoid potentially inconsistent

and administrative courts

to certify this issue to the

iii

part

New York

in

creating the standard are fundamentally dissimilar to the

process

a

relies heavily

on Nurrh

S/lore,

MVRB

Inc.

ti .

79-0| (Ill. Mot. velt.
GerlernIM0l0rX C0rp., No.
Rev. Bd. Mziy 22,2003), 11/f’d 1rlr<>/Evan! purl subrlzml.

General Motors Corp ti Illinois Molar Vehicle Review
Board. 361 Ill./\pp.3d Z71, 836 N.E.2d 903. 297 Ill.Dcc.
I72 (2005), ti/7'4. 224 lll.2d I, 302 N.E.2d 209. 308 lll.Dec.
6]] (2007), tn which an lllinois ALJ resolved a challenge to
cilvrs proposed addition of dealerships in the greater
Chicago area. The ALJ concluded that measuring sales
performance based on comparisons bctwccn similar mai-ket
areas was preferable to iising astatewide or nationwide
.

Gen Motors Corp. v Stale Motor Vehicle
Review Bd.. Z24 lll.2d l, Zl—Z2, 862 N.E.2d 209, 223—24,
308 lll.Dec. 61 1. 62516 (Z007) (discussing the state motor
vchiclc review board's decision). Although not decided
under the New York Dealei Act or a provision similar to its
standard. See

section 463(2)(gg), the Illinois courts expressly decided that
a standard that takes local variations. such as import bias,
into

account

is

a

"

supcrior"

method of dctcrmining

perfomiance. Id

An adtiiinistrzitive

court in Texas reached the

conclusion in a similar case. reasoning that
patently unfair to conclude that a standard

it

is

same

was
appropriate for

comparison with a given market ifmost ofthe markets used

'-

tt

fails to

meet

a standard

so profoundly inﬂuenced by markets bearing so
rcscmblancc to the markct in question.

little

Landmark Chevrolet Corp

OZ—O0O2 LIC

nom

izﬁ"d.vt4b

at

V.
Gen. Motors Corp, No.
2O—2l (Tex. Mot. Veh. Bd. Sept. I6, Z004),

Auxzin Chevrolet, Inc v Mo/or Vehicle

212 S.W.3d 425 (Tcx.App. Z006);

also

,t't'4'

Ed

.

Hallo-en

Chevrolet tr GMC. No.03-t150MvDB-277-ss at 5 (Ohio
Mot. veh. Dealers Bd. July 21, 20061 (report and
recommendation) (" [I]t is inappropriate to consider the
expected ohio average to an urban multlrdealer area such as
the [dcsigiatcd area] in this case. Because singlc market
dealers in rural areas tend to achieve about the expected
state average
.

Page two
and the urhan dealers tend to achieve helow, it seems that
is somewhat ﬂawed in at case such as this." l.

the average

And the
District

United States District Court for the Southern

omcw York recently denied

a defendants motion

New York Dealer Act,
LLC Volkswagen Grp a_/

to dismiss a similar claim under the

see

CMS Volkswagen Iloldlngs.

Am,

Inc,

25

recarixideriz/mri

Beck also

Stated another way. [an] ALJ cannot
that characterizes a tnarket as

issue.

at

etidtitse

and

4961769. (S.D.N.Y. oct.

These decisions

t».

432,

44142

(S.D.N.Y.).

roargtiineat

denied,

2014

F.Supp.3d

wt.

3, 2014).

of course, not binding on us, but
That several ALJs who routinely
considcr disputcs bctwccn frzinchisors and franchisccs have
concluded that statewide averages are not reasonable
performance indicators gives us pause. ltseenis sensthle
enough to conclude that car dealers located in different
parts of a single state would faee different barriers to
sueecss, including variations in local brand preferences. By
failing to take this iiito aceoiint. the existing perfomiance
are,

they are instructive

make

standards

it

likely that that the lowest-perfonning

dealers will be concentrated

iii

the areas

in

which GM's

brands are the weakest.

At the same time. however, section 4ri3t2)<gg) does
tliat iranchisors impose ttidtvidually tailored or
perfectly just performance standards. It prohibits only
perfomiance standards that are "unreasonable. arbitrary or
not mandate

unfair."

And. as the

district

coiirt

recognized.

GM's

performance standards have signiﬁcant virtues, includiiig
ease ofadtninistration,
predictability, untfonnity, and
encouragement oiintiovation in struggling markets. They
give
greater |lCXlbll|ty to demand changes or shut
down unpi-oeluctivedealerships. And. impoitantly, they

GM
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demonstrate good eause. Thc Dcalcr Agreement

standard.

Recognizing these competing considerations and the
absence ofexisting guidance from the New York Court of
Appeals,
it

for

(1)

its

is

we think it best to certify

the following question to

determination:

aperforinanoe

"

standard that requires

perfonnance based on statewide sales data
automobile dealer toretoin

its

average"

under New York vehicle Kc Traffic
Law section 463(2)(gg) because it does not accoiini for
looal variations beyond adjusting for the local popularity of

arbitrary. or unfair"

general vehicle types’!
III.

"

tntidiﬁcatlon" tifils Dealer

Agreement under section 463(2)(t‘t)(l]—(2) ofrhe New York
Vehicle St Traffic Law. That subsection provides that it is

unlawful for any tranchisor. notwithstanding the terms of
.[t]o inodify the fraiiehise ofany
motor vehicle dealer unless the franchisor
notiﬁes the franchised motor vehicle dealer. in writing, of
its intention to modify the franchise of such dcalcr at least
ninety days before the effective date thereof, stating the
speciﬁc grounds for such modification.

aity franchise eoitiraot

.

.

franchised

N.Y.Veh. &Traf. Law

§4e3<2)(ff)(1t. "Modiﬁcation"

is

any change or replacement ofany franchise if
such change or replacement may substantially and
adversely affect the iiew motor vehicle dealer's rights,
obligations. investment or retum on investrnent." Id. 5
4es<2>(ft)(2t. upon receiving notiee of an intended
modification. the franchisee may challenge the modiﬁcation
"
as unfair. A modiﬁcation is unfair ifit is not undertaken in
defined as

good

'1

faith:

Page 617
is

not undertaken for

good cause; or would adversely and

substantially alter the rights, obligations, invesnnenr
return on investrnent ofthe franchised

under an existing franchise agreement."

The April

22. 2t1l

increased Beck's

1, letter

notifying

o

4es(2>(tn(3>.

Beck

that

GM had

AGSSA by four census tracts stated that

was provided "pursuant

Law

or

motor vehicle dealer
111.

§4o3t2)tt't)<1)."

to

Lcttcr

from william

P.

Flock.

!r..

to Russell s. Geller

and Lettn Geller, Dealer Operators, Beck chevrolet cot,
inc. (Apr. 22, 2011) (J.A. 234). Beck argues that
"
thereby acknowledged that the revision constituted a
modification" undcr the Dealer Act for which
failed to

GM

GM

at

General

1vlotors["]

sole

discretion consistent with dealer network objectives." J.A.
143. lf the agreement expressly reserves to

GM the power

to unilaterally revise the

Area ofPrimary Responsibility.

such a revision might not

constitiite a contract modiﬁcittitin.

The

court concluded that

district

conferred

contractually

discretion

constinitc amocliﬁcation

Corp

SubLXfliDiSlrib_t.

to

tlie

generally

of the contract.
Sltbnrlt of/tnl.,

exercise of

does

Set» also,

not
e.g..

Ina. 47 F.supp.2ti

451. 459 n.3 (S.D.N,Y. 1999) (periodic quota amendments

service bulletins

til

provide iipdated service standards did

not modify the contract where they were contemplated by
the sales and service agreement) But
that the

Dealer Act contemplated that

we

are not convinced

result. If the act

was

from manufacturers‘
disproportionate bargaining power, we might read section
463(2)(fO(l) to prosoribe contraetiial provisions that allow
manufacturers to circumvent the Act's protections by
retaining unilateral discretion to rcvisc speciﬁed elements
ofthe Dealer Agreement.
designed

protect

to

franchisees

Moreover. under the Dealer Act. a modiﬁcation is "
change
of any franchise if such change or
any
replacement may substantially and advcrscly affect the new
motor vehicle dealer's rights. obligations. investment oireluni on investtnenL"
Vehr
rraf. Law §
.

.

.

um

GM

&

argues that the word "franchise" refers
4ss<2)(m(2>.
to the Dealer Agreement. and because a ehange to the

AGSSA has no impact on the Dealer Ageement. a change
AGSSA is not a modiﬁcation But the statute deﬁnes

to the
a

"

franchise" not in tenns

ofa

single agreement. but as a

"

Veh. & Traf. Law §462(6).
might extend beyond the Dcalcr
Agreement to include secondary documents. including
those defining Beck's AGSSA. only one New York court
has addressed this issue so far as we know, and it concluded
that a change to the dealer's Area of Primary Responsibility
does constitute a modiﬁcation under seetion 4s3tz)<ft). Sue
Van Wie Chevrolet, Inc. in Gm. ll/Iaiors LLC. No.
20l2-0284 at 2-3 (N.Y. S.Cl. Onondaga Cnty. June l3,
written arrangement."

This "an-angement"

N Y.

2014),

On thc

it

New York Vehicle & Traffic

zone Manager. General Motors LLC.

states.

retains the right to revise the Dealer's

contemplated by contract did not constitute amendments to
rt’ Kai-or Ford, Inn, I06 ohio App.3d
643, 651-52. 666 N.E.2d 1157. 1162-63 (1995) (usc of

Beck also appeals from the district coui1's grant of
summary judgment against it on its claim that changes to its
an unfair

"

dealer agreement); In

Modiﬁcation of the Dealer Agreement

AGSSA constituted

GM

that

Area tlfPrimary Responsibility

an

in order for

"unreasonable.

dealership

however.

do

other hand, ifthc Dcalcr Act

more than ensure

was designed

to

communications and
negotiations between fratlchisttr and franchisee, it most
likely would not apply to GM's express reservation ofthe
right to modify Beck's AGSSA. ln the absence ofany state
tin

clarity

iii

appellate court decisions indicating

Cuuit of Appeals would rule on

how

the

New York
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Page 678
this issue,

we

also certify the following questititr

for

its

determination:
<2)

Docs a ehange
or

Responsibility

a franchlscds Area of Primary

to

AGSSA

constitute

prohibited

a

1

modiﬁcatitrtr" to the franchise under seetion 4o2t2)<ff),
even though the standard terms of the Dealer Agreement
resenle the franchisor's right to alter the Area ofPrimary
Responsibility or /toss/\ in its sole discretion?

granting

court erred in

that the distriet

claim that

its

GM wrongly

refused to deliver requested vehicles This claim also arises

under the Dealer Act, but unlike the claims dl5CUSSCCl

above, we are confident that we can correctly resolve this
question without certification to the New York Court of
Lebzrnese Canadian Bank,
SAL, 673 F.3d S0, 74 (Zd Cir. 2012) (" [W]e need not

eenify
matter

it‘

we

are

at issue

Under

re/.

Licri

conﬁdent

ourselves

that
.

v.

we

can eorreetly rcsolvc the

the Dealer Act,

unlawful to "refuse

is

it

to

of a dealer’: order to any franehised motor
by sueli franchise which

vehicle dealer any vehiele eovered

is publicly advertised by sucli franchisor to be available for
immediate delivery." N.Y. veh. at Traf Law §463(Z)(a).
Although " [d]|sputes over reasonableness are usually faet
questions forjuries," Lennon v. ll/Illlcr, so F.3d 41o, 421 (Zd
Cir, 1995),
is [1 appropriate
[s]ummary judgment
when the non-moving party has failed to set forth any faets
that go to a.n essential element of the elaim," Kmg t~
Cr0sxltznt1S11r/, Bank, 111 F.3d 251, 259 (Zd cir. 1991).
1-

.

,

Beck

relies

an

trn

vice-president to support

uncontested facts asserted

beek

affidavit

its

elaim.

in

it

.

submitted

we eonelude

are insufficient

by

its

that the
to

allow

only the following: Beck
had low inventory entering 2010 as a result of having
to prevail.

Thcy

appear

pattenrs

Beek ordered only

ln the next twotrrttnths,

151 cars

——

cstablish

Wiitd-Down Agreement in 2009. Under
that agreement, Beck was not allotted any new inventory.
GM had a " tum and earn" vehicle allocation system by
which dealers were alloeated inventory based on prior sales,
Beck argues that low inventory under the Wind-Down
Agreement yielded low sales iii 2009, which made it
difficult to re—build its inventory after it signed the Z010
Panieipation Agreement
eittered into the

had soffieient
itr 2010 and 201 1 and
that it refused cars offered to it. In 20104 fot- example, Beck
received 358 yehieles and sold only 289, leaving 69 (plus

Beck acknowledges, however,
inventory to meet demand at all tirrres

that

it

171 yehieles

31, refusing the other-

after the special allocatititr

more than

signiﬁcantly

Beck's

during winter, Beck ordered

still

offers no explanation for

disprove

to

refusal to participate in the

GM offered Beck

speeial alloeatton program.
in January 2011.

its

its

its

Beck

allocation.

refusal to takc the 146 extra

cars offered in January in light of

its

substantial order in the

following two months. Moreover, Beck had more than

adequate inventory

to satisfy its

2011 sales of 347

ears.

Page 619

that

Oh

"

these facts, the district court properly determined

the admissible evidence [wa]s insufﬁeietti to pemrit a

rational juror to find in favor ofthe plaintiff

).

.

deliver in reasonable quantity and within a reasonable time
after reeeipt

ordering

explanation of the basis for

program had ended but

summary tudgmeirt on

Appeals. see Lira er

own

I46

IV. Vehicle Allocation

Beck next contends

any remaining inventory from 2009) unsold entering 2011.
allocation program trotn
its special
October 2010 through January 201], which would have
enabled Beck to receive additional inventory each month.
Beck acknowledges that it refused to take part in the
program. arguing that it would have resulted in too much
inventory during the low-sale winter months. Brit Beck's

GM administered

"

AMTRAK,

Amorgiarms

303 F.3d Z56, 267 (2d Cir. 2002). Evcn if
Beck could have beneﬁted from a different vehiele
allocation system, and even if it could have sold additional
vehicles had
allocated them, Beck provides no
evidence suggesting that GM's system for alloeating
t1.

GM

was unreasonable or unfair. To the contrary, GM
employed an equitable allocation system based on past
performance. When ll became clear tltat the system was

vehieles

inadequate

for

dealers

who

had entered

Wind—Down

Agreements before signing Participation Agreements,

modiﬁed

refused the vast majority of what

146 ofthe vehicles offered
ordered

l5l

vehicles

iii

GM offered,

GM

Bcck

the systein to offer additional inventory.

ineltiding

January Z011. Nevertheless,

beyoiid

GM's

allocation

in

it

the

GM's rcfusal to dcllvcr to Beck
number ofvehicles it asked for in the month it
asked for them does nttt constitute a failure to deliver a "

following two months.
exactly the

reasonable quantity [of vehicles]
time."

N.Y. veh.

st Traf.

Law

§

[1

Within areasonable

463(2)(a).

v. Attorney's Fees

Bcck also asserts t.hat it is entitled to attomey's fccs on
two claims dismissed by the district court, arguing that it
was the " prevailing party" as to those elainrs beeattse ciivl
abandoned the policies that Beck had
voluntarily
ehallenged. Although attorney’: fccs frcqucntly arc
statutorily limited to prevailing parties, sec,

§

12205

its

diseretion,

t"

ltr

any

eoinmeneed pursuant

ag, 42

aetiotr oradrnitristtative

to this ehapter, the court or

may allow the

U.S.C.

proceeding
agency, in

prevailing party, other than the

united states, arcasonablc attorney's fee."

>;

17 u.s.c. §
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this title, the coun
award a reasonable attorney's fee to the prevailing
"
party as pan of the costs." ), a party need not qualify as a
prevailing party" in order to receive a fee uward under the
Dealer Act

505

Except as otherwise provided by

("

may

also

The Dealer Act provides
necessary

"

that

and disbursements

costs

plus a reasonable

attomey’s fee to any party." N.Y. veh.
469(1).

The

&

"

[p]laintit‘f

[wa]s

party and because an itwarti of attomeys‘ fees
.

.

.given the good

and defenses.
App‘>t 9|

).

Traf.

Law

s

district court declined to grant attorney's fees to

either party both because the

appropriate

may award

the court

order

.

t.hc

losing

would not he

faith nature ortiie

claims

Z(Sept. 25, 2013) (Special

at

We review a district court's fee determination for

abuse of diseretion. McDaniel v. Cnfy. vfSchl'riectady, 595
F.3d4l 1, 41o (2d Cir. 2010).
setting aside the question whether
to

bc thc prevailing party

attomcy‘s fcc award,

court did not ahuse

its

The court's denial
an en'oneous view ofthe law or

discretion in denying Beck's fee request.

of fees was not based on "
on a clearly erroneous assessment of the evidence." In re
Slim" 534 F.3d 117, 132 (Zd Cit’ 2008) (lntcrnal quotation
marks omitted). On the contrary. its decision to deny fees
hecaiise of the " good faith nature of the claiiiis and
defenses," order at 2 (Sept. 25, 2013; (speeial App'X 911,
was " located Within the range ofpermissible decisions,"
.

.

particularly in light ofseetien 469's permissive language.

simt. 534 F.3d at 112 (inteinal quotation marks omitted).

GM‘s Counterclaim

VI.

GM appeals

from

of

its

The

crux

of the

the casc here. seetion 463(2){d)-(c)

New

requires due cause.

and an opportunity to cure before the rranehisor may
the franchise. N.Y. Veh. & Traf. Law 5
"
Terminate" is deﬁned to include "
463(2)(d)—(e).
rescission." 14. §462(l7). As arcsult, wc would only he
it‘
it
had first
empowered to grant rescission to
demonstrated due cause for rescission and provided Beck
with both notice and the opportunity to cure.
failed to
satisfy thosc prerequisites, and we thcrcforc afﬁrm thc
notiee,

tenninate

GM

GM

district court‘s dismissal ofthis claiin,

VII. Evidentiary Issues
Finally,

Beck and

GM

each challenge several ofthe

We review evidentiary
miings forabusc ofdiserction. Rot. Plan of UNITE HERE
Nut’! Rel. Fund v. Kvmbassan Holdings A.S., 629 F.3d 282,
district court's evidentiary rulings

287 (Zd Cir. 2010). We will grant a new tiial " ifthe district
court committed errors that were a clear abuse of discretion
that were clearly prejudicial to the outcome of the trial)’

measuring prC_]UCllCC " by assessing the crror in light ofthc
record as a whole." Marshall v Randall. 7l9 F.3d I3, lb
tzd ctr. 2012) (internal quotation marks oittitlell). we
address each of the patties challenges briefly, concluding
that none has merit.
l

Beck challenges

the district coun's exclusion of

ponion or an expett witness report eompariitg

0fnon—GM competitor dealerships
downstate

New

I

in upstate

the nuinher

New York and

York. Beck sought to use the report to
Witncss about whcthcr
should

GM

GM‘s

metrics. But even assuming that the district court erred in
is

that

W an essential

Beck

failed to

meet the

clcmcnt ofthc Participation
Agreement. Having dismissed Beck's claims against
and apparently believing that the dismissal would be

GM

dispositive of the related termination proceeding

in the

Motor Vehicle Department, the district court determined
that GM no longcr had any need to bring suit for rescission.
But in light of the Motor Vehicle Department's ruling

GM

in its effort to terminate the franchise,

not think that

GM's counterclaim

for rescission

is

we do

moot.

We

nonetheless affirm the district court's dismissal. albeit on a
diffcrcnt basis.

Rescission

excluding the expert report, Beck suffered no prejudice. See
Unite-dSzale.i' v Gi1pt'a,747 F 3d ll], l33—34 (Zd Cir. 2014)

be considered by a
whether any error was
unrebutted
hannless, including the " importance of
assertions," duplication of evidence, and the strength of the
opposing party's cvidcncc on that point (alteration in
original». counsel for Beck questioned olvrs €Xp€l‘l at
length about the saine topic addressed in the l'€]')tl\1. The
expert responded that RSI should not be adjusted by
regional differences in inter—brand competition, and that
existing segmentation eaptures those disparities. Beck was

(setting forth several factors that are to

reviewing court in detennining

1

.

.

elicit the same testimony withoiit the report that
would have been able to with it, making introduction of

thus able to
is

an equitable remedy, the use orwhieh

is

genernlly leﬂ to the courts‘ discretion. But that disci'etion

may

is

consider inter-brand eornpetition in designing perfoimanee

ofGM's counterclaim

be

sueh

cross»cxalninc

avcragc RSI

against

has clearly

the legislature

intent to cabin a court's discretion to fashion

York Vehicle and Traftic Law expressly

First,

Page 680

statc

its

equitable remedies, the court inust respect those limitations.

a

counterclaim for rescission ofthe Participation Agreement
as moot.

(2001). in tither words, where

expressed

for Restissinn

the district couri‘s disi-nissal

Oakland Cannabis Buyers’
l, I49 L,Ed_2tt 722

Sfﬂll/S v

C00p., 532 U.S. 483, 496, lZl S,Ct_ l7|

Beck was required

ordcr to qualify for an

in

the district

command," United

displaced

by

'1

clear

and valid

legislative

it

the report duplicative and unnecessary to rebut

GM's

case.
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court’:

Second, Beck challenges the district t;tiuri‘s excliision
of a document reﬂecting the amount ofadvertising money
spent nationwide and in New York City, which purportedly
would show that
spent less on advertising in the New
York City area in 2tll0 and 201] than in 2009 and 20l2
The district court propeily excluded the repon both because
Beck sought to use it to cr0ss—examine cilvl's expert winiess.
SharifFarhat, on atopie that was beyond the scope of his
dircct examination, sue Fcd.R.Evid. 61 llb); United Smizx v.
K0:/terldes, 877 F.2tt H2‘), I136 (2tl (‘ir 1939), and any
comparison that did not include relative spending upstate
and downstate was minimrilly useful, at best, see

GM

Fed.R.Evid. 40], 403. The possible explanations for Beck’:

poor performance in 2010 and 2011 arc not at issuc in this
case The question is whether it was and is reasonable for
to compare Beck's perfomiance to the perfonnzince of
upstate dealers. while evidence that
spent less on

GM

advertising in thc

spent

upstate

evidence that

New York

might

GM

city arca relative to what it
Beck's argument, then,

enhance

GM spent

on advertising

less

in

New York

of the country, does

not.

could have adversely impacted downstate dealers

The

cxpcrt had not tcstitied about leasing on dircet examination.

and hetcstitied on cross-examination that leasing did not
have an impact on RS1 calculations and that he was
unaware of any bearing it may have had on Beck's situation.

The

district court plainly acted

within

its

discretion

in

eunailing this linc ofqucstioning under Rule 611, which
"

go beyond
the subject mailer of the dlrectexaminatioti and mailers
"
affecting the witness's credibility Fed.R Evid 6ll(b]; see
K17X](l:‘VIdt!S,
izlxo
877 F.2d at 136.

instructs that

[c]rtiss-examination should not

l

Finally,

GM challenges

the district euurts exclusion

own operational decisions were at
poorperformance. As noted, this evidence
would not have bccn rclcvant to thc question whether
that Beck's

of evidence
iault for

its

GM

employed an "unreasonable,

arbitrary

other performance standard,"

N.Y. Veh.

463(Z)(gg), and

was

Fed.R.Evtd. 401, 403.

therefore

To

or unfair sales or
at Traf.

Law

§

properly excluded. See

the extent that

GM's performance

compares
dealerships whose sales are inﬂuenced by distinct market
factors. That Beck could have tnade certain operational
changes is not relevant.
standard

is

unreasonable.

it

is

so bccausc

it

CONCLUSION
For thetoregoing reasons,

law peniiits. the eoiirt may
law to that staie’s highest court."
2d Cir. R. 27.2(a). Thc Ncw York statc law permitting
certiﬁcation is N.Y. comp. Codes R. at Regs. tit. 22, §
"
500.27(a), which provides, whenever it appears to
any
United states court of Appeals
that determinative
questions ofNew York law are involved in a ease pending
bcforc that eourt for which no controlling prcccdcnt of the
[New York] Court ot‘Appeals exists, the coun may certify
tlie disposiiive questions orlaw to the coun orAppeals."
We have discretion to certify questions to the New York
Court of Appeals even where,
lii

this circuit,

[i]fstate

.

.

.

.

.

have not requested

certification.

See

Several factors guide our decision to exercise

this

the parties

zishere,
Licri,

on F.3d at 14.
"

and

may

be
Court oi Appeals has not
squarely addressed an issue and other decisions by New
York courts arcinsuﬂicient to predict how the Court of
Appeals would resolve it." P6/Iguill Grp. (USA) lire v. Am,
Buddha, (>09 F.3d 30, 42 (2d Cir. 2010). "Second, the
appropriate

riist,

the

if

iiiost

important, certiﬁcation

New York

we certify must be oiimportanee to the
and its resolution must require [] valuejudgments and
imponant public policy choices that the New York Court of
Appeals is better situated than we to mare " Lleei. <i73 F.3tt
at 74 [citziiions and tnienial quotation marks omitted‘
question on which

state,

,

brackets in original). Finally, cenincation

is

appropriate

if

the question or questions are "detcrminativc of a claim
before us." Id. (intemal quotation marks omitted).

None ofthe

provisions ofthe

New York

Dealer Act

implicated in this case has been addressed by the

Court ofAppcals

New York

any length or depth, by another state
court. The disposition ofthis case could have a substantial
iiiipact not only on tlie relationship heiween General lvliitors
and its franchisees, but also on other franchisor/franchisee
relationships in New York State And GM's perfonnance
or, at

A niling that thc standard
Dealer Act could therefore result in
perhaps even broader--challenges
and

metrics 8rClIld\lSlt'y standard.
violates the

New Vork

statewide--or

changes.

And

determine

deciding

the

level

franchisor/franchiscc
Legislature
state courts.

the district

.

Page osz

intended.

these issues

of

jLld|Ci3l

relationship

such

signiﬁcant policy issues atid

we AFFIRM

remaining

the

Court of Appeals.

certify a question ofstaie

discretion.

Third, the district court did not err in foreclosing
Beck'sattempl ltiCtDS§-Examine GM‘sexperl iinivheiher
CiM‘s exit from the market for leasing vehicles to drivers

pan and CERTIFY

in

New York

Certiﬁcation

City in 2010 and Z011 relative to 2009 and 2012, or even
relative to the rest

judgment

questions to the

a
is,

would require us
intervention

that

the

iletennination

we think,

in

to

the

New York
implicates

best decided

by
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Wc accordingly eenity the following two qucstlons to

the

New York Court 0fAppeals:

aperfomiance standard
performance based on statewide
(1) Is

automobile dealer

to retain

Law

leeal

its

"

that requires

average"

sales data in order for an
"

dealership

unrcasonablc.

New York Vehicle &

Trafﬁc
section 463(2](gg) because it does I101 account for
variations beyond adjusting for the local popularity of

arbitrary, or unfair"

tinder

[2]we

icfcr to this rather inipreeisely as an

because

it

"

average" scorc

reﬂects the requireinent that each dealers market

share equal (iM‘s average statewide inarket share Unless
all

dealers attain the exact

same marker

share,

one would

expect a substantial nuniber ofdealers to score higher than

avcragc each year.

number will

It

ncccssarily fellows that a substantial

tall short,

And

as well

us dealer

iinproves, the sales required to achieve an

performance

RS1 ofl00

will

increase.

general vehicle types?
(2)

Does

a

change
or

Responsibility

to

a rninehiseels Area of Primary

AGSSA

constitute

a

pi-ishibited

"

iriediﬁeatien" to the franchise under section 4s3tz)<rn,

even though the standard

tet-ins

of the Dealer Agreement

rcscrvc the franchisor's right to alter the
Responsibility or
"

As

is

Area of Primary

AGSSA in its sole dist;retitiii‘7

our practice,

we do

not intend to limit the

scope of the Court of Appeals’ analysis through the
we invite the Court of
Appeals to expand uptm or alter these questions as ii shtiuld
deern appropriate." Llcrl, 613 F.3d at 75 (l\\l€t't1al quotation
marks and brackets omitted)
fonnulation of our questions, and

It is

hcrcby

ORDERED

transmit to the Clerk ofthe

that thc Clcrk ofthis Court

New York Ctuirt of Appeals this

Oplnlim as our eertirieate, together with a complete set of
the briefs, the appendix, and the record ﬁled in this Court

by

the parties.

The

parties shall bear equally

any fccs and

may be imposed by the New York Conn ol‘
Appeals in connection with this eertineathrn. This panel
will resume its consideration
of this appeal after the
disposition ofthis certiﬁcation by the New York Court of
costs that

Appeals.

[3]GM has used aweigited statcwidc average sinee 1999.
when it switched treni using a national average. GM's
method

is tltus

iii

vast majority of

keeping

GM‘s

wiilt

the industry standard; the

competitors use a statewide or

regional average, and some still compare
pertennanee to a national average.

their dealers‘

[4]GM removed the ease to rederal court on April 23, 2011.
The removed aetieii is the ease before us on appeal.
[5]T<> the cxtcnt that

Beck intended

elaini against

"

ability

om tor

to increase

abandoned

.

its

(ztt

CH2 2014).

1

briet on appcal.“ Glufre
Hyumlal Muror Am 756 F.3d Z04. 207 n.2

than cursory trcatmcnt
v.

Beck Br. at 2-3, it h "
by failing to give [it] more

sales,"

.[ihat] claim[

.

Hyundai, Ltd.

to pursuc its contract
sabotaging Beck's reputation and its

in

its

,

[6]Beck notiﬁed the court of the Department of Motor
in L! lcttcr ﬁlcd pursuant to Fcdcral Rulc
ot‘Appellate Procedure 28(j). lt did not suggest that the
administrative decision did or might have apieclusive
effect on any aspect of this action and we accordingly

Vchlclcs' dcclslon

consider the argurnent waived.
if

the issuc otiwhcthcr

we recognize,

however,

that

GM’: RSI was rcasonablc was

"

necessarily raised and decided" by the Mntnr veineie
Department, that determination could have preclusive effect

Ryan

N E.2d 487,

[l]Aceording to the United States Census Bureau,

census Tracts are small.
subdivisions of

relatively

permanent

statistical

county or equivalent entity that are
updated by local panicipants prior to cach decennial census
as part oi‘ the Census Bureau's Panicipani Statistical Areas
Pluglﬂm. The Census Bureau delineates eeitsus traets in
situations

N.Y Tel. Ca, 62 N,Y.Zd 494, 499500, 467
48930, 478 N Y.S.2d 823 (1984). Faced with
a similar issuc, however, thc Dcpartmcnt of Motor Vehicles
concluded that tlie Suuthem District of New Yt)rl<'s 2013
decision in this action had no preclusive effect on the
dispute before it. Beck Chevrolet, No. FMD ZOl3—OZ, at 6
"
(deciding that the issue of reasonableness ofthe RSI is not
preeluded by the Fcdcral Court deeisinn as the burden nt
prnorin this proceeding has shifted rreni Beck to GM" and

here.

Notes:

a

where no

leeat, or tribal

where

state.

to participate.

The

local participant existed or

govemments declined

primary purpose of census tracts is to pT0\'lClC a stablc set of
geographic units for the presentation of statistical data.

Geegraphre Terms and caneepre
Census

W

Census THICI,

http://www.census.gov/geo/retcrcnec/gtc/gtc_ct.html
visited Apr. 20. 20l 5).

Us

Bureau.

(last

explaining

v.

ditierenees

in

the

considered in the two actions).

evidenee put forth and
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Appendix Item 2
Beck Chevrolet Co., Inc.

General Motors LLC,
N0. 2016-03412, New York Court of Appeals, May 3, 2016
vs.
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This opinion is uncorrected and subject to revision before
publication in the New York Reports.
No. 48

Beck Chevrolet Co., Inc.,
Appellant,
V.

General Motors LLC,
Respondent.

Russell P. McRory, for appellant.
James C. McGrath, for respondent.
Greater New York Automobile Dealers Association; Evans
Chevrolet; New York State Automobile Dealers Association; New
York State Automobile Dealers Association; Alliance of Automobile
Manufacturers et al., amici curiae.

RIVERA,

J.

:

The United States Court of Appeals for the Second

Circuit certified to this Court questions requiring our

interpretation of two provisions of New York‘s Franchised Motor
Vehicle Dealer Act (Dealer Act), codified at Vehicle and Traffic
Law

§ 460 et

seq.

The first question concerns the propriety of a

_1_
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franchisor sales performance standard that relies on statewide
data and some local variances, but fails to account for local

brand popularity.

Based on our reformulation of the question, we

conclude that use of such a standard to determine compliance with
a

franchise agreement is unlawful under the Dealer Act.

The

second question asks whether a franchisor‘s unilateral change of
a

dealer‘s geographic sales area constitutes

modification to the franchise.

a

prohibited

We conclude that it does not.

I.

The underlying federal action involves a dispute

between franchisor and Chevrolet car manufacturer General Motors
LLC (GM), and a Westchester County—based franchised motor vehicle

dealer, Beck Chevrolet Co., Inc. (Beck).

automobile dealership with

a

GM‘s predecessor—in—interest.

Beck is a long—time

Chevrolet franchise dating back to
During the predecessor‘s

bankruptcy proceeding, Beck entered

a

Wind—Down agreement to

terminate its franchise in exchange for a money payout.

After GM

acquired certain of the predecessor‘s assets, GM rescinded the

Wind—Down agreement and entered a Participation Agreement with
Beck.

The Participation Agreement, along with Beck‘s Dealer

Sales and Services Agreement with incorporated Standard

Provisions (Dealer Agreement), allows Beck to operate as

a

GM

franchise operation.
Under these agreements GM required Beck to achieve
_ 2 _

a
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specified level of sales performance within

a

geographic location

designated by GM, referred to as an Area of Geographic Sales and
Service Advantage (AGSSA).

The AGSSA consists of U.S. census

tracts closest in proximity to the dealer, subject to certain

GM carves out an individual

traffic condition adjustments.

dealer‘s AGSSA from a geographic sales region known as an Area of
Primary Responsibility (APR), which is shared by
dealers in the same urban location.

a

group of

Dealers, like Beck, are

responsible for the sale and marketing of Chevrolet vehicles and
products within their respective AGSSA.
GM measured Beck‘s sales performance based on

a

Retail

Sales Index (RSI), a methodology commonly employed by vehicle

manufacturers in the United States, and applied by GM to all its
dealers.

The RSI is a percentage determined by a fractional

equation, which divides

a

dealer‘s actual total retail sales

during a particular time period, by the dealer‘s expected sales.
In other words, the mathematical representation of an RSI is

actual sales (the numerator) over expected sales (the

denominator), multiplied by lOO.

Expected sales are determined using a multistep
formula, whereby GM determines Chevrolet‘s statewide market share
for a particular type of vehicle segment——for example a mid—sized

sedan or pickup truck——then multiplies that number by the total

retail motor vehicle registrations in the dealer‘s AGSSA for that
same segment, and repeats the process for each vehicle segment.
_ 3 _
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The results for each segment are combined to achieve the dealer‘s

total expected sales in its AGSSA.

assume in

a

By way of illustration,

given year that Chevrolet has

a

particular mid—sized

sedan model and that the sales of that model represent l2% of all

mid—sized sedans sold in New York State (constituting one vehicle
segment).

Further assume that the number of mid—sized sedan

registrations in

a

dealer‘s AGSSA is l500, meaning there are l5OO

mid—sized sedans registered in the AGSSA.

In that case, l5OO is

multiplied by the l2% statewide share, equaling l8O expected
sales for this segment.

This same mathematical formula is

repeated for each segment of vehicles in which Chevrolet
competes, meaning in each segment for which Chevrolet has a model
that could be sold in New York state.

Assume four segments

total, and that the formula results in the following expected

sales by segment: l8O, l2O, 75, 25.
a

combined number of 400.

These are added together for

The 400 represents the dealer‘s total

expected sales and will be the denominator in the equation used
to determine the dealer‘s RSI.

As stated, GM includes in the dealer‘s expected sales

only registrations for vehicle segments in which Chevrolet
competes, and does not include registrations for non—Chevrolet

vehicle segments. Through this segmentation or

"segment—adjustment" GM accounts for local popularity of

particular types of vehicles.
less popular in

a

For example, if pickup trucks are

given AGGSA, compared to the rest of the state,

_4_
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dealer‘s expected sales are adjusted downward.

A lOO RSI constitutes satisfactory performance of

a

dealer‘s sales obligations under the Dealer Agreement.
Nevertheless, GM treats this not as a perfect score but as an
average score, and as explained in the Dealer Agreement, GM
expects dealers below lOO "to pursue available sales

opportunities exceeding this standard."

GM‘s Dealer Rating

System classifies dealers as follows: "Superior" for a lOO or
greater RSI, and the dealer is in the top l5% of all dealers in
the state; "Satisfactory" for a lOO RSI and the dealer is not in
the top l5%; "Needs Improvement" for a 85 to 99.9 RSI; "Needs

Significant Improvement" for an 84.9 or lower RSI and the dealer
is not in the bottom l5% of dealers in the state; and

"Unsatisfactory" for an 84.9 or less RSI and the dealer is in the

bottom l5%.

Applying this rating system to the hypothetical dealer
in the prior example, if the dealer sells 400 Chevrolet cars,

because its expected sales were also 400, the dealer‘s RSI is lOO
(400 divided by 400 equals l, multiplied by lOO to achieve an RSI

as a percentage).

Since the dealer achieved its target sales,

which constitutes an average sales performance, the dealer would
be rated "superior" if the dealer is in the top l5% of all

dealers statewide, or "satisfactory" if the dealer is not in the
top l5%.

If the dealer with the same expected sales of 400 sells

instead 200 Chevrolets, then its RSI is 50 (200 divided by 400,
_ 5 _
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multiplied by IOO to achieve an RSI as

a

percentage).

The dealer achieved only half of its target sales, and would be

rated as "needs significant improvement" if the dealer is not in
the bottom l5% of all dealers, or "unsatisfactory" if the dealer
is in the bottom l5%.

Unless all dealers meet or exceed their expected target
sales, there will be some dealers who score below IOO.
lOO score is below average performance.

A below

Since the expected sales

number is based on an adjusted state market average, as the

number of sales increases, so do the number of actual sales
necessary to achieve

a IOO

RSI.

In other words, the RSI sales

performance measure moves upward (or downward) depending on
market variations.

Consequently,

a

dealer‘s performance is

dependent on the performance in the market against which the
dealer is measured, and the statewide market is subject to local
variations, only one of which is reflected in the RSI (vehicle

segment preference).

Under the Participation Agreement, GM required Beck to

trend—up to the IOO RSI average benchmark within three years.
the first year Beck had to attain an RSI of 70, in the second

year an 85 RSI, and

a IOO

RSI in its third year.

When Beck

failed to timely achieve these RSI scores it defaulted on the

Participation Agreement, and potentially became subject to
"needs significant improvement" or "unsatisfactory" dealer
rating.
_ 6 _
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In the middle of the second year, GM notified Beck that

it would extend the dealer agreement into future years on

condition that Beck met its performance requirements, including

achieving the 85 RSI by the second year‘s end, and the lOO RSI in
the third year.

Failure to achieve the 85 RSI in the second year

meant that "GM shall have no obligation to extend the Dealer

Agreement."

By separate letter GM also informed Beck that it was

increasing its AGSSA by four census tracts in Westchester County,
and reducing the AGSSA by seven tracts in Bronx County.

After Beck sued GM in State court alleging violations
of the Dealer Act based on the performance standard and changes

in the AGSSA, GM removed the action to the United States District

Court for the Southern District of New York.

After procedural

history not relevant to the questions certified to us, Beck filed
a

second amended complaint asserting, inter alia, two Dealer Act

claims for injunctive and declaratory relief.

The first claim

alleged that GM used an unreasonable, arbitrary and unfair

performance standard in determining Beck‘s compliance with its
agreements, pursuant to VTL

§

463

(2)

(gg), and sought to enjoin

GM from using a New York statewide average to calculate Beck‘s
sales performance.

Beck claimed the RSI was unreasonable and

unfair as a matter of law because it failed to account for local
customer preferences and low brand popularity in New York‘s
downstate region.

The second claim alleged that GM‘s unilateral

change to Beck‘s AGSSA was an unfair modification within the
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(ff), because the new area enlarged

Beck‘s sales territory, with the effect of increasing Beck‘s
sales targets and facility requirements.
The district court held against Beck on both claims,

and Beck appealed.

The Second Circuit determined that resolution

of the appeal depended on unsettled New York law, and certified

two questions concerning the propriety of GM‘s performance

standard and unilateral modification under the Dealer Act (787
F3d 663 [Zd Cir 2015]).

The first certified question as framed

by the Second Circuit asks
"ls a performance standard that requires
‘average‘ performance based on statewide
sales data in order for an automobile dealer
to retain its dealership ‘unreasonable,
arbitrary or unfair‘ under New York Vehicle &
Traffic Law section 463 (2) (gg) because it
does not account for local variations beyond
adjusting for the local popularity of general

vehicle types?"

The second certified question concerns GM‘s revision of Beck‘s

AGSSA, and asks

"Does a change to a franchisee‘s Area of
Primary Responsibility or AGSSA constitute a
prohibited ‘modification‘ to the franchise
under section 463 (2) (ff), even though the
standard terms of the Dealer Agreement
reserve the franchisor‘s right to alter the
Area of Primary Responsibility or AGSSA in
its sole discretion?"
II.
A.

FIRST CERTIFIED QUESTION

As a threshold matter we consider GM
_ 8 _
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that we reformulate the first certified question because it is

predicated on the incorrect presumption that GM terminates all
dealers who have

below—average sales performance, when, in

a

fact, GM bases termination on the RSI and other relevant factors.

Beck objects to the proposed reframing of the question, arguing
that the consequences that flow from the application of a

manufacturer‘s sales performance metric are relevant to the
statute‘s interpretation, and that Beck was threatened with
nonrenewal of its franchise solely because of its RSI score.
We agree with the parties that the question certified

by the Second Circuit posits

a

case in which below—average sales

performance results in termination of a dealership.
(2)

Section 463

(gg), in contrast, makes no mention of termination, and

instead applies to standards used to assess dealer compliance
with

a

franchise agreement.

Such assessment may lead to

franchisor conduct short of termination, but which nonetheless

adversely impacts

a

dealer.

We do not adopt the approach taken by our dissenting

colleague to the first certified question because whether
franchisor‘s standard complies with VTL
first instance

a

§

a

463(2)(gg) is in the

legal question concerning the propriety of the

general criteria by which a dealer is measured.

dissent‘s view of the statute,

a

Contrary to the

standard can appear facially

unreasonable, arbitrary or unfair, without reference to facts

particular to any individual dealer.
_ 9 _
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appears fair as written may be applied in an unfair manner, and

a

standard that is reasonable in the abstract may have irrational
consequences in practice, resolution of the reframed question
does not require the type of as—applied analysis advocated by the
dissent.

Instead, we consider the standard‘s lawfulness against

benchmarks as framed by GM, which rely on general data and not an
individual dealer‘s facts.
Therefore, to provide appropriate guidance on the

statute‘s anticipated coverage, and in accordance with our

discretion in these matters, we proceed to answer the following

reformulated question,
Is a performance standard that uses "average"
performance based on statewide sales data in
order to determine an automobile dealer‘s
compliance with a franchise agreement
"unreasonable, arbitrary, or unfair" under
New York Vehicle & Traffic Law section
463(2)(gg) because it does not account for
local variations beyond adjusting for the
local popularity of general vehicle types?

(see Barenboim v Starbucks Corp., 2l NY3d 460, 469 [2013

[reformulating the certified question to track the language of
the statute at issue]; Commodity Futures Trading Comm'n v Walsh,
l7

NY3d l62, l77—l78 [2Oll] [reformulating a certified

question]).
As our well—established rules of statutory construction
direct, we begin our analysis with the language of the statute,

recognizing that "our primary consideration is to ascertain and
give effect to the intention of the Legislature" (People v
_

10 _
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Ballman, 15 NY3d 68, 72 [Z010], quoting Matter of Daim1erChrys1er
Corp. v Spitzer,

7

NY3d 653, 660 [2006][internal quotation marks

and citation omitted]).

In this endeavor we are guided by the

principle that "the text of a provision ‘is the clearest
indicator of legislative intent and courts should construe

unambiguous language to give effect to its plain meaning‘

"

(A1bany Law School v New York State Off. of Mental Retardation

and Dev. Disabilities, l9 NY3d 106, 120 [2Ol2], quoting Matter of

DaimlerChrysler Corp.,

NY3d at 660).

7

As its title makes clear, section 463 of the Dealer Act

protects dealers from "Unfair business practices by franchisors."
Section 463

(2)

provides that,

(gg)

"[i]t shall be unlawful for any franchisor,
notwithstanding the terms of any franchise
contract:
[t]o use an unreasonable,
arbitrary or unfair sales or other
performance standard in determining a
franchised motor vehicle dealer‘s compliance
with a franchise agreement. Before applying
any sales, service or other performance
standard to a franchised motor vehicle
dealer, a franchisor shall communicate the
performance standard in writing in a clear
and concise manner."
.

(VTL § 463

[2]

.

.

[qq]).

The Dealer Act does not define what constitutes

"unreasonable, arbitrary or unfair" performance standards.
However, these determinates of impermissible conduct are familiar

concepts in the law (see Black‘s Law Dictionary [1Oth ed. 2014
[unreasonablez "Not guided by reason; irrational or capricious";

arbitrary: "founded on prejudice or preference rather than on
_
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reason or fact"; unfair: "Inequitable in business dealinqs"]).
Notably, a standard need only violate one of these proscriptions
to run afoul of VTL § 463

(2)

(gg).

As a consequence, the

statute limits a range of performance standards made unlawful by
the Dealer Act.

Whether a performance standard is "unreasonable,
arbitrary or unfair" depends on considerations unique to the
franchise business, which is driven by sales in a competitive
market.

A performance standard that measures dealer success

based on data that fails to accurately represent market
challenges would appear to undermine the franchisor and dealer's
common goal of selling and servicing vehicles and franchisor
products.

At a minimum, VTL § 463

(2)

(gg)

forbids the use of

standards not based in fact or responsive to market forces
because performance benchmarks that reflect

a

market different

from the dealer’s sales area cannot be reasonable or fair.
The standard employed here reflects GM's acceptance

that market forces matter in assessing dealer sales performance.
The RSI is based on an equation in which the market——actual and

aspirational——sets the foundation for measuring a dealer’s
achievement.
a

As GM‘s standard recognizes, a dealer works within

constructed market——one set both by externalities and by GM’s

business needs.

Thus, GM measures a dealer‘s sales performance

by comparison to a statewide class of dealers, but adjusts the

standard to reflect certain local market peculiarities with
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respect to one metric: local consumer purchasing preferences for

certain vehicle types.

Although having made the determination to

incorporate local concerns in its dealer performance standard, GM
has also specifically chosen to exclude from its measure the

impact of customer brand preference on dealership sales.

Yet,

customer purchases are influenced not solely by preferences for a
type of vehicle, for which GM accounts through its segmentation
formula, but also by brand popularity and import bias.

Moreover,

those dealers, like Beck, who service an assigned area in which

Chevrolet is less popular are disadvantaged when measured against
dealers in other parts of the state in which the Chevrolet brand
is stronger and facilitates dealer sales performance.

Therefore,

once GM determined that statewide raw data must be adjusted to

account for customer preference as a measure of dealer sales
performance, GM's exclusion of local brand popularity or import
bias rendered the standard unreasonable and unfair because these

preference factors constitute market challenges that impact
dealer’s sales performance differently across the state.

unlawful under section 463

(gg)

(2)

a

It is

to measure a dealer‘s sales

performance by a standard that fails to consider the desirability
of the Chevrolet brand itself as a measure of a dealer‘s effort

and sales ability.

GM contends that inclusion of these factors is both

undesirable and unduly burdensome.

GM essentially argues that it

can set a standard that misrepresents external market forces.
_
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However, measuring the dealer‘s performance against

a

market the

dealer never faces is not reasonable or fair within the meaning
of section 463

(2)

It is the equivalent of holding a

(gg).

dealer in New York State to a standard based on the market of a
foreign country or another state without appropriate adjustments
for local differences.

against

a

In both cases, the dealer is measured

sales landscape that is not within the dealer‘s

experience.

GM claims that the standard has

a

certain utility

because it is intended to identify dealers in need of
improvement.

This boils down to GM desiring to rid itself of

ineffective dealers in order to increase its brand market share.

Certainly

a

franchisor has

a

business interest in addressing

weaknesses in its sales force.

However, in doing so, a

franchisor must not deploy unreasonable, arbitrary or unfair

performance standards.

The standard used by GM excludes local

variance in market competitiveness, and masks the dealer

mediocrity of which GM complains.

To comply with the Dealer Act,

if a franchisor intends to measure a dealer‘s performance based

on a comparison to statewide data for other dealers, then the

comparison data must take into account the market—based
challenges that affect dealer success.

Here, if Beck cannot keep

up with comparably placed dealers in its sales area, then

termination may be appropriate, but as it stands the RSI excludes
an important measure of comparability.
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Notwithstanding GM‘s claim that the RSI methodology is
consistent with industry norms, it remains the case that any

performance standard adopted by

a

franchisor to determine

a

dealer‘s compliance with a franchise agreement is subject to the
limitations set forth in the Dealer Act.

While we recognize that

industry norms are important because they express the wisdom
borne of experience, and reflect considered thought on the part
of industry members, they are not beyond the reach of the
We are especially cautious in this regard because this

statute.

is an industry in which the parties hold unequal bargaining

positions, and an industry standard may reflect the entrenchment
of the very inequality and favoritism that the Legislature

sought to counterbalance in the Dealer Act.

Thus, GM may not

rely on a standard that is unreasonable and unfair simply because
of its prevalence within an industry the Legislature

sought to

regulate.

Relatedly, assuming arguendo that the use of statewide
data reflects a certain administrative convenience, the standard

would still be unlawful because although it might not be

unreasonable or arbitrary, it is still unfair.
463

(2)

(gg)

Moreover, section

prohibits unfair practices in order to protect

dealers, not to alleviate a franchisor‘s potential administrative

burdens associated with its performance standards.
Our analysis also furthers the Act‘s statutory purpose.
By enacting the Dealer Act, the Legislature sought to address
_

15 _
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historical inequality in the vehicle franchise business that
favored automobile manufacturers over motor vehicle dealers
(Assembly Mem in Support of Legislation, Bill Jacket,

L.

l983,

ch. 815, § l, at 7; see New Motor Vehicle Bd. of Cal. v Orrin W.

Fox Co., 439 US 96, lOO—lOl
84th Cong., 2d Sess.,

2

[l978], quoting S.Rep. No. 2073,

n 4

[US Senate finding that the

[l956]

"highly concentrated" automobile industry created

a

"vast

disparity in economic power and bargaining strength" between
automobile manufacturers and their dealers, in which

manufacturers "determine arbitrarily the rules by which the two
parties conduct their business affairs"]; see also Automobile
Dealers‘ Day in Court Act, l5 USC §§ l22l—l225). The imbalance

placed dealers at the mercy of manufacturers who were able to
draft and impose protectionist agreements favorable to

manufacturers, placing at risk

a

dealer‘s financial investment

(see Assembly Mem in Support, at 7).

As the Memorandum in

Support of Legislation explained,
"[t]here is a great disparity in bargaining
power between the motor vehicle manufacturer
and the motor vehicle dealer. The franchise
agreements which have been developed over a
long course of dealing between the
manufacturer and the dealer have reached a
point where the dealer has few if any rights
in comparison to those of the motor vehicle
manufacturer. This results in an undue
imbalance in bargaining power and the dealer
is in many cases at the mercy of the
manufacturer. In reality, the motor vehicle
dealer who frequently has millions of dollars
invested in dealership real property,
_
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equipment and good will can do nothing to
oppose the will of the manufacturer without
jeopardizing this substantial investment.
This bill seeks to provide certain basic
protection for the dealer in areas where such
protection is deemed necessary. If enacted,
the protection afforded the dealer through
the terms of the bill would counterbalance
the numerous protections afforded the
manufacturer under the terms of its franchise
agreement with the dealer. The result would
be a healthier marketplace for all parties
concerned"
(id at 7; see New Motor Vehicle Bd. of Cal., 439 US at lOO—lOl n
4

[manufacturer‘s arbitrary "rules are incorporated in the sales

agreement or franchise which the manufacturer has prepared for
the dealer‘s signature"]).

The legislature expanded protections

for dealers by enacting the Dealer Act in derogation of common
law contract rules, statutorily overriding agreement provisions

that were unfair to dealers (see VTL

§

463

[2]

[making the 2008

amendments applicable "notwithstanding the terms of any franchise
contract"]).

The legislature thereby sought to affirmatively

"establish an equilibrium of bargaining power"

(L.

l983, ch. 815,

at 7).

Furthermore, by amending the statute to include section

463

(gg), thereby imposing a writing requirement to ensure

(2)

transparency and a substantive measure of lawfulness, the
legislature identified the misuse of performance standards as one

unfair business practice that needed to be reined in.
Our interpretation of VTL

§

463

(2)

(gg)

should not be

understood as an invitation for a court to substitute its opinion
for a franchisor‘s determination of how best to achieve its

_17_
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Decisions about how best to improve

the quality of dealerships and increase dealer sales involve

business judgments rightly left to franchisors, and not the
courts.

Nevertheless, the legislature, by its enactment of the

Dealer Act, has determined it is in the interest of the state to

subject a franchisor‘s performance standards to statutory limits
in order to prevent unfair business practices, and has seen fit

to place review of franchisor standards squarely within the

authority of the courts.
SECOND CERTIFIED QUESTION

B.

The second certified question concerns GM‘s revision of

Beck‘s AGSSA, and asks
"Does a change to a franchisee‘s Area of
Primary Responsibility or AGSSA constitute a
prohibited ‘modification‘ to the franchise
under section 463 (2) (ff), even though the
standard terms of the Dealer Agreement
reserve the franchisor‘s right to alter the
Area of Primary Responsibility or AGSSA in
its sole discretion?"
We conclude that such change is not an impermissible modification

within the meaning of the statute.
Under VTL

§

463

(ff)

(2)

(l),

"it shall be unlawful for

any franchisor, notwithstanding the terms of any franchise

contract

.

.

.

.

[t]0 modify the franchise of any franchised

motor vehicle dealer, unless the franchisor notifies the
dealer in writing

.

.

.

.

"

.

at least ninety days before the effective

date, stating the specific grounds for such modification."

"modification " is

.

A

any change or replacement of any franchise if
_
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such change or replacement may substantially and adversely affect
the new motor vehicle dealer‘s rights, obligations, investment or

return on investment" (id;

§

463

[ff]

[2]

[2]).

A franchise is

statutorily defined as
"a written arrangement for a definite or
indefinite period in which a manufacturer or
distributor grants to a franchised motor
vehicle dealer a license to use a trade name,
service mark or related characteristics and
in which there is a community of interest in
the marketing of motor vehicles or services
related thereto"

(VTL § 462 [6]).

Thus, a modification is not limited to a change

in the franchise contract because other documents may be

constituent parts of the parties‘ written arrangement, reflecting
their shared interest in the sales and servicing of vehicles and
other franchisor products.
The statute provides the dealer with a private right of

action to challenge a modification, and places on a franchisor
"the burden of proving that such modification is fair and not

prohibited" (VTL §§ 463

[2]

[ff]

[3];

469).

Under the statute

"[a] modification is deemed unfair if it is not undertaken in

good faith; is not undertaken for good cause; or would adversely
and substantially alter the rights, obligations, investment or

return on investment of the franchised motor vehicle dealer under
an existing franchise agreement" (id; § 463
To the extent section 463

(2)

[2]

[ff]

[3]).

makes unlawful certain

franchisor abuses, "notwithstanding the terms of any franchise
contract," this section abrogates contract principles which
_

19 _
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traditionally bind parties to their agreements (see B
Corp. v Liebig, 76 NY2d 689, 693 [1990]

presumed

.

.

.

F Bldg.

&

["The Legislature is

to have abrogated the common law only to the

extent that the clear import of the language of the statute
reguires"]).

As a consequence, a franchisor may not insulate

itself from the requirements and proscriptions of section 463
(ff)

by contractually reserving in the standard Dealer Agreement

the power to revise an AGSSA, as GM did in this case.
a

(2)

Otherwise,

franchisor with superior bargaining power could easily

circumvent the purpose of the Dealer Act by reserving the right
to change franchise terms at will, even where a change results in

significant adverse affects on the dealer.
The fact that the Dealer Agreement does not contain

details about the AGSSA does not remove a franchisor‘s revision
of the AGSSA from the ambit of section 463

(2)

(ff)

change in the AGSSA is a change to the franchise.
subset of

a

a

The AGSSA is a

dealer‘s APR, which is specifically referenced in the

Dealer Agreement.

The AGSSA defines the dealer‘s geographic

sales area and serves as an essential metric of

performance.

because

a

dealer‘s sales

As such it affects a dealer‘s competitive position

and ability to comply with its obligation under the Dealer

Agreement to "effectively sell[], servic[e] and otherwise
represent[] General Motors Products" in the dealer‘s designated
APR.

In other words, a revised AGSSA has the potential to

significantly impact the franchise arrangement.
_

20

_
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this very fact in its letter to Beck informing it of the

revisions to its AGSSA, which GM described as a notice "provided

pursuant to New York Vehicle

&

Traffic Law

§

However, by its terms, section 463

463(2)(ff)(l)."
(2)

(ff)

(l)

is

concerned only with those modifications that result in negative
consequences for the dealer, and which meet its requirements for
determining whether

a

change is statutorily impermissible.

Thus,

the only prohibited modification is one that "may substantially

and adversely affect the new motor vehicle dealer‘s rights,

obligations, investment or return on investment."

In addition,

the modification must be deemed unfair, meaning "it is not

undertaken in good faith; is not undertaken for good cause; or
would adversely and substantially alter the rights, obligations,
investment or return on investment of the franchised motor
vehicle dealer under an existing franchise agreement" (VTL
[2]

[ff]

463

§

[3])-

Given this statutory language, we cannot say that

a

revision to a dealer‘s geographic sales area categorically
violates section 463

(2)

(ff).

The revised area may not have a

substantial impact or be adverse to a dealer‘s interests within
the meaning of the statute.

Indeed, a change could improve a

dealer‘s sales performance opportunities and competitive
position, for example by assigning

a

geographic area with greater

sales potential, by reducing the dealer‘s geographic area thereby

improving the dealer‘s RSI, or by leveling the playing field
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among dealers within the same dealer network.

Thus, a revision

of the AGSSA is not perforce violative of section 463

Rather, such change must be assessed on

a

(2)

(ff).

case—by—case basis,

upon consideration of the impact of the revision on a dealer‘s
position.

Accordingly, the first certified question, as
reformulated, should be answered in accordance with this opinion
and the second certified question answered in the negative.
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Beck Chevrolet Co., Inc. v General Motors, LLC
No. 48

PIGOTT, J.(dissenting, in part):

Vehicle and Traffic Law

§

463

(2)

(gg)

makes it

unlawful for any franchisor, regardless of the terms of a
franchise contract, "[t]o use an unreasonable, arbitrary or

unfair sales or performance standard in determining a franchised

motor vehicle dealer‘s compliance with

a

franchise agreement."

1

These general and amorphous adjectives "unreasonable,"

"arbitrary" and "unfair" are similar to those found in the

Uniform Commercial Code and lend themselves to varying
interpretations depending on the circumstances of
business situation.

a

particular

A performance standard that may be

"unreasonable, arbitrary or unfair" as applied to one dealer, in
a

metropolitan area, may be perfectly reasonable when applied to

another in another area of the state.

Because in my view

a

determination concerning the reasonableness, arbitrariness or
unfairness of

a

particular sales performance standard necessarily

requires a factual, rather than a legal, determination,

I

dissent

from the majority‘s response to the first certified question.

District Court conducted a bench trial over several
Beck does not claim that GM failed to "communicate the
performance standard in writing in a clear and concise manner,"
which is also required by section 463 (2) (gg).
‘
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determination that the RSI performance

standard, which uses a statewide sales average adjusted for local

conditions, was not unreasonable, arbitrary or unfair.

In making

that determination, District Court considered and rejected the

testimony of Beck‘s expert that the standard did not account for

brand popularity and import bias, holding that the Retail Sales
Index‘s (RSI) use of "segmentation" adequately accounted for
those particular variables.

Crediting the testimony of GM‘s two

experts, District Court also determined that the RSI standard was

"administratively convenient," "objective," and "uniformly
applied."

That factual determination concerning the performance

standard should not be disturbed unless there is no record
evidence to support it.
The majority reaches a different factual conclusion,

however, stating that "GM‘s exclusion of local brand popularity
or import bias rendered the [RSI] standard unreasonable and

unfair because these preference factors constitute market
challenges that impact a dealer‘s sales performance differently
across the state" (majority op, at 12-13).

Putting aside that

what constitutes an "unreasonable," "arbitrary" or "unfair"

standard is

a

factual determination,

I

do not believe it is this

Court‘s role or function to determine, as a matter of law, that
GM‘s failure to include these particular "preference factors" as
part of its currently—formulated RSI violated section 463
(gg).

(2)

We should be mindful that our decision will apply not only

_2_
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No. 48

to the particular facts in this case, but to all automobile

manufacturers and dealerships in this state.

Indeed, the Second

Circuit acknowledges that GM‘s performance standards "appear to
represent the industry standard" (787 F3d 663, 676 [2d Cir
2015]).

Contrary to the majority‘s subjective conclusion, GM‘s
use of the RSI with

a

segmented adjustment does not amount "to GM

desiring to rid itself of ineffective dealers in order to
increase its brand market share" (majority op, l3) ——
we are not empowered to determine.

a

fact that

However, if that were GM‘s

true motive, it would have stuck with the Wind—Down Agreement
that Beck signed instead of entering into the Participation

Agreement with Beck instead.

Nor would GM have continued working

with Beck from 2OlO through 2Ol2 to improve Beck‘s performance
had it been GM‘s intention that the Beck dealership fail.

It is

evident from the record that the RSI is a tool utilized by GM to

determine if

a

franchisee is achieving certain benchmarks, and,

if not, the RSI operates as a canary in the coal mine to alert GM

that the franchisee needs assistance.
In my view, the majority‘s opinion sets a standard that

will require other franchisors to follow suit, and, to that
extent, its interpretation of section 263

what the legislature intended.

Therefore,

_ 3 _

(2)
I

(gg)

goes beyond

dissent.
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No. 48
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Following certification of questions by the United States Court
of Appeals for the Second Circuit and acceptance of the questions
by this Court pursuant to section 500.27 of the Rules of Practice
of the New York State Court of Appeals, and after hearing
argument by counsel for the parties and consideration of the
briefs and the record submitted, first certified question
answered in accordance with the opinion herein and second
certified question answered in the negative. Opinion by Judge
Rivera. Chief Judge DiFiore and Judges Abdus—Salaam, Stein and
Fahey concur. Judge Pigott dissents in part in an opinion.
Judge Garcia took no part.
Decided May

3,

2016

_ 4 _
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State Office of Administrative Hearings
'\i.5

igs;

Cathleen Parsley
Chief Administrative Law Iudge
August

18,

2016

VIA FACSIMILE 151214653666

Daniel Avitia, Director
Motor Vehicle Division
Texas Department of Motor Vehicles
4000 Jackson Avenue
Austin,

TX 78731

RE:

Dear Mr.

Docket No. 608-14-3211.LIC;

l)013.LIC; Bates Nissan, Inc. v.

MVD

Docket No. 14-0010-LIC and 15Nissan North America Inc.

Avitia:

I have reviewed the exceptions ﬁled in the above-referenced matter.
At this time, I have
no changes to make to my analysis, recommendation, or proposed ﬁndings and conclusions. I
do, however, wish to clarify some matters in response to the exceptions. While there are many
items in the exceptions I could respond to, I will let the Proposal for Decision (PFD) and the
opposing pa11y’s response to exceptions address most matters. Instead, I address only a limited
number of items in this letter.

In exceptions, Nissan North America, Inc. (NNA) asserts that I have entirely disregarded
Regional Sales Effectiveness (RSE) analysis as a reasonable method for evaluating dealer
performance, despite many courts a11d regulatoiy bodies throughout the United States approving
its use. NNA’s assertion is misplaced. In fact, I ﬁnd RSE to be a very reasonable measure of
dealer performance in general. However, NNA’s dealer agreement with Bates Nissan, Inc.
(Bates) places different obligations on Bates than those measured by RSE. This is the cmx of
my analysis: The dealer agreement itself has not caught up with NNA’s use of the RSE tool. To
the extent that
wishes to use RSE as the primary evaluator of Bates’ performance, then it
ought to update its dealer agreement language and obligations to match the RSE evaluation
method.
its

NNA

g_ll courts and regulatory bodies have
accurately measure the dealer’s obligations under NNA’s
dealer agreement. In fact, other tribunals have reached conclusions similar to those reached by
me in this case about the use of RSE or a compa.rable evaluation tool, as noted in Bates’
response.

Further, as noted in Bates’ reply to exceptions, not

come to the conclusion that RSE does

300

W. 15”‘ Street, Suite 502, Austin, Texas 78701/ P.O1 Box 13025, Austin, Texas
512.475.4993 (Main) 512.475.3445 (Docketing) 512.322.2061 (Fax)
www.soah.state.b<.us

73711-3025
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EXCEPTIONS LETTER

NNA

NNA

also asserts that I disregarded Section 3.B of the dealer agreement that allows
to use reasonable criteria to measure a dealer’s performance. I did not disregard that provision,
but noted that even NNA’s own expert testiﬁed that the RSE tool does not fall within the
examples of tools that may be used to eva.luate a dealer’s performance. Speciﬁcally, in footnote
ll in the PFD, I noted:

“Section 3.B of the Dealer Agreement identiﬁes examples of evaluation methods
may use to measure Bates’ performance of its sales obligations. NNA’s
ovm expert, Sharif Farhat, testiﬁed in his deposition that the measurement tool
does not fall within any of the examples identiﬁed in
actually used by
Section 3.B. Bates Ex. C-354 at 84-88. Thus, it is not a.n evaluation method
speciﬁcally identiﬁed in the Dealer Agreement.
Ultimately, even if it is
permissible as an evaluation method it is not reasonably designed to measure
Bates’ identiﬁed sales obligations in Section 3.A and, thus, does not establish a

that

NNA

NNA

violation of such sales obligations.“

Accordingly, I did not disregard Section 3.B of the dealer agreement but explained why Ithought
it did not directly allow RSE as a tool to measure a violation of Bates’ sales obligations under
Section 3.A. While I understand that the examples listed in Section 3.B are not exclusive, I also
noted that RSE does not appear to measure the obligations under Section 3.A and, thus, would
not qualify as a reasonable measurement tool under Section 3.B.

NNA also asserts that my recommendations are ﬂawed because of my discussion in the
In particular, NNA takes issue with an example give in the

PFD regarding the location of sales.

PF D and contends that

I

shows a ﬁlndamental misunderstanding of “curbst0ning" prohibitions. I
agree that the particular example given was poorly chosen—although such sales certainly happen
(1.e., a sale where the purchaser never comes to the dealership to close the sale, and the dealer
delivers the vehicle directly to the customer). But, I disagree that my discussion was ﬂawed
because of the example used. The example was not the main point made, but rather was more of
an aside. The main point, expanded upon in the following paragraphs ofthe PFD, is the same—
whether a sale is considered to be to a customer in the PMA or outside the PMA is based upon
the registration location of the vehicle. Even NNA makes such distinctions in its metrics, and
my analysis is not changed by the curbstoning prohibition.
it

Q

The sales obligation in issue under Section 3.A of the dealer agreement is tied
to
where a sale takes place, but rather to where the customer resides. Speciﬁcally, the sales
obligation is to “customers located within Dealer’s Primary Market Area.” Given the fact that
sales metrics distinguish where vehicles are registered, it is clear that the focus is on the location
of the customer as the measure of the dealer‘s effectiveness in sales under Section 3.A. In this
regard, the location of the registration is critical in determining this. That is the essence of my
analysis of this issue and its relevance, and the poor example used by me should not detract from
this overarching point. When the PFD talks about “sales” in and outside the PMA, it is intended
to refer not to the location of the sale per se, but the location of the customer to whom the sale is
made, which is relevant for evaluating Bates’ effectiveness in selling to “customers located
within Dealer’s Primary Market Area” as referenced in the dealer agreement. I should have been
more precise in my language to make this clear, but that was the intent of the discussion in the
PFD regarding distinguishing between sales in the PMA and outside the PMA. The insertion of
the phrase “to customers" alter the word “sales” would likely have alleviated this confusion.
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NNA also takes

issue with the different methods I use to evaluate Bates’ performance
under the dealer agreement, arguing that these methods would result in nonsensical results. I
disagree, but my primary response is that the ﬂaw is not with
analysis, but rather with NNA’s
dealer agreement language that place a sales obligation on a dealer to customers only within its
own PMA.
should simply modify its dealer agreement language if it believes that dealers
should be evaluated on overall sales, whether to customers inside or outside of the dealer’s PMA.

my

NNA

NNA

my

asserts that
ﬁndings that Bates‘ write downs were not taken on the “good faith”
basis of the vehicles’ values a.nd were “unjustiﬁed” should automatically lead to the conclusion
that Bates “willfully failed” to comply with tax laws and regulations and intentionally submitted
false ﬁnancial information to NNA. I disagree.
statements about Bates’ lack of good faith
extended only to the basis of its determination of vehicle values (namely, Bates did not rely on
some speciﬁc method for determining values), and not to its actions in believing it could lawfully
take the write-downs it took. In that regard, I see no inconsistency in my conclusions. To
analogize, I might truly believe I can charge whatever I want for an item I want to sell, but at the
same time I may have no good faith basis for coming up with the sales price. Namely, I could be
actions are lawful and proper. That
entirely arbitrary in selecting a price, but still believe that
is what I believe the evidence shows Bates did in this case. While Bates acted without a good
faith accounting basis, I believe it did so with the belief that its actions were permissible.

My

my

NNA

discusses the meaning of the term “willful” in the body of its exceptions using
California law, and then cites Texas law regarding the term only in a footnote—admitting that
Texas law is quite different (see p. 35, fn. 32 ofNNA‘s exceptions). Such an action by
is a
bit disconcerting, since Texas law applies to this case and should have been the focus ofNNA’s
discussion and not relegated to a footnote. As
notes in its footnote, in Texas, “willful”
means with evil intent or legal malice or without reasonable ground for believing the act to be
lawful.
then asserts that Bates had no reasonable ground for believing its action to be
lawful. I disagree. As noted in the PFD, Bates questioned its enrolled tax agent whether it could
take the write-downs and received an affirmation that it could from the tax agent. Further, Bates
submitted the write-downs to its tax agent for inclusion in its tax returns, trusting that anything
amiss would be caught by the tax agent. Thus, the evidence supports that Bates had a reasonable
ground for believing its actions to be lawful.

NNA

NNA

NNA

In closing,

I

continue to stand by the recommendations, ﬁndings, and conclusions in the
is now ready for consideration and ﬁnal action by the Board.

PF D. At this time, this case

Sincerely,

/M
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Date: June 1, 2017
Action Requested:

Decision

The Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (TxDMV) Board
To:
From:
David Duncan, General Counsel, Office of General Counsel
Agenda Item: 10
Subject:
Adoption of Rules under Title 43, Texas Administrative Code, Chapter 206, Management
Amendments to §206.131, Digital Certificates
Adoption of Rules under Title 43, Texas Administrative Code, Chapter 221, Salvage Vehicle Dealers,
Salvage Pool Operators and Salvage Vehicle Rebuilders
Amendments to §§221.16, 221.53, and 221.73

RECOMMENDATION
Approve adoption of amendments for publication in the Texas Register.
PURPOSE AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The purpose of these amendments is to implement House Bill 2739, 84th Legislature, Regular Session, 2015, which added
Business and Commerce Code, §506.001, Concealed Handgun License as Valid Proof of Identification.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
There will be no fiscal implications related to the amendments.
BACKGROUND AND DISCUSSION
House Bill 2739, added Business and Commerce Code, §506.001, which prohibits a person from denying the holder of a
Texas concealed handgun license access to goods, services, or facilities because the holder presents a concealed handgun
license, instead of a driver's license or other acceptable form of personal identification.
The amendments add an unexpired concealed handgun license and a license to carry a handgun issued under Government
Code, Chapter 411, Subchapter H, to the list of documents the department may use to verify the identity of an individual.
Additionally, the amendments modify the rules for consistency with other department rules, which state that a Texas
driver's license or identification certificate must not be expired if the individual chooses to use one of these forms of
identification. Other amendments renumber and reorganize some of the divisions within the rules, modify language for
internal consistency, and modify language to improve the grammar within the rules.
The proposed amendments were published in the Texas Register for public comment on January 27, 2017. The comment
period closed on February 27, 2017. No comments were received.
If the board adopts the amendments during its June 1, 2017, open meeting, staff anticipates:
• publication of the adoption in the June 23, 2017 issue of the Texas Register; and
• an effective date of July 2, 2017.
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BOARD OF THE TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES
RESOLUTION APPROVING ADOPTION OF AMENDMENTS TO
43 TAC SECTION 206.131, DIGITAL CERTIFICATES
The Board of the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (board) finds it necessary to adopt
amendments to Chapter 206, Management, Subchapter G, Electronic Signatures, §206.131,
Digital Certificates.
The preamble and the amendments are attached to this resolution as Exhibits A-B, and
are incorporated by reference as though set forth verbatim in this resolution, except that they are
subject to technical corrections and revisions, approved by the General Counsel, necessary for
compliance with state or federal law or for acceptance by the Secretary of State for filing and
publication in the Texas Register.
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED by the board that the attached rule is adopted.
The department is directed to take the necessary steps to implement the actions
authorized in this order pursuant to the requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act,
Government Code, Chapter 2001.
_________________________________________
Raymond Palacios, Jr., Chairman
Board of the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles

Recommended by:

_________________________________
David Duncan, General Counsel
Office of General Counsel
Order Number: _____________________

Date Passed: June 1, 2017
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Texas Department of Motor Vehicles
Chapter 206, Management
1

Adoption Preamble

2

The Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (department) adopts

3

amendments to Chapter 206, Subchapter G, §206.131, Digital

4

Certificates, without changes to the proposed text as published

5

in the January 27, 2017, issue of the Texas Register (42 TexReg

6

300).

The rule will not be republished.

7
8

EXPLANATION OF ADOPTED AMENDMENTS

9

House Bill 2739, 84th Legislature, Regular Session, 2015, added

10

Business and Commerce Code, §506.001, which prohibits a person

11

from denying the holder of a Texas concealed handgun license

12

access to goods, services, or facilities because the holder

13

presents a concealed handgun license, instead of a driver's

14

license or other acceptable form of personal identification.

15
16

An amendment to §206.131 adds an unexpired concealed handgun

17

license and a license to carry a handgun issued under Government

18

Code, Chapter 411, Subchapter H, to the list of documents the

19

department may use to verify the identity of an individual

20

regarding a digital certificate.

21
22

An amendment modifies §206.131 to be consistent with other

23

department rules which state that a Texas driver's license or

06/01/17 Preamble

Exhibit A
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Texas Department of Motor Vehicles
Chapter 206, Management
1

identification certificate must not be expired if the individual

2

chooses to use one of these forms of identification. Other

3

amendments renumber some of the subparagraphs and modify the

4

language in §206.131 for internal consistency.

5
6

COMMENTS

7

No comments on the proposed amendments were received.

8
9

STATUTORY AUTHORITY

10

The amendments are adopted under Transportation Code, §1002.001,

11

which provides the board of the Texas Department of Motor

12

Vehicles with the authority to establish rules to implement the

13

powers and duties of the department under the Transportation

14

Code and other laws of this state.

15
16

CROSS REFERENCE TO STATUTE

17

Business and Commerce Code, §506.001.

06/01/17 Preamble

Exhibit A
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Texas Department of Motor Vehicles
Chapter 206, Management
1
2
3

SUBCHAPTER G.

ELECTRONIC SIGNATURES

§206.131. Digital Certificates.
(a) General. This section prescribes the requirements that

4

govern the issuance, use, and revocation of digital certificates

5

issued by the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (department)

6

for electronic commerce in eligible department programs. The

7

provisions of 1 TAC Chapter 203, Subchapter B govern this

8

section in the event of a conflict between that subchapter and a

9

provision of this section.

10

(b) Definitions. The following words and terms, when used

11

in this section, shall have the following meanings, unless the

12

context clearly indicates otherwise.

13

(1) Business entity--An entity recognized by law

14

through which business is conducted with the department,

15

including a sole proprietorship, partnership, limited liability

16

company, corporation, joint venture, educational institution,

17

governmental agency, or non-profit organization.

18
19
20

(2) Certificate holder--An individual to whom a
digital certificate is issued.
(3) Digital certificate--A certificate, as defined by

21

1 TAC §203.1, issued by the department for purposes of

22

electronic commerce.

23

(4) Digital signature--Has the same meaning assigned

06/01/17 Amendments

Exhibit B
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Texas Department of Motor Vehicles
Chapter 206, Management
1
2
3
4

by 1 TAC §203.1.
(5) Division director--The chief administrative
officer of a division of the department.
(c) Program authorization. A division director may

5

authorize the use of digital signatures for a particular program

6

based on whether the applicable industries or organizations are

7

using such technology, the frequency of document submission, and

8

the appropriateness for the program. The solicitation

9

documentation for eligible programs will include the information

10
11
12

that digital signatures may be used.
(d) Application and issuance of digital certificate.
(1) A request for a digital certificate shall be in

13

writing and shall be signed by the individual authorized by the

14

business entity to request a digital certificate.

15

(2) The department may request information necessary

16

to verify the identity of the individual requestor or the

17

identity of the individual to whom the certificate is to be

18

issued. [business entity that has authorized the request.] To

19

verify identity under this paragraph a person shall present:

20

(A) an unexpired [a]Texas driver's license or

21

identification certificate with a photograph;

22

(B) an unexpired concealed handgun license or

23

license to carry a handgun issued by the Texas Department of

06/01/17 Amendments
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Texas Department of Motor Vehicles
Chapter 206, Management
1

Public Safety under Government Code, Chapter 411, Subchapter H;

2

(C)[(B)] an unexpired United States passport;

3

(D)[(C)] a United States citizenship

4

(naturalization) certificate with identifiable photograph;

5
6

(E)[(D)] an unexpired United States Bureau of
Citizenship and Immigration Services document that:

7
8

(i) was issued for a period of at least one
year;

9

(ii) is valid for not less than six months

10

from the date it is presented to the department with a completed

11

application; and

12
13
14

(iii) contains verifiable data and an
identifiable photograph;
(F)[(E)] an unexpired United States military

15

identification card for active duty, reserve, or retired

16

personnel with an identifiable photograph; or

17

(G)[(F)] a foreign passport with a valid or

18

expired visa issued by the United States Department of State

19

with an unexpired United States Bureau of Citizenship and

20

Immigration Services Form I-94:

21

(i) that was issued for a period of at least

22

one year, is marked valid for a fixed duration, and is valid for

23

not less than six months from the date it is presented to the

06/01/17 Amendments
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Texas Department of Motor Vehicles
Chapter 206, Management
1

department with a completed application; or

2

(ii) that is marked valid for the duration

3

of the person's stay and is accompanied by appropriate

4

documentation.

5

(3) The department may take actions necessary to

6

confirm that the individual who signed the request is authorized

7

to act on behalf of the business entity, including requiring the

8

individual requestor or the person authorizing the request to

9

personally appear at the department location responsible for the

10
11

issuing of the certificate.
(4) The department shall issue a digital certificate

12

only to an individual. Information identifying the business

13

entity that authorized the issuance of the certificate may be

14

embedded in the digital certificate.

15

(e) Refusal to issue a digital certificate. The department

16

shall not issue a digital certificate if the identity of the

17

individual to whom the certificate is to be issued, or the

18

identity of the individual requesting the certificate on behalf

19

of a business entity, cannot be established. The department will

20

not issue a digital certificate if the business entity on whose

21

behalf the request is allegedly being made does not authorize

22

its issuance.

23

(f) Responsibilities of certificate holder. A certificate
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1

holder shall:

2

(1) maintain the security of the digital certificate;

3

(2) use the certificate solely for the purpose for

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

which it was issued; and
(3) renew the certificate in a timely manner, if
continued use is intended.
(g) Responsibilities of business entity. A business entity
is responsible for:
(1) determining what individual may request a
certificate for the business entity;
(2) determining to what individual a certificate is to
be issued; and
(3) requesting within a reasonable time the revocation

14

of the business entity's certificate if the security of the

15

certificate has been compromised or if the business entity is

16

changing its certificate holder.

17
18
19

(h) Revocation of certificate. The department shall revoke
a digital certificate:
(1) upon receipt of a written request for revocation

20

of the business entity's certificate, signed by an individual

21

authorized to act on behalf of the business entity for which it

22

was issued;

23

(2) for suspension or debarment of the individual or
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1

business entity; or

2

(3) if the department has reason to believe that

3

continued use of the digital certificate would present a

4

security risk.

5

(i) Use of digital certificate.

6

(1) A digital signature issued by the department shall

7

only be used for the purpose of digitally signing electronic

8

documents filed with the department. A digital signature is

9

binding on the individual to whom the certificate was issued and

10

the represented business entity, as if the document were signed

11

manually.

12

(2) The department may use the digital certificate to

13

identify the certificate holder when granting or verifying

14

access to secure computer systems used for electronic commerce.

15
16

(j) Forms. The department may prescribe forms to request,
modify, or revoke a digital certificate.
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BOARD OF THE TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES
RESOLUTION APPROVING ADOPTION OF AMENDMENTS TO
43 TAC SECTIONS 221.16, 221.53, AND 221.73
RELATING TO SALVAGE VEHICLE DEALERS, SALVAGE POOL
OPERATORS AND SALVAGE VEHICLE REBUILDERS
The Board of the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (board) finds it necessary to adopt
amendments to Chapter 221, Salvage Vehicle Dealers, Salvage Pool Operators and Salvage
Vehicle Rebuilders; Subchapter B, Licensing, §221.16, Required Attachments to the License
Application; Subchapter C, Licensed Operations, §221.53, Casual Sales; and Subchapter D,
Records, §221.73, Content of Records.
The preamble and the amendments are attached to this resolution as Exhibits A-D, and
are incorporated by reference as though set forth verbatim in this resolution, except that they are
subject to technical corrections and revisions, approved by the General Counsel, necessary for
compliance with state or federal law or for acceptance by the Secretary of State for filing and
publication in the Texas Register.
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED by the board that the attached rules are adopted.
The department is directed to take the necessary steps to implement the actions
authorized in this order pursuant to the requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act,
Government Code, Chapter 2001.
_________________________________________
Raymond Palacios, Jr., Chairman
Board of the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles

Recommended by:

_________________________________
David Duncan, General Counsel
Office of General Counsel
Order Number: _____________________

Date Passed: June 1, 2017
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1

Adoption Preamble

2

The Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (department) adopts

3

amendments to §221.16, Required Attachments to the License

4

Application; §221.53, Casual Sales; and §221.73, Content of

5

Records, without changes to the proposed text as published in

6

the January 27, 2017, issue of the Texas Register (42 TexReg

7

301).

The rules will not be republished.

8
9

EXPLANATION OF ADOPTED AMENDMENTS

10

House Bill 2739, 84th Legislature, Regular Session, 2015, added

11

Business and Commerce Code §506.001, which prohibits a person

12

from denying the holder of a Texas concealed handgun license

13

access to goods, services, or facilities because the holder

14

presents a concealed handgun license, instead of a driver's

15

license or other acceptable form of personal identification.

16
17

Amendments to §§221.16, 221.53, and 221.73 add a concealed

18

handgun license and a license to carry a handgun issued under

19

Government Code, Chapter 411, Subchapter H, to the list of

20

documents the department may use to verify the identity of an

21

individual. Other amendments renumber divisions within the

22

rules, reorganize existing rule language, and improve the
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1

grammar within the rules.

2
3

COMMENTS

4

No comments on the proposed amendments were received.

5
6

STATUTORY AUTHORITY

7

The amendments are adopted under Transportation Code, §1002.001,

8

which provides the board of the Texas Department of Motor

9

Vehicles (board) with the authority to establish rules to

10

implement the powers and duties of the department under the

11

Transportation Code and other laws of this state; and more

12

specifically, Occupations Code, §2302.051, which requires the

13

board to adopt rules as necessary to administer Chapter 2302;

14

and Occupations Code, §2302.204(1), which requires the board to

15

adopt rules as necessary to regulate casual sales by salvage

16

vehicle dealers, insurance companies, and salvage pool

17

operators.

18
19

CROSS REFERENCE TO STATUTE

20

Business and Commerce Code, §506.001.
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1

SUBCHAPTER B. LICENSING

2

§221.16. Required Attachments to the License Application.

3

(a) If the applicant is a sole proprietor or general

4

partnership, in addition to the information required by §221.15

5

of this title (relating to Required License Application

6

Information), the applicant must submit a legible copy of one of

7

the following types of identification that is valid and active

8

at the time of application for the sole proprietor and each of

9

the general partners[partner's current]:

10

(1) driver's license, Department of Public Safety

11

identification, or state identification certificate issued by a

12

state or territory of the United States;

13

(2) concealed handgun license or license to carry a

14

handgun issued by the Department of Public Safety under

15

Government Code, Chapter 411, Subchapter H;

16

(3)[(2)] United States or foreign passport;

17

(4) United States Department of Homeland Security,

18

United States Citizenship and Immigration Services, or United

19

States Department of State Identification document;

20
21
22

(5)[(3)] United States military identification card;
or
(6)[(4)] North Atlantic Treaty Organization
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1

identification or identification issued under a Status of Forces

2

Agreement.[; or]

3

[(5) United States Department of Homeland Security,

4

United States Citizenship and Immigration Services, or United

5

States Department of State Identification document]

6

(b) If the applicant is a limited partnership, limited

7

liability company, or a corporation, the applicant must submit a

8

legible copy of one of the following current types of

9

identification that is valid and active at the time of

10

application for each partner of the limited partnership, each

11

member of the limited liability company, and for each officer of

12

the corporation:

13

(1) driver's license, Department of Public Safety

14

identification, or state identification certificate issued by a

15

state or territory of the United States;

16

(2) concealed handgun license or license to carry a

17

handgun issued by the Department of Public Safety under

18

Government Code, Chapter 411, Subchapter H;

19

(3)[(2)] United States or foreign passport;

20

(4) United States Department of Homeland Security,

21

United States Citizenship and Immigration Services, or United

22

States Department of State Identification document;
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(5)[(3)] United States military identification card;

1
2
3

or
(6)[(4)] North Atlantic Treaty Organization

4

identification or identification issued under a Status of Forces

5

Agreement.[; or]

6

[(5) United States Department of Homeland Security,

7

United States Citizenship and Immigration Services, or United

8

States Department of State Identification document]

9

(c) If the applicant is a corporation, the applicant must

10

submit a copy of the certificate of incorporation issued by the

11

secretary of state or a certificate issued by the jurisdiction

12

where the applicant is incorporated, and a verification that, at

13

the time the application is submitted, all business franchise

14

taxes of the corporation have been paid.

15

(d) If the applicant is a limited partnership, the

16

applicant must submit a copy of the certificate of partnership

17

issued by the secretary of state or a certificate issued by the

18

jurisdiction where the applicant is formed, and verification

19

that, at the time the application is submitted, all business

20

franchise taxes of the limited partnership have been paid.

21
22

(e) Upon request by the department, the applicant shall
submit documents demonstrating that the applicant owns the real
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1

property on which the business is situated or has a written

2

lease for the property that has a term of not less than the term

3

of the license.

4

(f) If the applicant is a sole proprietor or general

5

partnership, in addition to the information required by §221.15,

6

the applicant must submit a legible copy of the Assumed Name

7

Certificate (DBA) issued by the county clerk in which the

8

business is located.

9

(g) If the applicant is a limited partnership, limited

10

liability company, or a corporation, the applicant must submit a

11

legible copy of the Assumed Name Certificate (DBA) as registered

12

with the Texas Secretary of State's office.

13

(h) If the applicant is a sole proprietor or general

14

partnership, in addition to the information required by §221.15,

15

the applicant must submit a legible copy of the Texas Sales and

16

Use Tax Permit.

17

(i) If the applicant is a limited partnership, limited

18

liability company, or a corporation, the applicant must submit a

19

legible copy of the Texas Sales and Use Tax Permit.
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1
2

SUBCHAPTER C. LICENSED OPERATIONS
§221.53. Casual Sales.

3

(a) A license holder may not make more than five (5) casual

4

sales of salvage motor vehicles or non-repairable motor vehicles

5

during a calendar year to the same person.

6

(b) A license holder must maintain records of each casual

7

sale made during the previous 36 months, as provided by §221.72

8

of this title (relating to Record Retention). Such records must

9

contain the following information regarding each casual sale:

10
11
12
13
14

(1) the complete name, address and phone number of the
purchaser;
(2) a copy of one of the following current photo
identification documents for the purchaser:
(A) driver's license, Department of Public Safety

15

identification, or state identification certificate issued by a

16

state or territory of the United States;

17

(B) concealed handgun license or license to carry

18

a handgun issued by the Department of Public Safety under

19

Government Code, Chapter 411, Subchapter H;

20

(C)[(B)] United States or foreign passport;

21

(D) United States Department of Homeland

22

Security, United States Citizenship and Immigration Services, or
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1

United States Department of State Identification document;

2
3
4

(E)[(C)] United States military identification
card; or
(F)[(D)] North Atlantic Treaty Organization

5

identification or identification issued under a Status of Forces

6

Agreement; and[or]

7

[(E) United States Department of Homeland

8

Security, United States Citizenship and Immigration Services, or

9

United States Department of State Identification document; and]

10

(3) the year, make, model, color and vehicle

11

identification number for the salvage motor vehicle or non-

12

repairable motor vehicle.

13

(c) A person who[that] purchases a salvage motor vehicle or

14

a non-repairable motor vehicle through a casual sale may not

15

sell that salvage motor vehicle or non-repairable motor vehicle

16

until the salvage vehicle title, salvage record or title, non-

17

repairable vehicle title or non-repairable record of title, as

18

applicable, is in the person's name.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7

SUBCHAPTER D. RECORDS
§221.73. Content of Records.
(a) The records of a salvage vehicle dealer for purchases
and sales shall include:
(1) the date of purchase of the salvage motor vehicle,
or non-repairable motor vehicle;
(2) the name and address of the person who[that] sold

8

the salvage motor vehicle or non-repairable motor vehicle to the

9

salvage vehicle dealer;

10

(3) if the person who[that] sold the salvage motor

11

vehicle or non-repairable motor vehicle to the salvage motor

12

vehicle dealer is not an insurance company or a salvage pool

13

operator, a photocopy of one of the following current photo

14

identification documents of the person who[that] sold the

15

salvage motor vehicle or non-repairable motor vehicle to the

16

salvage vehicle dealer:

17

(A) driver's license, Department of Public Safety

18

identification, or state identification certificate issued by a

19

state or territory of the United States;

20

(B) concealed handgun license or license to carry

21

a handgun issued by the Department of Public Safety under

22

Government Code, Chapter 411, Subchapter H;
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(C)[(B)] United States or foreign passport;

2

(D) United States Department of Homeland

3

Security, United States Citizenship and Immigration Services, or

4

United States Department of State Identification document;

5
6

(E)[(C)] United States military identification
card; or

7

(F)[(D)] North Atlantic Treaty Organization

8

identification or identification issued under a Status of Forces

9

Agreement; [or]

10

[(E) United States Department of Homeland

11

Security, United States Citizenship and Immigration Services, or

12

United States Department of State Identification document;]

13

(4) a description of the salvage motor vehicle or non-

14

repairable motor vehicle, including the model, year, make, and

15

vehicle identification number, if applicable;

16

(5) the ownership document number and state of

17

issuance of the salvage motor vehicle or non-repairable motor

18

vehicle ownership document, if applicable;

19

(6) a copy of the salvage record of title or non-

20

repairable record of title, if applicable, or a copy of the

21

front and back of the ownership document for the salvage motor

22

vehicle or non-repairable motor vehicle;
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1
2
3
4

(7) a copy of the form if the ownership document has
been surrendered to the department; and
(8) any evidence indicating that the motor vehicle was
scrapped or destroyed.

5

(b) If the salvage motor vehicle has been rebuilt,

6

repaired, or reconstructed by the salvage vehicle dealer the

7

salvage vehicle dealer's records must also include a form

8

prescribed by the department for "Rebuilt Vehicle Statement,"

9

listing all repairs made to the motor vehicle, and, when

10

required to be completed, a form prescribed by the department

11

for "Component Part(s) Bill of Sale."
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Date: June 1, 2017
Action Requested:

Decision

The Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (TxDMV) Board
Linda M. Flores, Chief Financial Officer; and Jeremiah Kuntz, Director, Vehicle Titles and
Registration
Agenda Item: 11
Subject:
Adoption of Rule under Title 43, Texas Administrative Code, Chapter 209, Finance
Amendments, §209.2, Charges for Dishonored Checks

To:
From:

RECOMMENDATION

Approve adoption of amendments for publication in the Texas Register.
PURPOSE AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The purpose of these amendments will be to provide a mechanism for the TxDMV to be reimbursed for any charges passed
on to the agency by Texas.gov’s financial institution in the event of an electronic payment that is rejected for lack of
sufficient funds.
FINANCIAL IMPACT

There will be no major fiscal implications related to the amendments.
BACKGROUND AND DISCUSSION

The amendments add language to provide a mechanism for the collection of any charges assessed for a dishonored
electronic payment by a banking institution to the operator of Texas.gov that are passed on to the TxDMV.
The proposed amendments were published in the Texas Register for public comment on March 24, 2017. The comment
period closed on April 24, 2017. No comments were received.
If the board adopts the amendments during its June 1, 2017, open meeting, staff anticipates:
• publication of the adoption in the June 23, 2017 issue of the Texas Register;
• an effective date of July 2, 2017;
• implementation by the department immediately thereafter.
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BOARD OF THE TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES
RESOLUTION APPROVING ADOPTION OF AMENDMENTS TO
43 TAC SECTION 209.2, CHARGES FOR DISHONORED CHECKS
The Board of the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (board) finds it necessary to adopt
amendments to Chapter 209, Finance, Subchapter A, Collection of Debts, §209.2, Charges for
Dishonored Checks.
The preamble and the amendments are attached to this resolution as Exhibits A-B, and
are incorporated by reference as though set forth verbatim in this resolution, except that they are
subject to technical corrections and revisions, approved by the General Counsel, necessary for
compliance with state or federal law or for acceptance by the Secretary of State for filing and
publication in the Texas Register.
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED by the board that the attached rule is adopted.
The department is directed to take the necessary steps to implement the actions
authorized in this order pursuant to the requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act,
Government Code, Chapter 2001.
_________________________________________
Raymond Palacios, Jr., Chair
Board of the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles

Recommended by:

_________________________________
Jeremiah Kuntz, Director
Vehicle Titles and Registration
Order Number: _____________________

Date Passed: June 1, 2017
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1

Adoption Preamble

2

The Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (department) adopts

3

amendments to Chapter 209, Finance, Subchapter A, Collection of

4

Debts, §209.2, Charges for Dishonored Checks without changes to

5

the proposed text as published in the March 24, 2017, issue of

6

the Texas Register (42 TexReg 1389).

7

republished.

The rule will not be

8
9

EXPLANATION OF ADOPTED AMENDMENTS

10

Amendments to §209.2 add language to provide a mechanism for the

11

collection of any charges assessed for a dishonored electronic

12

payment by a banking institution to the operator of Texas.gov

13

that are passed on to the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles.

14
15

COMMENTS

16

No comments on the proposed amendments were received.

17
18

STATUTORY AUTHORITY

19

The amendments are adopted under Transportation Code, §1002.001,

20

which provides the board of the Texas Department of Motor

21

Vehicles with the authority to adopt rules that are necessary

22

and appropriate to implement the powers and duties of the

23

department.
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1

CROSS REFERENCE TO STATUTE

2

Business and Commerce Code, §3.506.
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1
2

SUBCHAPTER A.

COLLECTION OF DEBTS

§209.2. Charges for Dishonored Checks.

3

(a) Purpose. Business and Commerce Code, §3.506, authorizes

4

the holder of a dishonored check, seeking collection of the face

5

value of the check, to charge the drawer or endorser of the

6

check a reasonable processing fee, not to exceed $30. This

7

section prescribes policies and procedures for the processing of

8

dishonored checks made payable to the department and the

9

collection of fees because of the dishonor of a check made

10

payable to the department.

11

(b) Definitions. The following words and terms, when used

12

in this section, shall have the following meanings, unless the

13

context clearly indicates otherwise.

14
15
16

(1) Department--The Texas Department of Motor
Vehicles.
(2) Dishonored check--A check, draft, order,

17

electronic payment, or other payment device that is drawn or

18

made upon a bank or other financial institution, and that is not

19

honored upon presentment because the account upon which the

20

instrument has been drawn or made does not exist or is closed,

21

or does not have sufficient funds or credit for payment of the

22

instrument in full.

23

(c) Processing of dishonored checks. Upon receipt of notice
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1

from a bank or other financial institution of refusal to honor a

2

check made payable to the department, the department will

3

process the returned check using the following procedures.

4

(1) The department will send a written notice by

5

certified mail, return receipt requested, to the drawer or

6

endorser at the drawer or endorser's address as shown on:

7

(A) the dishonored check;

8

(B) the records of the bank or other financial

9

institution; or

10
11

(C) the records of the department.
(2) The written notice will notify the drawer or

12

endorser of the dishonored check and will request payment of the

13

face amount of the check, any payment processor charges, and a

14

$30 processing fee no later than 10 days after the date of

15

receipt of the notice. The written notice will also contain the

16

statement required by Penal Code, §32.41(c)(3).

17

(3) The face amount of the check, any payment

18

processor charges, and the processing fee must be paid to the

19

department:

20
21
22
23

(A) with a cashier's check or money order, made
payable to the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles; or
(B) with a valid credit card, approved by the
department, and issued by a financial institution chartered by a
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1

state or the United States, or a nationally recognized credit

2

organization.

3

(4) Payments made by credit card must include the fee

4

required by §209.23 of this chapter (relating to Methods of

5

Payment).

6

(5) If payment is not received within 10 days after

7

the date of receipt of the notice, the obligation will be

8

considered delinquent and will be processed in accordance with

9

§209.1 of this title (relating to Collection of Debts).

10

(d) Supplemental collection procedures. In addition to the

11

procedures described in §209.1, the department may notify

12

appropriate credit bureaus or agencies if the drawer or endorser

13

fails to pay the face amount of a dishonored check, any payment

14

processor charges, and the processing fee, or may refer the

15

matter for criminal prosecution.

16

(e) Any payment to the department from the drawer or

17

endorser of a dishonored check will be applied first to the

18

processing fee.
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Date: June 1, 1017
Action Requested:

To:
From:
Agenda Item:
Subject:

Decision

The Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (TxDMV) Board
William P. Harbeson, Director, Enforcement Division
12
Adoption of Rule under Title 43, Texas Administrative Code, Chapter 215, Motor Vehicle Distribution
Amendments, §215.140, Established and Permanent Place of Business

RECOMMENDATION

Approve adoption of amendments for publication in the Texas Register.
PURPOSE AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The purpose of the amendments is to clarify that the premises requirements apply to each dealer when multiple dealers are
licensed at the same location.
FINANCIAL IMPACT

There will be no fiscal implications related to the amendments.
BACKGROUND AND DISCUSSION

The amendments clarify for motor vehicle dealer license applicants the requirements for conducting business as a dealer
and impend dealers' intent on violating the off-site sales law from using a single office at which multiple dealers will be
licensed.
The proposal was published in the Texas Register on March 24, 2017. The comment period closed on April 24, 2017. A
comment was submitted by Amber Hackett Crosby on behalf of the Texas Independent Automobile Dealers Association
(TIADA), which is included in these materials. TIADA is in support of the department's proposed amendments to §215.140.
If the board adopts the amendments during its June 1, 2017, open meeting, staff anticipates:
• publication of the adoption in the June 23, 2017 issue of the Texas Register; and
• an effective date of July 2, 2017.
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BOARD OF THE TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES
RESOLUTION APPROVING ADOPTION OF AMENDMENTS TO
43 TAC SECTION 215.140, ESTABLISHED AND PERMANENT PLACE OF BUSINESS
The Board of the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (board) finds it necessary to adopt
amendments to Chapter 215, Motor Vehicle Distribution, Subchapter E, General Distinguishing
Numbers, §215.140, Established and Permanent Place of Business.
The preamble and the amendments are attached to this resolution as Exhibits A-B, and
are incorporated by reference as though set forth verbatim in this resolution, except that they are
subject to technical corrections and revisions, approved by the General Counsel, necessary for
compliance with state or federal law or for acceptance by the Secretary of State for filing and
publication in the Texas Register.
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED by the board that the attached rule is adopted.
The department is directed to take the necessary steps to implement the actions
authorized in this order pursuant to the requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act,
Government Code, Chapter 2001.
_________________________________________
Raymond Palacios, Jr., Chairman
Board of the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles

Recommended by:

_________________________________
William P. Harbeson, Director
Enforcement Division
Order Number: _____________________

Date Passed: June 1, 2017
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Texas Department of Motor Vehicles
Chapter 215, Motor Vehicle Distribution
1

Adoption Preamble

2

The Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (department) adopts

3

amendments to Chapter 215, Motor Vehicle Distribution,

4

Subchapter E, General Distinguishing Numbers, §215.140,

5

Established and Permanent Place of Business without changes to

6

the proposed text as published in the March 24, 2017, issue of

7

the Texas Register (42 TexReg 1390).

8

republished.

The rule will not be

9
10

EXPLANATION OF ADOPTED AMENDMENTS

11

Amendments to §215.140 clarify that the premises requirements

12

apply to each dealer when multiple dealers are licensed at the

13

same location.

14
15

COMMENTS

16

The department received a comment from Amber Hackett Crosby on

17

behalf of the Texas Independent Automobile Dealers Association

18

(TIADA).

19

amendments to §215.140. TIADA appreciates the agency’s effort to

20

clarify rule required for dealer locations and to prevent off-

21

site vehicle sales.

TIADA is in support of the department's proposed

22
23

STATUTORY AUTHORITY

06/01/17 Preamble
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Texas Department of Motor Vehicles
Chapter 215, Motor Vehicle Distribution
1

The amendments are adopted under Transportation Code, §1002.001,

2

which provides the board of the Texas Department of Motor

3

Vehicles (board) with the authority to adopt rules that are

4

necessary and appropriate to implement the powers and the duties

5

of the department under the Transportation Code; and more

6

specifically, Transportation Code, §503.002, which authorizes

7

the board to adopt rules to administer Chapter 503, Dealer's and

8

Manufacturer's Vehicle License Plates.

9
10

CROSS REFERENCE TO STATUTE

11

Transportation Code, §§503.029, 503.030, and 503.032.
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Texas Department of Motor Vehicles
Chapter 215, Motor Vehicle Distribution
1

SUBCHAPTER E.

GENERAL DISTINGUISHING NUMBERS

2

§215.140. Established and Permanent Place of Business.

3

A dealer must meet the following requirements at each licensed

4

location and maintain the requirements during the term of the

5

license. If multiple dealers are licensed at a location, each

6

dealer must maintain the following requirements during the

7

entire term of the license.

8

(1) Business hours for retail dealers.

9

(A) A retail dealer's office shall be open at

10

least four days per week for at least four consecutive hours per

11

day.

12

(B) The retail dealer's business hours for each

13

day of the week must be posted at the main entrance of the

14

retail dealer's office that is accessible to the public. The

15

owner or a bona fide employee of the retail dealer shall be at

16

the retail dealer's licensed location during the posted business

17

hours for the purposes of buying, selling, exchanging, or

18

leasing vehicles. If the owner or a bona fide employee is not

19

available to conduct business during the retail dealer's posted

20

business hours due to special circumstances or emergencies, a

21

separate sign must be posted indicating the date and time the

22

retail dealer will resume operations. Regardless of the retail

23

dealer's business hours, the retail dealer's telephone must be
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Texas Department of Motor Vehicles
Chapter 215, Motor Vehicle Distribution
1

answered from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. weekdays by a bona fide

2

employee, answering service, or answering machine.

3

(2) Business hours for wholesale motor vehicle

4

dealers. A dealer that holds only a wholesale motor vehicle

5

dealer's license must post its business hours at the main

6

entrance of the wholesale motor vehicle dealer's office. A

7

wholesale motor vehicle dealer shall be at the wholesale motor

8

vehicle dealer's licensed location at least two weekdays per

9

week for at least two consecutive hours per day. Regardless of

10

the wholesale motor vehicle dealer's business hours, the

11

wholesale motor vehicle dealer's telephone must be answered from

12

8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. weekdays by a bona fide employee,

13

answering service, or answering machine.

14

(3) Business sign requirements for retail dealers. A

15

retail dealer must display a conspicuous, permanent sign with

16

letters at least six inches in height showing the retail

17

dealer's business name or assumed name substantially similar to

18

the name reflected on the retail dealer's license under which

19

the retail dealer conducts business. The sign must be

20

permanently mounted at the address listed on the application for

21

the retail dealer's license. A retail dealer may use a temporary

22

sign or banner if that retail dealer can show proof that a sign

23

that meets the requirements of this paragraph has been ordered.
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Texas Department of Motor Vehicles
Chapter 215, Motor Vehicle Distribution
1

(4) Business sign requirements for wholesale motor

2

vehicle dealers. A wholesale motor vehicle dealer must display a

3

conspicuous, permanent sign with letters at least six inches in

4

height showing the wholesale motor vehicle dealer's business

5

name or assumed name substantially similar to the name reflected

6

on the wholesale motor vehicle dealer's license under which the

7

wholesale motor vehicle dealer conducts business. The sign must

8

be permanently mounted on the business property and shall be on

9

the main door to the wholesale motor vehicle dealer's office or

10

on the outside of the building that houses the wholesale motor

11

vehicle dealer's office. If the wholesale motor vehicle dealer's

12

office is located in an office building with one or more other

13

businesses and an outside sign is not permitted by the landlord,

14

a business sign permanently mounted on or beside the main door

15

to the wholesale motor vehicle dealer's office with letters at

16

least two inches in height is acceptable. A wholesale motor

17

vehicle dealer may use a temporary sign or banner if the

18

wholesale motor vehicle dealer can show proof that a sign that

19

meets the requirements of this paragraph has been ordered.

20
21
22
23

(5) Office structure for a retail dealer and a
wholesale motor vehicle dealer.
(A) A dealer's office must be located in a
building with connecting exterior walls on all sides.
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Texas Department of Motor Vehicles
Chapter 215, Motor Vehicle Distribution
1

(B) A dealer's office must comply with all

2

applicable local zoning ordinances and deed restrictions.

3
4

(C) A dealer's office may not be located within a
residence, apartment, hotel, motel, or rooming house.

5

(D) The physical address of the dealer's office

6

must be recognized by the U.S. Postal Service or capable of

7

receiving U.S. mail. The department will not mail a license or a

8

metal dealer's license plate to an out of state address.

9

(E) A portable-type office structure may qualify

10

as an office only if the structure meets the requirements of

11

this section and is not a readily moveable trailer or other

12

vehicle.

13

(6) Required office equipment for a retail dealer and

14

a wholesale motor vehicle dealer. At a minimum, a dealer's

15

office must be equipped with:

16

(A) a desk;

17

(B) two chairs;

18

(C) internet access; and

19

(D) a working telephone number listed in the

20

business name or assumed name under which the dealer conducts

21

business.

22
23

(7) Number of retail dealers in one office. Not more
than four retail dealers may be located in the same business
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Texas Department of Motor Vehicles
Chapter 215, Motor Vehicle Distribution
1

structure. Each retail dealer located in the same business

2

structure must meet the requirements of this section.

3

(8) Number of wholesale motor vehicle dealers in one

4

office. Not more than eight wholesale motor vehicle dealers may

5

be located in the same business structure. Each wholesale dealer

6

located in the same business structure must meet the

7

requirements of this section.

8

(9) Office sharing prohibition for retail dealers and

9

wholesale motor vehicle dealers. Unless otherwise authorized by

10

the Transportation Code, a retail dealer and a wholesale motor

11

vehicle dealer licensed after September 1, 1999, may not be

12

located in the same business structure.

13

(10) Dealer housed with other business.

14

(A) If a person conducts business as a dealer in

15

conjunction with another business owned by the same person and

16

under the same name as the other business, the same telephone

17

number may be used for both businesses. If the name of the

18

dealer differs from the name of the other business, a separate

19

telephone listing and a separate sign for each business is

20

required.

21

(B) A person may conduct business as a dealer in

22

conjunction with another business not owned by that person only

23

if the dealer owns the property on which business is conducted
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Texas Department of Motor Vehicles
Chapter 215, Motor Vehicle Distribution
1

or has a separate lease agreement from the owner of that

2

property that meets the requirements of this section. The same

3

telephone number may not be used by both businesses. The dealer

4

must have separate business signs, telephone listings, and

5

office equipment required under this section.

6

(11) Display area requirements.

7

(A) A wholesale motor vehicle dealer is not

8

required to have display space at the wholesale motor vehicle

9

dealer's business premises.

10

(B) A retail dealer must have an area designated

11

as display space for the retail dealer's inventory. A retail

12

dealer's designated display area must comply with the following

13

requirements.

14

(i) The display area must be located at the

15

retail dealer's business address or contiguous with the retail

16

dealer's address. A noncontiguous storage lot is permissible

17

only if there is no public access and no sales activity occurs

18

at the storage lot. A sign stating the retail dealer's name,

19

telephone number, and the fact the property is a storage lot is

20

permissible.

21

(ii) The display area must be of sufficient

22

size to display at least five vehicles of the type for which the

23

GDN is issued. Those spaces must be reserved exclusively for the
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Texas Department of Motor Vehicles
Chapter 215, Motor Vehicle Distribution
1

retail dealer's inventory and may not be shared or intermingled

2

with another business or a public parking area, a driveway to

3

the office, or another dealer's display area.

4

(iii) The display area may not be on a

5

public easement, right-of-way, or driveway unless the governing

6

body having jurisdiction of the easement, right-of-way, or

7

driveway expressly consents in writing to use as a display area.

8

If the easement, right-of-way, or driveway is a part of the

9

state highway system, use as a display area may only be

10

authorized by a lease agreement.

11

(iv) If the retail dealer shares a display

12

or parking area with another business, including another dealer,

13

the dealer's vehicle inventory must be separated from the other

14

business's display or parking area by a material object or

15

barrier that cannot be readily removed.

16

(v) The display area must be adequately

17

illuminated if the retail dealer is open at night so that a

18

vehicle for sale can be properly inspected by a potential buyer.

19
20
21

(vi) The display area may be located inside
a building.
(12) Dealers holding a license issued under

22

Occupations Code, Chapter 2302. If a dealer also holds a license

23

issued under Occupations Code, Chapter 2302, each salvage motor
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Texas Department of Motor Vehicles
Chapter 215, Motor Vehicle Distribution
1

vehicle that is offered for sale on the premises of the dealer's

2

display area must be clearly and conspicuously marked with a

3

sign informing a potential buyer that the vehicle is a salvage

4

motor vehicle. This requirement does not apply to a licensed

5

salvage pool operator.

6

(13) Lease requirements. If the premises from which a

7

dealer conducts business, including any display area, is not

8

owned by the dealer, the dealer must maintain a lease that is

9

continuous during the period of time for which the dealer's

10

license will be issued. The lease agreement must be on a

11

properly executed form containing at a minimum:

12

(A) the name of the landlord as the lessor of the

13

premises and the name of the dealer as the tenant or lessee of

14

the premises;

15
16
17

(B) the period of time for which the lease is
valid;
(C) the street address or legal description of

18

the property, provided that if only a legal description of the

19

property is included, the applicant must attach a statement that

20

the property description in the lease agreement is the street

21

address identified on the application; and

22
23

(D) the signature of the landlord as the lessor
and the signature of the dealer as the tenant or lessee.
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Texas Department of Motor Vehicles
Chapter 215, Motor Vehicle Distribution
1

(14) Dealer must display license. A dealer must display

2

the dealer's license issued by the department at all times in a

3

manner that makes the license easily readable by the public and

4

in a conspicuous place at each place of business for which the

5

dealer's license is issued. If the dealer's license applies to

6

more than one location, a copy of the original license may be

7

displayed in each supplemental location.
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Date: June 1, 2017
Action Requested:

To:
From:
Agenda Item:
Subject:

Decision

The Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (TxDMV) Board
Jeremiah Kuntz, Director, Vehicle Titles and Registration
13
Adoption of Rule under Title 43, Texas Administrative Code, Chapter 215, Motor Vehicle
Distribution
Amendment, §215.155, Buyer’s Temporary Tags

RECOMMENDATION

Approve adoption of an amendment for publication in the Texas Register.
PURPOSE AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The purpose of this amendment is to clarify the amount, applicability, and disposition of the buyer’s temporary tag fee.
FINANCIAL IMPACT

There will be no fiscal implications related to the amendment.
BACKGROUND AND DISCUSSION

Transportation Code, §503.063(g) requires a dealer to charge the buyer a fee of not more than $5 as prescribed by the
department for each buyer’s temporary tag issued. The statute directs this fee to be sent to the comptroller for deposit to
the credit of the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles fund.
The amendment adds subsection (f) to establish the $5 fee and clarify that if the vehicle is sold to an out-of-state buyer and
the dealer is making payment through the department’s electronic title system, the entire fee shall be remitted to the
department for deposit to the credit of the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles fund. All other buyer’s temporary tag fees
shall be remitted to the county for deposit to the credit of the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles fund. The amendment
also clarifies that the buyer’s temporary tag fee shall not be charged if the vehicle is exempt from payment of certain
registration fees (exempt registration, all-terrain vehicle or recreational off-highway vehicle or off-highway motorcycle).
The proposal was published in the Texas Register on March 24, 2017. The comment period closed on April 24, 2017. A
comment was submitted by Amber Hackett Crosby on behalf of the Texas Independent Automobile Dealers Association
(TIADA), which is included in these materials. TIADA supports the rule amendments as proposed.
If the board adopts the amendment during its June 1, 2017, open meeting, staff anticipates:
• publication of the adoption in the June 23, 2017 issue of the Texas Register;
• an effective date of July 2, 2017; and
• implementation of direct payment to the department when required programming complete.
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BOARD OF THE TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES
RESOLUTION APPROVING ADOPTION OF AN AMENDMENT TO
43 TAC SECTION 215.155, BUYER’S TEMPORARY TAGS
The Board of the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (board) finds it necessary to adopt
amendments to Chapter 215, Motor Vehicle Distribution, Subchapter E, General Distinguishing
Numbers, §215.155, Buyer’s Temporary Tags.
The preamble and the amendment are attached to this resolution as Exhibits A-B, and are
incorporated by reference as though set forth verbatim in this resolution, except that they are
subject to technical corrections and revisions, approved by the General Counsel, necessary for
compliance with state or federal law or for acceptance by the Secretary of State for filing and
publication in the Texas Register.
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED by the board that the attached rule is adopted.
The department is directed to take the necessary steps to implement the actions
authorized in this order pursuant to the requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act,
Government Code, Chapter 2001.
_________________________________________
Raymond Palacios, Jr., Chairman
Board of the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles

Recommended by:

_________________________________
Jeremiah Kuntz, Director
Vehicle Titles and Registration
Order Number: _____________________

Date Passed: June 1, 2017
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Texas Department of Motor Vehicles
Chapter 215, Motor Vehicle Distribution
1

Adoption Preamble

2

The Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (department) adopts an

3

amendment to Chapter 215, Motor Vehicle Distribution, Subchapter

4

E, General Distinguishing Numbers, §215.155, Buyer’s Temporary

5

Tags without changes to the proposed text as published in the

6

March 24, 2017, issue of the Texas Register (42 TexReg 1392).

7

The rule will not be republished.

8
9

EXPLANATION OF ADOPTED AMENDMENT

10

Transportation Code, §503.063(g) requires a dealer to charge the

11

buyer a fee of not more than $5 as prescribed by the department

12

for each buyer’s temporary tag issued.

13

fee to be sent to the comptroller for deposit to the credit of

14

the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles fund.

The statute directs this

15
16

The amendment adds subsection (f) to §215.155, Buyer’s Temporary

17

Tags.

18

if the vehicle is sold to an out-of-state buyer and the dealer

19

is making payment through the department’s electronic title

20

system, the entire fee shall be remitted to the department for

21

deposit to the credit of the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles

22

fund.

23

the county for deposit to the credit of the Texas Department of

Subsection (f) establishes the $5 fee and clarifies that

All other buyer’s temporary tag fees shall be remitted to
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1

Motor Vehicles fund.

The amendment also clarifies that the

2

buyer’s temporary tag fee shall not be charged if the vehicle is

3

exempt from payment of certain registration fees (exempt

4

registration, all-terrain vehicle or recreational off-highway

5

vehicle or off-highway motorcycle).

6
7

COMMENTS

8

The department received a comment from Amber Hackett Crosby on

9

behalf of the Texas Independent Automobile Dealers Association

10

(TIADA).

TIADA is in support of the department's proposed

11

amendments to codify the existing practice for remitting buyer's

12

temporary tag fees when a vehicle is sold to an out-of-state

13

buyer.

14
15

STATUTORY AUTHORITY

16

The amendment is adopted under Transportation Code, §1002.001,

17

which provides the board of the Texas Department of Motor

18

Vehicles with the authority to adopt rules that are necessary

19

and appropriate to implement the powers and the duties of the

20

department; and more specifically, Transportation Code,

21

§503.002, which authorizes the board to adopt rules to

22

administer Chapter 503, Dealer’s and Manufacturer’s Vehicle

23

License Plates and Transportation Code, §503.063, which
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1

authorizes the department to establish the buyer’s temporary tag

2

fee by rule.

3
4

CROSS REFERENCE TO STATUTE

5

Transportation Code, §503.0631 and §503.068.
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Texas Department of Motor Vehicles
Chapter 215, Motor Vehicle Distribution
1

SUBCHAPTER E.

2

§215.155. Buyer’s Temporary Tags.

3

GENERAL DISTINGUISHING NUMBERS

(a) A buyer's temporary tag may be displayed only on a

4

vehicle that can be legally operated on the public streets and

5

highways and for which a sale has been consummated.

6

(b) A buyer's temporary tag may be displayed only a vehicle

7

that has a valid inspection in accordance with Transportation

8

Code, Chapter 548.

9
10

(c) For a wholesale transaction, the purchasing dealer
places on the motor vehicle its own:

11

(1) dealer's temporary tag; or

12

(2) metal dealer's license plate.

13

(d) A buyer's temporary tag is valid until the earlier of:

14

(1) the date on which the vehicle is registered; or

15

(2) the 60th day after the date of purchase.

16
17
18
19

(e) The dealer must ensure that the following information
is placed on a buyer's temporary tag that the dealer issues:
(1) the vehicle-specific number obtained from the
temporary tag database;

20

(2) the year and make of the vehicle;

21

(3) the VIN of the vehicle;

22

(4) the month, day, and year of the expiration of the

23

buyer's temporary tag; and
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Texas Department of Motor Vehicles
Chapter 215, Motor Vehicle Distribution
1

(5) the name of the dealer.

2

(f) A dealer shall charge a buyer a fee of $5 for the

3

buyer's temporary tag or Internet-down buyer's temporary tag

4

issued, unless the vehicle is exempt from payment of

5

registration fees under Transportation Code, §502.453 or

6

§502.456 or an all-terrain vehicle or recreational off-highway

7

vehicle under Transportation Code, §502.140 or Transportation

8

Code, Chapter 663. The fee shall be remitted to the county in

9

conjunction with the title transfer for deposit to the credit of

10

the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles fund, unless the vehicle

11

is sold to an out-of-state resident, in which case:

12

(1) the dealer shall remit the entire fee to the

13

department for deposit to the credit of the Texas Department of

14

Motor Vehicles fund if payment is made through the department's

15

electronic title system; or

16

(2) the dealer shall remit the fee to the county for

17

deposit to the credit of the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles

18

fund.
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Date: June 1, 2017
Action Requested:

To:
From:
Agenda Item:
Subject:

Decision

The Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (TxDMV) Board
Jimmy Archer, Director, Motor Carrier Division
14
Adoption of Rule under Title 43, Texas Administrative Code, Chapter 217, Vehicle Titles and
Registration
Amendments, §217.56, Registration Reciprocity Agreements

RECOMMENDATION

Approve adoption of amendments for publication in the Texas Register.
PURPOSE AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The purpose of the amendments is to update §217.56 to be consistent with the International Registration Plan (IRP) and
Transportation Code, Chapter 502.
FINANCIAL IMPACT

There will be no fiscal implications related to the amendments.
BACKGROUND AND DISCUSSION

The purpose of these amendments is to adopt by reference the current versions of the IRP and the IRP Audit Procedures
Manual. Amendments also correct language that is inconsistent with the IRP, and list the sources of the department’s
authority to cancel or revoke registration under §217.56.
The proposed amendments were published in the Texas Register for public comment on March 24, 2017. The comment
period closed on April 24, 2017. No comments were received.
If the board adopts the amendments during its June 1, 2017, open meeting, staff anticipates:
• publication of the adoption in the June 23, 2017 issue of the Texas Register; and
• an effective date of July 2, 2017.
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BOARD OF THE TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES
RESOLUTION APPROVING ADOPTION OF AMENDMENTS TO
43 TAC SECTION 217.56, REGISTRATION RECIPROCITY AGREEMENTS
The Board of the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (board) finds it necessary to adopt
amendments to Chapter 217, Vehicle Titles and Registration, Subchapter B, Motor Vehicle
Registration, §217.56, Registration Reciprocity Agreements.
The preamble and the amendments are attached to this resolution as Exhibits A-B, and
are incorporated by reference as though set forth verbatim in this resolution, except that they are
subject to technical corrections and revisions, approved by the General Counsel, necessary for
compliance with state or federal law or for acceptance by the Secretary of State for filing and
publication in the Texas Register.
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED by the board that the attached rule is adopted.
The department is directed to take the necessary steps to implement the actions
authorized in this order pursuant to the requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act,
Government Code, Chapter 2001.
_________________________________________
Raymond Palacios, Jr., Chairman
Board of the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles

Recommended by:

_________________________________
Jimmy Archer, Director
Motor Carrier Division
Order Number: _____________________

Date Passed: June 1, 2017
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Texas Department of Motor Vehicles
Chapter 217, Vehicle Titles and Registration
1

Adoption Preamble

2

The Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (department) adopts

3

amendments to Chapter 217, Vehicle Titles and Registration,

4

Subchapter B, Motor Vehicle Registration, §217.56, Registration

5

Reciprocity Agreements without changes to the proposed text as

6

published in the March 24, 2017, issue of the Texas Register (42

7

TexReg 1393).

The rule will not be republished.

8
9

EXPLANATION OF ADOPTED AMENDMENTS

10

Amendments to §217.56 adopt by reference the current versions of

11

the International Registration Plan (IRP) and the IRP Audit

12

Procedures Manual.

13

inconsistent with the IRP, and list the sources of the

14

department’s authority to cancel or revoke registration under

15

§217.56.

Amendments also correct language that is

16
17

COMMENTS

18

No comments on the proposed amendments were received.

19
20

STATUTORY AUTHORITY

21

The amendments are adopted under Transportation Code, §1002.001,

22

which provides the board of the Texas Department of Motor

23

Vehicles with the authority to adopt rules that are necessary
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Chapter 217, Vehicle Titles and Registration
1

and appropriate to implement the powers and the duties of the

2

department; and more specifically, Transportation Code,

3

§502.091(b), which authorizes the department to adopt rules to

4

carry out the IRP.

5
6

CROSS REFERENCE TO STATUTE

7

Transportation Code, §502.091.
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Texas Department of Motor Vehicles
Chapter 217, Vehicle Titles and Registration
1
2
3

SUBCHAPTER B. MOTOR VEHICLE REGISTRATION
§217.56. Registration Reciprocity Agreements.
(a) Purpose. To promote and encourage the fullest possible

4

use of the highway system and contribute to the economic

5

development and growth of the State of Texas and its residents,

6

the department is authorized by Transportation Code, §502.091 to

7

enter into agreements with duly authorized officials of other

8

jurisdictions, including any state of the United States, the

9

District of Columbia, a foreign country, a state or province of

10

a foreign country, or a territory or possession of either the

11

United States or of a foreign country, and to provide for the

12

registration of vehicles by Texas residents and nonresidents on

13

an allocation or distance apportionment basis, and to grant

14

exemptions from the payment of registration fees by nonresidents

15

if the grants are reciprocal to Texas residents.

16

(b) Definitions. The following words and terms, when used

17

in this section, shall have the following meanings, unless the

18

context clearly indicates otherwise:

19

(1) Cab card--The apportioned vehicle registration

20

receipt that contains, but is not limited to, the vehicle

21

description and the registered weight at which the vehicle may

22

operate in each jurisdiction.

23

(2) Department--The Texas Department of Motor
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1
2
3
4
5
6

Vehicles.
(3) Director--The director of the Motor Carrier
Division, Texas Department of Motor Vehicles.
(4) Executive director--The chief executive officer of
the department.
(5) Regional Service Center--A department office which

7

provides specific services to the public, including replacement

8

titles, bonded title rejection letters, and apportioned

9

registration under the International Registration Plan (IRP).

10

(6) Temporary cab card--A temporary registration

11

permit authorized by the department that allows the operation of

12

a vehicle for 30 days subject to all rights and privileges

13

afforded to a vehicle displaying apportioned registration.

14

(c) Multilateral agreements.

15

(1) Authority. The executive director may on behalf of

16

the department enter into a multilateral agreement with the duly

17

authorized officials of two or more other jurisdictions to carry

18

out the purpose of this section.

19

(2) International Registration Plan.

20

(A) Applicability. The IRP is a registration

21

reciprocity agreement among states of the United States and

22

other jurisdictions providing for payment of registration fees

23

on the basis of fleet distance operated in various
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jurisdictions. Its purpose is to promote and encourage the

2

fullest possible use of the highway system by authorizing

3

apportioned registration for commercial motor vehicles and

4

payment of appropriate vehicle registration fees and thus

5

contributing to the economic development and growth of the

6

member jurisdictions.

7

(B) Adoption. The department adopts by reference

8

the January 1, 2017, [2015,] edition of the IRP. [Effective

9

January 1, 2016, the department adopts by reference the

10

amendments to the IRP with an effective date of January 1, 2016.

11

Effective July 1, 2016, the department adopts by reference the

12

amendment to the IRP with an effective date of July 1, 2016.]

13

The department also [further] adopts by reference the January 1,

14

2016, [July 1, 2013,] edition of the IRP Audit Procedures

15

Manual. In the event of a conflict between this section and the

16

IRP or the IRP Audit Procedures Manual, the IRP and the IRP

17

Audit Procedures Manual control. Copies of the documents are

18

available for review in the Motor Carrier Division, Texas

19

Department of Motor Vehicles. Copies are also available on

20

request. The following words and terms, when used in the IRP or

21

in paragraph (2) of this subsection, shall have the following

22

meanings, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise.

23

(i) Apportionable vehicle--Any vehicle -
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1

except recreational vehicles, vehicles displaying restricted

2

plates, city pickup and delivery vehicles, and government-owned

3

vehicles - used or intended for use in two or more member

4

jurisdictions that allocate or proportionally register vehicles

5

and used either for the transportation of persons for hire or

6

designed, used, or maintained primarily for the transportation

7

of property and:

8
9
10

(I) is a power unit having two axles
and a gross vehicle weight or registered gross vehicle weight in
excess of 26,000 pounds (11,793.401 kilograms);

11
12

(II) is a power unit having three or
more axles, regardless of weight;

13

(III) is used in combination, when the

14

weight of such combination exceeds 26,000 pounds (11,793.401

15

kilograms) gross vehicle weight; or

16

(IV) at the option of the registrant, a

17

power unit, or the power unit in a combination of vehicles

18

having a gross vehicle weight of 26,000 pounds (11,793.401

19

kilograms) or less.

20

(ii) Commercial vehicle--A vehicle or

21

combination of vehicles designed and used for the transportation

22

of persons or property in furtherance of any commercial

23

enterprise, for hire or not for hire.
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(iii) Erroneous issuance--Apportioned

2

registration issued based on erroneous information provided to

3

the department.

4

(iv) Established place of business--A

5

physical structure owned or leased within the state of Texas by

6

the applicant or fleet registrant and maintained in accordance

7

with the provisions of the IRP.

8
9
10
11

(v) Fleet distance--All distance operated by
an apportionable vehicle or vehicles used to calculate
registration fees for the various jurisdictions.
(C) Application.

12

(i) An applicant must submit an application

13

to the department on a form prescribed by the director, along

14

with additional documentation as required by the director.

15

(ii) Upon approval of the application, the

16

department will compute the appropriate registration fees and

17

notify the registrant.

18

(D) Fees. Upon receipt of the applicable fees in

19

the form as provided by §209.23 of this title (relating to

20

Methods of Payment), the department will issue one or two

21

license plates and a cab card for each vehicle registered.

22

(E) Display.

23

(i) The department will issue one license
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plate for a tractor, truck tractor, trailer, and semitrailer.

2

The license plate issued to a tractor or a truck tractor shall

3

be installed on the front of the tractor or truck tractor, and

4

the license plate issued for a trailer or semitrailer shall be

5

installed on the rear of the trailer or semitrailer.

6

(ii) The department will issue two license

7

plates for all other vehicles that are eligible to receive

8

license plates under the IRP. Once the department issues two

9

license plates for a vehicle listed in this clause, one plate

10

shall be installed on the front of the vehicle, and one plate

11

shall be installed on the rear of the vehicle.

12
13
14

(iii) The cab card shall be carried at all
times in the vehicle in accordance with the IRP.
(F) Audit. An audit of the registrant's vehicle

15

operational records may be conducted by the department according

16

to the IRP provisions and the IRP Audit Procedures Manual. Upon

17

request, the registrant shall provide the operational records of

18

each vehicle for audit in unit number order, in sequence by

19

date, and including, but not limited to, a summary of distance

20

traveled by each individual vehicle on a monthly, quarterly, and

21

annual basis with distance totaled separately for each

22

jurisdiction in which the vehicle traveled.

23

(G) Assessment. The department may assess
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additional registration fees of up to 100% of the apportionable

2

fees paid by the registrant for the registration of its fleet in

3

the registration year to which the records pertain, as

4

authorized by the IRP, if an audit conducted under subparagraph

5

(F) of this paragraph reveals that:

6

(i) the operational records indicate that

7

the vehicle did not generate interstate distance in two or more

8

member jurisdictions for the distance reporting period

9

supporting the application being audited, plus the six-month

10

period immediately following that distance reporting period;

11
12

(ii) the registrant failed to provide
complete operational records; or

13

(iii) the distance must be adjusted, and the

14

adjustment results in a shortage of registration fees due Texas

15

or any other IRP jurisdiction.

16

(H) Refunds. If an audit conducted under

17

subparagraph (F) of this paragraph reveals an overpayment of

18

fees to Texas or any other IRP jurisdiction, the department will

19

refund the overpayment of registration fees in accordance with

20

Transportation Code, §502.195 and the IRP. Any registration fees

21

refunded to a carrier for another jurisdiction will be deducted

22

from registration fees collected and transmitted to that

23

jurisdiction.
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(I) Cancellation or revocation. The director or

2

the director's designee may cancel or revoke a registrant's

3

apportioned registration and all privileges provided by the

4

IRP as authorized by the following:

5

(i) the IRP; or

6

(ii) Transportation Code, Chapter 502. [if

7

the registrant:]

8
9

[(i) submits payment in the form of a check
that is dishonored;]

10
11

[(ii) files or provides erroneous
information to the department; or]

12

[(iii) fails to:]

13

[(I) remit appropriate fees due each

14

jurisdiction in which the registrant is authorized to operate;]

15

[(II) meet the requirements of the IRP

16

concerning established place of business;]

17
18

[(III) provide operational records in
accordance with subparagraph (F) of this paragraph;]

19
20

[(IV) provide an acceptable source
document as specified in the IRP; or]

21
22
23

[(V) pay an assessment pursuant to
subparagraph (G) of this paragraph.]
(J) Enforcement of cancelled or revoked
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registration.

2

(i) Notice. If a registrant is assessed

3

additional registration fees, as provided in subparagraph (G) of

4

this paragraph, and the additional fees are not paid by the due

5

date provided in the notice or it is determined that a

6

registrant's apportioned license plates and privileges should be

7

canceled or revoked, as provided in subparagraph (I) of this

8

paragraph, the director or the director's designee will mail a

9

notice by certified mail to the last known address of the

10

registrant. The notice will state the facts underlying the

11

assessment, [or] cancellation, or revocation; the effective date

12

of the assessment, [or] cancellation, or revocation; and the

13

right of the registrant to request a conference as provided in

14

clause (ii) of this subparagraph.

15

(ii) Conference. A registrant may request a

16

conference upon receipt of a notice issued as provided by clause

17

(i) of this subparagraph. The request must be made in writing to

18

the director or the director's designee within 30 days of the

19

date of the notice. If timely requested, the conference will be

20

scheduled and conducted by the director or the director's

21

designee at division headquarters in Austin and will serve to

22

abate the assessment, [or] cancellation, or revocation unless

23

and until that assessment, [or] cancellation, or revocation is
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affirmed or disaffirmed by the director or the director's

2

designee. In the event matters are resolved in the registrant's

3

favor, the director or the director's designee will mail the

4

registrant a notice of withdrawal, notifying the registrant that

5

the assessment, [or] cancellation, or revocation is withdrawn,

6

and stating the basis for that action. In the event matters are

7

not resolved in the registrant's favor, the director or the

8

director's designee will issue a ruling reaffirming the

9

department's assessment of additional registration fees or

10

cancellation or revocation of apportioned license plates and

11

privileges. The registrant has the right to appeal in accordance

12

with clause (iii) of this subparagraph.

13

(iii) Appeal. If a conference held in

14

accordance with clause (ii) of this subparagraph fails to

15

resolve matters in the registrant's favor, the registrant may

16

request an administrative hearing. The request must be in

17

writing and must be received by the director no later than the

18

20th day following the date of the ruling issued under clause

19

(ii) of this subparagraph. If requested within the designated

20

period, the hearing will be initiated by the department and will

21

be conducted in accordance with Chapter 206, Subchapter D of

22

this title (relating to Procedures in Contested Cases).

23

Assessment, [or] cancellation, or revocation is abated unless
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and until affirmed or disaffirmed by order of the Board of the

2

Texas Department of Motor Vehicles.

3

(K) Reinstatement.

4

(i) The director or the director's designee

5

will reinstate apportioned registration to a previously canceled

6

or revoked registrant if all applicable fees and assessments due

7

on the previously canceled or revoked apportioned account have

8

been paid and the applicant provides proof of an acceptable

9

recordkeeping system for a period of no less than 60 days.

10

(ii) The application for the following

11

registration year will be processed in accordance with the

12

provisions of the IRP.

13

(L) Denial of apportioned registration for safety

14

reasons. The department will comply with the requirements of the

15

Performance and Registration Information Systems Management

16

program (PRISM) administered by the Federal Motor Carrier Safety

17

Administration (FMCSA).

18

(i) Denial or suspension of apportioned

19

registration. Upon notification from the FMCSA that a carrier

20

has been placed out of service for safety violations, the

21

department will:

22
23

(I) deny initial issuance of
apportioned registration;
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(II) deny authorization for a temporary

2

cab card, as provided for in subparagraph (M) of this paragraph;

3
4

(III) deny renewal of apportioned
registration; or

5
6

(IV) suspend current apportioned
registration.

7

(ii) Issuance after denial of registration

8

or reinstatement of suspended registration. The director or the

9

director's designee will reinstate or accept an initial or

10

renewal application for apportioned registration from a

11

registrant who was suspended or denied registration under clause

12

(i) of this subparagraph upon presentation of a Certificate of

13

Compliance from FMCSA, in addition to all other required

14

documentation and payment of fees.

15

(M) Temporary cab card.

16

(i) Application. The department may

17

authorize issuance of a temporary cab card to a motor carrier

18

with an established Texas apportioned account for a vehicle upon

19

proper submission of all required documentation, a completed

20

application, and all fees for either:

21

(I) Texas title as prescribed by

22

Transportation Code, Chapter 501 and Subchapter A of this

23

chapter (relating to Motor Vehicle Titles); or
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(II) registration receipt to evidence

2

title for registration purposes only (Registration Purposes

3

Only) as provided for in Transportation Code, §501.029 and

4

§217.24 of this title (relating to Vehicle Last Registered in

5

Another Jurisdiction).

6

(ii) Title application. A registrant who is

7

applying for a Texas title as provided for in clause (i)(I) of

8

this subparagraph and is requesting authorization for a

9

temporary cab card, must submit to a Regional Service Center by

10

email, fax, overnight mail, or in person a photocopy of the

11

title application receipt issued by the county tax assessor-

12

collector's office.

13

(iii) Registration Purposes Only. A

14

registrant who is applying for Registration Purposes Only under

15

clause (i)(II) of this subparagraph and is requesting

16

authorization for a temporary cab card, must submit an

17

application and all additional original documents or copies of

18

original documents required by the director to a Regional

19

Service Center by email, fax, or overnight mail or in person.

20

(iv) Department approval. On department

21

approval of the submitted documents, the department will send

22

notice to the registrant to finalize the transaction and make

23

payment of applicable registration fees.
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(v) Finalization and payment of fees. To

2

finalize the transaction and print the temporary cab card, the

3

registrant may compute the registration fees through the

4

department's apportioned registration software application,

5

TxIRP system, and:

6

(I) make payment of the applicable

7

registration fees to the department as provided by §209.23 of

8

this title (related to Methods of Payment); and

9

(II) afterwards, mail or deliver

10

payment of the title application fee in the form of a check,

11

certified cashier's check, or money order payable to the county

12

tax assessor-collector in the registrant's county of residency

13

and originals of all copied documents previously submitted.

14

(vi) Deadline. The original documents and

15

payment must be received by the Regional Service Center within

16

72-hours after the time that the office notified the registrant

17

of the approval to print a temporary cab card as provided in

18

clause (iv) of this subparagraph.

19

(vii) Failure to meet deadline. If the

20

registrant fails to submit the original documents and required

21

payment within the time prescribed by clause (vi) of this

22

subparagraph, the registrant's privilege to use this expedited

23

process to obtain a temporary cab card will be denied by the
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department for a period of six months from the date of approval

2

to print the temporary cab card.
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Date: June 1, 2017
Action Requested:

To:
From:
Agenda Item:
Subject:

Decision

The Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (TxDMV) Board
Jimmy Archer, Director, Motor Carrier Division; and Bill. Harbeson, Director, Enforcement Division
15
Adoption of Rules under Title 43, Texas Administrative Code, Chapter 218, Motor Carriers
Amendments, §§218.13, 218.17, 218.56, 218.57, 218.65, and 218.73
New, §218.75, Cost of Preparing Agency Record
Repeal, §218.74, Settlement Agreements

RECOMMENDATION
Approve adoption of amendments, new section, and repeal for publication in the Texas Register.
PURPOSE AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The purpose of the amendments is to protect consumers, improve public safety, incorporate the latest edition of the Unified
Carrier Registration (UCR) Agreement, and allow shippers and household goods carriers to use electronic documents and
signatures on certain documents.
The purpose of new §218.75 is to require the party who appeals a final decision to pay the costs of preparing the record the
department is required to file with the reviewing court.
The purpose of repealing §218.74 is to consolidate the language with the language in §218.73 regarding administrative
proceedings.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
There will be minor fiscal implications related to the amendments and new rule because: 1) applicants will be required to
provide the department with additional documents; and 2) parties who appeal final decisions may have to pay the costs to
create the record that must be filed with the reviewing court.
BACKGROUND AND DISCUSSION
Most of the amendments resulted from over 16 meetings of the department’s Motor Carrier Credentialing System (MCCS)
Working Group. Most of the amendments improve the credentialing process to protect the consumer by requiring an
applicant for motor carrier registration to provide the information and documents the department needs to identify the
motor carrier in order to enforce Transportation Code, Chapter 643 and Chapter 218 regarding motor carriers. The
amendments also help the department to identify chameleon carriers, which are motor carriers that attempt to reinvent
themselves in order to avoid the consequences of prior violations of the laws, rules, and/or regulations.
An amendment requires motor carriers that obtain a certificate of registration to review certain information in MCCS every
six months and to update the information that is no longer correct. Another amendment requires household goods carriers
to certify that they have procedures that comply with a provision of the Code of Criminal Procedure, which prohibits certain
people who are required to register as a sex offender from providing moving services in the residence of another person
without supervision.
Other amendments update the rules to be consistent with current practice and to correct grammatical errors.
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The proposal was published in the Texas Register on April 7, 2017. The comment period closed on May 8, 2017. No comments
were received.
If the board adopts the amendments, new section, and repeal during its June 1, 2017, open meeting, staff anticipates:
• publication of the adoption in the June 23, 2017 issue of the Texas Register; and
• an effective date of July 2, 2017.
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BOARD OF THE TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES
RESOLUTION APPROVING ADOPTION OF AMENDMENTS TO
43 TAC SECTIONS 218.13, 218.17, 218.56, 218.57, 218.65, AND 218.73;
NEW SECTION 218.75, AND REPEAL OF SECTION 218.74
RELATING TO MOTOR CARRIERS
The Board of the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (board) finds it necessary to adopt
amendments to Chapter 218, Motor Carriers, Subchapter B, Motor Carrier Registration, §218.13,
Application for Motor Carrier Registration and §218.17, Unified Carrier Registration System;
Subchapter E, Consumer Protection, §218.56, Proposals and Estimates for Moving Services,
§218.57, Moving Services Contract, and §218.65, Tariff Registration; and Subchapter F,
§218.73, Administrative Proceedings; new §218.75, Cost of Preparing Agency Record; and
repeal of §218.74, Settlement Agreements.
The preamble and the amendments, new section, and repeal are attached to this resolution
as Exhibits A-F, and are incorporated by reference as though set forth verbatim in this resolution,
except that they are subject to technical corrections and revisions, approved by the General
Counsel, necessary for compliance with state or federal law or for acceptance by the Secretary of
State for filing and publication in the Texas Register.
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED by the board that the attached rules are adopted.
The department is directed to take the necessary steps to implement the actions
authorized in this order pursuant to the requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act,
Government Code, Chapter 2001.
_________________________________________
Raymond Palacios, Jr., Chairman
Board of the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles

Recommended by:

_________________________________
Jimmy Archer, Director
Motor Carrier Division
Order Number: _____________________

Date Passed: June 1, 2017
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Adoption Preamble

2

The Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (department) adopts

3

amendments to Chapter 218, Motor Carriers, Subchapter B:

4

§218.17, Unified Carrier Registration System; Subchapter E:

5

§218.56, Proposals and Estimates for Moving Services; §218.57,

6

Moving Services Contract; and §218.65, Tariff Registration; and

7

Subchapter F: §218.73, Administrative Proceedings without

8

changes to the proposed text as published in the April 7, 2017,

9

issue of the Texas Register (42 TexReg 1876).

The department

10

also adopts Subchapter F: new §218.75, Cost of Preparing Agency

11

Record and the repeal of §218.74, Settlement Agreements without

12

changes to the proposed text as published in the April 7, 2017,

13

issue of the Texas Register (42 TexReg 1876).

14

not be republished.

15

Application for Motor Carrier Registration are adopted with

16

changes to the proposed text and will be republished. The

17

changes make terminology in §218.13 consistent with terminology

18

in this chapter and change certain words into the possessive

19

form.

The rules will

The amendments to Subchapter B: §218.13,

20
21

EXPLANATION OF ADOPTED AMENDMENTS, NEW SECTION, AND REPEAL

22

Most of the amendments resulted from over 16 meetings of

23

department staff who are members of the Motor Carrier
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Credentialing System (MCCS) Working Group.

2

MCCS Working Group is to expand the web-enabling capabilities of

3

MCCS and to facilitate certain enhancements to MCCS through an

4

orderly and reasoned process.

5

MCCS Working Group meetings to date were to: 1) improve the

6

credentialing process to protect the consumers who use the

7

services of motor carriers; and 2) automate the credentialing

8

process to ultimately enable all motor carriers to apply online

9

through MCCS to obtain operating authority.

The mission of the

The overriding purposes of the

10
11

The amendments to §218.13 require the motor carrier applicants

12

to provide additional information and documents, which will

13

protect the consumers and improve safety by helping the

14

department and law enforcement to identify the motor carrier.

15

For example, applicants who are individuals will be required to

16

provide information from a list of identification documents, so

17

the department can verify the identity of the individual.

18

Applicants who are entities will be required to provide their

19

Texas Comptroller's Taxpayer Number or their Federal Employer

20

Identification Number, which will help the department identify

21

the applicant and verify whether the applicant is a valid legal

22

entity by using databases from other state agencies, such as the

23

Texas Secretary of State's Office.
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2

The amendments also help the department administer and enforce

3

Chapter 218 and Transportation Code, Chapter 643.

4

the amendments help the department determine whether the

5

applicant is a chameleon carrier or reincarnated carrier, which

6

is a carrier that attempts to reinvent itself or to operate

7

affiliated companies to avoid the consequences of prior

8

violations of the laws, rules, and/or regulations.

9

who operate chameleon carriers will create a new business entity

For example,

The people

10

or operate affiliated companies because they would not qualify

11

for a certificate of registration because of a prior revocation

12

or unpaid penalties for prior violations. See Transportation

13

Code, §§643.054(a-1) and 643.2525(k) and (l).

14

amendments requires all applicants to complete the New Applicant

15

Questionnaire, which helps the department comply with

16

Transportation Code, §643.054.

17

department to deny registration if the applicant is a chameleon

18

carrier.

One of the

Section 643.054 authorizes the

19
20

The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) passed

21

regulations to deal with chameleon carriers and cited to a fatal

22

bus crash in Sherman, Texas in 2008, in which at least 17 people

23

died and dozens of people were injured.
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involved in the bus crash was a reincarnation of another bus

2

company that FMCSA had recently placed out of service. See 77

3

Fed.Reg. 24865 (April 26, 2012).

4
5

The amendments help the department comply with Family Code,

6

§231.302, which requires state agencies to require license

7

applicants to provide their social security number if they are

8

an individual.

9

security numbers to the Texas Office of the Attorney General

The department is required to provide any social

10

upon request.

11

their Texas Comptroller's Taxpayer Number or their Federal

12

Employer Identification Number, which will help the department

13

verify whether an applicant is really a legal entity or an

14

individual.

15

requires the individual to provide a social security number, as

16

required by Family Code, §231.302.

One amendment requires entities to provide either

If the applicant is an individual, the department

17
18

The amendments also require the motor carriers that obtain a

19

certificate of registration to review certain information, such

20

as their physical address, in MCCS every six months and to

21

update the information if it is no longer correct.

22

department's Enforcement Division, as well as law enforcement,

23

need certain current information to contact motor carriers to
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investigate, inspect records, and take any necessary enforcement

2

action.

3

certificate of registration for tens of years, and they may

4

forget to update their contact information.

5

Enforcement Division has attempted to investigate certain motor

6

carriers by going to the address on file with the department,

7

only to find an empty parking lot at the address.

Some motor carriers have had the same active

The department's

8
9

The amendments require household goods carriers and passenger

10

carriers to provide a copy of the lease and certain information

11

about the lessor, so the department can link a vehicle to the

12

motor carrier that is leasing the vehicle and so the department

13

can verify that the vehicle is registered under Transportation

14

Code, Chapter 643.

15

carriers have more opportunity to cause harm to their customers,

16

so the department needs more information from these carriers to

17

protect the customers, as well as the traveling public.

18

example, if a household goods carrier leases a U-Haul truck that

19

is used to steal a consumer's household goods, the lease

20

information will help the department, as well as law

21

enforcement, link the leased vehicle to the motor carrier.

Household goods carriers and passenger

For

22
23

An amendment requires household goods carriers to certify that
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1

they have procedures that comply with Code of Criminal

2

Procedure, Article 62.063(b)(3), which prohibits certain people

3

who are required to register as a sex offender from providing

4

moving services in the residence of another person without

5

supervision.

6

who use the services of a household goods carrier.

This requirement helps to protect the consumers

7
8

An amendment denies a seven-day or 90-day certificate of

9

registration to a passenger carrier, unless approved by the

10

director of the Motor Carrier Division, because of the time and

11

resources involved in processing applications for passenger

12

carriers.

13

applications for passenger carriers because of the potential

14

harm to a large number of people.

15

Texas in 2008 is just one example of a fatal passenger carrier

16

accident.

17

accidents, the Texas Legislature amended Transportation Code,

18

§643.252 in 2009 to require the department to deny registration

19

to a for-hire passenger carrier if the carrier is required to

20

register with FMCSA, and the federal registration is denied,

21

revoked, suspended, or otherwise terminated.

The department spends more time reviewing

The bus crash in Sherman,

In response to several fatal passenger carrier

22
23

An amendment to §218.17 incorporates the latest version of the
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1

Unified Carrier Registration Agreement (Agreement).

2

Carrier Registration System plan and agreement is a federal

3

motor carrier registration program authorized by 49 USC §14504a

4

and 49 CFR Part 367.

5

Agreement, which implements the federal law and regulations.

The Unified

The participating states signed the

6
7

Amendments to §§218.56 and 218.57 authorize the household goods

8

carriers and the consumers to use electronic documents and

9

electronic signatures, so the parties can benefit from the

10

convenience of modern technology.

11
12

Amendments to §218.65 delete language that conflicts with

13

statute and update language because a new applicant might not

14

have a certificate of registration.

15
16

Amendments to §218.73 allow more flexibility regarding

17

settlement agreements and include language from §218.74.

18

Section 218.74 is repealed in order to consolidate the language

19

regarding administrative proceedings into §218.73.

20

to §218.73 also inform motor carriers of the current law and

21

rules which govern any proceedings under Chapter 218 and

22

Transportation Code, Chapter 643 at the State Office of

23

Administrative Hearings.
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2

New §218.75 requires the party who appeals a final decision to

3

pay the costs of preparing the record the department is required

4

to file with the reviewing court, unless the department grants a

5

waiver.

6

decision pay the costs to prepare the record.

It is equitable to make the party who appeals the

7
8

Other amendments update the rules to be consistent with current

9

practice and to correct grammatical errors.

10
11

COMMENTS

12

No comments on the proposed amendments, new section, or repeal

13

were received.

14
15

STATUTORY AUTHORITY

16

The amendments, new section, and repeal are adopted under

17

Transportation Code, §1002.001, which provides the board of the

18

Texas Department of Motor Vehicles with the authority to adopt

19

rules that are necessary and appropriate to implement the powers

20

and the duties of the department under the Transportation Code

21

and other laws of this state; Government Code, §2001.004(1),

22

which requires state agencies to adopt rules of practice stating

23

the nature and requirements of all available formal and informal
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procedures; and more specifically, Transportation Code,

2

§643.003, which authorizes the department to adopt rules to

3

administer Transportation Code, Chapter 643; Transportation

4

Code, §643.052(8), which authorizes the department by rule to

5

require an application to include any information the department

6

determines is necessary for the safe operation of a motor

7

carrier under Chapter 218; Transportation Code, §643.061(a),

8

which authorizes the department to adopt rules that provide for

9

an optional temporary registration that is valid for less than

10

one year; Transportation Code, §643.153, which requires the

11

department to adopt rules to protect a consumer using the

12

service of a motor carrier transporting household goods for

13

compensation; and Government Code, §2001.177, which authorizes a

14

state agency by rule to require a party who appeals a final

15

decision in a contested case to pay all or a part of the cost of

16

preparing the original or a certified copy of the record.

17
18

CROSS REFERENCE TO STATUTE

19

Business and Commerce Code, §506.001; Family Code, §231.302; and

20

Transportation Code, Chapters 643 and 645, and §1003.004.
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2

SUBCHAPTER B. MOTOR CARRIER REGISTRATION
§218.13. Application for Motor Carrier Registration.

3

(a) Form of application. An application for motor carrier

4

registration must be filed with the department's Motor Carrier

5

Division and must be in the form prescribed by the director and

6

must contain, at a minimum, the following information.

7

(1) USDOT number. A valid USDOT number.

8

(2) Business or trade name. The applicant must

9
10

designate the business or trade name of the motor carrier.
(3) Owner name. If the motor carrier is a sole

11

proprietorship, the owner must indicate the name and social

12

security number of the owner. A partnership must indicate the

13

partners' names, and a corporation or other entity must indicate

14

principal officers and titles.

15

(4) Physical address of principal [Principal] place of

16

business. A motor carrier must disclose the motor carrier's

17

principal business address. If the mailing address is different

18

from the principal business address, the mailing address must

19

also be disclosed.

20
21

(5) Legal agent.
(A) A Texas-domiciled motor carrier must provide

22

the name, telephone number, and address of a legal agent for

23

service of process if the agent is different from the motor
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2

carrier.
(B) A motor carrier domiciled outside Texas must

3

provide the name, telephone number, and Texas address of the

4

legal agent for service of process.

5

(C) A legal agent for service of process shall be

6

a Texas resident, a domestic corporation, or a foreign

7

corporation authorized to transact business in Texas with a

8

Texas physical address, rather than a post office box, for

9

service of process.

10

(6) Description of vehicles. An application must

11

include a motor carrier equipment report identifying each

12

commercial motor vehicle that requires registration and that the

13

carrier proposes to operate. Each commercial motor vehicle must

14

be identified by its motor vehicle identification number, make,

15

model year, and type of cargo and by the unit number assigned to

16

the commercial motor vehicle by the motor carrier. Any

17

subsequent registration of vehicles must be made under

18

subsection (e) of this section.

19
20
21
22
23

(7) Type of motor carrier operations. An applicant
must state if the applicant:
(A) proposes to transport passengers, household
goods, or hazardous materials; or
(B) is domiciled in a foreign country.
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(8) Insurance coverage. An applicant must indicate

2

insurance coverage as required by §218.16 of this title

3

(relating to Insurance Requirements).

4

(9) Safety certification [affidavit]. Each motor

5

carrier must complete, as part of the application, a

6

certification [an affidavit] stating that the motor carrier

7

knows and will conduct operations in accordance with all federal

8

and state safety regulations.

9

(10) Drug-testing certification. Each motor carrier

10

must certify, as part of the application, that the motor carrier

11

is in compliance with the drug-testing requirements of 49 C.F.R.

12

Part 382. If the motor carrier belongs to a consortium, as

13

defined by 49 C.F.R. Part 382, the applicant must provide the

14

names of the persons operating the consortium.

15
16

(11) Duration of registration.
(A) An applicant must indicate the duration of

17

the desired registration. Except as provided otherwise in this

18

section, registration [Registration] may be for seven calendar

19

days, [or for] 90 calendar days, one year, or two years. The

20

duration of registration chosen by the applicant will be applied

21

to all vehicles.

22
23

(i) Household goods carriers may not obtain
seven-day [seven day] or 90-day [90 day] certificates of
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registration.

2

(ii) Motor carriers that transport

3

passengers in a commercial motor vehicle as defined by

4

§218.2(8)(A)(ii) of this title (relating to Definitions) may not

5

obtain seven-day or 90-day certificates of registration, unless

6

approved by the director.

7

(B) Interstate motor carriers that operate in

8

intrastate commerce and meet the requirements under §218.14(c)

9

of this title (relating to Expiration and Renewal of Commercial

10

Motor Vehicles Registration) are not required to renew a

11

certificate of registration issued under this section.

12

(12) Additional requirements. The following fees,

13

documents, and information must be submitted with all

14

applications.

15
16

(A) An application must be accompanied by an
application fee of:

17
18

(i) $100 for annual and biennial
registrations;
(ii) $25 for 90-day [90 day] registrations;

19
20

or

21
22
23

(iii) $5 for seven-day [seven day]
registrations.
(B) An application must be accompanied by a
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vehicle registration fee of:

2

(i) $10 for each vehicle that the motor

3

carrier proposes to operate under a seven-day [seven day], 90-

4

day [90 day], or annual registration; or

5
6

(ii) $20 for each vehicle that the motor
carrier proposes to operate under a biennial registration.

7

(C) An application must be accompanied by proof

8

of insurance or financial responsibility and insurance filing

9

fee as required by §218.16.

10

(D) An application must include the applicant's

11

business telephone number, email address, and any cell phone

12

number. [An application for registration by a household goods

13

carrier must include a tariff that sets out the maximum charges

14

for transportation of household goods between two or more

15

municipalities, or a copy of the tariff governing interstate

16

transportation services on a highway between two or more

17

municipalities.]

18
19

(E) An application must include the completed New
Applicant Questionnaire.

20

(F) An application submitted by an individual

21

must include the number from one of the following forms of

22

identification:

23

(i) an unexpired driver's license issued by
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a state or territory of the United States. If the driver's

2

license was issued by the Department of Public Safety, the

3

application must also include the audit number listed on the

4

driver's license;

5
6

(ii) an unexpired identification certificate
issued by a state or territory of the United States; or

7

(iii) an unexpired concealed handgun license

8

or license to carry a handgun issued by the Department of Public

9

Safety under Government Code, Chapter 411, Subchapter H.

10

(G) An application submitted by an individual or

11

entity with an assumed name must be accompanied by supporting

12

documents regarding the assumed name, such as an assumed name

13

filing in the county of proposed operation.

14

(H) An application submitted by an entity, such

15

as a corporation, general partnership, limited liability

16

company, limited liability corporation, limited partnership, or

17

partnership, must include the entity's Texas Comptroller's

18

Taxpayer Number or the entity's Federal Employer Identification

19

Number.

20
21
22
23

(I) An application must be accompanied by any
other information required by law.
(13) Additional requirements for household goods
carriers. The following information, documents, and
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certification must be submitted with all applications by

2

household goods carriers:

3

(A) A copy of the tariff that sets out the

4

maximum charges for transportation of household goods between

5

two or more municipalities, or a copy of the tariff governing

6

interstate transportation services on a highway between two or

7

more municipalities. If an applicant is governed by a tariff

8

that its association has already filed with the department under

9

§218.65 of this title (relating to Tariff Registration), the

10

applicant complies with the requirement in this subparagraph by

11

checking the applicable box on the application to identify the

12

association's tariff.

13

(B) If the motor vehicle is not titled in the

14

name of the household goods carrier, the following lease

15

information and documentation, notwithstanding §218.18(a) of

16

this title (relating to Short-term Lease and Substitute

17

Vehicles):

18

(i) a copy of a valid lease agreement for

19

each motor vehicle that the household goods carrier will

20

operate; and

21

(ii) the name of the lessor and their USDOT

22

number for each motor vehicle leased to the household goods

23

carrier under a short-term lease.
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(C) A certification that the household goods

2

carrier has procedures that comply with Code of Criminal

3

Procedure, Article 62.063(b)(3), which prohibits certain people

4

who are required to register as a sex offender from providing

5

moving services in the residence of another person without

6

supervision.

7

(14) Additional requirements for passenger carriers.

8

The following information and documents must be submitted with

9

all applications for motor carriers that transport passengers in

10

a commercial motor vehicle as defined by §218.2(8)(A)(ii) of

11

this title:

12

(A) If the commercial motor vehicle is titled in

13

the name of the motor carrier, a copy of the International

14

Registration Plan registration receipt or a copy of the front

15

and back of the title for each commercial motor vehicle; or

16

(B) If the commercial motor vehicle is not titled

17

in the name of the motor carrier, the following lease

18

information and documentation, notwithstanding §218.18(a) of

19

this title:

20
21

(i) A copy of a valid lease agreement for
each commercial motor vehicle; and

22
23

(ii) The name of the lessor and their USDOT
number for each commercial motor vehicles leased to the motor
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carrier under a short-term lease.

2

(b) Conditional acceptance of application. If an

3

application has been conditionally accepted by the director

4

pursuant to Transportation Code, §643.055, the applicant may not

5

operate the following until the department has issued a

6

certificate under Transportation Code, §643.054:

7
8

(1) a commercial motor vehicle or any other motor
vehicle to transport household goods for compensation, or

9
10
11

(2) a commercial motor vehicle to transport persons or
cargo.
(c) Approved application. An applicant meeting the

12

requirements of this section and whose registration is approved

13

will be issued the following documents:

14

(1) Certificate of registration. The department will

15

issue a certificate of registration. The certificate of

16

registration will contain the name and address of the motor

17

carrier and a single registration number, regardless of the

18

number of vehicles requiring registration that the carrier

19

operates.

20

(2) Insurance cab card. The department will issue an

21

insurance cab card listing all vehicles to be operated under the

22

carrier's certificate of registration. The insurance cab card

23

shall be continuously maintained at the registrant's principal
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place of business. The insurance cab card will be valid for the

2

same period as the motor carrier's certificate of registration

3

and will contain information regarding each vehicle registered

4

by the motor carrier.

5

(A) A current copy of the page of the insurance

6

cab card on which the vehicle is shown shall be maintained in

7

each vehicle listed, unless the motor carrier chooses to

8

maintain a legible and accurate image of the insurance cab card

9

on a wireless communication device in the vehicle or chooses to

10

display such information on a wireless communication device by

11

accessing the department's online system from the vehicle. The

12

appropriate information concerning that vehicle shall be

13

highlighted if the motor carrier chooses to maintain a hard copy

14

of the insurance cab card or chooses to display an image of the

15

insurance cab card on a wireless communication device in the

16

vehicle. The insurance cab card or the display of such

17

information on a wireless communications device will serve as

18

proof of insurance as long as the motor carrier has continuous

19

insurance or financial responsibility on file with the

20

department.

21

(B) On demand by a department investigator or any

22

other authorized government personnel, the driver shall present

23

the highlighted page of the insurance cab card that is
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maintained in the vehicle or that is displayed on a wireless

2

communication device in the vehicle. If the motor carrier

3

chooses to display the information on a wireless communication

4

device by accessing the department's online system, the driver

5

must locate the vehicle in the department's online system upon

6

request by the department-certified inspector or other

7

authorized government personnel.

8
9
10
11

(C) The motor carrier shall notify the department
in writing if it discontinues use of a registered commercial
motor vehicle before the expiration of its insurance cab card.
(D) Any erasure or alteration of an insurance cab

12

card that the department printed out for the motor carrier

13

renders it void.

14

(E) If an insurance cab card is lost, stolen,

15

destroyed, or mutilated; if it becomes illegible; or if it

16

otherwise needs to be replaced, the department will print out a

17

new insurance cab card at the request of the motor carrier.

18

Motor carriers are authorized to print out a copy of a new

19

insurance cab card using the department's online system.

20

(F) The department is not responsible for a motor

21

carrier's inability to access the insurance information using

22

the department's online system.

23

(G) The display of an image of the insurance cab
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card or the display of insurance information from the

2

department's online system via a wireless communication device

3

by the motor carrier does not constitute effective consent for a

4

law enforcement officer, the department investigator, or any

5

other person to access any other content of the wireless

6

communication device.

7

(d) Additional and replacement vehicles. A motor carrier

8

required to obtain a certificate of registration under this

9

section shall not operate additional vehicles unless the carrier

10

identifies the vehicles on a form prescribed by the director and

11

pays applicable fees as described in this subsection.

12

(1) Additional vehicles. To add a vehicle, a motor

13

carrier must pay a fee of $10 for each additional vehicle that

14

the motor carrier proposes to operate under a seven-day, 90-day

15

[seven day, 90 day], or annual registration. To add a vehicle

16

during the first year of a biennial registration, a motor

17

carrier must pay a fee of $20 for each vehicle. To add a vehicle

18

during the second year of a biennial registration, a motor

19

carrier must pay a fee of $10 for each vehicle.

20

(2) Replacement vehicles. No fee is required for a

21

vehicle that is replacing a vehicle for which the fee was

22

previously paid. Before the replacement vehicle is put into

23

operation, the motor carrier shall notify the department,
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identify the vehicle being taken out of service, and identify

2

the replacement vehicle on a form prescribed by the department.

3

A motor carrier registered under seven-day [seven day]

4

registration may not replace vehicles.

5

(e) Supplement to original application. A motor carrier

6

required to register under this section shall submit a

7

supplemental application under the following circumstances.

8

(1) Change of cargo. A registered motor carrier may

9

not begin transporting household goods or hazardous materials

10

unless the carrier submits a supplemental application to the

11

department and shows the department evidence of insurance or

12

financial responsibility in the amounts specified by §218.16.

13

(2) Change of name. A motor carrier that changes its

14

name shall file a supplemental application for registration no

15

later than the effective date of the change. The motor carrier

16

shall include evidence of insurance or financial responsibility

17

in the new name and in the amounts specified by §218.16. A motor

18

carrier that is a corporation must have its name change approved

19

by the Texas Secretary of State before filing a supplemental

20

application. A motor carrier incorporated outside the state of

21

Texas must complete the name change under the law of its state

22

of incorporation before filing a supplemental application.

23

(3) Change of address or legal agent for service of
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process. A motor carrier shall file a supplemental application

2

for any change of address or any change of its legal agent for

3

service of process no later than the effective date of the

4

change. The address most recently filed will be presumed

5

conclusively to be the current address.

6

(4) Change in principal officers and titles. A motor

7

carrier that is a corporation shall file a supplemental

8

application for any change in the principal officers and titles

9

no later than the effective date of the change.

10

(5) Conversion of corporate structure. A motor carrier

11

that has successfully completed a corporate conversion involving

12

a change in the name of the corporation shall file a

13

supplemental application for registration and evidence of

14

insurance or financial responsibility reflecting the new company

15

name. The conversion must be approved by the Office of the

16

Secretary of State before the supplemental application is filed.

17

(6) Change in drug-testing consortium status. A motor

18

carrier that changes consortium status shall file a supplemental

19

application that includes the names of the persons operating the

20

consortium.

21

(7) Retaining a revoked or suspended certificate of

22

registration number. A motor carrier may retain a prior

23

certificate of registration number by:
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2

(A) filing a supplemental application to reregister instead of filing an original application; and

3

(B) providing adequate evidence that the carrier

4

has satisfactorily resolved the facts that gave rise to the

5

suspension or revocation.

6

(f) Change of ownership. A motor carrier must file an

7

original application for registration when there is a corporate

8

merger or a change in the ownership of a sole proprietorship or

9

of a partnership.

10

(g) Alternative vehicle registration for household goods

11

agents. To avoid multiple registrations of a commercial motor

12

vehicle, a household goods agent's vehicles may be registered

13

under the motor carrier's certificate of registration under this

14

subsection.

15

(1) The carrier must notify the department on a form

16

approved by the director of its intent to register its agent's

17

vehicles under this subsection.

18

(2) When a carrier registers vehicles under this

19

subsection, the carrier's certificate will include all vehicles

20

registered under its agent's certificates of registration. The

21

carrier must register under its certificate of registration all

22

vehicles operated on its behalf that do not appear on its

23

agent's certificate of registration.
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(3) The department may send the carrier a copy of any

2

notification sent to the agent concerning circumstances that

3

could lead to denial, suspension, or revocation of the agent's

4

certificate.

5

(h) Substitute vehicles leased from leasing businesses. A

6

registered motor carrier is not required to comply with the

7

provisions of subsection (e) of this section for a substitute

8

vehicle leased from a business registered under §218.18 of this

9

title (relating to Short-term Lease and Substitute Vehicles). A

10

motor carrier is not required to carry proof of registration as

11

described in subsection (d) of this section if a copy of the

12

lease agreement for the originally leased vehicle is carried in

13

the cab of the temporary replacement vehicle.

14

(i) Once the motor carrier obtains a certificate of

15

registration, the motor carrier must review its principal

16

business address, mailing address, and email address in the

17

department's online system every six months and shall update

18

such information if it is no longer correct.

19
20
21

§218.17. Unified Carrier Registration System.
(a) The State of Texas, through the department, shall

22

participate in the federal motor carrier registration program

23

under the Unified Carrier Registration System plan and
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2

agreement.
(b) An interstate motor carrier operating in Texas, as well

3

as a broker, freight forwarder, motor private carrier of

4

property, and leasing company, must register and comply with the

5

provisions of the Unified Carrier Registration System as

6

required by 49 U.S.C. §14504a and the UCR plan and agreement.

7

(c) The department adopts by reference the July 14, 2016

8

[May 20, 2010], version of the Unified Carrier Registration

9

Agreement. A copy of the agreement is available for review in

10
11

the Motor Carrier Division, Texas Department of Motor Vehicles.
(d) An application for UCR must be filed online as

12

prescribed by the department, or an application must be filed

13

with the department on a form prescribed by the department.
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3

SUBCHAPTER E. CONSUMER PROTECTION
§218.56. Proposals and Estimates for Moving Services.
(a) Written proposals. Prior to loading, a household goods

4

carrier shall provide a written proposal, such as a bid or

5

quote, to the shipper. A proposal shall state the maximum amount

6

the shipper could be required to pay for the listed

7

transportation and listed related services. This section does

8

not apply if a pre-existing transportation contract sets out the

9

maximum amount the shipper could be required to pay for the

10

transportation services. Pre-existing transportation contracts

11

include, but are not limited to, corporate contracts for the

12

relocation of multiple employees.

13

(1) A proposal must contain the name and registration

14

number of the household goods carrier as they appear on the

15

motor carrier certificate of registration. If a proposal is

16

prepared by the household goods carrier's agent, it shall

17

include the name of the agent as listed on the carrier's agent

18

filing with the department. A proposal shall also include the

19

street address of the household goods carrier or its agent.

20
21
22
23

(2) A proposal must clearly and conspicuously state
whether it is a binding or not-to-exceed proposal.
(3) A proposal must completely describe the shipment
and all services to be provided. A proposal must state, "This
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proposal is for listed items and services only. Additional items

2

and services may result in additional costs."

3

(4) A proposal must specifically state when the

4

shipper will be required to pay the transportation charges, such

5

as if payment must be made before unloading at the final

6

destination. A proposal must also state what form of payment is

7

acceptable, such as a cashier's check.

8
9

(5) A proposal must conspicuously state that a
household goods carrier's liability for loss or damage to cargo

10

is limited to $.60 per pound per article unless the household

11

goods carrier and shipper agree, in writing, to a higher limit

12

of carrier liability.

13

(b) Hourly rates. If a proposal is based on an hourly rate,

14

then it is not required to provide the number of hours necessary

15

to perform the transportation and related services. However, if

16

the number of hours is not included in a proposal, then the

17

carrier must secure a written acknowledgment from the shipper

18

indicating the proposal is complete without the number of hours.

19

Also, the proposal shall state the maximum amount the shipper

20

could be required to pay for the listed transportation and

21

listed related services.

22
23

(c) Proposal as addendum. If a proposal is accepted by the
shipper and the carrier transports the shipment, then the
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proposal is considered an addendum to the moving services

2

contract.

3

(d) Additional items and services. If the household goods

4

carrier determines additional items are to be transported and/or

5

additional services are required to load, transport, or deliver

6

the shipment, then before the carrier transports the additional

7

items or performs the additional services the carrier and

8

shipper must agree, in writing, to:

9

(1) allow the original proposal to remain in effect;

10
11

(2) amend the original proposal or moving services
contract; or

12
13

(3) substitute a new proposal for the original.
(e) Amendments and storage.

14

(1) An amendment to an original proposal or moving

15

services contract, as allowed in subsection (d) of this section,

16

must:

17
18
19
20

(A) be signed and dated by the household goods
carrier and shipper; and
(B) clearly and specifically state the amended
maximum price for the transportation of the household goods.

21

(2) If the household goods carrier fails to amend or

22

substitute an original proposal as required by this subsection

23

and subsection (d) of this section, only the charges stated on
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the original proposal for moving services may be assessed on the

2

moving services contract. The carrier shall not attempt to amend

3

or substitute the proposal to add items or services after the

4

items or services have been provided or performed.

5

(3) If through no fault of the carrier, the shipment

6

cannot be delivered during the agreed delivery period, then the

7

household goods carrier may place the shipment in storage and

8

assess fees relating to storage according to the terms in

9

§218.58 of this title (relating to Moving Services Contract -

10

Options for Carrier Limitation of Liability), without a written

11

agreement with the shipper to amend or substitute the original

12

proposal.

13

(f) Combination document. A proposal required by subsection

14

(a) of this section may be combined with other shipping

15

documents, such as the moving services contract, into a single

16

document. If a proposal is combined with other shipping

17

documents, the purpose of each signature line on the combination

18

document must be clearly indicated. Each signature is

19

independent and shall not be construed as an agreement to all

20

portions and terms of the combination document.

21

(g) Telephone estimates. A household goods carrier may

22

provide an estimate for the transportation services by

23

telephone. If the household goods carrier provides the estimate
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by telephone, then the carrier must also furnish a written

2

proposal for the transportation services to the shipper prior to

3

loading the shipment.

4

(h) Written document. To the extent this section requires a

5

document or communication to be in writing, the document or

6

communication may be in a printed or electronic format.

7

(i) Signatures. The signatures of the shipper and household

8

goods carrier, as required by this section, may be transmitted

9

by facsimile or other electronic means.

10
11

§218.57. Moving Services Contract.

12

(a) Requirements. A household goods carrier must give a

13

copy of the moving services contract to the shipper prior to the

14

loading of the shipment. This copy must include:

15

(1) the name and motor carrier registration number of

16

the household goods carrier as they appear on the motor carrier

17

certificate of registration, and the address and telephone

18

number of the household goods carrier or the household goods

19

agent that prepared the moving services contract;

20
21

(2) the date the shipment is loaded and a description
of the shipment as household goods;

22

(3) the name and address of the shipper;

23

(4) the addresses of the:
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(A) origin;

2

(B) destination, if known; and

3

(C) any stops in transit, if known;

4

(5) the moving services to be performed;

5

(6) the conspicuous statement, "A household goods

6

carrier's liability for loss or damage to any shipment is $.60

7

per pound per article, unless the carrier and shipper agree, in

8

writing, to a greater level of liability.";

9

(7) a conspicuous explanation of any agreement for

10

increased carrier liability limit, the amount of increased

11

carrier liability, the cost of the increased limit, any

12

deductible above the carrier's $.60 per pound per article

13

liability, and the statement, "This is not insurance.";

14

(8) a clear notice of the amount of any insurance for

15

property that is transported or stored, the amount of insurance

16

premiums, and the insurance policy number, if insurance for the

17

shipment was purchased from or through the household goods

18

carrier;

19

(9) the conspicuous statement, "This is a contract for

20

moving services and is subject to the terms and conditions on

21

the front and back of this document and any addendum.";

22
23

(10) a description of whether the proposal is a
binding or not-to-exceed proposal, and the maximum price the
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2

shipper could be required to pay for the services listed;
(11) a statement authorizing performance of the listed

3

services, signed and dated by the household goods carrier and

4

the shipper; and

5

(12) a statement signed and dated by the shipper

6

authorizing delivery of household goods at a destination where

7

the shipper is not present if the shipper intends for the

8

household goods carrier to deliver to a site where the shipper

9

will not be present.

10

(b) Delivery. A household goods carrier must give a

11

completed copy of the moving services contract to the shipper

12

upon delivery of the shipment. The household goods carrier must

13

release the household goods to the shipper at destination if the

14

shipper pays the maximum price listed on the moving services

15

contract. Except as provided by subsection (c) of this section,

16

the moving services contract shall be signed and dated by the

17

household goods carrier and the shipper confirming the shipment

18

has been delivered. This signature only confirms delivery of the

19

shipment. Except as provided in subsection (e) of this section,

20

this copy must include the information listed in subsection (a)

21

of this section and:

22
23

(1) the total charges for the shipment and the
specific nature of each charge, including the method used to
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calculate the minimum and total charges if the shipment was not

2

transported based on a binding proposal;

3

(2) an explanation of all additional moving services

4

provided in accordance with §218.56(d) of this title (relating

5

to Proposals and Estimates for Moving Services); and

6

(3) the addresses of the origin, destination, and any

7

stops in transit if not previously provided on the moving

8

services contract at the origin.

9

(c) Delivery to a destination where the shipper is not

10

present. If a shipper authorizes the household goods carrier to

11

deliver household goods to a destination where the shipper is

12

not present, as allowed in subsection (a)(12) of this section,

13

the moving services contract need not be signed and dated by the

14

shipper at the time of delivery.

15

(d) Pre-existing transportation contracts. A household

16

goods carrier is not required to comply with subsection (b)(1)

17

and (2) of this section if a pre-existing transportation

18

contract sets out the maximum amount the shipper could be

19

required to pay for the transportation services. Pre-existing

20

transportation contracts include, but are not limited to,

21

corporate contracts for the relocation of multiple employees.

22

(e) Copies. To the extent this section requires a copy of a

23

document or a written document, the document may be in a printed
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or electronic format.
(f) [(e)]Signatures. The signatures of the shipper and the

3

household goods carrier, as required by [subsections (a)(11) and

4

(b) of] this section, may be transmitted by facsimile or other

5

electronic means. These signatures must be separate from any

6

signatures required by the household goods carrier such as the

7

acknowledgment of the statement of value of the shipment.

8
9
10

§218.65. Tariff Registration.
(a) Submission. In accordance with Transportation Code,

11

§643.153, a household goods carrier and/or its household goods

12

agent shall file a tariff with the department. [The tariff shall

13

establish maximum rates and charges for transportation services

14

when a highway between two or more incorporated cities, towns or

15

villages is traversed.] A household goods carrier who is not a

16

member of an approved association under §218.64 of this title

17

(relating to Rates) shall file a tariff individually. In lieu of

18

filing individually, a household goods carrier or its household

19

goods agent, that is a member of an approved association in

20

accordance with §218.64, may designate a collective association

21

as its ratemaking association. The association may file a

22

tariff, as required by this subsection, for member carriers.

23

(1) Contents. The tariff:
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(A) shall set out all rates, charges, rules,

2

regulations, or other provisions, in clear and concise terms,

3

used to determine total transportation charges;

4

(B) may provide for the offering, selling, or

5

procuring of insurance as provided in §218.54 of this title

6

(relating to Selling Insurance to Shippers);

7

(C) may provide for the base transportation

8

charge to include assumption by the household goods carrier for

9

the full value of the shipment in the event a policy or other

10

appropriate evidence of the insurance purchased by the shipper

11

from the household goods carrier is not issued to the shipper at

12

the time of purchase;

13

(D) shall describe the procedure for determining

14

charges that are below the maximum rate for each service

15

performed; and

16

(E) shall reference a specific mileage guide or

17

source, if information on rates and charges based on mileage is

18

included in the tariff (The referenced mileage guide shall be

19

filed with the department as an addendum to the tariff. If the

20

household goods carrier utilizes a computer database as a

21

mileage guide, the household goods carrier shall allow

22

department personnel free access to the system when conducting

23

an inquiry regarding a specific movement performed by the
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household goods carrier).

2

(2) Interstate tariff. In accordance with

3

Transportation Code, §643.153, a household goods carrier may

4

satisfy the requirements of this subsection by filing a copy of

5

its tariff governing interstate household goods transportation

6

services.

7

(3) Transmittal letter. A transmittal letter shall

8

accompany a tariff being filed. The transmittal letter shall

9

provide:

10

(A) the name of the household goods carrier;

11

(B) the Texas mailing address and street address

12

of the household goods carrier's principal office;

13
14
15
16
17
18
19

(C) the household goods carrier's registration
number, if any;
(D) the name and title of the household goods
carrier's representative authorizing the tariff filing; and
(E) whether the tariff is being filed on behalf
of a member carrier.
(4) Format. Tariffs shall be filed:

20

(A) on 8 1/2" x 11" paper;

21

(B) with a cover sheet showing:

22
23

(i) the name of the issuing household goods
carrier or collective ratemaking association;
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(ii) the Texas mailing and street address;

2

(iii) the issuance date of the tariff;

3

(iv) the effective date of the tariff; and

4

(v) the tariff number; and

5

(C) separated into the following sections:

6

(i) general rules;

7

(ii) accessorial services; and

8

(iii) rates.

9
10

(5) Item numbers. Individual items shall be titled and
designated by item number.

11

(6) Amendments. Any amendment to a tariff shall be

12

filed with the department not less than 10 days prior to the

13

effective date of the amendment. The household goods carrier or

14

collective ratemaking association filing on behalf of its member

15

may either file an amended tariff in total or an amendment

16

referencing the specific sections and items which are being

17

amended. The amendment format shall be the same as required by

18

paragraph (4) of this subsection. A transmittal letter providing

19

the same information as required by paragraph (3) of this

20

subsection shall accompany the amendment filing.

21
22
23

(7) Rejection. The department will reject a tariff or
amendment filing if it is determined the tariff:
(A) fails to meet the requirements of this
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section; or

2
3

(B) fails to fully disclose, in clear and concise
terms, all rates, charges, and rules.

4

(8) Electronic filings. A household goods carrier may

5

file an electronic copy of its tariff provided that the document

6

is consistent with the provision of this subsection and is

7

formatted in Microsoft Word or other format approved by the

8

director.

9

(b) Operations. The department will accept a tariff which

10

is in substantial compliance with this section if the tariff was

11

submitted prior to November 1, 1995.

12

(c) Access. In accordance with Transportation Code,

13

§643.153, tariffs filed in accordance with this section will be

14

made available for public inspection at the TxDMV Enforcement

15

Division or by calling the department's toll-free consumer

16

helpline as listed on the department's website.

17

(d) Conflicts. All provisions of household goods carriers'

18

tariffs are superseded to the extent they may conflict with the

19

provisions of this chapter.
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3

SUBCHAPTER F. ENFORCEMENT
§218.73. Administrative Proceedings.
(a) If the department decides to take an enforcement action

4

under §218.71 of this title (relating to Administrative

5

Penalties) or §218.72 of this title (relating to Administrative

6

Sanctions), the department shall give written notice to the

7

motor carrier by first class mail to the carrier's address as

8

shown in the records of the department.

9
10

(b) The notice required by subsection (a) of this section
must include:

11

(1) a brief summary of the alleged violation;

12

(2) a statement of each sanction and/or penalty;

13

(3) the effective date of each sanction and/or penalty;

14

(4) a statement informing the carrier of the carrier's

15
16

right to request a hearing;
(5) a statement as to the procedure for requesting a

17

hearing, including the period during which a request must be

18

made; and

19

(6) a statement that the proposed penalties and sanctions

20

will take effect on the date specified in the letter if the

21

motor carrier fails to request a hearing.

22
23

(c) The motor carrier must submit a written request for a
hearing to the address provided in the notice not later than the
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26th day after the date the notice is mailed.
(d) On receipt of the written request for a hearing the

3

department will refer the matter to the State Office of

4

Administrative Hearings. When the hearing is set, the department

5

will give notice of the time and place of the hearing to the

6

carrier.

7

(e) If the motor carrier does not make a written request

8

for a hearing or enter into a settlement agreement [under

9

§218.74 of this title (relating to Settlement Agreements)]

10

before the 27th day after the date the notice is mailed, the

11

department's decision becomes final.

12

(f) Except as provided by Transportation Code, Chapter 643

13

and this chapter, any proceeding at the State Office of

14

Administrative Hearings is governed by Government Code, Chapter

15

2001 and 1 TAC Chapter 155, including the authority to

16

informally dispose of the contested case by stipulation, agreed

17

settlement, consent order, or default.

18

(g) The department and the motor carrier may informally

19

dispose of the enforcement action by entering into a settlement

20

agreement or agreeing to stipulations at any time before the

21

director issues a final order. However, the motor carrier must

22

pay any penalty in full prior to the execution of a settlement

23

agreement.
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SUBCHAPTER F. ENFORCEMENT

2

§218.75. Cost of Preparing Agency Record.

3

In the event that a final decision is appealed and the

4

department is required to transmit to the court the original or

5

a certified copy of the record, or any part thereof, the

6

appealing party shall pay the costs of preparation of such

7

record, unless waived by the department in whole or in part.
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SUBCHAPTER F. ENFORCEMENT
§218.74. Settlement Agreements.
(a) The department and the alleged violator may enter into

4

a compromise settlement agreement at any time before the

5

issuance of a final decision. The compromise settlement

6

agreement must provide that the alleged violator consents to the

7

assessment of a specified administrative penalty or to other

8

specified action by the department against the violator and must

9

be signed by the alleged violator and the director. A compromise

10
11

agreement is not an admission of the alleged violation.
(b) If the settlement agreement requires the payment of a

12

penalty to the department, the alleged violator must submit a

13

cashier's check or money order to the department in the agreed

14

amount before the agreement may be executed.

15

(c) Upon the execution by the director of a settlement

16

agreement, the administrative proceeding ends. The settlement is

17

a department order that is final.
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Date: June 1, 2017
Action Requested:

To:
From:
Agenda Item:
Subject:

Decision

The Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (TxDMV) Board
Jimmy Archer, Director, Motor Carrier Division; and Bill Harbeson, Director, Enforcement Division
16
Adoption of Rules under Title 43, Texas Administrative Code, Chapter 219, Oversize and Overweight
Vehicles and Loads
Amendments, §§219.2, 219.3, and 219.124
New, §219.127, Cost of Preparing Agency Record
Repeal, §219.125, Settlement Agreements

RECOMMENDATION

Approve adoption of amendments, new section, and repeal for publication in the Texas Register.
PURPOSE AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The purpose of the amendments and the repeal is to update, clarify, and streamline the rules. The purpose of new §219.127
is to require the party who appeals a final decision in an administrative enforcement action to pay any costs of preparing the
record the department is required to file with the reviewing court.
FINANCIAL IMPACT

There will be minor fiscal implications related to the new §219.127 because a party that appeals a final decision may have to
pay the costs to create the record that must be filed with the reviewing court.
BACKGROUND AND DISCUSSION

Amendments to §219.2 improve the terminology, correct errors, modify the language for consistency with other rules in
Chapter 219, add definitions for undefined terms in Chapter 219, clarify that the definitions in Transportation Code,
Chapters 621, 622, and 623 apply to Chapter 219, and delete definitions that are already contained in statute.
Amendments to §219.3 remove unnecessary language, clarify requirements and procedures, and reorganize the language for
greater clarity.
The purpose of repealing §219.125 is to consolidate the language with the language in §219.124 regarding administrative
proceedings. Amendments to §219.124 also inform the industry of the current laws and rules which govern any proceedings
under Chapter 219 and Transportation Code, Chapters 621, 622, and 623 at the State Office of Administrative Hearings.
New §219.127 requires the party who appeals a final decision to pay any costs of preparing the record the department is
required to file with the reviewing court, unless the department grants a waiver. It is equitable to make the appellant pay
the costs to prepare the record.
The proposal was published in the Texas Register for public comment on April 7, 2017. The comment period closed on May
8, 2017. No comments were received.
If the board adopts the amendments, new section, and repeal during its June 1, 2017, open meeting, staff anticipates:
• publication of the adoption in the June 23, 2017 issue of the Texas Register; and
• an effective date of July 2, 2017.
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BOARD OF THE TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES
RESOLUTION APPROVING ADOPTION OF AMENDMENTS TO
43 TAC SECTIONS 219.2, 219.3, AND 219.124;
NEW SECTION 219.127; AND REPEAL OF SECTION 219.125
RELATING TO OVERSIZE AND OVERWEIGHT VEHICLES AND LOADS
The Board of the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (board) finds it necessary to adopt
amendments to Chapter 219, Oversize and Overweight Vehicles and Loads, Subchapter A,
General Provisions, §219.2, Definitions and §219.3, Surety Bonds for Vehicles Transporting
Recyclable Materials or Solid Waste; and Subchapter H, Enforcement, §219.124, Administrative
Proceedings; new §219.127, Cost of Preparing Agency Record; and repeal of §219.125,
Settlement Agreements.
The preamble and the amendments, new section, and repeal are attached to this resolution
as Exhibits A-D and are incorporated by reference as though set forth verbatim in this resolution,
except that they are subject to technical corrections and revisions, approved by the General
Counsel, necessary for compliance with state or federal law or for acceptance by the Secretary of
State for filing and publication in the Texas Register.
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED by the board that the attached rules are adopted.
The department is directed to take the necessary steps to implement the actions
authorized in this order pursuant to the requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act,
Government Code, Chapter 2001.
_________________________________________
Raymond Palacios, Jr., Chairman
Board of the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles

Recommended by:

_________________________________
Jimmy Archer, Director
Motor Carrier Division
Order Number: _____________________

Date Passed: June 1, 2017
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1

Adoption Preamble

2

The Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (department) adopts

3

amendments to Chapter 219, Oversize and Overweight Vehicles and

4

Loads, Subchapter A: §219.2, Definitions; and §219.3, Surety

5

Bonds for Vehicles Transporting Recyclable Materials or Solid

6

Waste; and Subchapter H: Enforcement, §219.124, Administrative

7

Proceedings.

8

§219.127, Cost of Preparing Agency Record.

9

department adopts the repeal of Subchapter H, §219.125,

The department also adopts new Subchapter H,
In addition, the

10

Settlement Agreements without changes to the proposed text as

11

published in the April 7, 2017, issue of the Texas Register (42

12

TexReg 1885).

The rules will not be republished.

13
14

EXPLANATION OF ADOPTED AMENDMENTS, NEW SECTION, AND REPEAL

15

Amendments to §219.2 improve the terminology, correct errors,

16

modify the language for consistency with other rules in Chapter

17

219, add definitions for undefined terms in Chapter 219, clarify

18

that the definitions in Transportation Code, Chapters 621, 622,

19

and 623 apply to Chapter 219, and delete definitions that are

20

already contained in statute.

21
22

Amendments to §219.3 remove unnecessary language, clarify

23

requirements and procedures, and reorganize the language for
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1

greater clarity.

For example, the amendments remove the form

2

numbers because it is not necessary to reference the form

3

numbers in the rule.

4

future.

Also, the form numbers could change in the

5
6

Amendments to §219.124 include language from §219.125, which is

7

being repealed in order to consolidate the language regarding

8

administrative proceedings into §219.124.

9

§219.124 also inform the industry of the current laws and rules

Amendments to

10

which govern any proceedings under Chapter 219 and

11

Transportation Code, Chapters 621, 622, and 623 at the State

12

Office of Administrative Hearings.

13
14

New §219.127 requires the party who appeals a final decision to

15

pay the costs of preparing the record the department is required

16

to file with the reviewing court, unless the department grants a

17

waiver.

18

prepare the record.

It is equitable to make the appellant pay the costs to

19
20

COMMENTS

21

No comments on the proposed amendments, new section, or repeal

22

were received.

23
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1

STATUTORY AUTHORITY

2

The amendments, new section, and repeal are adopted under

3

Transportation Code, §1002.001, which provides the board of the

4

Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (board) with the authority to

5

adopt rules that are necessary and appropriate to implement the

6

powers and the duties of the department; and more specifically,

7

Transportation Code, §§621.008, 622.002, and 623.002 which

8

authorize the board to adopt rules that are necessary to

9

implement and enforce Chapters 621, 622, and 623; and Government

10

Code §2001.177, which authorizes a state agency by rule to

11

require a party who appeals a final decision in a contested case

12

to pay all or a part of the cost of preparing the original or a

13

certified copy of the record.

14
15

CROSS REFERENCE TO STATUTE

16

Transportation Code, Chapters 621, 622, and 623.
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1
2
3

SUBCHAPTER A.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

§219.2. Definitions.
(a) The definitions contained in Transportation Code,

4

Chapters 621, 622, and 623 apply to this chapter.

5

of a conflict with this chapter, the definitions contained in

6

Transportation Code, Chapters 621, 622, and 623 control.

7

In the event

(b) [(a)] The following words and terms, when used in this

8

chapter, will have the following meanings, unless the context

9

clearly indicates otherwise.

10

(1) Annual permit--A permit that authorizes movement

11

of an oversize and/or overweight load for one year commencing

12

with the effective date.

13
14

(2) Applicant--Any person, firm, or corporation
requesting a permit.

15

(3) Axle--The common axis of rotation of one or more

16

wheels whether power-driven or freely rotating, and whether in

17

one or more segments.

18

(4) Axle group--An assemblage of two or more

19

consecutive axles, with two or more wheels per axle, spaced at

20

least 40 inches from center of axle to center of axle, equipped

21

with a weight-equalizing suspension system that will not allow

22

more than a 10% weight difference between any two axles in the

23

group.
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1
2

(5) Board--The Board of the Texas Department of Motor
Vehicles.

3

(6) Closeout--The procedure used by the department to

4

terminate a permit, issued under Transportation Code, §623.142

5

or §623.192 that will not be renewed by the applicant.

6

(7) Complete identification number--A unique and

7

distinguishing number assigned to equipment or a commodity for

8

purposes of identification.

9

(8) Concrete pump truck--A self-propelled vehicle

10

designed to pump the concrete product from a ready mix truck to

11

the point of construction.

12

(9) Crane--Any unladen lift equipment motor vehicle

13

designed for the sole purpose of raising, shifting, or lowering

14

heavy weights by means of a projecting, swinging mast with an

15

engine for power on a chassis permanently constructed or

16

assembled for such purpose.

17
18

(10) Credit card--A credit card approved by the
department [and a permit account card].

19
20

(11) Daylight--The period beginning one-half hour
before sunrise and ending one-half hour after sunset.

21
22
23

(12) Department--The Texas Department of Motor
Vehicles.
(13) Digital signature--An electronic identifier
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1

intended by the person using it to have the same force and

2

effect as a manual signature. The digital signature shall be

3

unique to the person using it.

4

(14) Director--The Executive Director of the Texas

5

Department of Motor Vehicles or a designee not below the level

6

of division director.

7

(15) District--One of the 25 geographical areas,

8

managed by a district engineer of the Texas Department of

9

Transportation, in which the Texas Department of Transportation

10
11

conducts its primary work activities.
(16) District engineer--The chief executive officer in

12

charge of a district of the Texas Department of Transportation.

13

(17) Electronic identifier--A unique identifier which

14

is distinctive to the person using it, is independently

15

verifiable, is under the sole control of the person using it,

16

and is transmitted in a manner that makes it infeasible to

17

change the data in the communication or digital signature

18

without invalidating the digital signature.

19

(18) Escort vehicle--A motor vehicle used to warn

20

traffic of the presence of an oversize and/or overweight [a

21

permitted] vehicle.

22
23

(19) Four-axle group--Any four consecutive axles,
having at least 40 inches from center of axle to center of axle,
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1

whose extreme centers are not more than 192 inches apart and are

2

individually attached to or articulated from, or both, to the

3

vehicle by a weight equalizing suspension system.

4

(20) Gauge--The transverse spacing distance between

5

tires on an axle, expressed in feet and measured to the nearest

6

inch, from center-of-tire to center-of-tire on an axle equipped

7

with only two tires, or measured to the nearest inch from the

8

center of the dual wheels on one side of the axle to the center

9

of the dual wheels on the opposite side of the axle.

10

(21) Gross weight--The unladen weight of a vehicle or

11

combination of vehicles plus the weight of the load being

12

transported.

13
14
15

(22) Height pole--A device made of a non-conductive
material, used to measure the height of overhead obstructions.
(23) Highway maintenance fee--A fee established by

16

Transportation Code, §623.077, based on gross weight, and paid

17

by the permittee when the permit is issued.

18

(24) Highway use factor--A mileage reduction figure

19

used in the calculation of a permit fee for a permit issued

20

under Transportation Code, §623.142 and §623.192.

21
22
23

(25) Hubometer--A mechanical device attached to an
axle on a unit or a crane for recording mileage traveled.
(26) HUD number--A unique number assigned to a
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1

manufactured home by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban

2

Development.

3

(27) Indirect cost share--A prorated share of

4

administering department activities, other than the direct cost

5

of the activities, including the cost of providing statewide

6

support services.

7

(28) Load-restricted bridge--A bridge that is

8

restricted by the Texas Department of Transportation, under the

9

provisions of Transportation Code, §621.102, to a weight limit

10

less than the maximum amount allowed by Transportation Code,

11

§621.101.

12

(29) Load-restricted road--A road that is restricted

13

by the Texas Department of Transportation, under the provisions

14

of Transportation Code, §621.102, to a weight limit less than

15

the maximum amount allowed by Transportation Code, §621.101.

16

(30) Machinery plate--A license plate issued under

17
18

Transportation Code, §502.146.
(31) Manufactured home--Manufactured housing, as

19

defined in Occupations Code, Chapter 1201, and industrialized

20

housing and buildings, as defined in Occupations Code,

21

§1202.002, and temporary chassis systems, and returnable

22

undercarriages used for the transportation of manufactured

23

housing and industrialized housing and buildings, and a
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1

transportable section which is transported on a chassis system

2

or returnable undercarriage that is constructed so that it

3

cannot, without dismantling or destruction, be transported

4

within legal size limits for motor vehicles.

5

(32) Motor carrier--A person that controls, operates,

6

or directs the operation of one or more vehicles that transport

7

persons or cargo over a public highway in this state, as defined

8

in Chapter 218 of this title (relating to Motor Carriers).

9

(33) Motor carrier registration (MCR)--The

10

registration issued by the department to motor carriers moving

11

intrastate, under authority of Transportation Code, Chapter 643

12

as amended.

13

(34) Nighttime--The period beginning one-half hour

14

after sunset and ending one-half hour before sunrise, as defined

15

by Transportation Code, §541.401.

16
17

(35) Nondivisible load or vehicle-(A) Any load or vehicle exceeding applicable

18

length or weight limits which, if separated into smaller loads

19

or vehicles, would:

20

(i) compromise the intended use of the

21

vehicle, i.e., make it unable to perform the function for which

22

it was intended;

23

(ii) destroy the value of the load or
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1

vehicle, i.e., make it unusable for its intended purpose; or

2

(iii) require more than eight workhours to

3

dismantle using appropriate equipment. The applicant for a

4

nondivisible load permit has the burden of proof as to the

5

number of workhours required to dismantle the load.

6

(B) Emergency response vehicles, including those

7

loaded with salt, sand, chemicals or a combination thereof, with

8

or without a plow or blade attached in front, and being used for

9

the purpose of spreading the material on highways that are or

10
11
12
13
14
15

may become slick or icy.
(C) Casks designed for the transport of spent
nuclear materials.
(D) Military vehicles transporting marked
military equipment or materiel.
(36) Oil field rig-up truck--An unladen vehicle with

16

an overweight single steering axle, equipped with a winch and

17

set of gin poles used for lifting, erecting, and moving oil well

18

equipment and machinery.

19

(37) Oil well servicing unit--An oil well clean-out

20

unit, oil well drilling unit, or oil well swabbing unit, which

21

is mobile equipment, either self-propelled or trailer-mounted,

22

constructed as a machine used solely for cleaning-out, drilling,

23

servicing, or swabbing oil wells, and consisting in general of,
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1

but not limited to, a mast, an engine for power, a draw works,

2

and a chassis permanently constructed or assembled for this

3

purpose.

4
5

(38) One trip registration--Temporary vehicle
registration issued under Transportation Code, §502.095.

6

(39) Overdimension load--A vehicle, combination of

7

vehicles, or vehicle and its load that exceeds maximum legal

8

width, height, length, overhang, or weight as set forth by

9

Transportation Code, Chapter 621, Subchapters B and C.

10
11
12

(40) Overhang--The portion of a load extending beyond
the front or rear of a vehicle or combination of vehicles.
(41) Overheight--A vehicle or [An overdimension] load

13

that exceeds the maximum height specified in Transportation

14

Code, §621.207.

15

(42) Overlength--A vehicle, combination of vehicles,

16

or a vehicle or vehicle combination and its [An overdimension]

17

load that exceed(s) [exceeds] the maximum length specified in

18

Transportation Code, §§621.203, 621.204, 621.205, and 621.206.

19

(43) Oversize load--A vehicle, combination of

20

vehicles, or a vehicle or vehicle combination and its load that

21

exceed(s) maximum legal width, height, length, or overhang, as

22

set forth by Transportation Code, Chapter 621, Subchapter C.

23

(44)[(43)] Overweight--A vehicle, combination of
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1

vehicles, or a vehicle or vehicle combination and its [An

2

overdimension] load that exceed(s) [exceeds] the maximum weight

3

specified in Transportation Code, §621.101.

4

(45) [(44)] Overwidth--A vehicle or [An overdimension]

5

load that exceeds the maximum width specified in Transportation

6

Code, §621.201.

7

(46) [(45)] Permit--Authority for the movement of an

8

oversize and/or overweight vehicle, combination of vehicles, or

9

a vehicle or vehicle combination and its [overdimension] load,

10

issued by the department under Transportation Code, Chapter 623.

11

(47) [(46)] Permit account card (PAC)--A debit card

12

that can only be used to purchase a permit and which is issued

13

by a financial institution that is under contract to the

14

department and the Comptroller of Public Accounts.

15

(48) [(47)] Permit officer--An employee of the

16

department who is authorized to issue an oversize/overweight

17

permit.

18

(49) [(48)] Permit plate--A license plate issued under

19

Transportation Code, §502.146, to a crane or an oil well

20

servicing vehicle.

21

(50) [(49)] Permitted vehicle--A vehicle, combination

22

of vehicles, or vehicle and its load operating under the

23

provisions of a permit.
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1

(51) [(50)] Permittee--Any person, firm, or

2

corporation that is issued an oversize/overweight permit by the

3

department.

4

(52) [(51)] Pipe box--A container specifically

5

constructed to safely transport and handle oil field drill pipe

6

and drill collars.

7

(53) [(52)] Portable building compatible cargo--Cargo,

8

other than a portable building unit, that is manufactured,

9

assembled, or distributed by a portable building unit

10

manufacturer and is transported in combination with a portable

11

building unit.

12

(54) [(53)] Portable building unit--The pre-fabricated

13

structural and other components incorporated and delivered by

14

the manufacturer as a complete inspected unit with a distinct

15

serial number whether in fully assembled, partially assembled,

16

or kit (unassembled) configuration when loaded for transport.

17

(55) [(54)] Principal--The person, firm, or

18

corporation that is insured by a surety bond company.

19

[(55) Recyclable materials--Material that has been

20

recovered or diverted from the solid waste stream for purposes

21

of reuse, recycling, or reclamation, a substantial portion of

22

which is consistently used in the manufacture of products which

23

may otherwise be produced using raw or virgin materials.
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1

Recycled material is not solid waste unless the material is

2

deemed to be hazardous solid waste by the Administrator of the

3

United States Environmental Protection Agency, whereupon it

4

shall be regulated accordingly unless it is otherwise exempted

5

in whole or in part from regulation under the federal Solid

6

Waste Disposal Act, as amended by the Resource Conservation and

7

Recovery Act of 1976 (42 U.S.C. Section 6901, et seq.), by

8

Environmental Protection Agency regulation. However, recyclable

9

material may become solid waste at such time, if any, as it is

10

abandoned or disposed of rather than recycled, whereupon it will

11

be solid waste with respect only to the party actually

12

abandoning or disposing of the material.]

13
14
15

[(56) Shipper--Person who consigns the movement of a
shipment.]
(56) [(57)] Shipper's certificate of weight--A form

16

approved by the department in which the shipper certifies to the

17

maximum weight of the shipment being transported.

18

(57) [(58)] Single axle--An assembly of two or more

19

wheels whose centers are in one transverse vertical plane or may

20

be included between two parallel transverse planes 40 inches

21

apart extending across the full width of the vehicle.

22
23

(58) [(59)] Single-trip permit--A permit issued for an
overdimension load for a single continuous movement over a
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1

specific route for an amount of time necessary to make the

2

movement.

3
4
5
6
7

(59) [(60)] State highway--A highway or road under the
jurisdiction of the Texas Department of Transportation.
(60) [(61)] State highway system--A network of roads
and highways as defined by Transportation Code, §221.001.
(61) [(62)] Surety bond--An agreement issued by a

8

surety bond company to a principal that pledges to compensate

9

the Texas Department of Transportation for any damage that might

10

be sustained to the highways and bridges by virtue of the

11

operation of the equipment for which a permit was issued. A

12

surety bond is effective the day it is issued and expires at the

13

end of the state fiscal year, which is August 31st. For example,

14

if you obtain a surety bond on August 30th, it will expire the

15

next day at midnight.

16
17
18

(62) [(63)] Tare weight--The empty weight of any
vehicle transporting an overdimension load.
(63) [(64)] Temporary vehicle registration--A 72-hour

19

temporary vehicle registration, 144-hour temporary vehicle

20

registration, or one-trip registration, as defined by

21

Transportation Code, §502.094.

22
23

(64) [(65)] Three-axle group--Any three consecutive
axles, having at least 40 inches from center of axle to center
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1

of axle, whose extreme centers are not more than 144 inches

2

apart, and are individually attached to or articulated from, or

3

both, to the vehicle by a weight equalizing suspension system.

4

(65) [(66)] Time permit--A permit issued for a

5

specified period of time under §219.13 of this title (relating

6

to Time Permits).

7

(66) Tire size--The inches of lateral tread width.

8

(67) Traffic control device--All traffic signals,

9
10

signs, and markings, including their supports, used to regulate,
warn, or control traffic.

11

(68) Trailer mounted unit--An oil well clean-out,

12

drilling, servicing, or swabbing unit mounted on a trailer,

13

constructed as a machine used for cleaning out, drilling,

14

servicing, or swabbing oil wells, and consisting in general of,

15

but not limited to, a mast, an engine for power, a draw works,

16

and a chassis permanently constructed or assembled for this

17

purpose.

18

(69) Truck--A motor vehicle designed, used, or

19

maintained primarily for the transportation of property.

20
21
22
23

[(70) Truck-tractor--A motor vehicle designed or used
primarily for drawing another vehicle:]
[(A) that is not constructed to carry a load
other than a part of the weight of the vehicle and load being
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1

drawn; or]

2

[(B) that is engaged with a semitrailer in the

3

transportation of automobiles or boats and that transports the

4

automobiles or boats on part of the truck-tractor.]

5

(70) [(71)] Trunnion axle--Two individual axles

6

mounted in the same transverse plane, with four tires on each

7

axle, that are connected to a pivoting wrist pin that allows

8

each individual axle to oscillate in a vertical plane to provide

9

for constant and equal weight distribution on each individual

10

axle at all times during movement.

11

(71) [(72)] Trunnion axle group--Two or more

12

consecutive trunnion axles whose centers are at least 40 inches

13

apart and which are individually attached to or articulated

14

from, or both, to the vehicle by a weight equalizing suspension

15

system.

16

(72) [(73)] Two-axle group--Any two consecutive axles

17

whose centers are at least 40 inches but not more than 96 inches

18

apart and are individually attached to or articulated from, or

19

both, to the vehicle by a weight equalizing suspension system.

20

(73) [(74)] TxDOT--Texas Department of Transportation.

21

(74) [(75)] Unit--Oil well clean-out unit, oil well

22

drilling unit, oil well servicing unit, and/or oil well swabbing

23

unit.
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1

(75) [(76)] Unladen lift equipment motor vehicle--A

2

motor vehicle designed for use as lift equipment used solely to

3

raise, shift, or lower heavy weights by means of a projecting,

4

swinging mast with an engine for power on a chassis permanently

5

constructed or assembled for such purpose.

6
7
8

(76) [(77)] USDOT Number--The United States Department
of Transportation number.
(77) [(78)] Variable load suspension axles--Axles,

9

whose controls must be located outside of and be inaccessible

10

from the driver's compartment, that can be regulated, through

11

the use of hydraulic and air suspension systems, mechanical

12

systems, or a combination of these systems, for the purpose of

13

adding or decreasing the amount of weight to be carried by each

14

axle during the movement of the vehicle.

15

[(79) Vehicle--Every device in or by which any person

16

or property is or may be transported or drawn upon a public

17

highway, except devices used exclusively upon stationary rails

18

or tracks.]

19

(78) [(80)] Vehicle identification number--A unique

20

and distinguishing number assigned to a vehicle by the

21

manufacturer or by the department in accordance with

22

Transportation Code, §501.032 and §501.033.

23

[(81) Vehicle supervision fee--A fee required by
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Transportation Code, §623.078, paid by the permittee to the

2

department, designed to recover the direct cost of providing

3

safe transportation of a permit load exceeding 200,000 pounds

4

gross weight over a state highway, including the cost for bridge

5

structural analysis, monitoring the progress of the trip, and

6

moving and replacing traffic control devices.]

7

(79) [(82)] Water Well Drilling Machinery--Machinery

8

used exclusively for the purpose of drilling water wells,

9

including machinery that is a unit or a unit mounted on a

10
11

conventional vehicle or chassis.
(80) [(83)] Weight-equalizing suspension system--An

12

arrangement of parts designed to attach two or more consecutive

13

axles to the frame of a vehicle in a manner that will equalize

14

the load between the axles.

15

(81) [(84)] Windshield sticker--Identifying insignia

16

indicating that a [an over axle/over gross weight tolerance]

17

permit has been issued in accordance with Subchapter C of this

18

chapter [and Transportation Code, §623.011].

19

(82) [(85)] Year--A time period consisting of 12

20

consecutive months that commences with the effective date stated

21

in the permit.

22
23

(83) [(86)] 72-hour temporary vehicle registration-Temporary vehicle registration issued by the department
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1

authorizing a vehicle to operate at maximum legal weight on a

2

state highway for a period not longer than 72 consecutive hours,

3

as prescribed by Transportation Code, §502.094.

4

(84) [(87)] 144-hour temporary vehicle registration--

5

Temporary vehicle registration issued by the department

6

authorizing a vehicle to operate at maximum legal weight on a

7

state highway for a period not longer than 144 consecutive

8

hours, as prescribed by Transportation Code, §502.094.

9
10

§219.3. Surety Bonds for Vehicles Transporting Recyclable

11

Materials or Solid Waste.

12

(a) Surety bond required. A surety bond is required for:

13

(1) vehicles used exclusively to transport recyclable

14

materials operated under the provisions of Transportation Code,

15

§622.134; and

16
17
18
19
20

(2) vehicles used exclusively to transport solid waste
under the provisions of Transportation Code, §623.163.
(b) Surety bonds.
(1) Surety bonds filed under this section must:
(A) be in the amount of $1,000 per vehicle [(for

21

example, if 10 trucks are covered by the surety bond then the

22

total amount of the surety bond would be $10,000)];

23

(B) indicate the total amount of coverage; and
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1

(C) be filed on a form and in a manner prescribed

2

by [submitted in duplicate to] the department [on Form 1575].

3

(2) A surety bond is effective the day it is issued

4

and expires at the end of the state fiscal year[, which is

5

August 31st. For example, if you obtain a surety bond on August

6

30th, it will expire the next day at midnight].

7
8
9

(3) The original bond certificate form must be carried
in the cab of the bonded vehicle.
[(3) Form 1576 must be completed in duplicate and

10

submitted to the department for certification of each vehicle

11

bonded under Form 1575.]

12
13
14
15
16

[(A) The department will certify and return to
the principal, one copy of Form 1575 and one copy of Form 1576.]
[(B)] The original Form 1576 must be carried in
the cab of the bonded vehicle.]
[(4) Form 1577 must be used to add or delete a vehicle

17

covered by Form 1575 and must be completed in duplicate and

18

submitted to the department for certification.]

19

[(A) The department will certify and return to

20

the principal, one copy of Form 1577 when a new vehicle is added

21

to the surety bond. When a vehicle is dropped from the surety

22

bond the department will make the necessary revision to the

23

principal's file.]
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[(B) Form 1577 must be carried in the cab of the

1
2

bonded vehicle.]

3
4

[(5) A facsimile copy of Forms 1575, 1576 or 1577 is not
acceptable in lieu of the original surety bond.]

5

(c) Bond certification.

6

(1) For each vehicle, a bond certificate must:

7
8

(A) be on a form prescribed by the department;
and

9

(B) be completed in duplicate and submitted to

10

the department in a manner prescribed by the department for

11

certification.

12
13
14

(2) The department will certify and return one copy of
the bond certificate form to the principal.
(d) Bond amendment.

15

(1) A bond amendment form must be submitted to the

16

department to add or delete a vehicle covered by a certified

17

surety bond.

18

a form and in a manner prescribed by the department.

19

A bond amendment must be completed in duplicate on

(2) The department will certify and return to the

20

principal one copy of the bond amendment form when a new vehicle

21

is added to the surety bond.

22
23

(3) When a vehicle is removed from the surety bond,
the department will make the necessary revision to the
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1
2
3
4

principal’s file.
(4) The certified bond amendment form must be carried
in the cab of the bonded vehicle.
(e) Acceptable bond documents.

An electronic copy or

5

facsimile copy of a surety bond form, bond certification form,

6

or bond amendment form is not acceptable in lieu of the original

7

surety bond.
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2
3

SUBCHAPTER H. ENFORCEMENT
§219.124. Administrative Proceedings.
(a) If the department decides to take an enforcement action

4

under §219.121 of this title (relating to Administrative

5

Penalties) or §219.122 of this title (relating to Administrative

6

Sanctions), the department shall give written notice to the

7

person against whom the action is being taken by first class

8

mail to the person's address as shown in the records of the

9

department.

10
11

(b) The notice required by subsection (a) of this section
must include:

12

(1) a brief summary of the alleged violation;

13

(2) a statement of each enforcement action being

14

taken;

15

(3) the effective date of each enforcement action;

16

(4) a statement informing the person of the person's

17
18

right to request a hearing;
(5) a statement describing the procedure for

19

requesting a hearing, including the period during which a

20

hearing request must be made; and

21

(6) a statement that the proposed penalties and

22

sanctions will take effect on the date specified in the letter

23

if the person fails to request a hearing.
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1

(c) The person must submit a written request for a hearing

2

to the address provided in the notice not later than the 26th

3

day after the date the notice required by subsection (a) of this

4

section is mailed.

5

(d) On receipt of the written request for a hearing, the

6

department will refer the matter to the State Office of

7

Administrative Hearings. When the hearing is set, the department

8

will give notice of the time and place of the hearing to the

9

person.

10

(e) If the person does not make a written request for a

11

hearing or enter into a settlement agreement [under §219.125 of

12

this title (relating to Settlement Agreements)] before the 27th

13

day after the date that the notice is mailed, the department's

14

decision becomes final [on that date].

15

(f) Except as provided by this chapter and Transportation

16

Code, Chapters 621, 622, and 623, any proceeding at the State

17

Office of Administrative Hearings is governed by Government

18

Code, Chapter 2001 and 1 TAC Chapter 155, including the

19

authority to informally dispose of the contested case by

20

stipulation, agreed settlement, consent order, or default.

21

(g) The department and the person may informally dispose of

22

the enforcement action by entering into a settlement agreement

23

or agreeing to stipulations at any time before the director
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1

issues a final order. However, the person must pay any penalty

2

in full prior to the execution of a settlement agreement.

3
4

§219.127. Cost of Preparing Agency Record.

5

In the event that a final decision is appealed and the

6

department is required to transmit to the court the original or

7

a certified copy of the record, or any part thereof, the

8

appealing party shall pay the costs of preparation of such

9

record, unless waived by the department in whole or in part.
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1
2
3

SUBCHAPTER H.

ENFORCEMENT

§219.125. Settlement Agreements.
(a) The department and the alleged violator may enter into

4

a compromise settlement agreement at any time before the

5

issuance of a final decision. The compromise settlement

6

agreement must provide that the alleged violator consents to the

7

assessment of a specified administrative penalty or to the

8

imposition of the specified administrative sanction by the

9

department against the alleged violator and must be signed by

10
11

the alleged violator and the director.
(b) If the settlement agreement requires the payment of a

12

penalty to the department, the alleged violator must submit the

13

payment to the department in the agreed amount before the

14

agreement may be finalized.

15

(c) Upon the execution by the director of a settlement

16

agreement, the administrative proceeding ends. The settlement

17

agreement is a department order that is final.
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Date: June 1, 2017
Action Requested:

To:
From:
Agenda Item:
Subject:

Decision

The Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (TxDMV) Board
William P. Harbeson, Director, Enforcement Division
17
Proposal of Rule under Title 43, Texas Administrative Code, Chapter 218, Motor Carriers,
Amendments, §218.61, Claims

RECOMMENDATION

Approval to publish the proposed amendments in the Texas Register for public comment.
PURPOSE AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The purpose of these amendments is to increase the protection for consumers, and to modify the language for consistency
and clarity.
An amendment proposes to eliminate the exception to the requirement for a household goods carrier to issue an
acknowledgment letter to its consumer who files a claim, if the claim has not been resolved within 20 days after the
household goods carrier or its agent receives the claim. The current exception allows a household goods carrier to initiate
communication with the claimant regarding the claim in lieu of sending the acknowledgment letter. Some household goods
carriers are “initiating communication” by sending an email to the consumer regarding the claim, without including the
important information that must be included in an acknowledgment letter. The acknowledgment letter contains important
information to educate the consumer about the consumer’s rights, the department’s toll-free consumer helpline, the claims
process, and deadlines regarding the claims process.
FINANCIAL IMPACT

There will be no fiscal implications related to the proposed amendments.
BACKGROUND AND DISCUSSION

If the proposed amendments are approved by the board, staff anticipates publication of the proposed amendments in the
Texas Register on or about June 23, 2017. Comments on the proposed amendments will be accepted until 5:00 p.m. on July
24, 2017.
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BOARD OF THE TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES
RESOLUTION APPROVING PUBLICATION OF PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO
43 TAC SECTION 218.61, CLAIMS
The Board of the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (board) finds it necessary to
amend Chapter 218, Motor Carriers, Subchapter E, Consumer Protection, §218.61, Claims.
The preamble and the proposed amendments are attached to this resolution as Exhibits AB, and are incorporated by reference as though set forth verbatim in this resolution, except that
they are subject to technical corrections and revisions, approved by the General Counsel,
necessary for compliance with state or federal law or for acceptance by the Secretary of State for
filing and publication in the Texas Register.
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED by the board that the attached rule is authorized for
publication in the Texas Register for the purpose of receiving public comment.
The department is directed to take the necessary steps to implement the actions
authorized in this order pursuant to the requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act,
Government Code, Chapter 2001.
_________________________________________
Raymond Palacios, Jr., Chairman
Board of the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles

Recommended by:

_________________________________
William P. Harbeson, Director
Enforcement Division
Order Number: _____________________

Date Passed: June 1, 2017
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Proposed Preamble

2

The Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (department) proposes

3

amendments to Chapter 218, Motor Carriers, Subchapter E,

4

Consumer Protection, §218.61, Claims.

5
6

EXPLANATION OF PROPOSED AMENDMENTS

7

Proposed amendments to §218.61 increase the protection for

8

consumers and modify the language for consistency and clarity.

9
10

An amendment proposes to eliminate the exception to the

11

requirement for a household goods carrier to issue an

12

acknowledgment letter to its consumer who files a claim, if the

13

claim has not been resolved within 20 days after the household

14

goods carrier or its agent receives the claim.

15

exception allows a household goods carrier to initiate

16

communication with the claimant regarding the claim in lieu of

17

sending the acknowledgment letter.

18

carriers are “initiating communication” by sending an email to

19

the consumer regarding the claim, without including the

20

important information that must be included in an acknowledgment

21

letter.

22

information to educate the consumer about the consumer’s rights,

23

the department’s toll-free consumer helpline, the claims

The current

Some household goods

The acknowledgment letter contains important
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1

process, and deadlines regarding the claims process.

2
3

FISCAL NOTE

4

Linda M. Flores, Chief Financial Officer, has determined that

5

for each of the first five years the amendments as proposed are

6

in effect, there will be no fiscal implications for state or

7

local governments as a result of enforcing or administering the

8

proposed amendments.

9
10

William P. Harbeson, Director of the Enforcement Division, has

11

determined that there will be no anticipated impact on local

12

economies or overall employment as a result of enforcing or

13

administering the proposed amendments.

14
15

PUBLIC BENEFIT AND COST

16

Mr. Harbeson has also determined that for each year of the first

17

five years the amendments are in effect, the public benefit

18

anticipated as a result of enforcing or administering the

19

amendments will be greater protection for consumers who use the

20

services of household goods carriers.

21

economic costs for persons required to comply with the

22

amendments as proposed.

23

effect on small businesses or micro-businesses.
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1
2

TAKINGS IMPACT ASSESSMENT

3

The department has determined that this proposal affects no

4

private real property interests and that this proposal does not

5

restrict or limit an owner's right to property that would

6

otherwise exist in the absence of government action, and so does

7

not constitute a taking or require a takings impact assessment

8

under Government Code, §2007.043.

9
10

SUBMITTAL OF COMMENTS

11

Written comments on the proposed amendments may be submitted to

12

David D. Duncan, General Counsel, Texas Department of Motor

13

Vehicles, 4000 Jackson Avenue, Austin, Texas 78731 or by email

14

to rules@txdmv.gov.

15

5:00 p.m. on July 24, 2017.

The deadline for receipt of comments is

16
17

STATUTORY AUTHORITY

18

The amendments are proposed under Transportation Code,

19

§1002.001, which provides the board of the Texas Department of

20

Motor Vehicles with the authority to adopt rules that are

21

necessary and appropriate to implement the powers and the duties

22

of the department under the Transportation Code; Transportation

23

Code, §643.003, which authorizes the department to adopt rules
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1

to administer Transportation Code, Chapter 643; and more

2

specifically, Transportation Code, §643.153(a), which requires

3

the department to adopt rules to protect a consumer using the

4

service of a motor carrier who is transporting household goods

5

for compensation.

6
7

CROSS REFERENCE TO STATUTE

8

Transportation Code, Chapter 643.
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1
2
3

SUBCHAPTER E.

CONSUMER PROTECTION

218.61. Claims.
(a) Filing of claims. A household goods carrier must act on

4

all claims filed by a shipper on shipments of household goods

5

according to this section.

6

(1) A claim must be filed in writing or by electronic

7

format with the household goods carrier or the household goods

8

carrier's agent whose name appears on the moving services

9

contract. A claim is considered filed on the date the claim is

10

received by the household goods carrier or its agent. A shipper

11

must file a claim either in writing or by electronic format

12

within 90 days:

13
14
15
16
17

(A) of delivery of the shipment to the final
destination; or
(B) after a reasonable time for delivery has
elapsed in the case of failure to make delivery.
(2) The claim must include enough facts to identify

18

the shipment. The claim must also describe the type of claim and

19

request a specific type of remedy.

20

(3) Shipping documents may be used as evidence to

21

support a claim, but cannot be substituted for a written claim.

22

(4) A claim submitted by someone other than the owner

23

of the household goods must be accompanied by a written
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1
2
3

explanation of the claimant's interest in the claim.
(b) Acknowledgment and disposition of filed claims.
(1) A household goods carrier shall send an

4

acknowledgment of the claim either in writing or by electronic

5

format to the claimant within 20 days (excluding Sundays and

6

nationally recognized holidays) after receipt of the claim by

7

the carrier or its [his] agent.

8
9

(A) The claim acknowledgment shall include the
statement, "Household goods carriers have 90 days from receipt

10

of a claim to pay, decline to pay, or make a firm settlement

11

offer, in writing, to a claimant. Questions or complaints

12

concerning the household goods carrier's claims handling should

13

be directed to the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (TxDMV),

14

Enforcement Division, via the toll-free consumer helpline as

15

listed on the department's website. Additionally, a claimant has

16

the right to request mediation from TxDMV within 30 days

17

(excluding Sundays and nationally recognized holidays) after any

18

portion of the claim is denied by the carrier, the carrier makes

19

a firm settlement offer that is not acceptable to the claimant,

20

or 90 days has elapsed since the carrier received the claim and

21

the claim has not been resolved."

22
23

(B) The household goods carrier is not required
to issue the acknowledgment letter prescribed in this subsection
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1

if the claim has been resolved [or the household goods carrier

2

has initiated communication regarding the claim with the

3

claimant] within 20 days (excluding Sundays and nationally

4

recognized holidays) after receipt of the claim. However, the

5

household goods carrier has the burden of proof regarding the

6

resolution of the claim [resolution or communication with the

7

claimant is the responsibility of the household goods carrier].

8
9

(2) After a thorough investigation of the facts, the
household goods carrier shall pay, decline to pay, or make a

10

firm settlement offer in writing to the claimant within 90 days

11

after receipt of the claim by the household goods carrier or its

12

household goods agent. The settlement offer or denial shall

13

state, "A claimant has the right to seek mediation through the

14

Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (TxDMV) within 30 days

15

(excluding Sundays and nationally recognized holidays) after any

16

portion of the claim is denied by the carrier, the carrier makes

17

a firm settlement offer that is not acceptable to the claimant,

18

or 90 days has elapsed since the carrier received the claim and

19

the claim has not been resolved."

20

(3) A household goods carrier must provide a copy of

21

the shipping documents to the shipper's insurance company upon

22

request. The carrier may assess a reasonable fee for this

23

service.
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1

(c) Documenting loss or damage to household goods.

2

(1) Inspection. If a loss or damage claim is filed and

3

the household goods carrier wishes to inspect the items, the

4

carrier must complete any inspection as soon as possible, but no

5

later than 30 calendar days, after receipt of the claim.

6

(2) Payment of shipping charges. Payment of shipping

7

charges and payment of claims shall be handled separately, and

8

one shall not be used to offset the other unless otherwise

9

agreed upon by both the household goods carrier and claimant.

10

(d) Claim records. A household goods carrier shall maintain

11

a record of every claim filed. Claim records shall be retained

12

for two years as required by §218.32 of this title (relating to

13

Motor Carrier Records). At a minimum, the following information

14

on each claim shall be maintained in a systematic, orderly and

15

easily retrievable manner:

16
17

(1) claim number (if assigned), date received, and
amount of money or the requested remedy;

18
19

(2) number (if assigned) and date of the moving
services contract;

20

(3) name of the claimant;

21

(4) date the carrier issued its claim acknowledgment

22
23

letter;
(5) date and total amount paid on the claim or date
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1
2
3

and reasons for disallowing the claim; and
(6) dates, time, and results of any mediation
coordinated by the department.
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Texas Department of Motor Vehicles
TxDMV Board Governance Policy
1. PURPOSE
The directives presented in this policy address board governance of the Texas Department of
Motor Vehicles (TxDMV).
2. SCOPE
The directives presented in this policy apply to the TxDMV Board and TxDMV agency
personnel who interact with the Board. The TxDMV Board Governance Policy shall be one that
is comprehensive and pioneering in its scope.
3. POLICY
3.1.

TxDMV Board Governing Style

The Board shall govern according to the following general principles: (a) a vision for the
agency, (b) diversity in points of view, (c) strategic leadership, providing day-to-day detail as
necessary to achieve the agency vision, (d) clear distinction of Board and Executive Director
roles, (e) collective decision making, (f) react proactively rather than reactively and with a
strategic approach. Accordingly:
3.1.1. The Board shall provide strategic leadership to TxDMV. In order to do this, the
Board shall:
3.1.1.1. Be proactive and visionary in its thinking.
3.1.1.2. Encourage thoughtful deliberation, incorporating a diversity of
viewpoints.
3.1.1.3. Work together as colleagues, encouraging mutual support and good
humor.
3.1.1.4. Have the courage to lead and make difficult decisions.
3.1.1.5. Listen to the customers and stakeholders needs and objectives.
3.1.1.6. Anticipate the future, keeping informed of issues and trends that may
affect the mission and organizational health of the TxDMV.
3.1.1.7. Make decisions based on an understanding that is developed by
appropriate and complete stakeholder participation in the process of
identifying the needs of the motoring public, motor vehicle industries,
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and best practices in accordance with the mission and vision of the
agency.
3.1.1.8. Commit to excellence in governance, including periodic monitoring,
assessing and improving its own performance.
3.1.2. The Board shall create the linkage between the Board and the operations of the
agency, via the Executive Director when policy or a directive is in order.
3.1.3. The Board shall cultivate a sense of group responsibility, accepting responsibility
for excellence in governance. The Board shall be the initiator of policy, not
merely respond to staff initiatives. The Board shall not use the expertise of
individual members to substitute for the judgment of the board, although the
expertise of individual members may be used to enhance the understanding of the
Board as a body.
3.1.4. The Board shall govern the agency through the careful establishment of policies
reflecting the board’s values and perspectives, always focusing on the goals to be
achieved and not the day-to-day administrative functions.
3.1.5. Continual Board development shall include orientation of new Board members in
the board’s governance process and periodic board discussion of how to improve
its governance process.
3.1.6. The Board members shall fulfill group obligations, encouraging member
involvement.
3.1.7. The Board shall evaluate its processes and performances periodically and make
improvements as necessary to achieve premier governance standards.
3.1.8. Members shall respect confidentiality as is appropriate to issues of a sensitive
nature.
3.2.

TxDMV Board Primary Functions/Characteristics

TxDMV Board Governance can be seen as evolving over time. The system must be flexible
and evolutionary. The functions and characteristics of the TxDMV governance system are:
3.2.1. Outreach
3.2.1.1. Monitoring emerging trends, needs, expectations, and problems from the
motoring public and the motor vehicle industries.
3.2.1.2. Soliciting input from a broad base of stakeholders.
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3.2.2. Stewardship
3.2.2.1. Challenging the framework and vision of the agency.
3.2.2.2. Maintaining a forward looking perspective.
3.2.2.3. Ensuring the evolution, capacity and robustness of the agency so it
remains flexible and nimble.
3.2.3. Oversight of Operational Structure and Operations
3.2.3.1. Accountability functions.
3.2.3.2. Fiduciary responsibility.
3.2.3.3. Checks and balances on operations from a policy perspective.
3.2.3.4. Protecting the integrity of the agency.
3.2.4. Ambassadorial and Legitimating
3.2.4.1. Promotion of the organization to the external stakeholders, including the
Texas Legislature, based on the vision of the agency.
3.2.4.2. Ensuring the interests of a broad network of stakeholders are
represented.
3.2.4.3. Board members lend their positional, professional and personal
credibility to the organization through their position on the board.
3.2.5. Self-reflection and Assessment
3.2.5.1. Regular reviews of the functions and effectiveness of the Board itself.
3.2.5.2. Assessing the level of trust within the Board and the effectiveness of the
group processes.
3.3.

Board Governance Investment

Because poor governance costs more than learning to govern well, the Board shall invest in
its governance capacity. Accordingly:
3.3.1. Board skills, methods, and supports shall be sufficient to ensure governing with
excellence.
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3.3.1.1. Training and retraining shall be used liberally to orient new members, as
well as maintain and increase existing member skills and understanding.
3.3.1.2. Outside monitoring assistance shall be arranged so that the board can
exercise confident control over agency performance. This includes, but
is not limited to, financial audits.
3.3.1.3. Outreach mechanisms shall be used as needed to ensure the Board’s
ability to listen to stakeholder viewpoints and values.
3.3.1.4. Other activities as needed to ensure the Board’s ability to fulfill its
ethical and legal obligations and to represent and link to the motoring
public and the various motor vehicle industries.
3.3.2. The Board shall establish its cost of governance and it will be integrated into
strategic planning and the agency’s annual budgeting process.
3.4.

Practice Discipline and Assess Performance

The Board shall ensure the integrity of the board’s process by practicing discipline in Board
behavior and continuously working to improve its performance. Accordingly:
3.4.1. The assigned result is that the Board operates consistently with its own rules and
those legitimately imposed on it from outside the organization.
3.4.1.1. Meeting discussion content shall consist solely of issues that clearly
belong to the Board to decide or to monitor according to policy, rule and
law. Meeting discussion shall be focused on performance targets,
performance boundaries, action on items of Board authority such as
conduct of administrative hearings, proposal, discussion and approval of
administrative rule-making and discussion and approval of all strategic
planning and fiscal matters of the agency.
3.4.1.2. Board discussion during meetings shall be limited to topics posted on the
agenda.
3.4.1.3. Adequate time shall be given for deliberation which shall be respectful,
brief, and to the point.
3.4.2. The Board shall strengthen its governing capacity by periodically assessing its
own performance with respect to its governance model. Possible areas of
assessment include, but are not limited to, the following:
3.4.2.1. Are we clear and in agreement about mission and purpose?
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3.4.2.2. Are values shared?
3.4.2.3. Do we have a strong orientation for our new members?
3.4.2.4. What goals have we set and how well are we accomplishing them?
3.4.2.5. What can we do as a board to improve our performance in these areas?
3.4.2.6. Are we providing clear and relevant direction to the Executive Director,
stakeholders and partners of the TxDMV?
3.4.3. The Board Chair shall periodically promote regular evaluation and feedback to
the whole Board on the level of its effectiveness.
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Texas Department of Motor Vehicles
Strategic Planning Policy
1. PURPOSE
The directives presented in this policy address the annual Strategic Planning process at the Texas
Department of Motor Vehicles (TxDMV).
2. SCOPE
The directives presented in this policy apply to the TxDMV Board and TxDMV agency
personnel who interact with the Board. TxDMV Strategic Planning Policy attempts to develop,
document and expand its policy that is comprehensive in its scope in regards to the strategic
planning process of the Board and the Department beyond that of the state strategic planning
process.
3. POLICY
3.1. TxDMV Board Strategic Planning
This policy describes the context for strategic planning at TxDMV and the way in which the
strategic plan shall be developed and communicated.
3.1.1. The Board is responsible for the strategic direction of the organization, which
includes the vision, mission, values, strategic goals, and strategic objectives.
3.1.2. TxDMV shall use a 5-year strategic planning cycle, which shall be reviewed and
updated annually, or as needed.
3.1.3. The 5-year strategic plan shall be informed by but not confined by requirements
and directions of state and other funding bodies.
3.1.4. In developing strategic directions, the Board shall seek input from stakeholders,
the industries served, and the public.
3.1.5. The Board shall:
3.1.5.1. Ensure that it reviews the identification of and communication with its
stakeholders at least annually.
3.1.5.2. Discuss with agency staff, representatives of the industries served, and
the public before determining or substantially changing strategic
directions.
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3.1.5.3. Ensure it receives continuous input about strategic directions and agency
performance through periodic reporting processes.
3.1.6. The Board is responsible for a 5-year strategic plan that shall identify the key
priorities and objectives of the organization, including but not limited to:
3.1.6.1. The creation of meaningful vision, mission, and values statements.
3.1.6.2. The establishment of a Customer Value Proposition that clearly
articulates essential customer expectations.
3.1.6.3. A Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) Analysis,
to be updated annually.
3.1.6.4. An assessment of external factors or trends (i.e., customer needs,
political factors, economic factors, industry trends, technology factors,
uncertainties, etc.)
3.1.6.5. Development of the specific goals and objectives the Department must
achieve and a timeline for action.
3.1.6.6. Identification of the key performance indicators to measure success and
the initiatives that shall drive results.
3.1.6.7. Engage staff at all levels of the organization, through the executive
director, in the development of the strategic plan through surveys,
interviews, focus groups, and regular communication.
3.1.6.8. Ensure the strategic planning process produces the data necessary for
LBB/GOBPP state required compliance while expanding and enhancing
the strategic plan to support the needs of the TxDMV. The overall
strategic plan shall be used as a tool for strategic management.
3.1.7. The Board delegates to the Executive Director the responsibility for
implementing the agency’s strategic direction through the development of
agency wide and divisional operational plans.
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Texas Department of Motor Vehicles
TxDMV Goals and Objectives
1. PURPOSE
The information presented in this policy addresses the goals and key objectives of the Board of
the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles (TxDMV) as they relate to the mission, vision, and
values of the TxDMV.
2. SCOPE
The scope of this policy is to define the desired state the TxDMV Board is working to achieve.
This policy is designed to be inspirational in outlining the desired state of the agency that
supports the TxDMV Board vision and meeting agency goals.
3. TxDMV MISSION
To serve, protect and advance the citizens and industries in the state with quality motor vehicle
related services.
4. TxDMV VISION
The Texas Department of Motor Vehicles sets the standard as the premier provider of customer
service in the nation.
5. TxDMV VALUES
To earn the trust and faith of all citizens of Texas with transparency, efficiency, excellence,
accountability, and putting stakeholders first.
5.1. Transparency – Being open and inclusive in all we do.
5.2. Efficiency – Being good stewards of state resources by providing products and services
in the most cost-effective manner possible.
5.3. Excellence – Working diligently to achieve the highest standards.
5.4. Accountability – Accepting responsibility for all we do, collectively and as individuals.
5.5. Stakeholders – Putting customers and stakeholders first, always.
6. TxDMV GOALS
6.1. GOAL 1 – Performance Driven
The TxDMV shall be a performance driven agency in its operations whether it is in customer
service, licensing, permitting, enforcement or rule-making. At all times the TxDMV shall
mirror in its performance the expectations of its customers and stakeholder by effective,
efficient, customer-focused, on-time, fair, predictable and thorough service or decisions.
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6.1.1. Key Objective 1
The TxDMV shall be an agency that is retail-oriented in its approach. To
accomplish this orientation TxDMV shall concentrate the focus of the agency on:
6.1.1.1. Delivering its products and services to all of its customers and
stakeholders in a manner that recognizes that their needs come first.
These needs must be positively and proactively met. TxDMV works for
and with its customers and stakeholders, not the other way around.
6.1.1.2. Operating the agency’s licensing and registration functions in a manner
akin to how a private, for-profit business. As a private, for-profit
business, TxDMV would have to listen to its customers and stakeholders
and implement best practices to meet their needs or its services would no
longer be profitable or necessary. Act and react in a manner that
understands how to perform without a government safety net and going
out of business.
6.1.1.3. Simplify the production and distribution processes and ease of doing
business with the TxDMV. Adapting and maintaining a business value
of continuous improvement is central to TxDMV operations and
processes.
6.1.1.4. All operations of the TxDMV shall stand on their own merits
operationally and financially. If a current process does not make sense
then TxDMV shall work within legislative and legal constraints to
redesign or discard it. If a current process does not make or save money
for the state and/or its customers or stakeholders then TxDMV shall
work within legislative and legal constraints to redesign or discard it.
TxDMV shall operate as efficiently and effective as possible in terms of
financial and personnel needs. Divisions should focus on cost savings
without sacrificing performance. Division directors are accountable for
meeting these needs and applicable measures. All division directors are
collectively responsible for the performance of TxDMV as a whole.
6.1.1.5. Focus on revenue generation for transportation needs as well as the
needs of its customers.
6.1.1.6. Decisions regarding the TxDMV divisions should be based on the
overriding business need of each division to meet or provide a specific
service demand, with the understanding and coordination of overarching
agency-wide needs.
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6.1.1.7. Developing and regularly updating a long-range Statewide Plan
describing total system needs, establishing overarching statewide goals,
and ensuring progress toward those goals.
6.1.1.8. The TxDMV shall establish a transparent, well-defined, and
understandable system of project management within the TxDMV that
integrates project milestones, forecasts, and priorities.
6.1.1.9. The TxDMV shall develop detailed work programs driven by milestones
for major projects and other statewide goals for all TxDMV divisions.
6.1.1.10. The TxDMV, with input from stakeholders and policymakers, shall
measure and report on progress in meeting goals and milestones for
major projects and other statewide goals.
6.2. GOAL 2 – Optimized Services and Innovation
The TxDMV shall be an innovative, forward thinking agency that looks for ways to promote
the economic well-being and development of the industries it serves as well as the State of
Texas within the legislative boundaries that have been established for the agency.
6.2.1. Key Objective 1
The TxDMV shall achieve operational, cultural, structural and financial
independence from other state agencies.
6.2.1.1. Build the TxDMV identity. This means that TxDMV shall make
customers aware of what services we offer and how they can take
advantage of those services.
6.2.1.2. Build the TxDMV brand. This means that TxDMV shall reach out to the
stakeholders, industries we serve and the public, being proactive in
addressing and anticipating their needs.
6.2.1.3. Determine immediate, future, and long term facility and capital needs.
TxDMV needs its own stand-alone facility and IT system as soon as
possible. In connection with these needs, TxDMV shall identify efficient
and effective ways to pay for them without unduly burdening either the
state, its customers or stakeholders.
6.2.1.4. All regulations, enforcement actions and decision at TxDMV shall be
made in a timely, fair and predictable manner.
6.2.2. Key Objective 2
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Provide continuous education training on business trends in the industry with a
particular emphasis on activities in Texas.
6.2.3. Key Objective 3
Provide continuous outreach services to all customers and stakeholders to access
their respective needs and wants. This includes helping frame legislative or
regulatory issues for consideration by other bodies including the legislature.
6.2.4. Key Objective 4
Examine all fees to determine their individual worth and reasonableness of
amount. No fee shall be charged that cannot be defended financially and
operationally.
6.3. GOAL 3 – Customer-centric
The TxDMV shall be a customer-centric agency that delivers today’s services and decisions
in a positive, solution-seeking manner while ensuring continuous, consistent and meaningful
public and stakeholder involvement in shaping the TxDMV of tomorrow.
6.3.1. Key Objective 1
The TxDMV shall seek to serve its customer base through a creative and retail
oriented approach to support the needs of its industries and customers.
6.3.2. Key Objective 2
The TxDMV shall develop and implement a public involvement policy that
guides and encourages meaningful public involvement efforts agency-wide.
6.3.3. Key Objective 3
The TxDMV shall develop standard procedures for documenting, tracking, and
analyzing customer complaint data. Successful problem resolution metrics should
be monitored to support continuous improvement activities that shall permanently
improve customer facing processes.
6.3.4. Key Objective 4
The TxDMV shall provide a formal process for staff with similar responsibilities
to share best practices information.
6.3.5. Key Objective 5
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The TxDMV shall provide central coordination of the Department’s outreach
campaigns.
6.3.6. Key Objective 6
The TxDMV shall develop and expand user friendly, convenient, and efficient
website applications.
6.3.7. Key Objective 7
TxDMV shall timely meet all legislative requests and mandates.
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Agency Operational Boundaries as Defined by
Department Policies of the TxDMV Board (Board)
The Board is responsible for the policy direction of the agency. The Board’s official
connection to the day-to-day operation of the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles
(TxDMV) and the conduct of its business is through the Executive Director of the
TxDMV (ED) who is appointed by the Board and serves at its pleasure. The authority
and accountability for the day-to-day operations of the agency and all members of the
staff, except those members who report directly to the Board, is the sole responsibility of
the ED.
In accordance with its policy-making authority the Board has established the following
policy boundaries for the agency. The intent of the boundaries is not to limit the ability of
the ED and agency staff to manage the day-to-day operations of the agency. To the
contrary, the intent of the boundaries is to more clearly define the roles and
responsibilities of the Board and the ED so as to liberate the staff from any uncertainty
as to limitations on their authority to act in the best interest of the agency. The ED and
staff should have certainty that they can operate on a daily basis as they see fit without
having to worry about prior Board consultation or subsequent Board reversal of their
acts.
The ED and all agency employees shall act at all times in an exemplary manner
consistent with the responsibilities and expectations vested in their positions. The ED
and all agency employees shall act in a manner consistent with Board policies as well
as with those practices, activities, decisions, and organizational circumstances that are
legal, prudent, and ethical. It is the responsibility of the ED to ensure that all agency
employees adhere to these boundaries.
Accordingly, the TxDMV boundaries are as follows:
1. The day-to-day operations of the agency should be conducted in a manner
consistent with the vision, mission, values, strategic framework, and performance
metrics as established by the Board. These elements must not be disregarded or
jeopardized in any way.
2. A team-oriented approach must be followed on all enterprise-wide decisions to
ensure openness and transparency both internally and externally.
3. The agency must guard against allowing any financial conditions and decision which
risk adverse fiscal consequences, compromise Board financial priorities, or fail to
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show an acceptable level of foresight as related to the needs and benefits of agency
initiatives.
4. The agency must provide timely, accurate, and honest information that will afford the
Board, public, stakeholders, executive branch and the legislature the best ability to
evaluate all sides of an issue or opportunity before forming an opinion or taking
action on it. Any information provided that is intentionally untimely, inaccurate,
misleading or one-sided will not be tolerated.
5. The agency must take all reasonable care to avoid or identify in a timely manner all
conflicts of interest or even the appearance of impropriety in awarding purchases,
negotiating contracts or in hiring employees.
6. The agency must maintain adequate administrative policies and procedures that are
understandable and aid in staff recruitment, development and retention.
7. The agency must maintain an organizational structure that develops and promotes
the program areas from an enterprise-wide perspective. No organizational silos or
sub-agencies will be allowed. We are the TxDMV.
8. The agency must empower its entire staff to deliver a positive customer experience
to every TxDMV customer, stakeholder or vendor to reduce their effort and make it
easier for them to do business with the TxDMV.
9. The agency must at all times look to flattening its organizational structure to reduce
cost as technology advances allow.
10. Agency staff shall anticipate and resolve all issues timely.
11. The agency must maximize the deployment and utilization of all of its assets –
people, processes and capital equipment – in order to fully succeed.
12. The agency must not waste the goodwill and respect of our customers,
stakeholders, executive branch and legislature. All communication shall be proper,
honest, and transparent with timely follow-up when appropriate.
13. The agency should focus its work efforts to create value, make sure that processes,
programs, or projects are properly designed, budgeted and vetted as appropriate
with outside stakeholders to ensure our assumptions are correct so positive value
continues to be created by the actions of the TxDMV.
14. The ED through his or her staff is responsible for the ongoing monitoring of all
program and fiscal authorities and providing information to the Board to keep it
apprised of all program progress and fiscal activities. This self-assessment must
result in a product that adequately describes the accomplishment of all program
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goals, objectives and outcomes as well as proposals to correct any identified
problems.
15. In advance of all policy decisions that the Board is expected to make, the ED will
provide pertinent information and ensure board members understand issues/matters
related to the pending policy decision. Additionally, the ED or designee will develop
a process for planning activities to be performed leading up to that particular policy
decision and the timeframe for conducting these planning activities. It is imperative
that the planning process describes not only when Board consideration will be
expected but also when prior Board consultation and involvement in each planning
activity will occur.
16. In seeking clarification on informational items Board members may directly approach
the ED or his or her designee to obtain information to supplement, upgrade or
enhance their knowledge and improve the Board’s decision-making. Any Board
member requests that require substantive work should come to the Board or
Committee Chairs for direction.
17. The agency must seek stakeholder input as appropriate on matters that might affect
them prior to public presentation of same to the Board.
18. The agency must measure results, track progress, and report out timely and
consistently.
19. The ED and staff shall have the courage to admit a mistake or failure.
20. The ED and staff shall celebrate successes!
The Board expects the ED to work with agency staff to develop their written
interpretation of each of the boundaries. The ED will then present this written
interpretation to the Board prior to discussion between the Board and ED on the
interpretation. The Board reserves the right to accept, reject or modify any
interpretation. The intent is that the Board and the ED will come to a mutually agreeable
interpretation of agency boundaries that will then form the basis of additional written
thought on the part of the ED and staff as to how these boundaries will influence the
actions of the agency.
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Key Performance Indicator Measures
Adopted by TxDMV Board 9/12/14

GOAL

STRATEGY

Effective and
efficient services

#

Baseline

Target

Actual

OWNER

1

Average processing time for new
franchise license applications

45 days

35 days

MVD

2

Average processing time for
franchise renewals

11 days

5 days

MVD

3

Average processing time of
franchise license amendments

20 days

8 days

MVD

35 days

17 days

MVD

14 days

7 days

MVD

4

5

Average processing time for new
Dealer's General Distinguishing
Number (GDN) license
applications
Average processing time for GDN
renewals
Average processing time for GDN
license amendments

19 days

7 days

MVD

7

Average turnaround time for
single-trip routed permits

33.88 mins

32 mins

MCD

8

Average turnaround time for
intrastate authority application
processing

1.47 days

1.4 days

MCD

9

Average turnaround time for
apportioned registration renewal
applications processing

2 days

2 days

MCD

5 days

4 days

VTR

131 days

120 days

ENF

434 days

400 days

ENF

131 days

120 days

ENF

434 days

400 days

ENF

6

10

11

12

13

14

Performance Driven

MEASURE

Average turnaround time to issue
salvage or non-repairable vehicle
titles
Average time to complete motor
vehicle complaints with no
contested case proceeding

Average time to complete motor
vehicle complaints with contested
case proceeding
Average time to complete salvage
complaints with no contested case
proceeding
Average time to complete salvage
complaints with contested case
proceeding

15

Average time to complete motor
carrier complaints with no
contested case proceeding

297 days

145 days

ENF

16

Average time to complete motor
carrier complaints with contested
case proceeding

133 days

120 days

ENF

17

Average time to complete
household goods complaints with
no contested case proceeding

432 days

145 days

ENF

18

Average time to complete
household goods complaints with
contested case proceeding

371 days

180 days

ENF

40 days

35 days

ENF

265 days

250 days

ENF

76%

60%

ENF

147 days

65 days

ENF

222 days

150 days

ENF

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Average time to complete
Oversize/Overweight (OS/OW)
complaints with no contested case
proceeding
Average time to complete OS/OW
complaints with contested case
proceeding

Percent of lemon law cases
resolved prior to referral for
hearing
Average time to complete lemon
law cases where no hearing is
held
Average time to complete lemon
law cases where hearing is held
Percent of total renewals and net
cost of registration renewal:
A. Online
B. Mail
C. In Person

Total dealer title applications:
A. Through Webdealer
B. Tax Office

A. 15%
B. 5%
C. 80%

Baseline in development

A. 16%
B. 5%
C. 79%

A. 5%
B. 95%

VTR

VTR
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#

26

27

Optimized Services and Innovation

Implement
appropriate best
practices
Continuous
business process
improvement and
realignment

Executive
ownership and
accountability for
results

Organizational
culture of
continuous
improvement and
creativity

Focus on the
internal customer

Increase
transparency with
external customers

MEASURE
Percent of total lien titles issued:
A. Electronic Lien Title
B. Standard Lien Title
Percent of total OS/OW permits:
A. Online (self-issued)
B. Online (MCD-issued)
C. Phone
D. Mail
E. Fax

Baseline

Target

Actual

OWNER

VTR

A. 16%
B. 84%

A. 20%
B. 80%

A. 57.47%
B. 23.03%
C. 11.33%
D. 1.76%
E. 6.4%

A. 58% or greater
B. 25% or greater
C. 10% or less
D. 1.7% or less
E. 5.3% or less

MCD

28

Average time to complete lemon
law and warranty performance
cases after referral

Baseline in development

25 days

OAH

29

Average time to issue a decision
after closing the record of hearing

Baseline in development

30 days

OAH

30

Percent of audit
recommendations implemented

Baseline in development

90% annual goal for these
recommendations which
Internal Audit included in a
follow-up audit

IAD

31

Percent of projects approved by
the agency's governance team
that finish within originally
estimated time (annual)

57%

100%

EPMO

32

Percent of projects approved by
the agency's governance team
that finish within originally
estimated budget (annual)

71%

100%

EPMO/ FAS

33

Percent of monitoring reports
submitted to Texas Quality
Assurance Team (TXQAT) by or
before the due date

79%

100%

EPMO

34

Percent of project manager
compliance with EPMO project
management standards based
upon internal quality assurance
reviews

Baseline in development

100%

EPMO

35

Percent of employees due a
performance evaluation during the
month that were completed on
time by division.

Baseline in development

100%

HR

36

Percent of goals accomplished as
stated in the directors
performance evaluation

Baseline in development

Measure annually at the end
of the fiscal year

EXEC

37

Employees who rate job
satisfaction as above average as
scored by the Survey of Employee
Engagement (SEE)

3.47
(SEE 2012)

3.65

3.60
(SEE 2013)

HR

38

Increase in the overall SEE score

337
(SEE 2012)

360

351
(SEE 2013)

HR

39

Percent of favorable responses
from customer satisfaction
surveys

Baseline in development

90%

EPMO

40

Annual agency voluntary turnover
rate

6.5%
(FY 2013)

5.0%

HR

41

Number of education programs
conducted and number of
stakeholders/customers attending
education programs

4.48/80.61

4/80

MCD

42/390

VTR

42

43

ric

706

Number of education programs
conducted and number of
36/335
stakeholders/customers attending
education programs
Number of eLearning training
modules available online through
eLearning Modules
the Learning Management System
Available - 28
and number of modules
Completed - 735
completed by
stakeholders/customers

Available - 31
Completed - 814

VTR
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Customer Centr

GOAL

#

45

46

47

Key:

MEASURE
Number of Shows and Exhibits
attended to educate
stakeholders/customers about
TxDMV services and programs
Number of education programs
conducted and number of
stakeholders/customers attending
education programs
Number of education programs
conducted and number of
stakeholders/customers attending
education programs
Percent of customers and
stakeholders who express above
average satisfaction with
communications to and from
TxDMV

44

Excellent Service
Delivery

707

48

Average hold time

49
50
51

Abandoned call rate
Average hold time
Abandoned call rate

52

Average hold time

53

Abandoned call rate
Critical

Baseline

Target

6

7

MVD

3/250

3/250

ENF

3/150

4/300

ABTPA

Baseline in development

80%

All Divisions

9 min

9 min

CRD

22%
Baseline in development
Baseline in development

20%
1 min
5%

CRD
ITS
ITS

Credentialing -1.6 minutes
Permits - 2.08 minutes
CFS - 54.38 seconds
Credentialing - 7%
Permits - 6.42%
CFS - 5.63%
Off Target

Credentialing - 1.5 minutes
Permits - 2 minutes
CFS - 50 seconds
Credentialing - 6%
Permits - 5%
CFS - 5%
On target

Actual

OWNER

MCD

MCD
Not yet started

Vision: The Texas Department of Motor Vehicles sets the standard as the premier provider of customer service in the nation.
Mission: To serve, protect, and advance the citizens and industries in the state with quality motor vehicle related services.
Philosophy: The Texas Department of Motor Vehicles is customer-focused and performance driven. We are dedicated to providing services in an efficient, effective and progressive manner as good
stewards of state resources. With feedback from our customers, stakeholders and employees, we work to continuously improve our operations, increase customer satisfaction and provide a consumer
friendly atmosphere.
Values: We at the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles are committed to: TEXAS-Transparency, Efficiency, EXcellence, Accountability, and Stakeholders.
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